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PREFACE

Since the advent of artificial earth satePl t'-s the nature of our global environment has come
under considerable investigation resulting in a rapid growth in the knowledge of ionospheric
structure and dynamical behavior. Satellite platforms have added a new dimension to study of
the atmospheric environment which encompanees the earth and have cor.tribu.ed immeasurably
to our understanding of the sclar-terrestrial relationship. However this research has not always
been pursued independently or without practical motivation. Early comprehension of the military
significance of space platforms has fueled interest in the ionospheric environment because of the
fact that many radio frequency systems are influenced by phenomena which arc related to the
presence of the ionosphere. Considering the qu;3scent ionosphere, grow oiffects such as refraction,
group path delay, and Faraday fading are factors to be considered but jyay not be as important
as scintillation, a generic term descriptive of fluctuation in either radio'.wave amplitude or phase.
Using the considerable data base which has been accumulated, worl@-wide empirical models of
the smoothed ionospheric electron density distribution have been developed over the last few
years and recently considerable progr's has been made in mod'Aling the worldwide behavior of
amplitude scintillation, In addition the problem of modelling the disturbed ionosphere, although
immensely important, is in an incomplete state of development. At present there is no unassai-
lable forecast capability in hand ariting from these or kindred 6ub-models, but thexe is considerable
)oD interest in producing such a capability for system application. Aside from the empirical
modelling approaches which have been undertaken for sometime, efforts are now being directed
toward the development of quasi-theoretical models using real-time solar data and certain classes
of adsiptive schemes for mitigation of effects. Indeed, at this juncture, it would appear that
there is a horse race between the latter two approaches for real-time use in error-correctio.n or
forecasting, with the empirical modelling approaches relegated for use in systems design studies.
Clearly the nature of the race depends upor. the specified system for which the ionosphere may
present a problem. In order to more clearly focus the energies of ionospheric researchers on the
questions of relevance to DoD it was fels that a comprehensive symposium on the subject of
ionospheric effects should be convened. This symposium would be timely and rewarding to both
the ionospheric researchers and his eventual customers whether the customers be DoD systems
houses with military requirements or civilian organizations with commercial or regulatory require-
ments.

Because of the need to eradicate the apparent disconnection between the ionospheric
research and user conmunities, the Naval Research Laboratory accepted the responsibility to
sponsor IES '75 and convene the sessions in the neighborhood of Washington, D. C. Technical
Sessions were unclassified and were organized in such a way that a degree of coherence could
be maintained through- .4t the symposium.

We were fnrtunate to have Dr. H.A. Friedman, the Superintendent of the Space Sciences
Division at NRL and Chief Scientist of the Hulburt Center for Space Research, as our IES
banquet speaker on January 21. Dr. Friedman delivered a banquet address entitled "Early Years
of Ionospheric Research" which developed the history of ionospheric research with some emphasis
on the NRL contribution to aeronomy and the solar-terrestrial relationship,

One of the unique features of IES '75 was the fact that we planned four keynote addresses
instead of the usual one. This gave the meeting a wide-ranging array of viewpoints which were
instrumental in setting the tone for the technical sessions which followed. The keynote speakers
were Dr. John Allen of ODDR&E, Dr. Thomas Quinn of ONR, Dr. Fred Bond of DCA and H.A.
Fiegleson of the Maritime Administration.

Besides the session chairman, keynote speakers, and authors, I would like to acknowledge
Mr. F. D. Clarke for coordinating the symposium and special thanks to my secretary, Mrs. Rhea
Smithson for carrying out numerous tasks leading up to the symposium and for registration
during thq symposium. Considerable help was provided by Mrs. Randleman and her staff of the
Space Systems Division of NRL during registration. Mr. Warren Ramey, Mrs. Dora Wilbanks,
Mrs. Mary Dickey, and Mr. D. E. Darr of the Technical Information Division of NRL are
acknowledged for preparing the pre-print document. Clerical help was provided by the NRL
personnel office and audio visual assistance was provided by Mr. John Otto of the Technical
Information Division.
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Dr. Alan Berman
Director of Research

Naval Research Laboratory

WELCOMING ADDRESS

Goodmorning; it gives me great pleasure to welcome an area that one feels strongly about. My view is that as
you to the 1975 Symposium on the Effect of Ionosphere on apace systems come of age, as communication requirements
Space Systems and Communications. I am particularly happy become more demanding, the direction of our ionospheric
that NRL hail the opportunity to sponsor this meeting. This research programs, will change. For example, the ionosphere,
symposium is attended by representatives from the Department has shown itself to affect both satellite communication
of Defense, Universities, and private industry. I have been channels and conventional HF communications, in a manner
informed that we have a significant number of foreign which I feel is presently and completely understood. This
guests. The total interest has been expressed by approximately understanding will undoubtedly be improved through the
250 scientists, engineers, and other interested parties. As of years, as we conduct additional basic research. However, in
Friday afternoon I was informed that approximately 160 response to the immediate challenge, physical models of the
people had been pre-registered. To me this indicates a con- ionosphere and various instability mechanisms need to
siderable interest in the topics to be covered here. We antic- receive considerable attention and indeed they are, The
ipate that this interest will translate into a desire to address object being to obtain a more truly predicted capability for
and eventually solve the myriad of problems which we application to radio propagation problems and in apace com-
presently face in the realm of DoD space system design and munication channel design. This is but one example of
operation. Some of these problem areas will be alluded to course. We believe we must be more responsive and devel-
in the keynote addresses which will follow. I think this oping an even greater level in communication between the
conference is somewhat unique among any that NRL has scientific community and the system design and user com-
ever sponsored. If you look at your program, you will note munities. There are definite signs that this process is now
that we have four keynote speakers instead of the usual one, underway. Certainly this conference indicates some progress
To make matters worse, Dr. Goodman had great difficulty in that direction. Again I wish to welcome you to this
in pursuading me to have a five minute welcoming address symposium. I am sure that in the technical sessions, of the
rather than a fifteen minute address. Although I promised next few days, ideas will emerge which will be of assistance
John I would behave myself, given a micerophone and a in the design of DoD and other systemrs. My beat wishes
podium it is hard to resist the temptation to comment about for a successful symposium. Thank you.
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Dr. John Alie~n
Deputy Director of Defense Research

and Engineering

IONOSPHERIC RESEARCH, WHO NEEDS IT?

It is a pleasure to follow Alan Berman again. I have me say that we have the support of both thu Secretary and
been following Alan Berman for the last three years and Dr. Currie, the Director of Defense Research and Engineer-
today has started off like many others. Actually, it didn1 't. ing, and this support translates into a thing which is the
It started out in several rather bad fashions but I hope things most tangibie benefit to all of us; namely, money.
are on the upswing as of now.

I woe u ths mrnin tothesam tIIn the process of trying to figure out what to do with
I wke p tismoringtothesam tiing that every- this money, and to best use it, there are a number of things

one eise did, finding the streets covered with water and that we have underway at DDR&E concerning the manage-
snow, producing the usual traffic jam from Mt. Vernon to ment ol the Technology Base. I would like to touch oni
the Pentagon. Furthermore, I was welcomed to my office some of these and then hit very hard on a particular one
by finding out that during the period of time that I was because it bears precisely on what we are here for today.
gone last week we had moved down the corridor in the Part of the problem that we all have - you have it, we
Pentagon six or seven bays. I got in to find the office have it at DDR&E, and all laboratories have it - is how
stacked full of boxes and pictures to be hung and all that you make the output of this process, in which most of you
good stuff. That wouldn't be bad enough, but the absolute here are engaged, available to those that are ultimately pay.
lifeblood of the system had collapsed around us in the ing our bills. That is, how do we couple the Technology
meantime. We found that we had no telephones. I don't Base to the sort of things that represent useful products in
know whether that is a good sign or a bad sign, but it is one the case of DoD or the mnilitary?
of the things that will make the day a little more complicated.
But it is nice to Ih'ave a chance to get out and especially nice We have somec new things going on here and solre
to have the opportunity to come over and talk to you, new programs. Furthermore, we are trying to change the

flavor, in a fairly significant way, of how the DoD does
I want to talk to you about some problems that we business in develupment by making it a little bit easier to

have in DDR&E which directly bear upon ionospheric carry technological advances a bit farther and to carry
research - not exclusively - but certainly in a way that forward more technological advances. We plan to make up
allows me to give you some philosophy and discuss with the money for this by committing ourselves to fewer system
you some problem areas. In some respects it will sound like developments, hopefully also using the technological approach
an enlargement of what Alan Berman just said. I will try tc: to sort out wha~t we really should be doing. This is some-
put it in a different context, however, and try to say a few thing that w-~ colloqr"ally refer to as a "6.3A" or Advanced
more words about why we have the concerns that we do Technology Dý:monstration Programs. Hopefully, this
and what we might do about them, approach will have some impact on you in years to come,

since they will ultimately give you more of an output and
I would like to commend the Naval Research Laboratory also more of a tie between the research and the user end of

for their initiative in setting up this meeting, continuing to the spectrum.
lead the pack in science as they have for so many years. I
would especially like to express my appreciation to John We, as you may be aware, also have given some care.
Goodman for inviting me to speak here. ful consideration and are urging upon the Services some

rather substantive changes in the way they rdo business with
My job at the Pentagon can be roughly characterized their laboratories end the way they manage their laboratory

as saying that I have the responsibility for what is called the complexes. You will probably be hearing about that in the
Technology Base, which in Pentagon jargon means Research months to coma.
and Exploratory Development in somne of the non-system-
directed Advanced Development programs. I guess you We are quite concerned with the program content of
would characterize what I am responsible for as saying that the Technology Base. There are a number of aspects of
it is primarily our investment in the future as opposed to that but primarily we must judge w~hat is going on and hold
the attempt to deal with day-to-day problems of developing people accountable for what is going on. You may be
new systems. aware of the fact that, in the last few years, there has been

more of an himtense effort to surface and ventilate what is
The importance of this investment in the future is, I going on in the Technology Base. For those of you who

think, well-recognized by people that count, such as the are sponsored by DoD), you have probably encountered the
Secretary of Defense who recently came forth with a ringing syndrome of what we call Topical Reviews, about once
endorsement of the Technology Base in a statement that each year, about this time of year, in which we try to
will go, or perhaps has already gone, to Congress, kicking review in depth about one-third of all the things that DoD is
off the FY 76 budget cycle. He says, and I quote, "we sponsoring. People who are working in the field get
must vent every effort to sustain the health and vigor of involved in these things and, by this method, hopefully you
the scientific and technology base." I will enlarge shortly find out what your colleagues are doing; we find omit what
on what he means by venting every effort. However, let you are doing; users find out what others are doing and
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have a chance to kibitr on this and offer remarks. That is We have fought that battle and, so far. ', are in pretty
the back-end of the process, however. That is the situation good shape. No% we go up to Congess w. -"e we face,
after things are well underway, to make an understatement, a very ur•cestair saL of events

this year with a whole new host of character- We don't
What I want to talk about today is the problem at the know how we will come out, but we are tryin&,.

front-end of the process, i.e., how do we go about structuring
programs in the first place? You may be aware that we We also have issued a directive to dhe Rervýces for the
instituted a major management innovation in the last four ensuing three fiscal years. We want to mcrease research by
years or so in the Pentagon which goes by the initials "TCP," 10% in real current dollars; that is, 10% plus inflation and
for Technology Coordinating Papers. This is an attempt to increase exploratory development by 5% ii curzent
to tie ýhe whole process together, from the beginning of dollars; that is, 5% plus inflation through fiscal year 1980.
research to the ultimate use of the technology. In that This is guidance that we intend to hold to and we trust that
sense, we see how this ties in with Dr. Bernam's conmment. something will come of it. The Secretary supports this to
Those of you who have access to these documents (and not the extent that he is indeed willing to see this money taken
everybody does) I recommend to your reading the Envirou- out of other places in the DoD Research, Development,
mental Sciences Technology Coordinating Paper, to see how Te,,t and Evaluation part of the budget. Again, I emphasize
,his process goes. I will talk more about what goes into that there are a lot of pitfalls between here and there, so
these papers a little bit later, we can only hope.

The thrust in trying to get the program better struc- Meanwhile, while we are hoping for this new money,
tured is the one that is typified by this kind of meeting, we do have the basic problem that I mentioned before.
where we are trying to improve tho interaction between the The only other way to get money in big chunks is to stop
various communities involved. And that is the reason why things that are going on. This indeed is our hardest problem,
I rather eagerly accepted the opportunity to give this talk although it is not too difficult to philosophize about decid-
today. ing what to fund and what not to fund.

Our mission in the Technolouy Base is primarily just There are, I think, only two valid criteria for the
what you think it is, and that is the generation of new Department of Defense these days. First is the possibility
ideas. To generate new ideas you have to be able to start that the work being considered will contribute to directly
a ncw kind of work, and tierein comes the crunch. perceived military problems. That is, where we know we

have problems, we certainly have to put priority in the use
There are only two sources of money that are available of funds for correcting those troubles. However, with any

in t world to us; one is fresh money and, if we can con- research, our ultimate payoff may be in things that we
vince the Services and the Congiess that we are worth more can't perceive. We do, in fact, very much like to protect
money in the Technology Base, hopefully we get it. That some of this money and devote it to areas rather than
allows us to undertake or start some things we were not specific projects, assuming that it is reasonable, or at least
dcing before. We have not, as you have noticed, been not unreasonable, to expect that there might be worthwhile
notably successful in this undertaking in the last few years contributions to some type of military problem. The thing
and, while there are some hopeful signs on the horizon, that I emphasize in both of these areas is the question: Is the
there exc also some rather dismal signs on the horizon, How contribution there by intent, or is it thern in a completely
we are going to come out in that regard, i do not know. unexpected way in the application of milits.ry problems?
Of course, the other possibility of new money is to stop
things that are now going on. Since about four of five years ago, it has been thox-

oughly impressed in the Department of Defense that we
To put this crunch into perspective and to point out are not the National Science Foundstion. We get reminded

to you what is happening as a result of the last few years, of this periodically by our overseers all over the place. The
I think one can summarize it very succinctly. In the last problem that this gives us is that, to . large extent, history
ten years, the DoD Technology Base effort has decreased plays a very large part in the Technology Base program. I
40% since we have remained approximately level-tunded. think, in some respects, it unfortunately plays a large part
That is a manifestation of the bite that inflation has taken in the Technology Base program. Efforts that are under-
out of the Technology Base. We are trying to reverse this. We -aken and are continued for a large number of years tons cc
are trying; to get new mcney into the system and, as I indicated build up the ccnstituency in terms of people involved in
earlier, both the Se,:.etary of Defense and Dr. Currie are sup- that kind of work an% congtituencies in terms of the fields
porting this effort. We are currently in for a budget request of cf hardware which resulted from that kind of work and
13% above what we went in f3r last year. which have to be funded and maintained.

You inght say that if you are in for it, why don't you We are no-w starting into our fourth decade of post-
get it? Let me just point out that thee are lots of pitfalls World War II research, so it is not very surprising that we
between here and there and all of them don't necessarily have built-up a large number o. constituencies. This defines
come from the people that you readily identify as whera a problem which the managerz of R&D !ace. We have to
the lproblem might ariae. How we are going to come out face-up to question as to whether it is proper or not, under
of ols, I am not kit all sure at this point, the present budget constraints, to continue tLese various

constituencles. The fact that they exist is not a sufficient
We have fought our first set of enem.ies so to speak, reason for R&D. This problem is certainly cause for

TIos-' are our colleagues Ln the Military Department' who thought, which we do once in awhile.
can always think of what they perceive to be better ways
to spend our money, other tJ'an research and development. FKvironmental science and general ionospheric research,
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in particular, are certainly in the context of thingo that we opportunity to talk with you, to listen to you, and
have b.en doing for some time and certainly have built up exchange views. Hopefully, we wish to get planted in your
a constituency, several hundred of which are sitting in the mind the idea of the customer aupplier relationship, the fact
audience out here today, that we do have problems, we need help, we need people

who are innovative in the current research in order to haep
Ionospheric research has a rich history which has made us in solving these problems in what I would characterize

a sigrdficant contribution to the Department of Defense, as a user-oriented way.
both in terms of telling us how to better design our systems,
and in terms of how to use the ones that we have already John Goodman did not mention the title of my talk,
designed. but, basically, t>q title of the talk is: "Ionospheric Research,

Who Needs It," and the answer is: "We need it and we
However, in the terms of having bad news and some need it very much." I am rot sure that we need it all, but

good news, the bad news is the recognitioa that ionospheric we .,eed some of it. We are not perfect in defining what
research has been around long encugh to provide us with we ieed, so what we prefer to do is oxpose to the research
an estimate of the likelihood of breakthiroughs. Indeed, people what our problems are and let you engage in the
signifcant breakthroughs are probably rather unlikely. I dialogue with us and help us to determine in the most
think that, in terms of producing the unexpected, I cannot enlightened way what our problems are and how we should
say it is not going to happen and neither can anyone else, go about solving them.
but I would not place this particular area very high in the
realm of things that are producing daily unexpected results. It does put a bulden on you as researchers. It means
On the other hand, the good news is thot there are certainly that you have to get to know what your potential customers
enough problems around that we recognize to keep this might be, what their problems are, and learn enough of
constituency, and I think even more, occupied for a goodly their language to surmount the language barrier problem
amount of time to come. that invariably and unfortunately exists between technologists

that work in dlifferent areas. In other words, to be a part
Scintillation problems in some of our commumication oi the solution !nstead of being part of the problem.

systems, as you are well aware, are a critical interest to us
at this ooint. We got caught somewhat asleep with TAC- Keep these points in mind as you go through your
SAT, you might say. In addition, we still have a large symposium. We hope that t.is kind of meeting and other
hIventory of high frequency communications gear that we efforts that we are sponsoring - in particular that those
keep saying that we are not going to use anymore and we of you who woik for DoD (and I recogni'e that not all of
keep using year-after-year. Also, one of thece days we are you do) - will be aole to help us in thn ý-ourse of the next
going to And out what OTH radar is really all about, maybe few months to evolve a much better program, if there is
a little bit more on how to design it; maybe not, perhaps, room for improvement. Or, if we have a program which is
but learn how to manage the thing so that it works a great near optimum now, convince ouiselves that this is true.
deal batter. So there are plenty of problems.

WitP that note I would like to say again, I welcome
The question which arises, however, is: Of those oi the opportunity to give this talk, and commend NRL and all

you tnat are sponsored by the DoD, are you really working of you for getting together to have this symposium. You
on the tight problem; indeed, are you working on problems have my best wishes for a successful, otimulating, and
at all? Research for research's sake, as I said, does not informative symposium. Thank you.
seem to be the bag of DoD these days. There is so in
some circles - and I would accuse the environmental
sciences area of being amongst the worst offenders in this
regard - th.j tendency to often substitute reseuch for
insight.

The point it: Are we "guilty or not guilty?" The
answer is: I am not sure. That is one of the reasons that
we welcome this symposium. I have my agent, Colonel Al
Kaehn, sitting in the back of the auditorium. I think he is
going to be heri for almost all or all of the symposium and
this gives us a chance to alt in and find out what is going
on.

hat we basically seek to encourage here is what we
might characterize as a customer-supplier relationship. We
recognize that we have real problems. We very much need
your help. We think that we know where those problems
are, but we are not 100% convinced that we do. I don't
want to say that I think there is no room at all fo" innovation
in this business. It isn't simply writing out a work order
and saying: Do this. If it were that simple, we wouldn't
need to talk to you. Indeed, we would just %rite nut a
work ordor.

So we welcome this kind of symposium. It gives us an
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Dr. Thomas P. Quinn
Director Field Projecu

Office of Naval Rosearch

IONOSPHERIC RESEARCH, NAVY INTERESTS

I think it might be interesting te reflect upon how we we yet understand enough about the ionosphere to take it
got to the point where there is enough interest in ionospheric into accoant when we design new systems? Is it because
effeAts on Fpace systems communlcations that a major con- we just don't apply what we already know? Or is it that
ference on the subject can be held. I don't think thii would therq is a communications problem among the ionospheric
have bean predicted ten years ago when the navy first be- scientists and communications systems engineers which is
came seriously interested in satellite communications. At as much of a problem as the ionosphere itself. We are here
that time DDR&E was pushing the setlcaes to get them no doubt, for all tlhee of those reasons.
involved in the development of satellite communications.
I was on ozue of the early tri-service committees that looked The fact of the matter is, the hoped for complete
into the applicability of satellites to the solution of DoD immunity of satellite communications to ionospherically
communications problems; and it's fair to say that the caused ills has not proven out. I don't mean that I think
aervices entered into satellite communicatiors, not neces- satellite communications systems have not been successful
wrly dragged kicking and screaming, but in the case of the nor that they have not been an improvement over HF. I

navy •r•sainly with some reluctance. am rather dwelling on the problem areas.

Now one of the major reasons given at that time for For example, there are serious scintillation problems
developing a satellite capability was to get communications and, just as a switch to satellites was proposed as a cure-all
out of the high frequency band. Becau= HF depends on to our HF problems, there are those who now suggest
the ionosphere, which every communicator knows is unco- moving up in frequency as a simple cure-all for the scintilla-
operative and unrelinble, HF communications Pre viewed as tion problem. There are of course others who dispute that.
being equally unreliable. So here was an opportunity to
change that situation and have a communications system So the questions remain: How do we fix the current
which did not dep6nd on the ionosphere and thezefore situation, and what do we do for the future? Do we know
would be free of itx influence. The predi6ted extremely enough about the ionospher to engineer a fix to the scin-
high reliability, time availabil"ty, wide bandwidth; all those tillation problem? Perhap. & ; conference can help answer
good things made a very attractive case for satellites. So that question. I certainly hope so or at least tell us what
the three services embarked oi) sate)lte communication further it is we need to know.
programs, both gtiategic and tactical,

One of the Navy's interests, and for that matter an
The fist tactical satellites were to be UHF. One of interest of all the govern.ent agencies inyolved in satellite

the reasons for UHF was that the services had a tremendous communications is to find an economical, technically
investment in UHF equipment and there was of course an acceptable and timely solution to the scintillation problem.
interest in how much of that investment could be salvaged I mentioned earlier the scientist/engineer communication
by using existing equipment for satellite communications. problem. I think in order to develop a timely solution we
The committee I mentioned looked into how much of that are goLig to have to present the results of ionospheric
equipmant could be used, and much to the chagrin of research in a way that is useful to sytems design and
DDR&E, the answer was: essentially none of it. So that development engineers. We must try to establish better
particular reason for using UHF was nullified, and the pre- communications between these groups than we have had in
dicted high cost cf shifting to satellite communlcations could the past.
not be eased by using existing equipment.

Said another way, the Navy's interests really are in the
However, the fact that we would be Ld of the iono- excitation and propagation of electromagnetic waves

sphere and its attendant problems would si make it worth- through, under, within and especially in spite of the iono-
while, sphere, and not in the ionosphere for its own sake. So

what is needed from a navy communications viewpoint is
So it was concluded that, although expensive, satellites an adequate understanding of ionospheric effects on pro-

would give us a reliable non-ionospheric dependent system, pagation under all conditions important to navy missions.
PYd HF coulda finally be phased out. And things began to The potential performance degradation due to ionospheric
move in that dfrection, along with periodic recommendations effects may then be properly taken into account during
that the navy phase out of HF completely. the systems design phase. To accomplish that will no doubt

require some further ionosplieric research; precisely what
Well, we have implemented satellite communications kind may very well not be completely resolved.

systems and come of them are now operational. 3o why
are we back talking about ionospheric problems? Don't
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As I said earlier, past interest in ionospheric research both directions. We are implementing new VLF systems,
has boen primarily motivated by HF propagation problems. developing an ELF system and coiiducting some research
Current emphasis so far as HF is concerned is on what you at ULF moving ever downward from HF. Moving upward,
might call improved HF circuit management. However, we are developing systems and conducting research from
the emphasis on applied ionospheric retoarch now is UHF through K band. I hope this conference will provide
shifting away from attempting to cure HF propagation some useful guidance for us in this latter area; and toward
problems. This conference itself is an indication of that that end I wish you all the best in having a most successful
change. In fact it would appear that the Navy's interest sympbsium over the next few days. Thank you.
in the freqhuency spectrum is moving away from HF in
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Fred E. Bond
Deputy Director, Military Satellite Communications Systems Office

Defense Communications Agency

THE IONOSPHERE AND MILITARY SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS

Ever since the discovery of the means for generating operation demonstrated feasibility of multichannel trunk
and propagating radio wavas ̀  the various layers of charged transmission and wideband data with seemingly little prob-
particles surrounding the earth at altitudes ranging from 50 lem. Early applications in the military UHF band for air-
to 400 KM have played a highly significant role in radio craft and ship terminals were also successful. Howaver, as
communicationi beyond line-of-sight, ranges. Military uses of time progressed, severe scintillation fading was observed
this medimn at frequencies in the lower end of the HF band at the lower frequencies, especially at certain times of the
had an early start. Fixbd station operation over dstances year, certain hours of night, and in specific geographic
rf a few huldred miles was used for CW as early as the locations. Further investigations revealed that it was pre-
World War I period. Applications were eventually extended sent at higher frequenices as well but in smaller awounts.
to global networks, and vehicular, aircraft, shipborne and The cause of tbis problemr' The same old devil-ionosphere.
portable service. Also, the type of tranamisslon began to Early attempts at simple ýemedies such as space or freq-
include voice, teletype, and multiplPixed combinations. By uency diversity, resulted in some unpleasant surp'ses.
the time World War I occured a number of sophisticated There is no easy solution. One might conclude from this
systems existed for communication via reflection from the that, we are, in a sense, back 1w the beginning of the 20th
ionosphere. century when HF radio was in its rudimentsry form and

more of a curiosity than a utility; and ionosphere prob-
In retrospect, it is amazing to see how much was accom- lems were just a modest nuisance. Unfortunately, the

plished with such a small understanding of the basic trans- analogy breaks down. The insatiable appetite for more
mission mechanism. Fading and static noise were accepted, transmisaior, and higher data rates is almrady pressing us in
and the use of different frequencies for day and night military communication satellites. Even without the
transmissions became a commonplace procecure. Eventually, scintillation problems, we are looking at -11 sorts of tech-
antenna diversity combining systems were introduced to niques to relieve congestion. This includes, frequency reuse,
alleviate the effects of fading. operation at higher frequencies, demand access, time

division multiple access and a host of others. Meanwhile,
When the insatable demand for more communications the threat of deliberate enemy interference must be reck-

began to produce a crowded spe.trum and the need for oned with right at the start of any systam design.
higher datn rates, prfssure began t4. mount for more
efficient tranamission. This inspired a concentrated effort So the pressure is already upon us for ways and means
to gain a significantly better understanding of the iono- of mitigating the disturbing effects of the irnosphere in
sphere, including its phyical structure, and the effects on satellite communications. Fortunately, this time, we have
it producod by the sun, magnatic storms and artificially a number of things in our favor; a good understanding of
created environments. Meanwhile, more sophisticated the medium, an excellent set of analytical tools, and sev-
modulation and coding techniques began to blossom and eral opportunities for experimental testing.
the use of sounding techniques evolved. I want to wish you all a very successful symposium0

When satellitc communication was discovered - or I am sure that the results of the efforts reported in the
invented - it wa first believed that we were at last fee next three days will go a long way in improving the quality
of the problems created by this capricious monster. Early and quantity of future military satellite communication
military applications in tht SHF range for fixed station systems,
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Harry Fiegleson

MARITIME SPACE APPLICATIONS

Early operational use of maritime satellites for commun- A brief summary of the development is provided. Emnphasis
ications and follow-on users for position-determination make h placed upon the economic consequences u5sociatAi with
the need for a complete as possible knowledge of ionospheric assumptions regarding the effects of the ionospherit as well
effects as posIble. asits limiting 6fect on advadced applications.
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HIGH LATITUDE MORPHOLOGY OF IONOSPHERIC SCINTILLATIONS

Jules Aarons
Air Force Cambridge Laboratory

Bedford, MA. 01731

INTRODUCTION are of greater intensity than high
latitude effects. Middle latitude

The interest in the study of iono- scintillation is observed but is gen-
spheric irregularities at F layer orally of lesser intensity than high or
heights emanates from two directions, equatorial latitude fading.
One is from the designer of systems in
that portion of the spectrum which is The simple picture is deficient in
affected by amplitude and phase fluc- many respects, because of the absence
tuations i.e., VHF to 1 GIIz at high of the effects of solar flux variations,
latitudes and VHF to S Band at equato- seasonal patterns and magnetic storm
rial latitudes. The other area served effects observations. For example,
by the study of ionospheric scintilla- during years of low solar flux (Tao
tions is that of the physics of magne- 1965) a mid-latitude region of spread
tospheric-ionospheric interactions. F appears. This is apparent in scin-
For aeronomic studies the recording of tillation records taken in 1972 in
scintillations on beacon signals (and Camp Parks, California and in Athens,
frequently measuring total electron Greece. Another aspect of the picture
content variations simultaneously) is
one of the few ground methods of con-
tinuously observing changes in the
ionosphere at F layer heights during LOCAL TIME GEOMA,4,ETIC
magnetic storms. LAITUD

This review is intended as a
follow on of Global Morphology of Ion- o
ospheric Scintillations by Aarons,
Whitney and Allen (1971), which will be
referred to as Global Morphology I. SUNSET RISE
Recent unpublished studies on scintil-
lations at sub-auroral, auroral, and
polar latitudes during magnetic storms
have also been summarized.

Some of the text of this paper
forms part of Global Morphology of
Ionospheric Scintillations-II which
will be printed in Proceedings of the
Symposium of the Cospar Beacon Satel-
lite Group held in Moscow, November
1974. Fig. 1 A nighttime picture of the

occurrence of deep fading.
The global irregularity structure Equatorial scintillations show

during magnetically quiet nights is pic- greater depth of fading thar.
tured in an updated version of a figure do scintillations observed at
used earlier by the author and his sub-auroral, auroral and polar
collaborators in Figure 1. Since the latitudes. Daytime scintilla-
density of hatching is an attempt to tions occur at high latitudes
describe the depth of fading it should (>70") but are low at equatorial
be noted that equatorial scintillations latitudes.
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that is deficient is the extent of the
equatorial irregularity region during
years of low and high sunspot number. H1IGH LATITUDE IRREGULARITIES
Tao (1965) in his maps appears to
indicate that the extent of the region It is now clear that the high
(where it falls to half the occurrence latitude F layer irregularity struct're
of the maximum) is relatively constant has similarities with the morphol-gy
whereas Singleton (1968) indicated a of the 100 km aurora - and differences.
considerable increase in spread in the The irregularity region descends to its
region during years of low solar flux. lowest latitude at night and moves clnse
Recent measurements have shown, more- to the invariant latitude occupied Ly
over, that the intensity of irregular- the aurora in the daytime sector. Its
ities decreases during years of low differences are that a de,;ectable and
solar flux. Clearly the true picture significant fading can be observed
of scintillation activity is complex. equatorwards of the optical aurora and
We shall attempt to describe sub- that the irregularities are intense in
auroral, auroral and polar morphology the polar regions. During magnetic
only. storms in a manner similar to the aurora

the irregularity region moves equator-
wards of its quiet day position and in

MIDDLE AND SUB-AURORAL addition the irregularities gain in
LATITUDE VARIATIONS intensity.

At latitudes below the auroral
oval's position during both magnetical- (a) Models
ly quiet and disturbed periods, various
sets of data have yielded behavior As summarized by Pope (1974), the
indicating little correlation with model developed in Fremouw and Rino
magnetic conditions. Evans (1973) (1973) considered several geographic
found no correlation of their 400 MHz regions separately. These regions are
radar return scintillations with mag- the equatorial (+ .0* geomagnetic),
netic index south of their station at the mid latitude-(20-60*), the high
56" invariant latitude. Aarons and latitude (>60") and the auroral regionis
Martin (1974) found that'during the (-'65" - 70"). Suitable mathematical
August 4 - 10 1972 magnetic storms there functional relations were assumed for
was a negative correlation of scintil- each of the regions. Data pertaini;ig
lation and magnetic index for Athens, to these regions wvz- selected accjrd-
Greece and Camp Parks, California and ing to the weak scatter criterion that
little correlation for the 45" inter- the phase shift introduced by the
section of Abevystwyth, Wales. Bramley irregularities was less than 0.7
(1974) found that except for the radians; these data were used to infer
December 1971 magnetic storm (when the the appropriate coefficients. Pope
irregularity region probably encom- (1974) made modifications to tho high
passed the intersection point of ^45'), latitude term of the model anC. provided
there was no correlation between mag- for variations in the position of the
netic activity and scintillations. scintillation boundary with respect to

magnetic activity. Another modification
This type of data essentially was made to represent the finding that

corroborates the early radio star ob- the northern and southern polar regions
servations in the U. K. which found of the scintillation activity are not
little correlation with magnetic index symmourical with the southern hemi-
except in paths to the north (with the sphere boundary at higher invariant
exception of some intense magnetic latitudes than the northern boundary
storms). (by about 4' in Pope's modification of

the model).
For the middle latitude region the

scintillation indices are low although
there are high values reported at (b) Radar Observations
times. The diurnal pattern of weak
sclntillation shows little increase at Using 400 MHz radar signals ob-
night (Bramley, private communication). tained from skin tracking of satellites,
Some persistence of patches which recur a recent series of measurements was
or remain for two to three days run- made by Evans (1974) at Millstone Hill,
ning has been shown by Albrecht (1974). Massachusetts. He identified a stintil-
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lation boundary, using the S value of in the afternoon sector. The depen-
.04 as the criterion as to wAether the dence on magnetic activity of the
entry into the high latitude irregular- trough is irregular whereas they found
ity regcir had been reached. His the scintillation boundary dependence
results were similar to those of Aarons on changing levels of magnetic activity
and Allen (1971) in that the lowest more highly correlated.
latitude of ;7* was reached before
midnight for tnii; region. Evans (1973) by measuring total

electron content using the Transit NNSS
He found that the probability of satellites found that there was no set

observing large scintillations in- spatial relationship between the
creased during magnetically disturbed position of the scintillation boundary
periods. The highest scintillation and that of the trough when studied on
indices (S 4 - 1.0 and transverse angie a case by case basis. Statistically
scintillations a > 20 m deg) were there were distinct differences as well.
largely confined T operiods when
magnetic storms were in progress, in- McClure (1973) found that the
cluding some in the daytime. poleward edge of the trough of iono-

spheric ions is almost always associ-
Evans found the amplitude during ated with the onset of soft auroral

scintillation most closely followed a electron fluxes and large amplitude
Nakagami m distribution with a Ray- irregularities in N. Ile also found
leigh distribution obtained when m - 1. large amplitude auriral irregularities

of ions near the dayside cusp related
Thb mean scintillation index as a to fluxes of soft electrons (<300 mv).

function of invariant latitude varied
with magnetic activity. At latitudes
above 53" a higher Kp is associated (d) The Auroral Oval
#ith increased scintillation, while
below 530 there is a small decrease in (1) Night
scintillation with increasing Kp. The
prediction of mean scintillation index The outlines of the intensity
from the model proposed by Fremouw and variations within the irregularity
Rino (1973) was considerably lower than region axe clear. At night during
that observed at Millstone, probably periods of magnetic quiet scintillation
due to problems of extrapolating 40 - index increases several fold from the
100 MHz data, some wilt effects of
strong scattering, to the 400 MHz
frequency. is %UaU$T 169aj

(c) The qcintillation Boundary 50 3 'ann the Trough 7o'0• i • [I

It was clear from earlier work I
that there were similarities between
the electron density trough and the96-0scintillation boundary. Both descended

during the night and both moved equa-
torwards during magnetic storms. How-
ever, Aarons and Allen (1971) had
pointed out several differences between 1,
the positions and the behavior of the
two lines. Kersley et al (1972) found
the scintillation boundary in general
approximately one degree equatorwards st
of the trough minimum betueen 1700 and
0130 hours but after 0200 the positions 0 -1 -2 6 z £ '

were riversed until at 0700 the abrupt LOCAL TIME
scintillation boundary was on average
some three decrees poleward of the
trough minimum. New analyses by
Kersley and Van Eyken (1974) found that 2a. Contours of scintillations
the trough latitude decreased from index as taken at four
1700 - 2000 with a possible very slow stations during the magnetic
decrease to a minimum at 0600 followed storms of August 1972,
by a rapid increase. Few troughs in Frequency of observation is
total electron content were detected 254 MHz.
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The time development of the irreg-
'AUGT$- 1' ularity spread from the auroral oval

LOW X during magnetic storms has been studied
by the author and his collaborators
using a combination of synchronous
satellite beacons, auroral photographs
by the DMSP satellite, passes by the
NIMBUS beacon, as well Cs local
magnetograms.

The emergent picture is as follows:
/ - ,o/ Storm Sudden Commencement produces

immediate scintillation effects at
" / invariant latitudes of 63 and for some

- Istorms at 60" invariant latitude. With
the developwent of the main phase of/iO / the storm, the intensity of the

- \• .,.' irregularities spread to latitudes at
times as low as 45". The equatorwards

L L boundary of the high latitude irreg-
02II 8"4 T ularities is a function of season,
LOCAL TIME

intensity of local magnetic displace-
ment, and time of day. At local noon,
effects have been shown to 57* invariant
latitude.

Fig. 2b. Contours of scintillation
index at 136 MHz in August One example of the development of
1972 during periods of low effects of the storm can be noted in
magnetic activity. Figure 3 comparing magnetograms and

scintillation indices at College,
Alaska. Storm commencement at 1418 UT
(local standard time 0418) brought
no increase of scintillation at the
350 km invariant intersection latitude.boundary •o the latitudes of the Only with the large variation in the H

position of the optical auroral oval. componetd th e dayiof in150 e H

Maximum index is recorded when the path at 17-18 UT (07 - 08 L.S.T.) and

traverses the auroral oval. A shallow "1100 y at 1930 UT did the daytime

minimum i.3 then encountared with a scinti'lations become dramatically
second peak located near the corrected large.
geomagnetic pole (Nielsen and Aarons
1973). Frihagen's (1971) data indica-
ted a small trough poleward of the
auroral oval. Higher magnetic indices
increase intensity levels across the C|4€
eatire irregularity region as well as 40

lower the boundary between the ordered 0 " "
F layer and the F layer encrusted with 6 44
small scale irregularities. a ,4 D E C 4 U C LV

OU. 6 DE IT.07 ma, cIa~

One example that can be readily 0S0I9 MAGNTE"sUAM
noted is that taken from the August
1972 magnetic storms. Figure 2a
is a compesite of data from the period
August 3 - 10 when K indices were 5 or
greater (Aarons and Martin, 1974).
Quiet day contours of scintillation
index (S1) are taken at 136 MHz (Figure
2b) while disturbed period indices are
taken at 254 MHz (this presentation
is used in order to reduce the effects Fig. 3 Comparison of College, Alaska
of fading "saturation" shown at timet scintillation and magnetogram.
when fading reaches levels indistin- The two paths (overhead for the
guishable from noise). Hawkins (1974) magnetogram and the 350 km.
has shown that from one to two days intersection point to ATS-I)

* after the onset of a period of magnetic differ in latitude by approxi-
quiet (Ap < 2) scintillations disappear mately 80
in the 50 to 65: invariant latitude

j range.



Data from a series of stations, The fi6ld of polar scintillation
Thule and Narssarssuaq, Greenland; stud3es is relativwly unexplored.
Goose Bay, Labrador; College, Alaska; 40 MHz observations show both multiple
Sagamore Hill, Massachusetts; Aberyst- scattering effects and saturation of
wyth, Wales; and Lindau, Germany are fading, Frequencies of the range of
leading to an ability to sort out 136 to 400 MHz are neede('; the DNA
local magnetic, diurnal, and seasonal satellite with its unmodulated beacons
variables, will hopefully aid in the determination

of the polar cap scintillation morphol-
An analysis of the U. S. Air Force ogy.

DMSP satellite auroral photographs
(Martin and Aarons, 1975) allowed the
measurements of scintillation indices IN SITU MEASUREMENTS
at times of aurora. The analysis
showed that in the median when the Derhaps the largest contribution
diffuse edge of the aurora is 40 to new measurements of global morphol-
poleward of the path intersection, in- ogy of irregularities in the period
tense F layer irregularities are pre- between 1970 and 1974 comes from the
sent. When the path intersection is in situ measurements of various
polewards of the 100 km optical aurora, ionospheric parameters. These include
scintillation indices at 136 MHz of the electric fields, thermal electrons,
same order of magnitude i.e. 25-50 suprathermal electrons, and ion den3ity
(N2-5 dB peak to peak fading) were still measurements.
noted.

Correlating in situ measurements
with scintillations can bnly be done

(2) Day with several caveats. In situ measure-
ments give no indication of thickness,

The daytime boundary is located an effect of importance on scintil-
between 71" and 76* for very low K lation excursions (Singleton 1973).
indices (K - 0, 1) and 68*-69" for In situ measurements are frequently
K - 2, 3. Increased magnetic activity higher in altitude than the 350 km
brings h-gher levels of scintillations level found to be the predominant
throughout the region for some height of the (often) thi layer
magnetic storms, irregularities. IA situ measurements

unless configured carefully do not show
Some new data (from Thule) are the effects of irregularity elopgation,

being studied which indicate that the field alignment or zenith angle. Mure
cusp region about noon shows an basically, however, in situ measure-
unusually high occurrence of scintil- ments may measure the causal element
latioce. for the production of the irregularities

(suprathermal el6ctrons) for example;
therefore the rmbient atmosphere must

(e) Polar Scintillations be taken into consideration.

There iL clearly from in situ One series of significant measure-
irregularity measurements, from spread ments were obtained with an electro-
F data, and i'rom scintillation studies static probe on ISIS-i; thermal positive
no polar cap iavity as there is in ion observations were made (Sagalyn at
energetic eletron precipitation. The al 1974). A spatial resolution of 150
spread F measurements indicated a meters was possible. The equatorial
permanent maxiium (Penndorf (0962)). bouniary of the irrogiilarity region was
The in situ me-asurements of isotropic defined as the latitude of onset of
electric fields indicated a decrease per. qtent small scale ionization
in intensity aver the dayside polar irregalarities extending over at least
regions relative to the auroral oval a few degrees in latitude with
measurer.ents (Kelly and Mozer, 1972). amplitudes amounting to 20% of more the
Nielsep and Aarons (1973) using both mean background levels.
40 MHz and 150 MHz observations from
Thule found high scintillations over the Comparisons with the topside
geomagaetic pole, even allowing for sounder in the same vehicle showed that
increa;es in scintillation index due to down to the minimum scale, irregular-
aspect sensitivity. The diurnal ities map down to the peak of the F
pattern over high latitudes differed region. The boundary of the irregular-
from those at other latitudes; however, ity zone was found to be 3'-9* closer
only brief periods of observations were to the pole in the southern hemisphere
available from this study. than in the northern hemisphere. The
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seasonal variation of the mean location On the dayside of the earth the
was small. At noon in the northern equatorward boundaries of this zone and
hemisphere the total seasonal variation of the < 300 ev electron precipitation
is 4*; at midnight, 6*. The boundary coincide. However, the boundary does
is closest to the pole in June and not coincide with electron precipita-
farthest in December. No poleward tion above 300 ev. The zone extends
boundaries for the irregularity zone beyond the poleward boundary of the
were found; the inhomogeneities extend particle precipitation, probably due to
across the pole. Sagalyn et al found magnetospheric convection transporting
that the equatorial boundary of the irregularities poleward of the region
irregularity zone was 30 - 70 equator- of production. It might be noted that
ward of the auroral oval. Comparison the zone is coincident with the
of the irregularity boundary of this irregularities of the largest absolute
technique and that of the scintil- (rather than relative) amplitude. On
lation boundary was excellent at night the dayside the zone and the cleft are
and between 21-06 local time but coincident at times, In a significant
differed at 1700 LT (Figure 4). Recent number of cases the zone can begin
analysis of 40 MHz BEB results from equatorward of the cleft. There is no
Naressrssuaq (Mikkelsen and Aarons, indication that it ever begins poleward
private communication) indicate that of the cleft.
the earlier boundaries found at this
time period by data taken at 57* should
be revised; the new contours will bring FUTURE STUDIES IN MORPHOLOGY
the scintillation boundary closer to
Sagalyn's results. The mid-latitude scintillation

picture will be helped by studies of
The severe topside irregularity ATS-6 40 MHz transmissions. At middle

zone was observed using the ionosounder to sub-auroral latitudes there are
on ISIS 2 (Dyson and Winningham 1973). indications of irregularities appearing
It is (probably) the topside observa- a fair portion of the time.
tions of the same F layer irregularity
zone (Pike 1971, 1972) observed by a One effect that is not as yet
flying sounder, whore heavy spread F explored for its physical interpreta-
appears. tion is that of mid-latitude and sub-

auroral morphology. The plasmapause
motions and the heating that produces
Stable Auroral Red arcs must be a
source for the creation of irregular-
ities. Basu (1974) has shown correla-

COMM"FTOM ISIS-1.4T I tion of scintillation and SAR arcs
wITH: SINTIATIoNO9 -ARYAN016, Kp. during magnetic storms. However, theELIICTnM TROO .M OR114 PNA

LAMUM P.OK-DYO* KPd S occurrence of spread F and of scintil-
NoWTNHN NHIMO1119 lations at these latitudes during

INVRWAiTLA11TUC vILOCALTWE quiet periods has not as yet been
explained.

At sub-auroral and auroral
latitudes the picture is definitely
clearing up with multi-frequency studies
being made and with the aslect sensitiv-
ity more readily calculated. A
detailed correlation with magnetic
variations during some intense magnetic
storms exists.

The polar irregularity structure
is far from clear. The diurnal pattern,
the effect of intense magnetic storms,

LOCMALVM ohm .IEfL1 ---• . OrOW4~ and the quiet day pattern have not
-MCI ý TROUGNbeen correlated with other polar cap

.. A-.M IMW phenomena.

The seasonal behavior of sub-
Fig. 4 Comparison of equatorward auroral and auroral scintillations is

boundary from ISIS-I data with emerging. Maps of spread F occurrence
other boundaries (Sagalyn et al, and some seasonal statistics on scin-
1974).
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tiliation are available. For example, Fremouw, E. J. and C. L. Rino, Radio
the winter pattern at auroral latitudes Science, 8, 213 (1973).
during magnetically quiet days has two
peaks. Certainly this could be cor- Frihagen, J., J. Atmos. Terr. Phys.,
related with the complex electric field 33, 21 (1971).
structure or with seasonal variations
of suprathermal electrons. Hawkins, G., Ionospheric Electron

Content and Radio Scintillations

The advent of ATS-6 with its During Magnetospherically Quiet
beacons at 40 MHz, 140 MHz, and 360 MHz Periods, AFCRL TR-74-0160,
will aid the study of the global March 1974.
morphology of ionospheric scintilla-
tions. The 40 MHz signals will be Kelly, M. C. and F. S. Mozer, J. Geophys.
valuable for mid-latitude observations, Res., 77, 4158 (1972).
for frequency dependence studies, and
for statistically observing multiple Kersley, L., D. B. Jenkins, and K. J.
scattering while noting weak scattering Edwards, Nature, 239, 11, 1972.
(a comparison of 40, 140 and 360 MHz
signals at high or equatorial latitudes Kercley, L. and A. Van Eyken, The Mid-
during some periods). The 360 MHz Latitude Trough and the Scintil-
signals will allow for observations at lation Boundary, Joint Satellite
auroral latitudes during magnetic Studies Group, Report N5, Lannion,
storms without encountering saturation France, January (1974).
too often.

Martin, E. and J. Aarons, F Layer Scin-
Studies of phase scintillation of tillations and the Aurora,

the small scale irregularities are Proceedings of NRL Ionospheric
needed. Recent interest in the field Effects Symposium of Washington,
has added to the measurements, to the D. C., January (1975).
use of the data for systems design, and
is beginning to add to the physics of McClure, J. P., Final Repurt for
magnetospheric ionospheric interactions. Contract NAS 5-23184, Goddard

Space Flight Center, 1973.
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A SYNOPSIS OF RADIO AND PHOTOMETRIC EFFECTS OBSERVED
WHEN THE IONOSPHERE IS MODIFIED BY A HIGH-POWER

GROUND-BASED TRANSMITTER*

William F. Utlaut
Institute for Telecommunication Sciences

Office of Telecommunications
Boulder, Colorado 80302

ABSTRACT

High-power, HF, ground-based radio transmitters have been used to intentionally
modify the electron temperature and density in the ionosphere since 1970. Transmitting
facilities having power-aperture products of the order of 10 4 MWm 2 have been used, and
&,gy provide a power density in •he F region of a few tens of microwatts per square meter.
Many unanticipated physical phenomena have been observed and new understanding has
been gained in the field of plasma physics because of this ability to carry out experiments
on the ionosphere. Perhaps more importantly, it has been shown that the modified region
acts as a significant radio scatterer to radio frequencies at least as high as UHF. Thus, it
has been possible to demonstrate a potential usefulness of ionospheric modification for
telecommunication purposes. Voice, teletype, and facsimile transmissions'have been sent,
via the scattering region above the modifier, between ground terminals separated by several
thousands of kilometers and using fraquencies which would not otherwise have been useful
for those paths. Surprisingly, it has also been shown that ionospheric modification and the
creation of a significantly large scatterer in the ionosphere can be produced with relatively
low power and simple antennas, a few hundred kilowatts and dipole antennas, for example.

This paper will provide a synoptic view of :iome of the salient effects observed during
modification. The phenomena to be discussed include: 1) large-scale F-region irregularities,
aligned with the geomagnetic field, that produce artificial spread F conditions; multiple,
spatially distributed returns on high-resolution sky-maps; and enhanced scintillation of VHF
and UHF satellite signals which have passed through the disturbed region, 2) modification
of ambient airglow at 6300 A, and 5577 A, 3) small-scale, field-aligned F- and E-region
irregularities that produce a large radar scattering cross section (_106 to 108 M2 ) which
permits aspect-sensitive scattering of HF through UHF signals so that communications at
those frequencies is possible over very long paths, 4) VHF and UHF signal scatter for which
the received signal frequency is shifted upward and downward from that transmitted and
which is believed to be caused by electron plasma waves and ion-acoustic waves generated
by the 11F modifier, and 5) D region modification.

*Paper unavailable as of printing.
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THE ROLE OF THE MAGNETOSPEERE IN SATELLITE AND RADIO-STAR SCINTILLATION

Henry G. booker

Department of Applied Physics and Information Science
University of California, San Diego*

La Jolla, California 92037

SUMMARY

A theory is developed to account for the and increase the magnitude of the
scintillation phenomenon observed in equatorial mean square fluctuation of ioniza-
regions when using comunicaticna satellites in tion density by a power of ten or so,
the SHF band. The same theory is also used Or (2) One can continue to use roughly the,
qualitatively to explain strong scintillations same magnitude for the mean square
in the VHF band. Instead of confining irregu- fluctuation of ionization-density and
larities to a narrow interval of height in the increase the interval of height
F region and assuming that they are strong, the occupied by the irregularities by a
alternative hypothesis is used that the power of tea or so.
irregularities arp weak but extend from the F
region upwards into the magneitosphere. It is Although the first of these alternatives is the
suggested that the irregularities are field- one customarily chosen, there is no present
aligned and extend at least up to an L shell of observational reason for rejecting the second
1.3 and possibly up to 2 or more. alternative. We therefore pursue the second

alternative in this paper.
1. Introduction

In recent years satellite scintillation
It has long been established that weak scin- phenomena have been observed in the SHF band

tillation of radio stars occurs in the F region (Craft and Westerlund 1972; Taur, 1973a; Crane
of the ionosphere (Hewish, 1952). It has also 1974), and this phenomenon has also been
been generally assumed that the same is true interpreted on the basis of alternative 1 (Craft
for strong scintillation in which the rms aeip- and Westerlund, 1972; Taur 1973a, 1973b; Crane,
litude fluctuation is equal to the mean ampli- 1974; Wernik and Liu 1974; Rufenach, 1.974).
tude. In fact, however, the methods for
assessing the height of occurrence of the
irregularities are quite unsatisfactory for
conditions of strong scintillation. In con-
sequence, it is not established at this time
that the imposition of strong ucintillations in 14
the VHF band is confined to a hundred or so ,,,*
kilometers in the vicinity of the level of
maximum ionization-density in the F region.

In transferring one's attention from weak to
strong scintillations in the VHF band, there
are two main alternatives (see Figure 1):
Either (1) One can confine attention to the

same hundred or so kilometers of ~
height near the level of maximum Of.amION.2A O" .zi... .
ionization-denasity in the F region

*Much of this work was performed by the author W- V1 ,......
as a consultant to the RAND Corporation, Santa (a) (b) (c)
Monica, California. The remainder was sup-
ported by National Aeronautics and Space Figure 1. Illustrating (a) source of weak
Administration Grant NGR-05-009-076 and National mid-latitude scintillations, an' (b) and (c).
Science Foundation Grants GA-20591 and 30628. two alternative hypotheses concerning the

source of strong equatorial scintillations.
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CharacterisLics of Field-Sc~ntillations

Observed at Ground Level (to 1974)

'leak 'lid-latitude Strong Equatorial Phenomenon
Phenomenon (VHF only) (Latitude < 259, L < 1.3)

Statistical distribution Roughly Gaussian Gaussian at SHF
Rayleigh at VHF

Shape Roughly Isotropic Extremely elongated N-S at VHF
Undetermined at SHF

Outer Scale Roughly 800 meters 50-500 meters E--W at VHF
Undetermined at SHF

Spectrum Power law -- 4 Undetermined

Inner Scale - 100 meters Undetermined

Height of irregularities F region Undetermined

(ý) 2 o X2 Undetermined

(AA/A)
2  

_ X4 except for oCX4 at SHF
large zenith angles o2 at UHF

1 at VHF

WAVELL1GTIt II MtETERS

10 , 6 0

WAVELENGTH IN METERS
10 to- 0

I I I300

IMS FLUCTUATION IN
IONIZATION DENSITY RIAS FLUCIUATIO -III*

~200

:Do

hO 1000 UENCY INMGAHERTZ I0 100 OCULUCY III l.IGAIICRTZ

Figure 2. The frequency variation of rms Figure 3. The frequency variation of an
fractional amplitude fluctuations at ground estimated east-west diversity separation
level for field-aligned irregularities of for field-aligned irregularities of outer
outer scale 300 meters existing in the scale 300 meters existing in the plasma-
plasmasphere to a height of 8000 kilometers. sphere to a height of 8000 kilometers.
Vertical propagation at the equator is Vertical propagation at the equator is
assumed, assumed.

(I0
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tuation of phase and the mean square fractional
fluctuation of amplitude at ground level as

REGION OCCUPIED BY + 2

FIELD-ALIGNED !RREGULARITIES 24 re" (2 f _Z- (-

( Jo ~ + 2 (AN)

STATIONARY T cuseO secX d (SATELLITE Tcs ×d i

Figure 4. Illustrating the region that could ( - 2 r2, Aj _ /2__\

be occupied by field-aligned irregularities 0 1 +1 -
involved in equatorial scintillation phenomena.

However, the Fresnel distance for irregulari- T cosevO secX dh (2)
ties that have a size of a few hundred meters
is of the order of an earth's radius in the where re is the classical radius of the elec-
SHF band. Consequently, Fresnel filtering tron (2.82 x 10-15 meters) and Z is the Fresnal
favors irregularities in the magnetosphere in zone distance given by
comparison with irregularities in the ionos-
phere at SHF. It is alternative 2 therefore, Z (8/3)1 T 2 /X (3)
rather than alternative 1, ' t provides
irregularities at the height that are most If (AA/A)7 calculates to a value greater than
effective in causing amplitude scintillation unity, it should be replaced by unity. If
at ground level in the SHF band. Arbitrary (CAT calculates to a value greater than unity,
concentration on alternative I therefore seems an extrapolation of the theory is involved.
no longer to be justified. In consequence, we
examine alternative 2 in this peper. For the case X-o, P-ý , Booker assumed that T

is independent of height, and that (A-N)T is
2. Experimental Facts constant from an ionospheric height up to a

magnetospheric height that he determines by
The experime&ntal facts are summarized in tne comparison with the experimental facts in the

Table. It will be seen that, while the in- Table. The theoretical variation of (AAA)z
formation concerning the weak mid-latitude VHF shown a change frow a X4 behav' or at shc.rt wa.,e-
phenomenon is reasonably clear, this is by no lengths to a X2 behavior at longer wavelengths,
means true for the etrong equatoriul phenome- and Booker assumed, on the basis of the last
nton, especially at SHF. Such evidence as is entry in the third column of the Table, that
available rests largely on the work of Koster this transitional wavelength is about 10 certi-
(1963, 1966), of Craft and Westerlund (1972), meters. Combining this with a value of the
and of Crane (1974), although numerous other order of a few hundred meters for T, also
workers have contributed, derived from the Table, he deduces that weak

field aligned irregularities would need to
3. Theory extend upwards from the F region into mag-

netospherc, perhaps to an L shell of the order
The Table shows that the notion that strong of 1.3. With the particular parameters that he

equatorial scintillation~s might be due to a used, he arrived at the variation of (AA/Ai)
thick layer of relative weak irregularities as with I shown in Figure 2. He also ,itimated
indicated in Figure l(c) is not ruled out at by a rough argument that the variation of the
this time by experimental observations of east-west diversity separation with X would be
scintillation. The question therefore arises as shown in Figure 3.
as to whether such an explanation is ruled out
for theoretical reasons. This hau been in- It follows that there is no present diffi-
vestigated by Booker (1975). culty in interpreting the avcilable obseria-

tions of equatorial scintillations in termk of
Booker considers a situation in which field a thick layer of weak irregularities as indica-

aligned irregularities occupy an extensive ted in Figuie 1(2).
range of height h. The transverse scale T of
the irregularities, and the mean_square fluc- 4. Discussion
tuation of ionizat n density (AN) 2 are assumed
to be functions of ,.eight. The path of props- It is concluded that satellite experiments
gation from the satellite to the ground is should be conducted and interpreted ou the
supposed to make an angle X with the vertical assumption that strong equatorial scintilla-
and ar angle q' with the earth's magnetic field. tions are due to field-aligned irregularities
At wavelength A he calculates, on the basis of that may occupy a region that is not confined
the Born approximation, the mean square fluc- narrowly to the region of maximum ionization-
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density in the F region, and that may extend Gold, T., 1959, United States of America,
upwards from the F region in the manner sugges- Journal of Geophysical Research 64, 1219.
ted by Figure 4. There is a need for more com-
prehensive scintillation observations in equa- Hewis%, A., 1952, Great Britain, Proceedings of
torial regions at VHF, UHF and SHF of the the Royal Society 214, 494.
simple type carried out by Koster (1966), com-
bined with observations of phase fluctuations. Koster, J.R., 1963, United States of America,

Journal of Geophysical Research 68, 2579.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF A HIGHLY-SUCCESSFUL WORLDWIDE EMPIRICAL IONOSPHERIC
MODEL AND ITS USE IN CERTAIN ASPECTS OF SPACE COMMUNICATIONS AND WORLD-

WIDE TOTAL ELECTRON CONTENT INVESTIGATIONS

Rodney B. Bent, Sigrid K. Llewellyn, George Nesterczuk
Atlantic Science Corporation

Indialantic Flarida

and

Paul F. Schmid
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center

Greenbolt Maryland

Abstract

A global empirical ionospheric model has obvious after all the years that a good theo-

been developed that gives the electron density retical ionospheric profile still does not exist.

profile up to 3000 krn as a iunction of latitude,
longitude, time of day, season and solar flux. The object of our past investigations was

The model was derived from over 60, 000 top- to come up with an ionospheric profile that

side ionospheric soundings,6000 satellite elec- could give much improved results for refrac-

tron density profile measurements and over tion corrections in satellite communications

400, 000 bottomside soundings from solar mini- to ground or to another satellite than had been

mum to solar maximum and is capable of pre- obtained with the Chapman or many other
diction accuracies from 75-90%. A basic pre- theoretical profiles. It would have been

diction routine is incorporated in the model as pointless for us to sit down and investigate

are routines to update the model as a function another theoretical approach when so many

of daily solar flux as well as with actual more competent scientists are working on

measurements from distances up to ZOOO km thio problem. For this reason we decided
from the required prediction point, that in this present time of computers, an

empirical model taken from a vast data base

The model has been used for many situ- may provide us with the profile we were look-
ations and results are shown giving ionospheric ing for.

effects for Very Long Baseline Interforometry,
satellite to satellite communications, satellite It was our intention to acquire ionospheric
ranging and range rate, and satellite orbit data of any kind that helped us build up a data

determination. The variability of the iono- base covering minimum to maximum of solar
spherri is discussed showing the statistical cycle and providing information up to 3000 km.
characteri'.tics of total electron content at a The lower layers of the ionospbere were

low lat!tude site at soLa maximum. Compari- negl6cted in terms of their irregularities al-
sont of the model are made with the Chapman though their electron content was added into
profile and the capabilities that e:cist in the the larger F layer; this was done to simplfy
model to computer plot many ionospheric con- the approach and as the prims objective was

tours are described. A very simple world- to obtain refraction corrections through the
wide model is also described which only re- ionosphere, or at least to a point above 150 kin,
quires a minimum uf about 400 bits oe storage. such an elimination would not be very detri-

mental.

IONOSPHERIC MODEL DEVELOPMENT
Data from bottomside ionospheric sound-

For several years scientiate have investi- ers was obtained over the year 1962 through
gat•.d many different approaches to mnodeling the 1969 covering 14 stations approximately along
ionospheric profile on a theoretical basis. Tha the American longitudes having geographic

names and types of these methods are well latitudes 76 degrees to - 1Z degrees or mag-

known and will not be discussed here, but it is netic latitudes 85 degrees to 0 dagrees.

18
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This data was in the form of hourly profiles of H.isht h
tbe ionosphere up to the fo FZ peak. Topside 2,000kvýý

soundings were acquired for the year 196Z to
1968 covering the magnetic latitude range
85 degrees to -75 degrees and providing elec- 0 N-N.'

tron density profiles from about 3000 km down 2,000

to a height just above maximum electron densi-
ty. As only a small. portion of this topside N'k4 "L4

data was available near the eolar maximum, 1,00"

electron density probe data was obtained from
the Ariel 3 satellite over the period May 1967 N-N-

to April 1968 from 70 degrees north to 70 de- -
grees south geographic latitude and linked in
real time to foFZ values obtained from 13 -he

stations on the ground. I NN@

Ionospheric Profile N-- _ -1,I

In order to analyze the vast amount of - - -L - - - N..NN. (I

data that was obtained a number of assump- --
tions had to be made. In the first case the I -

topside sounding data did not geographically A N N,6
I Ii

cover the entire globe and the bottomside data I I
was only available for land masses and not
over the oceans; however, as a local time I I.F2

effect is far more significant than a longitude i I

effect, the data was analyzed as a function of N
latitude and local time. Geographic longitude N. Ni, .1

1  
.Ii,.D.ltN

was, however, taken into account for the
determination of maximum electron density by
using the ITS coefficients for foFZ which are height of the maximum electron density up to
a function of latitude, longitude, time and the point where the slope of the parabola
solar activity. Secondly a theoretical profile matches the slope of the exponential layer.

was determined to which the data would fit. The data investigated included over 6 0, 000
This profile is shown in Figure 1 and is the topside soundings, 6, 000 satellite electron
result of earlier work by Kazantsev (1956) density and relatad foFZ measurements, and

and unpublished work of Bent (1967)while at over 400, 000 bottomsade soundings.
the Radio and Space Research Station in Eng-
land and requires the knowledge of the para- Topside Ionosphere
meters k1 ,k2,k 3 , k 4 , k5,,yt ,y.,foFZ, and h,.
The equation of the upper topside is exponen- The initial approach was to take the top-
tial, namely, side soundings and break them down into zones

N= -k 5 degrees of latitude by 40 minutes of local
N Nee ,time eliminating data in the same zones that

the lower ionosphere is a bi-parabola, have similar times and profiles, and therefore

II = N. (I- ?, are duplicated. This resulted in over 1, 200
Y: different areas in the northern and southern

and the top and bottomside are fit together hemisphere with a reasonably constant density

with a parabola, of data in each area. By these means it was

1 bf) possible to investigate the decay constant k in
N = N. ( - ' ) the exponential topside profile as a function of

where, Y1local time, latitude, solar flux , sunspot
N. is the maximum value of electron den- number and season. One of the major concerns

sity. was whether the decay constant k would be uni-
y, & yt are the half-thicknesses of the lower form for each sounding over the range 1, 000km

and upper parabolic layers. to the minimum height, and investigations
k is the decay constant for an exponent'.al showed that such an exponential profile does

profile. not exist. The layer was, therefore, divided
into three equal height sections from 1, 000km

The upper parabola extends from the to the minimum recorded height, and two more

14
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equal height sections from 1000 to 3000km; time correlation, but bore a significant varia-
the exponent k. was computed for the center tion with solar activity and magnetic latitude.
point in each section. Figure 1 shows such a However, the correlation with solar flux was
division where the values under investigation considerably better than that with sunspot
are the decay constants I1 , k2, kz, k,, k5 . In number, even allowing for the delay in the
most cases the topside soundings do not reach effects reaching the ionosphere, so all further
the height of maximum electron density and correlations were computed with the Ottowa
therefore the gradient at this lower point was 10.7 cm solar flux. All these correlations
mathematically equated to the point where the were then plotted in graphical form to enable
gradient of the 'nose' parabola was the same. final interpolation.
Extensive analysis of the acquired data showed
these gradients to be similar, on average, at Unfortunately the Alouette and Isis topside
a height y. /4 above the maximum electron data did not cover the period at the peak of the
density. At this point the value of the plasma solar cycle, but the Director of the U. K.
frequency, which defines the lowest point of Radio and Space Research Station made availa-
the topside sounding is approximately 0. 93 ble electron density data from the Ariel 3 satel-
fo F2. lite to cover this period. This data had already

been reduced thoroughly and the satellite
Figure 2 shows the relationship between electron density at about 550 km was provided

the five (5) decay constants k and magnetic with the sub-satellite fo FZ value obtained from
latitude for all local times and season for the ionosonde stations around the world. If the
lower solar activity periods, Similar, but non- satellite was not directly over an ionosonde at
linear graphs exist for the solar flux values the time of the observation, the f0 FZ values

from two or three transmitters in the general

area had been interpolated in time and position
Mgallo .L.ti.d (dog..,) to give the sub-satellite value. These inter-

. z.-K u • , polations had been carried out taking care to
modify the values for ionospheric gradients.

", Data that was in doubt was eliminated. While

/0.. these values did not give the five exponential
, / decay constants at each point, it was found

/ ,• that for similar conditions of solar flux and
position, the Ariel 3 data fit vory closely to

30 .. the profiles doduced from Alouette and Isis.

Typical results from this overall analysis are
S)"> shown in the graphs of Figure 3. The original

\ .- ". data curves were less regular, but since theC'" variations were mainly caused by the relatively

/ low data density in each group after division of
/ / /; the large data base, the data was smoothed by

-30 / the fitting of straight lines. In order to in-

terpret these graphs and obtain a profile, we

need the value of foFZ and the magnetic lati-
-Got ,tude position. These values will indicate which

graph to use in order to relate the 10.7 cm flux
0 2 4 S to the decay constants k for the topside Iono-

K alu(0"J/wr) sphere. Figure 3, therefore, shows the basis

of obtaining the 5 independent slopes of the top-Fig, . TI,.T .meon f1.ch~ot~o, of Iho dec.a1 , €ol.wnt . *,lI~h .,aw,.h'b
latitud• fr. the up, (U), m l* "'A) and l ,ao (L) side ionosphere as a function of fo FZ, latitude,
portmlon of t•,•"Ida Ion, ,low 0oo0 kn o,.hro and solar flux.
th iayers from 1000 to 1000 and *000 to 3000 .a ar.

A correlation to investigate the seasonal
between 120 and 250. The equatorial anomaly effects on k was carried out with some 15, 000
and a 40 degree trough show in the lower top- totally different Alouette -oundings. Fluctu-
side layer. The 65 degree trough is much ations in the k values of + 15 7o were noted froi.'
more evident when the same analysis is done the average spring and autumn values. The
for certain local times, seasonal variation was monitored by observing

the change in the daily maxim-um solar zenith
It was found that correlations in k for angle from the equinoctial mid-day value, and

specific f. FZ did not bear any further local corresponding seasonal update equations
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were derived and included in the model, maximum electron density.

Investigation of the upper part of the 'nose' Bottomaide Ionosphere
of the N-h profile is difficult because topside
sounding information rarely gives any values Modeling the bottomside ionospheric pro-
in this region. Evidence from a number of file was a somewhat easier task because for
scientists also implies that the topside pro- each profile the value of fF2 was known and
files have about a +4% height error in the the electron density versus height profile from
effective distance from the sounding satellite h. , to he,, was also known. Once more the
which placei the topside profiles too low near geographic effect of longitude was eliminated
the peak. This evidence is based on compari- and replaced with the more simple local time
sons with two-frequency data, backscatter correlation. From Figure 1 we see that the
results, Faraday rotation and overlap tests, equation of the lower layer is a parabola
etc. Preliminary results in this empirical squared or a bi-parabola. This was found in
model showed that a parabola in this region general to fit the real profile somewhat better
gave the better comparison with integrated than a simple parabola. The unknown in this
total electron content when compared with equation is the half-thickness of the layer y.
two-frequency and Faraday rotation data. A and in the reduction of the data the y. value
simple parabola having a half-thickness yt was treated in a similar way to a topside k
was fitted between the bi-parabola and the value.
exponential layer. The value of yt was set
equal to the half-thickness of the bi-parabola The irregularities in the ionosonde data
y. for 40 FZ values below 10. 5 M•Iz, and yt due to the lower layers of the ionosphere were
increases with lo FZ values rising above 10. 5 smoothed out because the prime objective of
M4-z. the work was to simplify the model, but keep

the total content as accurate as possible. The
The final stop in predicting the shape of sounding data was therefore integrated up to

the ionosphere is arranging for the gradient in the peak electron density (Ne ) and made the
the upper parabolic layer to be the same as the same as the value of N3 deduced from integrat-
gradient in the lowest part of the topside ex- ing the bi-parabolic equation. In each instance
ponential layer. This is the case at a distance the value of y. was computed ready for further
d- 1/k ((l+yt2 k )A - 1] abova the height of the correlations.
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Investigation3, simil"r to those carried

out for the topside decayv nstants, correlated s0. om
y. with solar flux foF2, k.a& time and season.

Surprisingly, no direct corralation was found

between y. and solar flux., but a definite corre- 400.

lation existed , Iotnal time and also in the

solar zenith angle at local noon which repre-

sents the season.

Figure 4 indicates how y, can be determined -/

from local time and fo FZ. Seasonal update

equations were also derived as a function of -

local time and solar zenith angle. In the cases 100
where foFZ was larger than 10 MHz the local

time curve fluctuated very little from the 10

MHz curve. All of the curves displayed have 0
not been hand smoothed; due to the large data I t6o " 360 Z ' 0 50

base the average of all values taken every hour CmPvWO yN, 0.)

fit precisely on the lines shown. pIS, S,.%ocwonfW&Wpodl.d y. f,= p.oik
&."1r WS 4nor 6*..

WCLTIN (IeOJM)

Predicting fOFZ

Severe horizontal gradients in f0 FZ exist

within the ionosphere as can be seen by ex-
amining Figure 6. In fact even if the value

41 6 of fo FZ is knowvn directly above a station, it
I can change considerably over the whola 'visible'

zz / ionosphere from that site. Figure 6 is a pre-
dicted status of 1oFZ over the world at 6. 0 a. m.

during August, 1968, and two types of severe

gradients are immediately noticeable, one due
Ila ,K.57= I Lto sunrise causes rapid changes in fOFZ in an

east to west direction and the other situated
rg. 4. Viation m 9 y. Fndl, 91 fA, Lwl Tim*. around the equatorial anomaly occurs primarily

during the afternoon and early evening and
A number of actual profiles from various causes severe gradients in the north to south

stations at different local times were compared direction. Two hypothetical stations, A and 1B,

with the computed profile and excellent agree- are marked on Figure 6 along with the iono-

ment found. A further 1ý, 000 soundings from sphere 'visible' from those sites. In case A

14 stations were analyzed and the computed the value of fo FZ changes from 11. 5 MHz

value of y, compared to the actual measured directly overhead to 5 MHz on the southern

value. These results are shown in Figure 5 horizon. This change must be squared when

along with the RMS errors. The two tests converting to electron content hence a differ-

indicate that the bh-parabollc profile is, on ence of a factor of over 5 in the vertical content

average, in close .greement to the real pro- arises before correcting for elevation angle

file. effects. Similar gradients exist over half the

earth's surface at some time of the day and it

The remaining unknowns which are need- is therefore imperative to mode! these gradients

ed to compute the profile are f. FZ and the in any ionospheric model.

height of that value; by far the most important

of these being the value of fo FZ. For many years NOAA (formerly CRPL
and ITSA) have been engaged in the develop-

ment of numerical methods and computer pro-
grams for mapping and predicting character-

istics of the ionosphere used in te le comrnuni-
cations. The most advanced method for pro-

ducing an f0F2 model undoubtedly comes from

their work. Jones, Graham & Leftin (1969)
describe their techniques on how a monthly
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values and the actual day to day fluctuations.
_____________ "The monthly median predicted values were

indeed very close to the actual measured
value, but the day to day fluctuations can be

S3Ps large as L75%. A technique therefore had
to be derived to bring the computed monthly

3.10 median value closer to the actual value.

4 01 It would be pointless to use the daily
value of solar flux in the generalized coef-

ficient set which had been built up using a
twelve month running average, but it was
thought possible that there may be a relation

between the difference in foFZ from monthly
40 median to daily value and the difference in the

U m N o so m 0 on lZ-month running average of solar flux to the
us= (a daily value.

na. 6. The Predicted Global Statuse of a Monthly Ui lan f4F2
at 6.0 a.. ui.U Au.st 19 Showin•nAS.. ov~ - Updating oQFZ
Wa11ty for Two lypothallcaI OGound Stta 

Ull.i

median of the FZ layer critical frequency Approximately Z4, 000 real values of foFZ

(f 0 FZ) was developed from an extremely large from 13 stations widely spread in latitude,

worldwide data base, In fact the gradient map longitude, and solar cycle were compared with

shown in Figure 6 is a result of this work, We the predicted values using the NOA.A solar flux

have already shown that it is important to in- method. A very surprising result emerged

clude the horizontal gradients of fFZ in any and can be explained by referring to Figure 7,

analysis and the work by Jones et al is un-

doubtedly the only satisfactory approach to
this problem.

saw, se

The document by Jones et al describing

this work includes a Fortran program which,

with monthly coefficients obtainable from

NOAA, enables the monthly median value of
fo FZ to be computed above any point in the

world at any time. This program was pri-

marily written to accept monthly coefficients

using an average sunspot number, but more -' .ie is a.... ' , 'recent w ork by Jones & Obitt s (1970) ha s d o*- OK66 -Ki C.l ."

cribed a more generalized set of coefficients a 4f41 -.94.54 No ,a .9e C~,, .. A.
0 41.31 -N."4. *-1* -14. TS .64,41 11-e M,.ewhich provides annual continuity and uses 4 4U." -9 - wbm*.-. , .44 4441.. Ue..

more extensive analysis, I wu." M to.I a6.2 *..ai -l ftsesiie

For the ionospheric profile under dis- &ad, 7. vWt,-IIy So aredie f' Wap,.t to Flux.
flaLD~yV ot1r nw,.

cussion, it was decided to use the generalized

fo0 FZ coefficients from NOAA incorporating

solar flux thereby eliminating any need to
continually obtain monthly data from them. Eliminating the data from stations close to the

The program was made self-contained and magnetic poles which did not quite follow the

enabled a monthly median fo FZ to be pro- trend of the other stations a comparison be-
duced above any surface position for any time tween the difference in daily and lZ-month flux
of day or season and any twelve month running value and the percentage difference of computer

average of solar flux. and measured f0 F2 showed all stations having

a very similar bias. The fact that the lines did

The question now arises as to how good not pass through the zero points in the graph

these monthly median values are and how much undoubtedly indicates an erroneous bias in the

error is introduced by day to day fluctuations. NOA.A predictions, but results help one to up-
Many daily soundings were analyzed and the date substantially the monthly median fo FZ

monthly median value computed; these were value on a daily basis. By these means it is

compared with the monthly median predicted possible to come somewhat nearer the actual

18 / 4 i
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daily value of f. FZ.

Further accuracy in foF2 can be derived
by updating with data from stations within the
general area. To determine the size of the
area for which ionospheric values show simni-

lar deviations from'normal, many comparisons
of 3 and more stations were performed. Since
similar variations in fo F2 were found con-
sistently for distances of 2000 km or less,
ionospheric data from within 2000 km of theevaulation. site is, in general, considered of ....

use for the update. When applying the same , _
percent change to the ionosphere at the evalu- e ......
ation site as is found at the update station, the rig. 9. s1t o.r Days of M.r" 1 I .yeai $luaImg

e'•/D)Wo~lta inUpdsts Proe.dv.,OD4OO N)dL.
results achieved with data from nearby stations

are excellent. However, where large distances Predicting the Height of the Maximum Layer
are involved and when the ionospheric dis- In order to predict the real height of f0 F2
turbances are not consistent over such the M(3000)FZ predictions from NOAA were
distances, it has been observed that the basic used. To explain the terminology:
predictions can be more accurate than the up-
dated values. For this reason a distance M(3000)F2=M FACTOR=MUF(3000)FZ/foFZ,
weight has Laen introduced in conjunction with where MUF(3000)FZ is the maximum useable
the update. Several possibilities have been frequency to propagate by reflection from the
considered as weights, both linear and ex- FZ layer a distance of 3, 000krn. The
ponential functions of the distance. Figure 8
shows the various weights along with the test M(3000)Fo predictions can be calculated on a
results obtained from them. The best weigh- monthly basis from a generalized set issued
ing function minimizing the residuals of by NOAA and provide the monthly median value

4s a function of sunspot number,

1.0 I .. ir'. ,.. Knowledge of this factor along with the
"Jfo FZ value enables the height of the layer to be
".6 •".D'166.4 calculated using the equations of Appleton &

.4. Beynon (1940/47). If M is the M(3000)FZ
factor and one assumes that y. divided by the

/ height of the bottom edge of the lower layer ii
*s 4 greater than 0.4, then it is possible to derive

VAN " , the following polynomial," " -' 11411 . . 9', . lot . &Bid1•
U, 0 h,= 1346.92 - 5Z6.40M + 59. 825M2,

• •L•'•Model Accuracy

Wes. . etmen, I., 4. W•.Ig, A. h .1 As a means of testing the accuracy of the
P'ue. OI . .dCu e ot.h 1 Zn .p..I 16ol.1

model, an intense comparison with Faraday
rotation data has been performed as well as

measuhapatemus upated data ims n exponential tests with two frequency data, actual iono-bell-shaped curve that gives almost full effect spheric profiles, and use in orbit determinaticn

to the update from station. nearby and little programns.

effect to update over large distances. Figure 9

gives a typical example of monthly moan re- Remarkable improvements have been
si~luals achieved with this weighted lipdate pro- noticed in precise orbit determination systems
cess. and the model has reduced the number of iter-

ations needed for tic program to converge as
well as the size of the residuals by up to a
factor of four. Excellent results have been
noted with orbit programs using elevation angle,

range and range rate systems.
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The most extensive tests were carried deceptive.
out by comparing Faraday rotation data for
seven stations from Hawaii to Puerto Rico to Let us look initially at the ionospheric

Alaska leoking at the ATS1, ATS3, and characteristics above Hawaii during 1968 when
SYNCOM3 satellites. in all, over 100 station the solar activity was at its height during the
months of continuous data were used during last solar cycle. During the month of January
the years 1965 and 1967- 1969 with data taken and November large values of total ionospheric
every hour. The integrated model data was content existed. Figure 11 shows the minimum,

comparod with these actual results; update mean, and maximum values recorded during

situations were also investigated. The results January where the total electron content has

are sh,,wn in Figure 10 where the percentage been converted to group delay at 1600 MHz. It

of the ionosphere removed with the model is is immediately obvious that even with the teast

shown. In general, between 75 and 90% of the ionospheric model, without daily update, th-

ionospheric effects are removed and these predicted value can be 27 nano-seconds in

circumstances are for solar maximum con- error. It is highly unlikely that an ionospherin

ditions. The percentage accuracy is quoted as model will produce the same value as the meat.

this remained reasonably constant throughout and so the likely errors may be well in excesM

the diurnal and seasonal changes of the lono- of 30 nano-seconds at vertical incidence.

sphere.
HONOLULU LOOKING AT ATS.1

31 DAYS OF JANUARY 1958
- ---- pe:~eg.~ .4 *.amd., d..4.t4..

vimleg .|4d 11 Wam IW4.d. obow pvtorItv ,, , bm s s A AI 1. Iba 5 4 $-.,111

S..4. .. 4j* h M
0m .4q .0m

v* % /

88..

a \ ,-

a. /

dw"o to "

j., .11. MaxlnmWn MilLmunl and Mofthly MWe Val4sm Of

TO1 1T5 I IA"T I. L ATSI rlS54 AlI ATU yS5

WIe. 10. Per..rt.go of Dayilw mianosph*.e ELmA~ted for More detailed data is shown in Figure 1Z

DLLeront Zv&uaUon roadA~ms. where the actual erratic values of vertical

group delay are displayed on a day by day

IONOSPHERIC INVESTIGATIONS basis at local afternoon for November. Also
shown are the corresponding updated values

Ionospheric Group Delay Measure- using the Bent Ionospheric Model. These up-

ments at Solar Maximum dates use the critical frequency one hour old

from Maul and are significantly correlated to

The size of the ionospheric group delay the actual values.

errors at 1600 MHz that remain after appli-
cation of several ionospheric mcdels has been This figure indicates that vertical group

the subject of many reports . On average it is delay times of 70 nano- seconds or more were

assumed that over the continental United States measured, Converting this value to the delay

a residual RMS group delay (measured-pre- at 5 degrees elevation we must expect line of

dicted) for high solar activity varies between site delays of 2 10 nano-seconds which tN,.'o days

2. 6 and 3. 3 nano-seconds using a good lono- later may drop by 100 nano-seconds. One may
spheric model. For a point nearer the mag- ask the question, what would the maxumusn
netic equator, such as Honolulu, this value value be during a solar cycle whore 4he activi-
can be as high as 6.8 to 9. 0 nano- seconds. ty was much higher as was the case during the

These figures, however, nre extremely previous cycle? With ionospheric 'no-update'

20
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IONOSPHE.RICAL DELAY AT 1600 MHZ tracking data relay satellite (TDRS) is receiv-
HONOLULU ATS-1, NOV 1968 0 HOURS UT ing data transmitted from a satellite moving

from position A to position B chown in Figure
n:,n* 13. Within the space of a few minutes the line

TDRS

:J½" Satjl|Lltff X'~p

Trg. L$. aO*.metxy of the. 1a.ob4..tLvh Cond~ito.. ILaaa~mLtez.4

T XgIihvaaur, aoo,,b.d ,4k Updt. VtcAOio of sight between the satellites has passed
through a very thin ionosphere; then, at

predictions, it is highly possible for a residu- position A, it is transmitting along the line of
al error (measured-predicted) of about 40na-•- •naximum density, and when at B, it i• trans-
seconds at vertical inrcidence to exist. At mltting through two totally different boon-
5 degrees elevation, therefore, the residual spheres.
error after application of a mean ionospperic
model will be about 1r0 nano-secunds. With Investigations of these ionospheric effects

update from a nearby station, this residual were carried out using a number of satellite
can be reduced from about 40 nano-seconds to orbits, with inclinations varying from equa-
about 2 to 5 nano-seconds, toral to polar and with he -te tellte e altitudes

ranging from 00ito iono kme Specific cases
The continental United States has a much were chopen to show the extreme situations of

morer stable ionosphere as it is sonu distance ionospheres with rapidly changing character-
from the vagnetic equator. In this region the isticn such as the equatorial anomaly and sun-
maximum monthly RMS residual after apply- rise effect.
ing a good ionospheric model will be about
6-7 wano-seconds during local afternoonI The A slight shift in the position of the low
actual daily residual, howeveru may rise to satellite may make the difference in whether
4 times this value. the ray between thu two satellites rides along

the h U hehei to he maxteum exectron density (ho)
Satellite to Satellite Communications for long distances, or whether the ray hits the

maximum at two separated point~s, or whether
When two earth orbiting satellites are the ray passes through the ionoasphere just

communicating with one another, certain con- above h., These slight shifts are likely to
figurations may induce serious ionospheric make enormous differences in total electron
effects on their common radio link. The Bent content, which emphasizes the need for an
Ionospheric Model is ideally suited for invetti- accurate ionospheric profile of electron density
gating such ionospheric problems where the versus height including a good estimate of hi .
electron density is required at certain heights Figure 14 illustrates the resats from srwch a
and positions along the path. The integration situation. The high satellite Is .n stationary
to total electron content can he obtained from orbit over the equator, and approxliately 111
these values by numerically integrating with degrees east of it is the low satellite in a polan
the Gaussian quadrative technique, orbit of 1000 km height. The ray path from the

high satellite follows the other satellite as it is
As an illustration of the different iono- moving through the equatorial anomaly at an

spheric effects, consider the situation where a azimuth of about 130 degrees toward the
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reflected path as shown in Figure 13. This
situation could mean that the tracking data

I.)TBTAL CLECTY0N C NTENT Si relay satellite may lock onto the stronger
LOW AND HIGH SAT (I.(tl a/.2
1000 * .rrz-is.s, 1.1 ground reflected wave causing temporary
975 EqZuatorial Aa~asnly
975 + problems in the amplitude and phase of the

JOG + received signal.
575*

400 ,qutrhl Theoretical and Experimental
775 4 P" Anonaly Range Rate Problems
750725I *

775 A problem can occur in computing range
0 sorate corrections through the ionosphere to a

025
:0o satellite, Many Doppler satellite tracking
%so : systems integrate cycle counts over a few
goo •seconds of time. The ionospheric corrections

450 for such a Lechnique are best obtained by
41

400 range differencing the ionospheric corrections

3t and dividing by the integration period; hence
3 * time, elevation and azimuth changes are in-

17 corporated. A typical ionospheric range rate
M * correction can be significantly changed by the

200

179 * the sixth digit in the ionospheric range cor-

15 # rection; precautions have therefore to be taken
t0* to ensure that no irregularities occur in com-

* 0 .* puting the two adjacent range corrections.
o. Furthermore, the ionospheric height at the

. .*.. . . ......... ......... .......... .......
6 0 60o & 0 t o u30 UNvO.HIs $IN) ray intersection point must be computed to

ri. 14. .the to Ele1 km convergence in order to obtain a preciae
to March 1974. ionospheric latitude and longitude for L0FZ

ec~uator at 90 degree azlmath and onto the computations. An error of over 1 km in h, FZ
will cause the f0 FZ value to be very slightly

about0deguatoree. adifferent, and from this a change in the 5th or
about 50 degrees. 6th digit in range can easily arise leading to

very large errors in range rate. It is not
The two peaks in the electron content claimed that he FZ has to be accurate to 1 km

curve of Figure 14 correspond tothe portions as this is an impossible prediction, but the
of the orhit where the low satellite ii looking values of hFZ should be consistent in their

through the equatorial anomaly on both sides of calculation to e kms convergence.

the magnetic equator. In this region there are

long periods when the ray from the low to the The theoretical approach to range rate

high satellite penetrates two lonospheres giv- correction either by differentiating range or

ing a high total electron content. The rapid using the deviation angle of arrival at the

rise of total electron content at aboit 6t18 UT satellite is in no way accurate. The differ-

occurs when the ray path apporoaches It, and entiating technique yields a correction to an

passes just below it as in the satellite A po- instantaneous measurement which can vary

sition in Figure 13. The two peaks of lo FZ arc greatly from the correction to Doppler range.ratl from the corrctio tteo Dopples rreaingea
15. 5 and 15. 1 MIz; these values are similar rate measured over a finite time interval,
because the foF2 gradients are almost parallel from a fraction oi a second up to over a

to the line of sight at this time and position. minutets time. in addition, the range rate

One reason for the large ionosphe-ic effects correction is not only influenced by the change

is that a number of the ray paths in this ex- in the satellite position, but also by the chang-
ample travel within 10 km of bh for over 400krn ing ionosphere below the moving satellite,

because the height of hI is changing rapidly in which has mostly been neglected in either

this region, approach. To explain this fact, consider the

It 1as been shown that the line of sight range correction AR as given by
KN, 40.3$electron density could often reach values much AR where K

higher then l0lue/mn column. Under these or

similar conditions, the attenuation of the signal NT is the integrated vertical content and E is

reaching the tracking satellite could be larger the local elevation angle in the ionosphere.

thantho signal it receives from a ground Differentiating AR while considering the case
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where the satellite passes directly overhead
where no azimuth change is observed:

cosE • K 6N - K 6N,
inr- EI sinE 6E sinE 6t -mw, 44 1.. -, J6 £

t=constant E=constant

In this equation the first term is in many cases AWIWee
the only one used, but it applies only to the
instantaneous change in the satellite position.
The other two terms are, however, often
dominant. The second term is due to the
positional change in thm ionosphere and the last
term represents the time variation of the iono-
sphere. For instance, with a high satellite a&
moving east-west across the north-south iono-
spheric gradients at sunrise, the time vari-
ation is dominant as these gradients move to-
wards the west with lime. For a satellite mov-
ing north-south across the east-west iono-

spheric gradients near the equator, the time
variation in the ionosphere is very small
because the gradients change little in position
while the ionosphere rotates with time. The
second term which indicates positional change
in the ionosphere is dominant for lower satel-
lites where the ray path to the observer moves 90

faster through the ionosphere. In cases where
the satellite does not pass overhead, the azi- na. aa. o Terw .1 . Xid.~.© shage

inuth change must also be considerad.

To examine the relative importance of the the sunrise effect between the sites. Figure 16
three components of the range rate correction illustrates such a situation where Japan and
inany orbits were examined for situations rroq.aucy - i oH, - Japan
where tracking would be heavily effected by the ue 4 Nv 194 - -M• Mojav.e

Decanati"*e at star a '

equatorial anomaly and by the sunrise effect. SIOV4LoO(405)

Satellite heights between 500 and 1010 km were t

considered, and the time intervals for range \

differencing were varied from 1/4 to 30 40 /
seconds. Figure 15 for example, shows the ,\

percent contributions for each of the range
rate components to the total range rate values 20 //
at various elevations. The station is near the /

equator at Z18 degrees longitude, the satellite /

is at a height of I0 Ikm, and range differenc- L40 1 / '
ing over 30 second intervals is considered. U-lver aT awr

Ph&&* Path Correction (M) TI.., Delay
to cor"cu.a

Very Long Baseline Interferometry (nucrn.95

The model has been used to provide iono- .0 .10

spheric corrections for the phase path
measurements in very long baseline inter- .Is

ferometry. It has been used primarily for
baselines within the continental United States, .10

but has also been used as a reaearch tool for li
looking at problems that may arise on base- .05

lines between continents. A, number of in-

vestigations were made of the ionospheric is ro !a
effects between Japan and Mojave, California. uiv,.kaa Time (Wa)
Over such a distance it is possibie for one .20J
station to have low nighttime conditions and FW 16. Tka sy Coep for V.A •,a--s-.
the other to have high daytime conditions with
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Mojave are receiving signals from a hypo- the ionosphere. Less important are the spe-

thetical radio star at 0 degrees declination. cific season and diurnal influences producing
variations of only about 2 to 6% in the Faraday

The first partof Figure 16 shows the ele- factors, as well as the day to day prediction

vation angle of such a radio start from both errors in foFZ having even less effect. How-

sites and where the two curves overlap ever, prediction errors in ionospheric height

clearly the only time that interferometer could easily be caused by sudden day to day

measurements could be taken. The differential changes and can have a significant influence on

phase path and time delay corrections are the Faraday factors especially for observations

shown in the seconC part of Figure 16 and the along angular paths. Variations of + 100 km

data has been reduced for a frequency of 1 GHz. in height are not uncommon particularly in the

Transposition to other frequencies is easily equatorial region. Errors of 5%6 in the Fara-

performed by multiplying or dividing by the day factor are typical for paths at vertical

square of the frequency of racep~ion in GHz. incidence, but for angular paths errors of

Extremely large errors in time delay and around 30% in the Faraday factor might occur
phase caused by the ionosphere are evident resulting in proportionally large errors in NT.

and the gradient of these changes is very large. The predicted values of the height of maximum
electron density obtained from the Bent Model

Experiments involving very long base line are on average within the accuracy of the

interferometer' have accuracy goals of a few measured values, which considering instru-
cm at 5 GHZ. Converting the ionospheric mental and reduction techniques, are about

errors displayed in Figurel6 to this frequency 15 km. However, the day to day variations are
it appears that the ionosphere can impose quite a bit larger, and on occasion, deviations

phase patherrors of about 300 cm. The need in the predictions of 100 km from the height

for an accurate ionospheric model in such a measurements have been noted.
reduction is therefore very evident.

To avoid errora in the computation of the
Faraday Rotation Investigations Faraday factor, the angle e between the di-

rection of propataion and the earth's magnetic

Faraday rotation measurements f along field lines has to be carefully monitored along
an angular path aRe related to vertical electron the ray path. When the condition 89. 5=0_90. 5
content NT by fl=-FM NT , where f is the occurs, the equation relating the Faraday
signal frequency, K a constant. The Faraday rotation angle and vertical electron content no
conversion factor U is defined by, longer holds true. When C passes through 90*

b at a certain height, the wave experiences ro-

M cos 0sec X N dh tation of the polarization vector in one direction

o h from the satellite down to that height, and ro-
JN dh tation in the opposite direction below that height.

Contributions to the rotation of the polarization
B is magnetic field strength, N. electron vector in reversed directions cancel out, thus
density, X the zenith angle, and 6 the angle the measurement is not representative of the
between the direction of propagation and the ionosphere between the satall.ite and the station.
magnetic field. To compute VT, the integrals
are numerically evaluated, afcer generating There is some question as to what the
the functions under the integral sign of certain upper integration limit should be for the compu-
height intervals. The Bent Ionospheric Pro- tation of M. Figure 17 shows the integrated

file Model provides the electron densities as electron content and Faraday rotation from
function of height. ground up to height h as a percentage of the

total value? integrated to a satellite height of
The effects of rr.any different conditionu 33000 krn. Faraday rotation is accumulated

on the Faraday factor have been investigated, more rapid at lower hieights than electron
The test results point out the importance for content; in the given cases 08 and 95%6 of the
modeling the Faraday factors correctly with rotation are accumulateo at 1000 km compared
respect to the station position, where the mag- with 78 and 911% of the total content. The same
netic latitude is of most significance, and wit h condition is illustrated in Figure 18, only this
respect to the direction of observation, since time considering the percent of the total inte-

the elevation and azimuth angles determine the grated values in each 100 km inti rval, and
direction at which the magnetic field lines are plotting the difference between these electron
intersected as well as the location at which content and Faraday rotation contributions as

the wave passes through the densest part of a functica of tho interval height. For all
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high altitude portion have to be included in the
"integration process for the Faraday conversion
factor, even though the amounts we are talking
about are only of the same order or less than

the instrumental errors. Excluding contri-
butions above 1000 km from the computation

I by integrating only to a height of 1000 km and
not all the way to the satellite would introduce
a one-sided bias, and the resultant total cortent

values would be consistently too small. The
typical measurement errors of say :L 10% may

become +Z to - 18% if this one-si-ed bias is not
am Itaken account of.

Improvement of Satellite Orbit Determination

""s~ed , ,The Bent Ionospheric Model has been
s= I. incorporated into several of the orbit determi-

W/ LIA/de nation programs at NASA/Goddard Space Flight

S"I Center to produce corrections to range, range
Lu rate and angular measurements. As a result,

the overall measurement residuals of the
statistical reduction process have been signifi-

40 -00 i)- 1C00 cantly lowered and the number of situations re-
Puget of T&MI (.% $$090 kin) - ZI-Ct-e C-(--d

r...... F,.•a, R"" quired for convergence has frequently decreased

r17. 17. compari, n of the Amoook of EG and Far. Rotation when comparing with the co-responding data
AccamuLats from Groea up to ,Varyig Height. reduction that does not consider the ionosphere.

Thus an increased accuracy in the estimation
of the orbit parameters as well as a reduction

3000t of the computer time have been gained.

Figure 19 shows the measured residuals

*1.0
zo~o-1

C e et e nt es. F a ra d a y R to ta tio n ia e a ch i0 o km iie th •

letafla0 Prorntaenal are taken e) the Total va.lo.. l
1d4qrated from 0 to S3900 kmn. • .0I

I 4

intervals below 500 to 600 km the contributions :.60 ,- -

to t.he total rotation exceed the corresponding " o

percentages of electron content, but at tht' IkOIY•9eo • -api •..1f0
highte rM altitudes the contributions to total 40W 1" P..o, of O akS Ot..i ,n~ oo Prorm .c T h.. Month

M~laiJ~rak Oata from tk. BE-c S'.atIL|a. The top corve

content a•.r, consid e~rably larger. This seem s chinl ta. improera~ mon in the reoidV~1e when a. Ioao-
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of the minitrack direction cosine data reduced typical plot of these three models is shown in
by 30% after including ionospheric corrections, Figure Zl. These profiles are plotted on a
and the effects on the various orbit parameters.

Another example is given in Figure Z0 where

Total
1 6o olit COtAoIM Scats Height Eq. i E leatroal Deo.l , Eq.

el- 4) ~ ~~~Chalp. 1 0.O7, l o41ll H" 1. 66 (3+ 10÷O75(h. "200)) •.- JlllllrI
Chap. 2 4. a96-, loll H •1h 66, Do+. 2091h -200ooI4 rh -ý1 )/Hl

* ~Bonkea 0.578-101,

o. -, h 804/s me ISM (torn)
IF0 t 0 

0
v

1 
10 000

.441 A

.~ ~ 11000 Boo

• ll. • iCo.ap...

als 100

a#" Sao ,"•,++"-i

-44 • • 4* or* L
%exeelaia Aelai ("ei1 zoo -- ..- -
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--- -- -- _ _

100 io io so 14 1 • 00

.4, Eeictron Denslty (164 01/r' )

r71.31. coConparlem of BsNA Ioospheric Profllt. with Chhnln
Profilel at QuItofExcudor on I1 January 199 and

11 orse UT.
rig, 20. Reduction o the Minitrack obser-atloi Biases do. It

IOnOspherLi Corrections iin the OoddA Trajectory
Detlrmilnation Sysha0R, The ik tallon are Sek sasba..
Taaaaitv.. Oreralx . Xaailao, Wlteakeld

the iadividual observation biases are shown for
a number of stations, both with and without log-log scale to emphasize the maximum
having ionospheric corrections applied. The electron density region.

very definite decrease in the biases is obvious.
The integrated total electron content to

Comparison with Chapman Profile 3000 km has also been analyzed. In all cases
the profile described as Chapman 2, which

One of the ionospheric model subroutines uses 0. Z for the value of a, gave total contents
plots the ionospheric profile of electron densitl a factor of 6-8 higher than Chapman 1 or the

versus height to 3000 km. A number of corn- BJnt Ionospheric Model. Large variations be-

parisons of profiles from the Bent Ionospheric tween the profiles are always .evident in the

Model with the Chapman profile have been lower and upper regions. In ihe many tests
made for different parts of the worl at differ- performed where widely varying times of day,
ent times of the day, season, and solar cycle, latitude and longitude were investigated the

The Chapman profile was given by the uquation profiles differed in ways similar to Figure 21,
but the total content to 3000 Ian showed good

N=NI el•scal ehe) where z = (h-hat)/H and H comparison between the Bent Ionospheric
is the scale height. An accurate determination Model and the Chapman profile described
of scale height is very importarl for the Chap- where a=. 075.
man equation, but no simple formulas exist
which will provide the necessary accuracy. THE DEVELOPMENT OF A VERY SIMPLE
For the test situation, two formulas used at T OELOPME OFOAPVERY MPL
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center were in-
vestigated. In these the scale height is defined A simple technique requiring very Rttle
by the equation, data and computations was tested for producing

H = 1. 66 (30 + a(h. -200) where a is . 075 in world wide ionospheric p~edictions. The
the first equation and . 2 in the second. A simple model was developed using the Bent
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Ionospheric Model as a data base. The basic
data ccnsists of ionospheric data values along OLD .4

one magnetic latitude line, the magne'1c
equator., and along one magnetic longitude I ..lbm\~,
thae passes through the densest rection of the
equatorial anomaly. The 'raiues along the two"
cross linee are chosen at 5 degree spacing, -
which adds up to . total of 107 numbers of 4 Ch /N

to 6 bits depending on the accuracy desired
for each world map at a fixed time. C)

To generate world wide dnta from these 1'

values along the latitude-longitude cross lines, --0

it is assumed that the ratios of the value at
any given magnetic latitude to the' value at the
equator are the same along every magnetic -M £u 3U # 414

longitude line. Specifically, these ratios are M-6 L4?
equal to the ratios formed for the magnetic rig.z3. P,.odiccsg frotm bA3lt-L.e*s&tL cCro. LUA To•kaque.

longitude line for which data at 5 deLree spac-
ing is available. The condition around sunrise, For time adjustnment the dross lines are
however, does not follow this pattern; here the rotated around the globe at a rate of 15 degrees

values of group delay are about the same at all * hour. However, since the contour lines of

latitudes along the same magnetic longitude the ionospheric duta are approximately Bym-

line. Thus in this simple cross line technique, metrical to the magnetic equator, causing the

the values all along the magnetic longitude line symmetry pattern to deviate notabky from the

just before sunrise are assumed to be the same geographic equator during parts of the day, an

as the equatorial value. To allow for a smooth additional adjustment factor relating the gco-

transition between this and the proportionate graphic and magnetic equator is needed to

ratio method,. the results from both techniques achieve a diurnally stable acca"racy. Such a

are combined using linear weighting proportion- simple model could take less than 450 bits of
al to the respective distances for 75 degrees storage and estimate between 48 to 65% of the

in magnetic longitude to both sides of the equal ionospheric effects. Depending on the circum-

value longitude line. Figure 22 shows the map stances, crows lines for a new map could be
supplied on a monthly basis, or maps for two

AIM10 LVT 0-01- 4 seasons could be stored permanently. The
M •results for both seasons could be interpolated

in time to any specific month and adjustments
over a number of years could be incorporated
with an additional transformation on a solar
cycle basis.

,.. CONC LUSIONS

The Bent Ionospheric Model is an empiri-
cal world wide algorithm capable of accurately
estimating the electron density profile and the
associated delay and directional changes of a
wave due to refraction. The model computes

Ask I the electron density versus height profile from
which th.j range, range rate, and the angular

I3a.zz. Prodldlan.o fro boat Zt0mpbric Model s-owl,- C-• .- LAAW.. refraction corrections for the wave are obtained

with ionospheric group delay predictions from as well as the vertical and angular tot.leLectron

the Bent Model, The magnetic latitude and content. Although the model is presented for

longitude lines that define the data base for the ground to satellite and satellite to satellite

cross line technique are drawn in and the "X" communications, it is readily adaptable for
defines the location of the equal value longitude ground to ground communications.
line. The c&ýntour map resulting from the
cross line computations is plotted in Figure The only required inputs to the model are

23. satellite and station position and time infor-
mation and a limited armount of solar data.
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For the model's additional capability of improv- Laboratories; Col. B. W. Parkinson, U.S.A.F
ing the ionospheric predictions by use of actual Space and Missiles Systems Organization;
ionospheric observations, measured values of Mr. W. Melton, General Dynamics Electronics;
electron content or the critical frequency of the Dr. B. Elrod, Mitre Corporation; and
FZ layer, foFZ, can be incorporated along with Dr. K. Cretcher, Aerospace Corporation.
the observation station and time information.
This update option uses a weighted mean tech- The principal investigators were the
nique that can accept, for the update, several authors of this paper, but we also acknowledge
measurements from different stations sepa- the help from our colleagues in the work de-
rated in time and space from the time and scribed, namely Mr. J. Kozelsky, Mrs. M.
location at which the ionosphere is to be evalu- Walloch, Mrs. L. A. Schleicher, and Mr. D.
ated. Robins on.

The model's prediction accuracy without References
update accounts for approximately 75 to 80 per-
cent of the ionosphere which can improve with I. E. V. Appleton & W. J. G. Beynon, Proc.
update to approximately 90 percent. The Phys. Soc. 5Z, Pt. I, 518 (1940); Proc. Phys.
model, therefore, may be applied for future Soc. 59, Pt. 11, 58 (1947).
predictions or after the fact calculations.
Since the model has been developed on a 2. W. B. Jones, R. P. Graham, M. Leftin,
world-wide basis, predictions are not limited "Advances in Ionospheric Mapi 'g by Numeri-
to any particular land mass or segment of the cal Methods, " ESSA Technical Report ERL 107-
world. The model is applicable for determin- ITS 75, (May 1969).
ing wave refraction and ionospheric charac-
teristics up to 3000 km in height and for all 3. W. B. Jones & D. L. Obitts, "Global
radio wave frequencies as long as the vertical Representation of Annual and Solar Cycle
component is slightly higher than critical Variation of foFZ Monthly Median 1954-1958
frequency. Built into the model are the com- OT/ITS Research Report No. 3 (Oct 1970).
binod influences of geographical and geomag-
netic effects, solar activity, local time, and 4. A. N. Kazantsev, Tr. IRE AN SSSR, Z,
seasonal variations. 36, (1956).

Because of the flexibility of this model,
it has been easily applied to a multitude of
problems: range, range rate and elevation
angle corrections, total electron content, and
group delay reductions, very long baseline
interferometry, Faraday factor analysis,
satellite to satellite communications, and 3-

dimensional ray tracing. Plot routines have
been developed to produce vertical profiles of
electron density versus height as well as cross
sections of electron density or total electron
content as functions of angular or geographic
co-ordinates.
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ABSTRACT these parameters play a key role in
several instability mechanisms. Thus,

In situ measurements on rockets and future progress on the understanding of
satelTTtes-"ave greatly expanded our ionospheric irregularities must involve
understanding of the location, causative simultaneous measurements of fluctuation
factors and structure of ionospheric parameters as well as ionospheric para-
irregularities. In this paper results meters on well instrumented rockets and
from electric field detectors and plasma satellites, coupled with ground-based
density fluctuation probes will be pre- measurements of the earth fixed phase
sented, intercompared and discussed in velocity and range time intensity pro-
relation to the electrostatic instabili- file of the waves via backscatter radar
ties which create irregularities. The systems. For auroral studies simultaneous
following phenomena have been studied in auroral photos taken from orbit are also
situ and are listed along with tentatiVi highly desirable.
I-nstability mechanisms and the measure-
ment techniques used: INTRODUCTION

Equatorial Electrojet (rocket): Irregularities in the earth's lone-
Gradient Drift and sphere have been observed for more than
Two Stream ane/ne two decades by a variety of ground-based

Auroral Electrojet (rocket): and spacecraft techniques. In recent
Two Stream ar, 6n e/n years these methods have become more

sophisticated as have the theoretical
Equatorial Spread F (rocket & satellite): basis for understanding the phenomena.
Rayleigh Taylor ane/ne The field has thus progressed from one
High Latitude F Region Irregularities of phenomenology to one more closely

Irglrte &satelliakin to the classical interplay of ex-
(rocket & satellite): perimental and theoretical science.
Convection Electric
Field Driven 6', 6ni/ni The application of the principles

Representative wave number spectra and of plasma physics, particularly with re-

amplitudes deduced from these studies gard to electrostatic instabilities, has

will be presented and discussed. proven to be most fruitful. This is true
since the phase velocities of such waves

Advancements in the explanations are comparable to the thermal and drift
for such instabilities have proceeded velocities of the plasma constituents.
fastest when plasma density gradients Energetic particles, on the other hand,

and flow patterns are also measured since interact more strongly with electro-

the relative magnitude and direction of magnetic waves due to the higher
characteristic velocities of such waves
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and particles. In a collisicnless plasma, although phase velocity measurements are
clectrostatic waves can cause collective more difficult due to usual high veln-
interactions between particlas which may city of the vehicles with respect to the
replace binary collisions in the micro- medium. A discussion of some recent
scopic description of the physics in- developmonts in measurement techtilques
valved. Thus In some .ases knowledge of is presented elsewhere in this publica-
transport coefficients necessary for a tion (Kvlley et *l., 1975a).
macroscopic description of a given pro-
cess requires information on the electro- Irregularities are observed both
static waves present. Very often product- in the E and F layers of the earth's
irn of strong electrostatic waves which ionosphere. In the E region strong in-
can significantly modify the transport stabilities are associated with the
coefficients only occurs after some curoral and equatorial electrojets. In
initial condition is met. Further evolu- the F region irregularities are also
tion, however, may proceed very rapidly, observed in equatorial as well as high
Thus one may have a physical condition latitude regions. In both sectors the F
which is stable under an MHL description region irregularities are present in a
evolve to a critical point where micro- broader range of latitude than are the
scopic turbulence very rapidly destroys E region fluctuations. In the following
the equilibrium or modifies the electri- pages, in situ measurements obtained in
cal properties of the system, the equiTo'Tfl and auroral electrojets

will be discussed as will the equatorial
Understanding of the physics thus and high latitude F region observations.

requires kno-,iedge both of tie plasma No discussion of the temperate latitude
conditions leading to instability as E region irregularities 3ssociated with
well as measurement of the frequency and sporadic E will he made, As is usually
wavwlength spectra of the irregularities, done, the two altitude regions will be
Knowledge of the former has been aided discussed separately. This simplifica-
by recent advances in measurement of the tion is probably justified In the
electric field and plasma motions in the equatorial zone since the magnetic field
ionosphere via inco erent scatter measure- configuration is such that the narrow
ments of the ion flow velocity as well latitudinal region of equatorial E region
as balloon, rocket 4nd satellite measure- irregularities cannot interact very
ments of' electric fields. Such flow efficiently with the higher altitudes.
measurements coupled with those of the Such a separation at high latitudes is
plasma density and temperature and of much less justified due to the dirct
the spatial variations in these quanti- linking of the two regions 'Ia hilhly
ties have been successful in determining conducting magnetic field lines. .'heo-
the configurational state which leads to retical work on equatorial irregular',tis
a number of itstabilities, has progressed farther than that concern-

ing the high latitudes due to the re-
Measurements of the irregularities laItvely benign magnetic field geometry.

themselves have been made by ground- In situ and rAdar measurements are in
based techniques as well as in situ. goo•dagreement with many aspects of the
Particularly useful have be'RddTopper equatorial theory and it is expected
shift measurements of radar waves back- that considerable work on theory for the
scattered from the irregularities since high latitudes will be encouraged by
such shifts yield the phase velocity of these successes.
those irregularities in the plasma which
have k a 4v/x where ) is the radar wave- E REGION MEASUREMENTS
length, This phase velocity can be
readily compared with theory. Such Equatorial
measurements have been performed most
extensively via transmissions in the Most of the in situ measurements of
equatorial regions from Jicamarca, Peru, irregularities I.,-Th•-quatorlal E region
Thumba, India, and Natal, Brazil; and in have been performed on sounding rockets
the high latitude regions from Homer, by the Indian group under S. Prakash
Alaska, and recently from Ithaca, New (Prakash et al., 1971; 1972). Satellite
York. In situ measurements of irregulari- measurements are not very common at such
ties i•"tWIlasma density and electric altitude and low altitude sounding
fields, which are the fluctuating compo- rockets are thelmoet useful since they
nents of most electrostatic waves, have pass rather slowly through the E region.
been performed on rockets and satellites Radar measurement4 have been used to
and some of the results of these catelogue zwo types of instability (I
measurements are reviewed here. These and II) on t0e ,asis of the characte-
measurements have an advantage over the ristics of tha returned doppler spec-
radar in that a wide range in u . k trum. Type I i'rregularities return a
space can be instantaneously measured strong doppler shifted echo at a fre-
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quency corresponding to the ion acoustic
speed and have been explained as a two
stream instability resulting when the
magnetized electrons drift relative to
the collision dominated ions at a speed
in excess of the ion thermal speed _

(Buneman, 1963; Farley, 1963 a,b). Such .....
1.l I.iV~ •Nt1. -40 1.1 a C0.9l.1

conditions occur most often during the I.. .,
day at the equator and some rocket
plasma density fluctuation data which
bear tihis out are presented in Figure 1 .
The plasma deno'ity profile is smooth -

whereas the fluctuations are present on
.i laier at an altitude where electrons .

can E x I drift freely while ion drifts
are quenched by neutral collisions.

hIcl~~z i f P:#t **lbt4* cb .' Macti.• .s.,.J•#e

STypical electron density pro-
............ isobserved ove" Thumba, India near

,. ., • noon and midnight along with a schematic
illustration of the unstable regions
deduced from rocket data.

,ity One feature of the Type I instabi-
lity which is not yet fully explained
is that the irregularity phase velocity
is independent of the angle to the

. ...... electrojet current direction. Rocket
...... . .. measurements of fluctuating electric

.lot fields as well as plasma density and
temperature oscillations might help

FItg 1 E region density profile and explain this peculiarity.
Trregularity intonsity durinj a daytime
rocket flight from Thumba, India. The HIGH LATITUDE
right hand side shows an estimate of the
electrin drift profile deduced from Simultaneous electric field and
hiagnetometer avid plasma density measure- plasma density measurements have been
ments, performed during a rocket flight into

a very strong magnetic substorm
Bot;i the theory and rviar observa- (Kelley and Mozer, 1973). the altitude

tions for Type 11 irrigularitios are profile of the broadband 61 and an/n
more complicated and the rocket. data fluctuations are presented in Figure 3.
has helped confirm that the gradient
drift instability becomes important for
drift~ speads lower than the acoustic
threshold. The rocket data taken from
various publivatinns by the Indian
group and which is shoWn schemat~cally
in Figure 2 indicate that irregulari-
ties at night are typically present on
only the top or the bottom side of a
given E region density profile, The
s e n s e i s s u c h t h a t t o p s i d e ( b o t t o m s i d e ) &% ..f , ... . .M O. .. . .,(
irregularities are observed when the
E region electrons are drifting west-
wird (eastward), results which are in
good agreement with the theory for the
gradient drift instability which re-
quires that the ambient electric field
have a component parallel to the plasma
density gradient. , .

Fi.3 Bvoadband el*Ltric f4old and
plasma density fluctu•,tiun im.,litudes
observed io the aurora! E region.
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Since the electric field is a vector is consistent with the data. If it is

quantity it contains more information further assumed that there were no
than does an/n and since for electro- electron temperature fluctuations in the
static waves at is parallel to R , the waves, the ratio of aE to 6n/n can be
electric field can be used to determine used to determine the phase velocity
the direction of wave propagation. In which was found to be in good agreement

the case described here a single antenna with the ion acoustic speed. A non-vary-
was oriented perpendicular to the rocket ing electron temperature may not be a
spin axis which in turn was nearly good approximation, however, and future
parallel to 9. Since the spin frequency experiments should measure this quantity

was much less than the wave frequency, also.
the ac electric field signal should A frequency time spectrogram of the
peak twice per spin yielding the direct- electric frield signal qserved during
ion of F with an ambiguity of 1800. This eletric fi esina ed during
direction is plotted in Figure 4 as the Waves with frequencies as high as those
double ended dashed arrows. Since the Waves h fequencies a hi s the

x 1 velocity was also measured by the observed have been predicted when the
electric field detector and by barium electron drift velocity exceeds the ion

thermal speed by several times as wasreleases carried aloft by the same the case here ( Lee et &1, 1971). The
vehicle, the magnitude and direction of t c
the relative drift between E region ions frequency spectrum of 6 thus displayed

and electrons could be calculated shows intense signals from ten hertz to

assuming a neutral atmosphere model. The seven kilohertz which was near the lower
direction of ar is seen to be in good hybrid resonance.
agreemert with direction of this drift
giving good evidence for a drift driven
instability. The density fluctuations
were not spin modulated which is correct
for this scaler quantity. The solid
circle yields the magnitude of the ion
thermal speed and shows that the diffe-
rential drift greatly exceeded the ELECTRIC FIELD - DESCENT
threshold for the two stream instability. 10- *-

Since 6E w - iE* and since ý is related
to an/n for electrostatic waves, compari- 1  jj'jj :>J
son of 6E and 6n/n as a function of z
frequency can be used to obtain informa- W 5
tion on the magnitude of R as a function 0
of W . Such comparisons applied to these __ __

data showed that the assumption that #
is proportional 6n/n , which holds for 0
example when electrons are in a Boltz- 120 110 100 90
mann distribution in the wave potential, ALTITUDE, KILOMETERS

Fig. 5 A sonogram of the ac electric
T -d-detected in the E region by one of

• .Q the double probe antennas,

Radar measurements of aurora at 3 m
show complex doppler shift spectra and a
displacement of maximum activity equator
ward of visible aurora before midnight
and poleward after midnight suggesting
that strong currents may flow in regions
other than visible aurora. The short

.... wavelength F region irregularities
observed near aurora and which are dis-

SThe solid arrow represents the cussed below display a similar spatial
ude and direction of the diffe- relationship and simultaneous radar and

rence between the ion and electron drift in situ measurements are highly desire-
velocities in a geomagnetic coordinate A =le.
system fixed to the earth for several
altitudes on the upleg. The circle is
the ion thermal speed, and the dashed
arrow is the direction of the oscillat-
ing electric field detected on board the
rocket.
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F REGION MEASUREMENTS

Equatorial

Satellite and rocket data are both v ... "
available in the F region. A plot of the
percentage occurrence of irregularities .4 .
as determined from the satellite ac
electric field measuroments on OVI-17 . ' , .. ' .
(Kelley, 1972) is given in Figure 6 as
a function of geomagnetic latitude in F Irregularity spectra obtained at
the nightside. Also plotted Is the per- ai-h--nd equatorial latitudes by the
centage occurrence of spread F as evi- plasma probe on OGO-6
denced by ionosonde ground studies

JAVIlIN 843 OEMNIKR is, i7o NAVAL, ONRAZI
In .. *o& "' ; • . . I" "]" -I I I ! I 1
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W,.1Fig$ 6 Average percentage occurrence of
spe~d F and fluctuating low frequency0
electric fields as functions of geo-
magnetic latitude. Awl .

a 1 1.0 30 t0 10 30 *7 00 go No
WAVE NklilK[t A, h77'

(Shimazaki 1959). Both sets of data

display a local maximum in occurrence in Fig 8 Wave number spectra of the
a latitude range centered on the e ua- s F irregularities for three
tor, a deep null in the mid-latitude sprea aFirregu artes or th e
range and a stronger maximum in the high different altitude ranges, one in the
latitudes. Similar patterns have been upleg and two in the downleg. The total
reported for in situ plasma density rocket velocity was about 2.5 times the
irerteguarit -(69; eastward component used in the analysisirregularity maueet Dsn 99 n hc a 00mtr/eod

Sagalyn et al., 1973; Dyson et al., and which was 1000 meters/second.
1974). An irregularity spectrum from
such a probe flown on the OGO-6 satellite A polar orbiting satellite such as
is presented on the right hand side of 000-6 or OVI-17 makes a rapid pass at a
Figure 7 (Dyson et al 1974) and fixed local time and hence yields no in-
several spectrr from a recent rocket formation on the vertical structure nor
flight are plotted in Figure 8 (Kelley the development in local time of theet al.. 1975b). Both .ots show an amp i- insta ility. The rocket in this experi-
tude spectrum which peaks at small k ment was launched eastward from Natal,
and falls relatively smoothly as (k)" Brazil and hence made two vertical pro-
for large k. The broadband intensity of files at local times differing by about
the irregularities are as high as 60% one half hour in local time. It is
in the most intense rocket spectrum. important to point out that the develop-

ment of equatorial irregularities, which
result in the scattering of lonosonde
signals (spread F), begins shortly after
local sunset as the F region rises due
to the usual post sunset enhancement of
the vertical drift and as recombination
reduces the plasma density at low alti-
tudes. The disturbance can last well
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into the night at a given site, In
Figure 9 the up and downleg plasma den-
sity profiles are superimposed. Both

JAVELIN 8:63 NOV 18 1973

600 - Upilg Alt ude, Kilormetrs

S5• 4-
S oo

* 4 00-

300 -

V ia Downleg Altitude, Kilometert

__F _ 10__.... Comparison of up and downleg
2 3 4 5 _ arities detected by the electron

log electron denitly. cmM- probe. The downleg irregularities are
more intense and display a steeperFi• Up and downleg plasma density gradient on the down range edge.

profl es observed during a flight of a
rocket launched east from Natal, Brazil
durinq equatorial spread F conditions. These data are in reasonable good

agreement with recent theoretical treat-
ments of equatorial spread F (Haerendel,sets of data show a steep vertical gra- 1974; Hudson and Kennel, 1974) and an

dient on the bottomside of the F peak earlier one (Dungey, 1956) which show
which, in most theories ror equatorial that the Rayleigh Taylor instability
spread F, supplies the free energy for should be unstable on the bottomside of
the instability. The profile which is the F peak due to the anti-parallel con-
displaced to lower altitudes is the one figuration of 4 and In. The dc electric
at a later local time which suggests field pattern was such that the cross
that the instability evolved in such a field instability configuration was also
way as to destroy the zero order gra- met during this event. Such mechanisms
d eut and hence to approach a lower have been argued against by Farley et
energy state,as time passed, by filling al., (1970) in light of spread F measure-
in the plasma region at lower altitudes. ments made at 3 m by the powerful Jica-
This interpretation is upheld by barium marca radar facility. However, back-
cloud releases performed on the same scatter measuremnents at 3 m made from
rocket and which can be identified in Natal with a 15 kilowatt radar during
the upleg profile by the enhancements in the rocket flight showed strong F region
local plasma density at 425 km at 500 km. backscatter near and well above the F
The drift of both clouds was upward peak but none associated with the very
during the twenty minutes of observation strong bottomside irregularities des-
time. The Jicamarca radar facility did cribed here. Some of this radar datA Is
not, furthermore, detect the downward presented in Figure 11 in a range time
reversal of plcsma flow until a local intensity format. All rnbserved 3 m
time of 2140 on this night. Thus the irregularities (white regions) were
electric field driven flow was upward above 375 km altitude whereas the strong
although the bottorpside filled in. Com- bottomside irregularities were below
parison of the profile of Irregularities this altitude. (A region of 3 meter
observed during the up and dowr.'., -re backscatter may have been associated
resented In Figure 10. In addition to with the particularly deep drop out in
eing more intense and located at lower plasma density near the P peak on the

altitudes, the irregularities display a upleg and is ctill under study). Balsley
distinctly assymetric shape on either and Farley (pr-ivate communication) have
the wastward or the bottomside. Assuming recently suggested that the powerful
the k vectors of the Irregularities were Jicamarc& beam could backscotter in
in the east-west direction as is predict- excess of incoherent levels from regions
ed by most 1 near theories, scale lengths which were nut unstable at 3 meters but
(d(ln n)/dx)'1 for density changes Ii' merely imbedded with intense long wave-
excess of .5 e folds ranging from 12 m length irregularities which have steep
to 100 m were observed, gradients such as those in Figure 10.

This observation taken with the Natal
data thus indicate that theories for
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bottomside equatorial spread F may not SUN
have to satisfy all the conditions im- 2

posed by the Jicamarca 3 m data and
that a bonifide 3 m equatorial F region N 30

instability may follow a somewhat diffe- -- "
rent morphology../ -i -

I/l

is 06

'j R Z1.1 O - 13

21 \ - /

00

i 12 Nearly simultaneous ac electric
an- magnetic field n.easurements made in

T..* 1W W I the polar regions on OV1-17 and 060-6.
Time I4•DW}

g 1 Range time intensity profile of
scattered 50 MHz radar signals are plotted in Figure 13 for 150 polar

transmitted from Natal, Brazil during passes. The equatorward boundary as a
the night of the rocket flight. The function of local time is very similar
rocket was launched at 1822 which was to the boundary for scintillations
about 1902 true local time. which has been extensively studied by

Aarons and co-workers (Aarons et al.,
HIGH LATITUDE 1969; Aarons and Allen, 1971).

EUAORWAD IIIBONDARY VO1 ELECTAOSTA-C TUW .ULEWA

As indicated in Figure 6, the high 0.1, ,.
latitude F region is populated with OVI.-' 7 ... KpO

irregularities virtually continuously.
The sensitive ac electric field experi-
ments on OVI-l0, OGO-6 and OV1-17 and 18
have detected such fluctuations (Maynard

and Heppner, 1970; Laaspere et al.,
1971; Kelley and Mozer, 1972) as have a 4(5
number of plasma density experiments '
(Dyson, 1969; Sagalyn et al., 1973;
Dyson et al., 1974), An example of a ,
high latitude spectrum from the 080-6
plasma density experiment is presented "
in the left side of Figure 7. The spec- "
trum for large k is typically k- 1 f'or 24

such a detector and is very similar to
the equatorial spectrum on the right.

Typical data obtained during a F Equatorward boundary for
polar pass of the 0V1-17 electric field fIuctuting electric fields as a
detector and from a nearly simultaneous function of magnetic local time and in-
pass of the OGO-6 magnetic search coil variant latitude for two Kp ranges.
experiment are plotted in Figure 12. The
signals at 500 hertz observed on the
dayside are due to electromagnetic ELF This region is also nearly identi-

hiss which has been extensively studied cal to the region fcr large scale con-

using the two spacecraft (Kell'v and vective motion of the magnetospheric and

Tsurutan 1975) . The low frequency sig- ionospheric plasma. Evidence that thisTsruaI• 95.Telwfeunysg convection is related to the irreqular'l-
nal was electrostatic and was observed ties is preslnted in Figure 14. The
nearly continuously between two sharp upper two plots show the dc electric
boundaries 2 t (68), 1800 M.L.T.) and at field in the vehicle reference frame(52 0, 2400 M .L .I'.). This pattern waswi h t o d f e nt g n l v l s ur gobserved on nearly every pass of 0V1-17 with two different gain levels during
osrd theoon nearlof the two boundaries a polar pass of OV1-17 while the lower
and the position oplots display the ac signal at two
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frequencies. The dc data includes the where the magnitude of 'he dc electric
V x 9 field in the satellite coordinate field in an earth fixed frame and of the
system and hence oiily deviations fr'om ac potential across a 3.9 m antenna at

OVI-17, REVI14 229 hertz (x of a few m if the irregu-
4. L• larities are assumed to have low phase

velocity) are plotted. It is of interest
to note that the region of occurrence of

L .short wavelength waves observed during
- " the rocket flight agrees very well with

.. w .i !\th't of 3 m waves in the E region
C - .L-- JIV L reported by (Balsley et al., 1973). Therelationship between these F region

Vil .fluctuations and the aurora, as deduced.:I I from all sky camera data and from auroral
" ........ ,.particle detectnrs, is presented in

S, -Figure 16. The irregularities were much
more intense equatorward of the arc as

:observed by Balsley et al. (1973) in
pre-midnight conditions. Since the dc
e lectric field pointed northward (toward

a "-the arc) in the equatorward region and
SATELLITE CLOCK(SEC) since a large scale horizontal density

gradient probably also pointed towardFig. 14 Comparison of fluctuating the arc, the r I qn Hall instability
pol1-c and ac electric fields during may have operated in the E region. Since

a polar pass of 0V1-17. the average pre(post)-midnight dc auroral

zone electric field is north (south)
the smooth variation are due to ambient such a mechanism also might explain the
electric fields. The ac signals at 24 radar data. At such short wavelengths
hertz seem to occur in the same region there is no direct communication between
as the strong dc variations were obser- E and F region altitudes due to the small
ved. Variations in the dc field as in- but finite resistivity parallel to the
tense as those observed in this pass magnetic field lines, however. and hence
are unusual, however, although the ac separate mechanisms must be operating in
signals are very common, A more sensi- the two regions. It is possible that
tive dc measurement must be made in con- long wavelength irregularities formed in
junction with ac measurements in order the E region map up to F region heightsto c ncl~e t at a defi ite rela ionwhere secondary instabilities create theto conclude that a definite relation s o t r m d s
exists between the dc and ac fields, shorter modes.
Such measurements have been performed on
sounding rockets near aurora arcs and
do show a close relationship between
shorter wavelength (1-12 in) waves and dc
fluctuations. This is shown in Figure 15 8:56 FLIGHT TRAJECTORY

Vislible
ALTITUDE (K M A . NORT

2 54t39 432 44 535 55, 5? 534 49 434 36325• i seeNORT

*0 RANGE (kin)

:4 SotEl'to E 3
iso \Ao Cs DATA 350 t0 5 0 eaeoea o IreuaiH ty r u e c e a i e t h

F i-- -- 6 Region of occurrence of F

FLIONT TIME (sEe) position of the aurora and the dc
electric field pattern.Fig. 15 Magnitude of the ambient dc

;d ; il 40 too eatWie rm

elecricfied inan art fixd fameMaynard and Heppner (1970) suggest-along with the ac field observed with ed that such fluctuations were due to
the sa;ne antenna near and above an vrain ntecnetv tlmpe
auroral arc during a magnetic substorm. vrain ntecnetv ilpesumably impressne from the magnetosphere,
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Abstract The importance of ionospheric irregularities in the overall con-
cept of dynamic ionospheric physics modeling is emphasized. In particular,
ionospheric irregularities produce iciatillation which cause communication
and radar system degradation. The determination, classification and non-
linear development of such instabilities, in terms of theoretical and
numerical simulation studies, is of fundamental importance in giving the
Navy and other systems users a predictive capability in combating dele-
terious scintillation effects. This paper giver an ove-iew of iono-
spheric irregularities and specific results in two areA&. (i) nonlinear
development of the type II E region equatorial electrojet inatability; and
(ii) scintillation causing F region irregularities.

I. INTRODUCTION

The general problem of ionospheric modeling, in the geomagnetic equatorial E region electro-
important for predictive capabilities in com- jet have led us to study process A. Barium
munication and radar systems, can be broken clouds [Rosenber&, 1971; Davis et al. 1973]
up into three categories: (1) data collection; released by rockets in the upper ionosphere and
(2) model development; and (3) systems appli- high altitude nuclear releases both of which
cations. The general modeling category (2) exhibit field aligned stristions, i.e., elect-
can be broken up into the following subsections: ron and ion density fluctuations, led us to
(i) chemistry; (ii) neutral atmosphere; (iii) the study of process B. Scintillation of radio
laminar ionosphere; and (iv) turbulent or signals from polar orbiting [Nielsen and
irregular ionosphere. Study of the turbulent Aarons, 1974] and equatorial satellites £Craft
ionosphere requires a knowledge of the laminar and Westerlund, 1972; Taur, 1973] and ionoo-&o--ne
ionosphere which in turn requires a knowledge data LFarley et al., 19-70 Booker and Wells,
of the chemistry and the neutral atmosphere. 1938; Pitteway and Cohen, 13mi have led us to
Thus, for a true predictive capability areas study process C (ilo due to electron density
(i) - (iv) must be studied. A program ad- fluctuations). All three processes can cause
dressing all of these areas is being developi. scintillation or enhanced backscatter. These
However, the work which will be reported on ixt three processes are caused by plasma imata-
this paper is an overview of the studies bilities which depend on the fact that elec-
carried out in area ($.v) which we call iono.o trons and ions collide with neutral particles.
spheric plasma Irregularities. In particular, the instabilities causiu• the

first two processes (A and B) arise from
Initially the work involved the development haviuZ an electron density gradient and elec-

of the capability to treat, computationsaly tron and ion-neutral drag effects transverse
and theoretically, the non-.linrer dynamics of to the ambient magnetic fteld. This insta-
ionospheric plasmas. The cnpeaility, once bility is called the E X B gradient drift
developed, was then applied to several out- instability [Simon, 9653,1970; Linson and
standing problems. Three of the problems are: Workman, 1970; Maeaa et al., 1965; Knox, 1964].
(A) Type II E region equatorial electrojet Process C, in the caee of midlatitud-espread F
instabilities; (B) Striations in plasma clouds is believed by Perkins [1973] to depend upon
and image formation in plasma lioud-ionosphere the fact that as theplasma in a flux tuba is
coupled systems; and (C) F region ionospheric moved up or down In altitude it samples regions
irregularities causing scintillations and spread of different Pedarp'en conductivity. This is
F. Radar backacatter [Baleley and Farley, an alternative mechanism to the iasual E X B
19'3] observations of three meter irrsgu- instability. However, as we will shoW-in a
larities, i.e., electron density fluctuations, later section, che E X B gradient drift
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instability can be quite effective causing F world wide spread F with 'ttendant scintillation
region irregularities which agree with scin- phenomena LNewmanxet P.I., 1966- Maeda, et al.,
tillation and spread F data at middle to high 1964; Heisler and Wilson, 1 9 62J. Also, Russian
latitudes. The inadequacy of linear pertur- releases at Novaya Zemlya, U.S.S.R. in October
bation theory to describe these phenomena has 1961 produced E and F region irregularities in
led us to study by theoretical and numerical the Scandinavian area [Stoffregen, 1972).
simulation techniques the nonlinear develop-
ment of these three process (plasma insta- Although much of the scintillation observe-
bilities). However, in this paper we will tions have been restricted to VHF [Utlaut,
present results for (A) and (C). The study 1974), recent results of equatorial ricintilla-
listed vnder (B) will be presented in another tion in the 1-6 GHz regime [Craft and Weaster-
paper in these proceedings. lund, 1972; Taur, 1973; Utlaut, 1974J show

that one cannot merely go to higher frequencies
II. IMPORTANCE OF STUDIES to escape scintillation effects. Much of the

scintillation observations come from ground
The basic importance of our studies on based receivers (mostly in VHF and UHF regime,

ionospheric irregularities can be catalogued with a small amount of SHF data) although
as follows: (1) the instabilities degrade limited in situ measurements [Dyson, et al,.,
communications; (2) the instabilities degrade 1974) are also available. These observations

radar performance; and (3) the studies will have provided valuable information about
enable us to obtain a predictive capability scintillation phenomena; however, the effects
with respect to (1) and (2), i.e., where to of variation of signal parameters important

expect these irregular structures and what for system design or systems performance
their properties will be. At this juncture prediction is almost nonexistent. More funda-
let us elaborate on (1). mental is the lack of understanding of the

basic physical processes involved in the

The fact that time-varying irregular etruc- formation of ionospheric irregularities which
ture in the ionosphere (known as ionospheric cause scintillation. wie limited amount of
scintillation) could affect radio signals observational data coupled with limited theo-
Amitted by stars has been known for some time retical understanding make it impossible to
NHewish, 1952; Utlaut, 1974). However, only now predict how communications systems will
recently, and then with some surprise, has it pirform in natural or artificial scintillation
been found that the ionosphere can seriously environments. For the high data rate, broad-
perturb signals used for satellite cotmiuni- band transmitters now planned for Navy, other
cations lUtlaut, 19741. The effect of irregu-. DOD and commerical communication satelliteslar structtn i.e., irregularities of the it iu inperative to understand scintillation
refractive index, in the ionosphere is to phenomena, for severe scintillations over

superpose a random fluctuation of signal several seconds can mean lose of information
amplitude, phase and polarization. These (message).
deleterious effects may cause an intolerable
number of errors in the received signal and Ionospheric physicists, systems designers,
produce unusable information. Utlaut £1974) modelers and wave propagationists have noted
has recently pointed out that (a}-oe of th Utlaut, 197h; Fremouw, 1974) the need for
orbiting meteorological satellites trans- theoretical studies to datermine the underlying
mitting video weather data have experienced mechanisms responsible for ionospheric scin-
conditions during which the video data were tillation so that a true predictive capability
nearly obscured as n result of scintillation; can be achieved. The inadequacy of empirical
(b) a navigation satellite system has experi- modeling [Fremouw, 1974) of ionospheric scin.-

enced difficulties inserting ephemeris data tillation, is recent in situ measurements of
in the spacecraft at times because of scin- ionospheric scintillation t~son at al., 1974],
tillation; and (c) signals from geostationary and advances in theoretical and computational
satellites may also suffer deleterious effects, plasma physics [Perkins, 197.; olk an d
in regions other than the equatorial region, and Herendel, 197•; odmn et al., 1974;L
when transmitting to higher latitudes since andapiceal, 1973 ; Sudan at al., 1974;
the polar cap scintillating region is tipped McDonald et a l., 1974 ; mSae this a propitious
with respect to the geographic pole (e.g., ether theore tic e pritiu

aircraft routes near midlatitude over the time ior furher theoretical and numerical
North Atlantic could experience difficulties studies of scintillation phenomena. The
communicating by way of geostationary satel- theoretical and computational programs that ws,

litas). Naturally occurring scintillation is have at NRL are at a state, where we can gener-
strongest in the high latitude (auroral and ate detailed information on the causes and
polar regions) and equatorial regions [Utlaut atructure of ionospheric irregularities. The
1974; Hopkins and Paulson, 1974), althou--gh• ,e.Ajlta of this work can provide a basis for
midlatitude scintillation also occurs [Aarons interpretation of experimental data; suggert
at al., 1971; Rufenach, 1972; D9n ct al., new experiments; aid in the design cf n~w
ta. 191 enachs 17;ions r t comminication systems and provide a framework

1974.7. However, these notions refer wihnwiht mroetepromneonatural scintillations. U. S. high altitude within which to improve the perfosm.•.nce of
nuclear releases (e.g. Starfish) have produced existing systems.
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I1I. SIMPLIFIED SCINTILLATION GEOMETRY where L is the equivalent layer thickness, ra
is the classical radius of the electron

Before proceeding with a description of (re s i/mc 2 ), X is the radio wavelength of

examples of the work we are doing on iono- th s a ist er of the
speric irregularities, we will give a brief larity of interest (k2 - k 2 + k 2 ), kf is the
discussion, albeit simple, on what is involved Fresnel wavenumber (kf 2 - T/Xzwhere z is
in scuntillation phenomena. The interested the mean height of the scattering layer).
reader can obtain e more nomplete understanding Equation 1 gives the expected two-dimensional

diffraction pattern at the receiving plane.
of propagation through ionospheric irregulari-
ties by consulting the references [Rufenach, If
1972, 1974; Bowhill, 1961; Brigga and nPark, Indeed the integral, 2TJ Ps(k) k d k is
1963; Budden7T C3 o ,-1970; Lovelace et0
1l.3 197B0u; Salter, 1967; Tatarskl, 1961e basically the scintillation index S4 used by

ionospheric workers. The important point is
that there exists a simple relationship between

TRANSMITTER P (k) and the power spectrum P (k) of the
(SOURCE) irregularitiea (even for thick tcreens; see

IRREGULARITIES WITH Rufenach, 1972). P (k) determines the dif-

0DENSITY FLUCTUATION fraction pattern ana PN (k) determines P (k).
0 "0 o0 SPECTRUM PN W Thus, one of the things that we wish to •ind

0 0 out from the theoretical and numerical simu-
0DIFFRACTING SCREEN lation studies is the power spectrum, P (k)

P0 0 (IRREGULARITY LAYER) of the density fluctuations. To date, N (k)
y E is assumed by ionospheric workers (based on at

'z best limited data on scintillation phenomena).
To obtain P (k) from theoxetical and numerical

RECEIV NG simulation Lnalysis will aid in giving predic-
(OBSERVING) INTENSITY SCINTILLATION tive capability for the scintillation problem.
PLANE SPECTRUM P$ W IV* IRREGULARITIES STUDIES - PARTICULAR

EXAMPLES

Fig. I Simplified scintillation geometry. A Before proceeding to discuss our work on the
signal traveling in the z direction is inci- type II E region eloctrojet instability and
dent on a layer of ionospheric irregularities F region irregularities, as examples, in sec-
(represented by ellipses). The scintillation tions A and B below we will briefly outline
power spectrum in the observing plane is the methods of solution which are involved andrelated to the power spectrum of the irregu- basically common to all three processes A, B,
larited ie the irregularity layer- and C mentioned in Se, tion I. The methods

involved are (1) large scale numerical simu-

lation of the appropriate system of coupled
Figure 1 shows a simplified view of what nonlinear differential equations which are

happens in scintillation phenomena. We con- derived theoretically and thought to represent
aider a plane wave (signal) propagating in the the process being studied; (2) the geometry is
z direction where it is emitted by a transmitter basically Lwo-dimensional, i.e., the dimension
(source) and enters a layer where there are parallel to the mmbient magnetic field, Be, is
irregularities, i.e., density fluctuations, integrated out; (3) there are continuity
which are shown by ellipses (swiss cheese) in equations for the density and/or cross field
the x-y diffracting plane. On emergence frow (Pedersen) conductivity of the appropriate
the irregularities layer, properties of the electron and ionic species; (4) momentum equa-
wave front are related to properties of the tions for the appropriate species; and (5) a
irregularities. In most cases of interest potential-like equation arising from the fact
absorption in the layer is negligible. Also, that the divergence of the current is zero
the Orregularity layer can usually be replaced (V • J - 0).
by an equivalent thin screen of negligible
thickness. Field fluctuations near the screen The two dimensional geometry is a fairly
are of phase only; however, amplitude scin- good representation of the processes being
tillations develop as the wave travels away studied. Full three dimensional studies would
from the screen. For these conditions the tax the capability of present day computers.
relationship between the intensity scintilla- The momentum equation in (4) usually reduces
tion spectrum, P,(k), and the irregularities to an algebraic equation in which the velocity
density fluctuation spectrum, PN(k) is of the particular species is related to the
[Rufenach, 1974] transverse electric fields (and/or neutral

winds) and ambient magnetic field by means of
Ps(k) . 8TL(ra X) PN(k) sin' (k/kf) 2  (1) cross field mobilitieu. Assuming the electric
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fields derivable from a potential (the elec- tion. The vertical equilibrium electron
trostatic approximation valid for the iono- density gradient, VNo, has a scale length
sphere) results in a potential-like equation -6-10 km. The radar observes such an eloctro-
when the velocities are inserted into the jet by pure backscatter where the radar wave-
currant condition, V.J - 0. All these ideas length is twice the wavelength of the irregu-
will become clearer in sections A and B below. larity it views. The radar at Jicamarca,

Peru observes irregularities whose wavelengths
A. Equatorial E. Regionp. lectrojet - are in the 1-10 meter regime.

Type II Instability

To serve as a background for this section, the neutrals), the resulting electron-ion
Figure 2 shows a model of the daytime electro- drift velocity is V f cE /B (cgs units) and
jet (see references Sugiure and Cain, 1966; in the westward dirPction' %±i is essen-
Sugiura and Porox, 1969) and how the radar views tially the electron drift so that the current
Suitura and Poroes, a highl roducting is in the eastward direction. Also there is ait. The electrojet is a highly conductingpoiveeriaeltondstyrdet

layer usually between 10' and 110 km located positive vertical electron density gradient
at the geomagnetic squator (within 1 20). The with a scale height (N /dN /dz) - 6-1 km.
eastwar field, g Et resulatorm(w ohsnp•°. heric (Note: at night the cuirend reverses direction
eastward field, E , reaults from atmospheric and the density gradient is irregular and
tidal mtoton andrlhe vertical electric field, changes sign within the layer.) The reason
E , is the resulting vertical polarization why the electrojet is localized in altitude is
Neld which suppresses vertical currents. This that above this region while N is increasing
condition gives E - (OH/a ) E , where a and the collision frequency is dec nasing and sc
a are the Hall aKd Ped~ersn c~nductivitYea the coluivit y is dere low this
r~spectively and cla - 20-30. It is this the conductivity is low, Hower, below this
vertical field whigh grives the electrojet by region while the collision frequency is
Hall currants. Since the electron-neutral increasing the electron density is decreasingcollision frequency it much le than the elet - and so again the conductivity is low. The
trnclls on frequency is much ls thand the ereason why the electrojet is located at the
tron cyclotron frequency (v <<0 ) and the geomagnetic equator is deduced by considering
ion-neutral collision frequency id much greater the concept of a stratified ionosphere and th
than the ion cyclotron frequency (v >> Qi; concept of layered conductivity [Baker and
ions are essentially at rest with rAspect to Martyn, 1953]. Basically the requirement that

te-re e no vertical current reduces the 3 X 3
conductivity tensor to a 2 X 2 tensor repre-
senting a layered conductivity with horizontal
flow. Into such an expression comes the dip
angle (angle between the magnetic field and
the horizontal direction). It can be shown
that when the dip angle is zero the cross field
conductivity becomes a maximum. Referring to

110km Fig. 2 the radar observes the electrojet by
backscatter so that a wave launched with wave-

E Ep *..NO vector sees a return with -ý and the rela-
-D "Vo tion between the radar woveleng and "hI irreg-

(EAST) o ' (WEST) ularity wavelength is 21k1 - |kiI where

(NORTH) k - 20/X and X is the wavelength. (So that the
S•L Mradar wavelength is twice the wavelength of the

-100 km irregularity that it samples). The radar at
Jicamarca, Peru where the observations are made
operates in the 15 MHz-150 MHz range (irregu-
larity wavelengths 10 - 1 meter).

kRADAR There are two types of instabilities, pro-
ducing density fluctuations, associated with

BACKSCATTER RADAR the electrojet configuration shown in Fig. 2.
In this paper we will be addressing the type
II instability. This is excited when the

Fig.2 Model of daytime equatorial electro- electron current across B is less than the

jet geometry and observing backscatter radar, ion sound speed (i.e., V-°< ion sound speed;
The atmospheric tidal electric field E type I occurs when V0 > ýon sound speed). This
creates a vertical polarization electirc instability has no velocity threshold and trav-

field, E , which drives the relative electron- els at the drift velocity of the electrons.

ion drif velocity, Vp, by the Hall effect. The observed backscatter is generally believed
to be due to this gradient drift instabilityThis creates an eastward electrojet current. [Maeda et al., 1963; Knox, 1964; Reid, 1968,

This region of high conductivity is located Rogister and D'Angelo, 1970; Whitehead, 1971).
in the U region ionosphere usually between
100 and 110 km. The earth's ambient magnetic We will shortly see, however, that for the
field is taken constant and in the x direc- radar wavelengths observed, linear instability
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theory cannot directly explain the phenomena.
The basic equations governing the dynamies of
the electrojet are [Sudan et &1., 1973; a3
McDonald et l..1977-,b

b + V.(n V ) - 0 (2) J.Ue22

Ft- -0 (5

Me n a o e-eak 0X w( *+•x (ne+VVe-- (4)

n - ni + --V V(5)+v ni v -i.i

no .n n (6) Fig. 3 Growth rate y for horizontally prop-
"i agating modes vs wavelength X from linear

analysis of gradient drift instability for
equatorial electrojet. Positive Y indicateswhere the subscripts a and i refer to electron. growth. For electtojet parameters,

and ions, U and v are the electron thermal Vo 00 m/sec V - 4 X 104 sec", V -
speed and aefctron-neutral collision frequency, 2.5 X 1O0  ac Ad 8 5 X .1e1c"only
respectively, E - - V V is the electric field th0s

(electrostat: -assumption), B is the earth's waves greater than28 meters are unstable.

magnetic field (assumed constant and in the x
direction), n is density and V is bulk velocity. Bfr proceeding with the numerical simu-
'Zhe inclusion of the left hand side Eq. (5), l eton, e edn (2) -he nusing
i.e., ion inertia, is not really necessary for lation, Eqs. (2) - (6) are recast using
type 11 studies. However, it is important for
type I studies (V > ion sound speed) and we V.J - a V *n (V -6)] - 0 (7)
retain it for generality. Equation (3) con-
tains magnetic terms (Vn <4< ) showing the
electrons are tied to tfie fioed lines, while As stated previously Eq. (7) results in a
Eq. (5) exhibits no such terms 0 >> Q ) Poisson-like equation by algebraically solvin
showing the ions to be tied to th" neutals. Eq. (3) for V . and using an effective potential,

A linear stability analysis of Eqs, (2)-(6) 6 U a 2 in n
with perturbations assumed to be of the form me
exp i (k y - wt), where w - w + i y (so
that posytiv, y represents tha growth rate), The resulting equation for # is
has been performed. For electrojet parameters Q 1
[Sudan et al., 1973; McDonald at al., 1974 a, V2 f + V In U - -- X V ln • V -
bT-T -- 57X 108 sec-, ve 4 X l'" sac-, •

Vi " 2.5 X 103 sec-', CS -2 O. m12 /ec2 , (where +0__ 2 1.

cs-u i+e me/mi) vo- lOOm/sec (VNo<S, 1 V e+/ V (a IVa)
ion sound) and (n /dn /dz) - 6 X 103;a, unstable
gradient drift wAes iesult in the y direction
with a minimum wavelength of - 30 meters (see where c - e .BInc,.
Fig. 5). However, radar backscattar ioults
[Balmley and 7arley, 19731] show unstable waves, An initial density perturbation [Sudan at eL,
i.e., enhanced denity fluctuations - 3 meters. 1973; McDonald et al., 1974 a,b] of the form
In order to resolve this dileama, we have 6 n/n - - 0.05 sin k y - 0.01 sin k X,
studied the nonlinear evolution of the electro- where ky - kz - 21T/72 meters is put into the
jet equations (2) - (6), in the y-z plane, by
numerical simulation [McDonald et al.1 1974 a, system at t - 0 (see Fig. 4) and periodic
b]. boundary conditions are employed. We are

essentially looking at a slice of the electro-
jet in the y-z plane which is 75 x 75 meters.
in Fig. 4 the density plot is on .he left and
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Fig. 4 Plasma density contours (left) in (yz) space and spectral power contours (right in
(ky, kz) space at t - 0. The isodensity contour spacing is 2.5% of ambient. The tick marks
on the axes (z is vertical, y horizontal) are grid point locations. The 50 x 50 grid points
correspond to 0-75 meters (1.5 meter spacing between grid points). This is a slice of the
electrojet and models the geometry depicted in Fig. 2. On the right, contours of constant

IA(k)12 are spaced in decades. The spectral grid interval is 2rt/72 meters. The symmetry
about the k origin (at the center of the plot) is due to the fact that A(k) is the Fourier
transform of a real function.

the diagram accompanying it is a spectral agrees well with rocket observations through
power plot in two dimensional k-epace,. This the equatorial electrojet EPrakash et ci..
Spectral plot is a contour plot of 1969, 19703. it is of interet tto note that
A(kp, k )1 2 where A is the complex Fourier in situ measurements [Dyon at &l., 19741 of

traniforA of 8n/n 0 (u-u )/n (see 'Rcponald F region irregularities and ground observed
at al., 19'(4b forumore deaaill). The initial scintillation measurements [Rufenach, 1972,
condition consists of one delta-function spike 1974) show similar power law dependence of the
on each of the povitive y and positive z axes, spectrum.
corresponding to the two discrete Fourier
modes of the initial density perturbation. We S . Type I1 electrojet results can be
then numerically Lntegrate Eqs. (4), (5) and suomarized as follows: (1) long wavelength
(9) and carry it forward in time (see (> 30 meters) horizontally propagating gradi-
McDonald et il., 1974 ab for a more complete ent drift instabilities generate short wave..
discussion othe procedure used) and what length (- 3 meters) vertically propagating
results is a quasi-final state of turbulence instabilities; (2) the quasi-final state is
as depicted in Fig. 5. The diagram accom- a highly turbulent two dimensional state with
panying the dens ty plot i once again the upward and downward moving irregularities
k-space plot of |A~k., kz)r 2 o These numerical with speeds of the order of the horizontal
simulations were carlied out on an IBM 360/195 drift speeds; and (3) the power spectrum for
using 240K bytes oi core and the running time density fluctuations in the short wavelength
was 15 minutes. irregularities goes like k-3 *'. Result (1)

agrees with the high resolution radar back-
The density contours depicted in Fig. 5 is scatter data [Balsley and Farley, 1973)

the type of turbulent layer that a signal and our basic teoretlAI dea Sudan et al.
traversing the E region Plectrojet would see. 197r3; McDonald et al,. 1974a, bJ. It basically
The relevant infornd&Lirn from the density shows a cascading of energy from longer
contours is obtained by taking a direction linearly unstable wavelengths to shorter.
average of IA(k)12 for all k vectors with linearly stable wavelengths. Result (2) also
magnitudes between k and k + 2"/72 meters. agrees well with the radar backscatter data
This is the power spectrum, i.e., the P (k) [Maloey and Farley, 1973). Result (3) agrees
we spoke about in section III and is shBwn Well wit th rocket observations :Prakash
in Fig. 6. We note that this square of the et al, 1969, 1970] and dimensional arguments
density fluctuation spectral amplitude follows Lott and Farley, 1974].
a power law for the shorter wavelengths which
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2, 70 2 70

,.o .0 o

- V 50. 0Fig- 5 Plasma density contours (left) in (yA) space and spectral power contours (right in
(k. , k Zspace at t - 2.7 sec. The isodensity contour spacing is 2.5% of ambient. The tick
na~ks on the axes' (z is vertical, y horizontal) are grid point locations. The 50 x 50 grid

points correspond to 0-75 meters (1.5 meter spacing between grid points). This is a slice
of the electrojet and models the geometry depicted in Fig. 2. On the right, contours of
constant IA(k)12 are spaced in decades. The spectral grid interval is 2"/72 meters. The
symmetry about the k origin (at the center of the plot) iv due to the fact that A(Lh) is the
Fourier transform of a real function.

results (dots). 'Tle fall off from the line
below about 5 meters is due to grid size
resolution capabilities in this study.

This is the first numeriual simulation ever
douae of the typo II electrojet pheno[ana and
he aided conside ably in the understanding of
such phenomena. Further titaulutions are on

S\ .going to obtain finer resolution for the
shorter wavelengths (see Fig. 6 and comments
therein) and also increasing V so that the

In . intermediate regime between type II and type I
nc can be studied, The capability which has boon

developed for this problem can also be used to
study the stability of the auroral electrojeta.

"B. F Region Irregularities

16'.. *We will now discuts the work we hava been
"doirg on F region irregularities. Recently,
Perkins 119733 det forth model equations in en
attempt to describe the nighttime F region.

* tWithin the context of Lhese equations and a

50 20 10 P particular form of the F region equilibrium
0 ,, ,(no gradients in total ion content or Pedersen

0.1 OI 0.5 I 2 k(n conductivity transverse to the geomagnettic011 0 Tfield) which satisfied these equations,
Fig. 6 Direction averaged power spectrum for Perkins performed a linear stability analysis.
type II 7ectro Jet irregularities taken Tie analysis showed that if in addition to

fro n:rical simulation at 2.7 sec. Values tile supporting equilibriun eastward electric

"f nuIera a•veraged wt concentric field, a north-south field existed then the
bands in discrete-ape an pottedtrn nighttime F region would be unstable. The
lob-logds codinate-spe asfunctind pofttdtinstability took the form of rising and
log-log b oordinata as function of ka the falling sheets of ionization and had a growth
mean baud radius. The solid line is t i at rate y x 10"4 v' 1i where v is the
least equoars bost fit to the simualation in in
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ion-ueutral oll'.al.on frequoncy at tho F
region peak. Pmrk!no r 19731 argued %hat tho
rosults of hi' instability mechanism agreed
w.tl. svja.rai. of the teavper a• latitude spread
F phnmeownologl_ýa. ocervations [see Herman .
IS16 for a thorough rcview on spread
Pso-ins noted, however, that his spread F in-

lrinbllity mechanism would lead to Pederson

co.duct'.•t4y gradirntG tisnoverse to the

magnatlc field .atd this in turn should be
unsta"Le io thf u~uel Y X B gradient drift 1'
f.r.ntabiliy f.Siamon, l9i.% 1970; Linson and
horiran, 1.9107..

As an intitll salarting point for our F region
iTv'egularitiqv. itudiws we de'ided to investigate

the nonlineaxr .5•Vvelopnsnt of Perkins' [1 9733 NORTH SOUTH

nillgw.ime F re.ioro squatious,-butfor a spa-
tially varyitg ioroopharic mquilibrium. This
baa4.call, u,.tonda ParkiLIs' work in two -ae-
spects. Fiv.t, we allow for cast-west gra-
dients ir the Pedercen conductivity (thitc also
at-atoi~o Perkins' equationa as we shall show)
tAtha• tha. asctme the ionoaphere to be con-
6tant tvansversa to týie magnetic field.
8ec.md, we will look at :h3 nonltneqr dynamical
avolution of the uighttime F region from this EAST Y
equiiibrium (Perkins with hi4 equilibrium E
only performed a linear gabiliky analysis).

Instead of totally rederiving Perkins' set
of equations we will outline how they were
obtained. The geometry of the calculation is
depicted in Fig. 7. The relation between the K

coordinates (upper part of figure) are as
folloua

WEST _,,,

h - x coo D - z sin D (10) SOUTH NORTH

A x sin D + z cos D (11)

Before proceeding to derive the equations
Perkins makes the following assumptions: (1)
the magnetic field is uniform, but makes a
dip angle D with the horizontal; (2) the effect
of gravity in pulling plasma down along the Fig. 7 Geometry for F region studies. (a)
magnetic field line and in creating currents n eastw rd vie i rern hedisphere

in the ji X B direction (eastward) is included; mAn eastward meridin a northern t h vectors

(3) the neutral atmosphere consists of a sin- and m are in the horizontal and vertical

gle species horizontally stratified and dBre in the horizotal "hvr tical

distributed in altitude according to a constant vectors I and r are parallel and perpundic-

scale height Hn; (4) electric fields and neu- ular to the geomagnetic field B. D is the
tral winds give rise to Pedersen currents dip angle which the magnetic field makes

which by I X B forces can cupport the iono- with the horizontal. (b) Orientation of
sphere; (5) r€combination and ion drag are ambient electric field, E and wavenumber

neglected; (6) the plasma is high enough so vector, k for the initiaT°perturbation con-
ti.at n. >> Vi and the only important currents sidered in F region irregularities. There
are Pahersen currents; (7) E region con- is also a zeroth order long wavelength
tributions to the ionospheric conductivity variation in the Pedersen conductivity in
are neglected; and (8) the ions and electrons the east-west direction.
are isothermal.

The starting point are essentially equations One can then solve for the transverse veloc-

(2)-(6) except that Eq. (5) now contains a ities algebraically in terms of the fields and

vy X B term and a gravitational term j on the this becomea, remambering the geometry depicted

-tght-hsnd side and the left hand side is set by Fig. 7
equal to zero (neglect inertial terms).
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Kl [ m muiU~ nil cv n•ecK 1 -ý E + m j ý U 2 u ( X , y ) a c ( 1 9 )
1+KB 2 Q a E777n

c K + B where L is tL.e Pedersen conductivity. The
+ -N-2 I-'1,72 _+ e a n. - moment uquation for Z is obtained by multiply-

ing Eq. (4) by \)i ec(O B)' 1 and then
integrating over z to ýhtain

(12)

where KiM / 0 is the ion cyclotron 6; + V •. B Z )

frequency, Vi is the ion-neutral collision W

frequency, I denotes perpendicular to the (20)
magnetic field, ,a is the ion maass, j is ec minl2D • L C co+ D
gravity and e is ihs electronic charge. For - ' BN n y BEn
the z component of the ion velocity we have

V_ . gu i bni Equations (16), (17), and (20) ar-) two

" i(dimensional (x-y plane). For a more complete
description of the derivation of theme equa-

tions see Perkins [1973].
Then we set E-=- V1 I set mii ee -T

(where T is in energy units), and aet the We can then show that an equilibrium
wherelatio n t henerpotential V and the total satisfying themi equations with no north-southrelation between h teas (x) variation, buL only an east-west (yý

electrostatic potential { avariation exists. To do this we look at the

+ i(equilibrium in a frame drifting with a velocityT -p+ in (n/n 0 ) (14)

V .?Isco 0- a;O + - c ccoo D (21)
where n is a reference electron. density, If Vy B +e a BH
we use ahe quasi-neutrality conditijn Eq. (6), yn
take where the subscript a•ro referm to equilibrium.

A We then find, atter integrating Eq. (17) onCu
-C x. (15) in y end than substituting into Eq. (20), that

use Eqs. (4) and (7), remembering Qi >> "V Uo PT I 61 0 N o esin(2

met Vi o exp L- Z/HnI which is assumption (F), o o a- "T i i r T.)

and noticing because cf the geometry that V. This is a condil.Aon on the east-west component
does not commute with v, we obtain by of the current and involves a Pedersen con-
integrating Eqs. (4) d ne (7) o long the z ductivity gradient in the aeat-west direction.
(magnetic field) direction If one neglects the small variation in NO we

A have bNA !bt - 0.

bN bN V19 x ze

+ coo D F - V•N. B - 0 (16) If we now perform a linear perturbation
i I B analysis abouL ta"e 3quilibrium with perturbed

que.ntities proportional to exp i Nk. x - wt]
where w - r + iy we find a growth ate

I N G cos D 2o -

+2TosD + _-Ii. 0 (17)

In these equations we have introduced the two o- -- y coa D2.

moments

N(x,y) =f ndz (18)
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where we have
Eome i2 D N-c+oaD - ••Is osjn D, 0 (24) V2V- + d• •(P + onD___!

oy coooD 2 a

and we have taken (29)

- 0
' .+ rý (y) (25) O I+ t +

In the simulations the integrated ion number
with 24 (y) < t. Equation (25) shows that the density was chosen to be constant in the spirit
equilibrium i: mad& up of a spatially averaged of the fact that there is no way to change thehomogeneous partd u and an east-west (y plasma content of the flux tube in the absence

spatial variation Z (y). From Eq. (23) we of ionization and recombination (see Perkins,
see that the condition for a porturbation to 1973). The system of Eqs. (28) and (' 97, -e
grow in time is solved on a rectangular mash (x,y) using a

egrid 32 x 32 ki with Ax - Ay - I km. An
IBM 360/195 computer was used with 275K bytes

c (of core and a typical running time of 5 minutos.
&B co _EThe paramaters chosen for the simulation were:

ale O" ) >o, • •- D - 4.50, No/Z~o - 5 a, o130•/.45 - (1/9) x lo'3
(26) (nhoscm2 )"z resulting in vi/nA - 2.8 x 10-4,

S co B - 0.5 gauss, mi - 16 m (m is the proton
--l •oy a -mass), Tw 916° K, and H a 55 ko. The

ionospheric parameters wire chosen to corre-
Consequeutly, we have shown thati (1) an spond to an altitude . 350 km (see Johnson,

equilibrium can exist when an east-west 1961; and Rishbeth and otrdott, 19U 7
gradient in the Pedersen conductivity is pres- Figure 8 shows the time evolution of the
ant, along with the supporting east-west Pedersen conductivity contours tor the, case in
electric field; end (2) that perturbations which the north-south mode is growing, i.n.,
about the equilibrium, whose wave vectorc are for which
in the north-south direction will grow provided ow
there is a north-south electric field that is -
large enough (Eq. (26)). EoX HU "9 Eoy r- 7T

o maxc
The numerical simultions were initialized

as follows: Lo(y) - E 0-2,sin kI, For this came the linear growt.h rate is given

S- Or/30 kin, Eoy - NO eg sin2D/(Oicoa D y), approximately by Y - . (cEoX/B)(OEo/?y)(1/LO).
Consequently, there should only be growth

E - tan 8 Eoy , Vw -Eo + -'01 with the in those regions where the Pedersen conduc-
t:ivity gradient is negative and this is borne

initial perturbation taken as (see Fig. 1 lor out iu Fig. 8b in the region where the initial
the geometry) fl'(r) -W -4 sin k x, k = elnusoidal y vuriation is f-avorable. Figute 87

shown that, at late timet, smaller icalt
2n/l0 km. We have that 7;(x,y) r + 4l'(cX). Utructure develops from the in~tiai large

o scale strucruxe. This ahows 'taL there ib a
The moment Eqs, (17) and (20) ceLt be cascading of energy from long wavelength uLodoes
rewritten, after transforming to a fre=m to ahorter wavelength modem, This vaescding
moving with the (Ea X B)(c/B ) + of energy and an attendant power law for the

UA~) drift velocity and defining, power spectrum of the fluctustions (iota Fig.9)
X-- i "is rcminiscent of the computer simiulation

results for type I1 irregulm'ities presented
in section IV A. In those E region st.dies

n -•Zz. L: L • - (27) and the present F region studies the basic
Agnerating mechaniem is a form ot tho S X B

gradient drift instability. However, i the
CI two c€ses the dynamical equations govetring

cach region are diffevent. From Fig. 8c we
S- V ) WV -• -SoE) e cog D see that the late timu structure l.ooks sheet.-

F- BP3 oy) 57BH like with oricatation more ivi the east-west
directiou. Figure 9 reprasents a direction

(28) averaged power spectrum for the square of the
+ coo D amplitude of the Fouriev tranafouq of 67/17
+ y w corresponding to Fij, 8r.. The otraight line

with a powar law k" represento a least
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squares fit to the Aimulaticn• rasu '-a. The
reason that the dots fall off the straight
line at short wavelengths is due to computer
resolution capabilities in the present
simulation.

-I.fi All 10 61205 05

Nil 1"I Nil EM E AS

Fig. 8 lmo-Pedaramn conductivity contours at times (a) 0, (b) 323 sec, and (c) 669 sac for the
astang instability considered in the study. The contour spacing at t - 0 is 3, 6, 9, and 12
above and below the wpatially averaged constant background Z. The plus and minus represent
extroawim above and below this background. As time progresses the contour values become larger.
The frambs represent a 32 x 32 km slice of the F region which we have studied.

for the main long wavelength east-west
"%rriation.

-_ _ Su F region irregularities results
aroo4llows: (1) starting with Perkins'

O�Cl]V31 nighttime F region equations, a long
wavelength vdriatlon in the Pedersen con-
dactivity In the east.-west direction produces
"instability in an initial shorter wavelength

* *north.,uouth perturbation inatability via the
E X " inatotbility provtded the north-south
""td eact-ruat elactric fields obey a certain

/1 \ ritorion; (2) th) lineAr instability criteriou
inyolvos the neutral scala heighL Hn such thatto- •ia ftrxed ratio of north-south to east-west

eloctriac feld the instability is easier to
excite at higher eltitudes; (3* the nonlinear
Ivolution of ouv system produces a power

I0-' upctxum for the Pederean couductivity fluc-
tuations which goon as k"2; and (4) the quasi-
Uinal Podeasen conductivity contours reveamble
sheet-like structures wiLh more of an cast-

O r west orientation.

15 XO (km) Result (2) is in *greemant with the idea
L ! ..-- k-- o -" that spread 7 is wore co=,nou when the F region

o.& high (SEjahton, l12), Result (3) is in
rig. Direction averaged po-wer sctrum goo-i gxVeaant with the in situ uiasureumnts of
for the Pederson conductivity flctuctons F reSion ftrregt'larities of Dyson 1t iie L1974J
fs obtained fdromn Fic. o 8n. The averaging which show a power law for the power spectrum
proaiduce oa iu o he E regioe electrojet proportional to k-2. Result ()) is also in

ag~rement with the power law power spectrum
studios was perfor•ed (see Fig. 6 aAd k- , where n - 2 to 3)deduced by Rufenach
commnuuts in text). k0 is Lha wavanumber L 972,' from scintillation observations
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Result (4) is in agreement with the midlatitude manifested in sections IV A and B. The prob-
winter scintillation observations of Singleton lems remaining to be done can be accomplished,
£1970] who deduced that the shape of F region we believe, over a reasonable time period,
irregularities showed east-west orientations. i.e., we are applying existing technologies

to gain a basic understanding of the causes
We also wish to point out that this is the and formation of ionospheric irregularities.

first nonlinear simulation of F region irregu- The results we obtain provide a basis within
larities to be performed. However, we do not which to interpret experimental data, suggest
imply that our results can explain all spread new experiments, and act as a vehicle for
F observations. We believe that further work suggesting systems design. Understanding the
dealing with the generation and nonlinear results in terms of the physical processes
development of F region irregularities is involved leads to a true predictive capability,
warranted in order to gain an improved under- i.e., we can know what, when and where to
standing of the relationship between these expect irregularities. We can use our theo-
irregularities and spread F and scintillation retical and computational modeling in areas
phenomena. where data is sparse or non-existent, after of

course it has proven valid in areas where data
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS exists. In the end, this predictive capability

is very much needed for useful systems design.
We have presented in Section IV A and B two Our future goals in the study of ionospheric

classes of problems under the topic of iono- irregularities will include a determination,
spheric irregularities. We wish to reiterate classification, and effects of the most
that the theoretical and computational pro- important instabilities (including the study
grams are at a stage where we can generate of the nonlinear development of such ineae-
detailed information on the causes and struc- bilities) which ceuse ionospheric scintillation
ture of ionospheric irregularities, as effects.
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SPECYRA OF AMPLITUDE AND PHASE SCINTILLATION*

R.K. Crane

Lincoln Laboratory MIT
Lexington, \Massachusetts 02173

ABSTRACT made at several frequencies. The paper will
also consider the frequency dependence of rms

Observations of amplitude and phase scin- fluctuations of amplitude and phase.
tillation were made at Millstone Hill Radar fa-
cility using phase coherent sources at 150 and Observations of amplitude and phase fluc-
400 MHz on the US Navy Navigation System satel- tuations were made using the US Navy Navigation
lites. These observations have been processed System satellites. The satellites were in cir-
to yield power spectra of the fluctuations in cumpolar orbit. Lines-of-sight to the satel-
the logarithm of the received power (log power) lite move rapidly through the ionosphere allow-
at each frequency, the fluctuations in phase ing a direct measurement of the spatial fluctua-
path leigth difference (differential phase) be- tions of amplitude and ohase. The spectra of
tween the two frequencies, and coherency be- the fluctuations of the logarithm of the re-
tween the log power fluctuations at each fre- ceived power (log power) and of differential
quency. A theoretical analysis was performod phase path length (differential phase) between
to predict the log power and differenticl phase coherently related signals at 150 and 400 MHz
power spectra and the coherency spectra. The were calculated and compared with theoretical
theoretical model was based upon weak scatter estimates of the spectrum. The theoretical es-
theory for a thick screen with a power-law timates and observations were for conditions of
power-spectrum representation for tne electron weak scintillation. The results of the obser-
density fluctuations. A -4 exponent for the vations show that the axial ratio for the
power law best fit the observed spectra. For electron density fluctuations is greater than
weak scintillation (rms fluctuations in log two, a -4 exponent for the power law adequately
power less than 5 dB or SA < .4) the theoret- explains the observations for scale sizes lar-
ical calculations were in %xce1lient agreement ger than 800m, and predictions of the frequency
with the observations. r strong scintilla- dependence of amplitude and phase fluctuations
tion, saturation was obsk,- J and the measured may be adequately estimated using the power law
spectra were broader than predicted based upon model for weak scintillation and frequencies
weaK scatter theory. lower than I GHZ.

INTRODUCTION The observed spectra showed an unexpected
increase in variance at spatial sizes ranging

Scintillation due to electron density from 200 to 700m. The observations were
fluctuations have been observed on line-of- in the far zone of irregularities of 700m size
sight paths through the ionosphere at frequen- and smaller and showed identical structure at
cies ranging from 10 MHz to 6 GHz. Theoretical both 150 and 400 MHz. The increases in vari-
models have been developed over the past two ance ranged to as much as an order of magnitude
decades to explain scintillation and provide for some of the observations. At scale sizes
equations for use in predicting the frequency smaller than for the region of increase, the
dependence of rms fluctuations in received spectrum again had a power law shape, but at an
power. The theoretical models generally de- increased level relative to the power law for
pend upon an assumption about the shape of the larger scale sizes. The power law form for re-
power spectrum of electron density fluctuations gions above and below the region of increase
along the path. Early models assumed a had the same exponent corresponding to a value
Gaussian shape (Briggs and Parkin, 1963) and near -4 for the electron density fluctuations.
more recent models have used a power law form The effect of the increase is negligible on the
(Crane, 1974). This paper considers the shape mrs fluctuations of log power or phase for fre-
of the power spectrum required to explain ob- quencies below I GHz. At higher frequencies,
served power spectra of amplitude and phase the region of increase corresponds to the peak

of the Fresnel filter function, and increased
*This work was sponsored by the Dept. of the rms fluctuation values will occur relative to

Army. those predicted using observations at lower
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frequencies. These small scale-size increases The Born and Rytov solutions for the
may explain the frequency dependence and two scalar wave equation differ in their interpre-
frequency correlation coefficients reported by tation of tho resultant expression for the
Taur (1974) for observations at 1550 and 4-jcX fluctuating field quantity. The first order
MHz. perturbation theory solution for a spherical

wave source and random electron density fluc-
The wavelength dependence of rms fluctua- tuations is

tions of log power, phase, doppler, and angle-
of-arrival may be readily calculated using the
single power law f-'rm for the power spectrum of ikfr-xl + ik(x-r) rdx
electron density fluctuations for a finite ob- rp(r) rre A ) N(1)
serving time and weak scintillation conditions. I ANx
The rms fluctuations of low power vary as

X1. 5 , for phase and doppler the rms values where 4r(r) - X(r) + io(r) = complex first or-

vary as X1-0 , and for angle-of-arrival, the dei field perturbation atr

rms values vary as X
2 .0 . These predictions AN(4) - electron density fluctuation (de-

hold for frequencies below I GHz. The predic- parture from mean value) at x
tions were tested using log power and doppler
observations at 150 and 400 MHz. For strong r,x - position v~ctors (r,x are magni-
scintillation the rms fluctuations in log power tudes; •, x are unit vectors)
approach a constant value that does not depend

upon carrier frequency. The doppler spread - wavenumber = 27/X, X = wavelength
(rms fluctuations of doppler) still varies with k

frequency in accordance with the weak scintil- r. - classical electron radius.
lation theory estimate when strong scintilla-
tions occurs. For the Born approximation, V/is interpreted as

THEORETICAL ESTIMATION OF AMPLITUDE AND
PHASE SPECTRA V(Z) = uj(•)/uo()

Analytical expressions for the correlation where ul(Z) = complex perturbation to received

functions and spectra describing the statisti- field values

cal fluctuations of amplitude and phase may be uoM) = a0(r)ei 0o(r)
derived from analytical expressions for the
received field. For the general problem of a,(Z) - unperturbed (or averaged) ampli-
wave propagation through random media, analyti- tude
cal expressions for field quantities are not
available. First order perturbation solutions 0o() - unperturbed phase
for the field quantities are available and pro-
vide the basis for the weak scintillation (weak
or single scattering) theory results. Two weak For the Rytov method,
scattering models have been used, the singl( u n
scattering or Born-approximation to the scalar -n 1+ uj 0)/uJ(r)

wave equation (Budden, 1965), and the single
scattering or Born-approximation to the equa- phase and quadrature fluctuations in the re-
tion for the logarithm of the amplitude of the ceived field adrin the Rytov approximation
wave (so called Ryto" method or method of ceived fld tand in the R ov arimaon re-smooth perturbations, see Tatarski, 1g67). represents fluctuation. in the logarithm of re-
Theseh perturbations, solutionare called7t ceived amplitude (log amplitude) and phase of
These perturbation solutions are called the the received field. For very small amplitudeBorn and Rytov solutions respectively and pro- fluctuations, the quantities are identical.
vide identical results in the limit of very f t
weak scintillation. An ad hoc amalgamation of Starting with Vf'Q) which is a function of
geometrical optics and d-fr-action theory has AN(x), the correlation function or spectra for
also been extensively used for an approximate ) a~ d may be expressed as a function of the
description of scintillation effects. This a tion function o f tre

approximation is termed the thin screen ap- correlation function, BN, or spectra, ON, of
approximationand isntr the liith k sc atee r- AN. Using ON as the most convenient represen-proximation, and in the limit of weak scatter- tation of the statistical fluctuations in AN,

ing also yields results identical to the per-
turbation solution results.

'2r. sin sin
B" Of N (P;0,s) (sin(2f -s d P\sn(s2fl)ds dp (2)

k cos. - cos

1/00
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where d - spatial separation between locations used in the evaluation of the correlation func-
tion

t wave number = {Sp, s}

s = wave number perpendicular to ray path (two dimensional)

sp - wave number along path, taken as 0 in ON(p;s)

= z/2k, z =,- e= length of path, p position along path.

The expression for the power spectral density, S) is given by

Sx(K) - -r2 si0_.0i

SX (4) - e J f A(p;0,S) sin (S2,6- s d s" (s2A)e-iKd ds dd dp (3)
F Cos 4-- Cos-

The expressions for the variance of Xand the spectra for X and 0 may be simplified if the
form of 0 N is given. For a power-law spectrum with an outer scalc represented by

0 2,(p) aLo F(p/2)O 'V(P , Z ) ( L
N - 27r 1"(3/2) r n-3\ + 0 (2+ a,2 S P/2(4

where p = exponent of power law (assumed to be independent of p)

a = axial ratio (assumed to be independent of p)

LO . outer scale (L0 = 27r/Lo assumed to be independent of P)

2
ON = variance of electron density fluctuations at p along path

ssm P = wave number perpendicular, p, and along, m, the geomagnetic field.

the variance in X is given by

S (47)2 r2 _•-3 F(p/2) 2 b I2 p-

f2(,•) = )z 2 dp (5)

F (3/2) r(P - f) 2p/2 k (p+4 )/ 2

[ 12

where j-(ct~v) = 1' + oPk+asn2  1
I ( cos20 + a2 sin2lp) 2

bP = 7r/2; p - 4

= r - T Cos ( j-)2 2 ;2 < p < 5, p $ 4

P- / [(cos21 + c22 sin2j,)cos2O + sin2 2 dO

*15

7.- .,.,

p .-
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*p 1 + cos2t, + C12 sin 2@ for p = 4

- propagation angle or angle between the georagnetic field ' and the propagation de-
viation A(cos' - 'd *ý)

and the spectra of amplitude and phase are given by

SX (K) r2 (27r)3 c 0 12 [ a 2(P) P! A (ý., 0)] dp

kP~( )P [(LPO) + M2] (6)

where A (K-L ,,p-2)_ cos(ux) cos(sx 2 + t) dx

t(312- (1 + X2P/2U= a z(J)2 _U

V = (aw2 .r) sin . cos 4 coýs2

V2

u 2  = 1 + (t 2 -1)cos_4stn 2ý

4 - orientation angle or angle between the normal to the plane containing the geomag-
netic field and the propagation direction and d,

A A

cos P X m

(4 = 0 for d perpendicular to M, - 900 for a parallel to h),

In-si'" observa'to-ns ofelectron desty/
fluctuatik le using the OGO-6 satellite f" v10) )
(Dyson et t, 74 hhowed that L, > 20 km and
that p was n.. 4 (J.5 ! p :i 4.3). The value to normalize the frequency scale, the contri-
of 4 for p greatly simplifies the calculations bution to the power spectrum of received fluc-

so wn abovge, Numericalfies hev aluationisatils tuation of a thin layer at p may be parametri-as shown above. Numerical evaluation is still a l re es n d fo an xp e t , p f 4 s
required of the integral represenved by A. The cally represented for an exponent, p, of 4_as
circumpolar U.S. Navy Navigation System satel- shown in Figures 1 and 2. In the eimitt of large
lites passed rapidly overhead transfering the b or . the ha s a by(rhe
spatial fluctuations of received amplitude into bhhavior. This behavior is identtfiad by the
readily observable temporal fluctu tions. The high frequency asymptotes on each of the fig-
expressions for the spatial spectra may be ures.
transformed to expressions for temporal spectra EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS
by substituting 2yrf/v(p) for KLIp where f is
the frequency of the statistical fluctuations Scintillation observations were made using
and v(p) is the speed of the line-of-sight nor- phase coherent transmissions at 150 and 400 MHz
mal to its path through he ionosphere at p on from the Navy Navigation System satellites and
the path (V parallel to Usiny receivers at the Millstonu Hill Radar Facility
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10 KHz predetection bandwidth and the AGC sys-
T c u tern had an effective bandwidth of 250 Hz

STheoretical Calculations (closed loop). The predetection bandwidth of
Normalized to High the VHF receiver was 250 Hz. The received sig-

- ~~-Frequency Asymptote nal levels varied slowly during a satellite
q..8o" ý.20" pass due to changing aspect angle at the satel-

lite (satellite antenna pattern) and range to
- - - the satellite. For elevation angles below 40*,

the signal-to-noise ratio varied by 10 dB. For
Z optimum observing conditions, the signal-to-
b noise ratio was 50 dB at UHF and 35 dB at VHF.

SBoth the UHF and VHF signals were phase modu-
alated. The UHF phase modulation was used to

i lo' remove the modulation at VHF. Residual signal
i- level fluctuations still occurred in both the
5 receiver outputs. The signal level to residual
2 modulation variance was approximately 35 dB

to -- i (Isotropic) for both receivers.

__ _ __The sampled data were transformed to time
o 0o ico sequences of the logarithm of the received pow-

f/f, ex (in dB) ateach freqency, the phase path
length difference (in radians at 150 MHz), the

Figure 1. Theoretical spectra as a function of doppler frequency at 400 MHz (output from the
axial ratio. phase lock receiver), the differential doppler

frequency, the pointing angle at 400 MHz (con-
structed from antenna position encoders and the
instantaneous value of the error signal), and

_ Theoretical Calculations in-phase and quadrature amplitudes at VHF. The
Normalized to High data were blocked in time segments approxmately

SFrequency Asymptote eight seconds long (8196 samples at 1000 samples
S -- 00 Funper second rate or 128 samples at 15 per second)Sa•2 i.80" spaced by one half a block length, detrended,

weighted, and spectrally analyzed. The spectra
. I64 were averaged over 13 successive blocks to pro-

vide estimates of the spectra for each minute
with 21 degrees of freedom.

C (deg) An example of spectra obtained for the
• jo - - 0 logarithm of the amplitude (low power in dB)

-20 and differential phase for simultaneous 150 and
4-0 400 MHz observations are shown in Figure 3.
.60'g The data were taken at the high sampling rate.

1 ... 90 The residual variance due to modulation is evi-
dent at frequencies above 10 Hz at VHF and
above 40 Hz at UHF. For frequencies between 0

1 10 • and 100 Hz, the modulation variance has a broad
fl •peak at 50.5 Hz and decreases to a minimum

value at 0 and 101 Hz. For the spectra dis-Figure 2. Theoretical spectra as a function of played on Figure 3, the effect Of modulation is
orientation angle. negligible for frequencies below 20 Hz at UHF

and 8 Hz at VHF. The theoretical equations for
(Ghiloni, 1973). The UHF (400 MHz) receiver the spectra (Eq. 6) show that the power spec-
system included the 84-foot Millstone antenna tral density should vary as wavelength squared
equipped for elevation and azimuth tracking, in the limit of high frequencies. The VHF ex-
a phase lock receiver system, analog-to-digital perimental power spectral density values were
converter, and digital tape recorder. The VHF scaled by wavelength squared prior to plotting
receiver system included an 11-element yagi an- 5o the high frequency asymptotes would coin-
tenna mounted on one of the feed struts of the cide. The differential phase data were also
Millstone anterna, a coherent receiver provid- scaled by (20 logj 0e) 2 so the high frequency
ing in-phase and quadrature amplitudes refer- asymptotes for all three spectra would coin-
enced to the UHF signal, analog to digital con- cide. The data for frequencies between 2 Hz
verter and digital recording. and the upper frequency limit imposed by modu-

lation variance follow the high frequency as-
Data were normally sampled 15 times each ymptote indicated by the straight line through

second. For a limited number of observations, the data.
the data were samplel 1000 times a second, The
UHF signal amplitude was determined by record- Theoretical spectra are displayed on the
Ing an AGC level. The UHF receiver had a figure for the propagation geometry of the,
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20 Jun 1971 OW5 GMT O 2965 show good agreement with the theoretically esti-
95% mated spectra in the region of the peak of each

Confidence spectra suggesting a single dominant (probably
S Limits thick) scatterinq layer.

-ý - 73deg The theoretical phase spectrum for 150 MHz
o•,lideg is identified with the differential phase ob-
X 10o . a -2 servations depicted on Figure 3. The power

--- H - 300km spectral density for phase fluctuations has a
S - .wavelength squared dependence. The contribu-

Modulation tion to the differential phase fluctuations
U) io Variance contributed by the 400 MHz signal is, therefore,

SLevel less than 14% of the observed value and is neg-
ligible in comparison with the statistical un-

-- certainty of the estimate of the power spectral
Light Lines-Experiment', density. The estimation of phase vu iance is
Heavy Lines-Theoretical difficult due to the uncertainty in the power

. -.-- 150-400-MHz spectrum for electron density fluctuations at
Differential Phase large scale sizes. The model used to estimate

to4  .... ISO-MHz log Amplitude the theoretical phase spectra used an outer
- 400-MHz log Amplitude scale the order of 100 km and much larger than

I L the 10-20 km scale size associated with the
0.•1 10 oo duration of the observations used to generate

FREQUENCY (Hz) the spectra shown on Figure 3. The phase spec-
_ I __ __ trum shows a continuous increase in power spec-

0o 1.1 tral density as the fluctuation frequency de-
SCALE SIZF NORMAL TO GEOMAGNETIC FIELD creases in agreement with the model. Since

AT 300-KM HEIGHT (km) the observing time is short compared with the
Figure 3. Experimental and theoretical spectra, time to traverse an outer scale size, the vari-
log amplitude and phase. ance for the phase observations has a wave-

length squared dependence. The variance in
observations (i'and 4) and an axial ratio of doppler found by integrating f 2 SO(f) across the
two. For frequencies below the Fresnel zone useful observation band also has a wavelength
cutoff (fo on Figures 1 and 2) the effect of squared dependence.
orientation angle is more important than axial
ratio. For the same orientation angle, the ANALYSIS
spectra change little for axial ratios above
two. The minima in the spectra at higher fre- The theoret cal spectra were computed for
quencies show both axial ratio and orientation Xand 0. These'spectra may be interpreted as
angle dependence. The position of the minima either log amplitude and phase or in-phase and
also depend upon height through the value of quadrature amplitude as discussed above. The
fc. For a thick irregularity region, the mini- theoretical spectra are compared with log am-
ma are filled in due to the variation of fc plitude and phase observations on Figure 3 and
with height. The i4ill depths, therefore, can- show excellent agreement for all fluctuation
not be used to estim..te the axial ratio and due frequencies not contaminated by modulation.
to the relative insensitivity of the spectra The VHF data used to prepare Figure 3 were also
to axial ratio for values abuve two, a value of used to generate in-phase, quadrature and com-
two was arbitrarily used for display. plex spectra as shown in Figure 4. The in-

phase and quadrature components were determined
The theoretical sppctra were fit to the referenced to the smoothed phase values used

experimental data by selecting a best value for to detrend the phase observations. The obser-
fc. For the data on Figure 3, the fc value vations and the high frequency asymptote for
corresponded to a height of 300 km for the the theoretical spectra (p 4) are shown on
lowest dominant irregularity layer. Due to the figure. The shape of the in-phase (to be
satellite motion, the value of f increases associated with X) and quadrature (to be asso-
monotonically with irregularity Yayer height. ciated with 0) spectra do not match the theo-
The theoretical spectra given in Figures 1 and retical estimates. The VHF data to compile
2 are for a differential scattering layer Figures 3 and 4 correspond to weak scintilla-
thicknesses at a height corresponding to f.. tion conditions, the rms log power (0x in dB)
For a thick region, the contributions from each was 2.2 dB (S 4  0.5). ýcx was 0.5 dB at 400
height must be summed at each frequency. The MHz (i4 - .1). For scintillation of this in-
higher heights contribute most at the higher tensity, the Rytov approach using the log am-
frequencies and, for log amplitude fluctua- plitude and phase interpretation for X and 0
tions, the lower scattering layers dominate cl:wly fits the experimental observations best.
the summation at lower frequencies. The shape
of the log amplitude spectra near its peak The in-phase and quadrature amplitude
values will be most affected by the variation spectra show nearly equal spectral densities
of electron density fluctuations with height. at a given frequency value except for
The log amplitude spectra shown in Figure 3
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SCALF SIZE NORMAL TO GEOMAGNETIC FIELD Figure 5. S4 vs a for pass of object 3133
AT 300-KM HEIGHT (kin) rising at 0411 GMT on 4 Aug. 1972.

Figure 4. Experimental spectra in-phase and a result consistent with the spectral shape ob-
quadrature amplitude. servations. It is noted in the figure that

the data do not follow a log-normal distribu-
frequencies below 0.3 Hz which may be influ- tion function. Tatarski (1967) erroneously at-
enced by the detrending procedure. The data tributed a log normal behavior to the Rytov ap-
also show the complex spectra to be approxi- proximation. Because the Rytov solution is a
mately equal to the sum of the in-phase and single scattering solution, the law of large
quadrature spectral density values suggesting numbers does not lead to a log normal distribu-
no correlation between the in-phase and quad- tion function.
rature components. This last observation is
strengthered by a coherency analysis which also The range of validity of the Rytov solu-
shows no .ignificant correlation. The in- tion may be investigated by comparing the aX
phase and quadrature amplitude spectra approach values obtained simultaneously at two frequen-
the shape of the log amplitude and phase spec- cies. Using the p - 4 power law form for the
tra as the intensity of the scintillation be- electron density fluctuations, the ax values
comes smaller. For gx < 1.5 dB (S4 < 0.3) the should follow a X1. 5 relationship. The first
two interpretations ofX and 0 yield identical order perturbation solutions are secular pre-
results. dicting variances that increase linearly with

increase in either the electron density vari-
S4 is generally used to describe amplitude ance or the extent of the irregularity region

fluctuations. Siiice the Rytov approach appears along the path. The predicted increases cannot
to provide a better fit to the data for an in- continue indefinitely and higher order or mul-
termediace range of scintillation intensity tiple scattering corrections must occur. Using
values, aX where X is identified with log power widely spaced frequencies, the break down of
provides a better basis for describing scintil- the first perturbation solution can be investi-
lation. The two measures of scintillation in- gated. Figure 6 depicts the relationship be-
tensity, S4 and O amay be related if the ampli- tween one minute averaged values of ax observed
tude distribution function is known. The simultaneously at 150 and 400 MHz. The data
theoretical construction of the perturbation were edited to remove cases of obvious surface
solution does not provide any guidance as to multipath contamination at 150 MHz. The VHF
the expected shape of the distribution function, system used an antenna with a 400 be;%mwidth and
Experimental observations show that the multipath contamination was evident for at
Nakagami-m distribution, although not identical least a portion of each track. The multipath
with the observed distributions (Crane, 1974), was dominated by low frequency (less than 1-2
does provide a reasonable approximation. Hz) fluctuations, and could be identified using
Figure 5 shows the relationship between S4 and both the received signal time histories and the
aXcalculated using the Nakagami-m distribution in-phase and quadrature spectra.
and observed using estimates of aX and S4 based
upon the same scintillation observations. The The results show good agreement between
data follow the weak scatter limit for S4 < 0.3, observation at 150 MHz and prediction at 150
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Figure 6. aXat 150 lHz vs al at 400 MHz. 0 4 a 12 is 20

RELATIVE TIME (min)
MHz based upon the Rytov approximation and 400 Figure 7. a and doppler spread summaries for
MHz observations. The data show that for OX < each pass oý object 3133 rising at 0411 GMT
5 dB the first order perturbation model is in on 4 Aug. 1972.
agreement with the observations. The data also
show saturation at a value of ýXa 5.56 dB. At observations were taken at the lower 15 per
the saturation limit, the amplitude distribu- second rate). Between 6 and 11 minutes the
tions test to be Rayleigh (Crane, 1974). The doppler spreads at the two frequencies followed
saturation limit therefore corresponds to mul- the X1o law predicted by the Rytov approxi-
tiple scattering. The data show a rather wide mation for short observation times. The Rytov
range of ax values for which the Rytov approxi- weak scatter solution holds even though satura-
matPor hilds, and that the range is signifi- tion is evident in the amplitude data. Spec-
cantly wider than for the Born approximation. tral observations show that when saturation
The data shows a rath•r sudden transition to occurs, the log amplitude spectra broadens, and
multiple scattering. Referring back to Figure the phase spectra for frequencies greater than
5, it is evident that the Born approximation f. tend to flatten. The low frequency phase
begins to depart from the observations at ayX fluctuations, however, continue to increase as
1.5 dB (S4 - 0.3) whereas the RK/tov solution is the electron density variance or extent of the
val ,d up to rX- 5 dB (S4  0.9). irregularities along the path increases. These

fluctuations dominate the phase and doppler
A detailed two frequency comparison of o variances causing the observed usefulness of

and doppler spread is given in Figure 7 for the the X.hOrelationship for strong scintillation.
data used to compile Figure 5. The horizontal
dot-dashed lines on the rms log power (aX) plot The spectra given above, although taken at
are the saturation (Rayleigh) limits for scin- the high sampling rate, are typical of all the
tillation at each frequency. The 150 MHz data low sampling rate observations. For frequen-
were scaled to 400 MHz using the x1-5 relation- cies below about 5 Hz they are typical of the
ship. Except for several instances of multi- higher sampling rate observations. At higher
path occurring between 0 and 4 minutes, the fluctuation frequencies, they are not. Figure
data at each frequency are in agreement within 8 depicts typical spectra. For those observa-
the X1.5 scaling. Both data sets show satura- tions, the dominant irregularity layer is at
tion at later times. The doppler spread should 450 km height. For an axial ratio of two and
follow the X1-0 relationship discussed above, the observation propagation geometry, the theo-
The 150 MHz doppler spread data were scaled to retical spectra match the observed spectra for
400 MHz prior to plotting. The dot-dashed line scale sizes larger than 500m. For smaller
indicates the limiting doppler spread value for scale sizes, the observed spectra depart sig-
the 150 MHz observations that occurs becauso nificantly from the predicted values. The de-
the data were not sampled fast enough (these parture from the high frequency asymptote is
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Figure 8. Phase and log amplitude spectra for Figure 9, 400 MHz log amplitude spectra for
2336 GMT 5 April 1971. 2334-2336 GMT 5 April 1971,

identical at 150 and 400 MHz. Since the re-
ceiver is in the far zone for scatterers of 9.-
this size, the observed spectra may be Identi- /High-Frequency Confidence
fled with soN, and the departure of the spectra i Asymptote Limits
from the expected values may be attributed to X '0 o-
the spectra for electron density fluctuations. B Fit
Simultaneous observation at two widely spaced . Asymptote 4 '71 deg
frequencies indicates that the effect is caused 4 do
by the medium, not the equipment. The data,- (- • ,44 dog
show an increase of better than a factor of two Z "0 a • 2
in power spectral density in the 400-600m scale oH 240km
size region and a s- 4  behavior again at smaller j H k
scale sizes. The results are indicative of an
energy input into the fluctuation spectra at a o0 Modulation
500m scale size. . Variance

U) Level

The energy input at small scale sizes has . ,,I
been observed in 70 percent of the 50 high 1o0-5 Light Lines - Experimental
sampling rate sets of spectra to date. The in- Q- Heavy Lines - Theoretical
put scale sizes range from 200 to 800m and the - 400-MHz log Amplitude
variance increase ranges up to an order of mag- - - 15O-MHz log Amplitude (scaled to 400 MHz)
nitude. Figure 9 depicts three successive one • .
minute observations of log amplitude spectra o0. _0 400

at 400 MHz, and Figure 10 depicts simultaneous FLIREQUENCY (Hz)
150 and 400 MHz observations of log amplitude 0 0.4 0.04
spectra taken on another day. The 150 MHz data SCALE SIZE NORMAL TO GEOMAGNETIC FIELD
on Figure 10 were scaled both In power spectral AT 240-KM HEIGHT (km)
density and wavelength so that the theoretical
spectra would be the same for both wavelengths. Figure 10. 150 and 400 MHz log amplitude spec-
The small scale spectral increase is evident in tra for 2032 GMT 20 April 1971.
both figures. Using log amplitude spectra
only, the increase could be confused with a The observed departure of the spectra from
change in power law as indicated on Figure 10. the simple power law model at small scale sizes
The change in slope of the asymptote is incon- indicates that the wavelength scaling laws des-
sistent with the simultaneous phase observa- cribed above do not hold. The variance obser-
tions, as shown in Figure 8, indicating that- vations, however, were consistent with these
only the small scale input interpretation is laws. The observations of spectral increases

A consistent with all the spectra. all occur at fluctuation frequencies too high
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to significantly affect the variance value
(integral of power spectral density across the 95%
frequency band). The 150 and 400 MHz scaling High-Frequency Confidence
laws, therefore, are not affected by this small .• / Asymptote Limits
scale phenomena. As the wavelength decreases, 1 10 1 (f'-3
however, the significance of the small scale Best Fit
phenomena increases. The frequency scaling Asymptote 75 dog
laws, therefore, will tend to underestimate Asyme2.57 49 dog
GHz scintillations. Using the spectra on Fig- r io- 0- 22__ .49dog
ure 9, for example, at 8 GHz the rms log ampli- , 75 dog , 2
tude fluctuations will be twice the value pre- 0 - 240km
dicted usinlg the frequency scaling laws given
above. Wernik and Liu (1974) had to postulate -Modulation
small scale spectral increases to explain GHz 10J a

scintillation. These observations show that a. Variance
sucn. spectral increases do occur. These obser- Love
vations do not explain the apparent \2 depen- ý 5 Light Lines - Experimental
dence reported by Craft and Westerlund (1972) H io-e : Lih i
because the observed spectra do nlot steepen G, Heavy Lines-'rheoretical
suff 4 ciently to obtain X2. - 400-MHz log Amplitude

J -- O5-MHz log Amplitude (scaled to 400 MHz)Occasionally spectra indicate that scin- 0. -1 - I to OO0.1 10 1O00
tillation occurs in the E-region. Figure 11 FREQUENCY (Hz)
shows such an occurrence. The height shown
on the figure and the scale size legend corres- to 0. 0o01
ponds to the spectra observed on both the minu- SCALE SIZE NORMAL TO GEOMAGNETIC FIELD
ute before (Figure 10) and the minute after the AT 240-KM HEIGHT (km)
displayed spectra. The high frequency asymp-
tote and the best fit line displayed on Figure Figure 11. 150 and 400 MHz log amplitude spec-
10 are reproduced on Figure 11. As discussed tra for 2033 GMT 20 April 1971.
above, although the ft- 2 . curve fits the data
depicted on Figure 11, it is not consistent fo l rr f- 1- .............. r . . . . . .
with simultarnenus phase observations. Two 55o:
theoretical curves for orientation angles of
400 and 600 are displayed on the figure. For 5
a dominant irregularity layer at 240 km height 45
which was observed in the four other spectra
for the same satellite pass, the experimental 40

observations should lie between the two curves 35:
for frequencies below 1 Hz. Both the 150 and
400 MHz log amplitude spectra observations are dB 3o

significantly higher than the theoretical esti,. 25
nate at freqtiencies below I Hz indicative of
a dominant irregularity layer at a significant- 20
ly lower height. The experimental data indi-
cate a layer at a height near 100 km. The UHF
received signal record shown on Figure 12 car- •o
responds to the data used to calculate the
spectrum. The data show relatively long period 5

amplitude fluctuations unlike typical iono- . ... ......
spheric scintillation but consistent with the 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60

lower scattering layer height hypothesis. The RELATIVE TIME (sec)
UHF and VHF spectra on Figure 11 do not agree
with each other for frequencies between 1 and Figure 12. 400 MHz received power for 2033 GMT
10 Hz. Since the UHF spectra agree with the 20 April 1971.
expected asymptotic shape of the curve, the VHF
data are considered spurious. Interference was of such an analysis are depicted on Figure 13
noted at VHF for the time interval used to con- for three choices of p. The calculations show
struct the spectra, and the most probable ex- relatively high correlations for wide frequency
planation for the observed increase in power spacings. Superimposed on the theoretical cal-
spectral density above the expected level is culations are observations made by a number of
the additive contribution of low level inter- authors. The 150 MHz observations were made at
ference. Millstone. Except for the Millstone Hill ob-

r-rvatitns, the 113 MHz observations by Aarons
The first order perturbation theory used et al (1967), and the 1500 MHz observaLioits by

to derive the variance and power spectra for X Taur (1973), the data correspond in part to
and 0 can also be used to derive the two fre- strong scintillation for which the weak scin-
quency correlation function for X. The results tillation predictions are not adequate. The
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Figure 13. 'Two frequency correlation functions o ... Weak Scintillation
for ampl itude fluctuations. 6', Elvatiwn Angle
data by Aarons et al show good agreement with S• -- uriceRt lethilOMiz
calculations using the value of p -4 required •to explain the observations quoted above., The I •Single -Edge
1 .5 GHz data of Taur show better agreement with ,. I DltferoctiHi~ Eventand 11 show a best fit curve of f 2.5 corres-if 3 to

ponding to p =3.5 to explain the effect of • . - 4O0MHz
the small scale size spectral increase. For •4 1 .. 50MHz
the correlation coefficient between 1.5 and
4 GHz reported by Taur, the effect of the spec- at o L....L I I i i i
tral increase should be important. The p = 3.0 0 4 8 t2 16 20to 3.5 values compensate for the spectral in- RELATIVE TIME (raini
crease showing that it is important to the Figure 14. Two frequency correlation coeffi-
equatorial GHz observations, dient observations for pass of object 2965

rising at 0255 GMT 3 Aug. 1971.
The correlation coefficients observed at

Millstone span the range from 0 to 0.6 for con-
ditions of weak scintillation. The theoretical o.•
estimate is 0.61. Two frequency correlation
coefficients for a satellite pass on 3 Aug.
1971 are depicted on Figure 14 and show vari-
able correlation coefficients with values be- >
tween 0.2 and 0.5. The single-edge diffraction 0.

7N07

event is another E-region scintillation occur-
rence. The c•Icualtions were made assuming '
that the line-of-sight paths at both frequen- 0 0.5
cies were coincident. Due to ionospheric re-- _ _ ___.-

fraction, the ray paths follow slightly differ- 0.3 r
ant trajectories. At F-region heights and atL
an elevation angle of 16°, the ray path separa- oI, il I ,* I II *,
tion (normal to the rays) is the order of 400pi__________________
(nighttime value). The ray separation, there- _>- It 0 • •= / 6efore, is a significant fraction of a Fresnel,zone leading to additional decorrelation. The •tdg
theoretical value for the correlation function t oo_ __displayed on Figure 13, therefore, should be_ . .. H24 m
interpreted only as an upper bound. LihtLie E -rmn~ \

to Hea0= I-nvy Lines- Theoretical "Q•••dAcoherency analysis was conducted for the 15-0-• ifeeta hsMill 1stone two frequency observations to begi n Iso15-40-MHz-o AmlituernIlPs -'k.L

t50-MIz AoL Amltd a--

to investigate the effect of ray separation. 400-MHz log Amplitude"Both the coherency values and the power spec--
tral densities at both 150 and 400 MHz are dis- FREQUENCY (Hz)
played on Figu re 1.el t n Thetidat w ere.take nlevatn a
the slow, 15 sample per second rate. Ths. theo- o to

retical estimates of power spectral density for SCALE SiZE NORMAL TO GEOMAGNETIc FIELD
an axial ratio of two are displayed. The log AT 240-km HEIGHT (kmn)amplitude spectra show reasonable agreement
with the theoretical estimates for scale sizes
larger than 50t m. The coherency estimates show Figure 15. Two frequency coherency for 0334 GMT
that the spectral coponents do not show F ig- 5 Aug. 1971.
nificant correlation (coherency value below
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0.4 corresponding to 95% confidence limit) for Taur, R.R. (1974), "Gigahertz Ionospheric Scin-
scale sizes smaller than 900 m. Significant tillation", COMSAT Tech. Rev. (to be published
correlation at higher frequencier or smaller Fall 1974).
scale sizes is associated with folded modula-
tion lines and is not ionospheric in origin. Budden, K.G. (1965), "The Amplitude Fluctua-
The observations were made at an elevation tions of the Radio Wave Scattered from a Thick
angle of 200 corresponding to a ray separation Ionospheric Layer with Weak Irregularities", J.
of less than 5OOm. Significant decorrelation Abnoz. Tewvs. Phys., 27, 155-172.
appears to occur for scale sizes larger than
the Fresnel zone size at the lower frequency or Tatarski, V.I. (1967), The Effects of the Tur-
the sum of the higher frequency Fresnel zone bulent Atmosphere on Wave Propa ation, Nauka,
size and the ray separation. A theoretical Foscow;Trans. avail. l.S. Dept. of Commerce,
analysis of the effect of ray separation on National Technical Information Service,
coherency has yet not been performed. The Springfield, Va.
coherency observations are consistent with the
expectation that the fluctuations will not be Dyson D.L., J.P. McClure and W.B. Hanson
correlated on scale sizes the order of the ray (1974), "In-situ Measurements of the Spectral
separition. Characteristics of F-region Ionospheric Irregu-

larities", J. Geophyz. RRe., 79, 1497-1502.
CONCLUSIONS

Ghiloni, J.C., editor, (1973), "Millstone Hill
The experimental results show that the Radar Propagation Study: Instrumentation",

Rytov approximation provides a reasonable de- Tech. Rept. 507, Lincoln Laboratory MIT.
scription of scintillation over a wider range
of scintillation intensity than does the Born Wernik, A.W. and C.H. Liu (1974), "Ionospheric
approximation to the wave equation. The log Irregularities Causing Scintillation of GHz
amplitude, phase description of scintillation, Frequency Radio Signals", J. Atmos. TevL. Phya.,
therefore, is preferred to the in-phase, quadra- 36, 871-879.
ture amplitude description. Using the log am-
plitude, phase description for frequencies be- Craft, H.D. and L.H. Westerlund (1972), "Scin-
low 1 GHz, oX varies as X1.5 for CX< 5.6 dB tillation at 4 and 6 GHz Caused by the lono-
and takes on a constant value of 5.6 dB when the sphere", AIAA paper No. 72-179, AIMA Library,
X15 relationship predicts higher values. The New York.
doppler spread and rms phase fluctuations vary
as XI-o for both strong and weak scintillation. Blank, H.A. and T.S. Golden (1973), "Analysis
The experimental observations of spectra and of of VHF/UHF Frequency Dependence, Space, and
two frequency correlation coericients are con- Polarization Properties of Ionospheric Scinil-
sistent with the power law model and an expo- lation in the Equatorial Region", 1973 IEEE
nent of -4 (p 4). International. Comm. Conf. Proc., pp. 17-27 to

17-35 (June 1973).
An observed small scale increase in the

power spectral density fluctuations may modify Paulson, M.R. and Hookins, R.V.F. (1973), "Ef-
the wavelength scaling ?or wavelength smaller fects of Equatorial Scintillation Fading on
than 30 cm (carrier frequencies greater than Satcom Signals", NELC/TR 1875, Naval Electronics
1 GHz). For the observations available to Laboratory Center, San Diego, California.
date, the wavelength scaling may be in error
by as much as a factor of three. The small Taur, R.R. (1973), private communications.
scale increase may explain, in part, the ob-
served scintillation at GHz wavelengths. Aarons, J., R.S. Allen and T.J. Elkins (1967),
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FIRST-ORDR SIGNAL-STATISTICAL MODELING OF SCINTILLATION

E. J. Fremouw and C. L. Rino

Stanford Research Institute

Menlo Park, California 94025

INTRODUCT ICK

Our existing empirical model for F- city, and Briggs and Parkin made this very-
layer-produced scintillation (Fremouw Lnd weak-scatter assumption. Under this assump-

Rino, 1973) was based on an incomplete tion the resultant field, E, is equated to

scattering theory (Briggs and Parkin, 1963) the in-phase component, and the normalized
and on restrictive data. It provides for variance of received signal intensity,

calculation only of scintillation index, S4;

it suffers seriously from a lack of account- 2 ((E 1 ))ý - ýEE*(

ing for *•tinction; and it $.s geophysically S4 * 2

incomplete. We are currently attempting to (E E )b

removo or mitigate theme deficienuies, and becomes equal to the component moment analyzed

this paper is a progress report on that ef- by Briggs and Parkin.

fort,

In the next section we review the basis Under additional assumptions about the

for, and salient points of, the existing geometry and the scattering medium, the mostforand alint pint oftheexisingimportant being a Gaussian spatial spectrtm,
model, including its known deficiencies.

The current modeling effort Is outlined in the Briggs-and-Parkin scattering formula is

the third section, starting with a compari- 2

son of new scattering theories with the S4 . Rail - (cog U1 cos 12)1 cog •(U + U)31

theory of Briggs and Parkin and finishing

with a description of our procedure for (2)
applying the uaw theoretical results to -1 2

modeling S4 and first-order signal-statistical where U1 - tan (24z/t ),0

distributions. We conclude, in the final -1 22
section, with our assessment of prospects and U2 - tan (24z/f t0). The second factor

for an improved first-order model and for its in Iq• (2) accounts for post-scattering diffrac-
extension into second-order (correlation) tion, and the ionosphere's effective scatter-

signal-statistical domains. ing coefficient is given by

THE EXISTING MODEL FOR S4 ° =vi, r2 X2 Li.o ae N-g ( )
2

} (3)

The Briggs and Parkin scattering theory a
permits calculation of the normalized fourth where r is the classical electron radius,

moment of one component of the scattered 0

electric field at an observing point--namely, Is the radio wavelength, L Is the thickness
anleo the scattering layer, y is the nidne-the component in phase with the field at theoftesaernlyr,0Ithicdne

namne point in the absence of scattering. angle on the scattering layeor, y is the line-
For sufficiently weak scater, the component of-sight projection of the irregularity axial

For uffcienly eak cater, he ompoentratio, &,go is the transverse scale size, and
in phase quadrature with such a reference

(Bowhill, 1961) contributes insignificantly <(AN) 2 ) is the variance of electron concentra-

to the fluctuation of received signal inten- tion. The diffraction is controlled by the

16
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size of the radio Fresnel zone, Xz. 0.12 I 7 ' I "l
IMILLSTONE HILL

The modeling was performed by picking

values for ýo and a that were inferred from 0.10 . ........ K < I, /
various measuroments (Liszka, 1963; Koster, . . 2. <K 3. /
1963; Aarons and GUidice, 1967; lansinger and x 0.oe - --- K Pb4
Fremouw, 1967) to calculate the diffraction a /

factor and then to iterate Ro on published z /

values of S4 . By means of experimental esti- 2 0.06 -/mates for L (Yeh and Swenson, 1964; Kent and / /•."
/

Koster, 1966) and those for ýo and a, the -

empirical model for R0 was expressed in terms
of a morphological model for Q(AN) 2 ). The Zquantities 9 and z and the projection factor < 0.02

relating y to a were calculated from the "''_.....' MODEL
geometry of the published observations and a
dipole model of the geomagnetic field. 042 46 50 54 58 62 66 70

The resulting model for ((AN) 2) was of SOURCE: Evans (1973) INVARIANT LATITUDE--do

the form (Fremouw and Rino, 1973): FIGURE I COMPARISON OF EXISTING MODEL FOR

((AN)2A*= + S4 WITH OBSERVATIONS PERFORMED IN
(< = ANeq(R,'t') ANmid(tX) THE NORTHEASTERN U.S., SHOWING

UNDERESTIMATION OF UHF SCINTILLA-
+ AN hi(R,t,) + AN aur(R,t,%) (4) TION INDEX AND OMISSION OF GEO-

MAGNETIC DEPENDENCE

where the four terms describe ionospheric scatter prevailed in some of the data we used
contributions to scintillation that predom- for modeling, then ignoring extinction caused
inate, respectively, at equatorial, middle, us to underestimate ((AN) 2 ), leading to under-
high and auroral latitudes. The contributions estimation of the scattering coefficient at
were modeled in terms of the following four higher frequencies.
independent variables: sunspot number, R;
day of the year, D; local time of day, t; and More subtle distortion of the S frequency
geomagnetic latitude, X. dependence stems from Briggs' and Parkin's

tacit assumption of very weak scatter (more
Three main defects of the existing model severe than the overt assumption of weak,

are known. First, based mainly on VHF obser- single scatter), as defined early in the

vations and on the Briggx-and-Parkin scatter- previous section of this paper. The very-
ing formula [Equ. (2) and (3)], it underesti- weak- scatter assumption which is avoided
mates S at frequencies above VHF. Second, it in our curi ,at work, also precluded modeling
does not account for tiie relation of scintil- of the fulJi first-order distribution of com-
lation morphology to hour-by-hour and night- plex signal statistics, which is desired for
by-night changes in geomagnetic activity, application to communication-channel modeling.
These first two deficiencies are illustrated We shall explore extension of scintillation
in Figure 1 (Evans, 1973), and Pope (1974) has modeling beyond the single parameter S4 in the
proposed a correction for the second defect by following two subsections.
parameterizing the model's high-latitude term
on K . The third major defect in insufficient Comparison of Theories

p
empirical testing at polar-cap latitudes, which
we hope to remedy in the next few months. The basic hypothesis of our renewed model-

ing is that the quadrature components of a

IMNPOVED MODELING scintillating signal are jointly Gaussian
variates, ai has been verified for amplitude

We believe the failure of the existing statistics by Rino, Livingston, and Whitney
model to provide proper frequency acaling of (1974). According to this hypothesis, the

scintillation stems from inadequacy of the first-order signal statistics are totally
Briggs-and-Parkin scattering theory, particu- defined by the variances of the in-phase and

2
larly the incorporation of a Gaussian spatial phase-quadrature components, a and a2 , respec-
spectrum, and of our applying the theory with tively, and their covariance, xg2 Y

no correction for multiple scatter. If multiple xy
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The thrwe vari&nces can be related (Rino

and Fremouw, 1973) to the characteristics of

thi scattoring medium by generalizing the cal-

culation oerformed by Briegs and Parkin, invol- Of

ving the following two fundamental parameters I
of the received signal, F = (E) + E :

UI

a )

Be (E aE 8

B~ S E Eo 5 5• ,s • ---- •N \

after proper ormalization tn ensure energy
consorvation. The .link is by virtue of the

fao'c that

ax =J(R - Re (Bo0)(7)

FIGURE 2 PHASOR DIAGRAM FOR CONSIrERATION

2 OF FIRST-ORDER SIGNAL STATISTICS,

ay *(I + RefB (9) SHOWING ELLIPTICAL CONTOUR OF
0 0 EQUAL PROBABILITY PREDICTED BY

THE GAUSSIAN-3TATISTICS HYPOTHESIS
2

ci = •Im 1(B) . (9)
xy 0

Since the Briggs-and-Parkin theory involved

only the in-phase component of E., the only
The situerson can be envisioned geomet- dif2raction effect calculated was the post-

rscally in terms of a correlation ellipse oh 2

the complex plane, as illustrated in Figure 2., scattering growth oU ax accompanies th
wdoriention are trends in 1B 0/R and 6 [as can be seen from

dictate, srenelonation, bnyor • the pa eters qs. (7) and (12) 1. The theory was generalized
d rto account for the trends in all three variances

R a + a (I0) and in the corresponding ellipse parameters by
0° y Rino and Fremouw (1973a), who retained the

Gaussian fo., for the spatial spectrum in order

2 to permit analytical solution ol the integrals
2n [.: 2x_-0 ) + 4 a. that arise. The results, in terms of the three

S XxY (11) ellipse perameters, arm as follows:
R R

VR r 2 I sec -
0 TIT e -L (12)

t8 n 1 /ltn (B 21 - (12)

I Bo [ -2 2 2 2

Scatte Lng theories based on Gaussian signal R (1 - gZ sec 9) (14)

statistics describe diffraction in terms of a R 2 2 -

trend toward the special case of Rice stutis- + Z2 (- 2 f + f)
ties, by meens of simultaneous rotation 1 2
(0 6- 45') and circularizaion

(1 -2, 0) of the correlation ellipse, I -
1r. 08=19 f ` f2)I15Stan-[ -- z (15)

where

- Horizontal projection of the irregularity
axir,• ratio, a
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1 + tan2  
C Co2 0 where

f2 a 1 + tan 2 9 s 0t2

0 - Azimuth from geomagnetic meridian plane £ )L eec 8 - )z sec
Z 2 ,z see 9 2 p 2

9 T 2 8no 2~o
0

and the other quantities are as defined after

Eq. (3).

Equationr (13), (14), and (lb) result 2 2
from integrati.=n over the spatial spectrum 1- L + tan 6 co. 2 c -

of irr.gularities, assumed to have a Gaussian
form. For the experimentally observed (Ruf-

enach, 1972; Dyson, McClure, and Hanson, 1974)
power-law spectrum, approximate means must be Equations (16) and (19) yield an analy-
used to solve the integrals. The ellipse para- tical expression for the size of the complex-
meters are given (Rino and Fremouw, 1973b) in signal correlation ellipse, R . It remains
terms of a real integral I and a complex into- to consider the ellipse's ,longation, Bo0 I/Rot
gral J, as follows: and orientation, 6, which are not independent

R (1)The nature of the relationship between them
0 in the Gaussian-spectrum scattering theory can

be seen by inspection of Eqs. (14) and (15).2 X2 L ec2 2 U + 1/2) ((AN) I The functional relationship is ploi'ted in the

F 0 (e - 1) heavier solid curve in Figure 3, for the came

of isotropic irregularities (P - a - 1) and

normal incidence (0 w 0). The dashed curve

on the figure is the relation obtained from

,,Bo (17) numerical integration of Eq. (20) for the
-R 1 (17 esam thin-layer (L - 0) conditions. The stru--

0 ture in the upper left-hand portion ol the

dashed curve is an artifact of numerical in-
tegration over finite limits, which becomes

6 - 1/2 tand
1 F.P] (decreasingly accurate as Z gets large.

Both the theories devcribed above anii'

fxom characterizing the scattering medium
solely by means of a spatial power spectrum

where o' is a scale parameter in the spatial based on the concept of strict statistical
spectrum and d specifies the power-law spec- homogeneity, although it is clear that strict

tral index, homogeneity (or spatial stationarity) is an
idealization. Rino (1974) has relaxed this

Under an approxim.: on valid at frequen- assumption to the weaker postulate of loually
ctea above about 'W.00 MH (Fremouw and Rino, homogeneous statistics (Tatarski, 1971) under

1974a), th,' real .ncogr I can be solved snaly- which the medium is characterized by a spec-
tically to yield simply trum-related structure function and a quasi-

detorminiatic term describing the largest-

-I (19) scAle structure.

One of the departures of the locally
The complex Integral, on the other hand, must homogeneous (1JI) theory from the strictly
be solved numerically; it is as follows; homogeneous (SH) ones is illustrated by the

dash-dot curve in Figure 3. According to all

the thoories, the radio wave emerges from the

[x. 2cattering layer with signal statistics that

•sine[g 2 '( ) q 2 2#I V+ 1/2 di dq correspond to a hilhly elongatcd correlation

( g + 2 ellipse (large oB ./R ) oriented nearly along
0 ~ the imaginary axis (small 6) of the complex

(20)
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plane. As the wave propagtes in free space, bution~s made to R 0by the quasi-deterministic
the sallipm simultaneouuly rotates and cirou- and the strictly ý.ancdcm components of ionou-
larize., and the signal statia~tics baoome more phmrzic structure) that would be difficult to
Pud more noiselike. The Gaussian and Power- model at present. Thus, we are proceeding with
law 811 theories, in fact, predics an inexorable the first-order signal-statistical modeling
approach to Rice statistics (lB 0I/Ras- 0,6 -450) on the basis of an approximation to the 811
as the wave propagates to great dishance. The theory, but In a manner that can readily accm-
curve calculated from LH theory falls short of odate the UI formulation. The durability of
Rice statistics, approaching a far-zone limit the approximation, which is indicated by
of the witraight line on Figure 3, can be appre-

li io 2-(u+l)) ciated by comparison of Figures 4 and 5.

unm 6 L 402

where a - v +

4- - - - FTRICTLY I$OUCOONICUS (4441 0 0.2 0.4 0.8 0. 1.0

V FIGURE 4 RELATION OF IB01/R0 AND 6 FOR
I DIFFERENT I RREGULARITY-ELONGATION
20 -PROJECTIONS (P)I AND INCIDENCE

ANGLES (0), FOR A GAUSSIAN SPATIAL
10 - SPECTRUM

0 0.2 0.4 0.8 0.8 1.0 ____________

Points: Varkjus combinations of~, ,q
FIGURE 3 RELATION OF PROBABILITY-ELLIPSE 401 Line: Model Approximation

ELONGATION (IBol/R0 ) AND ORIENTA-
TION (8) IN THE CASE OF NORMAL 30
INCIDENCE ON A LAYER OF ISOTROPIC
IRREGULARITIES, FOR THREE DIFFERENT .o020
CHARACTERIZATIONS OF THE MEDIUM.
Also shown are a simple approximation useful 10-
fnr modeling and the raglan occupied by data
analyzed so far. 0

a 0.2 0.4 0 0as 1,0

The question of fair-zone limiting behav- 8IR
ior may be academic, because data analyzed FIGURE 6 SCATTER DIAGRAM OF I80l/R0 vs 6 FOR
thus far lie within the "near-zone" box indi- DIFFERENT IRREGULARITY PARAMETERS
cated in the lower right-hand portion of Fig- AND GEOMETRIES. POIR A POWER-LAW
ure 3. This restricted data sample (ten dil' Is - 4/3) MEDIUM WITH STRICTLY HOMO-
tal records of real amplitude recorded at GENEOUS (SHI SPATIAL STATISTICS. The

Millstonie Hill, Massachusetts, by Whitney and app.roximation used for modeling Is also shown.

Aarons of APCRL) tends to favor the UI theory. Progression from the lower right to the
If tis endecy oldsas he dta ampl Isupper left on a chart such as Figure 3 describes

enlarged and extended to other geogrtphic 1o- simultaneous rotation and circularization of
cations, the LU theory will be used for future the correlation ellipse. For the purpose of
modoling. A choice of theories will be impor- exploring this approach to Rice statistic. for
taunt for modeling tlhe scintillation spoctrur cases of off-normal incidens~e and nonisotropic
and other seconclorder statistical quanvitiet. Irregularities, the analytic formulas given by

For irstordr sttisicshowverthethe Gaussian theory [Eqs. (14) and (15)) were

differences predicted by the theories are rgaseancluatosweprfmdfr
rulaivey sutle Moeova, te 11 thorydifferent off-normal angles, 0, and effective

contains a parameter (the ratio of the contri-irgurtyaiiaio..Ineeal
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II

modest departures from the normal-incidence Application to Mtrdeling

isotropic curves were found, as illustrated of First-Order Signal Statistics

in Figure 4. Variation of another parameter,
the azimuth, 0, of the radio line of sight The desired product of our current

relative to the geomagnetio meridian plane, effort is an improved mod,3l for amplitude

produced little change in the shape of the scintillation, includini, a capability to
curves. calculate the statistical distribution of

received aiknal intensity to be expected

The numerical calculations necessary to under given conditions. The existing model

obtain curves from the SH theory similar to provides for calculation of only the normalized

those shown in Figure 4 for the Gaussian second moment of that distribution, the so-

theory are rather time-consuming, especially called S scintillation index. Because S is

for large values of R. Thus, only a few the single most important parameter for speci-

points were calculated for each combination fying the distribution, its calculation will

of the parameters 0, 0, 0. The isolated points remain the heart of the improved model. The

are shown as a scatter diagram on Figure 5, dependence of S on the three correlation-4

with the twelve different symbols representing ellipse parameters is given by the following

different combinations of the latter three expression (Rino and Fremouw, 1973a):

parameters. What was found was a somewhat (23)
surprising tendency toward a "universal curve" S2 2R = - cos (2()

(regardless of the values of 0 and 0) until 4 0 R0

the effective elongation, 0, was increased to
at least 10. As 0 was increased up to 30, the 2
points tended to fall beneath the small.-8 1 B1cs 2 2[ 1
curve, in accord with the behavior of the 0 R 0 - Re

Gaussian-theory curves.

We shall see shortly that the exact path
by which a scattered wave traverses a chart
of IB I/R versus 6 is not very important in By virtue of Eqs. (7) through (12),

dictatingothe first-order signal-statistics, Eq. (23) can be written as

at least for real amplitude (which is our main

concern in the current work). This fact,

coupled with the tendency toward "universality" (24)

of that path (especially in the regime occupied 2

by the data analyzed to date), has prompted 2 -2\ 2r2) 22
us to perform our modeling according to the $2 4 R(- 4 It- R ~ )+ 1+(I)
straight-line path indicated in Figures 3 and 56. O\Ro/ + R0
The analytical results indicated in Figure 4
provide us with guidp-.ce as to the sense of
the error produced by this approximation (6 which showr that the ellipse orientation, 6,
estimated too large for a given value of influences S only through the relation of 6

lBo /1o) to the variance, 02, of the in-phase signal
component. It was only the in-phase component

Numerical calculations based on the IX that was considered in the scattering tkieory
theory displayvd a similar universality, albeit of Briggs and Parkin. Equation (24) shows that
confortuing to a different curve (namely, that for sufficiently weak satter (very small R )
denoted in Figure 3 as "locally homogeneous"), it is mainly the in-ph&se component that mahters;
Again, the difference between this curve and as the scattering gets stronger, however, the
the approximation is that the latter would quadratic terms in R become more important,
over-estimate 8 for a given value of 1B0 I/R and the phase-quadrature signal component
if it should turn out that transionospheric exerts its influence on vointillation index by
radio wave propagation behaves as described virtue of its impact on ellipse elongation,
by the LH theory. We shall now see that for 11 I/1 0.
first-order amplitude statistics, it is
less important to know which of the curves We can improve the S model based on
displayed in Figures 3, 4, and 5 is the more the Briggs and Parkin theory if we can evaluate
correct than it is to know how far the wave the first two terms in Eq. (24) sad account far
has moved along one of tha curves in post- the second-order influence of LB I/R in the

scattering propagation. final term. The main modeling eyfory will

70 remain that of determining, from data, the
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geophysical behavior of the ionosphere's effec- (28)

tive scattering coefficient, R . We shall now 2 2 r 2

see that this procedure can be
0

followed and =(Z Eq 2(e,0)1 dtdq

that the end result will be influenced little 2 222 V

by whether the correlation ellipse rotates 0 + i

and circularizes according to the SH or to the
LH scattering theory. Equation (28) is convenient because now only

geometric factors are contained in the integral

To begin, we wish to isolate some rele- that must be solved numerically. The main

vant quantities that are common to the LH and diffractive effects are contained in the Fres-

SH theories. First we separate R into two nel distance parameter, Z , which has been

factors. The first, which is common -to the separated from the integral. For practical

two theories, is calculations in an operating scintillation

2 C2 (25) code, this means, for instnoq that the
S=2 - r 2X2L see2 8 frequency dependence of a •/l can be handled

2 e by a simple scaling without involving numeri-

cal solution of an integral.

depending only upon the strength, C5 [having 22

units of (electrons per cubic meter)2 per unit In order to complete calculation of ax 2

x
(spatial frequency)

3
], and width, a-

1 
(having it is still necessary to solve the integral,

units of spatial frequency), of the ionosphere's which we shall define as F(P, 8, 0), by some

spatial spectrum plus the other parameters in efficient means. The procedure we have chosen
Eq. (25), which were defined earlier. The second is to calculate selected points in a three-
factor, Re/02, contains &lI theory-dependent space of P, 8, and 0 once and for all by numeri-

statistical information about the shape of the cal solution of the integral in Eq. (28), and
ionospheric scattering structure; it is defined then to fit judiciously chosen algebraic func-
simply that tions to the points. The resulting functions

2(R. will be incorporated into the operating
R 0 - (26) scintillation code. The procedure for estab-

\aIlishing the algebraic approximation to the

We now rewrite Eq. (24) as integral was as follows.

a /2\ First, the integral was solved numeri-

2 42 X- 4R 
2 
2 x (27) cally for 0 - 1, 2, 5, 10, and 20, with 0

84 =4 2 0 ( 2/ ranging from 00 through 800 (which exceeds

the maximum-incidence angle of a transionos-

r 2 II2 pheric communication link on the F layer, by
4 ) virtue of the ionosphere's curvature), and+ 2with 0 stepped between 0° and 900 (since the

azimuth dependence is symmetrical about 90°0).
After the results were plotted, inspection of

The easn fr th abve aniplatonsthe curves suggested a behavior Of the follow-
is that, under an approximation that appears

valid at VHF and above (Fremouw and Rino, ing form: (29)

1974b), o2/c2 takes the same form in both .he F(•, , ) 1
SH and IM theories. This ratio can be eval- 2 - 2

uated in terme of the real part of the complex where a -the value of the function when

integral, J, which was defined in Eq. (20), but wher a the value ohhnfntonwe

with the unity term in the denominator suppressed
in accord with the approximation. Numerical

solution of the integral shows that the sine as values of a and biwer then otte.
function involving the layer thickness may be a in s of plo r givenalue s of
approximated by unity in all cases of interest. Again, the plots suggested analytic f.ms of

Taking advant'ge of the above simpli'Tications

and applying a standard trigonometric identity a(P,9) - c(P) [see ell" (30)

results in the following expression:

b(l,8) = c(O) [see 6)n(1) (31)

where c(P) - the value of the function when

• 8 ui 0, and where the exponents n(P) and
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n(P) were chomen by forcing Eqs. (30) and (31) as followst

to match the machine calculations when e = 70c, 2 (32)
which iw about its largest value for penetra- a zl
tion of the F layer. The values of c, m, and -M . F( 2,)
n were then employed in a one-dimensional, 2 DL

least-squares fitting routine to obtain best-
fit polynomical expansions of c(P), m(P), and W1 note from Eqs. (7) and (12) that increasing
1(e). a for a given Ro corresponds to decreasing

IBol/Ro and/or increasing 8, all of which occur
The results of the above procedure were as a scattered radio wave propagates with in-

combined into an algebraic appro 4mation to creasing Fresnel distance, Zp. T1 factor
the integral in Eq. (28), and the approxima- accompanying Z in Eq. (32) thus influences
tion was then used to calculate curves of the rate at which the wave's first-order sig-
F(P, e, 0) over the ranges of 6 and 0 and for nal statlitics progress across a chart such
tho values of 0 originally employed in the as Figures 3, 4, or 5 as the wave propagates
numerical integration. Finally, similar t greater Fresnel distance. The quantity
curves were calculated for other (both inter- as/a is more important than either 1I0o/R 0
mediate and more extreme) values of 0, and or 8 in determining S4, so this rate of pro-
nume•ilcal ixtegrations were performed for gression across such a chart is more important
these new cases. The entire collections of than the precise curve by which the progres-
numortcau-integration and algebraic-approxi- sion takes place.
mation results were then compared to determine
the efficacy of the approximate expression. As we noted from Eq. (24), however,
An example of the comparison is presented in lB0 /R2 does exert a second-order influence
Figure 6 for a value of 0 not involved in on $49 so we need a. means for estimating it.
development of tua approximation; the smooth This estimate can be made by choosing a curve
curves ra•present the algebraic fit and the such as the straight-line approximation on
individual points are results of the numeri- Figures 3 and 5, which is described as
cal integration. The fit is considered quite (3I3
adequate for application to scintillation U 4 1B 0 I/) (33)
modeling.

and combining it with Eq.. (7) and (12) to
I I yield the following tp/ancendental .tquation

s 8 -so* relating 11O1/Ro to /B:
I'so a2  ( 34

o R

i. - Equation (34) is fitted very wall, especially

in the regime occupied by the data so far
lb - -analyzed, by the following approxisaation'k

On - 075* IIB (5

0.6 - R .L 0.98 1l - 1.55 R

0A Combining Eq. (35) with Eqs. (26) and (27), we
-OD, obtain the following useful expression for

0:a *: scintillation index:

0 242

10 IQ30 30 40 60 so 70 so 90 2\2
*--u S u 4RO -

FIGURE 6 COMPARISON OF ALGEBRAIC Aý."-%"jXIMA-
TION (Eq. 29) TO VALUES OF THE 2)]2
INTEGRAL IN EQ. (28) FOR ONE VALUE ? ca
OF EFFECTIVE (horizontally projected) 2 9 154+ Re I + .98 - 1.52

IRREGULARITY AXIAL RATIO, 0 R L0'
With development of the above prooedure,

we now have an algebraic and theory-indopen- While containing soea approximations in its
dent means fo, calculating the normolised !.hird term, Eq. (36) is a considerable inprove-
"ariamnee of the in-phax# signal component,

2



ment over the formula of Brigga and Parkin for As a byproduct of the amplitude-statistics

$ which totally neglected both the second modeling, probability density functions for

and third terms. The improvement should in- phase are being calculated. Testing of the

crease as the scattering becomes more intense model for phase statistics, however, must await

(increasing R . data from the DNA-002 satellite beacon scheduled

for launch in March of 1975. This beacon also

The advantage of separating the first two will provide data for modeling of second-order

terms of Eq. (36) into three factors, as above, signal statistics in the temporal, spatial, and

is two-fold. First, the main diffraction spectral domains. It should be particularly

effects can be accounted for independently of useful for asaessing the relative efficacy of
whether the LH or SH theory is the mgreycorrect the strictly homogenuous (SH) and locally

by employing Eq. (32) to calculate cx/a . And homogeneous (LH) sc'Attering theories.

second, we can proceed to model the effective

scattering coefficient R on the basis of Acknowledgment: The current work at SRI on

either theory by employing the corresponding modeling the transionospheric communication
a /R factor. If the other theory proves channel is sponsored by ARPA, through RADC,

to be more accurate, we can then modify the under contract F30602-74-C-0279.
model by employing the alternative a /R factor0
and correcting our model of R 0

0

We choose to begin modeling on the basis
oj SH theory because it involves a simpler

a /R factor--namely,

2
a - 4V (V -*). (37)
R 

(7

0 22
u our procedure is to calculate a andx

/R from Eqs. (32) and (37), respectively,

and To model R iteratively by comparing cal-

culated values
0

of S4 to observed values.

Our first postulate for an R model was that

corresponding to the existing model for the
zompazzble quantity contained in the theorj of

Briggs and Parkin (Fremouw and Rino, 1973).2

R is varied by adjusting the product [C /a )LI

in Eq. (25) as it affects Eq. (26).

The other two correlation ellipse para-
meters can be modeled by multipiying Eqs. (32)

and (37) and then employing Eqs. (35) and (33)

in sequence. Once a model exists foi all three

ellipse parameters, probability density func-

tions for amplitude and for phase can be cal-

oulated, as described by Hatfield and Rino

(1974).

CONCLUS ION

Modeling of S and the amplitude probabil-

ity density function is under way according to

the above procedure. Published S data and

histograms of received VHF and UNF amplitude,

provided by Whitney and Aarous of AJCRL, are

being used to develop the model iteratively.

When the modeling is finished, it will be a
simple matter to irovide a computer subroutine

to integrate the amplitude probability density

funcotions to produce cumulative density func-

tions for use in establishing com•unication-

link margins.
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MORPHOLOGY OF IONOSPHERIC SCINTILLATION IN THE AURORAL ZONE*

R.H. Wand and J.V. Evans
Lincoln Laboratory MIT

Lexington, Massachusetts 02173

ABSTRACT son of the positions of the electron density
trough and the scintillation boundary for dif-

Over 2300 satellite beacon tracks conduct- ferent seasons and K levels failed to show any
ed at Millstone Hill in the period January 1971 significant correkation between the two fea-
to March 7973 were used in a study of iono- tures.
spheric scintillation. The targets employed *This work was sponsored by the Dept. of the
were five itellites of the Navy Navigation Army.
Series which were in polar orbits and hence
could be seen rising and setting in the north INTRODUCTION
through the auroral region. The tracking re-
sults allowed the occurrence of scintillation An experimental program to study iono-
to be determined as a function of invariant spheric propagation effects was conducted at
latitude 1420 - 704N), local time, geomagnetic Millstone Hill (420N) during the period January
activity Kp) and season. The S4 scintillation 1971 to March 1973. Five satellites of the Navy
index was calcul&ted from fluctuations In the Navigation System were tracked with a passive
UHF (400 MHz) beacon signals and normalized to multi-lobe UHF beacon tracker on the 84-foot
zernith using an assumed three dimensional power fully steerable antenna. A frequency selective
law spectrum of electron density fluctuations subreflector was mounted in the antenna and
with an exponent of -4. A mean scintillation this allowed simultaneous active tracking of
index was determined by averaging over all the the satellites with the L-band radar. The sat-
sections of satellite track falling within each ellite beacon signal at VHF was also measured
selected interval of time, invariant latitude, with a yagi antenna mounted on the edge of the

and season. The scintillation boundary dish and combined with the phase-locked UHF
could then be defined, in a statistical sense, signal to determine differential Doppler.
as the invariant latitude where the mean scin-
tillation index exceeded some fixed level. The satellites were in almost circdlar po-

lar orbits at heights near 1100 km, and were
The analysis showed a marked seasonal de- seen rising or setting through the auroral zone

ndence of scintillation for invariant lati- to the north. A number of parameters of inter-
des above 600. In sumner the mean scintilla- est in scintillation studies were determined

tion index was maximum at times roughly cen- along each satellite track, including the am-
tered on 2200 hours. However, in winter the plitude scintillation index at 0HF (rms power/
maximum was about six hours earlier than in mean power), the rms traverse angle fluctuation
summer. In general an increase in K. tended to ('12iR) at UHF, the mis elevation angle fluctua-
move the scintillation boundary towards lower tion (EzL) at UHF and the rms differential phase
latitudes and advance the time of maximum scin- (0,). Here we report a statistical study of thq
tillation activity. incidence and intensity of amplitude scintilla-

tion and its dependence on local time and in-
In addition to measuring the position of variant latitude for different seasons and

the scintillation boundary, the satellite levels of magnetic activity. The occurrence of
tracking data were used to study another im- scintillation is compared with the average po-
portant feature separating the auroral and sition of the mid-latitude electron density
mid-latitude zones, namely the electron den- trough, as determined from the differential
sity trough, The latitudinal variation of the Doppler measurements.
electron density at the F2 peak (Nx) was de-
termined for each track using UHF- F differ- Interconiparison of the results from vari-
ential Doppler measurements combined with local ous morphological studies of scintillation is
vertical incidence ionosonde readings. Aver- often difficult because of differences in ob-
aging Nmx for many satellite tracks served to serving geometries and frequencies, and the
define the mean location of the electron densi- variety of scintillation measured omploved.tyv trough in the nighttime period. A compari. When observation~s are made at a number of
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elevation angles it is difficult to determine measured by the ms traverse angle PTR and the
what effects are due to a true latitudinal rms elevation angle 0

EL. Fluctuations in dif-
variation of the ionospheric irregularities and ferential phase were specified by the value u,.
what is produced solely by changes in observing In each case the rms values were calculated
geometry. The scaling laws for elevation angle after removing a linear trend by fitting a
and frequency depend on the characteristics of straight line to the 45 sample points. The
the irregularities and can be deduced in some trend correction allowed for relatively slow
instances, if the spectrum of electron density changes, which were present in addition to the
fluctuations Is specified, The elevation scal- more rapid fluctuations produced by ionospheric
ing law was directly determined from the scintillations, over the three-second period.
Millstone Hil scintillation observations and In traverse and elevation, the slower changes
compared with predictions for a power-law Ir- result from the changing orbital position and
regularity spectrum. This allowed the scintil- TID-induced angle fluctuations. The differen-
lation results to be normalized to a fixed ele- tial phase is proportional to the total lono-
vation angle (zenith in this case), and thus spheric electron content (apart from an additive
made largely independent of the location at constant) along the propagation path, and,
which the observations were made, Useful ex- hence, there are also slow changes in differen-
pressions for converting the results to other tial phase as the propagation path changes due
observing frequencies and geometries are given, to satellite motion. The rms estimates were

calculated for each three-second interval, as
DATA ANALYSIS this normally exceeds the correlation time of

scintillation parameters and, being sufficient-
A total of 2376 satellite tracks were ob- ly short, that removing the slower changes is

served during the measurement period, repre- not difficult.
senting almost 600 hours of observations. The
raw data from each track were recorded on mag- Figure 1 is an example of the plots pro-
netic tape as dieital samples of various pa- duced by the post-processing program, which
rameters every 1/15 sec. calculates three-second values of track param-

eters. The geographic and invariant latitude
The UHF (400 MHz) beacon tracker provided scales are subionospheric latitudes assuming an

amplitude and angle-of-arrival information, ionospheric penetration point at a height of
while measurements of the VHF (150 MHz) beacon 300 km. Millstone Hill is at an invariant
signals were used to determine the UHF-VHF dif- latitude of 560 N.ferential phase angle0 In the condensed form (three-second aver-

-*VHF phase angle - 3/8 UHF phase angle ages) all the results for the 2376 satellite
tracks were stored on two magnetic tapes, so

(1) greatly facilitating a statistical analysis of
Employing the differential phase angle effec- the scintillation data. Values of the geomag-
tively eliminates phase-angle changes produced netic disturbance index Kp and local vertical
by the changing path length as the satellite incidence ionosonde measurements of fOF2 for
moves, thereby, leaving only the phase-angle each track were included on the condensed data
changes produced by the ionosphere, tapes.

There were basically four observed track The differential doppler do/dt was es-
variables available from the Millstone program sentially proportional to the rate of change of
with which to study scintillation effects, electron content along the propagation path
iiamely, UHF amplitude, UHF traverse angle (tra- from the satellite to antenna. A method of
verse - azimuth x cosine of elevation), UHF using this measurement to determine the varia-
elevation angle, and UHF-VHF differential tion of the peak electron density (Nax) along
phase. A parameter which measured the amount the satellite track is described in detail by
of fluctuation produced by ionospheric scintil- Evans and Holt (1973). Electron density pro-
lation over a three-sec interval (45 samples) files of the Chapman type were assumed at all
was calculated for each of the four variables, latitudes and normalization was achieved using

the local determination of N=K from foF2 mea-
The parameter used to characterize the UHF surements. Figure 1 includes a plot of logio

amplitude fluctuations was the scintillation Nmx derived in this manner and the position of
index S, defined as the rms pdwer about the the mid-latitude electron density trough is
mean divided by the mean power evident near an invariant latitude of 64*N.

S2 . <A4 > - <A2> 2  BASELINE CORRECTION
<A2 > 2  (2) A small level of signal amplitude fluctu-

ation was evident during all satellite trackswhere A is the signal amplitude. This defini which is not caused by ionospheric scintilla-tion of S corresponds to the S4 Index of Briggs tion. This produces a "base ine" level for theand Parkin (1963 measured scintillation parameters, which is
evident in Figure 1. The baseline level is

The angle-of-arrival fluctuations were elevation angle dependent and is typically 0.05
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6FTACK ,35,04 subtracted from the measured scintillation
-164,, . ... levels to give the scintillation index produced
TINE I I I by ionospheric irregularities alone.

ELEVATION ANGLE DEPENDFNCE OF SCINTILLATION

The manner In which the scintillation In-
dex varied along a satellite track was a comi-
bination of a true spatial change in the Irregu-
larity characteristics and effects produced by
the changing geometry along the track. For a
uniform layer of irregularities at a fixed
height, the scintillation index increases as the

4" . .. . . 0 elevation angle is lowered because of the in-
"".21 creasing thickness of the irregularity layer

along the propagation path, and also because the
"(LEVATIO, (d") observer moves further from the irregularties.

,o If these purely geometrical effects are cor-
....... . . .. rected for, then the true latitudinal dependence

-20 of the scintillation index and irregularity
-40-k1-1 characteristics may be studied.

.....-. T_ -• The elevation scaling law for the srintil-
LOG (N_,? L lation index was determined directly from the

so - Millstone Hill satellite tracking results.
4
5° This was possible because the wide variety of" -- 4., So A' satellite tracking geometries, which were used

INVAR ITUDE WIG) in the study, permitted observations at the
same invariant latitude for a rarnge of differ-
ent elevation angles. In each 20 interval of
"invariant latitude, the mean scintillation in-

__ _--.~ dex was determined as a function of elevation
"angle and used to calculate the elevation cor-

, rection factor. The results are shown in Fig-
0 - v ,- ,ure 2 along with the theoretical curve for a,,.= ,Y,,U ,., power-Ilaw irregul ari ty spectrum with a three-

,,o5•" dimensional spectral index of minus four. This
so• N .n type of irregularity spectrum predicts the ob-

LATIT'rUDE.&g served elevation dependence quite well and ex-
plains many other characteristics of ionospher-

Figure 1. Typical post-processing results for a ic scintillation observed at Millstone Hill and
satellite track. Starting from the top are (a) elsewhere (Crane, 1974). Based on the eleva-
UHF-VHF differential phase 0, (b) differential tion scaling law shown in Figure 2, all the
Doppler dO/dt, (c) UHF elevation deviations measured r.ciritillation indices were converted
(3-sec vs 63-sec running means), (d) UHF tra- to the standard case of a transmitter at an in-
verse elevations (3-sec vs 63-sec running finite distance in the zenith. This procedure
means), (e) Log1 o of peak electron density, (f) removed any dependence of the results on the
differential phase standard deviation, (g) UHF particular latitude at which the observations
elevation standard deviation, (h) UHF traverse were made and che height of the satellite bea-
standard deviation, and (i) UHF scintillation con which was tracked.
index.

The ionospheric irregularities producing
for S. The two major sources of amplitude scintillation are elongated along the earth's
fluctuations causing the baseline level were magnetic field and the scintillation index de-
receiver noise and modulation on the satellite pends on the elongation ratio oc and the propa-
beacon signals, although tropospheric scintil- gation angle t0 (angle between propagation di-
lation may also have been present at low ele- rection and magnetic field). Thus, the results
vation angles on some occasions. The UHF sat- should be normalized to some reference value of
ellite beacon has a doughnut shaped radiation 0Y, as well as a reference elevation angle.
pattern designed to minimize mean signal However, the dependence of S on 0' and oc is not
strength changes as the satellite range varies strong provided that 0 > 30'. ai condition which
with elevation angle. The net result was a is satisfied by most of the Millstone Hill sat-
decrease in mean signal strength at both high ellite tracks, and it was sufficiently accurate
and low elevation argles and a consequent in- to ignore the elongation of the irregularities
crease in the baseline level at these times as in normalizing the observations of scintilla-
the signal-to-rcceiver noise ratio decreased. tion index. It should be remembered that the
The baseline level was modeled as a constant results only apply for observations transverse
part (due to modulation), plus an elevation de-
pendent part (due to receiver noise) and
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0 -Figure 3. Contours of mean scintillation index

at 400 MHz (normalized to zenith) from
0 £ 0 Millstone Hill satellite tracking observations

+ 1971-1973. Results are for KP from 0, to l+
aL in summer.
z 2-

o-
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ELEVATION ANGLE (dog) 45 _ L L- _
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Figure 2. Elevation dependence of scintillation
index from Millstone Hill satellite tracking
data.

Figure 4. Contours of mean scintillation indexto the field l!les rather then along the field at 400 MHz (normalized to zenith) from
lines. Millstone Hill satellite tracking observations

1971-1973. Results are for Kp from 2- to 3+
DEPENDENCE ON GEOMAGNETIC ACTIVITY AMD SEASON in summer.

A statistical analysis of the Millstone
Hill tracking results was carried out after
correcting the measured scintillation indices
for baseline effects and normalizing to a 0 0.
transmitter at Infinity in the zenith. The d 60.0-
data were divided into three levels of geomag- -
netic activity (quiet Kp from 00 to 1+; moder- P :
ate, K, from 2. to 3+, and disturbed Kp from 0.02
4. to B+) and two seasons (summer and winter, 55- 0.0
defined between equinoxes). For each two hour
interval of local time and 20 interval of in-
variant latitude, the mean scintillation index 45
was calculated and used to construct contour 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 2 4 6 a 10 12
plots. The results are given in Figures 3 to LOCAL TIME (hours)
8 for the different K. levels and seasons.

In general, scintillation activity is con- Figure 5. Contours of mean scintillation index
fined to invariant latitudes above F50 and in- at 400 MHz (normalized to zenith) from
creases with increasing Kp. Some quite marked Millstone Hill satellite tracking observations
seasonal differences are also evident. In sum- 1971-1973. Results are for K. from 4. to 5+
mer the mean scintillation index is a maximum in summer.
around local time 20 to 02 hours, whereas in
winter the maximum occurs around 14 to 20
hours, i.e., about six hours earlier.
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SCINTILLATION BOUNDARY

6 0.7_o4..' -- 0-0 The scintillation boundary is defined as

S0.02 . the equatorward edge of F-region irregularity
- 060structure in the auroral zone which causes

.0 ••sIntillation of UHF-VHF radio waves (Aarons
55- 00o . and Allen, 1971; Aarons et al, 1969). The

present observations on occasion show a rapid
increase in scintillation at high latitudes
which is characteristic of a sharp boundary

45- (see Figure I for example), but more often the
12. 14 16 18 20 22 24 2 4 6 8 0 2 increase is more in the nature of a gradual on-

LOCAL TIME (hours) set of scintillation activity. A scintillation

boundary can be defined From the present sta-
tistical analysis in an objective way be desig-
nating a particular (but arbitrary) value of
the mean scintillation index to represent a

Figure 6, Contours of mean scintillation index boundary level. Figures 9 and 10 show the scin-
at 400 MHz (normalized to zenith) from tillation boundaries which result from selecting
Millstone Hill satellite tracking observations a mean scintillation index of 0.02 as a bound-
1971-1973. Results are for K. from 0. to I+ ary value.
in winter. The seasonal dependence of scintillation

is clearly evident in the position of the scin-
tillation boundary shown in Figures 9 and 10.

----10.3 There is a southward progression of the bound-
65 ,0 0 M% 2 ary with increasing KV, which is especially

Tr oh marked in the midnight sector in winter and the
early morning sector in summer. This pictureso- 60 -•Trough I"

.. of the scintillation boundary is somewhat de-

"" .01 pendent on the parti ular mean value uf scin-
tillation index selected as a boundary value.

45- Kp 00 to 1+

12 14 16 18 20 22P 2 4 46 8 ' 12 0---Kp 2.- to 3+

LOCAL TIME (hours) ------- Kp 4_ to 5+ 12 11
14 - 10

Figure 7. Contours of mean scintillation index 2
at 400 MHz (normalized to zenith) from
Millstone Hill satellite tracking observations
1971-1973. Results are for K from 2- to 3+ la
in winter. /t// -9 I 70 ,N \

17 "7

W 65I- = -- -. •,
650 0.

12 14 16 18 20 22 24 2 4 6 'a i0 12 2

LOCAL TIME (houro)

SLOCAL TIME

Figure 8. Contours of mean scintillation index
at 400 MHz (normalized to zenith) from Figure 9. Position for the scintillation bound-
Millstone Hill satellite tracking observations ary in summer for three Kp intervals. The
1971-1973. Results are for KP from 4- to 5+ boundary is defined by a man scintillation in
in winter. dex of 0.02 at 400 MHz and vertical incidence.
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-. . KP 2 to 3+

------- Kp 4- to 5+ o

13 12 11

1 2 10
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Figure 13. Mean location of the mid-latitude
electron density trough from Millstone Hill
differential Doppler measurements. O¢! I I I I

0ýý aOlOi

of scintillation index to mean scintillation X
index derived from the Millstone Hill tracking
data and shown in Figure 14. For example, Fgr 4 rbblt itiuino •tt]

S= 002 orrepons t a 2; pobablit oflation index divided by mean sc4,ntiilation, as
measuring a scintillation index greater than derived from the Millstone Hill satellite
0.1 and a probability of 0.6% of measuring tracking study.
a scintillatifon index greater than 0.2.

The present results (Figures 3 to 8)
which apply to zenith observations with a 400 Tranamlftter
MHz transmittear at infinity, may be converted•- -
to another observing frequency (I) and geometry '
with the assumption of a power-law irregulart- Iregu, laritiesu. •;..
ty spectrum, as used previously.,..•.:..... "lo..t

This conversion is accomplished by multi-.:.,. ••
plying the scintillation index given here by " "
t h e f a c t o r. , .,. " .-

(1 s3)

where z * (zz + 2 and f is in MHz.

22 2

The geometrical factors zi, z2 , h @nd iare defined in Figure 15, and it is assumed the

transmitter is above the layer of irregulari-ties. As the conversion factor is based on
weak scatter assumptions it is necessar to re-

ofitay eie scintillation index to mensitiltoe

siclFigure 15. Geomtry for satellite beacon ob-ldss than unity. The restriction that thepropagation angle exceed 300 is also applicable. servations.
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F LAYER SCINTILLATIONS AND THE AURORA

Eileen Martin
Emmanuel College
Boston, MA. 02115

and

Jules Aarons

Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories
Bedford, MA. 01731

Introduction (200 m to 5 km) irregularities at F
layer heights. The intepsity of the

Until recently the basic material irregularities is a function of the
used for correlating the aurora with electron density deviation AN of the
other geophysical parameters consisted irregularity as well as the height and
of statistically derived auroral ovals elongation of the irregularity.
for varying levels of magnetic activity Another parameter, the aspect angle, tho
and all sky photographs. The statisti- relationship of the propagation angle
cally dirived ovals were of limit-d use to the earth's magnetic field, is also
for comparison with individual observa- of importance particularly when viewing
tions of other parameters. The all sky a satellite which moves across the
photographs were limited in coverage horizon, since the irregularities are
when looking at data taken over a very field aligned. The maximum scintilla-
large area. tions are noted when the propagation

path is along the field lines. For
The recent availability of the :;rnchronous satellites the predominant

USAF DMSP photographs of the aurora variation is that of thm electron
allows the experimenter to correlate in density deviation, AN.
a simple manner geopiysical data with
snapshots of the aurora. The data used for this study are a

series of measurements of scintillation
Although the sensors on the DMSP activity at 136 - 137 MHz using ATS-3

satellites are sensitive to all visible transmissions, with data taken at
radiation, the predominant emission Sagamore Hill, Massachusetts; Goose Bay,
recorded is that from E layer heights Labrador; and Narssarssuaq, Greenland.
(Pike and Whalen, 1974). Our attempt A second series of measurements that is
is to determine the relationship of the used consists of amplitude fluctLation
diffuse and discrete aurora as showy in data from the 1000 km altitude sat-1-
these photographs to irregularities .n lite, Nimbus 4, taken by the Dani...
the P layer. The detection of F layer Meteorological Institute at Narssars.
irregularities for this study is accom- suaq, Greenland.
plished by using fading or scintillation
of the radio frequency signals from The results of this study show that
both synchronous and low altitude the F layer scintillations are at a
(1000 km.) satellites, level of %3dB (at 136 MHz) at ,. 4' below

the diffuse or discrete aurora. Wken
the path is through the aurora scintil-

The Data Base lations are above 6 dB peak to peak
(SI > 60%). Poleward of the aurora

Amplitude fluctuations of the scintillations decrease somewhat but
radio signals are produced by diffrac- maintain levels of 25 - 50%.
tion processes of the small scale
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OCT. 50, 1972 
AU0

80 °
0509UT (10451) }0

NIMBUS PASS ,'!25V7 -

SI -U 
0ALE l 0 4 8

70"N0

a 2• ' -- 4 . . . to 1' 1 1 , 6 is to

•e 5CIGE&$[OQIJATORW..JND OF AURORA

Fit.. 2a. Plot of 136 M•iL scintillation
index at Narssarssuaq as a
function of degrees equator-

A3_ ward of the aurora.

_1 
A39

45-- 69 5 oo-
GOOSE "AY

Fig. 1 Tracing of aurcral photo taken Go.
on October 30, 1972 at 0509 UT
(over Narsrarssuaq interseci4on

at 0451 UT). Statirit coordi.

ates are shown and the Nimbus
sub-innosphuric path at 35O km 0. .
at 0410 UT is traced. -' s-.-__,__________________o

D(EREES EQUATORWAAO Of AURORA

F)g.2b. Plot of scintillation index
Scintillation Otservsations uf ATS-3 Qt Goose Pay rP a function of

degrees equatorward of the
J..ing griddid DMSP photographs of aurora.

the time period September 1972 to
February 1973, predcminantly centered
on the longitude of Goose Bay, and
scintillation indices derived froA th3 100
observations of ATS-3 at 137 MHz from . t HILL

Narssarssuaq. Greenland; Goose Bay, •o AS

Labrador, and Sagamore hill, Massachu-
sett., correlations were attempted 60
between scintillations and proximity to
the diffuse or discrete aurora. Mea-
surements were made of the distance 01
along geographic longitude lines (which . •
closely parallel g ,)magnetic longitudes OL

in this area) from the 350 km inter- L- I I ---- '
section point of the path to the equa- M (I LAUDE) .AUIOM
torward edge of the distinct or diffuse
aurora.

Figure 1 is a tracing of the aurora
(from a DXSP photograph passing Narssar- Fig.2c. Plot of scintillation index

ssuaq at 0451 U% on October 30, 1972), a at Sagamore Pi!l as a function
Sri$ of lstutud&& and longitudes at the of degrees equatorward of the

10C \ia height level, and a placement aurora.

of th. sites of the observations
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and the sub-ionospheric intersection ated F layer irregularities at sub-auro-
points. The sub-ionospheric path of a ral and middle latitudes. The Goose Bay
Nimbus 4 pass near the time of the data is best suited for this study; the
photograph is also traced; the data from plot shows considerable scatter but
this series of observations will be there is a distinct tendency to fall off
utilized in a later section of this with distance from the aurora. Low
paper. values of scintillation index are gen-

erally noted when the aurora is distant.
The Narssarssuaq observations ave An index of 30% (indicating fades of

seen in Figure 2a with 57 data points. 3 dB peak to peak) is noted %4" from
The Goose Bay observations, shown in the aurora.
Figure 2b utilize comparisons with 78
photographs and the Sagamore Hill graph, It should be understood that the
Figure 2c, has 56 comparisons. Addi- "quantitative" mjasurements depicted
tional points, beyond 20* from the auro- are not precise. Since the gain of the
ra, are correlated with an SI * 0, but optical instrumentation used to take
are not shown on these graphs. The the photographs changes, the auroral
scintillation index, as defined in intensity vairies from frame to frame.
Whitney et al (1969), has been used with
no correction for aspect angle or angle
of elevation, but in a later section of Observations Across and Polewards
this paper, such a correction is of the Aurora
discussed. In Figure 3, the upper
quartile, lower quartile and median are Using transmissions of Nimbus 4
illustrated for all three sets of data. observed at Narssarssuaq, it was possi-
The data pile up at zero degrees from ble to obtain measurements of scintil-
the aurora is due to the analysis method
which used zero distance whether the
path to the satellite was well within
the aurora or at the edge of the auroTa.
The Narssarssuaq data shows saturation
or fading to noise when the path
traverses the aurora. The scatter of NCv.1, 1972 9

the Sagamore Hill data indicates that a 040 U $CA
second mchanism other than that (0422 S

associated with the aurora also gener- 70.-1---

S..O. ...... MM fS IL

S..... . S.

•10 '*"

.O ~ ~.'. Swo . - . SO

5%5

S 4' " 5' 10" II 14" I* ISM or

5 04' LATITUDE FIM STASIOA

Fig. 3 Upper and lower quartiles and Fig. 4a. Tracing of the aurora photo-
median of the three sets of graphed on November 1, 1972
data shown in Fig. 2, the at 0440 UT (over Narssarssuaq
scintillation indices at at 0422 UT) with the Nimbuts
Narssarssuaq, Goose Bay and pass at 0426 UT illustrated)
Sagamore Hill, as a function of and the station and 350 km
degrees equatorvard of the intersection point coordin-
aurora. ares of the A3 satellite.
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tillation Index of the Nimbus signal Is shown
both as measured and as reduced by the square
root of the secant of the zenith angle. This
reduction Is the predicted angular effect as

NOV. 3,1972 described by Briggs and Parkin (1963).
0553UT - (0535)

Kp-5 S CALE: Observations such as these of 20 passes
NIMBUS PASS 12621 5Oo00 nearly simultaneous with DYSP photographs com-

- bine to form a qualitative picture of the
-_ relationship of scintillation Index and the

70*N m aurora.

The data show that scintillation Indices

65" recorded within 5* of the aurora (polewards)
ranged from 50-70; Indices from 50 to 10"
polewards ranged from 25 to 50. Frequently

60 •--at the poleward end of the path ( 720 geo-
graphic latitude), the scintillation Index
again increased, probably due to the low angle

55- of elevation.

An Illustration of a pass with a long
SABpath length through the aurora is shown In

Figure I (October 30, 1972). Poleward of the
aurora and throuah diffuse aurora (0410-0412

45' 79 7LIT) scintillation index was !ow. Through dis-
crete aurora (0416-0419 UT) scintillation In-
dex was relatively high.

The Nimbus data from Narssarssuaq supply
Information primarily on scintillations pole-
wards of the aurora. It Is clear that scin-
tillation Intensity does not show a "polar
cavity" cs does the flux of precipitating low

Fig. 4b. Tracing of the aurora photographed energy electrons, The Nimbus data will help
Fi, 4supply a nheded parameter I.e. the dependence

on November 3a 1972 (over of scintillation Index on the zenitn angle.
Na;'ssarssuaq at 0535 UT). The Preliminary Indications are that Index varies
Nimbus pass which took place from with the square root of the secant of the
0441 UT to 0452 UT Is also Illus- zenith angle although a lbrge scatter exists
trated. The scintillation Index In the data.
of the Nimbus beacon signal Is
shown both as measured (solid line) The Magnetic Storm of Aprl 18, 1974
and reduced by the iquare root of
the secant of the zenith angle Measuremerts of scintillations of two bea-
(dashed line), cons were made from several sites duting the

magnetic. storm of April 10, 1974. A tracing
of a composite photograph of three passes of
a DMSP sateillye (Figure 5) shows the dramatic
impact of the variations of the latl+udinal

la:ion Index as the sub-ionospheric path from motions of the aurora during cne magnetic
Narssarssuaq to the satellite traversed the storm. On top of the 100 km grid used to
Ionosphere polewards of the auroia, thru the locate the aurora are the 300 km Invaarian
aurora and then equatorwards of the aurora, latitudes as well as the 300 km IntcrsLutlons

of the paths from +he sites used to one of
Figure 4a Is an Illustration of a typical the synchron~us sateliites oiserved, ATS-3.

Nimbus pass agalnst the background of an
aurora during the magnetic storm of November
I, 1972 (0440 UT). When the path was pole-
wards of the aurora (0426-0429 UT), scin-
tillation Irdlcos were low. When the path
came closer to diffuse aurora, scintillation
ird!ces Increased. For this pasesclntll-
:atlon lnd~cjs were dominated by the proxim-
Ity tv the aurora.

Figu*e 4b Is an IllustrAtion of a pass
(November 3, 1972 at 0553 UT) where scin-
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rig. 5. Tracirg of a composite photo with Fig. 6a. Plot of 15 minute scintillation
the Intersection points towards the Index for April 18, 1974 as
A3 satelllte shown, observed at Narssarssuaq, Goose

Bay and Saqamore Hill from the

A3 satellite.

On the first pass (equatorial crossinq
of 0448 UT with the latitude of Narssarssuaq lOOr

reached at 0430), sclntlillat!Qris as noted so-. THULE L',
from Narssarssuaq and Goose Bay were near Go
maximum as shown In Figure 6a. The propage.- 4
tion path was through the aurora. Sagamore W

Hill, whose intersection was - 8* below the
aurora, showed no discernible scintillation. z 0-

.. 0 3 6 9 12 UT 15 Is 21 24

On the next pass Illustrated (equatorial -J1,

crossing 0630 UT) it can be seen that the I`_ 100 NARSSARSSUAQ L6
aurora has descended •v3* to 40 at the mos

4  
0o

easterly longitude pictured. If this Is V)60 l-
extrapolated to the longitude of the path
from Sagamore Hi I to ATS-3 then the propaga-
tlon path at 300 km Is still 4' below the

aurora. However at this time the Sagamore 0, .1 4 L L
Hill Indices rose to 70% to 80% with Goose 0 3 6 9 I2UT 15 II 21 24
Bay and Narssarssuaq near saturntion. APRIL IS, 1974

Fig. 6b. Plot of 15 minute scintillation
Index for April 18, 1974 as
observed at Narssarssuaq and
Thule from the L6 satellite. The
scintillation index at Thule In-

creases during the Intensiflcation
shown at 0630 UT.
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x 0oo- in this study when the K index was of
SAGAMORE HILL the order of 2 - 3. The irreg7,lari.ySSCINTILLATION region starts equatorwards of the aurora

so- AT$-3 with an index of -.10 reached at 57'40 invariant latitude (Aarons an -' Allen,S 40~

20o 1971). Polewards of tne aurora scin-

So 1 . , I . I I I I I tillations fall with a small trough
0 3 6 9 12a UT 1 s 21 24 approximately So- 100from the aurora.
19 22 1 4 7 LT 10 13 16 19 This picture is based on both the data

APRIL1. , 1974 shown in Figures 2a and 2b of scintil-
[100oo- lation index correlated with distance

from the aurora, and the Nimbus passes
W ESTONMAGNTOGRAUC. (available, as described earlier. How-

I 1' 1 I II I ever, the scintillation index (Table I)
plotted here is corrected by the square
root of the cosecant of the elevation
angle. Since the Nimbus 4 data was

Fig. 7 Comparison plot of scintilla- observed only at Narssarssuaq, Green-
tion index measured &t Sagamore land, the portion of the Goose Bay
Hill from A3 on Aprii 18, 1974 curve above 71" invariant latitude is
with the Weston magnotogram for extrapolated according to the relation-
this date. Local time period ship of the existing Goose Bay data with
19 - 22 is luiet with SI that obtained from Narssarssuaq. The
reaching the maximum value rise at high polar latitudes (',78*) may
during the magnetic stors. be real but additional data is needed
(Aaron and Allen, 1971). at higher latitude sites.

Figure 6b illustrates scintillation References

indices for the 254 MHz transmissions Aarons, J. and R. S. Allen, J. Geaphys.
from LES-6 of the Narssarssuaq and Res. 76 170 (1971).
Thule obswrva*'ions. It is of interest R 7 1 9
to note that the indices increased for Briggs, B. H. and 1. A. Parkin, J. Atmos.
the Thule propagation path (at A = 72') Terr. Phys., a A, 339 (1963).
during the intensification of 0630 UT. e 2 9
and remained high during the time of Pike, C. P. and J. A. Whalen, J. Geophys.
the next photograph, 0811 UT. Both the Res. 79 985 (1974).
0630 and the 0811 photographs show _ -_
activity spread both equatorward and Whitney, H. E., J. Aarons and C. Malik,
poleward of the 0448 photograph. Planet. Space Sci., 17, 1069 (1969).

Analysis of a series of magnetic
storms in 1972 has revealed that scin-
tillation indices are directly respon-
sive to local changes in magnetic
field. This is readily apparent by the Ioe
comparison of the H component of the
magnetic field as taken at Weston, MARURISUAG

Massachusetts and Sagamore Hill scin-
tillation index, shown in Figure 7. 'ILI
When the path is through the night Q.. -

ionosphere and the disturbance is max- to . .

inum we have high scintillation indi- 1 -.,..TRAPOLýf'D"

cOs. It should be noted that the over- 4 fa N 4 N N 40 4 64 TO - 2
head magnetic field variations and the W0aAPHICLTITUDE

ionospheri.! path intersection differ 8L4 .o 61 6 Tts 75 ?1V

by 4* of latitude.

The Aurora and Scintillation Fig. 8 Illustration of midnight scin-
tillation as a function of

The omirgent picture at midnight latitude, using scintillation
of the scintillation index at 137 MHz index reduced by the s4uare
is depictee, in Figure 8. In this root of the eosecant of the
illustrat),on, the aurora extends from elevation angle As mea.•ured at
67* - 71* invariant latitude, as was Goose Bay and Narssarssuaq.
determined from the photogrnphs used
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TABLE I

Measured SI (%) Reduced SI (%)

Narssarssuaq Goose Bay

100 69 74

90 59 67

80 53 59

70 46 52

60 40 44

50 33 37

40 26 30

30 20 22

20 13 is

10 7 7

90
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AMPLITUDE AND FADE RATE STATISTICS FOR EQUATORIAL AND AURORA,. SCINTILLATIONS

Herbert E. Whitney

Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories

Bedford, Mass.

Charles Cantor
Emmanuel College

Boston. Mass.

INTRODUCTION are available that deal with the mor-
phology of scintillationE in these

To assess oroperly the effects of regions. Howex r, there ig little in-

ionospheric scintillations on the per- formation available that gives statis-

formance of a •.tellite communication tical measures of the amplitude and
system which is sensitive to changes in duration of fades.

carrier strength, it is necessary to
have data on both the variations in am-
plitude and the rate at which they occur. DATA FORMAT

It is the intent of this paper to present
examples of computer analysis of iono- The intent of this paper is to

spheric scintillations in a form useful present the analysis of a sample of
for system design. scintillation data from Huancayo, Peru

usiag the LES-6 beacon at 254 MHz and
Every communications link has a a sample from Narssarssuaq, Greenland

margin which, uhen exceeded, will result using the ATS-3 beacon at 137 MHz. Each

in degradation of the system perform- fifteen minute data sample will be des-
ance. Link margin is composed of sev- cribed by a cumulative amplitude dis-
eral variables, but we are only conA tribution, a plot of message reliability,

cerned with that allocated to scintil- a distribution of the fade durations and

lations, which can be called the fade a power spectrum. A 15 minute period

margin, was chosen as a convnnient interval over
which the scintillation process is gen-

How much the performance is degrad- erally found to be stationary.
ed will depend on hbw far the signal
fades below the margin, the duration of The data was recorded on FM analog

the fade, the type of modulation, and tape and then digitized at 6 samples per

the criteria for acceptability. For second for computer processing. A

example, in a FSK system a drop in relative calibration of the complete
signal below the margin will increase receiving and recording equipment was
the bit error rate, but for a sli~v data accomplished Just prior to the period of
rate e.g., 75 bits/sec., may only result scintillations.
in some incorrect characters. The in-
tent of the message may still be ob- The cumulative amplitude distribu-

vious. Other situations-may require tion is computed for the fifteen minute

perfect reception of the full message. period. The relative calibration is

For this case, the time durations of the normalized to the median level. In ad-
signal above the margin can be measured dition, the various scintillation indices

and used to specify message reliability, and the goodness-of-fit to the Nakagami
and log-normal distributions are deter-

The auroral and equatorial regions mined.

are the two geographic areas that are
subject to the frequent occurrence of Message reliability is measured by
strong scintillations. Many references determining the number of time intervals
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or "windows" that completely fit within the message length approaches 7ero, the
the signal enhancements or i..creases percentage of messages perfectly received
above specified calibration levals com- approaches the value given by the cdf
pared with the total possible number in for the specified margin. Yn the other
.. 15 minute perird. Since the calibra- extreme the percentage of messages per-
tion levels are relative to the median fectly received approaches zero. Por
level, they can represent various values a typical message length of 5 seconds
of fade margin. The data samp'e is long approximately 70% of the messages would
(15 minuten) compared with typical mes- be received if the margin were only
sage lengths. Therefore changing the 4' dB.
time of synchronization results in only
a minor variation to the calculated Fig. 3 shows the distribution of the
value of message reliability, duration of fades for various fade mar-

gins. At the 4 dB margin 90% of the
The distribt:tion of fade durations fades have durations less than 20 sec-

is a summation of the number of discrete onds. ThL cumulative number rather than
time intervals that the signal dropped cumulative percentage was plotted as it
below specified calibration or margin gave greater resolution between the
levels. Intervals shorter than 0.25 curves. Information on the fade -ýura-
second and longer than 6G seconds were tions can be used to choose coding or
not resolved. The statistics of fade diversity techniques to combat fading.
durations is useful in choosing coding
and time diversity techniques to over- The power spectrum for the equator-
come this fading. ial data sample is shown in fig. 4. It

exhibits a power-law spectr'im with a
EQUATORIAL DATA slope of -2.3. The strong spectral lines

are associated with modulation induced
F~g. I shows the 15 minute sample by the LES-6 satellite spin.

of scintillation data from Huancayo,
Peru and a solid curve which is the re- Fig. S -hows the 15 minute sample
sulting cumulative amplitude distribu- of auroral scintillation data obta-.ned
tion (cdf). The cdf gives directly the at Narssarssuaq, Greenland from the
percent of time the fade margin would Ars-3 beacon at 137 MHz. The solid
be exceeded. For example, if only 4 dB curve is the resulting cdf. The signal
had been alloLated in the link budget faded below 9 dB about 1% of the time.
to overcome ionospheric scintillations, This fading was not as groat as the
20 percent of the time this value would equatorial data which showed -14 dB at
be exceede-d. The cdf doe. not give the same percentile. The dots are
the actual value of message reliability values from the Nakagami distribution
but only indicates the maximum possible having an m-l.7, again indicating that
valu-. For this case, a maximum of 80% the scintillations were not as severe.
of the total possible number of messagis
could be received. The ant'aal message Even though the Acintillations o•
reliability will be determined by the the auroral data were not as strong, the
relationrLip ef the message length to fading rate was much higher and the
the time intervals that thu signal is result on message reliability is shown
abovi the margin. 1f the time intervals in fig. 6. Whereas both data samples
are less than th* message length, no had about the same reliability at short
message will be received without error. message lengths (8Cc at the -4 dB level)

the auroral sample shows a huch steeper
Earlier work(l) showed that there drop to about 45% for a S second mes-

was good agreement of measured distribu- sage. The reliability for the equator-
tions of ionosp,.kzic scintillat 4 ons with ial sample had decreased a much smaller
the Nakagami( 2) distribution. rhe amount, only dropping to 70%.
Nakagnmi distribution is 5pocified by a
single parameter, m, where m-S 4 - 2 , for The distribution of the fading per-
values of mt0.5. The dots that follow iods is given in fig. 7. It gives in
the solid curve in fig. 1 are values numbers what was evident on the strip
from the Nakagami distribution having chart reproductions, that the auroral
an m-l.4. Since the experimental dis- sample had A such faster fading rate
tributioh shows good agreement with the compared Hith the equatorial data by a
theoretical distributior,, velues beyond factor of about S. Fig. 8 conveys the
the plotted range can be approximated same information only expressed as a
from the theoretical curve when required. percentage of fades below the margin.

It shows that all the fades had dura-
Fig. 2 shows the percentage of mes- tions less than approximately 10 sec-

sages perfectly received as a function onds.
of message length and fade margin As
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The power spectrum for the auroral REFERENCES
data is shown in fig. 9. It exhibits
two slopes with a break point about 1. Whitney, H.E., et al (1972), Estima-
0.15 Hz. The slcpe of the low frequen- tion of the cumulative amplitude prob-
cy portion is about -0.6 while the ability distribution function of ion-
slop" in the higher frequency range was ospheric scintillations, Radio Science,
similar to the equatorial sample having Vol 7, No 12, 1095-1104
a value of -2.7. The spectral lines of
the ATS*.3 spin modulation art evident. 2. Nakagami, M., (196C), Statistical

Methods In Radio Wave Propagation,
It is expected that by providing edited by W.C. Hoffman, pp 3-36,

this type of data analysis under a wide Pergamon, New York
range of geophysiual and geographic
conditions, system designers will have
adequate information to evaluate the
effects of the propagation path on
system perZormance and information
pertinent to the design of coding or
time diversity techniquas to offset the
effects of scintillation.
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EQUATORIAL SCINTILLATION AT 136 MHz OBSERVED OVER HALF A SUNSPOT CYCLE

J. P. Mullen

Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories
Bedford, MA 01731

Gerald S. Hawkins
Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory

Equatorial scintillation in trans-ionospheric radio signals received at Huancayo, Peru, be-
tween 1968 and 1974 is examined for correlation with the solar cycle. Significant solar effects
were deduced from the data and these effects had charac.eristics which depended on the season.
While the sunspot maximum year (1969) had a higher average nocturnal scintillation than the
minimum (1973), a linear correlation of Z4-hour average scintillation index (S. I.) with Z. 7 GHz
solar flux does not show a similar trend for each month of the year. In the summer period from

November - February the mean S. I. roached 80% in the pre -midnight hours, and these maximum
values showed a positive correlation with solar flux. Daytime scintillations, with S.I. Z0%o were,
strongest in the winter period, May - August, in the years of sunspot minimumn. For these
months the correlation of solar flux and Z4-hour S.I. tended to be negative or close to zero.
1973, near sunspot minimum, showed a higher S.I. during daytime than 1969, near solar maxi-
mum. The trends shown are examined and the seasonal and diurnal patterns are compared with
those of other equatorial stations.

Introduction

For the past six years, satellite sig- using the method described by Aarons,
nals have been recorded at the Huhncayo Whitney and Allen (1971). These )were en-
Observatory of the Geophysical Institute of coded, averaged into hourly pnrliods and
Peru. These sigrals have been analyzed for examined an functions of time, magnetic

VHF and later UHF scintillation; from and solar activity. The seasonal variation
these characteristics the general morphol- has been examined (Mullen 1973) and found
ogy of the scintillation producing region to be fairly complex. For example, it was
has been deduced. This paper examines found that the season of maximum scintilla-
the general trend of scintillation through tion occurrence can be the March equinox.
the half-sunspot cycle of 1968 - 1974. The The season of minimum scintillation is
data were taken at Huancayo using circu- always the June solstice.
larly polarized antennas of about 12 dB
gain, low noise converters, R-390A re- The diurnal variation of scintillation in
ceivers, and strip chart recorders, the equatorial region has also been exam-

ined by Koster (197Z) and others. All work-

The beacon used was the 137.350 MHz ere agree that heavy scintillation (i.e.,
telemetry transmitter of ATS-3. During scintillation index greater than 501o or 5 dB
the period discussed, the satellite longi- peak to peak) to primarily a nighttime phen-
tude varied from 400 to 800 West, which omenom and heaviest scintillation occurs
allowed elevation angles varying from most frequently an hour or two before local
appro2.imately 75 to 450. A scintillation midnight. Earlier work (Hawkins and

index was computed each quarter hour Mullen) 1974 established the significant
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occurrence of moderate scintillation i.e., contours for 1969. This plot si. ws again
-:- 2016 or 2 dB peak to peak occurring at that the diurnal maximum occurs before
Huancayc in the daytime with maximnum at local midnight. The seasona~l maxima oc-
local noon. In an examination of these cur again in pairs, this time centered on
same years (1968-1974) the effect was November and February. During this year
found in all months except November and the irregularity structure yielded much the
December, maximized in May. same levels of nocturnal scintillation as

the previous year. Vae daytime scintilla-
The Data tion was slightly greater in intensity occur-

rence. For example, a 20% contour
Approximately 33, 000 hours of scin- appears which is centered on May, as well

tillation were reduced over the period be- as an additional 15%o contour centered on
ginning 1 January 1968 to Z8 Februa~ry 1974. September.
From the indices, contours of mean scin-
tillation occurrence have~ been computed Figure 4, the plot for 1970, shows a
(Figure 1). These summarize the diurnal sori-zwhat less clearly defined bimnodality
and aeasonal previously noted. Thoý noc- centeired around November and January.
turnal maxima appear slightly before local Again scintillation indices of 80% are
midnight and the daytime maxima are loc- reached. During this year, a greater
ated near noon. In this grouping of years, amount of daytime scintillation was ob-
the maximum seasonal occurrence of noc- served; the period of occurrence ran from
turnal,, scintillation is i~n December. January through May, and July through

October. The maximum of the daytime
Looking at the contours of average scintillation was centered around March,

scintillation index, it may be seen that the when the highest average index was Z0%.
year of the sunspot maximum (1969) shows
a much finer grain structure than the year Figure 5 for 1971 shows two very
of sunspot minimum 1973. The seasonal clearly defined diurnal maxima, both
maximum position is for the low sunspot reaching 80%o scintillation index; they are
years, roughly centered around the Dec- centered on November and March. Day-
ember solstice, and for the high sunspot time scintillation reaches 301o, and has
year, near the March equinox. Both day- two maxima, one centered on November,
time and nighttime scintillation indices and another, larger, on May.
are higher during the high sunspot year.
A least squares fit was calculated between
average nighttime scintillation index and
Z. 7 GHz solar flux; it was found that Figure 6 for 1972 shows a diurnal
while low and high sunspot years generally maximum in March, of 80%o, with a sec-
showed positive slope (i.ea., large flux ondary maximum (SI=70%) from October
coexisted with large scintillation index and through March. A daytime maximum of
low flux with low indices) the trend was far SD-2Z0% was centered on May, with lower
from consistent. indices (SI=151o) from January through

November.
Figure 2 shows the contours of scin-

tillation index, for all magnetic indices Figure 7, for 1973, close to sunspot
plotted in contours of 10% (after 155o). minimum, shows a slightly decreased
The diurnal maximum occurs slightly be- scintillation index. The highest average
fore local midnight when average scintilla- indices for the year were 60%, compared
tion reaches 80%o. There is a bimodal with 8016 found in the previous years. This
seasonal pair of maxima centered on maximum occurs October through Febru-
October and January. Daytime maxima ary. A daytime value of 15%o was found
of greatly reduced intensity (i. e. , 15%o as from February through November.
compared with 80%6) are found centered on
March at 1900 UT. The fine grained ir- The high sunspot year 1969 and the
regularity structure is indicated by the low sunspot year 1973 are brought together
close spacing of the contours, indicating for comparison in Figure 8. Tha higher
the rapid change of scintillation with local indices and more detailed structure of the
time. higher sunspot year are immediately

apparent.
Figure 3 shows the scintillation index
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Discussion diffuse and less intense. The daytime
scintillation, of a lower level, was found

The obvious increase in scintillation throughout most of the year.

in the high year over the low is in agree-
ment with a study of mid-latitude scintilla- Magnetic Dependence

tion over a sunspot cycle by Briggs (1964).
In this study Briggs observed Cassiopeia A Figure 9 shows the average behavior

from Cambridge, England at 38 MI-Iz; a (over the six years) with K variation.
good agreement was found between annual The majorý variations appear to be an in-

mean scintillation indices (a logarithmic crease in the daytime scintillation occur-
index was used rather than the linear S1 rence for periods of low Kp. The southern

used here) and 12 month running mean winter increase of scintillation with in-

sunspot number was found. In the present creasing magnetic index reported earlier

work, however, linear regression were (Mullen 1973) is again shown; for example,

calculated for average daily SI with 2700 in July, local midnight:a 15% average in-

MHz solar flux and no consistent trend was dex is shown for-high K and compared

found. The slopes were found negative with less than 10%/a for tRe lower index.

for May, June, July and November, with However, these differences are small, al-

intercepts varying from 34 to -3. 7 lead- though we believe they are real.

ing us to believe that there was no simple
correlation between the indices and the Comparison of Data Taken At
Z700 MHz flux. As the data have shown Two Equfztorial Observatories
however, we do find that the high sunspot
year has high average scintillation, and We have computed SI contours for
the low sunspot year has lower scintilla- Accra, Ghai-o for the year 1973. During
tion. This is also found by Koster (1972). this year. the ATS-3 spacecraft was at

700 West longitude. This yields an eleva-

An interesting feature of the annual tion angle of 110 and a sub-ionospheric
plots is the occurrence of the seasonal point of 50 N latitude, 100 West longitude.
maximum. In 1968 a pair of maxima oc- Huancayo at this time has a satellite ele-

curred in October and January. In 1969, vation of 740, and a sub-ionospheric point
the two maxima occurred in November and of 110 South latitude, 750 West longitude.
February; in 1970, November and January
were the highest months. 1971 maxima Figure 10 shows the SI contour for
were in November and March. In 1972, the 1973, a quiet sunspot year. A very dis-
pattern changes from two clear maxima to tinct bi-modality exists in the Accra data,
one in March with an extended but lower which is not found in the Huancayo results.
intensity contour reaching from January Daytime scintillation is completely absent.

through November 1973, the lowest sun- Scintillation indices maximize at 60% at
spot year considered, shows an overall both locations. The peak seasons at Accra

reduced scintillation, with a broad maxi- are November and March while Huancayo
mum extending from October through displays a. diffuse maximum extending
November. This seasonality is in general from October through February. Because
agreement with that reported by other in- of the low elevation angle at Accra, it is
vestigators, and does illustrate the corn- difficult to draw immediate comparisons
piexity of the seasonal var~ation and the of the ionospheric irregularity structure
changes from year to year. revealed by these data. It may be said

however, that one would expect higher
The comparison of the low and high indices from Accra because of the eleva-

year plots (Figure 8) bring out the striking tion angle effect. Other data,not shown
differences in nocturnal maxima and the here, reveals quite the contrary effect;
daytime rcintil1at•.on discussed by more scintillation is found at Huancayo
Hawkins and Mulles,, (1974). The occur- even without an angle correction.
rence patterns for the high sunspot year
have, as one may intuitively expect, a The latitudinal differences are only
fine grained structure indicative of a very slightly less pronounced when dip values
disturbed and vozy variable ionosphere. are used; the Accra sub-ionospheric point
Daytime scintillation in this year occurred has a dip latitude of about 100 South, while
in southern (Autumn and Spring. ) In the the Huancayo sub-ionospheric point is
low sunspot year the structure was more about 30 North dip latitude, both well
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within the zone of maximum equatorial Brigga, B. H. (1964) "Observation
scintillation. In a later work we intend to of Radio Star Scintillation and Spread F
exam'ine more closely the differences Echoes Over A Solar Cycle," JATP, 26,
between these dAta; we wifl explore the pp. 1-24.
concept of an extremely fine-grained equa-
torial irregularity structure offered by Hawkins, G. S. anfi -. P. Mullen
Martyn, 1959. Some evidence is emerging (1974) "Daytime Equatorial Scintillations
which tends to show that relatively small in VHF Trans-Ionospheric Radio Wave
differences in latitude and/or longitude Propagation From ATS-3 at Iluancayo.
can produce large changes in scintillation Peru," presented at U. S. National
behavior. Using more data which is yet Committee for URSI meeting, October
unprocessed may lead to a better under- 14-17, 1974, Boulder, Colorado.
standing of why the heavier scintillation
occurs at Huancayo despite its far more Koster, J. R. (1972) "Equatorial
favorable elevation angle. Scintillation," Planetary Space Sci.,

Vol. 20, pp. 1999-2014.
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THE EFFECT OF IONOSPHRIC IRWtILULARITILS ON THi? Y&ICSPTION OF

ATS-6 SIGNALS

R. SLhqUR.AMAN and S. GANAPATHY
Department of Electronics Engineering
Madras Institute of Technology, Chromepet,
Madras-600044. INDIA

AND
M. MUKUNDA RAO

Department of Electrical Engineering
Indian !nstitute of Teciuology

Madras-600036, INDIA

Ii. FIXPERMENT

Ionospheric Irregularities measure- The drifts are measured by the
ments have been carried out at Madras spaced receiver method. R.F. pulses on
(Lat. 110N, Log. 800 Q) in last two a frequency 2.6 MHz and power of 6KW
yaars (1972-74) using the space- are sent vertically by means of a folded
receiver technique and the Brigg's dipole antenna placed at a height of
analysis. The frequency used is 2.6 >j/8 from ground and the reflections
MHz and records are obtained from are received by three antennas placed
9-region du.ring day time and F-region in the north-south and east-west dire-
during night time. The drift velo- ctions, the spacing between them,
cities in the H-region are found to being equal to a wave length at this
vary from 60-120 metres/sec. and the froquancy. The reflections are succ4-
direction is predominantly SE-NW. A ssively switched into a communication
receiving station to receive signals receiver of sensitivity 1 micro volt
from the ATS-6 satellite is being per meter and are fed into an oscillo-
set-up at Madras, operational June graph and recorded by means of a movie
1975. 'A theoretical model on the camera which records the fading
scintillation of the satellite signals patterns of signals received from the
due to ionospheric irregularities is threr antennas.
under preparation.

I. INTRODUCTION Fig.l gives typical fading
patterns obtained. On aost of the days

Madras (Lat.l°N, Log.80°E) is the observations are taken in the day
situated north of the electrojet time and one day in a week) observa-electrojetti~ons are made in the hight time also.
re&gion passing over India but not too The records are analysed by the method
far from it for its effects to be
completely absent. It was decided suggested by Brigg's and Spencer (1954)
therofore to set up an experiment to and by taking the time displacement of
study the drift and the irregularity similar fadet the three antennas TNS
parwasters in the H and F regions. and T,6W. The components V. and Vy are
Ionosphere observations were started found and, with the help of these, the
in Late 1M72 and ara being continued, direction and magnitude of the drift
The part of this paper presents some is found. A few records were subjected
of the results obtained so far. to the correlation method in which the
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time difference which would give IV DISCUSSION
maximum gross correlation between
the record is computed and from These results can be compared
these the resultant velocity of the with the results of non-equatorlal
drift is found. Thrre was no large station like Ahmedabad and Delhi and
difference between the results stations situated in the equatorial
obtained by the two methods and electrojet, Sethuraman (1958),
since the first method is fastor,for Rastogi (1972), given in Fig.4.
routine calculations this was used. Rastogi (1974) reports a westward
Other workers e.g. Sethuraman (1959) drift at Tiruchl, a station between
Rastogi (1967) have also reported Madras and Thumba where the direction
similarly, at distribution seems to be that

obtained at Thumba. At Madras the
The frequency of 2.6 MHz is drift is in the opposite direction

used in most Indian stations. This and the speeds are comparable to that
is reflected from the F (ES) region obtained at middle latitudes. The
during the day time and F2 region night time results are niot included
during the night time. At these as the number of observations are too
latitudes there were a few occasions small to draw any definite conclusions
when the reflections were obtained regarding night time drifts. But
from the ES region during the night detailad analysis of the timi of reve-
time. These observations are exclu- rsals of drift directions are being
ded from the result quoted here. made. Rastogi and Chandra (1971)
Spor"adlc-F Is a regular feature in report a decrease in the reduction in
the day time Ionospherelian and the speed with magnetic index. We
around the region of the equatorial are analysing our record to see whetr
electrojet. (An additional frequ- this is true at this latitude or it

ency of 4.7 MHz has been made avai- is the opposite as obse.-;ed at middle
lable which would give the refle- latitudes.
otions from the F region during the
day time and the observations at The irregularities whose speeds
this frequency would be started and direction are described in the
early). Due to the non-availability earlier part of this paper are found
of an ionosonde, no attempt was made to influence the signals received from
to determine the actual height of the ATS-6 satellite at Madras. Since
reflection at this frequency. Madras i, close to the equator, the

drift velocities are in general larger
than the northern stations. It can

I, Pe easily visuallsed that the rate of
fading is directly proportional to

The results given below relate the drift velocity and inverselv pro-
to the period September, 1972 to portional to the scale size. Also
December 1973. The results for the the depth of fading is proportional
year 1974 are being analysed. The to A N/N where N is the ambient
total number of observations is 447 electron density and & N is the diff-
of which 385 relates to the day time. erence in the ambient electron
Fig.2 gives the direction end Fig.3 density and the electron desnity in
the histogram of the magnitude of the irregularities. Since it has been
the drift. The indicated direction established (Reddy and Rao, 1968) that
corresponds to the direction towards at equatoripl latitudes the NiN
which the movement takes place. A ratio is relatively small, it can be
strong south-east drift is seen with concluded that the depth of fading of
occasional observation in the dire- the ATS-6 signals received at Madras
otion between NW and SW. There are will be small. However, since the
vert a few occasions when drifts in scale size of the irregularities above
the other directions are also Madras is small and their drift velo-
observed. The magnitudes vary over city large, the rate of fading of the
a wide range from 25 MHz to 150 MHz ATS-6 signals received at Madras will
with a peak at 75 MHz. No decimal be relatively large.
variations are seen on almost all
days.
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The elevation angle of the ATS-6
satellite from Madras is approxima-
tely 450 25' and the Azimuth is very 1. Briggs, B.H., Spencer., Rep. Progr.
close to 900. So the angle between Physics, vol.27/1, 245, 1954.
the direction of propagation an( the
magnetic field will not deviate from 2. Mukunda Rao, M., 'Studies of the
900 by more than a few degrees Equatorial ionosphere using rocket
(Mukunda ifao, 1967). As such the techniques', Aeronomy report, No.20,
faraday rotation of the radio waves University of Illinois, Urbana, 83,
will be relatively small and the ex- July 1967.
perimental system must be designed to 3. Rastogi, R.G., Chandra H., 'Ground-
measure accurately these small based measurements of ionospheric
Faraday rotation angles. The exacý phenomena associated with the equa-
values for the depth of fading, ratc torial electrojet', Indian Journal
of fading and FarAday rotation values of Radio and Space Physics, vol.1,
for the ATS-6 satellite signals June 1972.
received at Madras are being computed
with the help of a computer and these 4. Rastogi, R.G., Private Communication,
results will be published in due 1974.
course. The lative location of Madr19
with respect to the satellite is

shown in fi,.5. 5. Reddy, C.A.ý Mukunda Rao, M., 'On
the Physical Significance of the ZS
parameters fhE•, f ES and f ,
Journal of Geophysica2 Researc
Space Physics, vol.73, No.1, 81•

This experiment is done in colla 1968*.
boration with the Physical Research
Laboratory, Ahmedabad, India. Thanks 6. Sethuraman, R., Proc. Indian Aead.
are due to Professor K.U. Ramanathan, Sci., XLII, 84, 1958.
late Professor V.A. Sarabhal and
Professor R.G. Rastogi of that labor- 7. SethuramtanvR., Ph.D. Thes19
atory for the arrangement. Gujarat University, 1959.
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RESULTS OF A RADIO HOLOGRAPHIC STUDY OF IONOSPHERIC IRREGULARITIES

G. Schmidt
Max-Planck-ILstitut f~r Aeronomie, 3411 Lindau/Harz, FRG

J. Oksman and A. Tauriainen
University of Oulu, 90100 Oulu 10, Finland

ABSTRACT

The holographic method has been recent- the amplitude and phase of the waves
ly introduced to the study of satellite received on the ground. The radio
scintillations. Only one ground sta- holographic method, recently introduced
tion is needed to receive the radio by Schmidt [41, is of great interest,
hologram. The scattered object wave is especially when combined with other
measured in relation to a harmonic re- measurements. In the holographic meth-
ference wave. The resulting amplitude od, two coherent radio waves are used
and phase information can, by using the to measure the radio hologram. The
reciprocity theorem, be interpreted as scatterers in the ionosphere can then
the one dimensional radio hologram at be reconstructed from the holographic
the altitude of the satellite orbit, data. The reconstruction is carried
The mathematical theory for the recon- out using the Fresnel-Fourier Trans-
struction ," the image is developed, form. The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
The theory ; analogous to that used in is applied in calculations, performed
acoustical holography, with a computer. The radio holographic

method offers a possibility to localize
The Fresnel-Fourier Transform is used isolated irregularities and to study
to form the image at various distances their shape.
from the satellite. The calculations
with the computer are carried out using The origin and the strength of the ir-
the Fast Fourier Transform. The co- regularities is not included in the
efficients of the F-esnel-Fourier theory. It is enough when the object
Transform represent the spalial spec- wave is diffracted by the iiregular-
trum of the radio hologram which corre- ities. The coherent reference wave on
sponds to the intensity of the 3catter- higner frequency is assumed not to be
ed object wave. The coordinates of the influenced by the irregularities. This
scatterer are those given by the point condition is controlled during the re-
where the intensity reachs its maximum cording.
value. This means that the image is
"focused" at this point. RECORDING A RADIO HOLOGRAM

In the cases which have been analysed The beacon satellites (5 US NNSS), used
so far the irregularities have been in this experiment, transmit two coher-
localized at heights bet,ýeen 70 and 300 ent radio waves on frequencies 150 and
km. The observed irregularity region 400 MHz, which are exactly harmonic in
consists of severalisolated irregular- the ratio 3/8.
ities with cross sections from SO to
500 m. The strength of the irregular- The amplitude and phase of the lower fre-
ities is not included in the theory quency (150 MHz) wave, which is scat-
presented here. tered by irregularities, are measured

in relation to those at 400 MHz. These
INTRODUCTION data constitute the radio hologram.

The ionospheric irregularities causing The interpretation of -:he holographic
scintillation of radio waves trans- data is complicated due to the fact
mitted by satellites have been studied that we have only one receiving station
by various means. The most obvious one cn the ground and that the transmitter
is to use transmissions of beacon sat- is on board a satellite. Fortunately,
ellites and to study scintillations in the theorem of reciprocity allows us to
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interchange the position of the receiv- k 2v
er and the transmitter. In this way =
the measured values can be interpreted X wave length.
as holographic data collected by the
satellite along the flight path. As The time dependent term is omitted from
the holographic data are recorded in the equations (1) and (2).
one dimension only, the irregularities
can be reconstructed only two-dimen-
sionally in the plane which is defined Origin
by the vector from ground station to Origin
satellite and by the satellite's veloc- X (X,0) (0,0)

ity vector [4]. Recording plane
(HoLogrom. plane)

After the succesful preliminary test
phase in November 1972, a proper meas-
uring period was organized from August
1972 to March 1973 in Pitti6vaarg,
North Finland (67.4190 N, 26.393 E),
which is the new field station of the
Geophysical Observatorium in SodankylA.
The equipment was similar to that used
in the test phase [4]. During the
measuring period, nearly 500 passes
were recorded in analog form on mag-
netic tape. Eight passes from these Object source
data were chosen for processing and
consequent reconstruction.

COMPUTER RECONSTRUCTION OF CA
IRREGULARITIES

The mathematical treatment given here (Xr. Zr) Grounr level
follows greatly that outlined by Good- Reference sotre
man [1].

To consider theoretically the recon- Fig. 1 The geometry for the recon-
struction of the image in two dimen- struction of the image
sions, we suppose that the reference
wave Ur is generated by a point source The radio wave which illuminates the
at the ground station with coordinates irregularity is monochromatic and co-
(X . 'r An isolated irregularity of herent with the reference wave. The
fi1t e extent in the ionosphere, which irregularity is, for the sake of sim-
causes the scattering of the trans- plicity, taken as a single point scat-
mitted wave, is assumed to be located terer. In practice, the irregularity
at the point with coordinates (x , zo). is of finite extent and an elementary
This configuration is illustratea in0  spherical wave emanates from every
Fig. 1. point of the object. All the spherical

waves then superpose linearly to form
We define the reference wave in the re- the complex object wave U , which can
cording or holographic plane by the be recorded in the holographic plane in
equation relation to the wave U . In optical

j(ý. + kPl) holography the most im ortant record-
Ur(x,o) - ar ' e (I i irg medium is photographic film, which

responds to intensity. The intensity
and the object wave by the equation in the recording plane can be given by

J(( a + kR 3 ) the sum of four terms.
In our case of electronic detection,

where arao - amplitudes of reference each term can be distinguished and
and object waves, re- therefore treated separately.
spectiveiy

ro = constant phase factors of To reconstruct the image, we consider
the reference and object the term giving the real picture. Sub-
waves, respectively stituting the expressions for the re-

R - distance from reference ference and object waves, the term be-
point to observing point comes

R3 - distance from object
3 point to observing point
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U x . - ( -r - o) z zo"UU ' aoa e X (k) - x r + N + k (7)
or or 0 Zr

e-jk(R 1 - R3) (3) According to Equ. (7), the first image

point always lies on the line connect-
The phase factor k(R - R ) can now be ing the reference point to the first
expressed in rectang~lar Loordinates sampling point in the holographic plane.
and expanded binomially. If we con- Further, the distance between the image
sider only the first two terms and re- points x0 (k) is dependent on zo.
quire that the contribution of the
next-higher-order term is much less The reconstruction by computer is per-
than one radian, we get the condition formed as follows. For a given value
that z , all the N Fourier coefficients

3 I 4 a cording to Equ. (6) are calculated
zr >> » .^ (x - Xr) (4) and the x-coordinates determined from

the relation (7). The same calcula-
Using this Fresnel approximation, equa- tions for the next value of zo are re-
tion (3) can now be rewritten as peated till all the necessary images

are calculated.
o r .or In order to localize the irregularities,

1.(XXr)2_ 1 _ the intensity peaks are compared at
-(• ro (5) different distances from the satellite.

e The maiimum intensity means that equa-

tion (6) is "focused" at that distance
where A . complex amplitude of the and this gives the position of the

0 object wave - scatterer. At the neighbouring dis-
j[o + k zo] tances, the intensity decreases and

ao . e this means that the equation (6) is un-
AX - conjugate of the complex focused.

r amplitude of the reference PREPARATION OF THE MEASURED
wave ="J[kr + kzR] HOLOGRAPHIC DATA FOR PROCESSING

a.r *e The first step in the data reduction
Using Equ. (S), the quadratic approx- process was to sample and digitalize
imation to the spherical wave can be the analog record. A sample was taken
applied to reconstruct the irregular- every 10 ms which corresponds to a
ities. The reconstruction formula sampling interval of 73 m on the satel-
becomes lite orbit. This choice seems to be

.n Zo'Zr 2 2 sufficient to include the highest fre-
N-l )J -. , 1 2n quency, since the cut-off frequency is

ii(k) -n[od(n)ee 50 Hz and the spectrum of the diffrac-
L ,no 2tion pattern ranges from 0 to 20 Hz.

e (6) In the theory described before, it was
assumed that the sampled values lie on

where li(k) = the image intensity a straight line. In the case of the
distribution satellite, this is not true, because

Id(n) - the measured complex the orbit is nearly circular. However,
amplitude from the holo- the deviation from a straight line over
gram a short distance is small. Furcher, if

N = the number of measured the angle between the line of propaga-
values tion of the object wave and that of the

k,n - 0,1,...,N-1 reference wave at the sampling point is
= the distance between the very small, then the phase difference

sampling points and the amplitude do not change signif-
i3qu. (6) is of the same form as that icantly in the propagation direction
given by Goodman in ref. [2]. [3]. Accordingly, the portion of the

orbit under consideration can be con-
The intensity distribution Ii(k) can sidered as a straight line. To de-
be interpreted as being that at the scribe the line, the method of least
object point (x ,zo ). Since z is squares was used so as minimize the
included in the Eq9. (6) we need only deviation of the line from the actual
to calculate xo from the expression path.
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RESULTS OF THE COMPUTER RECONSTRUCTION

In the first cases chosen for recon- z ---- R, -R2 -
struction the number of data samples [km]
were 1600, which corresponds to a Rl.(-243.1276,9)
period of 16 seconds. This period was 1200 R2.(_5,1321,M98)
sufficiently long to cover restricted
disturbances and also suitable for our ms0
computer capacity. This sample length
was also used for continuous disturb-
ances, which means that only a section B8oo
of the disturbance was reconstructed. I
However taking the next section close
to the first, the whole disturbance can 60

be reconstructed step by step. In the
following, two examples of the recon- 400
struction are described.

Example I
The hologram which is shown in Fig. 2 4W o20o 200 4W 6()o 8W [km)
contains several superposed frequencies
The part with relatively high frequen-
cies on the right is very conspicuous.
The geometry for this example is shown
in Fig. 3. The angle between the radio Fig. 3. The geometry in the case of
wave and earth's mggnetic field was in the previous hologram. The
this case about 57 . Fig. 4 shows the ground station is at the
reconstructions at three distances, origin and the hologram is
The intense peak on the right has the recorded between the orbit
maximum at a distance of 1400 km, which points Rr and R ho
is shown clearly in the figure. This 1 2.
peak evidently corresponds to the high
frequency part of the hologram in
Fig. 2, mentioned previously.

The reconstructed irregularities are
depicted in Fig. 5. The corresponding
detailed data referring to the most
intense peaks are given in Table I.

PITTIOVARAMNLAND SAT 30130
DATE 73 31 LT 22 W 13 1 4 TT73 VG LT 22 W 13 DT 7331LT221Wl3 DT •TC73 VOLT 224W13 N4

W-°OMPOWNT

:3- AA- AAA AA sAU A . .s J .l• , *| ....... w0 1,1,.IIIAgo&- A A A
"V Vv",l. -" - V I- W -, V T -- -11 T' V Is 1-- ... v'v'01v1"'" rl 'l' 'V v Vy V 14

Fig. 2. The x and y components of a radio hologram,
which consists of 1600 samples taken in 16 s.
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PIrTIyV.AARA/MNlNIo SAT 30130
DATr73 31 LT 22 M 13 H 3ATE73 316 LT 22 W 13 M O173 36 LT22 W 13 M

" PLANE 1SIS KM PLl• 1300 KM rUX PtJVC IWM KM PL.ANEl 1300 KM :Y PLIK 181b ,M PLANIC 13M0 KM

PITTI0V IVIrlNLANI SAT 30130
OATE73 W1 LT 22 13 M )ATE73 316 LT22 HIM H M OATE73 316 LT 22 W 13 M
Rr PLAN 1I15 KM PLAiN 1400 KM RFC PLANE 115 IKM• 1•.Al•14A0 KM fF PLANE I15 14K PLANE 1440 kM

Fig. 4. The reconstructions at the distances 1360, 1400 and
1440 km, corresponding to the hologram in Fig. 2.

Table I Table Ia. Irregularities reconstruct-

ed between the vectors R
South East Heigt~h Width and R

No Anpl. x[kml yk) zk) Em ml ~m] y[km) z[km] [idkmk]
8 71.5 -50 343 266 0.14

19 86.0 -42 280 217 0.10 38.6 -397 28 M 0.12
26 78.5 -34 217 167 0.08 34.0 -396 29 95 0.08

29 73.8 -35 202 156 0.08 36.8 -364 29 89 0.08
30 89.5 -32 202 156 0.17 39.7 -337 24 80 0.08
32 92.0 -22 169 131 0.22

Table IIb. Irregularities reconstruct-
Example II ed between the vectors R2

and R2

Fig. shows the geometry in the caseof an extended hologram, which was re- Ampl. x[km] y[km] z[kmj Width[km]

constructed step by step. The sections
are taken between the orbit points 46.0 -512 52 131 0.13(R8, R2), (R , R ) and (R , R ). Fi- 46.0 -453 46 116 0.10
na1y, the r4con2truction• ar• combined 58.4 -366 38 94 0.12
to a single picture. 60.0 -336 35 87 0.12

50.6 -249 26 64 0.08
The entire reconstruction is depicted
iF, Fig. 7. Detailed data referring to
the most intense peaks are given in
Tables Rha, llb and (Ic1

,e.1 111
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Table IIc. Irregularities reconstruct-
ed between the vectors R3

/ and P14

/Ampi . x[km] y[km] z[km] Width[kin]
061.6 -632 74 167 0.10

20 57.0 -574 67 152 0.17
1,0 65.2 -566 74 1SS 0.20

2160 57.0 -423 56 116 0.15
,20 61.6 -395 52 108 0.11
1220

220 1260

"21 100

~ 22 100

1 20

3,*40
100340

IM

1200

4202
1400

Fig. 5. The irregularities obtained
from the hologram in Fig. 2.

24-(-268, - 2 ,2,602) A,. 2 S' EL .Q.S

R,.(-2616,193,630) A,, 4.20 EL,. 13$.V
RI.(-2533,27I,$0$) A,. 62 EL;-.2..*

R4,.(-2450,346.644) A,. S I" EL0,. $ HI M .

I422

____4__0 -400

Fig. 6. The geometry of an extended hologram to be reconstructed
step by step
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Fig. 7. The step by step reconstruction of the hologram in Fig. 6

CONCLUSIONS

Tho examples discussed demonstrate that ized in the recorded hologram. It can
it is possible with the holographic therefore be concluded that for these
method to localize ionospheric irreg- high transmitter frequencies, the scat-
ularities, which cause radio wave scin- tering angle is very small and the re-
tillations. These can be localized in ceiving antenna detects only signals
the plane defined by the vector from scattered approximately in the
ground station to satellite and the satellite-ground station direction, or
satellite's velocity vector, near the plane defined above. Because

of this, no highly directional receiv-
The holographic method is a mathemat- ing antenna is necessary to avoid the
ical procedure, with which one can re- reception of signals from outside this
construct an image. One gets the plane.
focused image by seeking the maximum
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A HOLOGRAPHIC RADIO CAMERA TECHNIQUE FOR THE
THREE-DIMENSIONAL RECONSTRUCTION OF IONOSPHERIC INHOMOGENEITIES

by
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Megatek Corporation, San Diego
and Departmnent of Applied Physics and Information Sciences,

University of California, San Diego

and
Verne E. Hildebrand

Propagation Technology Division,
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I. INTRODUCTION to sample the diffraction pattern.

Fundamental to an understanding of The second step in the technique in-
the scintillation of VHF and UHF radio volves the computer processing of the complex
signals from satellites is a knowledge of the scalar field values recorded by the array.
three dimensional spatial characteristics and The details of how these values are operated
distribution of the irregularities which cause on to yield an image of the irregularities
this scintillation. As a means of obtaining producing the recorded diffraction pattern are
this information, it was proposed (1,2) that described in Section III. However, it is
the optical concepts used in developing holo- possible to undorstand the physical principles
grapny be applied at radio frequencies, in an upen which the calculations are based by
attempt to reconstruct "images" of these reference to such basic concepts as Huygen' s
irregularities: specifically, to determine principle.
their size, some information about their shape, In a very real sense, the combination
and their height. Since then many aspects of of the array plus the computer processing
the theory of the technique have been worked sre otasomtewvlnt novdi
out and verified. Computer simulations have servemane s to trasf rm i the wavel ngt vinvolvdi
ties ofrie the techiqeostand the patcapbli system, which has almost no response at meter
dtails of ane texperimuendthae beereamtined, wavelengths, to observe the diffracting object
Ietails aniiatdtatsc an experiment waebenea illd as it affects the longer wavelength. It is asIt I aniciatedtha suh a exprimnt illif a camera which was loaded with vury long
be carried out in 1975, wavelength film had been employed; hence, the

This paper presents the theory be- term "radio camera". This optical analogy
hind this "holographic radio camera" technique, becomes even stronger in Section III. However,
the results of the computer simulation work, the resolution (or minimum 'irregularity
arid details of the planned experiment. Be- structure size) and the field of view (or
cause of space limitations the presentation is maximum horizontal extent at a given height) of
abbreviated. This paper summarizes the the image produced by the technique clearly are
information in two recent reports (3,4). related to the parameters of the array used to

II. THE RADIO CAMERA TECHNIQUE CONCEPT record the diffraction pattern. As these
determine the usefulness of the technique, they

The steps involved. The technique are derived next.
involves two steps. F'irst, an array of Resolution. The simplest method of
antennas is used to record the amplitude and arvn ttesals oopei tutr
phase of a diffraction pattern. This pattern whrichna the arraycn ecor ionsptoForie srutr
is produced by illuminating a region of iono- analyz the irregulanrcrities nto aFseriesro

inspherireuigulariati lies fr Thboe sthellt sinusoidal diffraction gratings. The require-
ionospergeosai r usoriinga satllte The s atellit ments for recording the information present in

may e gostalonry r oritig, nd i asum- the field diffracted by one such grating will be
ed to produce a monochromatic plane-wave considered. The geometry i s as shown in Figure
illumination of the irregularities. A 1. The grating has a spatial frequency (equal
geostationary satellite positioned vertically to one over its period, or characteristic size)
above the array is assumed in what follows; of v. and it is at an altitude h above the
the effect of using an orbiting satellite and ground. On the ground is an aperture of width
other geometries is discussed below. Contrary d. It is well known that illuminating such a
to the normal practice in employing an antenna cosinusoidal grating with a plane wave from
array (e.g. to produce a steerable beam), the above gives rise, at each point, to three
complex output of each antenna in the array is diffracted plane waves: one propagating
recorded. Quite li-terally, the array is used
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without deviation, and two diffr1icted between adjacent maxima in the intensity
symmetrically through an angle a (5). The distribution of the two adjacent objects.
diffraction angle is related to the spatial Clearly, such a criterion may be more or less
frequency of the grating and the wavelength, X. stringent than is actually required depending
of the illumination by on the signal to noise ratio. The above

= ~ (1)derivation shows that resolution in thissin & 1 application is related to the ability to
Suppose that, as is shown in the figure, the separate radiation diffracted through different,
aperture width d is such that the diffracted although nearly equal, angles, corresponding to
wav'e Just intercepts the edge of the aperture. a slight difference in spatial frequencies.
Then from the figure, In fact, what is being "resolved" is the spatial

tan e - d/h (2) frequency content of the irregularity. This
measurement of angle is done by letting the

For the situation at hand, d/h«< 1. Using this radiation falling on the array interfere with
fact to equate the lefthand sides of equations a plane reference wave (i.e., each antenna of
(1) and (2). the array is fed a coherent local

v.d (3) oscillator signal), converting the angular in-
XT formation into phase information. Most

optical resolution criteria can be shown to in-
Since an increase in v implies an increase in valve detecting phase differences of n~ radians
e, equation (3) gives the value for the maximum (i.e., they depend upon destructive inter-
object spatial frequency which can be recorded ference). But in the presence of a signal to
by an aperture of width d. As this spatial noise ratio greater than one, it is simple to
frequency contains the information about the measure smaller phase differences at radio
smallest structure which can be recorded, the frequencies. In fact, the rflative error of a
resolution of the system is given by l/v, or phase measurement, soý is given by (6)

xh(4) aa 1 1 (5)

It is significant to note that X/d is the beam where S/N ir. the signal to noise pow.er ratio.
width of an antenna aperture d, and expression It follows that the resolution, expression (4),
(4) I's the horizontal distance intercepted by is actually given by
such an antenna beam at height h. Xh 1) (6)

_______________________Field of view. Let the edges of the
_____________total array In 'Figure I be replaced with two

Wjacent antennas making up the array. Then d,
hetoa array size, is replaced with A, the

I/V antenna spacing. It might be argued, in keep-
Ing with the above derivation, that as v be-
comes smaller, so does e, and, in turn, the
spacing of the antennas necessary to record
this lower spatial frequency. This leads to
the conclusion that the lowest spatial

e frequency, o~r largest irregularity dimcnsion,
which can be recorded is determined by the
antenna spacing in the array. Unfortunately,

h this is not correct for the case of lonsopheric
irregularities. The reason for this serves to
illustrate an important difference between the

% use of a radio camera and an optical camera.
I % The following two paragraphs, from some

comments by Dr. H. Gi. Booker (7), explain this
I point.

A well designed optical camera has a
wide field of view, a~id the samf., is true of a
radio camera. However, it shou!d be noted that

d the scattering pattern of the target has an
important influence. A target large compared
with the wavelength possesses a scattering

Figure I pattern in the form of a beam directed along
In an optical imaging system the the geometrical shadows; indeed it is this

resolution is a measure of the ability of the beam that forms the geometrical shadow.
system to permit separation of two closely Irregularities of wildth w in the ionosphere
spaced objects. Typically, some criterion have a scattered field in the form of a
(e.g. the Rayleigh criterion) is applied which parallel beam to a distance of the or-der of
defines "separation" in terms of thp distance w2/X (the near field) and a spreading beam of



angle N/w at greater distances (the far field). (i.e., the ability to discriminate between
Hence, neglecting the obliquity factor, scatterers at two altitudes in the ionosphere)
irregularities of width w at height h have the is directly related to the accuracy with which
near-field behavior at ground level if w2/k >h, the phase of the received signal can be
and the far field behavior if w2/X< h. In the determined. This can be seen from the follow-
former case the antenna aperture is affected ing simple geometrical argument.
primarily by the irregularity at height h in Consider the geometry of Figure 2.
the line-of-sight to the source in the Here, z is the perpendicular distance to a
satellite. In the latter case, the antenna point in the ionosphere, and r, and r 2 are the
aperture is affected mainly by those irregular- distances from this point to two points at
ities at height h out to a distance from theline-of-sight given by hx/w. For the minimum coordinates x1 and x2 in the array (which is
sieofIrregularitenby detetabl byr the cmerau taken to be one dimensional for this example).size of irregularity detectable by the camera, I s d s r d t e e m n h e g t o h
this calculates, in accordance with expression It is desired to determine the height of the(6), to be point, z, by comparing the phsse of a signal

() tfrom the points at xi and xz. The phase at the
d (S/N)½ two points x, and x2 1s given appruximately by

In other words, for both small and large
irregularities, the antenna aperture is affect- OI . r (7)
ed primarily by the irregularities lying within 1

a cone formed by joining the rim of the
aperture to the source in the satellite; this 02 " "X r2 (8)
cone is expanded somewhat If the signal/noise
ratio is greater than unity. Hence, while in For I I and 2.
theory the aperture can see all the
irregularities in the sky, in practice it r2
concentrates on those within a distance from rI - + X' z __ (9)
the line-of-sight to the satellite source given I 2z

by the above expression. Combining these relations,
This permits some simplification in

the design of a radio camera. Ideally it is n (z + I(
desirable to fill the entire aperture with 01 2y) (10)
half-wave dipoles, spaced half-a-wave apart be-
tween centers. If one used spacings more than Thus,
twice this, ghost beams are produced in
addition to the one aimed at the satell 4 te - 2 (x 2  ) (1)
source. But the ghost beams are looking at I 02 1'z 1 2(
ionospheric scatters from a direction well out-
side their main scattering field. Such ghost and
beams can, therefore, be tolerated so long as xf -
their effect at the antenna aperture is less a-(1 (12)
than that of the noise. Fully filled -~ --

apertures are not, therefore, essential.
However, the separation between elements must The error in z, Az, due to an error in measur-
be kept small compared with the minimum width the phase d ue 6(41
of ionospheric irregularity that it is proposed ing the phase difference, ) - is thus
to investigate.

As a numerical example, suppose that Azz - 4(01 - €2) (13)
it is desired to record irregularities in the z I
range of sizes from 100 m to 1 km (the size
range most likely to be responsible for VHF Now, the maximum phase difference measurable
and UHF scintillations). Let a wavelength of across any array of size d is
I m be used, and a height of 400 km and a
signal to noise power ratio of 10 (0 dB) be d2  2(1
assumed. Then, an array with an aperture of 0 -z* (14)

1 km and an antenna spacing of 50 m would per-
mit imaging the desired size range. The ability to measure this maximum phase

Height resolution. It is known that difference determines the ability of the array

optical hoography-s a three dimensional to measure an object's altitude; the precision

process, in contrast to ordinary two with which the measurement can be made
dimensional photography. The addition of this determines the error in the height measurement.
third dimension of information is due directly
to the recording of phase information in
addition to the amplitude, or intensity, in-
formation normally recorded. It also follows
that the resolution with which height informa-
tion is recorded in the radio camera technique
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Summar of certain practical
considerations, everal practical factors
have been considered. These are briefly
summarized here.

The frequency stability required of
the transmitter on the satellite has been
calculated (3) to be, at worst, that obtain-
able with a crystal oscillator without
temperature compensation. The same criterion

r. r applies to the stability of the localoscillator source used to measure phase at the

array, if the satellite is geostationary. For
an orbiting satellite the local oscillator
must be programmed to remove the doppler effect,
and somewhat greater stability is required.

4 _The effect of satellite motion was found to be
"--- unimportant for values typical of a

geostationary satellite. For an orbiting
Figure 2 satellite (such as might be used with a line

array oriented perpendicular to its motion),
There are two primary sources of the important considei•ation is the amount of

error in the phase measurement. One is due to time it takes for the satellite to traverse
A/D converter resolution, while the second is one beam of the array: The signal at each
due to signal to noise ratio limitations, A antenna must be sampled in less than this time
10 bit converter has a resolution of to record a "stationary" image. For a typical
3600/1024 - .3520. As mentioned above, the orbiting satellite this time falls in the range
error in a phase measurement made with a of .1 to 1 second, and thus presents no
signal to noise power ratio S/N is given by problem.

5 1Signal to noise ratio is not quite
- 5S. (15) the same for a scintillation measurement as
(2- f) the concept usually applied to a radio

frequency receiving systen. It is fairly
where A0 is measured iii radians. As substitu- simple (and inexpensive) to design an antenna
tion of typical signal to noise ratios into array to receive signals at meter or centi-
equation (15) quickly shows, the signal to meter wavelengths from the research or
noise ratio is the limiting factor. Figure 3 military satellites now In operation. Typical
shows the variation in height resolution as a signal to noise ratios at each antenna
function of height, with array size and signal element obtainable with an-iexpensive system
to noise ratio as parameters. The two wave- range from 25 to 50 dB In the 136 MHz to
lengths used in this figure represent the 250 MHz band. However, this is the signal to
range of wavelengths considered for the noise ratio for receiving the satellite beacon,
demonstration experiment discussed below. It without scintillations, The signal to noise
is important to note that substitution of ratio associated with the scintillations is
equations (14) and (15) into equation (13) dependent upon the strength of the scintilla-
yields the expression fur the depth oi focus tions present. It is usually less than 20 d8
of an optical camera with aperture d. at meter wavelengths. This limits the extent

to which the horizontal and vertical resolution
35 can be improved over their classical optical

2.2 m values (see the discussion of resolution
30 above). It should be noted that the reason

relatively high beacon signal to noise ratios
. 25 can be obtained Inexpensively is the ready

availability of commercial high gain, low noise
.5 20 preamplifiers (e.g. 35 dB gain, 2.5 dB NF at a

frequency between 100 MHz and 300 MHz for
X a3$30.00), and the extremely narrow bandwidth of

15 8scintillations (< 1 Hz).
S0III. COMPUTER PROCESSING

SThe computer processing used to re-
S0 ' _ construct images from the recorded diffraction
S100 200 300 400 500 600 pattern is basically a computationally

efficient implementation of Huygen's principle.
Irregularity Height in Kilometrs Because of space limitations only a summary of

Figure 3. Height rnsolution as a function of the theory is given here.
irregularity height using a 1 km array with a Basic conce-ts. Consider prnpagation
signal to noise ratio of 20 dB, between twopines inaright handd coordiate
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system, one at z = zo and thc• second at transform (FFT) (10);
z i zi. Let the complex (scalar) field in the 2. Multiply FI(vxvyzl) by the inverse
first plane be denoted fo(xoYoZo ) and the or forward propagator, for
field in the second plane be denoted z1> or< zo.
fi(x1 ,y1 ,z*). The two dimensional Fourier 3. Inverse transform the result of step
transform, F, of a field, f, is given by 2, using the FFT, to yield the field

F(v 1v Z) = f(xyz) (16) in plane zo.
x y There is one limitation on the above operation,

expf -12ir(xv +- yv)} dxdy namely, the problem of what happens when the
x y square root in the exponential function becomes

imaginary. This occurs for spatial frequencies
The inverse transform is associated with evanescent waves. Because of

f (17) the high attenuation of these waves for any twof(xyz) - ff F(v ,v ,z) planes separated by more than a few wavelengths,
exp( f•2ixvx + yvy)} dvdvy it is reasonable to assume that the spectrum ofx +y the field is bandlimited to spatial frequencies

The Rayleigh-Sommerfeld, or Kirchoff, diffrac- such that vi + _ < X"2. Since it can be
shown that the evanescent fields carry only in-tion integral relating the field in plane 0 to formation about object features less than onethe field in plane 1 is wavelength in extent, this limitation of the

f 1(x1 ,y1 ,z1 ) U f7{ i(z.-zo)/XR} (18) inverse propagator to non-evanescent waves is
not serious from a practical standpoint.

It is significant to note that the
exp(I~i2 R/)I) { i+I/(i2iR) kernel of the Kirchoff integral, equation (18),
fo (xo,y ,z )dx dy° is just the phasing factor by which a recording0 0 0 0array element at position (xo,yo,zo) must be

where multiplied in order that the beam produced by
R =-( (xl-x )I + (y1-y) 2 + (Z 1 .Zo)2)} (19) the array will be focused on the position

0 (x1 ,y",z). In this sense the inverse propaga-
tion method of reconstruction is analogous to

Fourier transformation of equation (19) yields scanning the (xl,yl) plane at a height z1with
(8) the beam formed by the antenna array.
FiVxVyZi)' * Fovx,Vy,Zo)' " (20 The reconstruction technique. The

z-zo technique whereby the radio camera reconstructs
expf f2-r 'li-•v ) 2-(ivy)•} ionospheric irregularities is a direct applica-x y tion of the above three steps to the data

In words, the spatial Fourier transform of the recorded by the array, for different values
field in plane 1 is found by multiplying the of the height,z. Thus, a series of images in
transform of the field in plane 0 by a planes perpendicular to the line of propagation
"propagator" given by the exponential in between the satellite and the ground is obtain-
equation (205. Equation (20) can also be ed. Taken together they yield a three
derived by representing the field in each plane dimensional picture of the ionosphere.
as an angular spectrum of plane waves and Implicit in this application of the
considering the propagation of an individual reconstruction technique to ionospheric
plane wave (9). This derivation requires none irregularities is the Born approximation. This
of the assumptions about boundary coiditions means that it is assumed that the effect ofassociated with the use of the Kirchoff enthttisaumdhtthefcto
aointegralad cah be ushown tohbe eact. Tpropagation to the ground on the field scatter-integral, and can be shown to be exact. The ed by an irregularity is as if there was free
inverse of the above equation, which determines e by an irregularity asi the w reethe iel at plae 0 in trms of he iel atspace between the irregularity and the ground.
the field at plne 0 in terms of the field at Note that this does not limit the technique toplane 1, can tined by multip l th isolated irregularities; the limitation is on
sides of equation (20) by an exponential term the scattered component of the field. The un-
with opposite sign (the "inverse propagator"). scattered component is free to interact with
This yields ZJsubsequent irre'iularities. As an example of

z1"Z- (21) this, suppose that the amplitude of the
component scattercd by an irregularity is 10%
of the incident field. It follows that if the

.' l(XV 2_(XV Y) scattered component is subsequently scattered) y by a second similar irregularity, the twice
The great advantage of equations (20) scattered component will also be one tenth of

and (21) is that they permit calculating the the component scattered directly from the
field over one plane from the (measured) field incident field by the second irregularity. In
over another plane in three computationally such a case the Born approximation appears
efficient steps: reasonable.

1. Fourier transform the recorded field, It is hoped that further theoretical
f 1(x1 ,y 1 ,z1), using the fast Fourier work will lead to an extension of the technique
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to the non-Born case. This has not yet been D
achieved. However, the likelihood that the 7
Born approximation will apply satisfactorily toma
the proposed application of the reconstruction where D is a thickness characteristic of the
technique has been examined. This question three-dimensional object being approximated by
was addressed in one of Gabor's early papers on a two dimensional plane, x is the wavelength,
applying wavefront reconstruction (hnlography) and vmax is the maximumi spatial frequency of
to electron microscopy (12). One basic result interest Letting .1-2 m and VMaX~lO 2M1
is that the 'laws of conservation of momentum (characteristic of a 100 m irregularity),
and energy are slightly violated. to the extent D< 48 km. Since the resolution in height is
that in the Born approximation the reaction of of this order or less, the planar reconstruc-
the scattered wave on the scattering potential tion is valid.
is omitted. Applying this to the case ofIV COPTRSML INionospheric scatterers. this implies that theI. COPTRSMLIN
reaction of the scattered wave on the plasma A large number of computer simula-
should be negligible. This is certainly a tion studies, simulating the recording of
reasonable approximation. A second and more irregularity diffraction patterns on the ground
important consideration is the problem of and the reconstruction of images of these
multiple scatterings. Booker and others (13) irregularities, have been carried out. The
have shown that the application of this approx- process involved is shown in Figure 4.
imatlon to the ionosphere implies that the
mean square phase fluctuation produced by the Because of a lack of space, only one
ionosphere is less than one radian, Booker's example of the results of these studies can be
expressiun for the mean square phase fluctua- shown here. This is given in Figuve 5. The
tion is form chosen for the irregularity is a Gaussian

.- r2  
-phase transmittance with a total lateral width

(,AO)2 Lt_~.. X,2 L (AN) 2  (± 3a) of 400 meters. The irregularity is
whr r sth lsscl ais ft2 lc located at 300 km altitude and introduces athren Le is the sclalesizeadu of the ir eglarity 0.05 radian peak phase perturbation. Thearnd LA) is the meane squarf hevariation rin y recording array is taken to be a line array of

electron density. This expression is an32emnt spcd'3mtrsarfoa
approximation for normal incidence, averaged total recording aperture of one kilometer. A
over the propagation pajthi, For most all one dimensional cut has been made through each

reaonale alus o (A) 2 an fo vauesofplane, in o7'der to save computing time. Allreasnabe vlue of(AN), ad fr vlue ofof the figures are rotationally symmnetricL in the range of interest this expression about the ordinate. Figure 5 shows the field
yields (A¼)2< 1. recorded on the ground, and the reconstructions

In spite of the above derivation, obtained for various values of z used in the
instances in which (Aý) 2 is apparently greater inverse propagator. The magnitude and phase
than unity have been observed. In light of the are shown in each case. This is equivalent to
reconstruction technique's ability to yield focusing an optical camera, except that the
height information, the question might well be radio camera works equally well with phase
raised, "Cannot the effects of multiple objects. As can be seen from the figure, the
scattering be unfolded in height?" A strong resulting reconstruction is excellent.
theoretical basis exists for a "yes" answer to The following sunmmarizes the otherthis question In the form of the uniqueness effects observed in the computer simulationstheorem. As discussed inan earlier report which have been carried out:
(2), the uniqueness theorem implies that
knowledge of the field on the ground provides, 1. As the value of z in the inverse
within a bounded range of spatial frequencies, propagator is varied (i.e., the focus
the required boundary values needed to is changed on the radio camera), the
uniquely determine the field at various value of the magnitude of the field
altitudes. Unfortunately, a practical method first approache~s, equals, and
of making use of this information has not yet subsequently departs from the incident
been identified. field's magnitude in a symmtetric

Of rlatd ineret t theprolemfashion about the actual height of the
of the Born approximation is the validity of prubn irregularity ; hsi thue sorame hse
the technique's reconstruction over a series efectubn occu ulrsinthe phae ofane
of planes at ionospheric heights. This assunes ampectudepccurbsn Irrtegularity.a
that the field diffracted by an object can be Thpis udeffeturis g a ivrygsensitive
represented as the product of the illlwtinating indisefcato of thver heighsofthve
field and a (complex) object (or scatterer) idctro h egto h
transmittance. In fact, the diffracted field irregularity, and forms the basis of
is determined by an additive rather than a a technique for machine determination
multiplicative process: it is the sum of the of irregularity height.
illuminating field and the object scattered 2. The effect of random noise l'r to "blur"
wave. However, Evans (11) has shown that this the reconstructions in much the manner
is a good approximation provided that of film grain noise in optical
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Figure 4
photography. A 10 dB signal to noise there is a strong basis for anticipating
ratio is adequate to produce a significant improvements over the results
visually acceptable reconstruction. A in 4, above.
30 dB signal to noise ratio results in V. A DEMONSTRATION EXPERIMENT
phase errors of less than one percent
for a reconstruction of a phase object An experiment to demonstrate the
at the correct height. radio camera concept for reconstructing iono-

3. Noise degrades the height resolution spheric irregularities is planned. A line array
of the techniques as predicted by of 32 antennas, oriented east-west, will be
equations (13) to (15). Visually, used to receive the 150 MHz transmission of the
the effect is to make reconstructions polar orbiting Navy Navigation Sateltite

oheights equally System satellites. By taking sequential"ovr a range of "snapshots" of the field received by the arr&y
"in focus". as a function of time, the motion of the

4. The effect of reconstructing a vertical satellite perpendicular to the line of the
distribution of irregularities from array serves to sweep out the second dimension
their diffraction pattern when the Born of the array. This has the effect of making
approximation holds is the equivalent the line array do the work of a square array.
to the introduction of added noise to The array parameters and the expected resolu-
tne reconstruction of a single tion obtainable are summarized below. Figure 6
irregularity. The optical analogue is shows the electronics which will be used at
the superposition of an out-of-focus each element of the array.
image over an in-focus image. Work in Array Summary
this area is continuing.

5. Very recently, wurk has beon undertaken 1. 32 antennas spaced 33 m apart in an east-

to apply an imnge processing technique west line.
to the problem of reconstructing a 2. Circularly polarized antennas, widi > 12 dB
vertical distribution cf irregularities. gain- antenna elect} ;ics as shown iW
Although no results are yet available, Figure 6.
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3. > 30 dB carrier to noise ratio for each to the case of isolated regularities.
antenna; > 20 dB signal to noise ratio in sumimary, the analysis to date of
for system. the holographic radio camera technique gives

4. Operation at 150 MHz; sensitive to significant encouragement for its use in iono-
irregularities up to 100 m with a resolu- spheric scintillation research and other
tion of • 40 m and a height resolution remote probing applications.
of ', 10 km.
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Figure 5. An example of a simulated reconstruction. The irregularity is a 400 m wide Gaussian
transmittance at a height of 300 kIn, with a peak phase change of .05 radian. The left hand
portion of the figure is the magnitude and the right hand portion is the phase. The height
(z in equation 21) used for each reconstrur' on is as shown in the center. The curves labeled
"0 km are the diffraction pattern on the ground, as sampled by the 1 km, 32 element array.
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THE ROLE OF LARGE SCALE ELECTRIC FIELDS AND FIELD-ALIGNED CURRENTS IN PRODUCING FIELD-ALIGNED

IRREGULARITIES IN THE MAGNETOSPHERE AND IONOSPHERE

K. D. Cole*
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center

Greenbelt, Maryland 20771

ABSTRACT In this paper we discuss the global morphology
of the operative electric field together with

The consequences of systems of electric their consequences for formation of field-aligned
fields and field-aligned electric current which irregularities.
lead to magnetospheric and ionospheric field-
aligned irregularities are discussed. The Global Distribution of Electric Fields
mechanism works best in and near the auroral
zone because of the large electric fields During Magnetic Storms
there and near the equator not only because of
the rapid changes in volume of tubes of force It may be inferred from geomagnetic field
as a function of equatorial radius but also fluctuations observed at the earth's surface
because of the electric field activity there, that during magnetic storms there are two major

Field-aligned irregularities created at the regions of electrostatic field activity, one at
auroral zone by particle precipitation can be high latitudes and one at low latitudes over
convected to lower latitudes by large scale the equator (Cole 1970). This activity occurs
electric fields. during the onset of the main phase of magneti,

storms or more generally at times when d/dt
INTRODUCTION (Dst) is negative (Cole 1964, 1970).

Irregularities of various time and length At Magnetic Quiet Times
scales are known to exist in the magnetosphere
and ionosphere. We shall be concerned in this The term magnetic quiet is relative, and it
paper only with those which involve an electro- is rare that there is not geomagnetic distur-
static field of such dimensions in time and bance somewhere specially in auroral regions; so
space that the geomagnetic field (B) can be that at high latitude it can be regarded to be
considered, to a first approximation, to be an virtually always present, but at a subdued level
equipotential of the electric field. The fact during quiet times (see Fig. 2 of Cole 1970).
that electric currents parallel to B emerge in
the problem may not destroy this approximation. Electric field activity in the F region at
Indeed if they do, there are still applicable and near the magnetic equator has been inferred
aspects of the theory. In the paper we shall from the observations of ionization drifts
be concerned with electric field of duration (Farley et al 1970, Cole 1974b). It has been
of the order .VA I ds where VA is the Alfven suggested (Cole 1974b) that these electric
speed, ds is an element of length along B and fields lead to significart heating of the atmo-
the integral is taken along a field line of B sphere.
from one ionosphere to its magnetic conjugate
(Cole 1964). The spatial dimension of the elec- Mechanisms for forming irregular electric
trostatic field orthagonal to B is considered fields. (i)- Dynamo actio-'n o? neutral wind on
to be in excess of about 10 km. This will ani-rregularity of ionospheric conductivity may
ensure that a. significant fraction of the geo- produce an electrostatic field (E ) orthogonal
magnetic field line can be considered to be to B which can be up to 20 times thae of the
equipotential (see Farley 1959, Reid 1968) for dynimo field (Cole 1960). (2) Also a large
discussion of this point. A concomitant of the scale electric field say of solar wind origin
electric field (E ) orthogonal to the geomag- (Cole 1961, 1974a) or dynamo origin in the ion-
netic field is field-aligned electric current osphere can produce an irregularity in the elec-
j (Cole 1961, 1971, 1974a). It is with the trostatic field in an inhomogeneity of the ion-
combined effects of E and j that this paper ospheric conductivity (e.g. Cole 1971a).
is concerned.

*NAS/NRC Senior Post-Doctoral Research Associate, On leave frum La Trobe University, Bundoora,
Victoria, Australia 3083.
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The formation of ionospheric conductivity Equation 4 can be approximated by
inhomogeneities and irregularities of electro- -1 2_ 2
static field go hand in hand. E.g., consider = ec H (n(S)1  Q
ionospheric currents othogonal to B. Suppose
there exists an irregularity in the electric where H = altitude range over which most recom-
field in an initially uniform ionosphere. Con- bination occurs and ni and nQ are now repre-
sider a tube of force of unit cross section we sentative values for that region. If ni = nQ
can say that the magnetospheric current + An where An<<nQ 1

it = R .fjjds (1) j//= 2a ec- 1 H nQ An (6)

where ds is an element of length along the tube Assuming a = 3 x 10-7 cm3 sec-l we derive in
in the ionosphere, and Table I the values of JV in e.m.u. for various

1 1I-1 2

-r E 1 + cr2 BX (2) values of H and (ni 2-n2Q

where E= s ES+ v x B TABLE I
.L -Si.

where E. = electrostatic field H(cm) 105 3x10S 106 Sx10 6

v = velocity of thermosphere gas (ni 2 -n2Q) (cm- 6 )

'V' •2 - Perdersen, Hall conductivities 064.8-1 1.4-1 4.8-15 2.4-14
Irregularities in the velocity field v will 1 -1 -15

produce jit as follows. From equation 2- 10 4.8 1 1.4 -1 4.8 -1 2.4-10-11 -1

S+VXB)+4 2-lB'(Bx,+VB2) 10010 4.8 12 .4l1I 4.8"10 2.4"9
1X = Is 2 011 4.8l1 1.41 4.8. 2.4-

Suppose the ionosphere is initially uniform and 1012 4.8-10 1.4-9 4.8-9 2.4-8
that V.v-0. Then the dominant terms in V.jj.
are given by Vs," 1 (-Es+!. Vxv) The strongest field aljgned currents ever mea-

sured are of about 10 ""emu. It follows that
- o 2- .V x B (3) the values of j in the lower right of Table I

are excluded. Therefore the irregularities of
This equation can be interpreted in two ways, the size and strength in this part of the table
eitherV'j w 0 or it doesn't. In the former would not be in a quasi-steady state.
case the structure in P. is determined solely
by the structure of the wind. Therefore irreg- The irregularities formed in the E region by
ularities in the wind field produce correspond- the action of field-aligned current would tend
ing structures in Es . In the event that v Is to diffuse along the geomagnetic field to form
constant along a geomagnetic tube of force-in field-aligned irregularities.
the dynamo region, the value of Es in this
region is that which determines 'fs in the It should be noted that the formation of
whole tube of force. field-aligned irregularities in the B region

need not involve the whole magnetosphere but may
In the case of V.j.L, 0, then j , given by involve a narrow altitude range in the iono-

equation (1), is non-zero and in this case an sphere over which the dynamo fiqld of neutral
irregularity of conductivity in the ionosphere wind origin exhibits variation. To maintain
will be produced. This happens because ions continuity of current between such regions field
are the principal carriers of current across the aligned currents must flow and field-aligned
geomagnetic field in the ionosphere and elec- irregularities in electron density can be ex-
trons are the principal carriers along the geo- pected corresponding to all scale sizes of neu-
magnetic field. This means that an irregularity tral air motion. In particular any turbulence
of ion density will tend to be formed at the in the neutral air motions in the dynamo region
place of divergence of iL(see Cole 1963, and may be expected to produce a corresponding
Piddington 1967). "turbulenceUof field aligned irregularities in

electron density.
In a steady state, and assuming only elec-

trons carry the magnetospheric current, j is Consequences of electric field orthogonal to
related to the rate of recombination in the E B in h a sphere. In the presence of an
region by (Cole 1971) electric field orthogonal to B, plasma in the

1 2 2magnetosphere moves in a certain approximation
ec-f a (n, -nQ ) ds (4) (see Cole 1964) according to

2 ExBwhere n is the rate of loss of ionization in =x7
the abse ce of j (7)

.'1.
BI
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This implies (see Spitzer 1962) that the mag- the level at which i-= aq. Smaller scale irreg-
netic flux through a closed curve moving with ularities may be generated by other processes on
the plasma is constant and that charged parti- the gradients of electron density formed by tube
cles once on a common field line remain on a interchange.
common field line. So it is convenient to
refer to movement of tubes of plasma delineated Drift of irregularities from auroral reions.
by tubes of magnetic flux. In an electrostatic Field-aligned irregularities are formed at the
field (E) *4-• 0, and v isj. to the equipo- auroral zone by irregularities in the precipita-

-b tion of energetic particles friom the magneto-
tential surfaces of the field from which Ej. is sphere. Ionization so produced populates the
derived, magnetosphere because it does not have time to

recombine in the ionosphere. This happens in
Consider then the movement of a tube of the following way. Assuming about 35 ev are

plasma and assume adiabatic changes (c.f. Gold used per i 8 nization the production rate is
1959) then 1.78 x 10 electron-ion pairs cm-2 sec- per

513 erg of precipitating energetic particles. The
pV/ = constant recombination 'ate in the F region is

IneHcm" 2 sec" whereflz0 4 and H is the scale
where V - volume of tube of plasma height of the F region. With lH•6xlO5 cm and

p - pressure of plasma ne=SX10 6 cm" 3 , production exceeds recombination
when the flux of precipitating energetic parti.

The bulk of plasma is near the equatorial plane cles absorbed the F region exceeds 1.6xl" 2 ergs.
so we associate p with the pressure there. The particles would be low energy (<.400 ev for

electrons). Having been formed in the auroral
It follows (Cole 1971) that zone field-aligned magnetosphere inhomogeneities

can be convected deeper into the geomagnetic
Sdv dv S d field by large scale electric fields according

p 3 V 3 Req to equation 7.

dn dV dRe Acknowledgements: The author is indebted toV Req the NAS/NRC of U.S.A. for the award of a Senior

Post-Doctoral Associateship and to NASA Goddard
dT 2 dV 2 s dRie Space Flight Center for hospitality. The
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funded in Australia by the Australian Research
d(Ke V T s + 1 Req Grants Committee.
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EFFECTS OF IONOSPHERIC SCINTILLATIONS ON

TWO--REQUENCV DOPPLE'k DATA

Jar.aes IR. Clynch and Arnold J. Tucker

Applied Research Laboratories, The University of Texas at Austin
Austin, Texas

I. INTRODUCTION

Two-frequency doppler data from Navy It is this residual doppler da6a which bas been
navigational satellites (NAVSATS) recorded in the main focus of this study.
both polar regions has been examined for evi-
dences of scintillations.' The distribution of II. STUDY OF RESIDUAL DOPPLER DATA
scintillations in time and space has been ex-
amined and patterns in both polar regions have Residual doppler dat&- from data recorded
been identified, at various periods of the year 1969, from two

NAVSATS at the satellite tracking statloA at
These navigation satellites are ir Thule, Greenland, (76.530 N, 68.67°W), and

essentially polar orbits at an altitude uf from one NAVSAT at the satellite tracking sta-
1000 km and transmit coherent cw signals on tion at McMurdo, Ant;arctica, (77. 830S,
Irequencies 150 MHz and 400 MHz. The first 166. 6Z°E), have been examined for evidence of
order ionospheric effects are removed from scintillations. Figure I is an example of the
the received signals by subtracting 3/8 of the residual duppler data from doppler data re-
doppler frequen "y observed on the 150 MHz corded at MuMurdo during Novembe. 1969.
signal from the doppler frequency on the The horizontal axis Is thne measured from the
400 MW,1 signal. This two-frequency correc- beginning of the satellite pass and the vertical
ted doppler, axis is residual doppler iii Hz. This data

shows very large pha,'. variations which are
f f (400) - -•fd(150), taken as evidence of s*'intillatlons. A quint

Sd 8 d pass would be plotta. on a vertical scale of
is then processed for various puruoses, such +0. 5 Hz. Even so, its points would almost all
as navigation, as if it were the vacuum dr'ppler lie on the zero axis. Each point on these
from a signal at an effective frequency of curves represents an integration time of ap-
343.75 MIzI. proximately I s.

In order to use the NAVSAT for navigatioA,
the orbital pararnetere of the satellite are re- • .......

quired. The orbital parameters of these sat-
ellites are determined from standard doppler . - ..

data acquired from a network of fixed ground ..
station, TIRANET, at known locations, After .. , -- •

the orbital parameters of a satellite have been I ...
determined from the analysis of sets of data .I -- . -

from several stations, a set of theoretical . . . .......
vacuum doppler data (fV), is computed for data . -.

used in this analysis. The difference between
this theoretical doppler data and the observed lFigure 1
doppler data is termed the residual doppler, Residual Doppler Data

McMurdo 30140
frd = fZd(observed) - fv(theory). Day 309 Year 1969
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on the satellite -station path was computed and
S..,n.oI r~,. f',. A. tU. 2.,. recorded. The characteristics of the scintil-

III]• I. t4 it [. r P1:* _ . •lt,

10 _ 3 4 1 & lations as a function of the location of the
0 I1 ,. l 1 4 ,f 31 ' 4 350 kmn intercept point in several coordinate

f. 1 1 7, 11 1? fs systems have been examined.

A .. .I, IFigure 3 shows the percent of pass

3 0 ' 4 A 1 segments which contained scintillations and
- a A I J 1 , 4 14,^ are displayed in three coordinate systemns and
ft f 0 S A l , * ,t as a function of local tinme. The upper two

rows of data represent data taken at Thule
4 ftft 0 ft• * , IA during May 1969, for two different satellites

7 0 1 4 ft ft and the lower row represents data taken at
Sft 4 A McMurdo for one satellite during the same

month. As shown by the gray scale at the top,
the larger the percent of pass segments that
were scintillated, the darker the correspond-

Figure 2 ing aiea. The fi-st column represents the
standard geographic coordinates. The station
location is marked with an 'IS", the magnetic

Residual doppler data, such as Fig. 1, dip pole with a 'D", and the geographic pole
were available only for the year 1969, and only with a "G", The second column consists of
in microlilm form. In order to quantify the geographic coordinates with the polar axis
data into a manageable amount of data, each taken through the station and the station me-
pase analyzed was divided into ten equal pass ridian taken as the prime meridian. In the
segments along the time axis and three regions third column, the invariant magnetic latitude
along the vertical axis. For each pass seg- and geomagnetic longitude are used. In the
mont, Ni, the number of points in the first last column the normal geographic latitude and

region, and N, the number of pointq in region the local time of the intercept point are used
2 as coordinates.2 were hand counted and transferred to punch-

ed cards for computer analysis. The data in station-centered coordinates

A scintillation valurj for each p~se seg- clearly shows a zenith angle effect where thement was defined as percent of scintillated pass segments do-

creases as the satellite passes the zenith. In
Sv a 3N 2 + NI. the south polar region the scintillation proba-bility appears to increase for paths going over

Pass segmentg with !....tillation values less the magnetic dip pole. This was true for three
than 5 were defined as having no scintillations, of the four months of data analyzed to date
pass segments with S between 5 and 9 were (May, August, and November, but not March,

defined as being lightly scintillated and 1969). In the northern polar region there ap-
dmefineds beith .ight' of10ortmoreweredeined ppears to be lowering ox the scintillation proba•
i•egments with v bility over the dip pole. This phenomena is

as being heavily scintillated. A two-way dls- present only it the summer months, May and
tribution of the number of pass segments ob- August, and is 2bsent in the winter months of
served at Thuie during November 1969, with March and November.
various values of N1 and Ni ii shown in Fig. 2.The time oriented diagrams in coluns

Of the over 2300 pass segme•its ar.lyzed here, and 3 show a very definite reduction in scin -
66% showed no scintillations, 16% showed light tillations during dusk at Thule, which is in
scintillation., and 18% showed heavy scintil- summer and during dawn at McMurdo, which
lations by the above criterion, is in wibfter. During this time of year, the

Using the orbital elements for the plane of this satellite's orbit is flat-on to tha

satellites, the position of the satellite at the sun at aUl tpnesw. (The NAVSArS are in an

center of each pass segment and the geometric orbital plaza which appears to rotate once pe.

path between the satellite and the station were year ir. a sai centered coordinate system.
cputhbed.ee The soatelte location ofttion were The other sWellite for which data ':, )re avail-computed. The probable locatIon e0" the i~lonalea-n ~~pan oae apoiae
spheric disturbance was taken to be at an alti- able has an ri..plane rotated approximpte-

tude of 350 kmn. The location of this altituide 1y 900 with rpecý to the first. Thei e appears
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to be no definite pattern to this latter cients between Ap and filter noise, on a pass-
satellite's time oriented diagram during this by-pass basis, a three hour average basis,
day period, and a 30-day basis, are not significantly dif-

ferent from zero.
In Fig. 4, similar data are presented for

November 1969, a period six months later While the 30-day averages of the filter
when the seasons have reversed. Again the noise data at the two stations tend to track one
winter station (Thule at this time) appears to another, the Fourier transforms reveal a dif-
have a reduction in scintillations at dawn and ferent structure. It was found that the spectra
the summer station (McMurdo) a reduction in of this filter noise showed distinct peaks at
scintillations at dusk. The more striking fea- Z4-h periods, and sometimes at 1Z-h periods
ture of the time oriented diagram is the appar- during the winter. No clearly defined peaks
ent peaking of the scintillations near toward existed in the sunuaer. Figure 6 shows the
noon at the winter station. This feature, how- 12- and 24-h spectral components of the filter
ever, does not appear in the other data ana- noise in both polar regions during the years
lyzed to date, 1969-1971. Each data point represents a

30-day period of data from one satellite. The
The geographic diagrams at the south pole graph at the top of the figure shows the num-

again show the increase in scintillations over ber of hours of darkness at each station. It
the magnetic dip pole. This same geographic should be noted that the peaks for each station
pattern is very prominent in the August data in spectral components at ia-h and especially
where almost all pass segments in the vicinity 24-h periods correspond to times of total dark-
of the dip pole were scintillated. ness, that is, local winter. The constant

presence of the sun in local sumnmer appears

III. FILTER NOISE DATA to be eliminating the diurnal variations. (It
should be remembered that the total filter

A. Spectra noise at the two stations moved parallel to one

The average rectified residual doppler for another.)

a pass is a quality figure called the filter
noise (FN). Filter noise data were available
for a much greater period of time than the To further study the time variations of the
residual doppler data. Figure 5 shows 30-day filter noise, during each 30-day time period
averages of Filter Noise values at Thule and (approximately months), the data were divided
McMurdo for the years 1969 through 1971. into bins 4-h wide according to the universal
Only day periods with more than 75 passes are
plotted on this graph. From this graph it: ap-
pears that the origins of filter noise are glob-
al in nature as the data from the two polar 7' r"' r.', . -

regions appear to move parallel to one anoth- ",
er. The initial peak on this graph corre- * . . . ...
spends to a peak in the planetary magnetic .n,
index Ap. However, the correlation coeffi- -,..... ....... t-,, ...
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Figure 7

"Three- )hnensional Plots of Filter Noise Computed from
)oppler Data Recorded in Polar Region.

Figure 8

Three -Dixnenuional Plot. of Filter Noise and Rectified ELR Computed
from Doppler Data Recorded in Polar Regions
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time at closest approach. Each bbi was dis - to be moving to earlier times as the year pro-
placed Z-h from the next and averaged forming gresses. This suggests that the orientation of
a 4-h overlapping sliding average. Figure 7 the satellite orbit may play a role in the loca -
contains three -dim-ensional graphs of this 4-h tion of these peaks.
sliding average. The vertical scale is the
average FN, upward to the right is universal C. Orbit Orientation Effects
time in hours and upward to the left is month
number. Each slice represents data for one In order to study any orbit orientation
month. Months with too few passes ar, data eff-ct, 30-day time periods were examined for
with known equipment problems have been three satellites during tinmes when the orbital
omitted. From this figure it is clear that planes were flat-on to the sun or edge-on to the
Thule has a definite time structure which is sun. The 4-h sliding averages for the filter
prominent in the winter but absent in the sum- noise data at Thule and McMurdo are shown in
mer. Similar structures are suggested in the Figs. 9 and 10, respectively. The zero axis
McMurdo data, but the data from McMurdo in of each data set has been displaced to sepanrate
this figure and in most other types of analysis the graphs. It is clear that very similar
we have performed appears less regular than structure exists in the Thule data when the
the data from Thule. orbital planes were perpendicular and edge-on

to the sun, although the features may be
Figure 8 is a similar set of plots for two washed out in summer. There appears to be a

satellites during 1969 whiAch also displays peak about local noon at the Thule station when
navigational error data. This navigational the orbital planes were perpendicular to the
error is the range error along the vector be- sun and a peak 4 - to 6-h later when the orbital
tween the station and satellite at the time of plane was edge-on to the sun. A similar peak
closest approach. Note that the features in the appears in the McMurdo data for the edge-on
range error data are very similar to those in orbit although the data often has a double
the filter noise data. We will return to this peak. The data for perpendicular orbits at
feature shortly. In Fig. 9 similar time struc- McMurdo is more irregular and no consistent
tures for the two satellites appear. However, pattern can be seen.
they appear to be time displaced, the peaks for
satellite 30130 occurring slightly prior to those
for satellite 30140. Also, the features appear
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D. FN-Range Error Correlations

The similarity between the time structure
of the filter noise and range error seen in
Fig. 9 has been studied by computing the cor- "
relation coefficient between the filter noise and
range error over 30-day periods. The value .... ' ' - -*-, ,
of this correlation coefficient as a function of
day period is shown in Fig. 11. As with the
filter noise averages, the curves for both
stations appear to track each other in general.
Only correlation coelficients above a value of ,
about 0. 25 are significantly different from zero . . ... ....
with the sample sizes used here. The corre- .........

lation coefficients appear large where the filter . . . . . .
noise is large. These coefficients are much .. .. "I,.

higher in 1972 than previous years. In that
year a change in the data collection procedure Figure 11
effectively increased the integration time of
the data acquisition system by a factor of 20. the satellites orbital plane relative wo the sun.
This may have caused some sources of equip- A peak in the FN drta is located at station noon
ment noise to average out leaving ionospheric for orbits flat-on to tlie sun and 4-h to 6-h later
effects more prominent. for orbits edge-on to the sun. No significant

correlation of filter noise with the planetary
IV. SUMMARY magnetic index Ap was found. A large corre-

lation was found between the navigation error
Residual doppler and filter noise data and filter noise. (This research was supported

from NAVSATS taken in both polar regions by The National Science Foundation, The
have been investigated. A decrease in the Applied Physics Laboratory/Johns Hopkins
probability of scintillation was also observed University, and The Defense Mapping Agency.)
at dusk in local summer and dawn in local
winter. Spectral analysis of the filter noise V. REFERENCE
data showed prominent 12-h and 24-h peaks in
local winter at both stations. The time of day 1. Guier, W. H., and C. G. Weiffenbach, "A
corresponding to the peak of this diurnal vari- Satellite Doppler Navigation System", Proc
ation was found to depend on the orientation of IRE 48, 507.
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AN AUTOMATIC DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM
FOR L-BAND IONOSPHERIC SCINTILLATION MEASUREMENTS

by

Roy E. Anderson George Haroules
James R. Lewis Wilfred Brown
General Electric Company Department of Transportation
Corporate Research and Development Transportation S stems Center
Schenectady, New York Cambridge, Massachusetts

INTRODUCTIOC

An automatic data collection sys-
tem that can be remotely programmed and
controlled has been constru'ted and eva-
luated. A complete system would com-
prise a number of Automatic Data Collec-
tion Platforms deployed over a large
area of the earth, one or more central
Data Collection Facilities, and a sa~el-
lite that provides a communication link
between the Platforms and the Facilities.

Each Platform collects, stores, and
preprocesses data at remote sites and
sends the data back to a central Data
Collection Facility through the satel-
lite when commanded to do so by the
Facility. The system is especially use- Figure I Automatic Data Collection
ful for collection of synoptic data that Platform
requires prompt analysis. No operating
personnel are required at the remote
sites. Many remote sites can be operat- wide variety of applications. The L-
ed from a single central Facility. Data band receiver can be reploced by any
transmission is accomplished directly desired sensors. The command, control
through a satellite. Preprocessing the and computer functions can be used to
data at tho Platforms can reduce the control other apparatus as tell as to
amount of data sent to the Facility so collect, store, preprocess, receive and
that it includes only information of in- transmit data.
terest, tnus reducing time on the data
transmission links. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The first implementation of the The Automatic Data Collection Sys-
system ..s for collection of L-band amp- tem for L-band scintillation measure-
litude scintillation data on signals ments is shown in the block diagram,
received from NASA's ATS-5 and ATS-6 Figure 2.
satellites. The system was Implemented
by General Electric and tie Department The computer of the Platform, a
of Transportation, under Contract No. PDP11/05 minicomputer, contains a pro-
DOT-TSC-485. gram that schedules the timing, the

sequencing, the data sampling rate and
Two Data Collection Facilities are any other desired characteristics of

operational. One is at the Westford, the sensor operation. The L-band re-
Massachusetts, site of the Department of ceiver output is digitized, preprocessed,
Transportation, the other is at General and stored on tape by the minicomputer.
Electric's Radio-Optical Observatory, The computer program sorts and catalogs
near Schenectady, New York. the data. It is programmed to prepro-

cess the data to extract desired infor-
The Platform, Figure 1, and its mation from the data, separately stor--

software are des.m'ed in modular form ing the information from the large total
and can be reconfigured to satisfy a quantity of data.
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CENTRAL DATA COLLECTION FACILITY
WESTFORD, MASSACHUSETTS

SCHENECTADY, N.Y.

Figure 2 Diagram of the Remote Scintillation
Data Collection System

At a convenient time, -. operator When the operator at the Facility
at the Data Collection Facility ini- has completed his communication with
tiates a commiand to interrogate the one Platform, he could proceed immedi-
remote Platforms. The commands contain ately to communicate with any other
the unique address of the Platform so Platform of his choice. Data colJ.ected
that any number of Platforms could be over many hours by a Platform may be
individually op)erated from the Facility. communicated to the Facility in a few
The command Is verified on the display minutes. Data could be collected from
at the Operator Con•trol equipment, and many distant places while it is still
the operator inttiates its transmission current. Data that is not of current
through the satellite to the Platform. interest is not transmitted, although it
Tne Platform receives the command, i;,ay remain stored in the Platform for
transmits an acknowledgment and its trant.mission if it is desired later.
state in readiness for oommunication.
The operator may then go through a se- The Platform is diagrammed in more
quence of commands to receive a summary
of the Platform's stored data, select detail in Figure 3.
the stored data he desires, and command
the Platform to transmit it through the It performs all of its functions

satellite. The Facility receives the without operator attention. It is cur-
data, displays, and records the data for rently programmed to receive, record,
further processing as desired. The store and summarize amplitude Iata from
operator may then send a command for the the L-band transmitters on the ATS-5 and
next schedule of data collection, changes ATS-6 satellites, and transmit the iata
to the program, or even a complete new on command through the VHF transloiders
program. of the ATS-3 or ATS-1 satellites.
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L-band scintillation measurement tion for the Platform. If its response
data are not corrupted by scintillation is relayed through two satellites, a
on the VHF path. The only effect VHF position fix can be determined by the GE
scintillation can have is a loss of Observatory. The ranging feature was
data if the signal falls below the de- included to support other experiments
tection threshold at the Data Collection that include measurements of ionospheric
Facility. In that event, the Facility propagation delay, and trilateration
requests the Platform to re-transmit the tracking of satellites. The ranging
affected data block. All of the L-band feature would also be useful for locat-
scintillation data is digitized and ing the Platform if it were operated
stored as digital numbers in the Plat- aboard a ship.
form computer. The VHF link serves only
as a communication link as it relays the ATS-5 presented a special problem
digitized data from the Platform con- for the Platform pr'ogram. The satellite
puter. Data is transmitted at 814 bits is spinning on an axis parallel to the
per second. Scintillation data on ATS-5 earth's axis with its L-band antenna
signals that were recorded during a one- fixed to the body of the satellite. As
hour period are transmitted by the Plat- a result, the beam of th? antenna sweeps
form in one minute. Check sums on the across the earth like a searchlight beam
digital bits in the messages are included once during each rotation of the satel-
with the data to detect any errors that lite. The rotation period of the satel-
may occur in transmission. Experience lite is approximately 780 milliseconds.
has shown that the VHF links are highly The signal received from the satellite
reliable, even when severe scintillation has the pulsed characteristic shown in
is present. Fading margins are in ex- the signal amplitude recording, Figure 4.
cess of 5 dB on the link fro,, Facility to
Platform, and 10 dB on the link from the Amplitude measurements are accurate
Platform to Facility. The effect of
severe scintillation on the VHF links is only if they are made at a point on thepulse that is known exactly. The PDP-
an occasional short drop out in the data ll/05 computer of the Platform is pro-
transmission.

grammed to select the exact center of
The VHF links serve other purposes each pulse, even though scintillation

in addition to the computer to computer may have distorted the pulse shape, and
data transmission. Voice and teletype despite the small changes that occur in
communications are provided. A tone- the satellite spin rate.
code ranging responder is included in
the command and control circuits so that The computer samples the signal
the Platform response to an Interrogation amplitude 512 times during each spin
can be used to determine a line of posi- period, or approximately once each 1.5

milliseconds. Pulse amplitude is meas-
ured by adding the values of the four,
1.5 ms samples at the center of the

L-BANDANTIENNA VHFANTENNA pulse, and diviling by four. The center
6--FOOTOIAMETER LOG PERIODIC of the pulse is selected by a logic pro-

PARABOLA 4d0GAINRHCP cess that mo:.itors the rise and fall
27 dB GAIN RHOP l times of the pulses and adjusts for sym-

I -------I -I metry averaged over a number of pulses.
L- "N PThe same process monitors the spin rate

VHF AAMPLPIAIER of the satellite and adjusts the 1.5
NFP: A7 P VHFAMPL2,IER I millisecond sampling period to maintain
BWN OMHi 300WI

I~ I •i:!! i'l,. : ... !i• :JLIhI:

L-BAND RECEIVER VHF RECEIVER . .. - 7 "- -7

VHF TRANSMITTE~RI II
BW I I r-

COMPUTER/ ,
CONTROLLER/ 00ON -
PERIPHERALS t

LSHELTER- 
-

Figure 4 Typical Recording of the Signal
Figure 3 Simplified Block Diagram of the Transmitted from the ATS-5

Remote Platform Satellite
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exactly 512 sampling periods during each current L-band data
spin cycle, even if the spin period taking is stopped. With-
changes. It does change by a few micro- out HELLO or OPEN the
seconds due to change in angular momen- Platform will not act on
tum of the satellite as vents open and other commands.
close automatically for its temperature
control. o Enter date, time

The amplitude at the center of each o Schedule data collection start,
pulse is stored as a data point. It may stop, date and times
not be the maximum amplitude if the pulse
has been distorted by scintillation. In o Send blocks of data
addition to the pulse amplitudes, re-
ceiver noise level is recorded by aver- o Send summary of data in storage
aging 64 amplitude samples midway be-
tween each pulse pair, then further o Read ATS-5 spin rate or ATS-6
averaging over 16 pulse periods. (or other CW satellite) data

sampling rate. Supply new
The Platform is commanded differ- sampling rate.

ently to collect scintillation data from
ATS-6, which is not spinning. The ATS-6 o Read out any location in Plat-
L-band transmitter output has a constant form computer core. Modify any
amplitude when it is not modulated by a core location. Modify constants
communication or ranging signal. The in the Platform computer program.
Platform is currently programmed to
sample ATS-6 at any rate from once every o Ljst system errors such as power
500 milliseconds to once every 3.3 fail, recording time of power
seconds, fail

L-band signal-to-noise ratio is o Restart data collection after
about 23 dB when the spacecraft EIRP is power returns
23 dBw, a value typical of most present NOTE: The Platform will send
and proposed L-band transponders. Ac- time of power fail and
curacy of the Platform ATS-5 peak signal its present clock time.
measurements is better than 0.5 dB, in- The Data Collection
cluding equipment instabilities, receiver Facility then knows the
noise, and processing errors. The re- time of failure, deter-
ceiver contains an automatic tuning de- mines length of time
vice. When no signal is present, the power was out and hence
second local oscillator in the double the period for which data
super hetrodyne receiver sweeps back and is missing. It can then
forth +80 kHz about its center frequency, command reset of the

When a signal is present, the Remote Platform clock.

sweep stops and an automatic frequency o Reboot program from DECtape
control circuit holds the signal in the
center of the 8 kHz I.F. filter so that NOTE: The Remote Platform has
amplitude of the receiver output is not two DECtapes. One is
affected by changes in received fre- for data recording, the
quency. other contains the com-

plete program. An en-
SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION tirely new program can

be inserted by preparing
Assembly language programs were it at a Data Collection

prepared for the remote Platforms PDP- Facility, then either
11/05 computer, the Westford Facility sending the DECtape to
Hewlett-Packard 2114B computer, and the the Remote Platform where
General Electric Facility PDP-11/20 com- an operator mounts the
puter. tape, or by sending the

new program via the
The remote Platform program in- satellite to the Platform

cludes the following functions: where it is added to the
DECtape already on the

o Start VHF communication, computer. The new pro-
gram can be loaded or

NOTE: The HELLO command or OPEN booted in by the Data
command is given. With Collection Facility via
HELLO, L-band data taking the satellite or by an
can continue. With OPEN operator at the RemoteSite.
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"o "DESPIN" the ATS-5 Satellite EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

NOTE: The program module se- Two crLteria must be considered in
lects the proper point evaluating the Data Collection System:
on each ATS-5 pulse for first, its performance in collecting
amplitude measurement, the desired data, and second the re-
selects and averages the liability of the Remote Data Collection
samples for receiver Platforms. Data collection performance
noise level measurement, is determined by the quality of the
and adjusts the sampling software. The program for L-band
period to match the spin scintillation data collection is ela-
rate of the satellite, borate, and its preparation and debug-

ging required a longer time than anti-
"o Teletype Print cipated. Its performance fulfills all

expectations, and data are collected
NOTE: Critical internal func- and accurately recorded by the Platform.

tions of the remote
Platform computer and its Reliability of the remote platforms
data collection process is important. They are more complex
are recorded automatic- than instrumentation that might be used
ally on a teletype in- in an alternate system, such as one that
strument at the Platform uses a local recording device with fre-
for the information of quent manual attention and physical con-
personnel who may check veyance of the recordings to the central
occasionally on its data processing facility.
operation. One of the advantages for the Auto-

matic System is expected to be its lower"o Mailbox Feature cost of data collection. Higher invest-

ment cost must be compensated by lower
NOTE: Plain language messages operating costs, which can be realized

may be sent from the Data only if the equipment is highly reliable
Collection Facility to and does not require frequent attention.
any remote platform where
they are stored. An in- Although the one Platform that has
dividual at the remote been constructed Is considered to be a
platform may later re- prototype, its performance after cor-
quest messages that may rection of initial minor problems has
be in the "mailbox" by demonstrated high reliability and it is
typing a command on the expected that it will achieve cost ad-
teletype instrument. The vantages when deployed at a remote site.
computer will then cause The minor problems encountered after
its stored message to be delivery of the unit to Westford were
typed out on tne machine, in the physical connections of con-
Similarly, an individual ponents; defe.ts in plated-through holes
at the remote Platform in printed circuit cards, and in one
may send a message to the case a card that was not inserted tight-
Data Collection Facility. ly in its socket. All of the defects
Alternatively, the tele- are believed to be corrected, and con-
types may be used for tinued reliable performance is expected
direct two-way communica- of the hardware.
tion and two-way voice
commnun!cations may be It has been necessary to reboot the
conductea between the Re- program in the Platform computer
mote Platform, the Data occasionally; approximately once per,
Collection Facility or month on the average. Rebooting requires
any other Platform. the operation of several switches on the

front panel of the computer, a process
o Sign Off VHF Communication - that requires only about 30 seconds of

FINISH command time. A person without technical train-
ing can be instructed to reboot the pro-

NOTE: Platform starts taking gram in about five minutes.
L-band data according to
schedule it has received. The cause of the need to reboot the
If FINISH command is not program has not been positively iden-
sent from Facility, Plat- tified. A probable cause is noise on
form will automatically the power line, or noise spikes generated
execute the command after within the computer from some powerful
15 minutes. electromagnetic signal source.
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Accuracy of the L-band amplitude Most of the data readouts through
measurements could be affected by in- ATS-3 by Westford and Schenectady are
stability of the Platform receiving during evening hours. Scintillation on
system. Comparisons of the analog re- the VHF links is experienced quite often.
ceiver output and the digital data When it is not present, the reliability
recorded by the computer show that no of the transmission from the Platform
errors are introduced in the analog to to the Facilities is very high. RF
digital conversion and recording process. sources, such as VHF land mobile and VHF

aircraft radio often cause intermittent
The antenna and its cabling must be interference at Westford.

very stable mechanically and electric-.
ally. Receiver gain changes will affect Bad VHF scintillation may reduce

the measurement of signal amplitude. reliability to an estimated 70-75%,
Receiver noise measurements between sig- I.e., it is necessary to conmmand a re.-
nal pulses of ATS-5 provide a means to transmission of 25-30% of the data.
calibrate receiver gain and track The occurance of such severe scintilla-
changes in gain that may occur. The tion is not often experienced.
Platform receiver is riot presently equip-
ped to provide frequent calibration when The digital measurement data. are
receiving the signal from ATS-6. Fre- transmitted in blocks of 256 words, 16

quent calibration coul.d be provided by bits per word. Each "one" bit fromi the
switching the receiver input alter- computer, is transmitted as three cycles
nately between the antenna and a cali- of a 2.4414 kHz tone and each "zeio" hit
brated noise source. is transmitted as 3 cycles with iuý; phase

reversed. Any number from one to six-
teen blocks of data may be requested by

Accurate tuning of the receiver is a single command from the Facility. A
important. If the signal is not cent- data block is transmitted in 6 seconds.
ered in the receiver pass band, the Each 256 word data block is followed by
receiver does not amplify the signal a check sum word, and a "words to follow"
correctly, and the apparent gain of the message repeated three times. The
receiver will change with tuning or check sum is a standard procedure to con-
changes in received frequency, The re- firm the accuracy of the data in the
ceiver is specially designed with a block. If the check sum does not con-
search sweep and automatic frequency firm accuracy, the data in the block
control discriminator circuit that in- are rejected. Two of the three repeti-
sures correct tuning even if the re- tions of the 'words to follow" message
ceived frequency changes. must agree. If they do not, all the

following data are rejected by the
The total effect of all the factors Facility computer.

affecting calibration of the receiving
system is less than + 1/4 d13. A number When VHF seintillatiod is not pre-
of lengthy recordings of signal amp- sent, it is advantageous to command
litude received from ATS-5 have shown long transmissions of multiple data
less than + 1/2 dB total excursion. The blocks. When VHF scintillation is
Department of' Transportation compared present, shorter transmissions of a few
the Automatic Data Collection System data blocks are commanded to minimize
with a completely separate system when the probability that a dropout will
the Automatic Data Collection Platform occur and cause rejection of a long
was co-located with the separate system transmission. An additional 3 dB gain
receiver. The two systems agree. When over the present 7 dB gain of the Plat-
L-band scintilla'ion effects are ob- form VHF antenna would be advantageous.
served on one system, they are observed
on the other. One exchange between the Westford

Facility and the Platform is recorded
Propagation effects at VHF cannot in Figure 5. The exchange was recorded

introduce errors into the L-band scin- at the Schenectady Facility from the
tillation data because the data are ATS-3 satellite. The exchange was
transmitted ab redundant digital mes- initiated by the Westford Facility with
sages with check sums. If the check a HELLO command and acknowledgment not
sums indicate an error it data trans- shown in the Figure. The line below
mission, the data are rejected and must "READY" iz the interrogation to the Plat-
be repeated. Scintillation or' radio form, the next line is the Platform re-
frequency interference can cause drop- sponse with current date and time. Time
outs in the VHF data link, require the is GMT in hours, minutes, seconds arid
re-transmission of data, and thus !.n- "ticks" or 1/60 seconds. If the Plat-
crease the time needed for the data form were operating on a 50-cycle AC
transfer' from Platform to Facility. line, it would be reprogrammed so that
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READY single amplitude sample is
W 0±5202 T882 00056 00069 000•3 OWt' missed or if synchronization
P 015202 F'182 07-NOV-74 02-56:365 57 YB with satellite spin Is lost.
P DECTAPE 00056 00069 000±3 Synchronization is checked,

CS 000000 TS= 21747 65535 65535 OK valid data are taken for
W 815202 TV82 21747 65535 6553r5 OK about one minute before data
P 015202 FM32' 07-NOV-74 12:56.430A5 WE: recording is resumed.

CS 0000J00 TV82 21747 65535 6553z5 Olt
W 015202 IV82 2±747 655135 65535 Lilt BOTH States that data recording
P 015202 F1482 07-NOV-74 02:56:47:40 M& started, then terminated
P 55 STOP 00056 22-JUL-74 18"57:50'25 within the block. It con-
p S5 BOTH 00057 22-JUL-74 18:59:58:04 tains fewer than 448 data
p ss START 00058 22-JUL-74 19:04:01:37 points.
P 55 NONE 00059 22-JLIL-74 19:09:52:27
P 55 NONE 00060 22-JUL-74 19:i5:43:16 START Indicates that data record-
P S5 NONE 00061 22-JUL-74 19:21:34:05 ing started with this block,
P 55 NONE 00062 22-JUL-74 19:27:24:57 that it contains 448 data
P S5 NONE 00063 22-JUL-74 19:33:15:48 polints,
P 55 STOP 00064 22-JUL-74 19:39:06:37
P 55 START 00065 22-JUL--74 19:45:38:1A NONE State that the block is
P S5 NONE 00066 22-JUL-74 19:51:28:58 filled with 448 valid data
P 55 NONE 00067 22-JUL-74 19:57:19:48 points taken In sequence.
P 55 NONE 00068 22-JUL-74 20:03:10:16
P 55 NONE 00069 22-JUL-74 20:090•1:22 In each instance, the time stated Is

the time of the first data point in the
W= WESTFORD FACILITY block. Each data location in a blockP %,PLATFORM is filled with a zer-o when no valid dataCSm COMPUTER AT SCHENECTADY are present.

Figure 5 Platform Readout by Westford The exchange presented in Figure 5
Facility as Received at was on 7 November 1974, but the data
Schenectady were recorded from ATS-5 on 22 July 1974.

It was retained on a DECtape of the
Platform. Data on Platform DECtape can

each "tick" was 1/50 second. The next be stored indefinitely and read out as
line requests read out of DEOtape blocks many times as desired.
56 through 69, the difference in block
numbers being 13. At this point the GE Data in blocks 66, 67 and 68 are
program anticipated the next command to presented on the analog chart record-
be a VERIFY and loaded it into its ot,- ing, Figure 6. The lower recording is
put buffer as shown by the first line signal amplitude from ATS-5, the upper
that starts with six zeros. The request is receiver noise. The blocks are
is verified, and the Platform sends WB, separated by two groups of markers that
or "WAIT:BLOCKS" as it transfers the are calibrations of the digital to ana-
data from DECtape to Core. Note that log converter of the Facility chart re-
approximately seven seconds elallsed be- corder system. Each data block records
tween the VB, "VERIFY:BLOCKS" and WB 448 data points, each one taken on a
"WAIT:BLOCKS" responses. The minimum signal pulse from ATS-5. Hence the
command time is two seconds. The GE time of each block is 448 x .783 - 351
program anticipated the next command to seconds, where .783 seconds is thc spin
be a VERIFY. There is a further verify period of the satellite.
command and response, and an MB, or
"MORE:BLOCKS" statement that more infor- Near the end of block 65 and in
mation, the data blocks, are to follow block 66 are some variations in signal
immediately, amplitude that are attributed to scin-

tillation. The total excursion of the
The first four words of each block variations is + 0.5 dB. Blocks 67 and

are decoded to English. 68 register the stable signal level that
is usually received from the satellite.

35 States that data are from The same signal variations were observed
ATS-5 by a separate receiving and recording

system co-located with the Platform at
STOP States that something occur- Westford, Mass.

red to stop data taking be-
fore the block was filled Figure 7 presents probability uen-
with 448 data points. The sity plots for data block 66, 72 and
time is the start of the 79 as computed by DOT at its Westford
data points within the block. Site. Figure 8 presents probability
Data taking is stopped if a distributions for the same data blocks.
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|.he reliabijity of satellite oommunica
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PERCENT OF TIME SIGNAL AMPLITUDE EXCEEDED ORD11NATE

Figure 8 Probability Distribution Plots for Automatic
Data Collection 'liatform1 Data (22 July 19'14)

SUMMAH• signal amplitude fluctuations may affect
the reliabiiity of satellite conmmunica-

An Automatic Data Collection System tions at L-band. A dispersed network of
has been implemented with one prototype Platforms would enable the collection o1'
Remote Data Collection Platform and two synoptic data rapidly and at moderate cost.
Data Collection Facilities. The Plat-
form is configured to measure amplitude
scintillation of' L-band signals re- REFEI1ENCES
ceived from the spinning ATS-5 satellite
and the stabilized ATS-6 satellite. The Automatic Data Collection

Facility is discussed in greater detail
The measured data are digitized and in the following Department of Transpor-

recorded by a computer in the Platform. tation reports:
Commands transmitted to the Platform by
either Facility through the VHF trans- Description of a Remote Ionospheric
ponder of ATS-3 or ATS-1 can initiate Scintillation Data Collection
readout of any portion of its stored Facility DOT-TSC-OST-73-17
data, schedule the taking of new data,
and modify or even replace the program Mid-latitude Measurements of L-band
in the Remote Platform automatically. Ionospheric Scintillation with the
Data transmission in digital redundant ATS-5 Spacecraft DOT-TSC-OST-75-.
form with check sums insures that L-band (in printing)
scintillation data are not corrupted by
scintillation that may occur on the VHF
data transmission link. Communications
by voice and teletype, and position fix- ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
ing by range measurements from satel-
lites can also be accomplished. The authors would like to acknowl-

edge the contributions of Messrs.
Performance and reliability of the Joseph Gutwein, William Thompson, and

Remote Platform have been thoroughly Paul Podlesny of the Department of
tested. It is in a state of readiness Transportation, Cambridge, Mass., and
for installation at a remote location Messrs. Clark Gittinger, Richard Garrett,
for the collection of L-band scintilla- and Dr. George Millman of the General
tion data in a region of the earth where Electric Company.
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Electron and Ion Density Studies with the NRL One-Dimensional

Mid-Latitude Model of the Ionosphere

E. S. Oran, T. R. Young, D. F. Strobel, T. P. Coffey
Naval Research Laboratory

Washington, D. C. 20375

INTRODUCTION the neutral atmosphere or electric fields which
can only be derived self-consistently from

The theoretical one-dimensional model of small scale or multi-dimensional models are
the mid-latitude ionosphere developed at NRL (1) treated as given. The densities of the major
provides a detailed description .' the ion, neutral species in the ionosphere,
electron, and neutral densities and their
respective temperatures as a function of time, N2 , 02, 0, He and H,
altitude, and solar conditions. Since the
physical and chemical state of the ionosphere are calculated from a model atmosphere. Densi-
is important to a wide range of communication ties of the minor neutral species,
and observation systems, accurate descriptions 2 4
of the major ionospheric processes are needed N( D), N( S), and NO,
to understand electromagnetic wave propagation
in this medium. The model we have developed and the densities of the ions,
describes the laminar ionosphere and can be + + + + + +
used to describe attenuation, refraction, and i, H, N , lie , NO , 02+ N2 ,
group delays. The laminar model also provides
a basis for the study of instabilities ,nd are calculated from fluid transport and chem-
turbulence: equilibrium electron densities, ical reaction equations. The electron density
density and temperature gradients, and current is then obtained from the "quasi-neutrality"

flows from the laminar ionosphere are the condition:
driving forces of instabilities. Z =• Ei(i

Models of the ionosphere typically have e (

taken either empirical or theoretical ap- where n is the electron density and the ni's
proeches to describing physical phenomena. are theedensities of the ion species.
The empirical models, such as those of Ching
and Chiu(2) and Swartz, Rohrbauch, and
Nisbet(s), incorporate statistical analyses of The Neutral Atmosphere
data and parametric fits of physical quanti- The densities of the major neutral gases
ties. Theoretical models, such as those con- (N , 0, H and He) are prescribed by either
structed by Stubbe( 4  and Strobel ando Jacchia model atmospheres, published in
McElroy(5), start with a basic set of equa- 1965(e) and 1971(I'). These were designed to
tions u~nd try to predict ionospheric behavior reproduce satellite drag data and give the
analytically or numerically. Below we describe densities as a function of position, time,
the theoretical model developed at NRL and solar, and geomagnetic activity, as well as
describe several aeronomical studies made with soaei-annual and dicurnal variations, Above
the model, 120 km, we have used Walker's analytic expres-

sions for the number densities(29). Neutral
DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL densities at altitudes between 80 and 120

Starting with the governing multi-fluid kilometers were determined by fitting the
Statinsfor velocities, temperatures, anud CIA(s) data at 80 kilometers to the boundary

equations in veio sphere and conditions at 120 kilometers. The model atmno&-
densities in the ionosphere and making hrsuehrewefouatdoreoue

appropriate approximations, we have derived a pheres used here were formulated to reproduce

set of time-dependent one-dimensional equations the long time-scale behavior of thesneutral

for the vertical variations of ionospheric atmosphere. As such, they do not describe
consitunts.Thee euatins re slve byeffects such as sporadic gravity waves andconstituents. These equations are solved by tidal fluctuations. The 1'•L ionospheric model

numerical finite differencing techniqu'es. The is,. howeverionsTr e to inorporat movel

model is designed to describe mid-latitude is,.however, constructed to incorporateininroved

effects including the detailed composition of model atmospheres when they are available.

the E and F-regions. Those quantities such as
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Once the densities of the major neutral where wi is the velocity in the vertical
species have been calculated as a function c' direction. Ion velocities are effected by
altitude for a specific time, it ij assumed the earth's magnetic field, the ion pressure
that they are not affected by the ionization, gradient, electric fields, gravity, and
transport, and chemistry in that time. collisions with other ions, neutrals, and
Pressures a&,d pressure gradients calculated electrons. Minor neutral velocities are
from these temperatures and densities drive primarily determined by eddy diffusion and
the duirnal component of the neutral winds. In molecular diffusion.
calculating neutra. particle motion, the effects
of semi-diurnal tides, internal friction or Heat Transport
viscosity, ion-neutral collisions, and the
Coriolis force are included. The temperature equations appropriate for

the ionosphere cmn be derived from the equation
Deposition of Radiation for the total conservation of energy, both

"inerrnal and due to motion of the fluid(ll).
During the day, the main energy source During the day, the temperature of the electron

for heating and ionizing the upper atmosphere gas is determined primarily by the heat input
is the deposition of the solar extreme ultra- from solar radiation. Both the electron and
violet and X-radiation. The solar spectrum the ion gas temperatures are also determined by
consists of lines generated in the sun's the thermal conductivity of the eeases and
chromosphere and corona and some continuum collisions with ions, neutrals, and electrons.
radiation. The exospheric flux data used here
were based on those given by Hinteregger(9). Lack of thermal equilibrium among electrons,
These describe a quiet sun at medium sunspot ions, and neutral particles is characteristic
activity and are based on measurementA by hUgh nf .1÷Ai A •, IrA k4 nhP,.A,pte,' ' vh wro,,
altitude rockets. Radiation at 1912 A was also species are in thermal equilibrium below this
included to describe predissociation of NO altitude since densities and collision fre-
which is important at lower altitudes. Over quencies are high. In our calculation we
eighty lines and bands are tabulated by assume that bhe neutrals have one temperature,
Hinteregger. In the present model, these have Tn, which was discussed in the model atmospheres
been reduced to a set of twenty bands and section, that all the electrons have one tamp-
corresponding averaged cross sections(IO). erature, T., and all the various ions have the
Each band is described by a total flux that is temperature Ti, Up to about 250 kilometers
the sum of the individual fluxes in that band. the ions and neutrals are fairly well coupled

ther•ally and the temperatures are close. At
At night, the radiation sources are extra- high altitudes, the ion temperatures exceed

terrestrial radiation and resonantly scattered the neutral temperatues and approach the
radiation from the daytime side of the globe. electron temperatures. The basic reason for
The major wavelengths of .xtraterrestrial the lack of equilibrium between the electrons
radiation are the He 584 and the H Ly 0 and the other particles is that the ionizing
1026 K lines. Although these fluxes show radiation carries more energy than is needed
seasonal variations, these are not incorporated to merely ionize a neutral particle and energy
in the model now. For the resonantly scattered exchange rates are not fast enough to eatabLish
nighttime radiat on, the wavele ths considered equilibrium. Photoelectrons carry this e.tra
are H Ly k 121• , H Ly P 1026 P, He I 584 X, energy, and in genoral, share theii energy
and He II 3O01•. quickly by colliuions with the electron gas or

by ionizing other neutrals and creating second-
Transport of Mass ary electrons. It ia assumed that the electron

gas cwA be oharacteriý.ed by a MaxwoLlian veloc-
The continuity equation which describes ity distribution, and an electron temperature,

conservation of mass in a volume element is: Te. 'This appears to be true in the ionosphere,
though there are sometimes "high energy tails"

bni (12) in the upper ioncsphere and protonosphere
' + V- (niy.) Pi Lini (2) where collisions are exceedingly rare,

where "i" represents a ion or a minor neutral Atmospheric Chemistry

species, n is its number density, v4 is its Since the densities of ý'he major neutral
velocity, &nd Pi and Ij are the production and species are prescribed by a model atmosphere
loss functions, respectivelyý Throughout our for a given latitude, altitude, and time, only
model, the assumption of a vertically chemical reactions desoribing the production
stratified atmosphere is made so that the and loss of ions and minor neutral species
features of the atmosphere depend primarily have becti considered.
on r and t.. Then equation (2) becomes:

A detailed li3st of tht important chemical
bni + 1 VL (5) proceses included in the model can be found
7 7 i w) Ri " i in references (1), (iU), and (14).
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in the D-region, the model is designed
primarily to predict electron densities. The
major source of ionization is Lyman a, which
ionizes NO. The major ionization sink is
dissociative recombination of' molecular ions.
Rates for the latter process are comparableFRPA
for most of the species present. in the first
approximation, processes Involving negative
ions, hydrated and metal ions, arnd three-body EETO

RLWSBIEY 1
reactions have not been considered.)E'TY

In the E and Fl-regions, any negative 11
ions formed disappear quickly. Dissociative
recombination of electrons and positive mole- h
cular ions is the most important process.* The
atomic ions have a tendency to recombine with
electrons by radiative processes, which are ATTDZ 0
slower than the dissociative recombination
process. Below 165 km during the day, NO+

ad0+are the dominant ion species in the E- NIGHTI VALLE

region. Above this, 91A is domineant. At night-
time, the cross-over altitude is about 220 kine.hl

0 OA 12M a4ORS

in the upper F1-region, radiative electron- LCLTM HUS

Ion re.combh.Uintion anti charge exchange are the
fastest chemical loss processes. However, 6W!'406 I4).lac iicwa.,g tiiG
transport I s the dominant mechanism f'or chang- natural log of the electron
ing the composition. number density as a function

APPLICATIONS OFl THE MODELoftmanaliue
Figures 2 and *5 compare predictions from

As a~n introduction to the capabilities the HflL model to thoae given by Evans for
of the pr~esent modell, Figure (1) shows a Millstone Hill, Mass., In April 1964(16). The
periodic surface en which the natural log of Jacchia '65 model atsmoaghere was used, minimum
the density, ne, is shown as a functiun of solar activity, To, '(40 K, latitude, 42.6 0N,
Local "'imu, L.. T. , and the natural log of the dip angle, 730, and B3, 0.46 0auss. The F2 peak
altitul z. 'the Jphechia '65 model %tmosphoer density and altitude are shown as a function ef
was used in th-Lo calculation, meudium solar Local Time in Figure 2. Effects of the onset
conditions w~ith To, the minim~un glob&~. cxo- of sunrise and sunseut and the occurrance of the
spheric- touinpernture , 94001(, latitude, 14-50N, maximum peak altitude at night are shown more
and magneltic dip arl,6e, '(06. Thu sharp rise clearly here than in Figure 1. NRL model
and fall of no as a flunction ):r t~im mark the predictions in this case are consistently
oniset of sunrise Pund sunsjet and tndicato higher than the data, though they follow the
transitionsi in the source of ionizinmg radia- same diurnal trends. Figure 3 shows t~ie
tion from -the nighittime rosonantly scatte.red vertical number density profiles fon 0 at
radiation tc daytime solar radi,,tion * The 0:30 enid 12 :30 t. T. Again, the model follows
maximum valuc of n is about 5x10 5 cm-3, thu trendc nhown by the data, though it
which occvrTq ghord~y after sunrise at about generall2y prediots densities that are higher.
240 1ion t-l~e nighttimie radliation noutesuary to'
ma~intais' Tha nighttimtc pcikk is diftctuoued thlire arn u nictevo of possible oxplana-
.ýiwethar belowr. The impor~tanc of neutrtAl tions for the cmisiatentl.y higher values for

widsli raising and lowering the P.12 *eak the eilectr-on number density calculated by the
har~ been pointed oa~t by Stroheot(5). SincQ model. Comparison of dAt*4 and model results
the eilgr* Of? v, thle north-south cumponent, of indiceto bimab the neutral winds are probably
the neutral wind, is posit.ve (pointing north. riot corr;Bct in this calculation. Tht: electron
ward) during the Qay, and the mag~netic field density~ profile ±'or 0150 L,. T., however, is in
points do~wawrd in the northern hormiriphere, bettov agrecinont with the data in the low
the electrons antI ions move down along fieid alti tde rangem., as would be expec~ted from
linhes. The sign V v is niegatiw s at nLl results off the lower nigbttime Ionosphere
and has tho cffnct ol' pushing then -In the calculattion discussied below. Further, a,
opposite direction and thus raising the peak comparison of the ubserved electron and ion
altitude. The nighttlme E-regionrmalley is ten.peratare4 that Evans reported 'with those of
also marked on the f'igure. Stubbe(15) has the model indicate that the exospheric electron
demonmtrated that a, JargQ scale thermospheric temperaturevs calculated by the NRL model are
winir system can). produce a- positivec divergence too vma~lU by as muchl as 50ý. The model's
In the electron endk iun fluxes which reduceos ion tetupcratures are smaller than those ob-
the amount of Ionization above 150 ice. The served ion. temperatures by at most 15%. A
res'uit is a broad vaJLey in tho Gleutron close look at the diffusion term in the

fý profiles. temperature equation indicates that as the



temperature decreases, the number density will processes, and local chemistry in the deter-
increase. These effects contribute to the mination of the structure and behavior of the
differences between the model predictions and nighttime lower ionosphere(1.3). During the
data. past few years a sufficient number of obser-

vations of the airglow emissions have been made

6 data from Millatone Hll to construct adequate models of the nighttime
8 106 x del radiation field. Theoretical models describing

model prediction the resonance ýcattering of Lyman-a, Lyman-P,
534 ý and 304 photons in the atmosphere have

X been developed for comparison with rocket and
satellite observations of these far and extreme-

w ultraviolet radiation. Combining these models

with one for extraterrestrial radiation, night-
time photonization production rates and ion and
electron density profiles are computed for the

C° X E-region.

SI I I. I In Figure 4, theoretical ion density
profiles are presented and compared with NRL
rocket data representative of summer solar

400r minimum conditions(17). It is obvious that
J 4 [above 120 km the electron density profilu is

300 very sensitive to the plasma transport induced
20 Xby neutral winds. Below 120 Im where local

chemical equilibrium is valid, the combination

0 4 a 12 IS 20 24 and extraterrestrial radiation is adequate to
LOCAL TIME (HRS) maintain the E-region. But in the 120-140 km

(2). Comparison of model calculations region where transport partially controls the
Figure and observations of electron ion densities, the intensity of the nighttime

number density and altitude of ionization sources is deficient by up to a
the F2 peak at Millstone Hill(16). factor of 4, provided that the vertical plasma

transport has been properly modelled. Above
140 km the nighttime ionization sources plus
plasma transport are sufficient to account for
the maintenance of the Fl-region.

x data from Mills tone Hill

- model predictions

0.0240
700 20

10 1 ......... .
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Figure (3.Electron number density as a MASE DENSITY (cM-3)

function of altitude at 0:30
at .12:30 L. T. for Millstone
Hill data(16) compared to model
calculations. Figure (4). Comparison of ion composition

data(17) with model results
The Nighttime Ionosphere with and without winds.

E-Region and Lower F-Region
It is highly improbable that all impor-

Detailed numerical calculations have been tant velocity fields present during any rocket
made to assess the quantitative importance of measurement can adequately be accounted for
nighttime ionization sources, transport except by simultaneous measurement. At any
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given time, the macroscopic wind field is extraterrestrial radiation. Approximately a
composed of the essentially. diurnal thermo- 40 percent enhancement in eleotron density ib
spheric winds produced by in situ uv heating, obtained by the presence of the adopted extra-
upward propagating tidal wind7particularly terrestrial radiation. In the absence of
the semi-diurnal modes), and gravity waves, transport processes the ratio o02] /1CNO+3 is
The amplitude of gravity waves cannot generally inversely proportional to [NO]. Based on the
be calculated due to insufficient knowledge of NRL rocket d4ta for this ratio, NO concentra-
their sources. Since no simultaneous measure- tions - 6x1O2 cm-) are required in the 120-130
ments were made of the wind field, the actual km region. Since the chemical time constants
plasma transport cannot be evaluated. However, for 024- and NO+ are not equal, transcort
it is evident from Figure 4 that the integrated processes will alter their density profiles
production of ionization can account for the unequall!y as is evident from Figure 5.
columnn plasma density; the observed local Detailed numerical calculations with modifica-
plasma density can be modelled accurately with tions to the odd nitrogen chemistry confirm
appropriate vertical plasma transport, that the ratio is indeed sensitive to ,he NO

concentration and a peak density -5xlO cm-3
To investigate the effect of somewhat is consistent with the NRL rocket data.

less vigorous winds, the pressure gradient Comparable NO densities have been obtained
(driving force) terms in the neutral momentum frvm rocket measurements by the Boulder group
equations were multiplied by 0.6. The results (18), (19), (20).
are illustrated in Figure 5. Considerable
improvement in the agreement between theory
and observation is achieved above 150 km.
Between 115 and 140 km much more vigorous
winds (greater than 50 m sec") are required

ion transport. 230- WHIT L SANDS N.M.ti LT)JACCHIA 1965 MODEL ATMOSPHERE220 2 i AUG 1963 CONDITIONS

210 . (T) TERRESTRIAL

2001- l, (ET) EXTRATERRESTRIAL M

2*1 0J(T)

210 ......."T"SFigureI(ET) Pn0
200- TMOSPERE230

ISO ~ DATA 120
ISO-REDUCED WINDS20

170 REDUCED WINOS 11
0;--. NO STARLIGHT 1010- 0-

4:50 IONJ PRODUCTION RATES (CM -SEC-')

120- Figure (6). Production rates of 02+ and NO+
110- ions by resonantly scattered

too "radiation by the hydrogen
NMIR IIRSTY(CM-") geocorona (T) and by radiation

from extraterrestrial sources (ET).

On the basis of our calculations we
conclude that Lyman-C and Lyman-P radiation in

Figure (5). Comparison of ion composition the nighttime sky from terrestrial and extra-
data(17) with model results terrestrial sources can maintain the nighttime
having reduced the magnitude lower ionosphere at electron density levels in
of the winds. In one case, agreement with observational data. While the
extraterrestrial radiation is possibility of a significant effect due to
excluded from the calculation, energetic particles cannot be excluded, our

+ ionospheric analysis indicates that no such
+ It is well known that the ratio 102+] contribution is required. The model calcula-

[NO0 I is indicative of the charge transfer tions suggest that E-region wind systems are
agent, NO. In Figure 6, the production rates considerably more complex than the large-scale
of ions by the major nighttime sources are diurnal winds generated by UV heating of the
given for conditions representative of the NRL thermosphere.
rocket measurements. Above 90 km both res-
onantly scattered Lyman-0 and extraterrestrial Odd Nitrogen in the Thermosphere
fluxes are the dominant ionization source.
Figure 6 shows the quantitative importance of Nitric oxide plays an important role in
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ionospheric chemistry and physics both as the rich in 02 and requires a large groduction of
principal ionizable constituent in the D-region N(2 D) to balance the enhanced N(-D) loss
and as an important charge transfer agent in through reaction with O2. For either model
the E-region. To understand the nitric oxide atmosphere, the calculated electron densities
and thus the ionization and electron density are in gocd agreement with the ionosonde data
profiles in the thermosphere, a self-consistent taken during the rocket observation.
model of the odd nitrogen (NO, N(4s), N(2D))
chemistry is required. We have constructed 240
such a model for the aeronomy of odd nitrogen
(14) which describes the N(2D) 5200 R emission 230 1971 ATMOSPHERE
measured by Wallace and McElroy(21), the
NO Y (1,O) band fluorescence observed by Meira 220
(19) and Tisone(20), and the NOY- and 6- band
emission spectra measured by Feldman and 210 \
Takaes(22). Previous models by Strobel(23)
were based on parameters that represented 200
branching ratios of the atmospheric N(2 D)
sources: NO dissociative recombination, 190 -
electron impact dissociation of N2, and the
reaction N2 t+ 0. No laboratory constraints E 180 i
on the branching ratios were available and ,
still are not. Although the models were to 5 170 -
some extent arbitrary, they did demonstrate,
that only a fraction of the potential N(2 D) i '60 -
sources were required to produce theoretical .9
models consistent with NO dayglow measurements. 5 --
We have used our model to establish that the
important atmospheric sources of N(2 D)(ý4) are 140-

e(fast) + N2 -- _-N(2D) + N(4S) 130 0
21) 45x10-13 10-14 iO-i4l

112 + hV(X X 800 - 3000 R)-N(D) +N( S) 120 0.5 0.5,0.55,0.6

14P + O---.,-NO+ + N 
I I I I 

(I 

IN0o + e.-N(2D) + 0, A 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110

-4S)" 5200 A INTEGRATED EMISSION (R)

Figure (7). Compagison of the integratedand that the branching ratio, A, for disI3Ocia- 5200 A emission from n(2)tive recombibtion of NO+ is approximately measured by Wallace and McElroy
0.O5. That is, slightly more N(2 D) than me6su r izontal ans with
N(S) is formed. Based on these sources of [1966m (horizontal bars) withN(2D), a consistent model for the aeronomy of model calculations for theN( 2

D)Jacchia [1971) model atmosphere

odd nitrogen requires N(2 D) to preferentially and selected values of A and k
react with 02 to form NO rather than be (the lower and upper numbers,
deactivated by atomic oxygen. This leads to respectively).
an upper limit on the N(2 D) quenching coe-
fficient by 0 of 10-1-4 cu5 sec-1 . With ghe above constraints on A and It

from 5200 A dayglow measurements, we can now
An analysis of the 5200 R emission height determine the appropriate values of those

profile identifies the major atmospheric parameters which are consistent with the
quenching agent of N(2 D) and places impor- measurements of fluorescence of the Y(1,0)
tant constraints on the possible atmospheric band. The g factor relates the integrated
sources of N( 2 D)(21). The 5200 R dayglow y(l,0) band emission profile to the NO columr n
measurements were made at White Sands on density. Pearce(24 ) included the rotational
April 7, 1964 with a solar zenith angle, structure of the band and the variition of
X-72 0 . For the Jacchia (1971) podel atmosphere, the solar flux intensity within the band in
we illustrate theoretical 5200 A emission rate his calculation of the g factor and obtained
profiles as a function of A and k and compare 3.93 x 10-6 photons sec"1 . Witt(25) suggests
these with the rocket measurements in Figure 7. that this is an underestimate. Using the
The lower limit on A is 0.5, while the upper relative intensities measured by Poland a d
limits on A and k are 1.0 and 10-13 cO3 eec-, Broida(26), we estimate g to be 7.7 x 10b
respectively. If the Jacehia (1965) model photons sec 1 . For comparison of our theore-
atmos.here were appropriate, then the observed tical models with experimental data, we adopt
5200 A emissio, profile would only be consistent a range of (4-7) x 10- ptons + -.
with a theoreticaw model where A=I.0 and
kilO -13 cO3 sec-1 . This model atmosphere is The Meira(19) dayglow observations of
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y(l,O) bund fluorescence are representative
of winter conditions for high solar activity. 160
The observations were made on January 31 and 6 FED 69
February 5, 1969 with a solar zenith angle, 3. 31 JAN 69
x- 62o In Figure 8, we compare our 140- CALCULATION

• 140 - • CALCUAIN t
theoretical emission rate profiles with ' a's
experimental data. Good agreement is obtajned
only with a Japchia (1971) model atmosphere and %9 ( FO55 JION14,1971)
A-0.55, k-lO"1 cm

3 sec-
1 . For A-1.O, unaccep- - 120 55

tably large values for k, in excess of 10-13 W
cm3 sec-l,wouldbe required to fit the data. 0

Similarly, the adoption of a Jacchia (1965) - 100
model atmosphere also leads to overestimates
of the NO emission rate for values of A and k -1

consistent with the 5200 R data. 80-

60 --

g-xI06j0 101 102 j03 104 105 j06

/ -` -I-- ELECTRON DENSITY (cm- 3 )

g-4x10
4-6 10-t

055 C.5 I I Figure (9). (a) Comparison of electron
t0-1

4 
o-t4 i-,Z, io-3 densities measured by Mechtly

1t40- 1971 1971 1971 1965 [1972) with predicted electron
120 - "densities for a model with

•12\ A=0.55, k-l0-14 cm
3 

sec- 1 
and

Jacchia [1971) atirosphere, These
Q 100 measurements were made at the

time of Meira's [1971] obser-
SO - vations. (b) Comparison of NO

E \A densities inferred by Meira
MEIR, . MEIRA [1971) with calculated NO
140 1 W4:29 densities.

0.1 c'... 0.4 0.6 0B 1 2 4 6 8 10
y-(1,0) BAND EMISSION (kR)

TISONE OBSERVATIONS
KAUAI, HAWAII
TIME 5:56; MAY 26,1971

Figure (8). Comparison of tle integrated CALCULATIONS FOR (0.55,10-14,1971)

NOY(l,0) band emission measured
by Meira [1971] with model E g-70t-6

calculations for selected values • 120
of A, k, and indicated g factor. _
The model atmospheres are M
Jacchia [197,] and Jacchia [1965] 100 OBSERVATION
denoted by 1971 and 1965, 45 1OO g-4R I6

respectively. 4x\

Electron density measurements in the D-region \ \
by Mechtly(27) supplemented by ionosonde
data for the E-region taken during the Meira 60 ERRORS ON
dayglow observations are compared with the OBSERVATION
best fit theoretical model in Figure 9. 1 1 I - I

0.1 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 2
Another rocket observation of fluores- y(l,O) BAND EMISSION (kR)

cence in the NOY(1,0) band was made by Tisone
(20) at sunrise and -s representative of 2
summer and medium solar activity conditions. Figure (10). Production rases of N( D)
In Figure 10 the theoratical model consistent appropriate for Meira's L1971)
with the other odd nitrogen data Js compared observations. Solar zenith
with the Tisone data. angle -620 and same parameters

as Figure 9.
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An important stimulus for this wcrk was available observational data. Calculated
the recent rocket measurement by Feldman aand electron densities are in good agreement with
Takaecs(22) of the NO twilight emission in the results of rocket and ionosonde measurements
y and 6 bands above 100 Ian. -ý only plausible made at a variety of locations and times.
mechanism for excitation of these bands is the
chemiluminescent, preassociation reaction of From the aeronomical studies we have
N and 0 atoms. In addition, fluorescence in made with the model, we conclude that in
the y(1,O) band of NO was observed. The most order to understand as well as predict the
accurate rate coefficient measured for this behavior and structure of the ionosphere, an
chem.lumivescent reaction is for the produc- equivalent understanding of the neutral
tion of the 6(0,0) band emission. The atmosphere is required. The ion composition
measured 6(0,0) band intensity was (58± 12) R and NO concentrations are sensitive to the
at 140 km. A theoretical caluclatipn with the 10]/[02] ratio in the lower thermosphere.
best fit parameters, A"'O.55, k5l0-1I cm3 sec-1 , Complex wind systems generated by the neutral
and the Jacchia (1971) model atmosphere atmosphere transport ionization and control
predicts 28 R at 140 km. Feldman has noted the ý.on density profiles in the nighttime
that the atmospheric attenuation of the LBH lower ionosphere. These wind systems also
bands emission measured on the same flight influence the distribution of [NO). If
requires .8 of the 0 densities predicted by the ionosphere is to be properly modelled,
the Jacchia 71 atmosphere. This rocket flight more realistic model neutral atmospheres
was made in January 1974. The analysis of and associated wind systems must be developed.
Roble and Norton (28) suggest that low 02 This work was sponsored by ONR and NAVAIR.
concentrations are characteristic of the
winter thermosphere. A theoretical calculation REFERENCES
with reduced 0 density in the atmosphere
predicts 38 R of 6(0,0) band emission at (1). E. S. Oran, T. R. Young, D. V. Anderson,
140 Im, in better agreement with the Feldman T. P. Coffey, P. C. Kepple, A. W. Ali,
and Takacs data. The predicted altitude and D. F. Strobel, A Numerical Model of
profile of the 6- and y- bands emission agrees the Mid-Latitude Ionosphere, Naval Res.
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Our atmospheric analysis of the odd (2). B. K. Ching and Y. T. Chiu, A Phenomen-
nitorgen data required the Jacchia (1971) ological Model of Global Ionospheric
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HIGH-LATITUDE IONOSPHERIC AURORAL MODELS

J. A. Fedder, J. H. Orens, and T. P. Coffey

U. S. Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, D. C. 20375

I. INTRODUCTION

The irregular and complex behavior of the The instabilities result in plasma density in-
earth's high-latitude ionosphere presents nomogenities and communication signal scintil-
unique and difficult problems for radio commu- lation. In order to predict these effects it
nications. This behavior arises primarily is necessary to develop models for the convec-

owing to two different but related phenomena. tive field in the altroral regions. One such
The first is the precipitation of energetic model developed at NRL is the subject of this
particles of magnetospheric origin into the paper.
high-latitude atmosphere. The second is the
penetration of magnetospheric electric fields The theory of magnetospheric convection was
and currents into the auroral and polar iono- developed by Axford and Hines [19611 to explain
sphere. At present neither of these phenomena thr .dgnetic disturbances caused by ionospheric
are completely understood and therefore their currents in the polar regions of the ionosphere.
occurrence and their effects on cosmmunications A review of this theory and further develop-
are not predictable except in a most elemen- ments is presented by Axford [19691. Subse-
tary and general way. One of the aims of cur- quent to the presentation of this theory numer-
rent, on going, modeling efforts at the Naval ous papers [Karlson, 1963, 1971; Block, 1966;

Research Laboratory (NRL) is to improve the Iwasaki and Nishida, 1967; Vasylinnas, 1970,
physical description of these high latitude 1971; swift, 1971; Wolf, 1970; Matsushita, 1971;
phenomena and thereby to improve the predict- and Jaggi and Wolf, 19731 have presented models

ability ot their effects on coasaunicaLiuns. for the large scale convective flow in the
ionosphere and magnetosphere. There have also

The precipitation of energetic particles, been a number of models Bostrom, 1964; Atkinson
the aurora, can lead to disruption or degrada- 1970; Holzer and Sato, 1973; Sato and Holzer,
tion of communications either by causing ab- 1973; Coroniti and Kennel, 1972;1 which de-
sorption of the signal or by distorting the scribe convective flow in the auroral oval and
signal path (both path length and angular devi- in auroral arcs. All of these models show
ations). Signal absorption can occur during certain features which agree with the observed
Polar Cap Absorption events and during Auroral convection pattern but in general fail to show
Absorption events which are caused by greatly other observed features which need explanation.
enhanced D region ionization owing to very
energetic particle precipitation. Path dis- The NRL model is predicated on a different
tortion can be caused by a large increase in assumption than moat of those referred to a-

the total ionization content of the iouosphere bove. The assumption is that large geomag-
owing to auroral precipitation. The NRL mod- netic field-aligned potential differences cau

elirg effort for auroral particle effects is exist between the ionosphere and the magneto-
described in a number of reports concerning sphere and that these can result in different

elcetron precipitation [StrIckland and convective patterns in the ionosphere and mag-
Kepple, 1974; Strickland e17. al., 1974--, proton netosphere. We think that the agreement be-
nrecipitation [Rogerson and Davis, 19741, and tween our results (described in more detail in

, ral ionospheric chemistry [EHan and Fedder [1974] and Fedder and Orens [1974a,bl)

- 19741. and the available data for currents and flow
patterns, and the recent auroral particle

The penetration of the magnetospheric con- evidence [Arnoldy, 1974] reaffirms this assump-
vection electric field and associated currents tion.
into the high latituda ionosphere can effect
communications in two ways. The convective II. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION
field transports ionospheric plasma perpen-
dicular to the geomagnetic field and thereby The three dimensional mathematical model for

affects the distribution of the ionospheric the ionospheric plasma density, currents, and
plasma content. It also sets up conditions electric field is comprised of the following:
which are subject to plasma instabilities.
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the plasma continuity equation of the assumed var ables which lead to these
results is given in Fedder [19741 and in

- nv- nv + p - n2 Fedder and Orens [197ha1. It suffices to say

bt bx x y here, that the assumptions are based on meas-
ured auroral data and are within the range of

the ion momentum equations reasonably expected values.

vx . p E- x %h Ey, III. RESULTS FOR AURORAL ARCS

vy . 'p Ey + \h Ex) The results of model calculations for auroral
arcs are shown in Figures 1, 2 and 3. For

the ionospheric current continuity equations these calculations the auroral arc was assumed
to be aligned in the y-direction with all

-= - j -�- jy, variables uniform along y. The magnetospheric
6z J 6 by electric field was chosen perpendicular to the

the horizontal current equations arc.
x - qn (v, - v e), Figure I presents the tield-aligned Birkeland,,
Jx - qn (v - vxe), current density and the electric field results:

jy q (v - va),ELECTRON S1RKELANO CURRENT

the electron velocity equations 20E

cE CE
Ve B Y andy e B x

the electric field equation 10

E -=- v •,

and the electric potential equation 2 o

M + J31 R.

Here n a plasma density, -1.0

vv y ion velocity components,

E ,EX y ionospheric electric fieldcomponents, -. 0--a-J
00 200 400 60,0 80.0 c 00

h ion Pedersen and Hall
mobilities, X 1ki)

P = assumed ionospheric plasma pro- IONOSHERIC ELECTRIC FIELD
duction,

c= assumed ionospheric plasma loss 00
rate,

jx,jy a ionospheric horizontal current 2
density,

c -m speed of light
B E the geomagnetic field strength

(in the negative z direction), _0 0 ---- _----_

q =_ electron unit charge,
e, e1

vv electron velocity components)
3 m ill at top of ionosphere (here -20.0 -

Sa ionospheric electric potential, -30.0 -

%m = assumed magnetospheric potential,

R = assumed anomalous resistance to 0.0 20.0 400 600 800 100.0
1~~~ 11 'km)

The above set of equations and definitions
form a complete set which can be solved simul- Figure 1. Auroral arc Birkeland current den-

taneously for the ionospheric plasma density, sity and electric field results. For this

the electric field, and the ionospheric cur- calculation the are is about 15km wide and is

rent systems with a proper set of assumptions, centered at x - 50km. The magnetospheric
electric field is a constant 25mVm" in the

In the following sections results of such x-direction.
calculations are presented for individual Figure 2 presents the plasma density and the
auroral arcs and also for the midnight region electrojet current density (y-directed) for
of the auroral oval. A complete discussion one example of auroral arc. The Birkeland
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current is large at the edges of the arc and the auroral arc,in the y direction, the effects
small in the center where the field-aligned of horizontal transport on the plasma density
resistance, which was assumed proportional to in much more pronounced [see Fedder, 19741.
the auroral plasma production, is large. The The electrojet current density contours show
electric field shows the result of polarization that the arc electrojet is enhanced over a
of the arc owing to a field-aligned potential. broader region than is the auroral plasma den-

sity. This result occurs owing to the enhanced
Z(km) polarization electric field at the edges of the

arc. The Birkeland current and electrojet
current densities are similar to measured re-
sults [Lark and Cloutier, 1971].

In Figure 3, a direct comparison is made be-
tween a model electric field result and a
measured auroral electric field [Maynard et al.

=911 1975). For the c~mparison, the measured field
j was reduced by a factor of 2. One can see

that the agreement is remarkable considering
the uncertainties, for all the assumed para-
meters of the model, for which measurements
were not made. Additional studies [Fedder,
1974; Fedder and Orens , 197'4b] have demonotrated

ELECTRIC FIELD (mV/m)
Z ~(W - N (A 4

00 0 0

z 0 I)

Q 
,

I0 
I0

""00 In
OFF

_r

x0
S. /'

tN

Figure 2. Auroral arc plasma density and
electrojet current density results. Note the L
sl.'ht distortion of the plasma density con-
tourti in the positive x-direction owing to Figure 3. Model arc electric field results
transport in the Pedersen conducting region, compared to measured arc electric field of
120-130km. Also see that the electrojet Maynard et al. [1973). The solid line shows
current, in the negative y-direction, takes the model result. for the assumed magnetospheric
place over a considerably wider region than electric field, dashed line. The dotted line
the auroral plasma density enhancement. The shows the measured electric field reduced by
broader electrojet region is caused by the en- a factor of 2.
hanced electric field at the edges of the arc.

that the degree and the nature of the electric
The ionospheric electric field is enhanced, polarization of an auroral arc depends pri-
relative to the magnetospheric field, at the marily on the plasma production rate, the mag-
sidna of the arc and is reduced in the center. netospheric electric field, and the magnitude
For this result the magnotoopheric electric of the resistance to the Birkeland current.
field was taken to be a constant 25 mVm"1 Given these parameters, the spatial distri-
This type of polarization is typical in all bution of the Birkeland current depends only
model results to date. The plasma d.nsity on the spatial distribution of the resistance
contours show primarily the effect of the function.
assumed plasma production and recombination
rates. However they are slightly distorted, IV. RESULTS FOR THE AURORAL OVAL
to the right, in the Pedersen conducting :e-
gion, 120-13Okm altitude, owing to the hrri- The results of model calculations for the
zontal transport of ions. In cases whcre the midnight region of the auroral oval are shown
magnetospheric electric field is parallel to in Figures 4, 5, 6, and 7. The geometry used
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for the northern midnight ovil is shown in the oval. The model uses this magnetospheric
Figure 4, from above the ionosphere. The x- convective field along with an auroral ioniza-
axis is west-east; the y-axis is north-south. tion production rate which yields; an auroral

oval to ambient Pedersen conduc•tivity ratio of
10:1 and an auroral Hall to Pedersen conduc-

U) Z tivity ratio of 2.5:1,ratios which are typical
N N .4 of a moderately disturbed auroral region; to

O 0 0 0 calculate the ionospheric convective flow, the
o o 0 0 0 auroral Birkeland currents, the auroral oval
I I II I horizontal currents, and the three dimensional

plasma densities.

0 -Figure 5 shows the resulting ionospheric con-

0 • vective flow pattern in the midnight auroral
Soval. The difference between this pattern andSZ that shown is Figure 4 is caused by a field-

o 0 - aligned potential between the magnetosphere
0 0 and the ionosphere. The most important feature

of the pattern is the westward shift of the
N z east-west convective discontinuity before mid-o 11 night (the point x - 0, y - 0 is midnight cen-o ter of the oval). This pattern shows great

M similarity to the experimental pattern in-

M ferred by Heppner [19721 and Maynard [ 1974 ].
0 r-

oM
/1P1 0U) Z

0 00
0 I 0 0

0

0 0
P1 m

Fiure 4. This figure shows the model auroral M
oval geometry and the magnetosphere convection
pattern mapped on the ionosphere. The dashed m
line across the upper part of the figure and 0

the solid line across the lower part are the 0-
poleward and equatorward bondaries of the oval. 0
respectively. The position (0,0) is midnight N
center of the auroral oval. The convective O
flow is toward the oval from above (25mV- 0
electric field from right to left), dividing I z
equally to the left and right of midnight to A
return to the day side through the oval. The >
equipotentials (flow lines) are not equally I I
spaced but are concentrated toward midnight
to show more detail there.

0)
Directions are indicated by the capital letters 0
N, S, E, and W. The east-west dashed line in
the upper portion of the drawing is the north- m -
ern border of LM u-1 Lhe solid east-west
line below it is the southern border. The
assumed magnetospheric convective flow lines Figure 5. The ionospheric convection pattern

mapped on the ionosphere, are also shown in which results from polarization of the auroral
Figure 4. The flow is southward, corresponding oval and the field-aligned potential drops.
to a dawn to dusk electric field of 25 mVm'1 Note the westward shift of the east-west con-
in the polar cap. It crosses the northern vective (Harang) discontinuity. Also note the
boundary of the oval, dividing on either side multiple reversals to the west of midnight.
of midnight to return to the dayside along
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The result of this change in the ionospheric west of midnight and at the southern border
convection is to considerably modify the auro- east of midnight. The "into" current occurs
ral electric fields. Electric fields derived at the northern border east of midnight and
from this pattern also show considerable re- at the southern border to the west. This
semblance to measured data as is discussed in characteristic pattern is the same as that ob-
Fedder and Orens [1974a]. served by Zmuda and Armstrong. [19741. The

largest amplitude current is "out of" the
The Birkeland current density results of the ionosphere at the northern edge of the oval

model calculation are shown in Figure 6. west of midnight, and this current sheet serves
SZ to close the eastward and westward auroral

electrojets. This strong current region also
SN N . agrees with the nightside portion of the field-
o 0 0 O aligned current system proposed by Heppner et

S- 0 0 0al. [19711 to explain the magnetic perturbation

Iin the po lar cap.
o Because a uniform field-aligned resistance
o has been chosen for this study, Figure 6 also

shows the distribution of the field-aligned

S+ potential between the magnetosphere and the

o ionosphere. The potential difference in the
o northern evening region is greater than three

kilovolts and is directed so as to accelerate
O precipitating electrons into the ionosphere.

N In the other regions the largest potential is

o m over a factor of 2 smaller. We would associate
the pre-midnight upward directed potential and
precipitating electron current with the "in-zo- 0 verted-V" particle events reported by Frank and

0 Akerson [1972, and references therein]. The
C magnitude of the potential is similar to par-

N ticle energies. Additionally, the pattern and
o IU location of the potential and the occurrence

- of "inverted-V' events are quite similar.
-z

Figure 7 is a contour map of the auroral

I electrojet current which results from the
0 model. The extension of the westward electro-O --

jet to the west of m•dnight is on observed
feature of the westward jet which has been rec-

0) ognized from geomagnetic data [Harang, 1946;
0 Hepner, 1972]. The overlap of the eastward
0 + and westward electrojets in the southern por-

M I tion of the auroral oval has also been observed.
For this calculation the current caused by the
westward electrojet is about 300,000 amperes,

Figure 6. Birkeland current system in mid- which value is typical of moderate auroral

night auroral oval. Plus signs signify cur- disturbances. In the region to the west of

rent out of the ionosphere. The currents fluw midnight where the eastward and westward elec-

In sheet-like structures at the edge of the troJetR meL, there is a strong northward cur-
oval. In the evening sector it is out of the rent (not shown in Figure 7), which closes the

northern border, into the southern and it re- electrojet system to the very strong northern

verses sense in the morning sector. The cur- Birkeland current sheet.

rent denoity in the central contour of the
northern evening sheet is 3 x 109 el. Cm"2

se'•; each exceeding outward contour is re-
duced by a factor of 2, Because of our assump-
tlon of a constant spatially uniform resistance
to the field-aligned current, the contours are
also equipotentiale between the magnetosphere
and ionosphere. The potential difference with-
in the northern evening contours is greater
than 3 kilovolts and is oriented so as to accel-
erate electrons into the ionosphere.

The Birkeland cuzrent occurs in east-west
aligned sheets. It is "out of" the iono-
sphere at the northern L'irer of the oval
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electrojet irregularities [Farley, 19741.

Z Recent nonlinear numerical simulations

N [Ossakow, 1974] have explained many of the

o 0 0 0 measured features of these E-region irregular-
O 0 0 0 0 ities. It is also indicated the same or sit-

ilar mechanisms may lead to F region irreg-

ularities [Scannapieco et al., ]97L!] and the
4b resultant scintillation phenomena. The study

O -- of plasma clouds and their coupling with the
o background ionosphere has also demonstrated

the role of electrostatic plasma instabilities
4 in creating plasma irregularities in the iono-
O - sphere [Ossakow et al., 19'75j. Since the in-
0 M vestigation of all these phenomena requires a

r detailed knowledge of plasma densities and the
NO M ionospheric electrostatic field, model results
O - 0 such as those presented here should have ap-
0-4

: plication to high latitude irregularity studie
O studies.
C-O- _ m
I In the case of high latitude E region irreg-

0 ularities, radar measurements [Balsley and
C Eckland, 19721 have shown the existance of at
;a least three plasma instabilities aasociated

o M with the auroral electrojet current system.
0 M Balsley and Eckland have tentatively identi-Z

-I fied two of these as the type I and type 11

-4 instabilities which where first observed in
0 the equatorial electrojet. These two insta-
O bilities have only recently been adequately

explained in their nonlinear saturated state

a by numerical simulation. The numerical aim-
0- - ulations [McDonald et al., 1975"1 require a
O detailed description of the background iono-

spheric state. Owing to the relatively simple
m . - two dimensional geometry of the equatorial

electrojet, the background ionospheric para-
Figure 7. The electrojet system in the midnight meters could be obtained by direct measure-

sector-f the auroral oval showing both the ment. In the auroral electrojet the geometry
eastward and westward jets (arrows show direc- is more complex, and owing to the rapid varia-
tion). Note the extension of the westward jet tion of the ionospheric parameters in time,
to the west of midnight. Also note the overlap direct measurments is difficult. It is possi-
of the eastward and westward jets in the south- ble that a better ionospheric description for
ern evening region. The central contour in the numerical plasma instability simulations will
westward electrojet is 133 amp un 1 height in- be provided by auroral models sooner than by
tegrated current density. Consecutive con- measurement.
tours outward are each reduced a factor of 2.

A similar situation also occurs for F region
V. DISCUSSION irregularities in the high latitude ionosphere.

The scintillation measurements of Aarons [1971
In the preceding sections we have shown and have shown the common occurrence of F region

discussed auroral model results for both in- irregularities at high-latitudes. These irreg-
dividual arcs and for the auroral oval. These' ularities have an occurrence pattern which
results have shown how field-aligned poten- shmws boundaries [Aarons and Allen, 1971J which
tials and the resultant polarization of the are similarly located to the boundaries in the
aurora affects the ionospheric electric fields ionospheric convective pattern and the auroral
and currents. The auroral model results have oval. In view of the above and the results of
also been shown to have a considerable resem- Scannapieco et al. (1974) which demonstrate
blance to the available measurements of suro- the effect of the gradient-drift instability
ral electric fields and current systems. In on F 'egion irregularities, it appears that
view of the above, it would appear that these the convective flow of ionospheric plasma at
or similar results should be of use in the high-latitudes is important for F region ir-
theoretical investigation of naturally occur- regularity development and morphology. Thus
Ing plasma instabilities and their formation models of convective flow and ionospheric
of high latitude ionospheric irregularities, plasma densities can be fundamental to de-

veloping physical models of hi I latitude
It is known that electrostatic plasma in- communication signal scintillation.

stabilitieb are responsible for the E-region
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The presently existing models of convection considerable improvements in the model results
and aurora, like the one presented here, can in the near future, although we do not expect
only be considered a first step toward de- the qualitative nature of the results to
scribing the auroral and polar ionospheres. change significantly. In the end we believe
Generally speaking, they are steady state de- that it will be possible to model many of the
scriptions of a system which is often rapidly convective changes which take place during
changing in time. For instance, it is ex- magnetic substorm events.
pected that during magnetic disturbances the
field-aligned electromagnetic induction owing In summary, we have presented a model for
to the enhancement of the Birkeland currents the plasma density, the electric fields, and
should be at least as important as is the the current systems in aurora and in thefield-aligned resistance. We could also note auroral ionosphere. We have shown that thethat electromagnetic induction can be impor- model results are generally in agreement with

tant for steady conditions as well since in the available data. These results and their
certain regions of the auroral oval the mag- comparison to the data give encouragement for
netospheric convection must cross the Birke- further modal development and improvement.
land current system. The model is currently The results of these model calculations have
being modified to include time dependent and direct application to the study of plasma
indirective effects. To date progress on instabilities, their resultant ionospheric
these efforts is encouraging and we expect irregularities, and comMunication signal

propagation in the high-latitude ionosphere.
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COMPUTER SIMULATION OF EMBEDDED ELECTRICALLY SMALL SCATTERERS

G. Bakalyar, E. Ziemba
Analytical Systems Engineering Corporation

Burlington, Massachusetts

Most theory used to describe iono- chosen so the X axis is parallel with
spherically generated scintillations some preferred direction (a magnetic
assumes irregularities large compared field line). The other two axis are
to a wave length. This promotes, a chosen conveniently to form a right hand
forward scatter limitation to the system. XYZ.
medium, a partial effect of which
appears in the "filler function" gener- A plane wave solution is undertaken,
ated for amplitude and phase scintilla- and the direction of the propagation
tions. This report is concerned with vector k forms the Z. axis of an ob--
the effects of electrically small server system X0, Yo, Zo and also a
scatterers which scatter isotropically. prop- ition coordinate system defining
Such scatterers may exist embedded in the --ientation of the E vector with
larger scatters and if there are enough respect to the array direction.
of them, may contribute significant
isotropically scattered power in
addition to a forward scatter compon-
ent. This condition can promote back-
scattering (unpredicted for the large
scatter) and a possibility of bistatic
scattering in frequency regimes beyond
the ionospheric penetrating frequen-
cies. It may cause more power to be
scattered into a wide beam antenna than
a forward scattering medium would Y
predict.

The ultimate objective of the anal- X
ysis to follow is to generate volu-
metric regions containing smaller X0
scatters which are aligned along the
magnetic field. The basis of the Figure I' OBSERVER SYSTEM
solution is to solve the scattering
problem for a single field aligned Z
array of scatters - and then synthe-
size volumes from this "elementary"
solution. It will be convenient
therefore, to first briefly describe
the geometry relating the propagation
vector k and the geometry of the
scattering region and the observer. Y
Next the derivation of the averagepower scattered from a single array is
given and finally some results are
given as derived from the computer
program. X ×0

BASIC GEOMETRY OF SCATTERING
FROM ARRAYS Figure' 2 PROPAGATION SYSTEM

The basic coordinate system is
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The coordinates a., a (lying in a pression for the scattered field:
plane normal to k) together with Zo de-
fine position in the obaerver's system. k2 E A eik0o
The angle 6 in the plane normal to k9 B N (s)
defines the direction of the E vector of 2-ri C P0
the propagating wave. ^ ^ ikp 2 s

The direction of an "elementary" 0s 20
array of scatters ; is taken as the Zs
axis of a scattering Xs, Ys, Zs. Norm- where pc . unit vector from C-of Cs to
ally s=Zs is taken parallel to X, the observer
magnetic field direction.

p0  - 11)0 1

ps - vector from c of cs to
scatterer

Z ~E0 -mLagnitude of propagatingS- E vector

S ,A
B- e = unit vector ini direction of
C

Z YY N(s) = perturbation in refractive
CC index and N(s)<< 1 and

random
The expression for the average power
scattered toward an observer is:

X 5 avg e (RA+s f. )avg
Figure 3: SCATTERING SYSTEM VXE o-s I

The coordinates as, as lying in a Hs i-- (2)
plane normal to s and the coordinate s
parallel to -Zs, determine the position using 1 and 2 this becomes:
of a scatterer in the system. Obviously Ne
as, as, define points of intersection of Pavq = Wo0j p(Se)N (S)xp.
parallel bundles of arrays - hence volu- -3)
metric regions are readily simulated. *-ik (S,-S, L-(S-•'LS~dSAA,

The systems Xp, Yo, Zo and X., Ys, Zs 0
are described in terms of the basic X, where:
Y, Z system - to allow for arbitrary
orientations of these systems and the k4 E2
vector E. o F(a 0,a, S)

o 32l 3 (Z 1)~ 2
POWER SCATTERED FROM AN ARRAY O

The purpose here it to first describe L - Z° 0 cos +
the fields E scattered from a linear rI 2
array to an observer position a,, on. F - i-lIl'• . a nearly fiveA
ZO, and then to estimate the average L lId 0) J
scattered power. The electrical size of o a
scatterers is left arbitrary until the quantity as 1 depends on 0 , a and
general expression for scattered power z U z Q
is derived. It is then seen that the
results contain near ficld and for field a Only s is variable and usual-
implications. The significance of Z 1 Z
scatter size is readily noted relative 0 o
to the near and far field - and finally ly S<<a A is the cross sectional
the possibility of different frequency 0,
dependencies co-existing is noted. area of a scatterer: Ads = d(volume)

Analysis begins, as for most weak
scattering theory, with the first order
Born approximation applied to a random o = + z
medium. This provides an integriil eX- 0 0

S16
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In this analysis, the perturbed N(s) is The inner sum of Equation (4) repre-
described at a point S£ by: sents a component array of interfero-

ineter elements with scatterers separ-
N 1 + N(s) S£ < S < S£+ASk ated by a distance Pm. The "unper-

turbed" array implies pm is a fixed
N 1 Sj >S'ýSx + ASp quantity w.i/n. Only small perturba-

tions about this distribution are con-Now applying the condition that scat sidered. The quantity em/2 defines the
-terers are discrete variations in re- distance to the center of an interfer-
fractive index, the integral part of ometer element.
(3) can be expressed in matrix form*: .+ {Pm

(P) Wo -. anIN N N. L Nn1:1 :12 1n I '44 1avg :. . . i (4)
n i n 2  Nnn a.N 0m

Where "n" is tae total number of scat- 2
ters. Equation (4) 3an be expressed as The out-r su•m of Equation (4) then
a double sum: adds the power in all component arrays

W n n-r as required. Dividing by n (the cotal
-s Q a N N AV AV number of component arrays as well asPs n £+m kNkp Pý kA number of scatters) appears because ofm=o =o (5) the averaging requirement.

Where m and Z dre integero ind: SCATTERING MODEIS

kr _- oi (- 2 The term at+m at determines the char-acteristics of the scattering model.
a+ p÷ = j e ds S+AA+ A Performing the integration of (r) overthe limits pm+Apm and Pm in the case of

scatterers (7b), the following results are
k m obtained:

fo e 20CL (L---)2 d s "'dp
scatterers when den, Z= o S>d p+md Z then:

-d 2 p, + dOm) A2zA£+M
4A -sin 2 X

£a+ {+ a ýcosU( 2 )+sinU.

and where: (-)2
(6) - S z

m +m S9. n f-sin2 sin x

Sm = Sm+S S+2 (k+)) 2-4 - +M z

hePCL d02m
S and when dpm o => d S+md ss = 4 T,

Smthen

0a (2 4.-m)
m n

-dP2m + dO) a+ a( osU 2 sin 2 z sin2)

A +mA zdS d+m dS£ Y AA(- i

2 2dV Xm dV zj sin2 Z O

S =Tota- lengith of the ara (A)2s si %+
n - Total number of scatterers

lea1



where:

Lk 0-m (1) N£ +mN Z statistics are independent
U Z1Pm (L (7b) of AV AV statistics.

Z 9.-Z-r 91
0

(2) The array differs from a uniform
array by only a small amount, as

0 m defined at a position Ot by OZ +
X A _ p_£ (L -6 with 60 9, a stationary random

Z mvariable. This also results in
0 perturbations in pt of the order

6PZ 60t. The averages Z =

k -Apm=0.

Pw mZ. (3) The fluctuation in Ni±+1 Nz about
0 a mean M2 can be described by a

normalized correlation function
The quantities Ap6 , AG9  are scale R(Pm) - defining component ar-

tres rays with Pm mS/n (the separa-sizes of the scat erers. Note thattindsacofsters)

kAP %m, kAO£m are respectively 2 tion distance of scatterers).
AO Ap AO Note: N9 = N + AN9. where AN£

2Tr and that T-, - >-1 implies elec- i-s-andom.

trically large scatterers and -ADO, I <5
implies electrically small sca~terers. (4) A similar correlation function
Note in (7a) and (7b) that when Z, X C (pm) exists for AVZ+m AVZ.
are small, quantities, which is almost
always satisfied when A•, AO <<i, that Finally, perfor'ning the required
(7a) and (7b) both reduce Jo the elec- summation of the inner sum of (5),
trically small scatterer expressions: the following two model solutions

are obtained:

+P 2 os (-E sin 2x n sin w(n-m)
a Z+maz cosU )N N siL 0 Cos V (9a'

4 X+11 Z P 22
avg n x m=O w

(-) m~osin-2 2

cosU AV i+mAV Z NZ+mN 

2

and also:

A ,2
= cosU(- _ )NZ+ImN£Z 0 -n sin W-(n-m)

. = 0 Cos V
avg - U22 sin w

m=o 2
= zosu AVn+mAViN +mN (8)

where in (8) the coefficient of the n9b .i.2T
sinU terms has been allowed to vanish- 2 !LL s (9b
since it is small for bnth small and i(-)
large X, Z. Note also t at a model 2
allowing both va. Ptioi; in dO and dp where: 2

is posLible for A., AO << 1: APm)
-4 E) = W (N)2 ( 1V) (1 + ---

-2a --- 2

S-Ap
2XM + A0 2 m )NmN KO-,2

Z9m4 +m 91 0 l(.K- ff ) )2 1jL+ AN (Rp
2 (Z) 2

= cosU AVi+mAVZNZ+mNi Z T-`A 2 Q
1i+ - C (pm

Returning now to the expvession (5), *It is readily shown sinV terms are
and neglecting sinUkterms of (7a) and not negligible when Vp -Z0 /1L which
(7b) while making the following as- A -
iumptions: usually requires electrically large

scatterers.
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I
power pattern may then be readilly

kPm S S << L normally determined.
V - (L -

ZoI 2 2 Since, in the foregoing analysis, a
term

kPm S ms ikPS2

W - n P= n -- (refer to Equation (1))
Z 1 2 PO

has been retained throughout analysis,
it is assumed that the near field

6-- is the variance of variations of 0 effects are well approximated by Equa-
about a uniform distribution of tions (9a) and (9b). To estimate far
scatterers field patterns, however, a more approx-

imate method is used than otutlined
66P

2 is the variance in variations above. It is estimated that the
about an average scale size of pattern sensed at ao, ao, Zo, which is

scatterers. the incoherent sum of (n-m1) interfero-
meter elements - for a givea component

since the same scatterers apply to all array - is roughly equal to an averaged
component arrays, the subscript "in" is element pattern. The far field diff-
not needed for 60 and 6Ap. Note in raction effects are then estimated by
,9a) and (9b) that first dividing the power in (9a) and

(9b) by (n-m), and then summing (n-,n)
lim sin W (n-M) of the new elements - assumed spaced

2 = n-m Pm distance apart'. According to array
sin - theory, this is achieved by multiplying

2 the expressions in (9a) and (9b) by:
W
2 0 oi7, 21I 1 sin' p (n-m)

(nr) sin2 
P (1i)

and has a maximum of that value.

The averaging and summing operations where P=k L
have now produced a new definition of In
X and Z.

Finally, it is noted that (9a) is

Sk _m the more convenient model. Hence the
S1 2 ) expression used to estimate the far

<< L normally and field scattering is given by:
2 may be neg- sin ns

k Si2 ?( sin (n-n)-lected 2_ _o 2= PmP A P avg Z n 0 o sin
0 (10) a 11m=o (n-m) 2

where Ap and TO represent average quan- 2
tities of the scale size of scatter- sin(n-m)
ers - which normally is expected to be (12)
much smaller than Pm' Om' sin2 '

The power scattered towa the obser
-vet as estimated by (9a) and (9b) - where: k ,
does not account for diffraction as w= -- P L when m > o
energy propagates away from the array o
toward an observer at oo,ao,Zo. To
investigate these effects requires a kp s k S
return to equation (i• to estimate Es and: W - -, V = P (LZ )
at a suitable exit plane -. not too 0oi no2
distant from the array. Ideally, the
angular spectra of the E. dir•tribution sin'(n-m) ( 2
would then be determined - from which and: simi ) (n-s)
Fresnel and far field distributions are a l sin2 p
determined. The autocorrelation and
power spectra remain unchanged in all
planes parallel to the exit plane. The
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krn sin (n -n) 2 0N,v = v n

sin W or:
U Tr 2

2 0
Nv

where a = integer. mN,rv Fr
n

From the definitions of ý and V, it
appears Si 2P varies spatially 2 (n-m) PN,v is the smaller correlation dis-
times as fast as V for any component tance of R(m) and C(m):
array, hence may be assumed to be modu-
lated by cos V. If an observed moves < PN' P
through fringes, then a relatively slow VN,v-N

time constant system would integrate Note that this applies to the fluc-
out the fine structure and sense cos V tuating part of the power near the
dependence. A fast enough time con- array as defined by 82. The full
stant system, however, would produce summation is required for the "system-
extremely erratic scintillations atic" part.
because of the fine structure. Mathem-
atically, an observer is moved through Note that the scintillations pro-
fringes by increasing 1 as defined duced by motion of an observed through
elsewhere in the report. fringes is determined mostly by the

It is noted that both types of :systematic" part of (9a), (9b) and

scintillations are observed: the smooth (12) -
cos V like dependence by Lincoln Lab of when A and small com-
Navy navigational satellites in mid- ( a) n (As)2
latitude and polar regions and at VHF
and UHF frequencies; anu the highly pared to unity and when Pn and pv are
erratic scintillations observed by the small.
RAE I experi-ents at polar latitudes at
MH, HF frequencies. FREQUENCY DEPENDENCE

sin(n-m) • The frequency dependence of the
The term 2 in (12) has inter- ar;ýay originates from: Wo as it appears

sin M in
2

esting significance - as it behaves as 0,, the 02 term
a weighting function for the component kp 2

arrays - particularly under far field 1- m I
conditions, where W is practically a
a constant. Obviously, the term will 0
weight those component arrays heaviest
for which which arose by considering an array

perturbed from a uniform distribution
kPm s and the expression
_- - . OT, 2 IT ... = OLTF =O 1,2...

Z 0 sin' k.
2

or: Pm s (7)

n
that modulates the whole power expres-

Zo0A sion according to Equation (12).
(ý)2 Referring back to the expression

n Wo, it appears that the term depends on
The other terms that act to weight k4 or f4 . The frequency dependence of

a component array in the summations of the 02 contribufion would add a small
(9a), (9b), and (12) are the auto- component of k6 or f6. This component
correlation functions R(m) and C(m) as is expected to be extremely small,
they appear in 82. In fact, as an except possibly in the near field,
approximation, the sunur~tion upper becavse
limit "n" can be replaced by an inte-
ger mN,v defined by: PM

z
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is small for large Zo0 . Thus, it re- Elect. Rel.
mains only to consideL the multipliza- Near Far Size Freq. Pwr.
tive term .___ Fiela Field Ap/X Dp. Magn.

sin 2X /()2 Large _ ZO_>> L Large f 2  Small
2 2

2Large Z I Large f 2  Small
Larg 501or

Recall that R ký (L) where Ap L Smal0O illL• f•+ 10%
S0ý<x_< 2 ZO>> L L if

is the average scale size of scatterers. Sll >L SmLl f4 6arge

Hence when R is very small, the expres-. a - -

sion goes to unity and f4 dependence Small O I<<I Large f4 Large
occurs. If x >n, then f2 frequency de- or
pendence is predicted, but it becomes Small
smaller the larger x.

TABLE 1.

sin'- -2 RESULTS
If 0 < k<, then 2 Z E - U-

2 (X)2 12 In this section, estimates of normal
2 -ized power are presented, using com-

puter evaluations of Equation(12), for
and about a 10% component of f6 fre- electronically small scatterers and far
quency dependence may be present. field conditions sin2 (k/2)/(R2/2).

Normalization is effected b§ taking
The expression R is small under the fol- (A) 2 , (0w) 2 and E0

2 -1 and a value of
lowing conditions. c-3x10 5 km/sec. When using MKS units,

then c-l,as used in the expression for
Z 1 Wo. To re-express the normalized power

- where 0 < o<in MKS units, the ?lotted values must
2 1-TL-- 2 be divided by 3x10 .

This, of course, is always satified The geometry chosen approximates the
when •-S<< 1 under far field conditions. RAE I as it approaches the auroral oval,

The frequency, however, is taken in the
VHF range of 150 mHz, whereas the

It can also be satisfied for elect- satellite receives UF and HF noise in
rically large scatterers when L<< Zo1 . these regions. The radiation is be-
This implies that different parts of a lieved to originate in a region of
trajectory path may produce varying auroral precipitation, which provides
degrees of frequency dependence. synchrotron energy in the UF-HF range,
Sis large when: _and places the trajectory about 2,000i Zo km from the source and scatters. The

2--L G characteristics of actual received
power is similar to that predicted by

Under normal conditions this Equation 12.
usually requires that ->> 1 or elec-.

X It is noted that the normalizedtrically large scatterers. Thus, f2 power density estimates are scaleable
frequency dependence implies scatterers in frequency and linear dimensions so
electrinally large. that the reference plots Fig. 4, 5, 7,

and 8 can be converted to other geo-
A table of predicted frequency de- metries and frequencies. The dimension

pendence follows: -less expressions p, W, V and 02 sca>
directly with X. The scatterer
strength 61 possesses vpatial terms
that scale with A also. The power,
howev3r, scales as A4 as the (AN) 2 term
scales as A". Finally, i.t is noted
that the expressions for 01,0 2 ,1, V and
W in Equation 12 provide possibilities
for many scaling combinations - hence,
possibilities for convenient frequency
and geometry conversions.
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In Fig. 6 a sketch of bistatic
The objectives of this section are tc scattering from an array .s shown, and

display scintillations and pattern the bistatic angle 2,:,s displayed. Fig.
characteristics in bistatic scattering, 5 also shows the calculation of normal-
hence the normalized power estimates ized power as a flinction of the bi-
are adequate. To estimate power static angle.
magnitudes requires knowledge of (AN) 2

and (AV) 2 and of 6AN 2 and 6AV 2 together In Fig. 7, a cylindrical bundle of
with correlation distances PN and PV of arrays has been simulated using the
R(nm)and C(Pm). Conversely, measurements following parametric input and normal
of Pavg provide information toward mak- incidence:
ing theoretical ,stimates of the above pN(km)
parameters using 5quation 12. The meas- s s (
ured periodicities of scintillatiuns 20 0 0 2,000 .1
provide parameter estimates also by 45 .1
using the theoretical periodicties of 90 1
COS V and of sin (n-m) W/2/sin W/2 and 135
sin 2 (n-m) /sin 2i. 180

225
As has been indicated previously, the 270

rapid spatial fluctua'ions produced by 315
the sin (n-m)p/sin 2 o term in Equation The results of adding the power
12 can be sensed by a sufficiently fast Theresult o d the powertime constant system sampling at a incoherently in the deep far field
rapid rate. Fig. 4 provides an example proves to be equivalent to multiplica-
ofraplane wave.normallypincidentsto an etion of the center array power by 17 inof a plane wave normally incident to an this case - as expected. The plot also
array 20 km long containing 200 scatter- indis;ates the scintillation amplitude
ers. The Zo distance is maintained in do does not vary with the size of the
cox.3tant at 2,000 km while the trans- i d ttz h
verse distance o is allowed to increase array.
(see Fig. 2 for definition of the ob- From the results of Fig. 7, a pattern
server's coordinates). The vertical synthesized by an array of cylindrical
excursions shown indicate the depth of bundles is readily simulated. The
excursions that can result from the bundles, in this case, are located with
rather random encountering of fine centers at ao=0, Zo=0 and uo=0 t 200 km,
structure during the sampling. 500 km. Fig. 8 is a plot of the pattern

near o =0, Zo=2,000 km. It appears the
As noted in 7ig. 4, the plots include scintiylation amplitude has been reduced

an array having a refractive index in db.
correlation length of 20 km and .1 km
respectively. The upper curve thus
indicates the "systematic" part of the
pattern (or scintillations) relative to
a "fluctuating" part characterized by a
PN=.I and normalized with respect to
a;2 (see the expression for 82 in the

text pp. 5). It appears from the plot
Fig. 4, that the correlation distance
PN has an influence on the amplitude of
scintillations in the gross structure.

In Fig. 5, the objective is to dis-
play the pattern when the p. .. pagation
vector is incident to the scattering
axis 9 at the various angles of inci-
dence, and the fine structure effect
sin2(n-m)I/sin2 q, is remnved. The re-
sults indicate that ,cintilla.tions (and
the bistatic r,-tttern,are relatively in-
sensitive to the incidence of radiation,
until a position some 500 km transverse
distance is reached. Then the fringe
widths at ýo=0 incidence become about
one half the widths for 0o-60 incidence
as expected due to the effective doubl-
ing of interferometer distance between
scatterers.

L ; ,I
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NORMA.4ZED POWER PATTERN The analysis can be applied to elec-
trically large scatterers by retainingFOR AN ARRAY OF CYLINDRICAL BUNDLES the sin U term in 7a and 7b and using
appropriate values of K. The coeffi-

Norma)ized Power x 10 cient of the sin U term is a filter
function which is maximum when
X/o=(L-Qm)/Z'0 and quickly damps out
for other conditions. For far field

too- conditions the expression indicates
electrically large scatters and X/Ap is
approximately the scattering beam width
of the irregularity. The condition is

Iea -consistent with forward scattering. The
possibility of sensing electrically
large scatterers embedded with electric-
ally small ones by examining pattern

Ito characteristics is, therefore, of possi-ble importance toward estimating thej0 morphology of an irregularity region.

140

TRANSVERSE 0ISTAN*Oe IN Xm

Figure 8

CONCLUS IONS

Qualitative comparison of certain
scintillation data at MF, HF and UHF
frequencies with the electrically small
scatterer model have indicated a simi-
lar•ty of structure; that is, simula-
tions can be generated that approximate
the scintillations observed. To realis-
tically ussess tho usefullness of these
models requires quantitative estimates
of parameters using measurements of
scattered power density, scintillat.on
amplitudes, frequency dependence and
periodicities of the pattern as mention-
ed very briefly in tho rel-ort. Some of
the parametera (e.g. scatterer size ZV)
can be compared with estimates derived
by other means as a check. Ideally,
having evaluated model parameters, then
the ability of the model to predict
bac~kscattered power, blstatic scatter-
ing at penetiation frequencies and
soattering into wide beam, antennas :.an
be checked.

It is noted that the analysis user
an incident plane wavei with provision
for speoiifying Arrak length and aspect.
Tius analyzis can simulate a n&rrow
beam antenna sweeping an irregularity
rtgion and siw9ling a known spatial ex-
teiit of array. To simulate longer ar-
rays irradiated by "ntennaw. an incrident
spherical wava providas a superior ap-
proxi'mation.
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ARECIBO HEATING EXPERIMENT

W. E. Gordon
Rice University

Houston, Texas 77001

H. C. Carlson, Jr.
Institute for Physical Sciences
University of Texas at Dallas

Richardson, Texas 75080

Abstract

Enhancements of various features of sphere [Showen, 1972; Kantor, 1971;
the incoherent scatter spectrum are ob- Gordon et al., 1971] and from the ano-
served when the ionosphere is illumi- malous absorption of the high-frequency
nated with powerful, high-frequency (5-10 MHz) waves and the oxcitation of
radio waves. The radio waves excite plasma instabilities [Carlson et al.,
plasma instabilities producing lines or 1972; Kantor, 1972; Dias and Gordon,
more complex spectral features near the 1973].
local plasma frequency, at the local
ion-acoustic frequency, rear the local Heating of the ambient electrons bygyrofrequency and twice the gyrofre- a high frequency (HF) radio wave pro-quincy. The enhancements occur in a pagating in the ordinary mode (0-mode)
thin slab as observed by the incoherent has been detected. Deviative absorp-
scatter radar and at both upshifted and tion, ray tracing, and heat-balance
dowashifted frequencies with respect to calculations are consistent with the
the probing radar frequency. The en- magniLude of the increase, typically
hanicements are observed to vary with peaking at 1500 to 4000 K, with the
time when the excitation is held con- higher values at night, with the loca-
stant and is turned on or off. tion typically 40 to 90 north of the
tnobservatory, with the heated volizae

The high power radio waves are pro- matched to the beam when mapped in two
duced by a 160 kilowatt transmitter or three dimensions, and with thermal
feeding a log-periodic pair of curtains relaxation times of a few tens of
mounted at the focus of the 1000-foot seconds. The ion temperature is u"-
reflector and covering the frequency changed within error bars of tens of
range 5 to 1.2 megahertz. The effects degrees K.
are observed with the incoherent scat-
ter radar using the same reflector and The lF excited plasma line yodibits
with ionooondes and photometers. spectral features (e.g., decay-mode

line, growing-mode line, gyroline),

The frequencies of the enhanced most of which can be explained by lin-
plasma line and the ion line and their ear parametric theory. Obsexvation of
relation to the pump (high frequency an additional broad spectral feature
radio wave) frequency are predictable has led to extension of the theory.
from available parametric instability Some features are not as yet explained.
theory. Other spectral features are The decay times are consistent with the
beirg explained as the theory develops wave-damping theory and offer a new
with the help of the observations, tool for collision frequeacy and photo-
There remain some discrepancies, in elect'on studies. Airy vtructure in
particular the asymmetries Jn inten- the vicinity of HF reflection has been
sity, width and fluctuations of the observed, co:nsistent with theory.
upehlfted compared to the downishifted Fluctuations of the plasma-line inten-
plasma lines. sities over two orders of magnitude

Introduction show distribution functions suggesting
an upper-threshold saturation in the
ionospheric plasma for higher H? trans-The heating experiments at Areci'bo mitted power levels. Ion-component

have yielded a number of interesting sped powe leels. ao-o seet
results derived from the normal ab- spectra have been measured ay. seem to
sorption of radio waves in the iono- be consistent with the theory.
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Red-line enhancement and suppres- with current heat balance theory within
sion in the airglow have been observed the measurement uncertainties involved.
[Sipler et al., 1974]. Suppression of There was a suggestion of a slight
roughly one percent is observed in modulation of Ti, by the HF transmitter,
association with extraordinary-mode at the highest two or three altitudes
excitation of the plasma, implying an (where thermal coupling to the neutrals
increase through energetic-electron- is poor), but this is near the thres-
impact excitation of the airglow. The hold of detection.
rise and fall times of these enhance- The extent of the 0-mode heating
ments are substantially less than the has been determined by making maps in
olD-state lifetime, so quenching rates the magnetic meridian where the 0-mode
of the airglow emission and the upper radio wave deviates toward the north.
atmospberic N2 concentrations can be The maps show a heated region centered
studied. 35 km to the north of the observatory

The Boulder and Arecibo ionograms at an altitude of 320 km. To determine
during heating experiments exhibit the possible heating out of the meridian
same general characteristics, although plane, a measurement to the west was
the details vary and are probably re- made, and little heating is indicated
lated to field-line geometry and inci- there. No heating has been observed
dent-power differences, when the heater frequency is more than

In addition to enhancements of the 1 MHz above the f 0 F2  From thermal-
plasmadditiandtnearhtneementsaof he conductivity considerations, the heated

plasma at and near the pJlasma-line region is expected to be elongated
frequency and at the ion-line frequency, along B and this is observed.
enhancements have been observed at the
electron gyrofrequency and at twice this The electron thermal time constant
frequency [Dias and Cordon, 1973] (see in the F-region is of the order of tens
Table 1). of seconds, and can be calculated from

the energy loss rates to ions and neu-
Normal Absorption tral particles. The necessary accuracy

plus time resolution in the backscatter
The effects of the deposition of data can be achieved only by superposi-

radio-wave energy on electron tempera- tion of several on/off heating cycles.
ture, ion temperature, electron number A representative example of such a run
density, and velocity depend on the is given in Figure 2a. At HF trans-
transmitted power, polarization, HF mitter turn-on, the temperature rises
frequency, ionospheric critical fre- abruptly, and both rise and fall times
quency, temperature, altitude, electron for this example are approximately 30 s.
density gradient and time of day (HF The steady state conditions are
absorption in D and E regions). illustrated in Fiqure 2b giving the

Figure la shows contours of elec- electron temperatures averaged over six
tron temperatures, Te on time-height minutes as the heating power is varied.
coordinates, when the ordinary mode
was reflected. The incoherent scatter Anomalous Absorption
data begin after the heater has been on
for half an hour. The electrons are Plasma-Line Enhancements
significantly heated at and somewhat
below the altitude at which the heating When the ionospheric F region is
wave refleuts. After the heater is illuminated with a strong 0-mode HF
turned off, the electrons relax to radio wave, excitations of longitu-
their ambient temperature of 8500 to dinal plasma and acoustic waves are
950 0K. The time resolution here is 8 observed by radio scattering. HF
minutes, the altitude resolution is 30 enhanced plasma lines were first ob-
km, and the statistical uncertainty in served at the Arecibo Observatory in
the electron temperature is less than 1971 [Carlson et al., 1971]. A summary
30 0 K. For heating at a frequency near of the observations is given by Kantor
and somewhat above the penetration (1972]. T1he decay line and the grow-
frequency, f 0 F2 , significant Te en- ing mode (see Figure 3) are identified
hancements are found above and below and associated with the components of
the peak of the F layer, parametric instabilities. The broad

The electron temperatures observed line has been recently interpreted by
during an experiment in which the heat- Kruer and Valeo [1973] and Kuo and
er power was cycled from zero to 50 kw Fejer (1972]. Asymmetries between the
and 100 kw are shown in Figure lb. As upshifted and downshifted plasma lines
expected, the Te enhancement at 100 kw are observed and the explanations are
is not quite double that for 50 kw. under discussion [Perkins et al., 1974].
The changes in (Te-Ti) are consistent The peak amplitude of the growing mode
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and the broad line is approximately amplitude saturation in the ionospheric
proportional to the peak amplitude of plasma.
the decay line. The thickness of the
layer producing the observed plasma Ion-Line Enhancements
line is less than 300 m.

Enhancement rise times after Hr Since the instability echo comes
turn-on have been found to be on the from such a narrow altitude range one
order of tens of milliseconds and show must usually resort to narrow height
a ringing of the plasma. The period of resolution techniques to extract the
the ringing was about 8 ms on two mea- HF enhanced ion component from the
surements made under the same conditions, background thermal ion component which
This ringing may be the same found by is centered on essentially the same
Kruer and Valeo [1973]. frequency at all altitudes. Power pro-

files obtained by a Barker coded tech-Decay times of the daytime plasma- nique have provided data [Kantor,1974]
line enhancements after HF turn-off which presents the peak power of the
are about 0.3 to 1 ms, consistent with ion-enhancement versus the peak power
the linear theory for the frequency of the upshifted plasma-line, both
range studied. They are primarily due measured with a height resolution of
to wave damping by photoelectrons, and 900 m. Data seem to follow a square
are shortest for those waves going in law closely (ion line intensity pro-
the direction of the largest flux. portional to the square of the plasma
This has obvious application to photo- line intensity) suggestive of being
electron-flux studies. At night the above threshold.
decay rates are slower by a factor of
roughly 2 to 10, again consistent with on two occasions multiple pulse
the linear theory, primarily due to measurements of the autocorrelation
electron-ion collisions. No signifi- function indicated enhanced correla-
cant non-linear damping has been de- tion beyond the first autocorrelation
tected yet through decay rate measure- zero crossing, which indicates the
ments. presence of spikes in the frequency

spectrum at the ion acoustic frequency,
There are fluctuations of the en- as is predicted by the parametric

hanced plasma-line intensity over a theory. That the effect is due to HF
wide range of time scales. On time enhancement of the ion line and not
scales of hours, the observed severe only a T increase is indicated by the
decrease of intensity near midday in fact that the cross section increases
the 5-to-6 M•z range of HF frequencies and by the ratio of the second maximum
appears to be due to F 1 region absorp- to first minimum in the autocorrelation
tion. On time scales of tens of function. One set of data [Hagfors and
minutes, one sunset run showed severe Zamlutti, 1974] are of sufficient
regular periodic fading of the plasma- quality to permit estimates of the
line intensity, which can be explained width (damping) of the apparent spikes
[Kantor, 1972] in terms of sliding of the ion spectral wings.
through consecutive maxima and minima
of the (Airy function) interference Gyroline Enhancements
field strength near the reflection
height. The rate of fading from one Enhanced electron cyclotron lines
minimum to the next depends on the enhalso eenrinythe spe srate of change of the local density were also first seen in the spectrum
gradient ofcag of02app e the lheniter of the backscattered echo during thegradient as f 0 F2 approa-hes the heater Arecibo heating experiment [Dias and
frequency rHFs The envelope of the Gordon, 1973]. These new lines plus
maxima decreases as feF2 approaches their harmonics are yet to be inter-
fHF (within the last few percent). preted in terms of their thresholdFor a given HP transmitter power, conditions and growth rates. From theFhe observed plasma line intensity analysis of the upshifted backscat-
fluctuates over two orders of magni- tered signal the following results are

tude in tens of seconds. Spectral obtained: (1) A new instability (and
analysis of the variation of the decay the existence of its second harmonic)
mode peak intensity shows sharp maxima around the electron gyrofrequency,
at periods ranging from 35 sec to 3 having a full width at half maximum
min [Kantor, 1972] for the available point of about 1 kHz, is detected un-
data. The amplitude distribution of ambiguously during certain runs. (2)
the observed plasma line intensities The center frequency of the observed
is found to have a sharp upper cutoff lines is seen to systematically vary
(not due to saturation in the receiv- over a range of many line widths and
ing system), which could thus be in- is concluded to come from a thin layer.
terpreted as evidence of plasma wave Note that this gyroline is sampled
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simultaneously with the enhanced plasma heated, but several Fresnel zones
line and that both lines come from the removed from the center of the heatinq
same height within the measurement beam.) Effects seen on the ionograms
resolution. from the two locations differ in de-

tail beca,-.se of the different iono-
_Airglow observations sonde and antenna equipment in use,

and possibly because of the different
Both enhancements and suppressions magnetic dip-angles, th,,e different

of 6300R airglow have been observed, characteristics of the HP transmitters.
X-mode suppressions of roughly one and the diatumce between the ionosonde
percent (out of 120 rayleighs) have and transmitter at Boulder.
been obtained, consistent with the The interpretation of the iono-
temperature dependence of the recomn- grams as modified by the heating trans-
bination rate. O-mode enhancements mitter is tentatively as follows,
have been observed of the order of 10
rayleighs, coincident with the HF ex- (1) Effects 1 and 2 in Table 2
citation of the ionospheric plasma are thought of as an enhancement in
waves (see Figure 4). This manifesta- the fluctuations of election density
tion of plasma waves enhanced by the generated at the height associated
anomalous HF heating is attributed to with the plasma line and propagated
impact excitation by energetic (order both upward and downward in height.
of several eV) electrons driven by The increased fluctuations produce a
enhanced plasma waves. Decay rates of scattering of the HF signals, giving
these 6300A enhancements should help a spread appearance to the ionogram
define quenching coefficients and trace.
molecular-nitrogen number densities in (2) Effects 3 and 4 of Table 2,
the upper atmosphere, a qualitatively the attenuation of the ionosonde echo
new technique afforded by the heating at frequencies above the heater fre-
experiment. quency, are thought of as a layer of

anomalous absorption at the height
ionograms -- Arecibo and Boulder where the plasma line is excited. The

signal passing tbrough this layer at
F Region frequencies above the heater frequency

suffers an extra attenuation.
Utlaut and Cohen [1971] list (3) Effects 6, 7 and 8 of Table 2

effects observed on ionograms due to are thought of as produced by a bubble
HF-radio-wave modification of the in the electron density contours intro-
ionosphere. The five effects in their duced at the height where the plasma

tabulation are listed first in Table 2. is heated and conducted to other

They are pertinent to ionograms and heat e an osonde other

particularly to the Boulder (geomag- heights. The ionosonde observes one

netic 490N, 3160B) facility. Table 2 profile through the bubble and a
isanexpanetid version of fither tabu- second in the ambient ionosphere simul-is an expanded version of their tabu- taneously, leading to pairs of traces

lation and includes results from iono- oneoionogradsf

grams at Arecibo (geomagnetic 30 0 N, on the ionograms.

20E). The symbols are defined as noted
in the table. Acknowledgements

Effects 6 through 8 are listed be- The ionospheric heating experiments
cause of the detailed description of described in this paper were conducted
their occurrence at Boulder by Utlaut at the Arecibo Observatory operated by
and Violette [1972] who also observed Cornell University. They have been
short-lived sporadic-E echoes, possibly performed by W. E. Gordon and H. C.
connected with HF heating. Carlson with the scientific collabora-
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Table 1

HF EXCITATION

Ionospheric Effects Ordinary Extraordinary Inter-
Observed Mode Mode pretation

Electron heating
Temperature increase R W A
Time constants R NA

Ionograms (n=night,d=day) O-echo X-echo O-echo X-echo
Split traces R R R R
Attenuation R S R(n),S(d) R(n),S(d)
Branched penetrating freq. R R(n),S(d) R R

F-region enhancements
Plasma lines R S A
Features near plasma lines R S T
Ion Line W S T
Gyroline W N T
Asymmetries of up/down

shifted plasma lines R S T
Rise times of plasma lines R N T
Fall times of plasma lines R N A
Threshold of instability R N T
Ringing of plasma line R N T

E-region enhancements
Sporadic-E plasma line W N T

Photometer
Enhancement of 6300 line R S A
Suppression of 6300X line N W A

R = Regularly observed A = Agrees with generally
W = Observed weakly accepted theory
S = Searched for but not observed T = Theoretical explanation
N = No search available
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Table 2

EF IONOSPHERE MODIFICATION AT BOULDER AND ARECIBO

O-Excitation X-Excitation

Effects on Ionograms Day Night Day Night

B A B A B A B A

Spread O-echo + + + + + + + +

Spread X-echo + + + + + + . +

Attenuation of O-echo 0 +. + + 0 0 - +

Attenuation of X-echo 0 0 - - 0 0 - +

Delayed broadband echo 0 0 + + 0 0 + 0

Branched penetrating frequency--O ? + + + ? + + +

Branched penetrating freqyency--X ? + + + 7 + + +

Frequency gap or attenuation of
lst or 2nd multiple ? + + + ? + + +

Possible E-region effects + + + + ? U ? U

Legend: B Boulder + Positive results

A Arecibo - Negligible effect

0 Results to date not completely conclusive

U Information not yet available

"? Not cxplicitly covered in publications
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Ficiure I. Electron tenperature dis-TIEAS
tr-ibution: (a) contours in degrees KTIEAS
on time height coordinates (19 July

1971) showing heating near height of
reflection of HF wave aund relaxation (b)
to ambient conditions after turn-off
of t~he HF transmitter (heater fre- Fiqure 2. Electron temperature vs
quency is 5.1 MHz, transmitter power time: (a) a superposition of 10 on-off
is 100 kw, f 0 F 2 = 5.9 to 6.3 Mlz); cycles of t~he HF tran~smitter to show
(b) altitude-profiles for zero-, half-, transient response; (b) steady-state
and full-power operation of the HF response for zero-, half-, aund full-
transmitter (2200 AST, 24 July 1971). power operation of the HF transmitter.
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the strong line acting as a source and
cascading energy into a neighboring

(0) (b) line which ir. turn acts as a source.

50

LU R:SE 35 SEC 2STE
J4 '. j _P r.E 26SEC 32 30 23

02,04 02,06 02,12 A.S.T. 0216 02L240
(c) (d) ON 0FF ON OF ON OFF ON OFF ON

31104

Figure 4. 6300A airglow intensity and
average HF enhanced plasma line inten-
sity vs time (13 October 1972). The
HF transmitter is cycled on and off in

_4_JIJ A-_r-A 4 minutes. The differonce between the
- dashed (backgrnund) and solid curves

is the O-mode, HF induced impact exci-

Figure 3. Sample spectra. The tation. The time constant is a measure

abscissa is frequency relative to the of the N2 number concentration times

incoherent scatter observing frequency the quenching coefficient.
with the marked interval being 5 kHz
and the frequency of the long index
-8.195 MHz for (a) and (c) and +8,195

MHz for (b) and (d). The ordinate is
spectral intensity in watts per cycle
on a linear scale with the maxima
being at (a) 4.8 x 10-19, (b) 3.2 x
10-19,(c) 22.9 x 10-19, and (d)
13.4 x 10-19 watts per Hz. Figure (a)
is at 195901-09 AST on 23 July 1971,
the HF power was 125 kw, the height
about 350 km, the temperatures Te -
950*K and Ti - 900 0K; figure (b) is at
195911-19 AST on 23 July 1971, the
power, height and temperatures are the
same as (a); figure (c) is at 162531-
39 AST on 24 July 1971, the HF power
was 80 kw, the height about 270 km,
the temperatures Td - 1700 0 K and Ti
1100OK; figure Wd) is at 162541-49 AST
on 24 July 1971, the power, height and
temperature are the same as in (c).
The spectral line at the pump frequency
(the long index on the abscissa) is the
growing mode instability, the stronger
line a few kilohertz away is the decay
mode instability, and the broad struc-
ture is believed to be the result of
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ON THE SIZE OF THE IRREGULARITIES RESPONSIBLE FOR

HEATER-GENERATED SPREAD-F

G. D. Thome, E. M. Allen and P. B. Rao
Raytheon Company

Sudbury, Massachusetts 01778

ABSTRACT dimensions .irge compared to the wave-
length of the sourling frequency and he

Two alternate models are used to was able to show by ray tracing simula-
predict how the angle-of-arrival of tions that range spreading comparable
heater-generated spread-F should vary in magnituda to that observed could be
with range delay. In the first model produced in this way. Later, when
the electron density irregularities of diagnosttc instruments were fielded
interest are taken to be field-aligned which were capable of measuring how the
ducts with spatial dimensions large angle of urrival and the Doppler shift
compared to the sounding wavelength, of the spread-F returns varied with
In this case rays launzhed obliquely range delay, it was shown by Allen et
from the sounder can return by means of al. (1974) that these observations
refraction through the distorted con- could also be interpreted in terms of
tours of constant electron density which field-aligned ducts with dimensions
result. The second model assumes that large compared to the wavelength of the
the irregularities of interest are com-- sounding frequency. The purpose of
parable to the sounding wavelength and this paper is to consider an alternate
field-aligned. In this model the interpretation of the measurements in
spread-F returns represent volume scat- which the spread-F returns arise from
tering from that part of the ray path scattering from fiell-aligned irregu-
where the wave vector is normal to the larities with dimensions comparable to
:aagnetic field. It is found that the the sounding wavelength rather than
predictions of the large scale duct from reflection in ducts with dimensions
model agree best with the experimental large compared to the sounding wave-
data and corsequently we do not believe length.
that volutie scattering plays an impor-
tant role in producing the spread-F re- The motivation for this work comes
turns seen on ionograms during iono- from two sources. First of all, -chere
spheric heating experiments, is good experimental evidence from

transmission experiments (Rufenach,
INTRODUCTION 1973; Pope and Fritz, 1974; Bowhill,

1974) and from radar experiments (Thome
One of the unexpected results of and Blood, 1974; Fialer, 1974; Minkoff

heating the ionosphere with powerful HF et al., 1974) that the spectrum of
radio waves has been the generation of irregularity scale sizes generated by
F-region electron density irregulari- the heating process extends from less
ties. The first evidence for the exis- than a meter to more than 10 km. The
tence of these irregularities came from question therefore remains open as to
the observation that ionograms taken whether the irregularities responsible
beneath the heated volume developed for spread-F have scale sizes comparable
spread-F soon after heater turn-on to the ionosonde wavelength (tens of
(Utlaut, 1970). It was suggested by meters) or large compared to it (say a
Georges (1970) that this artificial few kilometers); irregularities in both
spread-F could be caused by the pre- scale size ranges are present. Second-
sence of field-aligned ducts having ly, the success which has been had in
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simulating the observed range delay a 600 meter diameter ring, a central
versus angle of arrival ralationship calibration element, and a co-'ocated
for spread-F using large scale duicts non-directional transmitting element
does not guarantee that the mechanism for illuminating the overhead iono-
is correct. It has yet to be shown sphere. An artist's sketch of this in-
that the intensity of tha large scale strumei±t is shown in Figure 2; its
ducts is as great as required and that operaticn has been described by Allen
they grow fast enough to explain the et al. (1974). The beater is used to
observed Doppler shift versus angle of generate the ionospheric irregularities,
arrival characteristics. Bragg scatter- the ionosonde is used to show how the
ing from field-aligned irregularities range delay of returns varies with
is well established as the mechanism sounding frequency, and the HF phased
reaponsible for radar backscatter from array is used to show how the angular
the heated volume at frequencies above spectrum of the returns varies with
the vertical incidence critical fre- range delay at a fixed sounding fre-
quency (Rao and Thome, 1974) and this queacy.
same mechanism deserves serious con-
sideration at frequencies below the
vertical incidence critical frequency. ./ it

EXPERIMFENTAL DATA T
TX

The geometry of the Platteville ELEMENT

heating experiment is shown in Fi3ure 1. 5 FT A FF

Ng~~00 N5 
FT•r•. rTTt•N? N

13 ELEMEN

_r J TýT T T 25 FT ELMN

HETRHF PHASED CALJSRATiON/

H KAE• I I KM -4 ARA ELEMENT
---- PLATTEVILLE, (HUDSO

26KM COLORADO) COLORADO) •,

(ERIE, Figure 2. The HF phased array for
COLORADO) measuring the angular speýctrum of

spread-F returns.
Figure 1. Geometry of the Platteville

heating facility and associated The data used for analysis in this
spread-F diagnostic instruments. paper is shown in Figure 3. Ali the

data shown in this figure was taken
The heating transmitter is at Platte- over a period of about 4 minutes after
ville, has a vertically directed beam 20 minutes of continuous heating with
approximately 20 degrees wide at the ordinary ray polarization at 5.751 MHz.
half power points, and therefore the The ordinary ray critical frequency was
diameter of the "spot" illuminated in 6.64 MHz. The HF phased array examined
the overhead ionosphere is about 100 the extraordinary ray returns at 6.850
kn. on this scale, the heater, the M~z; the dots at this frequency on the
ionoscnde (Erie) and th HF phased ionogram show the positions of 5 range
array (Hudson) can be considered to be gates at which phased array data were
co-located beneath the heated volume. taken. The sky maps at the bottom of
The heating facility and the ionosonde this figure show the angular spectrum
were built and operated by the Insti- of the returns for each of these range
tute for Teleconimunication sciences bins. on these displays the zenith is
(ITS) and have been described elsewhere at the center of the map, north to the
(Carroll ý.-t al., 1974; Utlaut and top and weat Lo the left. These dis-
Violette. 1974). The HF phased array plays are built up by first doing a
facility ;,'as built and operated by Doppler spectrum analysis of the energy
Raytheon. It consists of 32 broadband in a particular range bin, mapping the
receiving elements equally spaced about energy in each Doppler bin s~parately,_ __81
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fH 5.751 MHz (0) fD=6,850MHz (X)

• •;' ,! . • ,'n 600 3]
, .. ...... 0

GMT",'" " '" :"00 c

-

. IH f
1816:57 -1821:03 GMT

352 KM 375 KM 397 KM 420 KM 442 KM

SCALE. RINGS SPACED BY 5 DEGREES IN ZENITH ANGLE

Fiqure 3. Spread-F generated by the Platteville heater: ionosonde data (top) and
HF phased array data (bottom) after 20 minutes of continuous heating.

thresholding in the computer to remove
sidelobe responses, andi finally super-
imposing the thresholded maps for each
Doppler bin with brightness proportion-50
al to signal intensity. The "blobby" 50

character of the composite maps is aconsequence of there being only a •40 Y

finite number of Doppler bins, each of
which usually. produces a single spot •
(equal in angular extent to the main "'400
beam width of the antenna). Individ- -,

00

ual scatterers are not resolved, imply- 35 -- EPRIE
ing that the horizontal spacing between 50 * DUCT MODEL

scatterers is less than about 20 kmn. o SCATTERING MODEL
Qualitatively, this figure shows that 300 I
as the range gate is moved from the 30 20 !O 0 I0 20 30

leading edge of spread-F to the trail- sB-- ZENITH ANGLE --- N

ing edge, the angle of arrival of the
returns moves irom north to south.
Figure 4 shows this quantitatively by
drawing rectangles which enclose all
the returns for a given range delay.
The toegical dimension of the rectangle

corresponds to the range resolution of Figure 4. The variation of range delay
the sounder (30 km); the horizontal with zenith angle in the north-

dimension shows the north-south extent south magnetic aeridian plane: the

of the returns in each range bin. The boxes summarize the experimental

hollow and the open circles are synthe- data and the dots show the model

sized data and will bz discussed below, simulation results.
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ANALYSIS of extraordinary rays were traced with
and without ducts. With ducts, rays

The two alternate models we have launched at oblique angles can be re-
used to synthesize time delay versus turned to the transmitter after one or
angle of "rrival curves for heater- more "bounces" off the distorted con-
generated spread-F are sketched in Fig- tours of constant electron density.
ure 5. In both the duct model (left) The ray tracings show that rays launched
and the scattering model (right) the to the south (more nearly along the duct
electron density perturbations are axis) penetrate more deeply into the
aligned with the earth's magnetic field ducts than do rays launched to the
and extend throughout the ionosphere. north, suffer greater group retardation,
In the duct model the pert'urbation is and consequently arrive back at the
periodic, the horizontal wavelength is sounder with greater range delay. The
large compared to the sounding wave- simulated variation of range delay with
length (5 km compared to 44 m), and zenith angle for the duct model is
intense (t20% electron density varia- shown by the solid dots in Figure 4.
tion). In the scattering model it is Without ducts, only the ray launched
assumed that the perturbations are weak vertically returns to the sounder but it
(so that there is no significant Oif- is assumed that backscatter will be ob-
ference bDtween the ray paths with and served for other rays when the wave
without the perturbations) but that the vector points normal to the earth's
electron density fluctuations caused by magnetic field. For rays launched to
the heater have a strong enough spatial the north, the wave vector becomes nor-
Fourier component at half the sounding mal to the magnetic field on the up-leg
-wavelength to produce detectable volume of the ray path; for rays launched to
backscattering from that portion of the the south, the wave vector goes through
ray path where the wave vector is nor- normality on the down-leg. Returns
mal to the magnetic field, from the south will therefore arrive

back ai- the soundeý" with greater range
DUCTS C dciay than will returns from the north.

IN The simulated variation of range delay
shown by the hollow dots in Figure 4.

S..The predictions uf both models are
in substartial agreement with the ex-
perimental data for signals arriving
fron the north, to the south, however,

I I /the predictions of the duct model are
S N s N significantly bottur. Modeliy, errors

t.-ising from the difficulty of deriving
a t_..e-height eltcton density profile

Figure 5. Ske, ches of the two alter- at-ý-egte-,to est rfi
Figure 5.odkeles ofed the two a-i.er tin the presence of spread-F will shift
nrate n models gsedtosmulate th. the predicted curves up or down some-
variation of range delay with

zenith angle for spread-F returns what but will have little effect )n
their shape or siope. In this respect

at a fixed sounding frequency. also the duct model predict 4.ons are
The Jones ray tracing progran significantly better than those of the

The one raytraing rogamscattering model, tk,• Thape a.nd slope
(Jones, 1968) has been used in an at- of tind model tred. being is

tempt to simulate the observed data

using these two models. The background good agreement with the experiment data

ionosphere in bot*4 cases was taken from over the full zenith angle ri.ý;e.

a txue height reduction of the ionogram CONCLUSIONS
shown in Figure 3 anJ provided to us by
ITS. In order to simplif-y the ray -The model calculations presented
tracing task, the an.-Alysis was ccnfined here s~;gest that refraction in large
to the north-sonth magnetic meridianheesgettatrfcio1nlretcale ducts is a better idealization
plane: *his is the plann in iwhich thepl~rane: tion if th plangle inwich rae for the mechanism by which heater-
variation geneated spread-F is produced than
delay is observed. A north-south fan
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scattering by small scale irregulari- Jones, R.M., A three dimensional ray
ties. There is little doubt that both tracing computer program, Radio
mechanisms are active since it is known Sci., 3, 93, 1968.
that a broad spectrum of irregularity
scale sizes are generated by the heat- Minkoff, J., P. Kugelman and I.
ing process. We have not attempted to Weissman, Radio frequency scattering
compute the relative magnitude of the from a heated ionospheric volume, 1,
backscatter contributed by these two VHF/UHF field-aligned and plasma-
processes but we infer from the suc..ess line backscatter measurements, Radio
of the duct model in predicting the Sci., 9, 941, 1974.
angle of arrival versus range delay ob-
servations that the contribution which Pope, J.H. and R.B. Fitz, Observations
small scale scattering makes to heater- of artificially produced scintilla-
generated spread-F on ionograms is tions using satellite transmissions,
small. J. Geophys. Res., 79, 1065, 1974.
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ARTIFICIALLY INDUCED ENHANCEMENTS IN THE IONOSPHERIC
BACKSCATTER SPECTRUM NEAR ELECTRON GYROFREQUENCY

AND SECOND HARMONIC PLASMA LINE

Luiz Alberto Vieira Dias
Instituto de Pesquisas Espaciais

Sao Jose dos Campos, Brazil

William E. Gordon
Rice University

Houston, Texas 77001

Introduction feed has to be at least 40 off the
zenith since they use the same track

During the heating experiment con- (see Figure 2).
ducted at Arecibo Observatory in Puerto Due to the HF propagation, the
Rico it was noted that, in addition to electric field configuration for 0-
the increas in the electron tempera- mode at ionospheric heights is such
ture, plasm2 instabilities occurred

makig itposibleto osere plsmathat it is linearly polarized andmaking it possible to observe plasma parallel to the earth's magnetic field.
line enhancements (Gordon et al., 1971) For X-mode the HF reflection occurs at
and detect other enhanced lines, possi- a lower height and, in addition, §HF
bly due to the non-linear behavior of is perpendicular to the local magnetic
the heated plasma. We will describe field. At Arecibo in the northern
here the observations of an example of hemisphere the X-mode wave bends to-
these enhancements. Due to the weak- wards the magnetic south. The obser-
ness of the lines (as compared to the vations reported here were obtained
enhanced plasma lines (Kantor, 1974; using 0-mode only. For O-mode near
Perkins et al., 1974)) and the short the reflection level, the electric
radar time available for this search, field due to the HF transmitter can be
special precautions had to be taken to described as E=bEosinwt, where b is the
exclude instrumental effects, absorption due to the trip from ground

in brief, the heating experiments to the reflection level and Eo ia the
consisted of sending an HF radio wave electric field leaving the antenna
(CW), using the Arecibo disn to focus (Dias, 1971). The reflection is possi-
the power (up to 140 KW) to modify ble only if the frequency of the HF
the ionosphere above Arecibo (Gordon et wave is less than the penetration fre-
al., 1971; Kantor, 1972; Dias, 1973). quency of the ionosphere (Budden,1966).
The feed was a log-periodic structure When the HF wave penetrates the heating
at the focal line of the Arecibo 300 is inefficient and the modifications in
meter dish. To detect ionospheric the ionospheric plasma undetected.
modifications, the Observatory iono-
sonde, photometers and the backscatter Method of Observation
radar were used. ihe enhanced lines
were observed by the radar. The HF The search for enhanced lines was
power could be sent in ordinary (0- made using the 430 MHz radar back-
mode), or extraordinary (X-mode) scatter of the Arecibo Observatory
polarizations. (Gordon and LaLonde, 1961) while the

ionosphere was being heated by an HF
The block diagram of the experiment transmitter. The receiving setup is

is seen in Figure 1. Due to the iono- seen in Figv,,re 3, where by changing the
spheric inhomogenous properties (Budden frequency of the local oscillator
1966), the right hand circularly polar- (frequency synthetizer) it is possible
ized wave (O-mode) bends towards the to tune to the desired part of the
magnetic North when launched vertically, spectrum of the backscattered signal.
and at the height of reflection tbe The signal arrives at the computer
center of the heated region is about 60 (CDC-3300) as a "profile," i.e., an
km away from the zenith line at the intensity versus time of arrival that
launching point. This is very fortunate is proportional to the height of the
because it makes it possible to point radar wave reflection. In the programs
the radar to the heated region center. used the height resolution was deter-
When the HF feed is in place the radar mined by the sampling rate (typically
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128 points) in a height band of 150 km the height of production (assumed to
that was set in order to get the HP be near the HF reflection level). The
reflection height inside the band. UGL behaved as expected and these data

will be seriously considered here. The
The profile thus obtained can be only DGL that could not be immediately

transformed into a spectrum by mean s identified as interference occurred on
of a fast fourier transform, with the 19 May 1972 (see Figure 8), but due to
corresponding frequency resolution the small amount of data (1.5 minutes)
limited by the number of samples of the it will not be taken into account here.
input heights. Most of the data was
taken sampling 128 points. The number Additional safety precautions were
of samples is limited by the interface, taken against interference. All data
Of course the processing of the signal were taken in three steps: (1) with
with a large number of points is very the heater on ard the receivers con-
slow and the height band can be larger nected to the antenna to record the
than the height range which can con- data, (2) with the heater on and the
fuse the data. For the sampling rate receivers connected to a dummy load to
of 128 points the frequency resolution be sure that the signal was coming
was 1.12 kHz. from the ionosphere, and (3) with the

heater off and the receivers connected
It was expected to have stronger to the antenna to be sure that the

returns from the height of maximum effect seen was produced by the arti-
heat deposition at frequencies where ficial heating of the ionosphere, i.e.,plasma instabilities occur, and some- the voltage on the grid of the final
what weaker signals from all other stage tube was brought to zero (the
heights and frequencies. Due to the heaters on the tube continued ON).
large frequency band of the profile These procedures tested a possible
(typically 125 kHz), these enhance- source of interference. Step 2 would
ments are not apparent, but in the show a signal if it was due to leakage
spectrum they can be observed in fre- since the antenna is not linked to the
quency, becoming smeared in height if system, but the leakage routes (if any)
the signal-to-noise ratio is large are unchanged. In step 3, if no sig-
enough. The enhanced lines are assumed nal is detected, it is seen that, in
to come from a thin layer near the addition to not being due to leakage
height of reflection where the heat (if no signal is seen in 2 also), thedeposition is maximum (Meltz and line observed in step 1 is due to the
LeLevier, 1970; Dias, 1971), thus pro- effect of the icnospheric heating and
aucing instabilities, it is coming from outside the receiver.

It is worth noting that all UGL data
Results passed these teats, while the DGL,

except for the 19 May 1972 observation
Two types of observations were (Figure 8), did not.

performed: the first in the vicinity More evidence in favor of the UGL
of the electron gyrofrequency and the was found. Any possible interference
second in the vicinity of the second due to the beating of the local oscil-
harmonic plasma line. We shall call lators and/or the HF transmitter fre-
the line observed near the electron quency should be a fixed frequency in
gyrofrequency GL (gyroline), and the time since only fixed frequencies were
line observed near the second harmonic involved. The UGL was not fixed in
plasma line DL (diplasma line), time, as will be seen from the figures.

With regard to the GL, it should It should also be noted that the obser-
be expected that the returned echo be vations producing gyrolines were within
modulated at both sides of the carrier a few hours after the sunrise, while
radar frequency at the receiver by any observations with exactly the same set-
existing frequency of plasma oscilla- up at other times did not turn out any
tion (Seely, 1956). We will call up- gyrolines. This is a good indication
shifted and downshifted gyrolines UGL that the feature observed is not due
and DGL, the resulting signals due to to the system, since it is not likely
the modulation. The data on the DGL that the system would misbehave at
will not be taken into account because regular intervals, while it is likely
of strong interference, which was that the ionosphere would produce a
recognized as such because of the tests certain phenomenon at regular intervals.
that will be described later and also Figure 4 shows all observations at the
because it was fixed in time, as gyroline as a function of time. Note
opposed to the expected behavior of a the concentration of positive observa-
line of physical origin that should tions around sunrise.
change its frequency due to the time
changing ionospheric gyrofrequency atAfter the first detection of the

gyrolines (Dias and Gordon, 1973) more
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data were collected in order to infer for interference. The pa.tern of the
the morphology of these lines. The tests was similar to tu-' used in the
data taking period was March 14, 15 gyroline observations. Fi.rther obser-
and 16 and May 19. During every vations will be illuniinatin;.
search for the gyroline a second chan-
nel in the receiver was tuned to the Conclusions
plasma line so that the intensities
and frequencies of the two lines could As seen in Figures 4-8, );h gyro-
be compared. line was either observed, not observed

at all or just partially absent during
a run. In spite of the large number of

fprence is the harmonics of the HF different situations, HF frequencies,
transmitter. The frequencies used dfferen ations1 HF fre ncwere5.10, 5425 6.70, .187andHF powers, and on 19 May diffe~rent
were 5.100, 5.425, 6.790, 8.187 and zenith angles on the radar feed, it is
10.850 MHz. As shown by Dias (1973), still difficult to determine the com-
the closest value of the HF harmonic plete morphology of the UGL. It is
to the UGL was the 8th harmonic for strongly suggested that in future
5.100 MHz but it was about 2.3 MHz heating series the following tests be
away from the observed line; for the made in order to further understand the
DGL it was more than 0.3 MHz away. gyrolines: (a) try more runs 2 to 3
Recalling that the observed bandwidth hours before sunset since it appears
was only 125 KHz, it is seen that the that these lines are better seen 2 to 3
harmonics are not playing any inter- hours after sunrise and the conditions
ference role for the gyrolines. in the ionosphere are similar (rapid

The observed gyrolines are shown changing electron density and electron
in Figurec 5-8, where the intensity temperature for a fixed height); (b)
and frequency changes are presented as try more runs looking at the DGL, check-
a function of time. Some of the fea- ing carefully all the electronics in-
tures observed are as follows. On 14 volved to minimize any possible inter-
March (Figure 5), only one HF frequency ference; (c) look for 2nd and 3rd har-
was used, 5.425 MHz, whereas on 15 monics of the UGL and DGL; (d) in-
March several HF frequencies were used, crease the observations during all
as seen in Figure 6, and on 16 March hours of the day in order to complete
(Figure 7) the GL behavior seen the the statistics of Figure 4.
previous day is confirmed. During the It is also necessary to make more
May series (Figure 8), only sporadic observations of the diplasma lines in
observations were reported with the order to gain a better understanding
detection of a possible DGL. More of the conditions involved in their
data on the DGL is needed to confirm production.
it.

snear the second It is hoped that in future heating
The obfervations n e (Dias, experiments further characteristics of

harmonic of the plasma line (Dias, these lines could be observed and, in

1973) produced upshifted and down- due time, understood.

shifted lines at frequencies plus or

minus the following difference: two Acknowledgements
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IONOSPHERIC PERTURBATIONS CAUSED BY ARTIFICIAL SOURCES

G. L. Rao and R. J. Hung
The University of Alabama in Huntsville

Huntsville, Alabama 35807

and

R. E. Smith and G. S. West
Aerospace Environment Division/Space Sciences Lab

NASA/Marshall Space Flight Center
Huntsville, Alabama 35812

ABSTRACT Apollo rocket launches were noticed on the
ionograms taken at Grand Bahama Island (Felker

Characteristics of artificially-induced tnd Roberts, 1966; Fehr, 1968).
ionospheric perturbations are investigated
using a CW high frequency Doppler sounder array In this paper, we report the results of our
and an ionsonde. The study is mainly concerned investigations of ionospheric disturbances
with the investigation of wave-like dis- caused by artificial sources, particularly by
turbances in the ionosphere generated by rocket the launchings of Saturn-Apollo rockets from
launches such as the Saturn-Apollo 12 and 13 Cape Kennedy (2a.50 N, 80.5 0 W). The experi-
rockets. In the present analysis, the Doppler ment&' facilities used in this study are a CW
records of ionospheric disturbances are taken Doppler sounder array located in the vicinity of
from the Doppler sounder array at Westwood, New New York City (41° N, 740 W) and rapid sequence
Jersey, and the ionograms are taken from the ionograms from Wallops Island, Virginia (380 N,
ionsonde located at Wallaps Island, Virginia. 750 W). The ionosonde and CW Doppler array were
Infrasonic wavws with periods in the 2-4 located about 1000 Km from Cape Kennedy.
minute range and phase velocities of the
signal arriving from south of the array at In Section II, we describe the experimental
speeds of 700-800 m/sec were observed. Charac- system of CW Doppler sounder array and ionosonde,
teristics of the waves are discussed in detail. and the observational results obtained Prom

these facilities. In Section III, we summarize
I. INTRODUCTION the experimental observations and compare them

with theoretical results.
Wave-like disturbances caused by arti-

ficial sources were obs,ýrved in the ionosphere II. EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEMS AND
following several nuclear explosions in the OBSERVATIONAL RESULTS
early 1960's (e.g., Obayashi, 1262). These
wave-like disturbances due to nuclear explosions The CW Doppler system was developed by
observed at altitudes of 150 to 250 Km in the Davies (1962). Davies and Baker (1966)
ionosphere, were characterized by periods described the theory and the interpretation of
ranging from 30 seconds to 10 minutes and the data. The geographic location of the CW
velocities of about 400 m/sec. The periods and Doppler sounder array used in the present study
propngation characteristics of the ionospheric is shown in Figure 1. Two CW transmitters,
disturbances were found to be similar to those operating at 4.8 and 6.0 MHz, were located at
disturbances observed on the ground. Sterling Forest, New York and were continuously

monitored by the receivers located at Catskill,
Supersonic shock waves in tiUe atmosphere N. Y., Thornhurst, Pa., Lebanon, N. J., and

generated by the large rockets can also cause Westwood, N. J, The receiver outputs were
ionospheric electron density variations, digitized and transmitted by telephone lines to
Ionospheric perturbations caused by Saturn- the central station, Westwood, N. J., for

storage on magnetic tape.
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73. 7" 70. subjected to cross spectral analysis to study
"ChTIMILL the background Doppler noise coherence. It can

be clearly seen from Figure 3 that the back-
43. 42. ground noise coherence is rather poor in the

entire period and remains less than 0.2. Cross
spectral analysis of the v.ocket signals

/ Areceived by several stations during the time
period 1220-1340 EST was used to find the
dominent spectral peaks and the coherency

! UYMRN AU STEKI 'F . .. DOPPLER LEB X DOPPLER THORN

A NOV 14 169 1100 TO 1220 EST
41,t 41 PERIOD (MIN')

kJ ,00 11 W M, t 0 • , 5 2 1

MIoSoo

40- -I&0

0.00-A D, g I ~Ie, Ps8

and 13 rockets. Figure 2 shows the Doppler

Figure 1. Geographic location of the CW ".°°1

The CW Doppler array was in operation • ,.

during the launches of the Saturn-Apollo 12 -- ~o

records of the Saturn-Apol lu 12 launch on November
14, 1969 at 1122 EST. Examination of the Doppler

~-&00
'U .4.

-5.00,

PREOUIWNCY (C/N)

Figure 3. 'Power spectral plots of CW Doppler

record before Saturn-Apollo 12
signal arrival.

• • of the signal with the station separation. The
"results of cross spectral analyses between

l yAAV Lebanon-Westwood, Lebanon-Thornhurst, and
Catskill-Thornhurst are presented in Figures 4,

o5 and 6,respectively. Examination of the
spectral curves for all the stations clearly

Figure 2. CW Doppler sounder records for shows that there is a concentration of wave
Saturn-Apollo 12 rocket signal. energy in the 1 to 4 minute period (0.004167 to

0.0167 Hz frequency band), and the coherency
records at all three stations clearly shows of the signal remained well over 0.78 in all

there is a high frequency signal between 1220 station pairs. The CW Doppler data were then

EST and 1320 EST. The CW Doppler data for Lebanon filtered using a bandpass filter of I to 5

and Thornhurst immediately before the signal minutes; the resulting plot is shown in Figure
arrival between 1100 and 1220 EST were 7. It can be seen from Figure 7 that the

1
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Figure 4. Power spectral plots of CW Doppler
signal for Lebanon-Westwood. .01 10 100

rRQOUENCY (C/,J
signal due to the racket launch lasted
approximately 60 minutes. A similar analysis Figure 5. Power spectral plots of CW Doppler
was used on the CW Doppler records taken during signal for Lebanon-Thornhurst.
the launch of Saturn-Apollo 13, and the signal
due to the rocket as. shown in Figure 8. In period of two hours immediately after the
recording the Saturn-Apollo 13 signal, the Saturn-Apollo 12 launch of November 14, 1969,
Doppler sounder array was operating at 6.0 MHz, were provided by the NOAA ionospheric sound-
whereas in the case of Saturn-Apollo 12, the ing station. The ionograms showed variations
array was operating at 4.8 MHz. The ionospheric in the F-2 layer critical frequencies
reflection height for the Saturn-Apollo 13 beginning around 1210 EST. The changes in
rocket signal seen onthe Doppler record is critical frequency of the F-2 layer were
about 20 Km higher than that from the Saturn- followed by changes in the virtual heights of
Apollo 12. reflection. The virtual height changes first

appeared at high frequencies and progressed
Cross correlation analysis between downward to the lower frequency end of the

station pairs was used on Saturn-Apollo 12 ionogram. The disturbance first appeared as a
Doppler data to compute the phase velocities fall in the critical frequency followed by an
of the signal arrivals. The average phase increase in virtual height over the part of the
velocity of the signal arrivals was found to frequency range, causing a "kink" on the
be 700-800 m/sec, coming from south of the ionogram trace.
array. The group velocities of the signal
arrivals were estimated to be on the order Figure 9 shows an ionogram at 1215 EST in
of 450 m/sec. obtained from the earliest which a "kink" has appeared around 450 Km,
visible disturbances seen on the CW phase which apparently caused the increase in virtual
path Doppler records together with the rocket height. The ionogram at 1216 EST (Figure 10)
trajectory data. clearly shows that the "kink" is now rather well

developed and has a "U" shaped configuration.
Rapid sequence ionograms from Wallops One of the branches of the distrubance trace

Island, Virginia, taken every one minute for a has merged with the trace of the ordinary
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WON to 1110 s ao 3 1*0 341 81 KM MT& W

~W 1 ocoFigure 8. The 1.0-5.0 minute bandpass
~~ filtered CW Dop pler record for

*I~kt'Saturn-Apollo 13 signal.

.law

i44 Al

1.0 1.0 J.0 44 6.0 6.0 11.0 14,0

pR~(/~cr(CNiI ~Figure 9. lonogram for Wallops Island,
Vignaat 1215 EST, for Saturn-

Figre6.Poerspectral plots of CW Doppler Apollo 12 launch.
signal for Catskill-Thornhurst.

.4 0.0 4.0 $A6 0 11A 140O

Figure 10. lonogram for Wallops Island,
Virginia at 1216 EST, for

- . Saturn-Apollo 12 launch.
W N! s 111

critical frequency of the F-2 layer. The other
Figue 7 Th 1.05.0minte andpss iltred branch of the disturbance trace liss to the

Figure 7. pe Theor 1.05. miut Satdasrfltre left of the trace of the ordinary F-2 layer
Apoppler reor fsrgSturn criticAl frequency trace. Examination of the

Apolo 1 sigal.ionograms, at 1218 EST ýigure 11) and 1219 EST
(Figure 12), also show that the "kink"1 has
steadily moved downward approximately at a rate
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of 20 Km/minute while perserving its "U" The ionograms were then subjected to true
shaped configuration. Examination of the height analysis to study the electron density
ionogram at 1220 EST (Figure 13) shows that fluctuations in the F-region. The results of
the "U" shaped configuration has split into the true height analysis are plotted as
additional stratifications or satellite electron density variations at 10 Km height
traces around the ordinary frequency trace. interval against local time as shown in

Figure 14. The constant height electron density
contours clearly show the presence of a wave
motion. It might be of interest to note that
the maximum effect of the rocket on the

N A- ionosphere occurred around 1218 EST (56 minutes
after launch). Also, the amplitude of the
undulations appears to have increased with

50 ' altitude.

,.0 1.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 5.0 11.0 11,. 0O

",. 14, Io IM UTN

Figure 11. Ionogram for Wallops Island, 
-n

Virgi ia at 1218 EST, for Saturn- .2 no

Apollo 12 launch.

., ~Tl*,. ESYM .,• Figure 14. Electron density variations at

Fiue•1 10 KM he.•t intervals aga~nst

local time.

III. SUMM4ARY AND DISCUSSIONS
I.0 a,0 3.0 4.0 50 1.0 11,0 14,6

. .14.,3,• ,,st Observations of ionospheric disturbances
associated with rocket launches ;rom both a

Figure 12. Ionogram for Wallops Island, Doppler sounder and an ionosonde indicate the
Virginia at 1219 EST, for Saturn- generation of wave-like disturbahces with wave
Apollo 12 launch. periods in the range of 2 to 4 minutes. This

period is essentially below the local Brurnt-
Viisil[ frequency. In other words, thesewaves

S.are classified practically in the category of
Infrasonic waves. Observations of infrasonic
waves In the ionosphere with the same order of
wave periods are not very often reported in the

40 literature available except for the disturbances
due to severe weather activity. Georges (1968),

..- Davies and Baker (1969), and Hung, et al. (1975)
MN j, have reported the observations of ionospheric

disturbances with wave periods ranging from 2
l!. '" to 5 minutes due to thunderstorm activity.ft Furthermore ng, et al. (1975) also reports

'.0 0.0 0.0 '. observations of ionospheric disturbances with
11110, UT wave periods In the range from 6 to 9 minutes

caused by tornado activity. The physical

Figure 13. Ionogram for Wallops Island, mechanisms are completely different for these
Virginia at 1220 EST, for Saturn- two cases. The infrasonic waves generated by
Apollo 12 launch. severe weather are strongly dependent on the

wind structure (both wind velocity and wind
shear) and the temperature gradient in the
stratosphere, troposphere and thermosphere,
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THEORETICAL AND NUMERICAL SIMULATION STUDIES OF IONOSPHERIC

INHOMkGENEITIES PRODUCED BY PLASMA CLOUDS

S. L. Ossakow, + A. J. Scannapieco, S. R. Goldman,'
D. L. Book, and B. E. McDonald+

+ U. S. Naval Research Lab, Washington, D. C. 20375
Science Applications, Inc., McLean, Va. 22101

We will discuss in this paper our cvo-
layered model for striation and image cloud
development when plasma clouds exist in and LAYER I
are coupled to the background ionosphere. The
work is being conducted in order to obtain a
better understanding of striation physics,
scale sizes, power spectrum, etc. in plasma XON
clouds released in the ionosphere. We will
be talking about cloud morphology, image form- EI t LECTRON FLOW
ation, and striations. Striations are wag- I "ETWEEN LAYERS

netic field-aligned irregularities such as
are seen in barium plasma clouds (Rosenberg,
1971; Davis et al-, 1974) released in the ion- /raYEN 2
osphere and in the late time development ofhigh altitude nuclear explosions. These phen- I&IA / G/ E CLOIJO

omens are often diagnosed by optical techniques. IN IONOSPHENE
If, however, these striations induced irregular-
ities in other regions of the ionosphere such ION FLOW
irregularities would be invisible to the naked WITHIN A LAYER
eye, but not to radar or communication signals
that pass through them. Indeed, these image Figure (1). Two layered model for plasma
effects, as -e shall call them, could have a cloud, images and striations. The earth's
profound effect on such signals. Although we ambient magnetic field, B , is in the z
have spoken of artificially released plasma direction and taken consjnt. The ambient
clouds inducing these image effects, the basic electric field, E , is transverse to B
ideas are equally applicable to naturally The plamma cloudls in layer 1 and imlae clouds
occurring plasma blobs or irregularities that (positivw. and negative ion enhancements) in
appear in the ionosphere (here the clouds them- the background ionosphere are induced in
selves are only visible to radio signals.), layer 2. The model is two-dimensional in the
Figure 1 shows a simplified view of our basic x-y plane.
two-level system for treating plasma clouds
coupled to tha background ionosphere. Layer I coupled to the E region, i.e., the cloud is
represents the level at which the basic plasma around 200-250 km and would produce images
cloud exists and layer 2 is the level at which down to around 150 bm.n Figure 1 gives a
images will occur (in actuality imags will pictorial view of the plasma cloud layer 1
extend continuously below the cloud to some ,Tith say a gaussian density dependence and
level depending on background ionospheric the attendant image clouds induced by it in
ion-neutral collision irequencies and ratio of layer 2. The plus and m..nus sign in layer 2
cloud to background ionosphere Pedersen con- refers to anhancement of positive ions and
ductivity). Each of the two levels it depletion af positive ions from the ambient
characterized by its own zeroth order ?are- values, respectively. The geometry of the
meters (take constant within each level) such applied electric, E , and magnetic, B , fields
as ion-neutral collision frequencies, cross are shown. Perturbitions (striation-I producad
magnetic field conductivities, etc. (see for in the plasma cloud will also be exhibited in
example Goldman at al., 1974; Scaunapieco at the image clouds (Goldman et al., 1974;
al., 1974). The two regions are electrostatic- Scannapieco. at al.. 1974). In the model
ally coupled because of the high conductivity presented in Figure 1, ion flow is allowed
along the magnetic field lines which couple in each layer and only electrons flow between
the two layers. Typicaily we consider cases layers (direction depending on direction of
where the plasma cloud is in the F region and
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of E ). The major importance is tL.e coupling and is constant along field lines. We use the

of •Re plasma cloud to other regions of the continuity equation (.) for barium ions and

ionosphere (imaging). Indeed, izm certain integrate over the entire thickness of the
cases, one can get coupling to the con- barium cloud along the magnetic field line and
jugate ionosphere. The basic starting Iaint obtain
of our nonlinear studies of striation
phenomena is the following set of equations: aNb cVYX3 . b. N=- ---- '. .vY'

at 2 e 4b4 e• + V.(n V) 0 B0- (1) Oct- b

x Vn + p 2 y + 2KT V2 i: b (7)
-- e e p

where we are in a frame moving with c E X B /
-L, (V a - Vn) n 0 (2) B 2 -nd no neutral wind, have set m U '. m.8 2-

k, have kep- terms to first order T eV /Q=

n e - ni - nb (3) K " where Y% refers to barlum quantitiks
( his is possible because for our F region

. O(4) xcloudy >>l)Is ) is now only a function of

x, Y; asis t ~~wtich is
where the subscript a denotes the species b ec V b
label (e is electron, i ionospheric ion, and -- N • (8)
b is barium ion) ,nis the density,Vthe p Bo

velocity, q the charge, E the electric field,
V the collision frequency for species * the height-integrated (field line integrated)
colliding with neutrals, U is the thermal Pedersen conductivity of the barium cloud (V b/
velocity, V is the neutral wind velocity, 0 is considered to be constant in layer 1).
and I is ail current. It is generally agreed T king the limitK e -0 0 and using the height
upon that striations in plasma clouds are integrated form of equation (3), we obtain for
caused by the E x B gradient drift instability the background ionosphere ions
(Linson and Wor-man,-1970; Simon, 1963, 1970;
Vdlk and H-erendel, 1971) and so the inertial 6Ni cV'XB
terms on the RHS of equation (2) have been it P- equation (9)
neglected. The perpendicular ion velocity a B0
can then be solved for algebraically in terms
of E and B from equation (5) and we obtain Equation (4) yields after integration over

K n.L miUi2  the z direction
Vl.• c B +

Vn. K,~2  Vn.L B ' 1

+ + - 0 (5) E X 2KT

n ii B 0 i2 1+ 2 -0 )

mU 2  
" -x .(Fi+ b) -0 (10)

where the superscript i on refers to the
where Ki m •/I ,, C4 is ethe ion cyclotron height integrated conductivity foir the back-
frequency, and -. delota perpendicular to the ground ionosphere ions and have used the fact
magnetic field (,hich in this study is in the Hall conductivity of :he ionospheric ions
the z direction'. The multiplicative factor ecNi ( #1 )2 V
involving K in equation(5) will change E ! - - i i• EPi

depending oA what altitude we are considering, H B I JIP(2  I
i.e., it will lie different for layers 1 and o i0
2. In this study we point out that there are /
basically two sets of ion equations one for the
plasma cloud (which we refer to as barium) (note: Vi/G is assumed constant" in layer 2;
and on( for the background ionospheric ions in also for a more complete description of the
layer P (see Goldman at al., 1974 for mrre derivation see Goldman et a&. 1974). The set
details). We take the electric field in of equations (7), (9) and (105 describe the two-
equation (5) to be E £ -" ¢, where H isambient field. We use K -e effective poEntial level system depicted in Figure 1 and are two-

dimansional equations (x, y plane).
in the form

m U a Small Cloude= e l I-- (6) -

. . The general set of equations describing the
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two ievel system are not exactly transparent. relative neutral wind has a component parallel
Consequently, in order to gain a better under- to the background E , there is a change in
standing cf the physics involved in the coupled the direction of the axis of elongation of
cloud-ionosphere system, we have broken up our the cloud as a function of time, although
studies into small and large clouds. Here the the final direction is independent of the
word small or large is in the electrical sense, relative neutral wind.
i.e., whether the ratio of height-integrated
Pedersen conductivity of the cloud to that of Large Clouds
the background ionosphere is small or large. Our large cloud studies (L P ioP 1 use
The small cloud approximation (- b / i - O r c

P P / the full set of equations (7), (9) and (10) and

results in great simplification (see Goldman et the results are more readily interpretable in
al., 1974 for a more complete description) of light of our small cloud otudies (see
equations (7), (9) and (10), albeit still not Scannapieco et al., 1974 for a more complete
amenable to analytic solution. In particular, description). The same gaussian form, equat-
equation (10) reduces to a Laplacian operator ion (12) at t = 0 is used for the large barium
acting on T with source terms on the right cloud. Figure 2 depicts large cloud morphol9y
hand side which involve the background ionos- as a function of conductivity ratio r b0/; My
pheric perturbed Pedersen conductivity. This \ p . )
type of potential equation is much easier to for fixed V /g and V /.n . The (.se E bo io0.
solve, numerically, than equation (10). resembles tke results ifrm the smallclgud P
Essentially, the barium cloud motion and ionos- equations. We see that as y boeL 1o is in-pheric image motion evolve on a time scale , p •p
L B /( E ti), where L is the linear dimension creaaed the cloud rotates more into the E X B
of &e cloud perpendicular to the magnetic direction. Indeed as this ratio gets larger
field, and the barium cloud is initially more imaging is produced, but the reaction of
(tr-O) taken to be of the form the images back on the motion of the barium

cloud is reduced. The results in the last
e + (12) row of Figure 2 are for an uncoupled cloud,

P Li.e., it is following a barium cloud with-
out a background ionosphere (N - E 1 0 ). The

In all of our studies the Pedersen conductivity L boo/Z io4 case for the bariu• cloUd contours
f the backgro nd ionosphere is taken to be mere rsembles the uncoupled cloud case.

in In all cases we see cloud elongation in the
constantl initially constant. Carrying E X B direction and backside (side anti-(dwd the small cloud formc of aqua- p-ralrel to " X B ) steepening. Other

tions (7), (9) and (10) shows that tha barium studies show-seaVigure .5), in agreement
cloud drives images of order e i relative to with small cloud results (see GolJman et al.
the undisturbed ionosphere. At long times the 1974) that as is reduced-tn 0.1) the
relatively high barium cloud ion density contours clouds rotate aevn more into the E X B

(equivalent to Pedersen contours since V/" is direction. Also there is an atte-ant-ieduction
assui-•d constant in each Layer), in the limit in strength of the image cloud.
of zero diffusion, T - 0, form thin sheets
making a definite angle, 6 - tan -.1 (I.Vi/Qn We have put an initial sinusoidal per-
with the E X B cloud velocity. This anular turbation of about five wavelengths in the y
dependence is •2 rived from a basic understand- direction on top of the gaussian clouds
ing of the Lagrangian velocity involved in the depicted in rows 2 and 3 of Figure 2 to in-
continuity equation of the small cloud and the vestigate striation growth
computer simulations bear out this dependence However, in terms of striation development
(see Goldman et al., 1974 for pictorial results) a one-dimensional cloud is much more illumin-
The study of small clouds has given us great ating and we present the time development of
insight into understanding large cloud such a system in Figure 4. The initial (t-O)
phenomenology. Our work on small clouds is density Pedersen conductivity is given as
continuing in an effort to gain even more 2 -
understanding. For ax- I*, wes have now •b - 0 "x/L 1i + a "Ssin 10 + 0.01 (13)inaluded an altitude dependent neutral wind _._.

(zero at the ionospheric level and finite at iL
the barium level) into the problem and seeing P
the effects of size and direction of such winds
on barium cloud and imago cloud morphology, where L2 is 64 and so the zeroth order cloud
We find that in a refervce frase moving with is gaussian in the x direction and infinite
the E region neutral wind an F region neutral in the y direction (the term 0.01 represents
wind transverse to the ambient 8 is shown to a constant ionospheric background at the cload
retard or accelerate the evolutl 8 n of the cloud, level and is not to be confused with the
depending upon whether V XB is antiparallel or background 9 region ionosphere depicted in
parallel to I, withoutCt rwise altering the Figure 4) and on top of this is the initial
development o? the system. Also when the perturbation e•ain (10 ffy/64), i.e., five

wavelengths across the system. In the first
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A r

Y 1 Y

Y Y

Figure (2). Nonlinear dynamical motion of in the pouitive z direction and these figures
large 2D barium clouds coupled to the back- are in the E X B drift frame, which is
ground ionosphere. This represents the late in the negai-ve ýxdirection. L is 4 mash spaces
time behavior of the height-integrated (4 km) and the mesh is 32 x 32, so that each
Pederson conductivities for the barium cloud tick mark is 8 km. From the interior of the
and the induced ionospheric images (left and cloud the barium contours are eo-, e0-, a -,
center coluns, respectively) and the •" 7 times the maximum value of the unperturbed
corresponding electrostatic potential T (right height integrated barium Pederson conductivity,
coluom)•.) From top to bott•n the results are ub, For the •.bo/ ;io. case the ionospheric
for Lbo ~iomo 1,1.0, 4.0 and 00 (uncoupled cast, qpp'. ~

poP contours are at 1.0+ 0.1,+ 0.2, +3.0,±+
no ionosphere)and the ratios represent the 0.4, ± 0.5 times Zi-5 (proceeding inward),
peak barium conductivity to unperturbed back- whereas, for the zbbo/pi, i 1.0 and 4.0 cases
ground ionosphere conductivity, at time
t-.8o (20), 250, (6.25), 150 (3-.75) and 350 these contours are.1 .04O.l,+ 0.3,± 0.5, +
(8.75) sac, respectively, vhere the numbers 0.7,± 0.9 times L. , The regions of relative
in parentheses are time in units of LB/cE. enhancement and dbpletion of the background
The collision frequency parameters are Vý/G1  ionospheric ions are marked with plus and mintus
Ib0.5 and V b/,O.005. In those cases EowmV/* signs, respectively. The sign of # is indicated
and is in th5 negative y direction, B.20.5 gauss by plus and minus signs in regions of extrem.
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BARIUM IONUSPHERE P-tOTENTIAL

S +

-_ ___- - 1 6.0 1, .. 0
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Figure 3. Late time development of 2D cloud
for different ionospheric ion-neutral collision
frequencies. For this figure Lpbo Ip io.lO

(a) the top row, V /0 -). 5, L-4Ida, and t-250
(6.25) sec., and (bý bAttom row V /%-0.
L-4 ks, and t-400 (10) sec. All ot er par&-
maters are the same as in Figure 2.

row of Figure 4 we see the early time do- wore obtained by looking at specific grid points
velopment of cloud, background ionosphere in the simulation.
and induced potential. As time progresses
we see the backside steepening and backside Summary
growth of atriations and finger-like 2ormation
in the barium cloud which is in agreement We are contunuing our studies on large
with experimantal observations (Rosenberg, clouds for both ID and 2D barium clouds.
1971; Davis at &L, 1974). What is of interest We have gained a great deal of insight into
is the growth of image striations in the back- cloud morphology and image fopmation by
ground ionosphere. This has never been re- studying its dependence on E )/E i. We still
ported experimentally as observers have not have to determine onset timel anR scale
"looked" for it. Also equations (7), (9) sizes for striation formation. Just as our
and (10) in the one-dimensional approximation small cloud model helped us to understand
given by (13) are amenable to a linear stability large clouds, we expect ID studies to help
analysis with a resultant algebraic dispersion us understand the more realistic 2D clouds.
relation, something that cannot be performed Indeed) the 1D cloud may be more amenable to
for the two-dimensional cloud. Figure 5 discovering the quasi-final saturation or
shows the agreement between the solution of pinched stage. To date, using a more general
such a dispersion relation yielding the growth form of equations (7), (9) and (10) containing
rate and the actual numerical simulation all effects, we have found for large clouds
depicted in Figure 4. The breaking of the as far as cloud morlhology and image structures
dots (simulation) from the straight line are concerned, that: (a) image structures
(theoretical growth) indicates t he onset of the always seem to be produced under a host of
nonlinear regime. Note that L ip less than conditions; (b) increasing the ratio of cloud
I on the ordinate eve,\ though P boL 1io - 1 Pedersen to background ionospheric Pedersen
for this cloud since we are in thi bactside conductivity increases the strength of the
wings where E b/Z i<1 and there is striation images and the cloud looks wore uncoupled; (c)
growth. The liumuation points in Figure 5 decreasing the ionospheric ion-neutral collision
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Figure 4. Time evolution of an initially
AD barium cloud with an initial perturbation

(striations) coupled to the background ionos-
phere. The geometry and mfanitude of E al d

B are the same as in Figure 2, as is se
f 8 rmat for the figures. In this case
L bo/Zp io 1- and the collision frequency

parameters are V /10'0.1 and 05b/• .0. , The

times depicted are t-49.5 (.62), 643.5 (8.04)
and 1046 (13.08) sec, respectively. The

numbers in parentheses are times in units
of L B /cE . Here L is 8 mesh spaces (8ki) and
theme,% 0 is 64 x 64. The barium contours
are now e , e-a e-, e-7 plus tha back-
ground (0.01) times the maxim=m value of the
height integrated Pedersen conductivity of the
cloud. The image contours are the same as

the 2D ; bo/Z pO.i. 0 casQ.. Note the striation

growth on the backside (steepened side),

i.e., side away from direction of E X B
motion, Also at late time note the finger

formation on this b'~ckside (nonlinear state).
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1971; Davis et ae., 1974 as does limited
.0 X O/Xi-1. 0 experiments on small cloud results Haerendel

Sand Lust, 1968), no data is available on
.8 VI/a, 0.1 * image formation. The results of our work

on coupled plasma cloud-ionosphere phenomena

.6 has encouraged SRI, as one of its tasks, to

look for image effects in a forthcoming

(1975) Alaskan series of barium cloud releses

4 at sub-auroral latitudes. We look forward
with great anticipation to these experiments.
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF LOWER IONOSPHERIC EFFECTS
RESULTING FROM IIGH-POWER RADIO WAV1ES4

Glenn D. Falcor

ABSTRACT

A set of experiments was conducted to monitor the lower ionosphere (below 100 '.m)
darinq operation of the LIstitute for Teiecommunication Sciunces' Ionospheric Modification
Facility near Platttvi'le, Cc!kairo. 7This consisted of operating a ra.tial reflection sounder
d'ring periods in which the modification radar varied ith frequeocy, transmittd power,
duty cycle (cw; pulsing; off), and polarization mode. Some heating parameters pr.aduced
large decreases 'n the zmplitudes nf tLe rec2ived partial reflection signals, wbdeo oth -r
heatir% paramntars produced an increase in tLiese signals' amplitudes. Certain heatiiig
conditions caused the sounder's received signal amplitudes to increase at some heights
while simultaneously decreasing 'tt other heights.

Calculations of the changes in electron collision frequenzy and eiectron density
resulting from the heating periods are presented and compared wirh theoretical estimates.

*Paper unavailable as of printing.
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PULF7D POWER HEATING OF THE D-REGION*

William A Seidler, II
Air Force Weapons Laboratory

ABSTRACT

The effects of high energy propagating EM pulses on the D-Region of the ionosph-re
are examined using the high freqvency approximation to Maxwell's Equations in ret-rded
time.1 The non-linear coupling of the EM pulse to the D-Region plasma is predicted using
the moinents o! the Boltzmann Equation for the plasma in the earth's magnetic field.
Energy is predicted to be transferred to the plasma from frequency components up to
20 MHz even for a minimumn nighttime D-Region electron profile. Electron temperatures
within the plasma change from 0.02 eV to 350 eV enhancing the electron collision prop-
erties. Collision frequencies are increased by three orders of magnitude. The effects of
the earths magnetic field are examined,

*Paper unavailable as of printing,
lKr.rzas, W.J. and R. Latter, Detection of the Electromagnetic Radiation from Nuclear
Explosions in Space, Phyi. Rev. Vol. 137-8B, B13369, March 8, 1965.
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AN IONOSPHERIC F-REGION DISTURBANCE INDUCED BY THE LAUNCH OF SKYLAB

Michael Mendillo
Jepartment of Astronomy

Boston University
Boston, Mass. 02215

Gerald S. Hawkins
Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory

Cambridge, Mass. 02138

and

John A. Klobuchar
Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories

Bedford, Mass. 01730

ABSTRACT

Routine Faraday rotation observations of the VHF signal from the geostationary
satellite ATS-3 made at Sagamore Hill (Mass.) revealed that an unusually large and
rapid decay in the ionospheric total electron content (TEC) occurred near 12:40 EST
on 14 May, 1973. Observations from other sites showed that-similar but less
dramatic effects occurred to the north and west of Sagamore Hill. The onset of the
TEC disturbance occurred within minutes of the launch of NASA's Skylab Workshop by
a Saturn V rocket. As the vehicle travezzed F-region heights, the burning second
stage engines passed within 150 km of the Sagamore Hill ray path to ATS-3. A
detailed analysis of the aeronomic reactions initiated by the constituents of the
exhaust field revealed that the TEC disturbance was due to an enhancement in the

"F2-region electron loss rates. The specific mechanifm involved was the rapid ion-
atom interchange reactions between the ionospheric 0 and the hydrogen and water
molecules in the plume, followed by dissociative recombinations. Model calculations
of the diffusion of the plume in the ionosphere and its effacts upon continuity
equation estimates for the TEC behavior showed an excellent agreement with the
observed onset and magnitude of the effect.
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INTRODUCTION

Continuous observations of (TEC) 210 km and thus the point of closest
have been made at the Sagamore Hill approach about 150 km.
Radio observatory in Hamiltion, Massa-
chusetts, since November, 1967. At ap- The Saturn V launch vehicle consis-
proximately 12:39 EST on the 14th of May, ted of two stages. The first stage (S-I),
1973, a sudden decrease in TEC was ob- burning kerosene and oxygen, cut off at
served alc.,g the ray path to the geo- 88 km and therefore was of little interest
stationary satellite ATS-3. Figure 1 for the possible F-region effects to be
is a plot of the 15-minute TEC values considered here. The second stage (S-II)
(in units of 1012 electrons/cm2 -column) consisted of a cluster of five engines
verses EST for that date. The solid burning hydrogen (H2 ) in an oxygen (02)
curve in the bottom of Figure 1 gives environment. All five of the J-2 engines
an expanded version of the TEC decrease, ignited at 88 km; the center engine then
while the curves with dots and crosses cut off at 273 km and the remaining four
give theoretical results to be discussed continued to burn until orbit insertion
below. It can be seen that between at 442 km. Each engine had a thrust of
12:30 and 12:45 EST, the TEC dropped 239,000 lbf (pounds of force) which it
from 11.3 to 5.8 units. The value fell achieved by ejecting mass at the rate
below 5 units from 13:00 to 14:00 EST, of 537 lbm/sec (pounds of mass/sec) at a
and then slowly began to recover. The speed of 15,000 ft/sec. The exhaust
dashed diurnal cuvre in Figure 1 gives was composed of 70% water vapor (H2 0)
an estimate of the expected behavior and 30% unused hydrogen (H2 ) (Sadunas
for the TEC on the day in question. et al., 1973). When converted to par-
This curve incorporates the predicted ticle flow per second, each J-2 engine
monthly mean TEC for May, 1973, correct- ejected 7.8 x 1027 water molecules per
ed for geomagnetic activity effects, second, and 3.3 x 1027 hydrogen molecules
The large "bite-out" seen in the TEC per second at a speed of 4.5 km/sec. Such
data for the 14th clearly distinguishes flow rates represent extraordinary addi-
itself fromthe expected behavior for tions to the ambient atmosphere, and of
that day. Ionospheric disturbances species never found in quantity in the
monitored by the Sagamore Hill TEC have ionospheric F-region. With the cluster
been extensively studied for many years of engines releasing over a ton/sec of
(Mendillo and Klobuchar, 19 7 4 ); it can such gases, one might expect to find a
be stated with confidence that this variety of dynamical and chemical pro-
sudden and large drop in the daytime cesses of direct ionospheric consequence.
TEC is a unique disturbance unrelated
to any solar or geomagnetic activity. Under normal conditions, the iono-
Th3 aim of this brief report is to point spheric F-region is produced by the
out the geographical and temporal extent photoionization of atomic oxygen by
of this artificially induced F-region solar radiation at EUV and soft X-ray
disturbance, and to suggest as its wavelengths. Equal numbers of electrons
cause an exceptionally enhanced elec- (e-) and positive ions (0+). are prod-
tron loss mechanism triggered by the uced in a ratio to neutral oxygen of
launch of the NASA SKYLAB Workshop, A approximately 1/1000. The: loss (or
more detailed discussion of this effect recombination) mechanism for the 0+ and
is available elsewhere (Mendillo et al., e is a well understood process involv-
1974). ing intermediate reactions with mole-

cular nitrogen and oxygen. When the
NASA's SKYLAB I was launched at Saturn V engines added large numbers of

12:30 EST from Pad A, Complex 39 (28.40 hydrogen and water vapor molecules to
N, 80.6 0 W.), at the Kennedy Space the F-region, the normal ionospheric
Center, Cape Canaveral, Florida. A com- chemistry was substantially altered.
parison of the Saturn/SKYLAB trajectory Specifically, the constituents of the
(Pinson, 1973) and the Faraday rotation Saturn exhaust initiated a recombina-
propagation geometry showed that the tion process between the ionospheric 0+
vehicle crossed the plane defined by and the ambient electrons. The overall
the Sagamore Hill ray path to ATS-3 at mechanism was a two-step process in-
lat. 36.80N, long. 70.7 0 W, and a height volving 0+ first forming a molecular ion,
of 422 km. The satellite ray passed and then dissociative recombination of
208 km above this point at 630 km; the that ion with one of the F-region elec-
horizontal separation of the trajecto- trons. The end result of the two re-
ry from the ray path was approximately actions was thus the removal of an iono-
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spheric ion-electron pair. plume. Consider, for example, that dur-
ing the 275 second interval from the

The first step in the loss process time of the S-I1 center engine cutoff
initiated by the Saturn exhaust was (at 273 km) to engine shutdown (at 442

+ + kin), the four J-2 engines •ileased a
0 + H2 - OH + H (1) combined total of 1.2 x 1 hydrogen

and water molecules. At a height of 350
0 + H20- H20+ + 0 (2) km, a plume concentration of 2 x 10 6 /cm 3

would cause the electron loss rates due

to H2 and H20 to become 100 times morefollowed by efficient than the normally dominant
loss mechanism. The 275 second's exhaust

+ from the four J-2 engines gives such aOH + e- 0 + H (3) concentration if uniformly distributed
throughout a volume of about 6 x 10 2 4cm3 .H H2 + 0 (4) This implies that the scale size for

dramatic ionos heric effects should be of
OH + H (5) order (volume) /3 of about 1800 km. An

examination of TEC data from sites in
Ferguson (1973) quotes as rate constants Goose Bay, Labrador, and Urbana, Illinois,
for reactions (1) and (2) 2.0 x i0" 9 cm3 / showed that a definite decrease in TEC
sec and 2.4 x 10-9 cm3 /sec ± 30%. The was indeed observed at points 1000 km to
remarkable features about reactions (1) the north and west of the burning Saturn
and (2) is that they proceed at the ki- rocket's trajectory in the F-region (see
netic rate, i.e., a reaction occurs with Mendillo et al., 1974).
virtually every ion-molecule collision.
This is drastically different from the The effects described so far dealtnormal ionospheric case in which 0+ only with the reactions made possible bynorml inosperi cas inwhic 0+the constituents of the Saturn's exhaust
reacts with molecules of nitrogen and field. Clearly, the dynamics of the
water vapor reactions are factors of 100 fld. mltalso be considr if the
to 1000 times more rapid than the reac- puems lob osdrdi htions with Nt and m , and thus the for- temporal and spatial aspects of the prob-
Smations wit postiv a oeland thus teo lem are to be compared with observations.
nation of positive molecular ions via As a way of doing this, we now consider
equations (1) and (2) is an abnormally a model of spherically symmetrical dif-

mel We anticipate that such a model will
H20+, NO+, or 02+), the subsequent dis- over-estimate diffusion in the downward
sociative recombination reactions are direction, under-estimate it in the up-
all of the form (3), (4) or (5). Such ward direction, and therefore give a
reactions are rapid and provide theprincipal mechanism of ion-electron reasonable overall view of the gross
recombination in the ionospheric (Banks effects to be expected as a function ofand Kockarts, 1973). Since the overall distance and time. We treat the hydro-loss mechanism involves two steps, one gen and water vapor components separatelycan see that the actual loss rate for and take as point sources for the modelectronsee dhatphen tuliately un r the fothe total number of H2 or H20 moleculeselectrons depends ultimately upon the ejected by the engines in one second. Wespeed of the slower ion-atom interchange choose as the second in question the in-reactions. Sinc heapp reactions involving stantwhen the vehicle was at 350 km. AtH2 andthis time, the speed of the vehicle withfaster than normal, concentrations of
only 1/10th the ambient N2 concentration respect to the atmosphere equalled the
will produce a 100-fold enhancement in speed of the exhaust with respect to the
electron loss rates. If one measures vehicle, and thus the exhaust entered
the rate of change of the TEC during the the ionosphere at zero relative speed.
period immediately following the SKYLAB During the one second interval used, the
launch (Figure 1), the observed electron rocket moved 4.5 km while emitting a
loss rate is in fact UO to 200 times total of 1.32 x 1028 H2 molecules andSgreater than noratal 3.12 x 102A H20 molecules. A standard

solution of the radial diffusion equation

The above examination of reaction (Jost, 1960) is
rates, coupled to the realization that
a ton of reactant is added to the ion- S
osphere every second by the Saturn ao
engines, leads to the conclusion that n(r,t) - 3/2 exp (-r24Dt) (6)
the electrons throughout the topside (4nDt)
F-region experienced a devastating loss
process in the vicinity of the S-II
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where, for each species, n is the con-
centration at radial distance r at time,
t, So is the total number of particles
at r=0 at t=0, and D is the diffusion dTEC(t)/dt-Q-[IB +e ff (t)+]TEC
coefficient in an oxygen (0) atmosphere. eff H2  H20
Calculations using equation (6) were
carried out to a distance of 1200 km for
a time span of 2 hours. The total plume where Q is a modified production function
concentration was obtained by adding the obtained from the average rate of change
contributions from each expanding cloud; of TEC prior to the launch. This cal-
the results appear in Figure 2. Several culation was carried out at one minute
interesting points come from equation intervals for a duration of 20 minutes,
(6) and Figure 2: and then at 10 minute steps up to an hour.

(i) The plume diffuses so rapidly that The results are compared with observa-
within a few minutes the loss coefficient tions in the lower portion of Figure 1.
throughout a volume of several hundred The dotted curve gives the rosults of
kilometers radius is a factor of 10 to the TEC calculations using the H2 and
100 times larger than the normal loss H2 0 loss coefficients which result from
rates (Oeff 2 x 10- 5 /sec). one second of exhaust (SO). One can see

(ii) While the exhaust field is H20 that the calculations clearly lead to a
dominated in terms of total concentrations, relatively rapid drop in the TEC. After
the onset of the TEC "biteout" was de- about 20 minutes, the slowly decaying
termined by the arrival of the H2. This H2 and H20 concentrations cause the total
is due to the fact that the lighter con- loss to equal the solar production effects
stituent diffuses more rapidly. The and thus TEC remains nearly constant.
duration of the effect, however, is due
mainly to the more slowly diffusing The second set of results presented
water vaport in Figure 1 describe calculations using

(iii) At a given radial distance from a point source equal to the total number
the source, there is a unique time when of particles ejected in 10 secondb. Dur-
maximum H2, H2 0 and total concentrations ing this time interval the vehicle moved
occur. The exact relationship tmaxer-/6D only 45 km, a distance comparable to the
is obtained by setting the time'-- mean free path and still small in com-
derivative of equation (6) equal to zero. parison to the 200 kilometer distance
For Y2, it numerically becomes tmax under consideration. These results are
.75r ,where tirax is in minutes and r in in excellent agreement with the onset of
hundreds of kilometers. For example, at the decay, but the calculattions subse-
a distance of 200 km, the maximum hydro- quently predict a virtual disappearance
gen concentration occurs after three of the electron content. We suggest
minutes expansion, while at 600 km it that this vanishing of the TEC is indeed
occurs 27 minutes after the source is what happened to the F2-region's topside
released. Thus, a chain of stations content. The plateau or "minimum r-ol e"
would record maximum effect sequentially. bit.:out" in our observations near 5 x
It is as if a wave passed along the 10 2 el/cm2 simply represents the con-
chain, though it must be noted that for tributions of the bottomside ionospheric
each species the concentration is always regions (E, Fl) to the TEC integral.
a maximum at r-o for any given time.

Tn conclusion, it is interesting to
Calculations were also performed consider that this significant recombin-

which show that during the time interval ation effect of the O in the ionosphere
under consideration here, the plume could was apparently unanticipated. Hydrogen,
not have suffered any appreciable deple- the most abundant element in the universe,
tions due to solar-induced photoioniza- is not normally found in molecular form
tions or dissociations. (Mendillo et al., in significant quantities in the near-
1974). earth environment. It is, however, an

The actual loss in elect~ron content important constituent in interstellar
Tobe eectel foms theplumetr cantbent space and thus the fast reaction between

to be expected from the pluime can be cal- H2 and 0+ has interesting implications
culated using the loss coefficients ob- in astrophysics. There is also the po-
ta 3 .ned from the H2 and H20 results sum- tential for important geophysical modif-
marized in Figu):e 2. By considering the ication experiments in the terrestrial
TEC data to represent the intagral of a ionosphere and plasmasphere. Concerning
slab of plasma locatod 200 km from the this point, H2 has the asset of being
source, the TEC response may be explic- light and particularly resistant to a
itly evaluated as a function of time. In quick destruction by solar EUV, while
the more rigorous treatment (Mendillo et water vapor has the property that the
al., 1974), the TEC is evaluated using dissociative recombination of H20 +pro-

duces a molecule (either H2 or OH) which
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is capable of engaging in another 0+ droxyl molecule has not been measured
ion atom interchange re.. ion. Thus, the in the laboratory, its rate is expected
net effect is that a sirX 2 1120 molecule to be close to that with H2 and H2 0
would remove two F-reilon'Ton-electron (Ferguson, private communication). Again,
pairs. OH is a prominent interstellar consti

While the 0+ reaction with the hy-
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Figure I. (top) Ionospheric total electron content (TEC) versus EST on 14 May, 1973,
as observed at the AFCRL's Sagamore Hill Radio Observatory in Hamilton, Mass. The
dashed curve gives the expected behavior for that day, and the vertical arrow marks
the time of the SKYLAB launch at 12:30 EST from the Kennedy Space Center.

(bottom) Expanded version of the TEC decay showing the results of contin-
uity equation estimates of the time development of the TEC. The dots refer to
results obtained using the enhanced loss rates which result from one second of
exhaust, and the crosses give the results using 10 second's worth of exhaust.
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Figure 2. Results of spherical diffusion model calculations for molecular
hydrogen and water vapor in the ionosphere. Each curve gives the total plume
concentration as a function of radial distance for a series of elapsed time.
The source at the origin was defined to be the number of molecules ejected by
the Saturn engines in one second. The axis on the right gives the average
electron loss coefficient. The calculations were performed using atznosph~ric
variables defined at 350 kilometers (see text).
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IONOSPHERIC DISTURBANCES DURING SEVERE WEATHER ACTIVITIES

R. J. Hung and G. L. Rao
The University of Alabama In Huntsville

Huntsville, Alabama 35807

and

R. E. Smith, G. S. West and B. B. Henson
NASA/Marsh;-Il Space Flight Center

Huntsville, Alabama 35812

ABSTRACT activity are taken from the NASA/Marshall Space
Flight Center CW Doppler sounder array located

The dynamics of ionospheric disturbances in the North Alabama region. We have con-
and irregularities during severe weather tinuously monitored the Doppler frequency
activity are investigated by using a nine fluctuations of nine field transmitters covering
element CW high frequency Doppler sounder an area of 150 Km1 since January 1973.
array. The purpose of the present study is
to investigate the coupling between the In the following sections, we describe the
stratosphere and the ionosphere during severe experimental observations of ionospheric wave-
weather activity, particularly during thunder- like disturbances associated with severe
storms and tornadoes. Two typical disturbances weather activity and then compare the obser-
recorded during periods of thunderstorm vations with theoretical predictions.
activity and two recorded during periods of
tornado activity have been chosen for analysis II. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENTS AND OBSERVATIONS
in this study. The observations indicate that
wave-like disturbances, possibly generated by The CW Doppler sounder system was
the severe weather, have wave periods in the developed by Davies (1962). Davies and Baker
range of 2 to 8 minutes, which places them ( 1966) gave a description of the theory and
in the infrasonic wave category. Characteristics an Interpretati on of the data. Our Doppler
of the waves are discussed in detail. sounder array system consists of .*,ee sites

with nine field transmitters operating at
I. INTRODUCTION 4.0125, 4.759, and 5.734 MHz. These sites are

located at Ft. McClellan, Alabama (330 441N,
Ionospheric wave-like disturbances and 85* 48' W), TVA, Muscle Shoals, Alabama

caused by known and unknown sources are ( 340 46' N, and 850 38' W), and TVA, Nickajack
observed on ground-based ionospheric sounding Dam, Tennessee (35* 01%N and 870 38' W)-. the
records as perturbations in the electron receivers are located at NASA/Marshall Space
densitiEs. Recently, Georges (1968), Baker Flight Center, Alabama. Figure 1 shows the
and Davies (1969), and Davies and Jones (1972) geophysical locations of the three transmitters
reported observations of wave-like flactuations and receivers. Since each of the three
in the ionosphere associated with severe transmitters uses the same nominal frequencies,
weather activity. This paper shows a technique the actual frequencies must be slightly
for studying the dynamics of ionospheric different so that they can be distinguished
disturbances and irregularities during severe from each other at the receiver. The actual
wepther activity by using a continuous wave- frequencies for the field transmitters have
spectrum high-frequency Doppler sounder array. been set as in Table 1. At the receiving
The purpose of the present study is to station, the oscillators have been set
investigate the coupling between stratosphere exactly at the nominal frequencies so that,
and ionosphere during severe weather activities In the absence of Doppler variations, the
and particularly during thunderstorms and offsets of the transmitter oscillators are
tornadoes, equal to the beat frequencies.

Experimental observations of Ionospheric During the periods of severe meather in
wave-like disturbances during severe weather this area (As shown by the radar weather
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Figure 1. Locations of three sites field Figure 2. CW Doppler record at the operating
transmitters and receivers of frequency of 4.0125 MHz (event on
NASA/Marshall Space Flight Center March 20, 1974).
Doppler sounder array system.

Actual Frequencies

Nominal Frequency Three Transmitters
at Muscle Shoals. 160,0

Alabama

4.0125 MHz 4.0125 MHz + 2 Hz
4.759 MHz 4.759 MHz + 2 Hz5.734 MHz 5.734 MHz + 2 Hz Figure 3. CW Doppler record at the operating

3 Mfrequency of 4.759 MHz (event on

Actual Frequencies (continued) March 20, 1974).

Three Transmitters Three Transmitters
at NickaJack Dam, at Ft. McClellan,
Tennessee Alabama

4.0125 MHz + 3 Hz 4.0125 MHz + 4 Hz
4.759 MHz + 3 Hz 4.759 MHz + 4 Hz
5.734 MHz + 3 Hz 5.734 MHz + 4 Hz

Table 1. Nominal and Actual Operating
Frequencies of Nine Transmitters
of NAAA/Marshall Space Flight .. WWI W
Center Doppler Sounder Array
System. Figure 4. CW Doppler record at the operating

frequency of 5.743 MHz (event on

charts) we have noticed short period wave-like March 20, 1974).

frequency fluctuations and Doppler frequency
fluctuations and Doppler frequency "fold backs'" tornadoes were sighted in or around North
We have chosen the two thunderstorm events of Alabama on this particular day. The thunder-
May 26, 1973 and March 20, 1974, and the two storm-associated disturbances are clearly
tornado events of November 20, 1973 and shown on all the records beginning at~ 1610 CDT
November 27, 1973 as typical examples for and continuing through the early morning hours.
analysis and discussion in this paper. Wave-like fluctuations with wave periods of 4

to 5.5 minutes are clearly shown on the 4.0125
Figures 2, 3 and 4 show the CW Doppler MHz record beginning at 2200 CDT and lasting

records at operating frequencies of 4.0125, through 0300 CDT. At the higher operating
4.759, and 5.734 MIz, respectively, during the frequencies, 4.759 and 5.734 MHz, the iono-
thunderstorm conditions on March 20, 1974. No spheric reflected signal was lost after 2300 CDT.
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The times of onset and cessation of the iono- time variations (Figure 9). It can be seen from
spheric waves coincided remarkably well with the Figure 9 that the Doppler fluctuations are not
appearance and disappearance of severe thunder- quasi-sinusoidal, as in the case of thunder-
storm activity on the radar weather charts. storms, but are S-type waves with several

Doppler fold backs. These "fold backs" are
Figure 5 shows the CW Doppler record at typical of tornado conditions.

the operating frequency of 4.0125 MHz during
the severe thunderstorm condition on May 26,
1973. On this day, severe thunderstorm
activity occurred within the area of the
Doppler array and several tornadoes touched "*".. ,, ,-*
down west and north of the Doppler array ,,,.I
system. It can be seen in Figure 5 that the .. A..

Doppler fluctuations are highly disturbed
until 1100 CDT, when they are followed by '. . .. .A.A.

wave-like fluctuations with periods of 5
minutes. . K 'A-a, . 14K ,Am

i1411-12 C.an f

Figure 6. CW Doppler record on November 20,
f" ."'1". Al,1973, at the operating frequency

4.0125 MHz.

Figure 5. CW Doppler record at the operating ' cCle *.as. All.

frequency of 4.0125 MHz (event on
May 26, 1973).

Cloud tops on the thunderstorm-active day,

March 20, 1974, were between 40 000 to 50,000 7.71 17, MA

feet (approximately 12 to 15 KQn. The ,= .L '4J'"i-, .;
horizontal trace velocity of the Ionospherict iVdisturbance waves on this particular day, . , , . .... ', i,:.tV',
obtained by analysis of the wave-front moving 01...
across the legs between the three sites of the " " ' '
Doppler sounder array and the receiver site,
had a magnitude of 1 km/sec propagating from
a direction southwest of the Doppler sounder V.1. AeT

array. '"Uylo•'f,
11-0•073 47" WKl

Figures 6 and 7 show the CW Doppler
records for November 20, 1973 under tornado Figure 7. CW Doppler record on November 20,
conditions at the operating frqquencies of 1973, at the Operating Frequencies
4.0125 MHz, 4.759 and 5.734 MHz, respectively. 5.734 and 4.759 MHz.
The wave-like fluctuations are clearly seen
beginning at - 1230 CST and continuing
through the evening. The periodicity of these Radar weather summary charts for November
wave-like disturbances is in the 6 to 8 20 and November 27, 1973 are shown in Figuresl 0
minute range, whereas, for thunderstorms, and 11. The weather maps clearly show the areas
the periodicity of the fluctuations is on the of radar echoes, lines of radar echoes and
order of 3 to 5 minutes. For the November 27, heights of echo tops. The lines of radar echoes
1973 tornado conditions, Figure 8 shows Doppler in both cases are from the south-west to the
records at the operating frequencies of north of the Doppler systei. The h•.ghts of echo
4.0125 MHz and 4.759 MHz in which the wave-like tops are on the order of 40,003 to 50,000 feet
fluctuations clearly began about 1100 CST and (or about 12 to 15 Kin). 7he radar summary
continued through the evening hours. Again, charts also indicate a severe weather activity
the period of the fluctuations is of the area located southwest of the Doppler array,
order of 6 to 8 minutes. The phase velocities the direction from which the wave-like
of the disturbances, derived from a cross disturbances seen on Doppler records propagate.
correlation analysis, propagate from the
south-w-st with a magnitude of 600-700 m/sec. III. SU4MMARY AND DISCUSSION
The Uoppler record of November 20, 1973, is Observations of ionospheric disturbances
expanded on the time axis to clearly show the associated with severe weather activity,
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particularly severe thunderstorm and tornado
activity, indicate the generation of wave-like

Figure 8. CW Doppler records on November 27, disturbances with wave periods in the range of
1973 at the operating frequencies 2 to 8 minutes. This period is essentially
4.759 MHz and 4.0125 MHz. below the local Brunt-VgisNiS frequency. In

other words, the ionospheric disturbances
associated with severe weather activity can be
classified practically in the category of
infrasonic waves. Theoretical analysis of the

.. .characteristics of infrasonic waves indioates
..-- .'N • • ' . .-F-t.Paw, that wave propagation is vertically upward in

contrast to gravity waves, which propagate
horizontally along the ground. This

,, .characteristic implies that the range of
observations of ionospheric disturbances
associated with severe weather activity is

Figure 9. The expansion of time axis of limited to the order of the wavelength of the
Doppler record an November 20, infrasonic waves generated. The wavelengths
1973, at the operating frequency of infrasonic waves generated, perhaps by
4.0125 MHz. thunderstorms, vary from 150 to 300 Km, while

waves generated, perhaps by tornadoes, have
wavelengths from 200 to 300 Km. Therefore, it
appears as if observations of ionospheric
disturbances associated with severe weather

- ..-" activity are geographically confined to an
area of only a few hundred kilometers in
diameter. This agrees with the observational

i results obtained by Georges (1973).

The results of our investigations show the
following important conclusions on the detection
of ionospheric disturbances produced by severe
weather activities, particularly by thunder-
storms and tornadoes, by using CW Doppler

S6sounder array:

(1) The Doppler fluctuations are S-shaped
- IL waves with several Doppler fold backs fortornado-induced disturbances, while the quasi-

sinusoidal waves are the main wave patterns
Figure 10. Radar weather map for November 20, for thunderstorm-induced perturbations;

1973 at 1535 CST.
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(2) The periodicity of the Doppler magnetic field. This aspect is being studied
frequency fluctuations are in the 5 to 8 in detail now.
minute range for tornado-induced disturbances.
while 3 to 5 minute periods are associated ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
with thunderstorms.

R. J. Hung and G. L. Rao wish to ac-
(3) The oscillationsfor disturbances knowledge the support of NASA/Marshall Space

produced by both tornadoes and thunderstorms Flight Center under Contract NAS8-30616 for
can persist from 4 to 6 hours; the present work.

(4) The horizontal trace velocities show REFERENCES
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from the southwest for tornado induced dis- Baker, D. M., and K. Davies, J. Atmosph. Terr.
turbances and with horizontal phase velocities Phys. 31, 1345, 1969.
on the order of 1000 m/sec for thunderstorm-
induced perturbations. Davies, K., Proc. IRE 50, 94, 1962.

A theoretical examination of possible Davies, K., and 0. M. Baker, Radio Sci. 1, 545,
mechanisms for generating infrasonic waves 1966.
shows that the excitation of waves with wave
period near and below the local Brunt-V~isHlS Davies, K., and J. E. Jones, Space Research XI
frequency is strongly dependent on the wind Akademic-Verlag, Berlin, 1972, pp. 1149.
structure (both wind velocity and wind shear)
and the temperature gradient of the thermo- Georges, T. M., J. Atmosph. Terr. Phys. 30,
sphere. Results of ongoing detailed 735, 1968.
theoretical analysis will be given in later
papers. Calculations given by Jones (1970) also Georges, T. M., Rev. Geophy. Space Phys. 11,571,
agree with these results. Preliminary results 1973.
seem to show that disturbances are observed
more frequently when severe weather activity Jones, W. L., J. Atmosph. Terr. Phys. 32, 1555,
is south or southwest of the array because the 1970.
wave propagation is influenced by the earth's
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Faraday rotation and angle of arrival measurements using beacon satellites

A.R. Webster* and P.A. Forsyth

Department of Physics, Centre for Radio Science
and *Faculty of Engineering Science,

University of Western Ontario
London, Canada.

1. INTRODUCTION degrees, travelling) which are consi-
derably in excess of the deviations

The following describes the to be expected due to ionospheric
phase-swept interferometer and its effects (Nfew milliradians at 150 MHz).
application in the measurement of This results in the familiar "phase-'
Faraday rotation and angle of arrival ramps" indicating a change of 2ir
of radio signals from artificial radians in the associated phase measure-
satellites. The main consideration ments and the presence of these ramps
here, concerns the simultaneous introduces some difficulty in the
measurement of Faraday rotation and extraction of the small deviations of
angle of arrival using a geostationary interest. Since angular deviations
datellite as the sourcei additionally produced by ionospheric irregularities
the use of travelling satellites, are proportional to 1/f0, where f is
which effectively provide an the radio frequency (Turnbull and
ionospheric snapshot, will be consi- Forsyth, 1965), and since several
dered in relation to angle of arrival beacons are available which transmit
measurements. on widely spaced frequencies (ATS-6 on

140/360 MHz, Transit series on
The value of simultaneous geo- 150/400 MHz) differential AOA measure-

stationary observations in determintng ments are possible and provide a means
the properties of travelling distur- of removing such phase ramps while
bances has been described earlier essentially preserving the ionospheric
(Webster and Lyon, 1974). In essence, deviations. The differential technique,
a quadrature relationship holds then, involves essentially the measure-
between Faraday rotation and angle of ment of deviations at the lower fre-
arrival for a travelling disturbance quency relative to those at the higher.
of a sinusoidalnature, and the rele-
vant amplitude and phase measurements
allow the determination of wavelength, 2. THE PHASE SWEPT INTERFEROKETER
and phase velocity and direction of
travel. Angle of arrival measurements 2.1. Principle of Operation
using travelling satellites, on the
other hand, provide information on the The basis of phase swept inter-
spatial extent of ionospheric distur- ferometer measurements is the comparison
barnces. In principle, the phase-swept of radio wave phases as received on
interferometer lends itself readily to separate antenna systems. in angle of
all these measurements and a complete arrival measurements the relevant phases
system Yight be envisaged where geO- are those received on antennas spaced
stationary Faraday rotation and angle by a distance D, while Faraday rotation
of arrival measurements are made is given by a comparison of the phases
simultaneously and continuousll,, of the right and left circularly
supplemented by periodic travelling polarised components of an originally
satellite measurements, plane polarised wave: these latter

components may be derived by
In making angle of arrival (AOA) utilising either separate helical

measurements at a single frequency, antennas or correctly phased crossed
one troublesome feature is that the Yagi antennas.
source moves through angles (,ufew
degrees, geostationary; Ntens of
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In terms of angle of arrival, In the case of Faraday rotation,
the principle of operation is shown in and assuming accurate resolution into
Fig. 1. The incoming radio signal is right and left circular components,

changes AýF in the measured phase
difference between these two components

radio frequency, f is related to changes ACF in polarisa-
tion angle by

0 AO F = 
2
AýF3

2.2. Differential Measurements

Equation 3 refers to the angle
of arrival as measured at a single

-D radio frequency; the change AO includes
reference Aes due to satellite motion and A6i due

fo fr fc + fr to ionospheric effects so that

60 = AO +AO .1

Phase If two widely spaced frequencies
meter (fI,fa) are used, then the assumption

that AO, is the same for both frequen-
cies leads to

Sfilter
filte 6ý1- 62- 21rcos6(DIA8i1 - D2AOi2)

receiver rT 7

- 2wDcos A.i,f fj- fr 1-
Fig. i The phase-swept provided that the ratio D/A is the same

inter ferometer for both frequencies and prouided that
f 2 is much higher than fl. Fig. 2
shows a typical differential angle ofreceived on two antennas spaced by a arrival system; the electrical

distance D and converted to inter- separation of the antennas at each fre-
mediate frequencies separated by a quency is arranged to be the same as
reference freqaency fr. After adding are the azimuthal directions of the
the two signals, envelope detection, lines joining the antenna pairs.
followed by appropriate fundamental
frequency filtering, results in a In order to measure variations
sinusoid of frequency fr whose phase 0 in space in angle of arrival, at
relative to the original standard (u3ed least two measurements in different
in generating the local oscillator planes are required and an orthogonal
frequencies) is given by arrangement of receiving antennas is

both convenient and frequently used.S- 2nDsinO + i •1 A typical system to measure Faraday
rotation and differential angle of
arrival simultaneously, using a geo-i s a constant which includes an stationary satellite, is illustrated

arbitrary phase shift through the in Fig. 3. The subscripts 1, I and F
system and an integral multiple of 2ir refer to radio frequencies (fl,f 2 )
radians, &nd A is the radio wavelength and Faraday rotation respectively; the
Changes A6 in angle of arrival e, then, letters R and L refer to right and
are given by left circularly polarised antennas.

In all phase measurements, the same
A- 2wDos.A 2 standard (fr) is used and the required

phases extracted in the manner indi-
where AO is the measured phase change cated in Figs. 1 and 2.
between the receiver output signal and
the original reference signal.
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1oo50 MHz general direction of

40OM~zgeostationary satellite

4 R

Fig. 2(a) A typical differential 0<-A2

angle of arrival system2I

S200 k 
1 •

400 MHz 
2

R R,

__• _ _ _ 
K,

-- - - Fig. 3 A typical antenna arrangement

for simultaneous geostationary
2I'• " -- I- ZI4(÷M~zFaraday rotation and angle of

angearrival 
observations

cn. d out 40

-- tdlf. h There is some advantage 
so 

be gained

in also using circularly polarised
Fig. 2(b) One-half of Fig. 2(a) in antennas in angle of arrival observa-

mor9 detail tions since reduction in signal/noise

due to non-coincidence of the nlanes
of polarisation of the signal and the

antenna, should a plane polarised an-
The gdneral layout of Fig. 3 is tenna be used, is hardly affordable.

suitable for use with travelling In the case of travelling

satellite angle of arrival measure-esahereitesomhe
m nten nas a rlth o tgh nc e sarly thea mostd different. First the received power

Fi g . 2 ( ) t Oc e ssase This. 2 a se c i t lev e l s are con s ide ra b ly h ighe r ; se co n d ,

suitable in thscs.Ti setunless tracking facilities are avail-
will be considered in the next section, able a high gain antenna is clearly

undesirable and equal and accurate
resolution into circularly polarised

2.3 Practical Considerations components at each utenna 
becomes

difficult. In spite of possible tem-

Due to the low transmitted porary loss of signal due to polarisa-

power and the large distance involved, tion effects fixed plane-polarised

geostationary satellite observations
r e qu i ra e r at hi v sel y h g h g ai n a s ct n a uan t e nn as o f m od e ra t e g ai n a p p e ar to b e

willire reoatiderel n teye t s c io .a l high gain antennas mo e s i a l n t is c ln e arly

In making Faraday rotation observations mr utbei hscnet
a standard technique, as has been men- In considering the antenna

t 2oned, is to resolve the plane solution into ircwarlyngths)in

polarised wave into right and leftees
Dircularle polarised components in angle of arrival measurements it is

order to derive the polarisation angle, clear from eqsuation 4 that the
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attainable resolution varies directly
with this quantity, and the minimum operated here, and are presented to
separation is dictated by minimum re- establish the validity of the tech-
quired resolution. Following niques.
Chvojkova (1958a,b), the angular
deviation at 150 MHz produced by a Simultaneous geostationary
spherically stratified moderately Faraday rotation and angle of arrival
strong ionosphere (critical frequency measurements have been made using a
10 MHz) with no gradients or irregu- more conventional system and the tech-
larities is about 0.1 mrad at a ray nique described by Webster and Lyon,
path angle of 350) (see Fig. 4). A 1974; Figs. 5,6 presented here are

reproduced directly from that publi-
cation. Fig. 6 represents the experi-
mental data of Fig. 5 filtered digi-
tally at the indicated frequencies.

0.1 /

deviation
mrad.

0.05 J

/ -W

0 10 20 30
Zenith angle 0

S Io It
Fig, 4 Angular deviation at

150 MHz due to spherically enT
stratified ionosphere Fig. 5 Experimental records (lower full
(fc - 10 MHz) versus ray lines) of Faraday rotation (F)
path.zenith angle and angle of arrival (NT-S, E-W).

The dotted lines are synthesized
from the filtered data of Fig.6.

gradient of 0.5%/km in electron den-
sity would produce a deviation of the
same order of magnitude (Turnbull and AkAAAA Ar"
Forsyth, 1965). Irregularities and J -vvvvv
travelling disturbances might be ex-
pected to produce deviations up to
1 or 2 mrad (see section 3, and
Webster and Lyon, 1974). With all
this in mind, and likely topographical
restrictions, a resolution of at least
0.1 mrad in angle of arrival is de-
sirable. Allowing a phase meter
resolution of 2w/100 radians and
values of coo 0 in the range 1 to 0.5 (s
leads to a value of 100 to 200 for
D/X from equation 4.

•ER-W

3. EXPERIETAL OBSERVATIONS

A complete system, based on the KIT
foregoing, is nearing completion at Fig. 6 The experimental data of Fig. 5
the University of Western Ontario and filtered digitally at frequen-
experimental observations from this cies: (a) 2.81 cycles per hr.;
are not available at the time of (b) 1.28 cycles per hr.; (c)0.33writing. However, results are cycles per hr.available from similar systems

1
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H_'. ,. .. Fig. 8 Angle of arrival showing

J representative fluctuation

1 0 .1a I_ A j. magnitudes

Fig. 7 A typical differential 4. DISCUSSION

(Tangle ofarrlivate)or Simultaneous Faraday rotations
(Trasit atelite)and angle of arrival measurements

using a geostationary beacon satellite
provide a useful method for the inves-

In essence, the relevant amplitude and tigation of the quasi-periodic fluc-
"phase measurements indicate two tra- tuations continually observed in
yelling waves (a and b) and one ionospheric observations. Coupled with
stationary wave (c). Fc-' both tra- travelling satellite measurements, the
yelling waves, the derived horizontal system enables a considerable amount: of
wavelengths are about 60 km and di- information on the nature of such dis-
rection of travel is about 1350 E of N. turbances to be gained.

Differential angle of arrival The phase-swept interferometer
measurements using the phase-swept provides a relatively straightforward
interferometer have been made using and economical method of realising such
a single leg aligned .- S and the tran- a system. A single receiver only is
sit series of travelling satellites; needed for a basic measurement, (two
due to the nominal circular polarisat- for a differential measurement) and
ion of the transmission from these this need be no more than a conven-
satellites, little difficulty with tional intermediate frequency amplifier
polarisation problems has been exper- and envelope detector. Five such
ienced using plane polarised receiving simple receivers would be needed for a
antennas, although the effect is full Faraday/AOA system, although in
occasionally noticable. Typical re- principle a single receiver would suf-
sults are shown in Figs. 7 and 8. fice, if harmonics of the reference
Fig. 7 shows the measured phases of frequency and standard multiplexing
150, 400 and 150/400 MHz for a single techniques were emplonied. Some care
satellite pass; Fig. 8 shows a se- has to be exercised in the design of
lection of passes and it will be noted the local oscillator synthesizers
that fluctuations much greater than since phase noise present here is tran-
those predicted (0.1 mrad) for a smitted through the system.
spherically stratified ionosphere are
almost always present. i n all of this, some considera-

tion should be given to antenna design

29.1
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and possible ground effects which can Chvojkova, E; Bull. Ast. Tnst. Csl.,
introduce spurious results which may be 9, 133, 1958b
interpreted as real (see Jones and
Webster, this symposium). Turnbull, RM. and Forsyth, P.A.; Can.J.

Phys., 43, 800, 1965
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PREDICTION OF IONOSPHERIC EFFECTS ASSOCIATED WITH
SOLAR WIND DISTURBANCES USING INTERPLANETARY

SCINTILLATION OBSERVATIONS AT 34.3 MH2

W. M. Cronyn
NOAA/EFtL, Bmolde, Colorado

F. Ersk•ne and S. D. Shawhan
University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa

B. L. Gotwols and E. C. Roelof
Applied Physics Laboratory

The Johns Hopkins University
Silver Spring, Maryland

Predis. Li May 1974, observations at 34.3 MHz photographs at NOAAERL (Boulder, Colorado).
of interplanetary scintillations (IPS) of radio The Ho, synoptic charts indicate coronal magnet-
sources commenced using the NOAA/University of ic structures that often affect the emission
Iowa COCOA-Cross radio telescope (co-linear of particles ard solar wir1i. We conclude that
dipoles of coaxial cable in a Mills-cross). we could have predicted with high reliability
TIe arms of the array are 0.8 and 1.2 Ion yield- the SSC, delayed solar particle event (and
ing a collecting area of 72,000 rn2. The 1/2° hence the ionospheric disturbances) at least 6
x 3/40 beeii is steerable in the meridian, hours before their occurrence.
allowing viewing of > 200 sources per day
covering the entire northern ecliptic hemis- INIR¶UCTION
phere and extending into portions of the
southern hemisphere as far as 450 south eclip- We are presently mnitoring .interplanetary
tic latitude. We present an analysis of daily scintillation (IPS) on a 24-hour basis of more
IPS observations of 28 selected sources during than 150 radio sources distributed over the
June 20-30, 1974. This period contains the entire northern ecliptic hemisphere as well as
sudden coemensement -of a geomagcetto storm a portion of the southern hemisphere extending
(SSC) at 2330 Ulr, June 25 which was aecccepaned as far as 8450 ecliptic latitude. We believe
by 2 days of disturbed ionospheric conditions that these observations literally add another
as indicated by a drop from 6 to 2 in the radio dimension to the analysis of interplanetary
propagation quality indices in the band 2-26 disturbances and the prediction of Memagnetic
bliz betwm Ichow (Gnrmany) and Halifax (Can- storms and solar particle events.
ada). The SSC also marked the onset of a
delayed solar particle evero, as me~sured on the It has been lonn for about ten years (Hwh,
APL/JHU experiment on IM4-7 (protons > 0.3 MeV, et e., 1964) that sall angular diameter nat-
electrons? 0.2 MeV) with proton intensities xral radio sources display intensity fluctu-
> "00 (cm -sec-ster-MeV)-l persisting vvyl~l ations on a time scale of about one second.
June 29. The source of the solpr wind distur- e intensity fluctuatiocs develop because of
bance (inferred from the 5SC) and the celayed random diffraction arising from scattering by
particle event is idcntified as a 2B flare at irregular variations in tl* interplanetary
,v 0500 UT, June 23. Two-dimensional analysis electron density, and are termed IPS (inter-
of the latitude-lontude grid of daily IPS plaretary scint:Llation),
observations of June 24 - June 27 indicate the
earliest detection of the flare-assucisted Detailed sAml/rses of day-to-day changes in
solar wind blast wave at n, 1900 UT June 24. IPS activity hace ivealed associations be-
Th:e blast wave appears in all sources within tween the activitj and other solar wind
600 of the sun, belzding• • 1500 UT June 25, phmana. & e*haio to date in IPS obser-
more tkan 8 hours oefore the SW and immence- vations oriented tuwards studies of the solar
mant of ionospheric effects. We can recast wind has been Lo three ameas: (1) statistics
our analysis as a simulated predict!cn of the of dyaamica3 feata•s, i.e. auto-correlation
SSC, asozing that we hed realtime data such analyses of scintlation activity to f:Lxi 27
as is currently available: 1) daily IPS day synodlc pericdicities, cross-correlation
observations from the COCOA-cross grid; 2) of solar wind veloity (as deduced fran IPS
satellite smaswants of low-eneigy (0 1 MeV) mea~wu•muts) and IPS act-ivity, aroas-correla-
proto•n and relativistic (C. 100 keV) .i~rons; tion of IPS data with solar disc, space prnbe
and 3) solar syrnptic charts of large-scale and terrestrýal data (Puarell• 1969; zkira ,er
ohromapherio smgnetic polarity regionis can- 1971; ~Auvner r~nd ýb7Ik 2; Vltg -
structed continuously frm Xo patrol alinui• 1972; _ 1973; Coles c
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1 974); (2) detailed analyses of specific solar Thus, each day of observations, we monitor IPS
wind events, in which IPS data contribute to a activity in the entire northern ecliptic hemi-
self-consistent description involving a variety sphere, and in the southern hemisphere at
of solar-terrestrial and space probe data ecliptic latitudes ranging from %0* to -45°,
(Sha and Harris, 1967; Wiseman and Dennison, subject only to a cone of avoidance of 200 radius
1972; o 1973; Watanabe et al., 1973; centered on the sun.
Armstrong et al., 1973; K__• 1974); and (3)
aralyses of ambient solar wind parameters such Steering in the N-S direction is acccnplished
as plasma density spectrum and solar wind speed automatically with electrical phase shifters,
dependence on solar latitude (Dennison and while the rotation of the earth provides the
Hewish, 1967; Matheson and Little, 1971; Coles E-W steering. A schematic diagram of the
and Me , 1972; gr , 1972; Houmlner,-79-; antenna gecmetry is given in Figure 1. The

et 1973; Coles et al., 1974). reason for the unusually thick arms of the
cross is to provide a very large collecting

With our instrument we are emphasizing the area, in order to obtain adequate sensitivity
second area of IPS studies: locating, mapping with the very short effective time constant
and tracking co-rotating streams and blast required for IPS observations. The antenna
waves, with a view towards predicting the inter- a'ray has been named ti'e COCOA-Cross, where
ception of these structures by Earth and space COCOA is an acronym which stands for the irdi-
probes. Perhaps the best example to date of vidual element type, Balsey and E .klu (1972),
this technique is described by Wiseman and which axe colinear dipoles fashioned out of
Dennismn (1972). Using the Culgoora (JAustralia) coaxial cable. Cross stands for the type of
radio telescope, they were able to follow the array, which is a Mills Cross.
origin and evolution of both a radial blast of
turbulent plasma and two separate co-rotating
solar wind streams. The shape and extent of
these large scale structures, as inferred frn N
the sequential variations in scintillation
activity across a grid of 14 sources, were
consistent with, and were complemented by, ob-
servations of solar flare activity, velocity
streaming, sudden cauimnoement geomagnetic
storms and Forbush decreases. 0.e k.

In May, 1974, a large electronically steer-
able decametric wvelength Mills Cross radio
teye~ope with a collecting area of over 7.2 x

nm (one of the largest in the world) began
regular observations as a joint undertaking by ,,km

the Space Ewvirorment Laboratory of the Nation-
al Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration and
the Departmint of Physics and Astronomy of the
University of Iowa. It has been specifically
designed for, and dedicated to, IPS observa- Fig. I Overall geometry of the COCOA-Cross
tions at solar elongation angles ranging from Array
200 to 1800. It is located at the University
of Maryland Clark Lake Radio Observatory south Extraction of useful information from the
of the Santa Rosa mountains, in the eastern mein beam signal is accomplished with analog
desert country of San Diego County, an isolated circuitry and the resulting processed signals
site will-suited for such sensitive studies, are plotted on a multi-channel chart recorder.
The extremely large collecting area and low A 0.1 - 1.5 Hz bandpass filter is used to
operating frequency makes possible a unique isolate the sigal fluctuations which ae due
capability of being able to observe a large to IPS. Thus, the lower cutoff of 0.1 Hz has
number of IPS sources even at source-sun been chosen to minimize the contribution of
elongation angles approaching 1800. ionospheric scintillation, &areas the upper

cutoff of 1.5 Hz is about the upper limit of the
The observational and interpretational tech- IPS frequency ciomvornts. The output of the

niques we are currently using are a generali- bandpass filter, called the raw fluctuation
zation of those used previoualy, made possible signal, is then subjected to further processing
by the dense grid of sources that can be ob- in order to obtain its average power as well as
served. The scintillation activity of a grid a rough estimate (the second oment) of the
of more than 100 small angular diameter sources, shape of its frequency spectrum. n* average
distributed momr or less at random over the sky power (called the scintillation power, 3) is ob-
at solar elongtion angles greater than 200 and taide by squaring and integating with a
celestial declinations north of -250, are being relatively long time constant (30 a). Te
monitred daily and the scintillation index m spectrum estimte (called the differential
(m - AI/VT, al - nns intensity fluctuation, ! - scintillation power, D) is obtained by differ-
average Intensity) measured for each source. entiating the raw fluctuation signal with a
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short time constant, and then squaring and in- peak flux above 10 (cm2 sec ster)-I by Jun 28.
tegrating. 7he average main beam intensity,
1, is obtained sinvly by integating the main (4) An ionospheric disturbance fol-oewd the
beam signal(prior to S and D), with a time 8S.C; its recovery began on June 27 and lasted
constant long enough to filter out the IPS until June 30.
(i.e., 1 s).

Calculation of the scintillation index is a Day of Ye (1974)
straight-forward matter, since m i / S/I . 171 173 175 177 179 181
For the stronger sources, it is also possible 1 II
to obtain an idea of the relative distribution
of high vs. low frequency scintillations by Radio r.ti lty Indias
calculating the frequency scale, f a / D/S. (Licho Gexany.Halifax, Canada)

In the initial group of nearly 100 sources
we have observed, in which about 80 were nown -- -- Day
from higher frequency (2 80 D01z) observations Niht
by others (Harris, et al., 1969; Little and
Hew.ish, 19W; R -1974) to be subject to 8 High-Latitude
iPS, 0 have dfsiptýýd IPS. Since there are Enhancement Scintillation
over 900 catalogued IPS sources, the initial Event
observations indicate that the number of sources a m
on which we will be able to take synoptic ob- 7 -First Post-Flare 3C48 3C400
servations will be limited solely by declination Enhimsnernt (3C147) I
limits on the array (-250), solar elongation P,
angle (>200) and observing time needed to get
adequate source and baseline data (06 minutes).

The current observing list consists of 154
sourceu. As some of the newly observed sources
will undoubtedly prove to be unreliable scn-
tillators, they will be dropped from the
observing list. However, there are manny nm ,P
sources to choose from, so the observing list___ --
will actually be expanded until it ultimately PompI t eN-F ew'N@'I Del.ayed 1/
contains a grid of about 200 reliable MiMoreI- Flare I' Solar
sources which will be monitored on a daily 4 tn _ __P,-rtltj i ,E _
basis. - /-

EVW~ C JUNE 26, 1974 11-3B I

Wecan nowturn to the event which we shall 3 -

associated with solar particle events and Seo-
magnetic stors . Continu" monitoring of about 2- L I
90 radio sources on a regular 24-hour basis wes Flare.
carried on during June, 1974 dith the COMOA- MPR 13002
Cross array. The largest event in that month
occurred on June 26. It is of considerable
interest for foiý reasons: -Go mtic

SSC (23M0 UT)
(1) There was a geomagetic sto• n "") Cosmic Ray

canencenent (SS0) observed by 19 stations Dw
(from 64.60 N to 46,.7 S geaspgtio latitude) 0 , 1 1 1 J
at 2329 UT, June 25, with 3-hour vclues of 20 22 24 26 28 30
Kp - 5 for the next two -lys; Data (June, 1974)

(2) The SS was acoacnmied by a decrease
"" 5% in the galactic conmc ray Intensity (CRD)
as measured by high-latitude neutron moaltars,as arede b y s i-latituder ur tFig. 2 Radio propagation quality indicoes for
with recovery 3 days later; traniisston in the band 2-26 V&z betwoeem Iobow

S(3) Within 12 1 of the 880, the ix ot (Germany) anSr Halifax (Canada),June 20-30,1974.lo )Wienerg olarmprof t he (.- V the flux ofTiMas of pigificant flares fra MPR 13002 andexceeded 100 (cr see str( MeV)-i and bad ined the 880 on Junw 25 are indicated, as well as
above this level for 3 days, • Uh of the IPS e s that c y led to the predctaion of the geoanatic stom and associatedrelativist oaer e trotons, 0 reV e solar particle event on June 26.scine 3 hours after the protons, reaching a
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Figure 2 shows the radio propagation quality Day of Year (1974)
indices for transmission between I1chow (Ger- 70 175 180
many) and Halifax (Canada) over frequencies in 103,11 1 1 0 [111-
the band 2-26 Miz appropriate for day or night
at both stations during June 20-30. The drop
in the field strength for the first observation Protons
(day)after the SSC is apparent, and it is also 0.3-0.5MeV
clear that the observation (night) between the
beginning of the scintillation event and the
SSC was in the range of average propagation con-
ditions (index - 6). Also sumxarized in Figure
2 are the solar flares from the 1mWath Plage
Region (13002) responsible for the disturbance,
the COCOA-Cross IPS events and solar particle
observations for the period. Since we cnow 102
that solar and interplanetary data complement
IPS observations and thereby enhance prediction
reliability, let us first present the solar and
spacecraft data before proceding to the IPS
observadions. Since all data discussed is ac-
tually available on a real-time basis, they can
be incorporated into our prediction simulation
based on IPS observations.

ýMath Plage Pegion 13002 began optical flare
activity soon after its central meridian passage 1
(CMP June 20) with wmall flares (< IN) at .1800 U101
U11, 21 June and . 0330 UT, June 22. The only
prior flares in June at this importance level
had been in two other regions (12972, CMP June !
3 and 12993, CMD June 14), all before June 15. X 2B
l1he last flare b 1N frce MPR 13002 before it L.
went over the west limb on June 26, was at

1500 UT on June 24. The only other flare IN
activity was frcm YMP 13043 (CMO July 3) on June <IN "SC
29-30 (after limb passage of MPR 13002 on June 2330
26). Therefore MPR 13002 dominated solar ac- CAD
tivity from its CMP until its Limb passage. 100 -- 2 1 1

F laresA striking signature of this active region MPR 13002
transit June 20-30 is found in the 0.3-0.5 MeV
proton and > 0.ý2 MeV electron fluxes measured
by the APL/JHW experiment on IMP-7, shown in
Figure 3. The tmes and optical importance of
all flares from M(R listed in Soa sical

Data (kercuprt 11e ors) are 1 = cated on the fig-
ure• as we as the position of 37,-7 along its Elcr-
- 34 R% near-circular orbit relative to the > 0.22 MeV
ma.netotail and Earth-Sun line.

The first swll flare (. 1800 Ur, June. 21) 10-1 '20 2. 24 21 28 30

resulted in a muipt relativistic electron Day (June, 1974)
event as well as a characteristically rapid and -Sun Shock Shock -Sun
strongly anisotropic rise in the low-energy
protons. Th second a11 flare LC 0330 UT,
June 22) produced a asmll electron ensement. I Tall Itle
It therefore appears paradoxical tt the Interplanetary Tal Interplanetary
larger and bri•hter flare (importance ~. 2B,
with decimeter type III as well as meter and Fig. 3 Solar energetic particle fluxes amasured
dekaameter type II radio emission) at ý 0500 LT, by the APL/JHU expeient on IMP-7, June 20-30,
June 23 did not produce any significant pmmpt 19Y4. Location of the epacecruft (near-circular
erihancement of either proton or electron fluxes. orbit -3 Re3 ) relative to the magwtotail and
Nor for that matter did the 1N flare at,. 1515 Barth-smu line is shom below the fieme, Timis
WT, June 24. s;'e indicated for all significant flares fxwi'4t th Plage Region 13002 as well as the sudd-9n

It then appears that the interplanetary Ma- csmirnma- of the ga•mpnetia st9rm (SS3) and
netio "cornection" between the acceleration associated decrease in oanic ray intensity (CH)
site and the earth was much "poorer" during at the &Ad cf June 25,
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June 23-25 than it was on June 21 and 22, since simply assumes that the interplanetary magnetic
we know that these small gyro-radius particles field is "frozen-in" the solar wind plasma whose
cannot appreciably cross field lines in inter- velocity is assumed to be radial and constant
planetary space (Lin et al., 1.968; Ermis et after it leaves the outer corona.
al., 1971; Roelof and Krindiis, 1973). This
inference is strongl supported by the particle As an indicator of coronal magnetic structure,
event of June 26, when it appears that the Inter- we have chosen to use H2 Synoptic Charts, since
planetary magnetic "connection" moved to coronal it has been established that absorption features
regions where particle injection was greatly in solar Il photographs (filaments, filament
enhanced. It seems very unlikely that the on- channels, fibril patterns, etc.) delineate neu.-
sets on June 26 were due to new acceleration tral lines for large-scale chrkomspheric polar-
because the relativistic electron rise is ab- ity regions (_MaIntosh, 1972a; 1972b). Moreover
normally slow, and the low-energy proton rise we have shown that the equatorial crossings of
pivcedes that of the electrons by more than 6 Bw neutral lines often correspond to spatial
hours. ýather it is likely that the higher disoontinuities in interplanetary energetic
solar wind velocities behind the shock (which particle fluxes when they are mapped back to
we infer fron the SSC at 2230 UT on June 25), the corona along large-scale interplanetary
resulted in the earth being re-connected into a field lines deduced from observed solar wind
new region of the equatorial corona an appreci- velocities (Roelof and Kri i, 1973; Gold et
able distance further east ( 30°) onJune 26 al. 1974; Relo" et .1974; -e 197;- -
than it was on June 25, Just such an effect was T&Iof. 1973a; 1973b; 1974).
recently documented during the August, 1972
activity frot Earth and Pioneers 9 and 10 by Figure 4 shows an annotated version of the
Roelof et al., (1974). MPR 13002 released 0.3 prelI.inary (real-timn) Ha Synoptic Chart for
WeV protons and > 0.2 MeV electrons into inter- Carrington Rotation 1616 (June-July, 1974),
planetary space for two additional days (June published by P.S. McIntosh in Solar Geophysical
27-28) without appreciable decrease in intensi- Data (Prompt Reports) (August,-f974). -w flin-
ty, with smilar > 0.2 MeV electron injection meits are cross-hatched, and magnetic neutral
for more than a day. Long-lived Injections lines are solid if inferred from Ho structure,
earlier in the solar cycle have been analyzed but dashed if inferred from continuity. Sn-
by Roelof and Krimigis (1973). spots are solid dots and Ha emission plages are

stippled. VMMath Plage Region 13002 is centered
We therefore are led to the conclusion that at 3500 longitude <200 latitude. Magnetic po-

the protons and electrons were being accelerated larities (*) have seen checked with solar mag-
well before the interplanetary shock allowed netoheliograms.
them to reach earth, perhaps as early as the
S2B flare on June 23. The abrupt decrease of The time history of terrestrial observations
the proton intensity beginning June 29 may then is shown on the "time line" below the Central
simply be explained by the manetic "connection" Meridian Date on the upper border. The esti-
longitude moving further eastward after the de- mated high-coronal connection longitudes for the
cay of the solar wind event. interplanetary magnetic field are shown by

arrows above the equator for the indicated dates
The inter-relationships of the flares, and times (e.g., 21:18 is 1800 V11, June 21).

scintillation enhancements and solar particle Since solar wind velocity measurements are not
events observed from Earth become more clearly available at the time of writing, we have made
ordered wn we quantitatively estimate the the following estimates. The period June 21-25
Earth's coronal meagnetic connection longitude was very quiet geomagnetically (three-hour
and compare the events with low-coronal magnetic Kp < 3), so we have asstmed a velocity of 350
structure. UsA, except for July 23 when there was a sanll

storm, , 0800 UT when we chose 400 km/s. Immed-
7flat quantitative estimates of equatorial iately after the S5C, we have assigned a veloc-

high-coronal coannection longitude of interplan- ity from the June 23 flare, and assumed that
etary magnetic field lines can be made using the stream velocity decayed to 350 ko/s by June
observed solar wind velocities has been justi- 29. It wil. be seen from the following discus-
fied theoretically for both quiet and disturbed sion that the arguments will still hold even if
interplanetary corditions (Nolte and Roelof our estimates am not too accurate.
1973a; 1973b). Oet tsrtttoacae
been presented by rie et•g__al., (1973; 1974) The prompt low-energy protons and relativis-
of the tracing back ofrcurrent solar wi=d tic electrons from the June 21 flare were in-
stream to magtically open cam, il structures jected tto interplanetary field lines - 300
(coronal "holes") seen in x-ray iiies obtained west of the flare site in MPR 13002. Even
from the American Science and Engineering Tele- though the estimated connection longitude is
scope on a rocket flight and throtomt the over the flare site on June 23, few new partic-
Skylab mission. A recent multispacecraft ob- les were seen at earth. We have observed such
servational calibration of the pecislcn of the behavior before and concluded that the magnetic
mnvmap (Gold and Roelof 1975) has yielded a structure immediately over a flare site may
mean errrof I isolar longitude over 6 sometimes be relatively olosed. One such case,
months of obsevatins in 1967. Te mapping MPR 8942 in August 1967, was extensively
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coronal structure above the Inferred neutral-
CRo Hio LAI IPS 1:Le which crosses the equator - 2950 served to_ C_ 0 H•,"_ "ccmpaxrment" the energetic particlea in the

," <"I high cor'na, with enhanced interplanetary access
, 9Ie,. F+ N 106 for particles outside the eastern boundary of

the large negatfvepo'L ity region west of 2700."21W27 '26'251241231221 21120119 118 117 116 A similar case, where particles preferentially
N70 Central Mardiln Date June, 1974 occurred outside the polarity region containing

050k, the flare site (MPR 8905 in August, 1967) was
so ,-- - docim'nnted by Roelof and Krmiis (1973), using

40the_, same techniquswth three spacecraft
30 - 2:00 123i~:06 separated over 0.5 AU (Mariners 4 and 5 and
2 - mIi -28 FIae. Explorer 35).

o 0- SIMUSATU D PREDICTION
10 .OF IONOSPHERIC DIS1¶JBBANCE

2 :1Let us now construct a scenario for an
40 attempted prediction of the June 26 disturbances.

With all due disclaimers for the superior acuity
0 j , ,, of hindsight, we believe that the IFS observa-S . ' i .T. tions of June 20-25, when combined with other

'Carrlnrton Rottio 1616 (Preiimery) •, routinely available real-time data, would have
allowed a probable prediction of disturbance.

240 27 3W 30 3 We shall assume for this exercise that we have
Hellogirphic Longitude available on a daily basis only the data pre-

[-lF ew*Nw EMlrPrompt M )pIaVe sented in the previous section, namely:

(1) IPS monitored on a 24-hour basis frcsn a
Fig. 4 Large-scale chranospheric magnetic field grid 1 100 sources;
polarities (shaded, out of the sun) deduced f'rom (2) Optical and radio flare observations;
Ho photographs. Dark filaments (filled with
heavy stipple), filament channels and fibril (3) Hot Synoptic Chart in progress for the
patterns delineate neutral lines between polar- current solar rotation (i.e., completed to
ity regions. Open stipple patterns are Ho heliographic longitudes at least as far east as
emission plage. Time line (above figure) sum- E30 0 on each day of observations);
merizes IPS and energetic particle events (see (4) Low-energy (< 1 MeV) proton and near-
legend below figure). High coronal equatorial relativistic (& 50 keV) electron measureents
connection longitudes (estimated from indicated with time resolution < 1 hour;
solar wind velocities) for interplanetary in-
jection of solar particles (Figure 3) are marked (5) Gecmagncivic and ionospheric activity
along the heliographic equator. Time indlica- indices.
tions (arrows) are in day and hour; for example
the connection longitude at 1200 UT on June 25 It will be noted that all five classes of
(25:12) was 3300, estimated on the basis of a data are currently available. In addition (al-
solar wind velocity of 350 W/s. though we shall not make use of it here), solar

wind velocity measurements with a significant
documented for > 40 kelV electrons by Lin (1970) sample in intervals r 3 hours would consider-
and for > 0.3 ?eV protons by Roelof an-d ably augment the prediction reliability.
K (1973).

With a grid of _ 90 sources, two-dimensional
On the other hand, the onset or the "delayed" analysis of a scintillation event is possible.

particle event of June 26 apparently was the re- After all, there is no a priori reason that the
sult of the connection longitude being switched spatial dependence of events should be confined
- 300 eastward -(from 3300 at 1200 UT, June 25 to the ecliptic; indeed, a variety of complex
to 3000 Pt 0000 UT, June 26) by the increased three-dimensional configurations may be antici-
solar wind velocity behind the interplanetary pated on the most simple physical grounds.
shock inferred fram the SSC. If the solar wind
velocity did then steadily decay to something Therefore we selected 28 sources from the 90
like 350 km/s by June 29, then the coronal in- being monitored in late June that exhibited
jection longitudes for most of the delayed par- consistent patterns of scintillation activity
ticle event were between 2750-3000. Te decay over the first 60 days of observations. These
of the particle fluxes beginning June 29 may are listed in Figure 5 by their Third Cambridme
then have been due to the comination of the Catalog number, right ascension (epoch 1974.5)
resumPtion of the eastern motion of the cirmec- and ecliptic latitude. Note that the sources
tion longitude (13.20 per day at a constant so- are somewhat uniformly distributed in right as-
lar wind velocity) and a western gradient of the cension, but range from +790 to -120 ecliptic

* corroal injection profile for > 0.3 MFV protons. latitude. Oeair aeintillation indices for each
" .I It is therefore possible that the magnetic day of the period June 20-30 are indicated by ,
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3033, 3C48, 3C68.2, 3C103 and 3C409), persists
until June 30. In addition, there appears to

3C RA01974.5) Lat. IPS Activity (June, 1974) be a weak "precursor" event in the higher lati-
No. Hr Min (dog.) 20 22 24 26 28 30 tude sources on June 24.

I I I I I I I 1 ! I

013 00 33 32 , We can now begin our scenario by simulating,
023 00 50 11 n on a day-by-day basis, the COCOA-Cross IPS ob-
033 01 06 06 servations and complementary solar, geamagnetic
048 01 36 21 l and energetic particle data.06112 02 33 1e _ _

103 04 06 22 • I * June 20 - The first indication of subsequent
147 05 41 27 solar activity would have been the smnll protonevent (see Figure 3) even though it had no

19 08 12 28 | I flare association, since we Iciow that protons
208 08 52 - 04 1 at these energies are often associated with the
216 09 06 25 I disc transit of an active region with no re-
225 09 41 OD Iquired flare association. However, with MPR
230 09 51 - - 13002 just past central meridian passage and
238 10 51 - 12 having shown no previous significant optical

activity, the small proton even would not have
254 11 13 33 I I done much more than suggest that activity in
265 11 44 27 -- hR 13002 might be on the increase.
268.4 12 08 40 I - 11
270,1 12 19 33 - - June 21-22 - The prompt relativistic electrons

and low energy protons from the swall (< 1N)
273 12 28 05 flares in MPR 13002 would establish the region

280 12 66 48 * * as a significant acceleration of particleis. 71
286 13 30 37 sharpness of the intensity rises, canbined with
295 14 10 5 " - I the interplanetary magetic connection longitude

being - 300 west of MPR 13002 assuming a quiet
321 16 31 42 solar uind based on Kp < 3 (, Figure 4),
324 15 49 40 T - would have suggested that a subsequent large
330 16 09 79 flare might have produced an inter se particle
356 17 24 74 # II| 3 event. Also, the sunward cone of IPS sources
3580 1 24 7 ~would be watched closely on June 23 for a small

interplanetary disturbance from the t 1N flares.

409 20 13 42 IltlI. I
438 21 55 47 June 23 - The picture would change dramatically

_________ 1111111111 on this day. Firstly, the anticipated large

flare (. 2B at W50 0 with type I1 and III radio
Fig. 5 Sources exhibiting consistent inter- emission) does not produce any prompt signifi-

cant enhancemients of relativistic electrons or
planetary scintillation activity during MaF low energy protons (see Figure 3), implying that
June 1974, listed by Third Cambridge Catalog energy pro dued F iderably tew tnumbler, right ascension (epoch 1974.5) aix either the flar produced considerably fewer

Junerrihtn eph 2 0 s e particles than would have been expected fznm theecliptic latitude. During June 20-30 source June 21-22 activity in MPR 13002, or that the
transit time was approximately i 0h 3d" lessthan right ascension. Activity symbols for Earth-coronar magnetic connection was strikinglyeach day's observations: open bars, moderate; different from what it had been during thoseearlier flares. Since geamagnetic activitý wassolid, high; none, low; dash, no observation; still low, the latter implication would have to
cross, radio frequency interference, be interpreted as a relatively closed coronal

th-. following symbols: open bars (half and full magnetic structure over MPR 13002, since it now
height, moderate activity; solid bars, h lay under the estimated connection longitude
activity; no bars, low activity; dash, no obser- (using a ncial 400 km/s solar wind velocity).
vation; and cross, radio frequency interference Examination of the Ha neutral-line structure
(HFI) placing an upper bound on scintillation (Figure 4) might then have suggested that the
index, bulk of the accelerated particles may have been

preferentially injected to the east of theEven cursory examination of Figure 5 inrnedi- equator crossing of the neutral I---n through
ately reveals the scintillation event of June MP 13002 at 330. I would then anticipate
26 following the SSC of 2330 UT June 25. w that if the low-energy proton injection contin-
ever, since UT at Clark Lake for source observa- ued for another day or two, the protons could
ticns is about 1 0h 3On less than their right reach the Earth after the ma petic connection
ascension, the chart reveals that several reach that after th aneticturbedction
sources showed high activity on June 25, up to crossed that line. With an undisturbed solar
12 hors before the SSC, while others shwe wind, that would be no later than sometime June26. Oire is still no evidence in th3 IPS ob-

activity the following day (June 27). Moreover, servations for an interplanetary pla distur-activity i lse fsucs(~. 03 evtosf•a nepaeaypam ltr
in a cluster of sources (e.g., 3023, bance. It would appear that no significant one
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had been generated by the small flares of June
21-22, and it would still be too early for any-
thing but a very fast blast wave to be seen by
the small-elongation sources.

June 24 - Tle continued decay of the low-energy
proton fluxes is still consistent with either W 73

the absence of particles from the June 23 flare s .n 0

or their preferential release elsewhere in the ,.
corona. However, the persistence of the rela- /5 /
tivistic electrons (even increasing on this day)
suggests that particle injection is continuing. ;

It is the IPS pattern that would tip the
balance toward the possibility of a delayed
event in the making. .20 " '.,7

These patterns, although scmewhat ordered in M.H O ,<",,,.' ,'•
right ascension (as in Figure 5), become con-
siderably clearer and more amenable to physical Fig. 6a "All-sky" plot of scintillation activ-
interpretation when presented in latitude as ity. Note first source observed during indi-
well as longitude. We therefore present the cated 24-hour period is 30254 ard last is 3C238.
data of Figure 5 using "all-sky" plots for four Ecliptic latitude is plotted linearly as polar
24-hour periods in Figure 6 beginning at 00 UT: coordinate, and ecliptic longitude on day 177,
(a) June 24; (b) June 25; (c) June 26; and (d) 1974 (June 26) is the azimuthal coordinate. Data
June 27. The longitude coordinates are 4 1 7 7 , are plotted from Figure 5 and symbols identified
the solar ecliptic longitude at 00 UT, June 26 in legends. High latitude "precursor" arn
(just after the SSC). The ecliptic latitude is first sunward scintillation enhancement (30147
plotted as the polar coordinate from +900 to following the _ 2B flare, 0500 Ur June 23.
-100. Thus any localized region (less than 300
by 300) shows the relative positions of the It is striking, however, that the only other
sources therin with only slight distortion (very scintillation activity on June 24 in Figure 6a
similar to the image from the all-sky cameras appears exclusively in the northern mid-to-high-
used in auroral studies). As in Figure 5, latitude sources (> 400); 5 out of the 7 obser-
sources are labeled by their Third Cambridge vations show enhancements, two of which (30324
Catalog number, and the level of scintillation and 3C438) are significantly high. It is not
activity is indicated by the symbols given in unusual that two sources show low activity
the legends. (30295 and 30330); we have found that high lati-

tude scintillation events are often "patchy".
In interpreting the 24-hour, all-sky plots, Therefore, this pattern raises the possibility

it is essential to bear in mind the time of ob- that a co-rotating solar wind disturbance well
servation of the sources (see Figure 5 for right north of the ecliptic swept over the earth at
ascension). For instance, since all the plots this time. •Three additional facts are consis-
begin at 00 UT (Figures 6a-6d), the earliest tent with this suggestion. The high latitude
source observed during the 24 hours was 3C254, disturbance is unlikely to have the form of a
while a neighboring source at rearly the same blast wave, since it was not seen at lower lati-+
ecliptic longitude (3C238) was observed almost tudes on June 22 or 23 (see Figure 5). More-
one day later. over, the only flares prior to June 23 are at

0310 UT, June 22 and 1800 UT, June 21, both frc
The major interplanetary activity in late MPR 13002, but both of optical inportance < IN.

June was initiated by a flare with optical im- Thirdly, the inferred co-rotating stream would
portance - 2B at - 0500 UT on June 23 at W50 0  emanate from a northern coronal latitude at a
S160 in M4~Math Plage Re0ion (MPR) 13002. Figure position nearly due north of MPR 13002 (which
6a reveals that about 38 hours later, on June 24, was . W40 0 at the time of the observations).
30147 (solar elongation angle - 250) exhibited The high-latitude "precursor"' event observed
a moderate enhancement in scintillation index. from 0600-1200 UT with an estimated source loca-
Althougb confirmtion is not obtained from the tion (assuming a typical stream velonity of
other western source at small elongation 500 km/s) in the large unipolar region north-
(30103), nor from a source north-east of the east of MPR 13002 would be ýie first evidence
sun (3C196) because of no observation, the mean that high velocity plasma had been emitted from
minimuu transit velocity for a disturbance to the vicinity of the active region for several
cross the line of sight to 3C147 is b 550 km/s days prior to the, 2B flare on June 23 and
and to 30103 is < 800 Wa/s (- reasonable veloc- therefore that MPR 13002 might also generate a
ity range for flare-associated plasm flow 0.5- large temporal disturbance in the solar wind.
0.7 AU of the aun). The lack of enhancement of There have been oases of co-rotating solar wind
the source 3C013 at -a1ll elongation is theme- streams emanating fran open magnetic structures
fore not inconsistent with the possibility that no closer than_ 600 in longitude to active
the enhancement of 30147 was due to outgoing regions (Kriegeretal. 1973; 1974), so it is
plasm from the June 23 flare quite reasoaibe i "such a stream is Infar
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600 northeast of MPR L3002 in a u-ipolar, and would have been alerted to the possible arrival
hence possibly magnetically open coronal region, of the SSC and solar particles on the previous

day (see discussion of June 24).
In the light of the high latitude "precursor"

associated with WR 13002, the solitary scintil- June 26 - The scintillation event is immediately
lation enhancement of 3C147 at _ 1900 Ur (the evident :n Figure 6c, implying that the turbu-
source at smallest observable elongation angle lent solar plasma from the June 23 flare was en-
and slightly to the west of the sun), wuuld bake veloping the Earth beginning with the SSC at
increased significance, raising the possibility 2330 UT on June 25 and continuing throughout
that a disturbance was propagating outward at June 26. The SSC time implies a mean transit
> 550 km/s at - 1500 UT, June 24. This conserv- velocity for the plasma of 620 km/s, consistent
ative lower bound implies an arrival at Earth with the strong deselerations deduced for blast
no later than mid-day, June 26, along with an waves. Closer examinati.on of Figure 6c shows a
eastward shift of cororal connection longitude significant bias toward the westward enhance-
into a new region which may contain the ener- ments: 7/10 high (vs. 4/12 for the east); 2/10
getic particles "missing" from the June 23 noderate (vs. 2/12 for the east); and only 1/10
flare, thus producing a "delayed" particle low (vs. 6/12 for the east). TYe difference is
event following an SSC of a gecganetic storm, unlikely to be due to the timing of the obser-

vations of the eastern sources; those following
June 25 - The scintillation activity on June 25 3C268.4 were within the first 6 hours iranedi-
k-iguTe 6b) is very suggestive of an outward ately after the SSC. The three-dimensionality
moving blast wave from the large flare of June of the Inter•. xietary disturbance is apparent
23. All observing sources with elongation e 600 not only in che strong western enhancetwnts of
showed either moderate or high scintillation 3C013 through 3C103, (a reasonable IPS response
indices, while no sources outside of this sun- for plasm. ejected at W50 0 if its axis of sym-
ward ccne (with the sole exception of moderate metry lies above the flare site), but can also
activity in 3C356) showed any enhancenents. The be seen in the lack of enhancement in the sources
timing of the observations is critical here, with smallest elongation angles (3C147 and
since the enhancement in 3C48 (at the western 3C196) which exhibited high activity on the pre-
edge of the sunward cone) was observed - 1500 vious day before the disturbance reached the
UT, more than 8 hours before the solar wind earth. These sources would not see appreciable
disturbance caused the SSC at 2330 UT, and all turbulence near the earth-sun line as the dis-
but one (3C230) of the 8 observations subsequent turbance swept over the Earth.
to 3N48 (i.e., through 3C254), show enhance-
mernts; the three closest to the sun are signif-
icantly high (3M1117, 30196 and 3C2O6).

Fig. 6c IFS event as disturbance sweeps over
Fig. 6b IF signature of fla~'eassociated Earth, with westwar sources respordig to
disturbance which caused 330 at 2330 UT, June distant plasma from flare longitude (WS~ 0°).25. Se �je 6a. See Fu a.

As the low-altitudle suwr sources, begin- Even after the 330 arrives, the IFS and
n~ng with 3048 at, 1500 UT, sequentially show energetic particle observations enable us to
enuhanced scintillation Indices, we would tir4 antic~ipate the fuiture history of the event. The
our previous conJec~tures supported and conclude steady rise of the low-.energy protons and rela-
that the arrival or a guemagnetic storm and a tivistic electrons after the 33 (with no prompit
Possibla delayed solar particle event were ira- flare association), lirply that this is the be-
mlxmnt.* It seesms reasonable to say that we girrinln of an extended •layed particle event.
wou~ld ha're reached these conclasions at least The scintillation observation for the day (see
6 hours before the 550 at 2330 UT, and that w• Figure 60) revealed that the centroid of t1e
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turbulence wns to the west of us (in agreemnt
with the flare location), so that if this solar
wind disturbance followed the pattern of many
others, the velocity would begin to decay, pos-
sibly on June 27, and continue to decay until
reaching its average value. Such a decay usual-
ly takes 1-.2 days, so around June 28 the con- ,
nection longitude (having remsined around , 300O
because of the decay), should begin drifting
eastward agei-n (at it. normal 130 per day).

The result would be that even if the solar
proton injection frcra MPR 13002 were to continue
after June 28 (which it well could since the
delayed particles were observed already three
days after the large flare), the particle fluxes
would then likely begin to drop because the co- ' "•'M
ronal connection longitude would rapidly leave - "
the complex of coronal magnetic fields associ-
ated with MPR 13002 whose extent was probably
roughly indicated by the equator-rcrssing neu-
tral line (see Figure 4) which extends M Fig. 6d IPS activity in anti-solar direction
further east than 2700. (as disturbance passes beyond Earth and west-

ward direction (frctn over-the-west-limb active
June 27 -- The persistance of the low-energy region). See Figure 6a.
proton intensity at high flux levels would re-
inforco the above conjecture about the nature of were fron MPR 13043, some 1800 east of MPR 13002,
the termination of the particle event. Ite and hence quite independent, There was also a
anti-solar and weak westward acintillation ao- scintillation event July 4-6 in conjunction with
tivity (see Figure 6d) would be interpreted as a large geomanetic storm, but this happened in
the passing of the turbulent front beyond the a period of sparse observations, precluding an
Earth and subsequent over-the-limb activity of analysis (or prediction) as complete as that
MPR 1300P. FRthejý particle or' plasma distur- given for the June 26 event.
bances would be unlikely for the next few days3.

To su2~imizre our interpretation of the IPS
If the turbulent plamnL% was no longer en- obsemvations of Figures 6a-d:

hanced along the line of sight for 30147 and
30196 in the inner forward cone on June 26, Fig- (a) A "precursor" co-rotating solar wind
ure 6d then suggests that it may have been ob- stream emanating from north of MPR 13002 maY have
served moving away ftrn the Earth on June 27, been obsemred by high latitude sources, 0600-1200
since the two sources closest to the anti-solar Ur, June 24. The blast wave from the flare at
direction (30324 and 30409) showed significant 0500 UT, June 23 (W50 0 ) may have been detected at
enhancements. Aside from 30295, the only other wall westward elecations (< 300) as early as
enhanemients were those of 3048 and 30103, lbok- 1900 UT on June 24;
ing well west of the sun at low latitudes. These
enhancements may well be responding to additional (b) The blast wave appears in scintillation
solar wind disturbances generated by activity in in all sources withLn the sunward cone conteining
MPR 13002 after it has passed over the west limb elongation angles C 600 beginning nmo than 8
of the suneiarly on June 26. This hypothesis is hours before the SS0 at 2330 UT on June 25;
supported by the continued activity up to Jun (c) The turbulent flare plasma sweeps over
30.exhibited by the westward-locking sources the Earth on July 26, but the centroid of t1A
(3C23-3C103) that is evident in Figure 5. interplanetary disturbance appears to be well

Jun 28-30- Tha continued scintillation enhance- west of the Earth,

ments of the westward sources (3023-30103, Fig- (d) he disturbance may have been detected in
ure 5) would raise the possibility that the suc- the anti-solar direction, haing passed beyond
cessor of MPR 13002 on the next rotation might the Earth on .une 27. At the same time, there is
be the source of a recurrent solar wind strewn evidence fron westward looking sourcea that MMR
and geoumgnetic disturbance soaw 27 days after 13002 continued to generate interplanetary dis-
the longitude of the June stream C( 3000) aain turbanmes up to 4 days after west-limb passage.
reached W60 0 . Since the next CMP of this longi-
tude would be early July 20, the recurrent Tn summary, we have atteapted to demonstrate
storm could be expected about July 23. the posaibilities for prediction that result from

the ccmbination of existing daily IPS, Hot, solar
Such a storm (with 3-hour Rp > 7) did occur, particle and gecmagnetic (solar wind) observa-

with 10 stations reporting an SSO, 0100 UT, ticon, the bulk of which are already available
July 23. Of course, there was much intervening through our progams at Clark Lake and Boulder.
gsane8etio activity and high energetic particle The reader may draw his own conclusion as to the
fluxes dudng the period July 3-8. Mhese events verisimilitudo of our prediction scenario, but
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NON-RICIAN STATISTICS AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS FOR MODELING
EFFECTS OF SCINTILLATION ON CMMUNICATION CHANNELS

V. Elaine Hatfield
Charles L. Rino

Stanford Research Institute
Menlo Park, California 94025

ABSTRACT Finally, we have computed the second-order
statistics of intensity and phase for the non-

Rician statistics have been used extensively Ric an chaniel. The results are given in terms
in communication theory as a model for certain of the autocorrelation functions for the in-

noise processes. The received signal from an phase and phase-quadrature signal components
ionospherically diffracted plane wave can be and their cross-correlation. We examine the
considered as a complex Gaussian process, validity limits of the commonly used approxi-
v = Vr + ivi. This process, v, is said to have mations of equating the intensity correlation
Rician statistics when the respective variances function with the in.-phase correlation function,
of vr and vi are equal and their covarianco is and the phase correlation function with the
zero. In the special case in which the means phase-quadrature correlation function.
of vr and vi are zero, the statistics are said
to be Rayleigh. A general non-Rician process
does not have these restrictions. It has been I INTRODUCTION
known for some time that radiowave and optical
scintillations do not obey Rician statistics, Originally, it was expected that the inten-
and until very recently it has been generally sity statistics for ionospheric scintillation
accupted that intensity scintillations are log- would be Itician [Ratcliffe, 1956]. For the
normal, analysis of transionospheric communication links,

such a model would be particularly useful since
In a recent study, Rive et al. [1975) have many communications studies have been performed

shown that the general Gaussian model predicts for various aspects of Rician (and Rayleigh)
the intensity statistics of radiowave scintil- fading. However, researchers in optics and
lations more accurately than a log-normal model, radio astronomy subsequently established that
The resulting statistics are highly non-Rician log-normal statistics fit measured intensity
;n that the variance of vp, the phase-quadrature histograms better than Rician statistics [Cohen
=zinal component, is typically more than five et al., 1967; Ochs and Lawrence, 1969]. Thus,
times as large as the variance of vr, the in- the transionospheric channel was assumed to be
phase component. The cohen'ent signal component log-normal rather than Gaussian.
is the phase reference,

In a recent study, Rino et al. [1975) found
In this paper we shall examine the ramifi- that a general Gaussian statistics model gave

cations of non-Rician statistics for channel improved fits to measured intensity histograms
modeling. In particular we shall examine the over both the Rician and log-normal curves.
relation between the signal variance and the Moreover, a theory was developed that explained
commonly used scintillation index--the normal- why Rician statistics are not observed. In
ized intensity variance. We have computed the this paper we discuss the first- and second-
phase statistics and shall show that the phase order statistics of amplitude and phase that we
probability distribution has a dietinctly non- believe to be representative of the transiono-
Gaussian shape. In general the phase distri- spheric channel for weak to moderate scattering.
bution is asymmetric about zero phase and in
certain cases it can develop a pronounced It is shown that one cannot obtain a unique
bifurcation, relation between the scintillation Index 82
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and an intensity or phase histogram. For inten- III FIRST-cRDER STATISTICS

sity statistics the variations are small and for

practical purposes not significant. However, As is well known, the first-order statistics

the corresponding phase statistics are consi- for a complex Gaussian process are characterized

derably more complicated and they can show by the joint probability density function (PDF)

pronounced variations for a given scintillation

level an the ionospheric parameters are varied. 1

II THE GENERAL GAUSSIAN STATISTICS MODEL x y my

In the general Gaussian statistics model, XepL-[IV - (v~ 2 2

the received signal from an ionospherically 2 e1 2 (0
2
a2 _ C2 (vx - Oy

diffracted plane wave is considered as a complex \x y xy/

random process, v(t) = vx(t) + IVy(t), where
vxand v y -- the quadrature components of the22]

signal--are jointly Gaussian processes. In - 2C vx - (vx v + Vy~x

this model oa and c2' the variances of v and Xy ~ ? Y J)
x y •x

v , respectively, are not necessarily equal as (2)

tJoy are for the special case of Rician statis-

tics. It has been found that [Rino et al., The amplitude PDF is obtained by performing the

1975] typically the variance of the phase- change of variables v = a cos 0 and v = a sine,

quadrature signal component v is more than five and Integrating over the phase variabli 0.

times as large as the variance of the in-phase Thus,

component v.. 27

In our applications, the coherent signal PA(a) J a p Xy(a coa g,a sin O)dG . (a)

component is used as the phase reference, Thus,
the mean of vy is zero. The covariance C i of
t and of v is zero nthe conariance C, an The integration in (3) is performed numerically.

v and v , is arbitrary in the general ausianobtain

mdel. •or later reference we summarizo the the intensity (oI A 2 ) PD u P (I).
principal properties of the general Gaussian I

model and of the special cases that have been The phase PDF in obtained similarly by

considered for scintillation studies in Table 1. i tegrating over the amplitude variable, Here,

We have used the auxiliary definitions however, it is possIble to obtain an analytic

result as
2 2 2 2 2 2 22

0
O +a; B a -a +21C (1) Px y -_ (V a

We note that Cr 2 is the complox-fignal variancexy
(v(t)v*(t)) mud B - (v(t)v(t)).T v•• V>a'I+.•D

(v )a a E (v )2Y 2 1 + 2 a2/D
Table 1 X y x X

3.,2 ( 2a2 2
OIENIAL GAUSSIAN STATISTICS COMPARED WIT SPC'IAL C 2A 3 L 2 a - J2

CONDITIONS CONDITIONS 
r(v )a a

STAtISTICS ON THE ON 'HE I• X 2 yE
MOOIL VARIANCE MEAN. X rf . (4)

,ENERAL 4.2 . 2) 2a2 - c 2

"GAUSSIAN N 4Ox y
.4 where

NIIA ~_________2 2 2 2
- 0 D - coso - 2C Y coo ssin e+ sin• a, ~-O y myx

RAYLEIGH " 2- (3,)

2
t (> denotes expectation or ensemble average E - cos o a - C sin e (5b)

C denotes complex conjugate y y

and erfe . ] is the error function complement

261 .
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To obtain representative values for the 1.2 F -- I (a)
parameters in (2), we have used the locally• S4 - 0.42(a
homogeneous statistics formulas (26) and (27) 1.0 4

in Rino [1975). For s.mplicity they were eval- ,

uated only for p 0 0. The result is 0.8 -

2 = F2 
-[[(.)co2 . 0.6-

Z6 GENERAL GAUzSSIAN]

0.4 - --- LARGE Z L:MITINIG
and DISTRIBUTION

B = - 2[2 - ()os()z2-'(l - 2 "(+l)) 0.2

(2) ( L__________

+ipsi/4T+)0 1 2 3 4 6
Vi2(p)sin Z 1 - 2. (7) INTENSITY, I

1.6 - (b)

In (6) and (7) wo have written the ratio term 1.4

as a single parameter ,•2. The diffraction 1

effects are obtained by varying the Fresnel 1.2 - "
parameter Z. The parameter v is related to ,
the spectral index as V = 1 - p/2. For the 1-0 .

Kolmogorov value p - 11/3, v - 0.8333. The =0.8
parameter 02 is an overall measure of the in-

tensity of the perturbation. 0.6 -

As discussed in Rino [1975], the limiting 0.4

value of f BI/02 is 0.42 for the Kolmogorov 0,.2.
spectral index. Thus, Rician statistics for .
which IBI /oa is zero are never achieved. For -150 -100 -50 0 so 100 1SO
the curves that we shall be pressuting, we have PHASE ANGLE, 0 -- cdlg
used the Kolmogorov value for V and chosen the LA-3I9-10
remaining parameters 02, C2, and Z So that the

values of 02 and B are identical to the results FIGURE . PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR IN4TENSITY

for aelecteý data sets from Rino [197bl, Table 1. AND PHASE--GENERAL GAUSSIAN MODEL

Once the nominal values were obtained, the Z CMPARED WITH NEAR RICIAN MODEL

parameter was varied while maintaining S4 2nn-

stant at the measured value. In Figure 2(a) the aolid curve corresponds

to Rino's [1975) Data Sot XIa for which the
In Figure l(a) the solid curve matches largest scintillation level was obtained. The

Rino's [1975] Data Set I. The corresponding dashed curves were obtained by increasing and
phase PDF is shown in Figure l(b). For compari- decreasing Z by a factor of ten. Hare we begin

son, we have also plotted the large-Z limiting to see the effect of the highly elongated equi-
distributions. Scaled contours of equal prob- probability ellipse on the intensity statistics.

ability are shown in the upper right-hand corner As Z is decreased, one .cun see from Figura 1 (a)
of the figures. The straight line represents that the fade margin improves. However, from
the coherent signal component. We :mote that Figure 2(b) one sees that the nus phase in-
as the far-zone limit is achieved the ellipse creases, The reverse is true ao Z is increased.

rotates and fattens.

It is important to keep in mind that these

Nowt, one can see that there is little dif- variations occur ior a constant value of G4.
ference between the intensity PDFI* in Figure The variable parameters are summarized in
l(a). However, there is a considerable change Table 2 below. The phase variance is always
in the corresponding phase PDFa shown in lYi than 2 and appears to be more stable 2han

Figure l(b). The general Gaussian phase P ' althoughT 2quating o and a 2 is evidently

is asymmetric and It has a distinctly non- reasonable approximation. On the other hand,
Gauesian shape when compared to the large-Z 402 < < 4 for all the values listed in Table 2.
limitiug distribution. In general the rm4

phase is co.•siderably larger for the general
Gaussian model that for the Rician distribution
with the same scintillation index, B4.
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function for the quadrature components just as
1.8 r-.- I they are for first-order statistics. For a

1.6. S4 -U3 fixed frequency we have

,v~ )V* R (tlo Ryly(t 'I1'L I-- i..
12 2 xx y 1 2

0.8 [ R4 lY2(tl#t2) - R x 2Y +(t Rt 2 t (8)

Z -0.03 
and

(vt-Zt- 0.3 v v 2(tit
2

2 3 4 11

7 1 (b4
INESIYn (b +~i R~Y(t~2 + RYltt2 (9)

1.n .- Z - 0.G3

Z - 0.003 / The terms R ,R , and R , B are0.8 .... Z-•0,3 functionslY2 xl2 2Y
0 - the auto- Qn cross-Correlation functions for

v (t) and v (t) evaluated at t1 and t2

\ 0. "respectivel;.

0.4- The generalization of (2) to statistics of

0 -1 vector and matrix notation as

0 -..-Z 1, ' /2'v'A' v

p- (v) - (10)-150 -100 -50 0 50 100 150 P 2v/
PHASE ANGLE, 0 -- dog LA39-1(2.g)2JAI l

FIGURE 2 PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR INTENSITY where the vector v has the four elements
AND PHASE--COMPARISON OF VARIATIONS v (t) -(v (t. v (t_); v (t) - v(t));

x ~ X vi . K x 2
IN THE FRESNEL PARAMETER and v(t 2 ), respectizely. T e covariance

matrik A is given as

Table 2
2

COMPARISON OF STATISTICS FOR DISTRIBUTIONS Xl C Rx2 x 1 1
WITH IDENTICAL MEAN INTENSITY AND xlx 1  Y2 x1

SCINTILLATION INDEX 2C o R R
- - xly1  Yl x 2yl Y2yl 11

Orien- 2 2 2 2 A1 I 2 ()

Z 2 tation aT a y 0 a9  R It 0
2  C

T Angle x - - 12 y1  Y 2x2  x 2 Y2

0.003 0.96 0.60 0.37 0.36 0.01 0.33 2

0.03 0.78 3.9P 0.33 0.30 0.03 0.29 x 1 y2  y2 y 1  x 2 y2  Y2

0.3 0.47 18.60 0.23 0.16 0.07 0.19

To obtain the two-point phase correlation

functiono we first obtain the corresponding
IV SECOND-ORDER STATISTICS joint PDF by making the substitutions v (ta)

A coso j andvy (t ) = A sin 94 for j =1,2 in
The second-order statistics for the general (10). Then

Gaussian model are related to the time frequency

autocorrelation function and the autocorrelation
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In Figure 3(a) we show two curves derived from

S S ala2 p--(v)dalda 2v(11) (13) with S 4 = 0.5. The corresponding RxxP(o,2) 00 2; 12curves normalized to R (0) are plotted00o in Figure 3(b).

and

1.0

Rgo(tt 2) 0 1 J'62p( 1 02 )do 1do 2  (a0.

0.5-

- )el(oe2 ) (12) ?1 2

In (11) one of the amplitude integrations is

performed analytically. The second integration

is performed numerically using the Gaussian

quadrature method for 20 points. The integra-

tions in (12) are performed simultaneously using --- Z - 0.01

a two-dimensional Gaussian quadrature for a

10 X 10 point grid on the most significant part -1.0 0 1 000.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
ol the integral. The computer algorithm was Ap/a

tosted by verifying that the marginal phase 1.0

distributions were correct.

The autocorrelation function for intensity 0.5-

is simply obtained from the formula a

2 c
R4(tilt2 4v R (t't 2 )

11 2 2 -IZX -0.1.XX

+2R 2(tilt + 2 (tlt 2 ) C -0,5 - Z - 0.1 -

X1X2 2 Yl1Y22 --- Z - 0,01

2  2 -1.0 1

+ R x y(tlt2) + R I2(tilt 2  0 0,5 1.0 1.6 2.0
1 y 2  1 1 LA-3309-12

To determine representative values for the cor- FIGURE 3 COMPARISON OF INTENSITY AUTOCORRELATIONS,
RI!, WITH PHASE QUADRATURE AUTOCORRELA-relation functions R , R , and R , we have TIONS, RXX

extended the locally'
9

omogneous sXtiutics
model that was used for the first-order

statistics. One observes the striking feature that the

intensity coherence is not sensitive to a factor-

In general, there is ani explicit dependence of-ten change in Z even though the zero crossing

on t and t . However, it was shown in Rino of Rxx changes by the expected amount. Such

[1941 that the in-phase signal component is behavior, if it is Indeed representative, would

strictly homogeneous with have a profound impact on space-diversity sys-
tems. This bpr uvior is a consequence of both
the non-Rician and non-homogeneous :'-%sracter of

S 2 2 2 o the signal statistics.
R miresin (Zq )n (q4-)dq o(14)

xx C1 0 CV

In Figures 4(a) and 4(b) we have plotted
the corresponding intensity correlation func-

The remaining components, however, are consi- tionsfor smaller scintillation levels of

derably more complicated. For the computations S4 - 0.05 and S4 - 0.01. We see from Figure

that we shall present, we set 5(s) that the near-zone (small Z) curve differs
tl - t 2 k .considerably from Rxx even for the very small

2 o "scintillation level of 54 - 0.05. Not until
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S 4 is less than 0.01 does the near-zone curve 1.0 (a)
approach the behavior of R... Thus, the inten-.
sity correlat ion function at UHF and higher
frequencies can be rat~her complicated even for 0. ...

very small scintillation level

S4 -005

SO015 
-0.5

-1.01
0 *.*.--0 0.5 1.0 116 2.0

1.0
(b)

-0.6 -Z - 0.01

Z - 0.5

0 0.5 1.0 i.5 2.0

10.

~ ~$ 0.0 (b)__ _ _ _-

0.1A-30.1 4

-l/a 
LA3 I1

0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
Ap/a A-330-13To summarize this auction, we have shown

I.A.4a913 that for highly non-Rician statlatlius, oneC must

FIGURE 4 INTENSITY AUTOCORRRLATION FUNCTION'S use considerable caution in making the approxi-
FOR TWO SCINTILLATION INUICES. S4 ~ mation It -- 4 Mortnver, Tor turbulent

Media as aesorib~ed by Holmogorov's 14cal.ly
hoaiogeneoug model, the umsul co.-relation tunc-

FinalyjIn igurs 6a) nd 1(b)we howtions that ona uses Pro gueurally ill-behaved
Finalyin igues (a) nd (b)we howso that &avn when proper aucount of the non-

the phase auto-correlation lunotion aud the co1'-, Ilician signal struotuiw li~ takcen, ther~e remain
respcoiding 1tyy curve, i-espautivaly. The be- some sulileties that must be considered1.
havior of R is very similar to thav of ttu,
structure functlon that characterizes the
locally homcg4vmeouo medium. This occurs becuuse, V DISCUSSION AND S3UIAARY
under tho Born apprc~ximation, the irregularity
*tructure is isu'pirted directly to the phase- in this paper we have presentad computations
quadrature zigual cowIpQnsut. The phase ata- of the first- and ,.econd-order statistics of
tistica shown in rigur. 5(a) are Influenced by intensity and phasow foe~ a iton-Riclan as well as
both the real and imaginary signal ouv~onents, ail inhlomageneoua chanww * The inh'.%ogovecous
The fact that Roe does not converge to zero f'n' behavior was doiduced f roan the locally hcmc'geneous
large kP/at values is a consequence of the con- otatjiatic&, model that w(40 proposed by Kolmogorcv

otn emin (22) of Rino f 19751. The corra- for characterising incompyeeaible-fluid turbnu-
are ot ai~n~fu fo vaucalonce. At presont this model. must be ccuoiderod

of Ap greater than tho outer scals size, to be highl.y tantaativt for ionospheric akiintil-
lation.
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For the first-order statistics, however, REFERENCES
the locally homogeneous model does give good
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processing ionospheric scintillation data. and L. E. Sharp, "Interplanetary Scintillation
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tistics, however, the consequences of non- Roy. Phys. Soc. Progress in Physics, Vol. 19,
Rician statistics are quite pronounced. Thus, Great Britain, 190U,, pp. 188-266.
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SOME UNIQUE FEATURES OF TIM TRANSIONOSPHERIC CHANNEL

Charles L. Rino

Stanford Research Institute

Menlo Park, California 94025

ABSTRACT 1. INTRODUCTION

We briefly review the evidenoe supporting For the analysis of communication systems

the hypothesis that the transionospheric channel it is most useful to characterize the transiono-

is Gaussian, but highly non-rician. If we ac- spheric channel in terms of a time-varying

cept this hypothesis it in possible, by careful transfer function h(t;f). A functional block

processing of intensity histograms, to deduce diagram is shown in Figure 1.'

the variances of the in-phase and phase-

quadrature signal components as well as their

oovariance. In particular, the wavelength ANTENNA

dependences of these parameters can be deter- TRANSMITTER CHANNELECIVE
mined. We have found from such studies that f
the variance of the complex signal has a

greater-than-quadratic wavelength dependence. VOUAO EOUAO
Moreover, the excess-over-quadratic componentMOULATOR ODULATOR

is always pomitive and highly variable.

To explain this phonomanon we have hypothe- VWtj 'V I(t) 0 M

sined locally homogeneous statistics for the

ionospheric irregularities. Kolmogorov, in his FIGURE I FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM OF

studies of incompressible-fluid turbulence, TRANSIONOSPHERIC CHANNEL

developed the mathematical techniques. By

using Kolmogorov's theory we are able to fully
account for the wavelength dý.Pendence of the The time-varying transfer function is the response

signal variance as well as the fact that the of the channel to a sinusoidal excitation. For

observed highly non-rician signal structure an arbitrary signal one has the representation

varies only slightly with changes in wavelength. [Bello, 1963)

In the locally homogeneous theory, a large- ;(t) - ('i(t)\ + S V(f)h(tl;f + f

scale-structure term is specified independently
from a component that is characterized by the X expf21tift~df + Noise (1)

so-called structure function. Unlike the

strictly homogeneous theory, there is no simple where v(t) is the complex signal with the carat

Fourier-transforw relation between the spatial denoting the Fourier transform.

correlation function and the spectral-density

function. Thus, one must exorcize caution in To derive such a representation, consider

interpreting scintillation data as well as in the slab model shown in Figure 2. The wave

performing calculations that describe the propagation is governed by the inhamogeneous

scintillation-induced degradation of various vector differential equation:

wveforms. + k .(0)i + VIE • vlog g())] . 0 (2)

We discus* both the first- and second-

order statistics that characterize the complex where the permittivity s(•) is a random function

signal resulting from propagation through a of position. Now, in spite of the complexity of

locally homogeneous scattering medium. (2)- it is linear in Z. Thus, (2) admits a

SU20
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solution in terms of its "impulse" response-- ired*z(K;-k). In general, however, this quantity

formally a dyadic Green's function. In general, involves a complicated integral over dý(K;1)

the Green's function is quite difficult to [Rino and Fremouw, 1973].

compute.

Thus, to relate the spectrum of the i.-regu-

larities to the spectrum of the field, we look
for some simplifying approximations. Under

conditions of narrow-angle scattering and a uni-

L form spectrum throughout the layer with a small
correlation distance compared to the layer

V
2

e+ k
2

,(r• " -V('. V ] thickness L, one can show that
r ogg r)11/2 Xzsece 2

X d*z(K;k) ft (Lsece) exp.,-i -A 7(O,• - (P)

where

FIGURE 2 SLAB MODEL FOR IONOSPHERIC 2 9.
IRREGULARITY LAYER Y7(),• - = [I + tan 0 cos t - c0)]

(9)

However, if the first-order perturbation The angles 0 and Cp are shown in Figure 1. The
4- n e -

6c(r) - -4N (r) is small, one can show angle ý is given as atan(Ky/Kx). In (8) dg(K)

k is the three-dimensional spectrum of &Ne(7),
directly [Tatarski, 1971] that for an incident and KT -, K a is the transverse component of

plane wave, ý--that is, KT r Kxax + Kay'

i(r) a E(-r)) - r r(3)joAN(') At this point, we have obtained a represen-

, ' tation for the diffracted field of an incident
X exp(-ik 0r'J(r,r )dr' monochromatic plane wave. To obtain h(t;f), we

make the assumption that the irregularity pat-
where tern is "frozen" while it is drifting transverse

expf-ikl? - It'll to z with velocity v. It then follows, if we
O(r:r') = - -1,/ (4) ignore the receiver and antenna effects, that

If the statistics of 4N (r) are homogeneous, one h(t;f) = k)- ;t -ak) (10)

can employ a transverse spectral decomposition

of the form [Tatarski, 1971] Thus, (1), (6), (7), (8), (9), and (10)

constitute a rather complete channel model. The
LN (r) - j-Sxp(_-iK . pd%(ýK;z) . (5) structure of the random component of the channel

is cha,'acterized by the p and k correlation
Substituting (5) into (3) and performing some functions

straightforward manipulations, one obtains the -*( f(1), (2)) /K .(l)) ,:(.,•(2)(result R Ap•f p k "\-;' I*t•' (11)
~-. -")[(, 2 21/2

E(p;z) AOexp-i • r(l - U)i and

+ (p (I k(A;f lf) k-(2

where Since we are dealing with narrowband signals, it

Is only necessax-y to consider wave vectors that
*,(P;k) . DXr j'J'exp-iK p•. d* (-c;i) . (7) differ in magnitude 21(f/c.

Thus, *z(p;k) is a coaplex perturbation to For later reference, we shall evaluate (11)

the incident wave. The phawe reference for and (12) for the single-frequency case in which

• (p;k) is a wave that free-space propagates to f(2). We hve

tfL point of obsorvation. We mee tht9 (p;k) 2 ,1, ( 2h
admits a Fourier decomposition (7), 0 t~at the RC(,;f) = 0J* expI-iKT ) (13)

random component of the field can be completely
"" chsaracterined in terms of its Fourier spectrum

usIi
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I
and

B (AP;f) = 2 2 = 2 f (.4)c 2 2(K2Z)- , (18)
a ,VO. (K Z) K2 (18

d) (2 g)
-f eXP{-iKT~ A exp( 12Z7,)--- (14) 2 -

(20 2 .2 )cos(j 2 2. (19)
where 4(K) is the spectral density function (SDF) (2 v)
for the irregularities and a2 = rzk2 Lseoe Ce.
The terms a and Cs are, respectively, the trans- For simplicity, we have written only the normal-
verse scale and intensity factors for the SDF. incidence forms of (17), (18), and (19). The
The quantity Z is the Fresnel parameter general forms are obtained by replacing Z with

Xz sece Z7(e,cp -).
4 2

One can recognize that (17), (18), and (19)

What remains is to determine the statiat.cs are identical to the formulas presented by
av retermine It v ati( ';• Bowill (1961]. Indeed, in essence they wereof the transfer function IP z derived earlier by Booker, Ratcliffe, and Shinn

Gaussian--that is, its real and imaginary parts [1950]. However, in virtually every application
are Jointly Gaussian processes--then the statis- £15) Hoerivrtaleeyapicin

-(are -Ge_ specified si in which (17), (18), and (19) have been employed,
tics of *Z(p;k) are completely specified in 2 has been equated with the variance of the
terms of (13) and (14). In principle, one can x

fractional amplitude deviation and has beencalculate the statistics of any observable, such ey
as mpltud an phse n trmsof an Bequated with the phase variance. It is shown

as ampl(tude and phase in terms of R #and B. in a separate paper by E. Hatfield that suchIndeed , (13) and (14) are sufficient to caltu'- a p o i a i n r c u a e o l o e r R c
late the channel capacity as well as the fade approximations are accurate only for near-Ricianstatistics and very weak scattering,
statistics, although the details of such compu-
tations are quite difficult. In the next We note that when z- O, 2y 2 and 2
section we shall investigate the validity of - y (- ax

2the Gaussian hypothesis. C L-- 0. As Z increases, we find that ax in-
xy 2creases while ay decreases, until

2. TILL STATISTICS OF THE TRANSIONOSPHERIC 2 2 2
CHANNEL ax a! ay • aT/ .

The covariance increases in magnitude to a maxi-The major difficulty in determining the

statistics of *,(; o tmum, then decreases again to zero. This pheno-
Smenon was originally interpreted by fiewish £1952)

mally have only intensity data available. Thus, as a c-)nversion of a phase perturbation at the
there is no direAt means of determining the sca layers into amphis e per ctrbationat
statistics of the real end imaginary parts of satrn ae noapiueiutrtosIt is more accurate, however, to think of it as
*z, which we shall denote as x and y, respec- a redistribution of the scattered power from
tively. However, under the Gaussian hypothesis, nearly a pure phase-quadrature perturbation to
the first-order intensity statistics are com- near equality of the in-phase and phase-quadra-
pletely specified by the Ap = 0 values of (13) ture signal components..
and (14). We shall write the Ap = 0 values as

2 2 2 For Gaussian statistics there is a conve-

= a + U (15) nient description in terms of the equiprobability
T °x Y ellipoes that describe the random component of

and the complex signal. This will be discussed in
detail in a sevarate paper by E. Fremouw. We

2 2 pois a measureoB + 21C . (16) point out here that IWO is of 'Sx theY
yellipse eccentricity, while 1/2 ILBI is the

2 2 orientation angle of the ellipse measured counter-
Thx fundamental quantities ax Gy and Cxy clockwise from a perpendicular to the undeviated

can be readily derived from (13) and (14) as signal component. What one finds from (15)
through (18) Is that the ellipse rotates and

2 2(K2Z) 2 d , tends toward circularity as Z increases.
ax a JJ4(K)14 2 -X (KZ 2-- (17)

(2w)2 To continue, under the assumption of Gaussian '

statistics, the S4 scintillation index is given as
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2 402 42
S 4u + B/y x . (20)4 x UT T 2

'IT/

One can see that two parameters, such as IB1P/a
and LB, can be varied independently while S4 is
maintained constant. We used this fact as a
basis for a curve-fitting procedure for measured .. LOG NORMAL
intensity histograms. Approximately 14 hours of GAUSSIAN
ATS-5 data recorded by AFCRL at their Sagamore
Hill fecility were used. (ii

It was found that in almost all data records
(in particular, those for which good fits overall 200

were obtuined), significantly better fits were VHFI
ephieved for the Gaussian curves than for the - OA24

log-normal alternative that was used for compari- I
son. A X2 goodness-of-fit test was used to eval-

uate tho curves. The results for three of tho 600. -.-

data sets are summarized in Table I below. The
corresponding VHF histograms nre shown in Figures
3(a), 3(b), and 3(c). We have concluded from (b)
these and other data that the Gaussian hypothesis n 400
is a very accurate one for interpreting weak to
moderate scintillation records. o

Table 1 c 200l
z VHF III

PARAMEIER "./.,ttS FUR ATS-5 DATA S4-0.343

Data 2 2 2 2 181

SetXN 2 G OT LT
I

VHF .42 1206 344 .234 .74 50 800 Sa(ol
U1HF .07 395 321 .022 .90 <5)

III

VHF .34 1174 162 .134 .60 5'

UJIF .069 260 163 .006 .62 <50 400

VHFIV
IV SZ4 -0.301
VHF .30 1441 336 .131 .72 50 °

UHF .062 251 177 .006 .74 <50 0

0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000

Proceeding from this conclusion, v.we can INTENSITY -arbitrary units

study the behavior of the measured parameters. FIGURE 3 MEASURED HISTOGRAMS AND THEORETICAL
We first note from the IBJ/ 2 values that the

OT POFs FOR ATS-6 DATA
equiprobability ellipses are highly elongated.
Moreover, their orientation is nearly perpendi-
cular to the undeviatid signal component. Thus,
the first-order statistics, although Gaussian,
are highly non-rician (for rician statistics

I/B/ 2 = 0). Indeed, it has been known for some
time that rician statistics provide a rather
poor fit to scintil'atiou-intensity histograms.
We have demonstrated that this fact is not
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indicative of a breakdown of the Gaussian hypo-- 1.0
thesis as has been previously assumed.

[Barabanenkov, 1971.]
0.5

More important, however, we have a means of 02 0.26 0.1 0.06
studying the parameters that directly character-

ize the signal perturbation. For example, in

Table 1, we have listed y2, the complex signal 0.2

variance normaliLed to the averate signal inten-

sity. For the data presented, q T varies from 64

23% to less than 1%. From the B parameter we can 01SLOPE - 1.0

determine that for these data, less than 20% of 0.07

the scattered power is carried by the in-phase

signal component. From our earlier discussion, 0.06 0.9
this implies a small value for Z. Moreover, T2

there is only a slight rotation and fattening LB- 0

of the equiprobability ellipses in going from 0

UHF to VHF. This implies a comparatively large

value for the a parameter.

To investigate this in more detail, we have -0 -0 -0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6

listed the wavelength index defined as 10910 k" IA-1673-4,

1A A log (A /A 2)/log( /1A) (21) FIGURE 4 COMPUTATION OF WAVELENGTH DEPENDENCE

OF S4
2 2 2

for the parameters S4P ox, and aT in Table 2
below. One can readily see that the trend in the

data is completely verified by this computation.
Table 2 A practical consequence of this fact is that one

WAVELENGTH INDICES FOR ATS-5 DATA PARAMETERS will generally overestimate the spectral index
for 02 if it is equated with the S2 index as is

x 4
always done in practice. It is now well-known

Deta 102 T 2hat if one evaluates (17) with §(K) - K"P, the
Set 4 OrsP + 2

result is %- = ̂ -. Thus, the values of 1f 2
x

I 3.26 3.03 2.15 in Table 2 near 3 correspond to spectral P
Sidices between the Kolmogorov value 11/3 and 4.

III 2.90 2.88 2.83 There is evidence that the inferred value of P

IV 2.88 2.88 2.80 is greater for Data Set I than for Data Sets III
and IV. However, the effect is not nearly as

pronounced ms one would deduce from the wave-

The first important point to notice is that the length dependence of 8.2

wavelength in0ex for S2 is generally larger than

the corresponding Index for a x. Moreover, there Finally, we consider the wavelength indc

is a trend of increasing %
2 

with increasing for o2. Here we have a serious problem, since

82 -ha is T
4__that. In, in the weak-scutter theory %T2 should be 2, an6

2 2 T
d2log S4 /d log X > 0. in any case it cannot be larger than 2, "a the

values in Table 2 show. Moreover, the fl2 are

We can show that this effect is a direct highly variable when compared to the values of

consequence of the Gaussian and non-rician • 2. This behavior remained a puzzle for some

vlgnal structure of the channel, which makes T
the a term in (20) rather important. To showthat it i a manifestation
thes T ter inve (20) rther iaporngth Topendh e of a breakdown of the homogeneity assumptionthis, we have computed the wavelength dependence that is basic to both the weak- and strong-

,f ) 4 from (20) in a simple way by replacing tsat to rie We wnv k-tagdtsth ong-
420 scatter" theories. We investigtte this possi-

with a'
2

,
2 

and setting B equal to a constant such bility in the next section.

that I q2I-/a 0.9 and LB - 0. 'Theme values are
extremes for the parameters listed in Table 1.
The:, were chosen to exaggerate the effect. The

"results of the computation are shown in Figure 4. 4
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3. A CRITICAL LOOK AT THE HOMOGENEITY with 0.5 < y < 1.5. (We lot 2 2 K
2 + K 2 

toASSUMPTION allow for the anisotropy of the medixm.) YAn

important result is that independent of any

It is now generally accepted that the appro- other consideration, one can show that
priate spectral density function for scintil- Rx (2;f) 2

lation has the power-law form §(W) c K-P to

spatial wavelengths corresponding to at least
to many tons of kilometers. This poses an im- fjsin [ZK HS Is co(6p/al 20

mediate dilemma, because even though for small Z (2")2

values (17) is not sensitive to the "cuter" (25)
scale or low-frequency cutoff, (18), (19) and

S2 depend critically on the outer which is identical to the strictly homogeneous
scale vqluetl t followd that a powr-law t pet- statistics result. Thus, in spite of the in-

soal vnue. f~ ollws tat poer-lw sec-homogeneity of the medium, the in-phase con-
tral density function to very l orge scale sizes

can have a proiound effect on the statistics of ponent of the diffracted field is strictly

the irregularities, homogeneous.

[1941) in his studies of mcoin- This latter result is verified by Tatarsiki
lo turov lec p[1971), who shows that the structure function

pressible-fluid turbulence pointed out that the Sfor Re{f (O;z)) converges to a finite limit as

effect of the dominating large-scale irregular- z c

ities is to impose a position dependence of the 6p approaches infinity. However, (25) consti-

statistical moments. As a practical matter, tutes only a partial characterization of
this means that correlation analysis is unre- ýz(p;z). To obtain a complete characterization

liable, and to circumvcnt this difficulty we must consider the Joint statistics of C and

Kolmogorov introduced the so-called structure ddz(h). (The er-bar allows for ho "ear-
function, which suppresses the large-scale trend- ing of g (a) within the scatteri'L layer.)_ ToSderive •simpli. model we have asstamd that to
like variations in a turbulent medium, ad a m md w vs).t

and d#z (-;i) are uncorrolated, which seems

For the purpose of channel modeling, the reasonable on physical grounds.

structure-function approach poses a difficulty

because it is not poswible to calculate moments
(e.g., 2, 1a2 and C ) from the structure fune- like components are to contribute to the r-andom

t a "mgr part of our signal, it must be through ensemble
tiasaveraging. This can happen, for example, i
of (5) one should use the locally homogeneous the irregularities develop in drifting patches

or regions with statistically similar ctructureo.
A+ In any case, pursuing this model, we can calcu-
A.,** " ,(z) + ,z) '+ late a2 and B. For vimplicity we assume iso-

tropic irregularities. The osults are

For simplicity, we asaume that ýl(z) v 0. One 2
can then show that under the same assumptions as

befor'e, (7) must be replaced by 2T [1 -cos(Zq 
2 )J.(%.2. ]q- 'dq1 (26)

'-(;k) - i:r and

SfSexp(-i"• . p)-l~d*,(-;k) + ire7 0 . (23) B(p) - -2[,,2, gL2 +

The approximation (8) remains valid under the 27[ i)~q2 )o~5q1 2Y -
samc conditions. oC,.,I

One consequence of (23) is that we now have 2 2 - ZYn(q2)

a valid representation of the process for spectra 2q
of tre form

2 Ctos)2(y + 0.5) (24 i'-j~2Q)2sir(zQ ) j(12~)]q- ZdJ

(27)
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For interpreting a measurement, (26) and (27) III and IV are consistent with the values of
must be averaged in some unknow- way over p. IBI/a2 listed in Table 1. We see from the

However, we can see immediate., ;hat curves in Figure 5 that the smaller eccentric-
2 2 ity values for Data Sets III and IV are con-

a T(p)/a sistcnt with a decrease in the value ofT (t o),2/Cs•
is wavelength (Z) dependent, so that the change

of 2 with wavelength is greater than X2 . More-
over, the magnitude of the enhancement is con-
trolled by the ratio term (9 0 >( 2 /c. Thus, in )e / C0.25 HF-I Q)a /c, 1.0

interpreting the change of % 2 from Data Set I 08-

to Data Sets III and IV, we would conclude that
2/Cs decreased considerably. It is inter-

esting to speculate as to which parameters are 0.6 - VHFI

actually changing. 11 P/M 101
2

OT

Data Sets I and III and IV were taken on 0.4 -

different days, and the scintillation rate for
Data Sets III and IV was considerably higher

than for Data Set I. In the plasma theory one 0.2

finds an intimate coupling between drift rate
and structure size such that finer structure is

associated with an increased drift rate. Thus 0 _.__.1_.
we can attribute the change in 2/C to a LOG10 Z

decrease in o2/c . We emphasize that for

strictly homogeneous statistics, no such infer- FIGURE 5 NUMERICAL COMPUTATION OF JBI/ca
ence would be possible.

Finally, we consider the behavicr of

IB(p) /aT(p) and LB(p). When Z is very small, 4. SUMMARY
one can show that, independent of p,

lim IB(P)I In this paper we have shown evidence that:

Z-0 C
2
(p) 1. An additive Gaussian perturbation is

T a very accurate model of weak to

This limit is also achieved when (o)•2/C is moderate ionospheric scintillation.

arbitrarily large. Thus, for near-zine d~ffrac- 2. The structure of the signal is such
tion, we have the aame result as for homogeneous that the statistics are highly non-
statistics. The far-zone limit is more inter- rictian, and that this structure is
esting. Again, independent cf p, we obtain the only weakly dependent on changes in

result the Fresnel radius.

lim IB(P)I /A 3. The variance of the complex signal
10 - + ,sec(- perturbation has a greater than

c 2 I~./ 2 (28) quadratic wavelength dependence that

is highly variable, in disagreement

and LB - •, where p - - y + 0.6. For the with all currently accepted theorels.
2t

Kalmogorov value y = 1.33, the limit is 0.43. We have proposed that the lait property be
Thus, rician statistics are not achieved in this explained with a model based on Kolmogorov's

model even in the limit of an infinitely large locally homogeneous statistics representation.
Fresnel radius. Tndeed, we find good agreenent with our own

data as well as with several generally accepted
This latter result explains in a very ap- properties of scintillation observations.

pealing way why ricinn statistics arr vArtually
never observed. In closing this section, we
nresent the results of L numerical computation

of IB1p)1/1T(p) with different values of

(tO>a /C's to show that the previously inferred
changes in this parameter from Data Sets I and

j ~248)
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STOCHASTIC STATIONARITY OF THE SCINTILLATING EQUATORIAL IONOSPHERE

Howard A. Blank and Gary J. Bream

Computer Sciences Corporation
Falls Church, Virginia

ABSTRACT

This paper presents a technique for assessing This paper reports on the use of the stochastic
the stochastic stationarity of ionospheric scintilla- measurement capabilities of the Ionospheric Distor-
tion. The method employs the distribution-free tios Analysis Program-2 (IDAP-2)* to determine the
Kolmogorr",-Smfrnov hypothesis test to determine fine-grain statlonarity of a set of AGC fading signals.

the degree of statistical similarity for sequential Specifically, empirical AGC signal data has been
blocks of scintillating data. The scintillation data collected from the SAS-1 satellite at Quito, Equador
is divided into regions of statistical stationarity during the spring equinox period of 1971. The satel-
within specified tolerances. The technique has been lite ground station and time period were selected In

demonstrated on a set of AGC fading signals collected order to obtain conditions of worst-case ionospheric

from the equatorial Ionospheric region during very behavior. It was expected that equatorial gross
active scintillation periods. The fine-grain station- irregularity size and movement will be most apparent

arity is determined by this method for three error during this period, allowing its stationarity charec-
tolerances. The stationarity of the coefficient uf teritiecs to be measured.
variance soinUllation index (S4) Is measured and Thf AGC data have been converted, reduced,
compared with the previous results. A comparison and analyzed. The analyses include a comparison of
of the fading depth and scintillation index statistics the time statTonarity periods obtained for three
has been made for a set of stationary periods found threshold values of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov**
by the Kolmogorov-Smlrnov method. The results distribution-free hypothesis tent, analysis of the

presented bore are preliminary. Only the fine- coe•foient of variance scintillation index (S4) as a
grain stationkrity has been measured which repre- function of the stationarity periods, and a comparison

seats the passing of single ionospheric irregularities of the fading and time stationarity characteristics of
or small clusters of associated irregularities the scintillation channel.
between the satellite and earth station. For prac-
tical applications of the stationary metWod, the The purpose of this paper is to Investigate a
tolerances will be set to determine stationary periods technique to automatically designate stationary peri-.

based upon averages of many Irregularities. ode of the AGC data and to analyze the characteristics
of the fine-grain time stationarity of the scintillation

1.0 INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY process. Stationary periods were determined first
by analysis of the stationarity of the scintillation

Thrctheoreticalof ansempiricl sc atuof thaeen index, and then by a Kolmogorov-Smlrnov hypothesis
characteristics of ionospheric scintillation has been testing method. A comparison of the results showed
the subject of intense investigation during the last that the two methods of assessing time stationarity

two decades. Considerable effort has been expended were approximately equivalent, and that choosing a

in defining the nature of the scintillation phenome- threshold value for the Kolmogorov-Smerov teat is

non and its effects upon radio wave propagation by throldmatefy the to specifying testnis

gathering a variety of atatiatlcal phenomenological approximately equivalent to specifyig a tolerance

parameters gleaned from received signals from * Ionospheric Distortion Analysis Program Docu-

apace-to-earth paths. The accuracy of these stet4 s- mentatlon - Version 2, June 1974, NASA/GSFC.
tical parameters is largely dependent upon the sto- (Available in GSFC program library.)
chastic stationarity of the transionospheric channel, ** Fisz, M., "Probability Theory and Mathematical

and a method of quantifying atationarity periods l Statitics, " J. Wiley, 1963, Chapter 12.

be most useful in future ionospheric studies.
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level for scintillation index stationarity. A compari- 3.0 DATA REDUCTION PROCEDURE
son of the fading depth and scintillation statistics The data conversion and reduction was accom-
shows that the characteristics of one may be closely plished in two stages. First, the AGC data. channels
approximated from the other. Analysis of either are digitized and stored on magnetic tape and the data
fading depth or the scintillation index may be used quality is checked. The second stage uses the IDAP-2
to determine the desired threshold value for the calibration processor program for the calibration of
Kolmogorov-Smlrnov method. The fine-grain time the digital data and the application of the Kolmogorov-
stationary periods of the SAS-1 AGO data were very Smirnov hypothesis test for time stationarity.
short. They represent radio wave disturbances
corresponding to single ionospheric irregularities The Kolmogorov-Smirnov hypothesis test has

or small clusters of associated irregularities passing been implemented in the calibration processor pro-

between the satellite and the earth station. The gram to provide a means of segmenting the scintilla-

stationarity period distribution presented here may tion data into statistically similar periods. This

be used to estimate the size and velocity of tha test was chosen because it does not require forehand

irregularities. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov method knowledge of the nature of the statistical distribution

has been demonstrated to be a valuable tool for the of the data. The test compares the cumulative distri-

automatic determination of stationary periods in bution functions of two consecutive blocks of data

scintillation records. The test used here for fine- samples to determine if they are from the same dis-

grain stationarity may be adjusted for longer time tribution function within a prescribed probability of

intervals enabling the evaluation of long-term sta- error. Consecutive blocLs of data falling within this

tionarity. The stationary periods determined by the prescribed error tolerance are grouped together as

Kolmogorov-Smlrnov method may be used to block a single statistically stationary period. The mean,

fading time series for additional statistical promess- standard deviation, and scintillation index are com-

ing. puted for each of these periods. An entire satellite
pass is divided into statistically stationary periods

2. 0 EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION by this method.

The empirical equipment for the telemetry and 4. 0 DATA ANALYSIS
AGC measurements includes the SAS-1 satellite and
the NASA tracking station at Quito, Equador. The Three types of anrlyses were performed on the
equipment descriptions are: AGC data from the SAS-1 satellite transmissions:

2 The time stationarity of the cumulative dis-
2. 1 SAS-1 Satellite tribution of five second blocks of AGC data

The SAS-1 spacecraft was launched in late was determined by applying the Kolmogorov-

1970 and 's currently in a 550 kilometer circular- Smirnov hypothesis test for three thresholds.

equatorial orbit, with a 3* inclination. The teleme- * The time stationarity of the S4 * scintillation
try is transmitted from the satellite at 136. 680 MIZ index was measured. Results are summar-
via a circularly polarized turnstile antenna. The ized in a density of the distribution of the
spacecraft antenna has a gain of 0 dB, and the ERP lengths of stationary periods.
of the spacecraft is .25 watts.

o The fading depth was calculated and analyzed

2.2 Ground Receiver System statistically.

The basic equipment configuration at each of The results of these analyses are presented in this

the earth terminals is shown in Figure 1. A station section,

has either a pair of 40 ft. parabolic antennas with
55 percent efficiency, or a pair of 16 element yagis. 4. 1 Kolmogorov-Snlrnov Test

In either case the antenna system has 22 dB of gain The Kolmogorov-Smlrnov test is a nonparame-
at 136 MHz. Each output drives preamplifiers at trio test of the identity of two populations. Nothing
VHF, which are then downconverted to IF, filtered need be known about the form of the parent distribu-
through a 10 klz. bandpass filter, and acquired and tion functions or of the central moments. 7Te only
detected. The receiver carrier tracking loops are requirement is that the distributions of the parent
third order and have bandwidths of 30 Hz. The populations are continums. Let S - S(u) denote the
detection loss of this recoiver is approximately 4 dB. empiric cumulative distribution functiou determined
Tha AUC error signal is fed through module by the sample random variables xl, x 2 x., ...

recorders (i. e., operational and/or logarithmic Similarly let T - Tu) denote the empiric cumulatlv•
amplifiers) and on to an Ampex FR600 magnetic

tape recorder. * S4 is defined as the standard deviation of the

power samples normalized to the mean power.
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distribution function determined by the sample Table 1. Percentage Points for the
random variables Yl, y2 , y3o - " -P Yn2 . The Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test Statlistio**
Kolmogorov-Smiruov test of the hypothesis that the
two populations have the same distribution uses the inicance Level (a)
statistic Sample Size (N) 10% 5% 1%

A max I S(u)- T(u)I -max I A(u) , 5 .510 .563 .669
all u all u

10 .368 .409 .486

where A(u) = S(u) - T(u). 15 .304 .338 .404

20 .264 .294 . ,52
The value A of A will be the greatest absolute dif-
ference in hoeight between the two empiric distribution .240 26 .317
functions, S and T. if an appropriately large value 30 .220 .242 .290
of A is observed, one rejects the hypothesis that the
populations have the same distribution in favor of __'

the alternative that they do not. The asymptotic 1.22 1.36 1.63
distribution of A is given by Approximate Formula: ! - 77 77

Pr* {Ao 0zN-1/2ý--+L(z) as ni, n2 ---- five second blocks of data are tested with this

hypothesis test to determine if they are of the same
where N = n1n2/(n 1 + a population within a prescribed error tolerance, a.

The error tolerance, a, is the probability that two

2 2 blocks fall the test given that they are from the same

and L(z) - 1 - 2 ' (-1)J-1 0 2 j statistical distribution. Groups of consecutive blocks
of data which pass the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test are
collected into statistically stationary periods oZ time.

"2 0 e'(2j_1) 2 2 The AGC data from nineteen SAS-1 satellite
-(E /1z (z >0) passes for Quito, Equador, 1971, were analyzed

j-1 with the Kolniogorov-Smirnov hypothesis test to
obtain the periods of statistical stationarity. The

L(z) = 0 (z 50). error, a, was set at three values which were approxi-
mately 20, 4, and 0. 01 percent. The results are
represented as the probability density of the durationFor finite a1 and n , the limiting values for A are ofsaitclttoaryinFues23,nd4

tabulated against W-and the quantity 1 - L(z) wA/h of statistical atationarity in Figures 2, 3, and 4,
tabualaed againsth Signiafdieqantityevel. 1 An ab vi- respectively. For the larger values of a, the data
is caled l of the "Significance Level." An abbrevi- is segmented into shorter stationary periods. Even
ated listing of the limiting value for A as determined for a equal to 0.01 percent there are a large pro-
by a and N is shown en Table 1. For example, ot portion of short duration periods. It Is found that
test whether two populations of si5e 60 were of the the statistics computed on five-second intervals
same distribution with a propabiflity of 5 percent change rapidly. The mean, /h, and standard davis-
that they would d all the test f indeed they.were from tion, o-, for the periods corresponding to each a are
tl~e same distribution, the procedure 15 given in Table 2.

1. Determine N (N - n1 x n2/(n 1 + n2 )-26) Table 2. Average Period Duration

2. Find the limiting value for A In the
table (. 264) o

3. Find Ao(Ao - maximum absolute difference a ' A a

of the two cumulative distribution func- - ercent Second Seconds

tions). 20.0 6.8 7.6

If Ao is greater than its limiting value (. 264), then 4.0 11.6 13.8
it is concluded that the two populations are not
identical at the 5 percent significance level. 0. 01 32. 1 40.4

4. 2 Kolmogorov-Smiruov Time Stationarity 4T* Sample table values taken from "Numerical Tabu-

The Kolmogorov-Smirnov hypothesis test is lation of the Distribution of Kolmogorov's Statis-
used to segment the stream of AGC power samples tics for Finite Sample Size," Z. W. Birnbaum,
into regions of similar statistics. Consecutive Journal of American Statistical Association, 47,
* Pr is read, "the probability that." Sept. 1952.
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For the described method of determining 4. 5 Fading Depth Statistics
statistically stationary periods, the statistics may The depths of fades in the signal strength are
change slowly through the period so that although no directly related to the level of scintillation activity.
two consecutive blocks fall the test, two nonconsecu- If the distribution of the power is known, the power
tive blocks may fail. level below which any given percentage of the power

A refinement of this technique would be to make samples fall can be related to the scintillation index
comparisons of raw data over longer intervals, i.e., of the data. Without assuming a specific distribution
use larger block sizes. These techniques may lead function but requiring that the distribution does not
to stationary periods somewhat longer than are change significantly, the fading depth statiatios were
reported herein. Another refinement of the method computed for the same SAS-1 satellite data used for
would be to compute cumulative density functions for the above analyses. The fading depth, f, was cem-
the whole currently defined stationary period to com- puted by normalizing the actual standard deviation
pare with the next five-second block, rather than use of the power samples, r, by the mean of the power
only the last five-second block for the comparison, samples, g . If the distribution of the power were
Should the new data block pass the hypothesis test, known, the values of f could be directly related to
it will be appended to the old cumulative density the depths of the nulls in the signal level. As pre-
function. Should a hypothesis test failure be ascer- sented here, they are proportional to the real depths
tained, the current five-secoad block will form the of fading. The probability density of the fading depth
basis for a new cumulative density function, is presented in Figure 6. The data was computed

for the statistically stationary periods with a equal
4.3 Scintillation Statlonarity to 4 percent (Figure 3) since the stationarity period

The time stationarity of the level of ionospheric blocking had not been computed for an a of one
activity ( ., 4), was measured for the sets of1 and 4 per-actiity(I.e.,S4),wasmeaure fortheset ofcent would be appro:bxnately the same. The most

SAS-1 satellite AGC data that were used for the prould be approxim ate same . The

Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistical stationarity test. probable fading depth is approximately 3 dB. The

The scintillation level was estimated by calculating mean sad standard deviation are 2.6 and 1.s 2 da,

the S4 scintillation index for each five-second block respectively. If we use the mean and standard
e4 deviation of fading power to obtain an estimate of the

of power samples. The time durations were meas- nean value of scintillation index, 8, we obtain
ured in which S4 remained within :0. 1 of 0. 4, 0.6, 44
and 0. 8. These periods were considered stationary
in S4. The probability density function of the lengths The probabi.lity density function of the 84 valses
of these periods is presented in Figure 5. Almost was obtained for the same-stationary periods as
90 percent of the periods lie below 25 seconds in those used to determine the f statistic distribution as
duration which implies that the scintillation eharac- shown in Figure V. The data was computed for the
teristics were changing rapidly. The longest periods statistically stationary periods with a equal to 4
encountered were 150 Lo 200 seconds in duration, percent (Figure 3). The mean value of 84 is -93.
The mean and standard deviation of S4 stationarity Using the relationship given in Paragraph 4 5 we
are 26.3 and 49.4 seconds, respectively, obtained an estiniate of mean fading depth, 1- 2.86 dB.

4.4 Method for Determining S4 Stationary Periods 4. 6 Comparison of Results

The Kolmogorov-Smiruov method can be used In Paragraph 4.2 the results of the time sta-
to divide scintillation data into periods of stationary tionpxity analysis were presented for three levels of
scintillation index. By comparing the result of the significance. In Paragraph 4.3, stationary time
scintillation stationary periods of Figure 5 with the periods were determined for constant levels of
three probability functions of the Kolmogorov- scintillation index, S . A comparison of these two
Smirnov test (Figures 2, 3, and 4), it is found that sets of results leads to an indication of the approxi-
the error tolerance a needed to match the Figure 5 mate level of significance to use to determine the
distribution would be approximately one percent. stationary time periods for the data analyzed. As
The error tolerance, a , can be chosen to provide shown in Paragraph 4.4, the appropriate significance
the desired tolerance in the scintillation index, S4. level is one percent. Note that this significance
The Kolmogorov-Smlrnov method provides a good level should hold true for all VHF equatorial empiri-
method to divide the data into time stationary periods cal investigations conducted utilizing satellites with
to aid in selecting data periods for analysis in fading the SAS-1 orbital characteristics and be approximately
statistics programs. accurate for all low orbiting satellites.

The results of Paragraph 4.5 show that the
estimated value of S as derived from the f statistic,
and the estimated value of f as derived from the S
statistic, for a -. 04, are in general agreement. 4
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The a - .,04 value was retained, rather than a. = 01, to investigate a technique to automatically determine
since a computer analysis of the latter was not con- stationary periods. As such, we have selected the
ducted. It was felt that a - .04 was sufficiently close very detailed stationary periods associated with
to the optimum to demonstrate the point that the individual gross irregularities (and/or small clus-
appropriate value of a can be obtained from either of ters of gross irregularities) as seen on the SAS-1
the important statistics 84 or f, and that the corres- satellite-to-earth paths. For practical applications
ponding stationary periods can be obtained once a of the stationary method, the block size and signifi-
is identified via the Kolmogorov-Smirnov method. cance level, a, will be set to determine stationary

From Table 1 it can be seen that the stationary periods based upon averages of multiple gross
periods presented are extremely short compared to irregularities, rather than single irregularities.

those tinue periods that normally are required to The results presented in this paper may be useful

obtain statistically significant results on ionospheric for determination of the size and relative velocity

fading characteristics (i. e., five to fifteen minutes). of the individual irregularities.

Note, however, that the purpose of this effort was

40-FOOT

15 ELEMENTDON I Kt

Figuro 1. Receiver Configuration

Figure 2. Kolmogorov-Smirnov Stationarity Figure 3. 4Colmogorov-Smiruov Statlonarity
Period Density for a 20 Percent Period Dnasity for ,- 4 Percent
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Figure 4. KCoImogoiov-Smtl'UOv Stationarity Figure 6. S4 Density for Kolmogorov-Smircov
Period Density for ci 0 . 01 Percent Periods Corresponding to a 4 Percent
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Frequency Correlation and Coherent Bandwidth

of Transionospheric Signals

S. J. Ulaszek, C. H. Liu and K. C. Yeh
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Urbana, Illinois 61801

ABSTRACT Because of the presence of random
electron density irregularities in the

Correlation functions for waves ionosphere, transionospheric radio
propagating through irregularity slabs waves experience the random scatteringin the ionosphere are studied using the and phase mixing phenomenon known as

parabolic equation method. We first scintillation. In addition to causing
define the mutual intensity functions signals to fade, scintillation may also

4. reduce the coherence bandwidth of the
rr <U(r,f)U*(r 2 ,f 2 )> channel. To study the phenomenon, we

shall introduce the two-frequency

and +( 4Vr,*ff <U(+ ,f )ý(r2,f )> mutual intensity functions. These are
2 1 <2,2) defined as the ensemble average of the

where U(•i,fi) is the complex amplitude products of the complex amplitudes of
of the wave with frequency fi at the the field at two frequencies, <U2U•>
spatial point r-. These intensity and <U U >. They form the basis for

functions can tien be used to study the the chiricterization of the channel.
frequency and the spatial correlation
of signals. Equations for r and T' are In section 2, the geometry of the
derived that include some multiple communication link is described and . he
scattering effects. Solutions for the scintillation problem formulated.
equations are obtained under various Equations governing the mutual inten-
assumptions. The dependence of the so- sity functions are derived. Under cer-
lution on the different ionospheric tar simplifying assunptions, solutions
parameters such as the power spectrum are obtained in integral forms.t In
of irregularities, their size, the slab section 3, numerical computations of
thickness, the height etc. is investi- these solutions are presented and dis-
gated. The coherence bandwidth is cussed. Some general conclusions are
defined and computed. Results showing made in section 4.
the frequency dependence of the coher- FORMULATION
ence bandwidth will be given. Implica-
tions on the characterization of trans- Referring to Fig. 1, let us assume
ionospheric communication channels will that a unit amplitude electromagnetic
be discussed. wave of the form expj(wt-kz) is inci-

dent on top of the irregularity slab at
INTRODUCTION z-0, where k is the wave number. Under

One of the important problems in the usual assumptions of neglecting the

the study of communication systems 's depolarization effect and the temporal
the characterization of the communica- variation of~the medium, the complex
tion channel in terms of the physical amplitude U(r within the slab of

parameters of the transmission medium, thickness L satisfies the equation
Investigation of the statistical prop- 2k +
erties of signals can only be made in -2jk1-H + V2U + k 1l(r)U = 0
conjunction with an accurate represen- where the dielectric permittivity of the
tation of the channel. In this paper, slab is assumed to be of the form
a systematic procedure is derived to
relate the parameters of the ionosphere <6>[i + ()] (2)
to the characteristics of the trans- m
ionospheric satellite-earth communica- 6i(r) is a random function of position.

tion ltnk.1
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Under the so-called parabolic equa- Applying certain approximate solu-
tion approximation (Tatarskii, 1971), tion of (3), Liu, et al. (1974) have
eq. (1) can be approximated by replac- studied the problem of pulse trains
ing the term V2U by the transverse Lap- propagating in a random medium. In
laTian U this paper, higher order solutions of

(3) and (4), including some effects of
Let pk now consider the Uields multiple scattering, will be given.U 1 = 0(p1'Z'kl ) and U2 = U(P2'z'k2)

at frequencies w k c and w = k c If we consider the frequencies of
a 1  )c 2  2  the two waves as equally spaced from

and at points (P ,z) and (p ,z) respec- some center frequency f, so that
tively. Startiný from the 3arabolic
equations for U1 and U2, following the k k(l-X) , k k(l+X) (9)
so-called Markov assumnption (Tatarskii, -
1971), we can derive the equations for
the two-frequency mutual intensity where X P/2f and 0 represents the
functions (Liu, et al., 1974) total frequency separation, (3) and (4)

can be written in terms of some normal-[-+ lized coordinates

2k 1 l-X2k 2 Ta

=2 A() - A(p) r 0 (10)[2l--~) - CG(•,D)I' 1 -- 0

S+ j kS 2(k2 +Ikv) v + kl1 1'2
q 4) • + -/- + 7 112 l-xT t11\

+_I A(0) + A (p)| a]12k ( 1 2+ CG(ý,n)T- 0

where where the normalized coordinates aredefined as
r(PlP2,klZ lF 2 2/ o = (5 = x , Y/(5 , • = z/kZ2 (12)

is the symmetric two-frequency inten-
sity function and Z is some characteristic length relat-ing to the size of the irregularities.

T•( ,z,klk) <U U > (6) F and T are related to the original
1 2'l2 1 2 Amtual iAtensity function by F = r' F

V = YF respectively where the facior
is the asymmetric two-frequency inten- F is given by
sity function. They are closely re-
lated to the frequency correlation
functions of the channel defined by F = exp [-kI (1+X))A(0)z/4J (13)
Bello (1971). The function A(p) in (3) The function G(ý,n) is defined as
and (4) is defined by

++00

A (p) f Be(p, Z) Z (7) G 1 B (r)dz (14)

B (p,z) is the correlation function for where
tfie random field sý(f) and in (7) we
have assumed that it is an isotropic, (fe/f)i
homogeneous field. Eq. (7) can also be <E > = . p K 1_ (15)
writtea in te ms of the powespectrum 1 / 2 _N
of C (r) , E(KT,KZ) , as

+W f is the plasma frequency of the iono-
s It ashere, <(AN/N)2> is the mean squarefA(p) C J T T percentage electron density fluctuation

"- (8) caused by the irregularities.
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The parameter C in (10) and (11) J (x) is the Bessel function of zeroth

is given by o~der, a is defined as ( - K2 /(l-X 2 ),
S- L/k23 i• the normalized Wlab thick-

C - k39.,<E >/4 (16) nass. The normalized spectrum func-
0 1 tions i and •2 appeared in the inte-

We note that C depends on the ratio of grals are given by
scale size to wavelength and the
strength of density fluctuations. 1 (

Approximate solutions of (10) and T

(11) including some multiple scatter-

ing effects can be obtained after some CO
manipulations (details are given in (K 1 2 adKPI12
Ulaszek, 1974). Combining these solu- ý2 (KT) " [ Jo(KTP')dp'
tions with (13), we have finally the o (24)
expressions for the mutual intensity
functions in terms of the normalized Solutions (17) and (18) can be used to
coordinates study the frequency and spatial cor-

relations of the signal.
lip' ,•,kl 1 k 2 ) - exp[-(l+X2 )CG3(0) •]

(17) NUMERICAL RESULTS

exp[j27rC(l-X2 ) 2(I1+I2)] In this section, we shall presentsome numerical results computed from

(17) and (18). The computations are
made for two different spectra for the

2 exp[-(I+X2 )CG(0)•] electron density irregularities. One
(18) is a Gaussian spectrum for which

- exp[-j21C(l_X2 ) 2(13+14)]

/2a 4I(KT) m " exp(-KI/4) (25)where P1 - (ý2+n2) and T V2?

1 1 [ej(3X"(o) iee~Xý]01Y/XKT/xT The T T T (26)
0 The second is a power law spectrum for

(19) which

"Jo (KTP')dKTT 2
#i (KT) . 2(27)

7r (1+K,)T

12 j2C(IX)2 and

Go joe J OX (ý-ýo)2 ' + 'K
S J2(+JOX~o-02X242/2)e j 2 (KT) - [K(P)+p'K(P')] 2

0 o (28)

• * (K T)/XK ] Jo 1 (K TP ')dK T ( 0 KTPV P@ p

where K (p') is the modified Beswel
functioh of the third kind of order one.

i3 f _ejL8 L [0i(KT)/KT] The computations are made for
different normalized parameters. To

(21) interpret the results, it is convenient
"Jo(KTP')dKT to introduce the "phase screen" para-

meter 2 defined as the phase variance
due to irregularities along the signali4 - j2C(IX 2 ) 2

4 ~path (Wernik, et al., 1973).

Cc[ (2 - k 2 A(0)L/4 (29)
JjO[m .. 82 /2)e 0 1 (22) 0

o�J 0° o It is an indication of thie strength of
0 / K the scattering inside the irregularity

ST(KT)/K Jo(KTP)T slab. Expressed in terms of our

2
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p' rame ters K(U -u>) (U*-'CU*>I (1

2 = C;oG(O) (30) CU [< u > i/ 312  2 W /20 [< I U-<Ul> 12>< IU2-<U2>1 2>J
It is also convenient to normalize the
distance from the top of the slab in In terms of the mutual intensity func-
units of slab thickness, tion, (31) can be written as (Ulaszek,
NaT"/ýom= z/L. In this paper, we 1974)
s llI be mainly interested in the fre-
quency correlation of the signal. NUM
Therefore, our computations are made CU = D (321
for 1'(0,z,kI,k2) and F(O,z,k ,k ), the
two frequen y mutual intensiiy iunc- where
tions fur the signal received at a
point receiver. NUM = Ir2(0, ,klk2)

Fig. 2 shows the amplitude and - exp[-CG(O)ýo(IX 2 )]I
phase of r as functions of X for fixed 0
values of Co and CN with C as a varying
parameter. As expected, the correla- /2 (33)
tion decreases with increasing C, DEN = (I-exp[-CG(0)C (l-X)2] }
indicating the increasing strength of
scattering. Fig. 3 shows r as a func- 1/2
tion of X for a fixed - and ; wtth tl-exp[-CG(O)/ (1+X)2]1
•, as a varying parameter. TRe co.- 0
rulation decreases as ýN increases.
This is due to the fact that as the Figures 5 through 8 illustrate the fre-
distance from the slab increases, the quency dependence of r and the correla-
signal suffers more phase mixing tion coetficient C . A typical set of
effects, resulting in the further ionospheric parame~ers is selected and
decorrelation of the signal, although the corresponding values of the scatter
the thickness of the scattering slab parameters C, ý , ý2 etc. are found at
is fixed. Similar results show a a given frequency. 'Figs. 5 and 6 show
decrease of correlation for increasing the results for a Gaussian and a power
1o as expected (graph not shown). law spectra respectively. For small

values of X, the correlation for the
In communication channel study, power law spectrum first deoreases

almost always the signal is assumed to faster, then, as X increases, the cor-
be a narrow-band symmetric Gaussian relation for the power law case becomes
process (Bello, 1971). This implies greater than that for the Gaussian case.
that the antisymmetric mutual intensity This essentially is the reflection of
function " whould be zerc. or, more the behavior of the spectra (Wernik, et
realistically, much smaller than r. al., 1973). Also apparent in the fig-
Fiq. 4 shows the computed resuilts for ures is che fact that as the carrier
Sav a function of o for different frequency decreases the signal becomes
values of C. Except for the large less correlated. This, of course, is
values of C and ý , which wovuld cor- due to the f 4 dependeice of <c1>.
respond to multipge-scattering condi- Figs. 7 and 8 show the similar aomputa-
tiona, the a..plitude of 7 is compar.,able tions as in figs. 5 and 6 but for a
Co .at of F Therefore, in iono- greater scale size. The general be-
spheric applications, the random havior is the same as shown in Figs. 5
sianal cannot be assumed to be sym- andt 6. The correlation, however, is
me. .ic. For rý '1.6, amplitude of f increased. The dependence of the cor-
becomes negligiBle compared to that of relation on the scale size can be
the symmetric function. This result explained by the scattering phenomenon.
compares- witth that given by Bello As is well known, the most effective
(1971). Although computations for the scattering takes place for irregular-
bandwidth dependence were made for 7, ities of the size of the Fresnel zone.
the change with X was small for the The normalized Fresnel wave number is
narrowband cases computed and the re- given by K? - P/YTk,;7TfiL. For a
suuts are not included.0

given set of ionospheric parameters and
Another q',antlty of interst is the signal frequency, larger scale sizes

correlation coefficient of the complex shift the normalized Fresnel wavenumber
amplitude at two frequencies defined by to a portion of the spectrum which has

further decayed (see "qs. (25) and
(27)). The contributions from these
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most effective scatters are thus weight- view of the recent experimental evidence
ed less and the net result is a re- that the ionospheric irregularities have
duction in the scattering effect, re- power law spectrum rather than Gaussian
sulting .'n higher correlation. In- (McClure and Hanson, 1973; Rufenach,
crease in the mean electron density 1972), this result may have implications
or rms density fluctuations also yields in the studies of satellite communica-
more scattering effect as predicted. tion systems.
Computations also indicate increased
decorrelation effects for greater slab Predictive scintillation models
thickness as shown in Figs. 9 and 10. which include all the ionospheric ef-

fects are essential to the optimization

From the above set of curves, we of communication systems using the

can obtain the frequency dependence of ionosphere as a transmission channel.
the coherence bandwidth. The "half- The relative mathematical simplicity of
power" point is selected as our defin- the models discussed on this paper per-
ition of the coherence bandwidth. Fig. mits us to observe some of these effects
11 shows the coherence bandwidth as a under a Variety of ionospheric condi-
function of frequency for different tions. However, since the models pre-
ionospheric conditions. These curves sented here are derived from perturba-
provide a rather clear picture of the tion technqiues, their validity becomes
effects of the irregularity spectrum doubtful under intensive fading condi-
on the coherence bandwidth of the tions. More exact solutions of the
channel. While having the same gen- mutual intensity equations, most likely
eral characteristics, they show that numerical, are essential to further our
the power law spectrum results in 20% channel modeling efforts.
to 50% less coherence bandwidth through-
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Fig. 1 The geometry of the problem.
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COMPUTER SIMULATION OF TRANSIONOSPHERIC SCINTILLATION

COMMUNICATION CHANNELS BASED ON FADE-DURATION STATISTICS

R. E. Ziemer W. F. Deckelman
Electrical Engineering Department McDonnell Douglas Corporation

University of Missouri-Rolla Brown Road
Rolla, Missouri St. Louis, Missouri

ABSTRACT The second type of channel simula-
tion utilizes a partitioned Markov chain

This paper considers the character- approximation for the bit error patterns
ization and modeling of transionospheric of the fading channel when employed for
communication channels undergoing severe digital data transmission. While appli-
fading. A typical time'segment of the cable only to digital data systems, this
received beacon 3ignal from the TACSAT I type of channel simulation is simpler
satellLte (250 MHz), recorded on Guam in than simulations based on phase-quadra-
1972, is analyzed on a digital computer ture time series and therefore requires
ho obtain fade duration statistics of considerably less in the way of simula-
the scintillating beacon signal. Fol- tion time.
lowing the hypothesis and analyses of
Rino. Livingston, and Whitney [1], a INTRODUCTION
software computer model of a scintillat-
ing signal, consisting of Gaussian Variouis characteristics of trans-
phase-quadrature components, is derived. ionospheric scintillating signals have
Actual data, when compared with model- been measured including scintillation
generated data, show that the Gaussian indices, amplitude probability distribu-
quadrature-component modal with proper tions, spatial and time correlations,
choice of model parameters provides a power spectra, and polarization statis-
satisfactory fit on the basis of fade- tics. From a communications system de-
duration statistica. Thtui, the Gausaian sign viewpoint, these statistics are
phase-quadrature hypothesis for iono- useful mostly for fade margin spec ifica-
spheric scintillation signals is justi- tion and for space, frequency, or polar-
fied on the basis of the second-ordor ization diversity design.
fada-duration statistica in addition to
the verification by the first-order Analytical analysis and evaluation
ints:isity histograms employed by R1ino, of a fading channel requires that a
et al [i]. realistic, and hopefully simple, channel

model be known. To be useful, this model
With juitifioation for the Gaassian should be obtainable from simple channel

phase-quadrature compoiaent model obtain- measurements.
ed on the bavis of fade-duration statis-
tics, it it. than possible to evaluate In this paper, a &elected portion
the eafootivenesa of various communica- of the TACSAT I UHF (250 MHi) beacon
tiL.n schemes for coutbating the degrada- signal, recorded on Guam in the fall of
tion imp.sed by scintillation. Two 1972 by Paulson and Hopkins (2], is used
techniques for system evaluation through to obtain fadu-duration and exceedance-
simulation aro 4iscussed. Ths first, duration statistics. Two computer model-
bused on the oru-tap Kailath delay line ing techniques eor the channel are then
channel LDdeh.• mekes use of the frequen- investigated. The first generates a
oy-flat-f.4Ing character of the scintil- random time series whose fade-duration
lotion channel f-sr narrowband tyansmis- distribution approximates that of a
sions to model ,e time-variant transfer sample of ionospheric scintillation data.
function of the ohannel as a complex- The actual data were salected from c
valued narrowband Gaussian process. quaii-stationacy portlon of the received
This tyep of channel siuulation is use- beacon signal. The second employs a
ful for evaluating various types of di- partition;d Markuv chain to approximate
versity schemes for combating suintil- the buz•t error statiatics of tho chan-
lation fading. nel.
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DATA ACQUISITION AND ANALYSIS less than the sample mean for intervals
of one second or greater is approximate-

The scintillation data for this ly 0.25.
study were provided by the Naval
Electronics Laboratory Center (NELC) in These results are presented in a
San Diego, California. The original slightly different form in Fig. 3. A
data consisted of an FM magnetic tape stationary region of 4096 data points
recording of the continuous beacon sig- was selected using the run and trend
nal. This signal was then digitized and tests at the ten percent level of sig-
stored on magnetic digital tape. Prior nificance. These data were analyzed and
analysis by NEL indicated that all sig- normalized such that the total signal
nificant frequency content of the scin- power would be unity. Thus, the undis-
tillating signals was limited to fre- turbed, non-scintillating signal should
quencies below 1 Hz. Thus, a ten Hertz have a mean RMS magnitude of unity. The
sampling rate was employed after pro- fade duration distribution is redefined
filtering to three Hertz. The digitized as the number of fades below a given
data encompassed a time span of 136 min- level for a given length of time or long-
utes of moderate to severe scintilla- er. The fade levels chosen were 100,
tion. An indication of the severity of 80, 60, 40, and 20 percent of the undis-
the scintillation is illustrated in turbed mean signal level. Figure 3
Figs. la and b, which show the sample shows the fade duration distribution for
standard deviation and sample mean, cal- this sample of scintillation data. The
culated from blocks of data 6.8 minutes leftmost tip of each curve indicates the
long, respectively. it is noted that total number of fades below that level.
the standard deviation can be a signifi- The normalized mean and variance are
cant fraction of the sample mean, thus 0.9352 and 0.1254, respectively. No
indicating the occurrence of severe fades were observed below the 20 percent
fades. However, these statistics say level.
nothing about the average fade durations.

GAUSS-QUADRATURE COMPONENT MODEL
FADE-DURATION AND FOR CHAN4NEL GAIN

EXCEEDANCE-DURATION STATISTICS
Based on the work of Rino, et al.,

An indication of the time scale of a computer model employing bandlimited,
the signal fluctuations is provided by bivariate normal time series was examin-
two families of curves which are defin- ed as providing a potential fit to the
ed as follows: actual fade duration statistics.

g(L,T) = fraction of time that the re- A functional block diagram of the
ceived signal power remains proposed model is shown in Fig. 4. The
below L dBm, compared to the variables FC, HR, IX, NP, RHO, T,
mean received power, through- UNDXMU, XKI, and XK2 are the external
out intervals of at least T variables that control the model.
seconds; SCINXY and El are the output variables.

These variables are defined in Table I.
f(L,T) a fraction of time that the re-

ceived signal power remains The model begins with a Gaussian
above L dBm, compared to the random number generator, subroutine
mean received power, through- GAUSS. Each call to GAUSS yields two
out intervals of at least T uncorrelated random numbers, Xl and Yl.
seconds. For this model, the time seri.s of Xl

and Yl each has a mean of zero and a
These functions are rdferred to as the variance of unity. Random numbers X and
normalized fade-duration probability Y are obtained by a linear transforma-
distribution function (FDPDF) and tion of Xl and Yl that yields the speci-
exceedance-duration probability distri- fied variance and correlation corrected
bution function (EDPDF), respectively, for the attenuation of FILTER 1 and
Typical results are shown in Figs. 2a FILTER 2. FILTER 1 and FILTER 2 are
and b for the 20.5 minutes of data with Butterworth filters obtained by the bi-
sample mean and standard deviation giv- linear %-transform. Their order and
en in Figs. la and b, respectively, cutoff frequency are specified by NP and
between the vertical lines. From Fig. PC, respectively. Random numbers X2 and
lb, it is apparent that this segment of Y2, the outputs of these filters, are
data was during a severe fading condi- the in-phase and phase-quadrature com-
tion. For example, Fig. 2a illustrates ponents of the received signal. Choos-
that with probabilitiey u 0.5, the sig- ing the sample time, HR, to be small
nal fades below its sample mean for compared to I/FC will cause X and Y to
intervalm of two seconds or more. The be essentially white noise sources in
probability of fading below a level 3 dB the passband of the filters. Thus, X2
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TABLE I SCINXY = ((XMU + X2) 2 + (Y2) 2 )1/ 2  
(1)

DEFINITIONS OF SUBROUTINE where
SCINT VARIABLES

Model Input Variables XMU 2 = UNDXMU 2 (I-XK2), (2)

FC FC is the cutoff frequency of 2 . (1-XK1) * XK2 * UNDXMU 2 , (2)
FILTER 1 and FILTER 2 in hertz. x2

HR HR is the desired time interval and
between data points in seconds.

2 2

IX IX is the seed value used in the ay2 . XKI * XK2 * UNDXMU (4)

random number generator, GAUSS.
The value for IX is chosen to Since UNXMU is the mean RMS signal
give GAUSS a nearly normal dis- level, UNDXMU is the mean RMS power
tribution and to produce a long level. XK2 is the fraction of the total
string of random numbers with- signal power that is diverted into the
out repetition. scintillating portion of th2 signal.

Therefore, (l-XK2) x UNDXMU is the
NP NP is the number of poles of power in the nonscintillating portion of

FILTER 1 and FILTER 2. NP can the signal as stated in equation (2).
specify a 1, 2, 3, or 4 pole XKl is the fraction of the noise power
Butterworth filter. that resides in the out-of-phase scin-

tillating component so that (l-XK1) is
RHO RHO is the correlation coeffi- the fraction of the noise power that

cient between the in-phase and resides in the in-phase scintillating
phase quadrature components, Xl component. Sinpe the total noise power
and Yl, respectively, is XK2 x UNDXMU and the signal variance

is the signal power, equations (3) and
T T i.; the time corresponding to (4) are written directly as above.

each data point. At T=0 the
model initializes itself and The first model parameters deter-
generates one data point. At mined were the filter order, NP, and the
T>0, the model generates data cutoff frequency, FC. Rough information
points, in the literature on the spectral dis-

tribution of the envelope of ionospheric
UNDXMU UNDXMU is the undisturbed mean scintillation served as a guide to the

magnitude (RMS voltage level) choice of FC. Figures 5 and 6 show the
of the signal before scintil- fade duration distribution below 100
lation starts. percent of the undistrubed signal level

for a second order and a first order
XKl XKI is the ratio of phase Butterworth filter, respectively, at

quadrature noise power to total selected frequencies along with the
noise power. actual data. The fade duration distri-

bution for fades below 100 percent of
XK2 XK2 is the ratio of noise power the undisturbed signal level is a i'ea-

to total signal plus noise power. sure of spectral distribution. That is,
no matter how strong the fades, their

El El is an error parameter that mean level crossing depends on the
tells the calling program that spectral distribution of the random
NP(FI=I), PC(El=2), or HR(El=3) process. In each of these cases, care
has been changed without re- was taken to match the data at long
setting T to zero. fade durations, where communications

systems are very likely to be suscep-
SCINXY SCINXY is the magnitude of the tible. Figure 5 shows that the second

signal level as it scintillates, order filter has far too few short fades
due to the lack of high frequency con-

SCINXY - /(XMU + X2)2 + Y22 tent in its output. Alternatively, as
shown on Fig. 6, the first order filter
has too many short fades. The control

and Y2 then have the power spectral parameters XKl, XK2, and RHO, were
density provided by FILTER 1 and FILTER varied to compensate for the imperfect
2dspectral distribution and to achieve the2 of the received signal. The instan- best possible fit to the relative curveoftercie inl h ntn spacing.
taneous received signal level, SCINXY,
is calculated according to The model using the second order
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filter did not yield good results for 2
short fades. The beat results for this zf - nfGc ,(6)

model are shown in Fig. 7. However, the
first order filter yielded a fairly where zf is the SNR of the fadinq chan-
good fit without varying RHO as shown nel. The channel gain, Gc, is obtained
in Fig. 8 (RHO=0). The data for by normalizing tle beacon signal samples
RHO-0.6, shown in Fig. 9, was a further by the maximum sample present in the
refinement based on the least squared time series of scintillation data being
error between actual and model-generat- considered. A simplified flow diagram
ed fade duration distributions. The of the simulation is shown in Fig. 10.
fade duration distribution for RHO-0.9 At any time, t_, a fading-channel PE is
is also included in Fig. 9 at the 100% computed accor ing to
and 20% levels for comparison.

A decrease in the number of fades PL 1 erfc ) (f)
below the 20% level is shown for p=0. 9

over that for p-0. 6 , but a worse over- for a given non-fading SNR, znf. The
all fit to the actual data results, es- resultant PE is then compared with a
pecially for fade durations between 0.8 uniform randgm number, Nu, an error be-
and 3.2 seconds at the 100% level. ing recorded if PEf < Nu. Replicating
Figure 10 shows the variation of fade the simulation for several minutes of
duration distribution as the parameter channel gain data results in a typical
XKl is varied from 0.2 to 0.7. In pattern of errors for the time interval
general, the fit is very close for the under consideration.
longer fade durations, but departs
markedly from the measured curves at Markov Characterizations for
the short fade durations, thus indicat- Burst-Error Clannels
ing that an increase in p or filter
order is necessary to decrease the By computing various burst-error-
number of short fades, pattern statistics, one can model the

channel by Markov characterizations.To sunmmarize, the simulation r'e- Perhaps one of the simplest such models
sults shown in Figs. 7-10 indicate that is the partitioned Markov chain model
a good fit to the measured data is fair- described by Fritchman [31, and employ-
ly easy to achieve for the longer fade ed by Tsai [4,5] to model HF and tropo-
durations, which are a more important ed b hannels.
consideration in comununications system scatter channels.

design than short fades. To obtain a The parameters of the former model
good overall fit, however, requires can be determined by curve fitting a sum
raore complete measured data than em- of exponential functions of the form
ployed here.

DIGITAL DATA CHANNEL MODELS fN(m) - A1 e + A2 e a 2 .m + ANem

Monte-Carlo Simulation (8)
to the error-free run distribution of

To obtain typical burst-error the channel, where m is the run length
tillatioticsaforla theaionospheri sc- [4]. The error-free run distribution,
tillation channel, the beacon-signal p(m/ 1 ), is the probability of an error-scintillation samples were employed as free run of length at least m following
a measure of instantaneous channel gain an rr n be related towteg
in a Monte-Carlo simulation of a binary an error. It can be related to the gap
iamontr-ccharnelo si em odulation of wa s bidistribution, Pg(m), which is the prob-
symmetric channel. The modulation was ability of ni or fewer error free bitsassumed to be phase-shift keying (PSK), between two errors (i.e., gap length),
which for no fading results in an error btentoerr iegplnt)whobabiih fr n fn rversus the length m. For m>l, the rela-
probability P of tionship between p(0m/l) and Pg(m) is

POnf - 1(5)
E(Om/l) - [l - Pg (m-l)]P(0 1 /3.). (9)

where znf is the non-fading energy-per-
bit-to-noise-power-spectral-density Figure 12 show. lhe gap distribu-
ratio (SNR) and erfc(x) - 1 - erf(x) tion, Pg(m), for the simulated iono-

ere (x) - 2 f" et 2 dt. The fad- spheric channel for a non-fading SNR of
where a 8.4 dB, which corresponds to PER W i0-4,
ing due to scintillltion is modeled as and for bit rates of 0.1 and 1 MBpa.
a scaling of the SNR by the channel Also shown on the same figure are the
gain, Go, as gap distributions for a completely
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random-error channel with the same PE as MODELING AND SIMULATION OF
the fading channel. The bursty nature COMMUNICATION CHANNELS
of the channel is clearly evident. The
simulated channel was chosen to be poor The previous section considered a
in order to get good gap statistics with simple stochastic model for the error
short simulation run times (300,000 bits patterns of a digital data transmission
in both cases). The difference between system operating in a scintillation fad-
the 0.1 kbps and 1 kbps curves is per- ing channel. Since it is a model based
haps due mostly to simulation run time on hard decisions at the receiver, it has
difference, limited application to communication

system evaluation. For example, the in-
The error-free run distribution cor- fluence of the channel perturbations on

responding to the data of Fig. 12 are the synchronization loops of the receiv-
shown in Fig. 13. One-, two-, and three- ar cannot be considered if such a model
term exponential-sum fits to the r:un is employed.
distribution are also shown. The para-
meters for the three exponential sums are Considerable effort has been expend-
given in Table II. ed on more general stochastic channel

models which relate the instantaneous
TABLE II output of a channel to the instantaneous

input. Linear channels (i.e., super-
PARAMETERS FOR CURVE FIT TO ERROR-FREE position holds) can be conveniently

modeled as randomly-varying bandpass
N aim linear filters (6,7]. Although eight

RUN DISTRIBUTION: fN(m) - I Ale equivalent system functions can be used
- to describe a time-varying linear filter

(8], the time-varying impulse response,
h(t,t), and the time-variant transfer

Number of Terms function, H(f,t), are the most often
used and perhaps most convenient. The

Coefficients One Two Three system function h(T,t) is defined to be
the response of the channel to an im-

A1  0.728 0.391 0.29 pulse applied at time t-T while H(f,t),
which is the Fourier transform of h(T,t)

A2  0.474 0.45 with respect to T, has magnitude and
A3  0.38 phase equal, respectively, to the
a13 -0.110 -0.058 -0.039 magnitude and phase of the randomly-
1 -modulated sinusoidal signal received at

a2  -0.268 -0.22 the channel output in response to a unity

a3  -0.68 amplitude sinusoidal input.

Partitioned Markov Chain Model [3,41 The measurement of H(f,t) ir con-
ceptually simple. All that is required

The exponential sums given in Table is to transmit a coherent frequency comb
The eponetialsumswhich occupies the channel bandwidth of

II correspond to a partitioned Markov i che ocst, ies t he ently dem dulatf
chain model of the channel which has one interest, and to coherently demodulate
error state and one, two, or three error- this frequency comb at the receiver.free states, depending on the number of Sample functions representing H(f,t) at
terms in the su, with no transitions al- a discrete set of frequencies are there-
lowed between error-free states. The by obtained. The practical aspects of
transition probabilities are calculated implementing such a measurement may pre-
in Table III (3], and the state diagrams sent some difticulties, however.
are given in Fig. 14. The two state Likewize, the measurement of h(t,T)
model is the generalized Gilbert model. is conceptually simple, but Lomewhat

Given a partitioned Markov chain complex experimentally. One n~ethod which
Gien for pchanionel, oereprobabili- has been suggested (9] is to send amodal for tne channel., other psud-rndmlaihae-oddiiga

ties describing the burst patterns of pseudo-randomly, hiphase-coded signal
the channel art readily calculated. For through the channel and correlate the
example, the probability of an error- channel output with a replica of the
burst of length m with n errors can be pseudo-random code stored at the receiv-
calculated. Given this family of prob- er. Since it is well known that the
ability distributions, the offectivener s cross-correlation function of a linear
of various codes can be approximately system output with its input yields the
ofvariusodesimply cay benapproximatee system impulse response when the input is
evaluated simply by c dentifying those white noise, the channel system functionbursts which are correctable by the code htt ilb bandfrvrosti
under conwideration, h(T,t) will be obtained for various T if

the pseudo-random code is wideband com-
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II

pared with the channel bandwidth. This gain was discussed. Such time series
technique is especially convenient be- can be used as the tap weights of a ona-
cause it directly yields the tap weights tap delay-line synthetic simulation of
for the so-called Kailath tapped delay the channel. Since actual quadrature-
line channel realization as the output component measurements of the transiono-
of the correlation operation for various spheric scintillation channel gain are
delays. A quadrature-component repre- not available as yet, the synthetic
sentation of this channel realization is gen(cration of these components by
shown in Fig. 15. digital means is a viable option for

simulation of the transionospheric
Except for very wideband transmis- scintillation channel. A hard-decision,

sions (say, 1 MHz), the transionospheric Markov-chain model of the channel was
scintillation channel can be approximat- also discussed. Simulations based on
ed by a one-tap delay line model. That such models are limited in that only the
is, its time-varying impulse response, error patterns of the channel output can
h(,r,t), is approximated as be simulated.

h(T,t) - E(t)6(t-T) (1i) REFERENCES

or the time-variant transfer function by 1. C. L. Rino, R. C. Livingston, and
H. E. Whitney, "Some New Results on

H(f,t) = E(t), -- <f<- (12) the Statistics of Radio Wave Scin-
tillations", submitted for publica-

where E(t) is the complex gain of the tlon to the Journal of Geophysical
channel. Assuming a transmitted beacon Research.
signal of the form x(t) = Re e W0t, the
received signal is of the form 2. M. R. Paulson and R. U. F. Hopkins,

"Effects of Equatorial Scintillation
y(t) = Re (t)etjW0t Fading on SATCOM Signals", NELC TR

1875, Naval Electronics Laboratory
= [E0 + ec(t)]Cos w.0t Center, San Diego, California, May 1973.

3. B. D. Fritchman, "A Binary Channele s (t)Sin w0t (13) Characterization Using Partitioned
Markov Chains", IEEE Trans. on In-

where E 2 is the portion of the trans- formation Theo_ , v-ol. IT-13,
mitted Bower which remains unscattered p April 1967.
in traversing the ionosphere, and e (t)
and e (t) are the phase-quadrature Som- 4. S. Tsai, "Markov Characterization ofponen~s of the scattered signal. This the HF Channel", IEEE T1rans, onpone i s f t e s atte ed ign l . hisCommunication T~echnology , vol . COM-1
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posed by Rino, et al. for the transiono-
spheric channel. Thus, a so-called
stored-channel simulator for the trans- 5. S. Tsai, "Simple Partitioned Markov
ionospheric scintillation channel is Chain Model and Troposcatter Chan-
easily implemented if quadrature-compo- npl", IEEE 1973 National Telemeter-
nent recordings of the channel response ing Ce Record, Atlanta, Ga.,
to a sinuosidal input are available. p. ±bF-Tfr?_6_T9ov. 1973.
Unfortunately, such recordings are, as 6. P. A. Bello, "Characterization of
yet, unavailable. Random Time-Variant Linear Channels",

A so-called synthetic channel IEEE Trans. Communications Systems,
simulation can be accomplished if the vol. CS-11, pp. 3
required tap weights can be realistical- 7. P. A. Bello, "Correlation Functions
ly simulated. The results of this paper in a Tapped Delay Line Model of the
indicate how this might be accomplished Orbital DTp ole Channel", IEEE Trans.
through digital simulation and digital- Information Theory, vol. 9Trn,
to-analog conversion. .2-ii, n 1963.

SUMMARY 8. A. Oersho, "Characteristics of Time-

Two approaches to channel simula- Varying Linear Systems", Proc. IEEE,
tion have been discussed in this paper, vol. 51, p. 238, Jan. 196J7
with the transionospheric scintillation
channel used as an example. The digital 9. P. A. Bello and R. Esposito, "Mea-
generation of a bivariate Gaussian time surement Techniques for Time--Varying
series to approximate the fade-duration Dispv'-sive Channels", Alta Vrequenza,
statistics of the instantaneous channel vol.. XXXIX, pp. 980-99, ,ov. 1970.-
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Some ResuLts of Scintillation Studies

K. C. Yeh and C. H. Liu

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Urbana, Illinois 61801

ABSTRACT Let v.s consider a highly idealized
model shown in Fig. 1. A uniform plane

For the purpose of studying the wave is falling on top of a slab of
scintillation behavior of transiono- irregularities of thickness L. The wave
spheric radio signals extensive computa- is rendered random upon exiting from
tions have been carried out for various this slab due to scattering. Diffrac-
ionospheric parameters. The spectrum of tion of this random wave takes place
irregularities is assumed to follow a below the slab for a distance z at
power-law with an outer scale varying which the receiver is situated. When
from several hundred meters to tens of fluctuations in c are sufficiently
kilometers. A numerical method has been weak, the major c~ntribution to
developed to solve the fourth moment amplitude scintillation is found to
equation under the parabolic approxima- come from those irregularities in the
tion, for which some multiple scattering spectrum near the Fresnel wavenumber.
are taken into account. The results are [e.g. Wernik and Liu, 1974]
organized to show the scintillation de-
pendence on the radio frequency, the
irreqularity outer scale, the irregular- KF - V72k/(2z 0 +L) (2)
ity slab thickness, and the background
plasma frequency. In the lirtit of weak where k is the wavenumber of radio
scatter the results can be interpreted waves. For a specific geometry and
in terms of the Fresnel filtering theory. radio fr3quency, the amplitude scin-
As the irregu.'arities become intense tillation depends on the spectral
multiple scattering is seen to modify strength of those irregularities near
the scintillation behavior in a major K (provided that the single scatter
manner. The effects of multiple scat- theory is valid). It is therefore
tering are manifested in many different crucial to know what the irregularity
ways. They are discussed and delineated. spectrum is before undertaking the

propagation study.
INTRODUCTION

Recent in situ measurements have
The scintillation of transiono- shown that the electron density

spheric radio signals is caused by the irregularities have a spectrum of the
existence of electron density fluctua- form K 2 over a two-decade range
tions AN from the backcround value N . X -3 1-
These fluctuations in turn cause the0  from Kx - 10 m (scale size about
relative dielectric permittivity to K 0-1 m1 (scale
daviate from its mean value by an amount 7 ki) to K m- 10 m ale sizeabout 70 m3 [Dyson, et al., 1974).

Such a spectrum is generally consistent
pAN = (1) with the earlier experimental scintil-

S1 80.6AN/f 2  1 N0ation data [Elkins and Papagiannis,1969; Rufenach, 1972]. For isotropic
wheree •is the angular plasma frequency irregularities, a one-dimensional

of the background ionosphere. The spectrum of the form K-2 implies a
numerical value in the right hand side thee dimensional specfrum of the form
of (1) applies when the international K- . The two-decade range over which
system of units are used. Notice the the K- 4 -spectrum is found valid from
inverse frequency squared dependence of the in situ data is indicated in Fig. 2.
Sin ()r Because of this, the scin- The bottom scale of Fig. 2 is a fre-

tillation of radio waves is expected to quency scale which is computed by using
have a very strong frequency dependence. equation (2) with zo 300 km and
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L = 100 km. It shows that for these is expected in che weak scatter limit.
parameters a radio wave of frequency The numerically computed S4 dependence
given by tha bottom scale will pre- 1/2

dominately sense irregulariti•E with on <(AN)'> is shown in Fig. 3 for
the irregularity size Z or the wave- 125, 250 and 500 lfHz. The linear
number K given by the top two scales. relationship is valid only for small
sven though the two-decade range given rms fluctuations in AN. Departures
by the in Eitu data co.ers the most from the linear relationship occur
important frequency range of interest, first at lower frequencies as the value
it is not enough; we must necessarily 1/2

introduce an outer scale to keeD the of <(AN) 2> increases.
mean square value <(AN) 2 > finite and a
minimum inner scale at the Debye cutoff The behavior of S as a functioi.
below which the ionospheric plasma is of distance below the Alab of irregu-
known to lose its collective behavior. larities is shown in Fig. 4. The
The Jicamarca radar returns at 50 MIIz group I of two curves correspond to the
(which senses mainly Z-3m irregular- case of waves coming out of a relative-
ities) from the strongest spread-F ly thin slab. It is seen that immed-
irregularities are typically up to 60 iately below the slab S 4 is larger if
to 80 db above the level oZ incoherent the irregularities have a power-law
scatter from thermal fluctuations spectrum than if the irregularities
[McClure and Woodman, 1972). It can be have a Gaussian spectrum. As the wave

shown that such a strong return is coi- leaves the slab the two curves cross so
sistent with the K- 4-sperctrum if we that at large distances the opposite
would extend tC £=3m as shown by the becomes true. The group II of two
arrow in Fig. 2. In our computationt curves is r~presentative to the case in
we leave the outer scale ro open, which the waves are coming out of a
allowing it to take values from 150 m thick slab of irregularities. As seen
to as large as 30 km. The adopted in the figure there is already apprec-
irregularity spectrun is therefore iable scintillation on exit from the

slab. At large distances both curves
(K) - r 3/, 2 (l+K 2 re, 2  (3) approach the same asymptotic "satura-

N( 0 0) tion" level. However, whn the irregu-

which has the proper K-4 behavior when larity spectrum is Gaussian the index
Kr 0>>. S4 reaches a maximum value before

0 approaching thd saturation level.

The amplitude scintillation index This is commonly referred to as the
S 4 is computed by solving the fourth focusing phenomenon. The curves of
moment equation under the parabolic Fig. 4 show thiat this focusing phenom-
approximation [Tatarskii, 1971]. The enon is apparent only when the ir-
numerical techniques have been pre- regularity spectrum is Gaussian and not
viously discussed [Liu, et al., 1974; when it follows a power law. Based on
Yeh, et al., 1975] and details have the phase screen theory an initial ran-
been provided in these earlier publica- dom phase perturbation with a Gaussian
tions. correlation function and an rms phase

fluctuation 4' will cause the ampli-

MULTIPLE SCATTERING EFFECTS tude scintillgtion to develop as a func-
tion of distance from the screen. At a

The scintillation phenomenon is distance equal to the radius of curva-
governed by the Helmholtz wave equa- ture of the phase front at the screen,
tion. The stochastic process l(P) an increase in intensity fluctuations
appears as a coefficient in this equa- is produced by focusing [Salpeter, 1967;
tion and therefore makes it a stochas- Tamoikin and Fr-iiman, 1971]. This
tic differential equation. his equa- focusing phenomenon is expected to be
tion is actually linear in terms of the well developed when the phase front
wave function, but really nonlinear-in fluctuations can be characterized main-
terms of the stochastic process e (r). ly by a single scale such as the case
The usual weak scatter approximation is for a Gaussian spectrum and not so wellequivalent to linearization with re- developed when no such single-size char-

spect to c (t). In such a weak scat- acterization can be made as the case in
ter limit ihe icintillation index S4 is a power-law spectrum.
then a linear function of >. In
the ionosphelz. e1 is given by (1). The effect of multiple scattering
Therefore, for a given radio frequency on the intensity correlation will be
a relation discussed in the next section.

[ ~S4• (AN) 2>1/2 4
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SOME COMPUTED RESULTS therefore of interest to generalize the
expression by defining

The dependence of scintillation on
radio frequencies is shown in Fig. 5. dS 4  df
In all these four curves the outer n = - - (6)
scale is 300 m, the rms electron den- 4
sity fluctuations is 5% and the
receiver is 250 km below the slab. The The "exponent" n as a £unctiLon of fre-
slab thickness is held at 50 km in the quency for the same four cases shown in
first three curves while the back- rig. 5 has been computed and plotted in
gr:ound plasma frequency is successively Fig. 6. In the low frequency regior the
increased from 5 MHz in curve 1, to exponent n is very small, showing very
7.07 MHz in curve 2 and 10 MHz in curve weak frequency dependence. In the in-
3. In curve 4 the only change from termediate frequency region the depend-
that in curve 3 is a two-fold increase ence of n on frequency is very strong.
in slab thickness. All curves sho.' a Only in the high frequency region is n
general trend of decreasing scintilla- approaching a constaat value of 1.5.
iion with increasing frequency. It can be shown that equations (6) ?nd

Notice the flattening of curves at the (5) become equivalent when n is con-
low frequency region. Here because of stant. Further, the weak scatter
saturation effect the scintillation tJaory predicts that an irregularity
dependence on frequency is very weak. spectrum of the form K-P will have a
In the intermediate frequency region scintillation frequency dependence
the fiequency dependence is very f-n- with n - (p+2)/4 [Lbvelace, et al.,
strong, e.g. a doubling in frequency 1970; Jokippi and flollweg, 1970]. Our
will reduce scintillation appreciably. spectrum given by equation (3) has pw4
For very large frequencies, the scin- and hence an exponent a-1.5 is pre-
tillation behavior apparently follows dicted by the weak scatter theory.
the weak scatter theory and this is This is in perfect agreement with the
further discussed later on. computed results, but only when the

radio frequency is sufficiently high
Recent scintillation data col- (above 1 GHz for conditions of Fig. 6)

lected at the equatorial region to guarantee the validity of weak
indicate that at times there is a 2 or scattering.
more db peak-to-peak fading in inten-
sity at 4 and 6 GHz frequencies [Taur, The effect of varying the outer
1973]. This corresponds to a scin- scale r is depicted in Fig. 7. These
tillation index S4 of approximately curves 9how that a larger outer scale
0.3. If we now go to Fig. 5 and depresses the scintillation. In the
locate the point at S - 0.3 and weak scatter theory the dependence of S4
f = 4 GHz (actually off scale) and on r is approximately identical to the
imagine a curve of the general shape as depeRdence of /V1-M on r . For the
the 4 curves drawn but going through spectrum (3), an approximate dependence

the point, we can get a general pic-
ture about the severity of scintilla- of r / for S, is therefore obtained
tion for a frequency of say, 600 MHz. (assUming K r >Al). In Fig. 7 such a
Apparently, nature does provide condi- relation is o ly approximately obtained
tions under which the scintillation is when the frequency is larger than about
even more severe than those computed one gigahertz.
in Fig. 5.

The dependence of S on the
Because of its importance to irregularity slab thickness L is de-

communication engineers many investiga- picted in Fig. 8. If we ignore the
tors have studied the frequency de- weak dependence of the Fresnel filter-
pendence of S4 experimentally [Aarons, ing function on L, the single scatter
et al., 1967; see also the review by theory predicts a /- dependence. For
Crane, 1974]. The usual approach is to the five cases considered in Fig. 8 the
assume a dependence L 1/2 dependence is only roughly satis--

fied even in the weak scatter limit.
S4(f /fl -n When L is very large so that multiple

scattering becomes important the curves
S =f 2 (5) tend to flatten, showing weaker and

/ 2weaker dependence on L.

and then determine the exponent n
experimentally. The curves of Fig. 5 The numerical solution of the
show that the relation (5) is cer- fourth moment equation can also be used
tainly not valid in general when there to compute the correlation function of
is multiple scattering. It will be the intensity function [Yeh, et al.,
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TO TRANSMITTER AT C ,0
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Fig. 3 Scintillation index S4 as a
function of rms electron den-
sity fluctuations for threze

radio frequencies: 125, 250

ZO and 500 MHz. L 50 km,
Z= 237.5 kin.

-I/7/I/ZIiI/I//77/II I/I/ 77 I=,
RECEIVER

Fig. 1 Idealized propagation geometry.
A plane wave is incident on top
of a slab of regularities of
thickness L. Jiffractiun takes
place after exiting from the
bottom of the slab for a .iE-
tance z before it ia received.
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Fig. 4 Scintillation index S as a
function of distance from the
bottom of the irregularity slab. 0. 50 n.o 500 W.O0
The parameter C is 6.2 for all
cases. The normalization of FREQUENCY f (MHz)
both the slab thickness and the
distance outside the slab is Fig. 6 Exponent n as a function of
with respect to kro. frequency for the same four

cases shown in Fig. 5. The
exponent n is defined by equa-
tion (6).

10I 4 1.0 1. r0'IB0m }L=50km
.Z r.=300mJ fal0MH2

0.8 j 0.8- 3. r=300m) L5Ohkm,• (n 4. r,=600mJ"ff= 5MHz

1a 43 24
i•2 .30.

04 2r L.W4m lOTIZ1

IL'SWkm, f,'I0Wz Zi 3
L- 50 kin, f, - 10 MHz _j

02 4 LI000km,I,IOMHz Z

U

QU 000 X0 600 IC(O 20f

Frequency f (MHz) 0 ., 50 0(0 500 ni00 5000
Fig. 5 Scintillation index S4 as a FREQUENCY I/ WHz)

function of radio frequency.
= 300 mn, <(AN/N )2>/25 Fig. 7 Effect of varying outer scale

0250 km. <(ANe 5,r on scintillation index
z = 250 kms. Othe parameters 0/2
ae shown on the figure. <(AN/No) 0>' 5%, z = 250 km.
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Fig. 9 Correlation distance as a fun-
4 ction of frequency. The cc r-

relation distance is defined
as that displacement at which
the amplitude scintillation has

0.2 a correlation coefficient of 0.5
<(AN/No0)> - 5%, r= 300 m,

z= 250 km.

0 --

0 100 200 300 400 500 600
SLAB THICKNESS L (kin)

FiV. 8 Scintillation index S 4 as a
function of slab thickness.

<(AN/No )2> i 5%, r° 300 m,
zO= 250 km,
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Intensity Statistics for a Multiple-Scatter

Model Via Computer Symbol Manipulation

W. S. Ament

Naval Research Laboratory
Code 5404

Washington, D. C.

In propagating through a random medium, an with initial condition F(p,q,0) = 1;
initially coherent wave becomes increasingly here
random with distance D from its source. But p - a/S, q = v/S
the field can get no more than totally random, x 1 - y- + xyc, with
i.e., Rayleigh-distributed. Here the mean-
square intensity 12 becomes twice the square of x - axp(-p 2 /2), y - exp(-q 2 /2)
the mean intensity II. Theories of multiple c = cosh(pq), a - sinh(pq)
scattering should predict 12 for large enough D
that the Rayleigh result is visibly approached. Parameter Q is now the single physical param-

The simplest non-trivial problem of this eter. (An algebraic C(u), e.g., S2/(S2 + u2 ),
class has a plane, two dimensional, coherent may be computationally preferable.) The

wave incident at D - 0 on a halfspace contain- possibilities now are:

ing phase shifting screens. The phase-shifts (a) Write F(p,q,t) as E ý f (Pq)tnl/n
are correlated in transverse u,v-directions n-0 n
but not along the D axis. The process is des- leading to the recursion fn - Qfn,pq - Pin,
cribed by a function f(u,v,D) satisfying1,2 with f 0 - 1, fl - -P. The differentiations for

uvF - HF(2 +C(u+v) + further terms are stipulated symbolically, e.g.,
D 2 Fuv dx/dp - -px; dc/dq - ps, etc. This keeps all

expressions as polynomials in p.q,x,y,csQ;+C(u- v) - 2C(u) - 2C(v) ] (i) P can be included in this list. Then F(0,0,t)

Here H is mean-square phase shift in a ray is obtained by setting p,q,s,P to zero and

parallel to the D-axis; C(u), with C(0) - 1, x,y,c to unity, leaving Q as the only parameter
is this phase shift's normalized correlation besides the depth-variable t. This process

in the transverse u direction. Thus the ampli- proved quite slow, taking time -p 2xl0nth mill-

tude of the coherent wave falls off in D > 0 seconds to grind ouL the fn(P,q) through n - 5.

as exp(-HD/2) while on the present 'parabolic' The process was also waste'ul. as far more

assumptions of forward scatter only, the total terms were thus computed than were needed for

intensity I, remains constant at all depths D. f 5 (0,0) or even for f5(P,0).
Function F(u,v,D) describes the intensity
statistics, with 12(D) - F(O,O,D), and with (b) Set up a recursion for the numerical
F(U,0,D)/F(0,0,D) the normalized single- coefficients kn - kn(8 integer exponents) of
frequency intensity correlation function for the polynomial n in the variables P,Q,x,y,s,
transverse antenna separation u. c,p,q. For n - 0 all such coefficients k0

vanish except the one for pO... qO The recur-
We report some considerations and a few @ion proved to have 22 terms. Toward in( 0 , 0 ),

preliminary results of computer symbol manip- one for example sets all eight numerical argu-
ulations toward finding the intensity statis- ments of kn to zero and the computer riffles
tics, particularly aimed at the behavior of back through the k,, m < n, as may or may not
F(0,0,D) for large D. Reported calculations be assigned values in its storage, to find what
were done with the MACSYMA symbol-manipulating the recursion gives as the value of the
program, reached at M.I.T. via teletype, requested kn. Unless one puts in data concern-

ing the km known a priori to vanish, tha com-
To simplify things a• seen by the computer puter.will chase back to values at k0 (if not

one asumes C(u) - exp(-u' /2S 2 ) and rescales beyond); this would needlessly amplify the
(1) into the form computation by a factor 28. Even when the

a priori information was used to eliminate
Ft QF - PF necessary computational steps, the 22-term

basic recursion made the process quite slow
for reaching large n.
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(c) Present the computer with the minimum (d) Completely untried is the expansion
set of symbolic variables, in this case Q,p,q, in powers of Q: Let
through expanding P in a finite Taylor series
in p,q. With P as a polynomial of degree 24 in F(p,q,t) = E gn(p,qt)Qn, with
p,q, one has fl(p,q) - -P 'accurate' to degree
24, but for further n, because of the p,q go - exp(-tP(p,q)),
differentiation, one expects accuracy only of t2 1pqs/pqa
degree 24 - 2(n - 1). This implies that for gn. exp(-tP)J 0exp(+sP) [ lg(p,q,s)/BpBq .
p - q = 0 the result of process (a), using
the 24th-degree Taylor series for P, might give MACSYMA contains programs for the requisite
accuracy for f 1 2 (0,0) if not f 1 3 (0,0). But as t-integrations. (A first MACSYMA trial with
shown in the printout reproduced here as Fig. 1, this recursion shows a time 1 minute to go from
those coefficients vanished and so fll(0,0) is
the last nondubious term; that is., F(0,Ot) is g1 to g2 using the implicit symbols of route

essentially printed out as a power series in t (a). Using a power series to speed the calcu-

with parameter Q through the term in t
1 l. The lation would seem to sacrifice the apparent

cih rpra elartionugiv through• Fpnt. Ths merit of the exp(-Pt) as giving an intensity
intensity correlation given through F(p,0It) is correlation function narrowing for increasing t.)
correspondingly valid only through terms of
order 22-2n. Terminating expansions in p,q at Before concluding, we revert to the physi-
the accuracy limit appropriate to the nth step cal problem. It is mathematically unjustified
enabled the MIT computer to complete the essen- to expand F(p,q,t), satisfying a differential
tial 11 or 12 step computation in 2½ minutes. equation parabolic in the t variable, about

t - 0 where the initial conditions are arbi-
The printout shown has been rescaled with trary. For the specific zonditions F(p,q,0) -1,

t . Rx, Q - -R- 3 for the purpose of making the resulting F(0,0,t) starts out as I + 0(t 3 ).
plots starting out as f(O,O,x) - 1 + x 3 +... This seemed physically acceptable, and led to
for all values of parameter R or Q. But the attribution of significance to the higher
coefficients of the retained 12 terms grow much degree terms, as the 1 + 0(t 3 ) behavior agrees
too fast to show how 12 (D) might begin flatten- with known intensity statistics for geometric
ing out toward its asymptotic value 2. There- rays in a blobby medium6 :
fore we try some nonlinear convergence
proceduresN using the available 'information' Transverse gradients of refractivity in
about 12 (t) - F(0,0,t), the first 12 terms in the blobs deviate rays from rectilinear paths.
its power series and its large-t asymptote. Two rays, emerging at slightly different angles
The formal process is to write 12 (t)- N(t)/D(t), from a point source, suffer differential devi-
where N and D are polynomials of degrees n and ations, so their separatfon as function of
d respectively, with leading terms 1, as is the distance t from the source varies statistically.
case with 12 of present degree 11. Thus, if The intensity I corresponding to ray density
n + d - 12, there are, in N and D, 12 unknown thus varies statistically and the mean-square
coefficients to be found through equating the intensity 12 is computed to be related to the
first 12 terms of the Taylor expansion of NID mean intensity I1 according to 12 - I 1

2 (l +Ct3
with the corresponding 12 terms of 12. In +...), the parameter C involves both the mean
Pads approximation theory, the resulting simul- square of the refractivity's second derivative
taneous equations are formally solved and the in the transverse dimension and the correlation
resulting N/D expression given directly as the length in the ray's travel direction. At first
ratio of two determinants . In the present glance this Ct 3 behavior corresponds to the
case, such N/D forms have to be regarded with 0(t 3 ) a C*t 3 in F(0,0,t), But: the ray result
caution as one has neither physical motive nor is frequency-independent whereas C* varies with
mathematical justification for using them. wavelength when t is translated to physical
Perhaps such N/D forms can be regarded as sug- distance D. Thus, the present phase-shifting-
gesting 12 (t) and F(p,0,t) when: (1) they screen result has no valid high-frequency or
contain the full 'information' available con- geometric-ray limit. On doing the ray compu-
cerning 12, (2) behave smoothly in accord with tation for the screen model, one finds that rma
physical anticipation, (3) they give a plaus- arrival times for rectilinear rays do translate
ible finite-p version of the intensity corre- into rms phase variations and thus to the atten-
lation, and (4) when the same general behavior uation of a coherent average wave, but without
obtains in 'mathematically nearby'5 N/D forms. phase-shift correlation in the D or t direction

the screens produce no ray deviat.ions and hence
Here one could put in the asymptotic no ray intensity fluctuations. Finally, if one

behavior of 12 by using highest-degree terms does put in such along-path correlations the
2Ktr, Ktr in N,D, respectively, giving the statistic (I - 112) varies as t 2 , not ti. The
large-t asymptote 2 approached algebraically ray-optical limit of the present model entails
rather than exponentially as would seem phys- parallel incident rays, whereas rays from the
ically plausible. K is now among the coeffi- finite source diverge with mean separation pro-
cients to be solved for; its inclusion should portional to t, leading to an extra factor t in
not cauje the zeroes of D to move too near the the 12 statistic.
positive t axis. Preliminary MACSYNA N/D1 3
results are too fragmentary for reporting at Thus the correctness of F(0,0,t)-+0(t)
time of writing, is to be argued from physical optics, not ray

optics.
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EXACT ANALYSIS OF IONOSFHERIC INHRQOGENEITIES BY THE REFLECTION COEFFICIENT METHOD

Arthur K. Jordan and Saeyoung Ahn

Naval Research Laboratory
Washington, D. C.

INTRODUCTION sions and the Earth's magnetic field are
neglected, then

The profiles of inhomogeneous electron
density, N(h), as a function of altitude, h,r 1
in the ionosphere have been obtained by using n(k,x) "L1 - N-) (3)
vertical incidence pulse sounding techniques. k
Typical electron density profiles, shown in
Fig. 1, are obtained by a method based upon an where N(x) is the reduced electron density
approximate numerical solution of an integral profile,
equation for N(h); a general survey of this
method, known as the virtual height method, - Constant N(x). (4)
has been presented recently [I].

It is the purpose of this communication The integral equation (2) for the electron
to present an alternate method for calculating density profile becomes
electron density profiles. By making use of
the reflection coefficient instead of the time C0xh 1
delay of the reflected pulse, this analysis h'(k) 1 - N dx. (5)
provides mathematically exact profiles. The 0
reflection coefficient method will be present-
ed by means of a simple example; the method In order to obtain the electron density pro-
will be extended and applied to two examples file, equation (5) is solved numerically for
which are useful for the analysis of ionos- N(x) by approximating the integral by a dis-
pheric electron density profiles. crete sum L]. That is, the ionosphere is

modeled an a succession of many layers with
Before discussing the reflection coef- the electron density profile in each layer

ficient method, a brief review of the mathe- having an assumed form. The integral equa-
matical procedure for obtaining profiles by tion (5) is then solved in an iterative manner
the virtual height method will be given. If with guesses being made for the initial values
a pulse modulated electromagnetic wave is of xh and N(x).
tranrmitted vertically and the time delay,
At, of the reflected signal is measured as a REFLECTION COEFFICIENT METHOD
function of the carrier frequency, W, then the
virtual height is defined as Improved resolution of the electron den-

sity profiles can be att4ned if the phase
-c At, 0(k) and amplitude, Ir(k)I, of the reflected

h 2 ulse are measured as functions of frequency
F2]. It is possible to obtain an analytic

where c is the velocity of light in free space. expression for an inhomogeneous electron
It will be convenient to use the free space density profile if the complex reflection
wave number, k - W/c, in this presentation. coefficient,
The virtual height can be expressed as an
integral over the path length, r(k) W jr(k)Iei•(k)(rk- rkl (6)

h'(k) - n(k,x)dx, (2) is analyzed. The reflection coefficient of
0 kthe electromagnetic waves used for ionospheric

sounding can be defined in terms of the model
where zh is the altitude at which reflection shown in Fig. 2. A plane electromagnetic
occurs and n(kx) is the group refractive Wave, Einc - eikx, is incident on the base of
index of the ionosphere. If electron colli- the ionosphere at x = 0. In this analysis of
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the steady-state version of the electromagne- equation
tic wave #cattering problem, the time-harmonic
factor, Ot, where i - /-1, is suppressed R(x.y) + K(xy) + K(x,z)R(z+y)dz - 0 (14)
throughout. The medium to the left of x - 0 RKY
is characterized by the free-space permittivity,
Col and permeabilityý ýLo. and the medium to the for the unknowm function K(xy) where R(x-y)
right of x - 0 is characterized by the free- is the inverse Fourier transform of r(k) and
space permeability, Lo and ionospheric permit- the auxiliary variable y < x is used. In the
tivity, present erAmple

e(k~x) - n 2 (k),X) - 1- N ()e7) + (l+i) (X4y)

The reflected plane wave has the form R(x+y)- -e •- (1-i)(x+Y)], X+y ý O,

E s r(k)e ik (8) (15)
scat 0, x+y • 0.

The power reflection coefficient, I r(k) ', can
be measured but it appears that the instrumen- In general r(k) and R(x~y) must satisfy
tation for measuring the phase function is certain necessary and sufficient conditions
better developed [2]. If the tangent of the [4,5] in order to obtain analytic solutions to
experimentally determined phase function can equation (14). A differential operator tech-
be approximated by a rational function of the nique [5) based upon Kay's theory has been
wave number, k) used to solve equation (14). The theory can

also be reformulated to obtain completely

tani (k) F- MI 0 < 0(k) ! r, (9) equivalent solutions to equation (14) by the
G(k) ap lication of Laplace transform techniques

[61.

where F(k) and G(k) are polynomial functions
of k, then the reflection coefficient, r(k), is Differential Operator Technique
also a rational function and can be recon-
structed from the phase by methods common in This technique in based upon the fact
network synthesis L33. For example, let that it is always possible to construct a

differential operator f(p), p - d/dy, such
/2 k that

taQA(k) -j-§-, 0 < 0(k) :fT. (10)
f(p)R(x+y) - 0. (16)

The reflection coefficient is

In the present example

rk + k (11) f(p) - p + /2 p + 1. (17)

and the power reflection coefficient is Applying f(p) to equation (14) with R(x+y)
given by equation (15) yields

r'(k)r(-k) - jr(k) 12  m - 1,2,..(12)
+ k f(p)K(xy) - K(x,-y) - 0 (18)

This form (13) is known in network synthesis and by symmetry
as the mth-order 3utterworth approximation and
is shown as curve (a) for m a 2 in Fig. 3. f(-p)K(a,-y) - K(xy) - 0 (19)
The electron density profile, W--, can now be
reconstructed from the expression (12) for Eliminating K(x,-y) between (18) and (19)
r(k). yields the differential equation for K(x,y),

The eral mathematical theory for de- p' K(x,y) - 0, (20)
termining N(x) from r(k) has been obtained by
Kay [4) who considered the scattering matrix which has the general solution
formulation of the ionospheric reflection prob-
lem when r(k) is a rational function, K((xy) - Co(x) + Ci (x)y + Ca (x),/+C (x)ye. (21)

r(k) - n(k) (13) The function K(x~y) can also be shown [4] to
"d(k) satisfy the following boundary conditions:

and n(k)n(-k) - d(k)d(-k) has no multiple zeros K(x,-y) - 0, (22)
at the origin of the complex k-plane. General-
ized Fourier techniques were then applied to a K(xy 0,
the analysis of the scattering data. The math- • (23)
od requires the solution of the integral Y = -x
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d 1d K(x,x) 1 N(x) (24)2" b, b,

Equations (18), (19), (22), and (23) provide n(s) J-1 ns d(s) =-3 dis ,
the conditions for evaluating the C(x) func-
tions of equation (19) [51:

where the coefficients nj and d are real, a
C (x - 0, detailed analysis yields

/2

C (x) _ - -j- CI(x), G(xs)-(
D(s) '(33)

1
C1 (X) 1 2 where

b, /2 ' j de K
CO(x) x l + L2 x) C,(x). ' g ()- ( l) +lV (34)2 .1 .V& 1 +.~•(4

Equation (24) thuu provides the reduced elec- dVK~xvy
tron density profile. KV " dy .X+ (35)

i (x- 4 x k 0, (25) so that
(1 +/ x) 3 FN(X, s)

F(xs) - , (36)

which is shown as curve (a) in Fig. 4. D\Xjs)

Laplace Transform Technique where

A completely equivalent technique for FN(Xs) - e5 '{-N(s)D(-s) + N(s)g(-s)]
solving the integral equation (14) is useful
for many applications. According to the re- +e '"N(s)N(-s) - D(-s)g(s)]
formulated theory [6], integral equation (14)
assumes the form

FD(Xs) " D(-s)D(s)

- N(-s)N(s)
R(x+y) + K(x,y) + • K(x,z)R(z+y)dz a 0. (26)

imax[-x,-y) K(x~x) - Ko and the higher-order Kv are deter-
mined by the entireness property of F(x,s).

The Laplace transform of this equation is Also

A(s)ex + A(s)F(x,-s) + F(xs) + G(xs) - 0 Ko - K(x,x) - limIsIF(xs)eSsix (37)
(27) s --_

where the complex variable a - ik, and where Then dK
N(x)-=2 dx (8

A(s) a r(is) 0 0 R(x+-y)egYdy, (28)

For the second-order Butterworth exanple, it

F(x,s) - . K(xy)e'sydy, (29) is found that

F(x,s) - s a esz (a + Ko -/2)
G(x,s)yX(-sSK -K +/2K. + K) 39)

When A(s) is a rational function, where K(xy) is found by taking a Laplace
transform of F(x~s), so that this yields the

A(s)- nd(s) ' (31) same result as equation (25).
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so that jkfl - Ik4'. In this case the poles
EXAMPLES FOR IONOSPHERIC ANALYSIS lie on the 45*-lines in the lower half-plane

of Fig. 5. If this condition is relaxed, but
The electron density profile obtained in if ka - -k1 still, then integral equation (14)

equation (23) is not a physically realistic must be solved for this more general case.
model of the ionosphere since there is a jump
discontinuity at x - 0 and since it does not Assume that the poles are now
decay exponentially with altitude. It is
possible to obtain more realistic profiles 1 33
which can be useful for analyzing ionospheric k- i -i k 1 /

inhomogeneities by considering two further 2 2 2 2
applications of the techniques which werepresented, so that they lie in the shaded region of Fig.

5. The power reflection coefficient is now

Tapered Profiles

Tapered profiles which do not have jump Ir(k)I1 (45)

discontinuities in electron density at x - 0 (k -1) + 3k

can be obtained by considering higher order
approximations f* the power reflection co- which is shown by curve (c) in Fig. 3, and the
efficient, Ir(k)I . Assume that the measured phase function is defined by
power reflection coefficient is approximated
by /3 ktan 0(k) -k---1, 0< (k) • rr (46)

Ir(k)1' (40)- + I-e(40

The differential equation for K(xy) is
now

which is known as the third-order Butterworth
approximation and is shown as curve (b) in (47)
Fig. 3. The corresponding complex reflection Lpa(p )] K(x,y) - 0 (47)
coefficient is

r(k) - i 2 1 (41) with the same boundary conditions as before.
-2k + i(2k0-1) The reduced electron density is thus found to

be

and the phase function is defined by 4 (cosh 6., 18
N(x) cosh (G BIx) - 1 (48)

tan 0(k) - • 0 < -(k) r T (42)2 0• - 1 0 2where B = 2(k 2 -kj•) - -_

-x 24 x (x + l)(x5 + 3x + 3) x , 0; (43)
[2 x (x 2 + 3x + 3) + V ' a - log {7{ N 1.3691,

which is curve (b) in Fig. 4. y- 2(kek'k)+21 [ (k]+kr)+kz.2+k1'•,

Exponentially Decaying Profiles - 3.9318.

For large altitudes, the electron density This is shown as curve (c)_in Fig. 4. For large
profile decays exponentially El]. It is pos- x this is approximately N-x) exp [-0 -21I0x.
sible to extend the method by considering a The same result can also be obtained by the
general second-order reflection coefficient, Laplace transform method, that is from equa-

tions (34) to (38). In general second-order
rational approximations with poles located in

r(k) - 1 (44) the shaded region, i.e., non-Butterworth approx-
imations, will exhibit this exponential decay.

where kj and kg are the poles of r(k) in f-he Extension of these considerations to the gener-
wher k1and 1~earethe ole ofr~k in'heal third-order case is straight-forward butcomplex k-plane, k = k' + ik". For the second lengthy.

-order Butterworth approximation,

CONCLUSIONS
f2 /- /2 /2

-- 2 2 Two methods for obtaining electron density

profiles from ionospheric sounding measurements
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were reviewed, the virtual heigbt method and 1000 q
the reflection coefficient method. Using the
reflection coefficient method, two techniques
for obtaining density profiles were pre- 900
sented by means of a simple example. These
techniques were applied to two more examples 800
which can be useful for the analysis of DAYTIME
ionospheric inhomogeneities: (1) A tapered
profile which was obtained from a special 700
third-order rational approximation for the
reflection coefficient, (2) An exponentially - NIGHTTIME-"'
decaying profile which was obtained from a 60

general second-order rational approximation.
The extension of this method to the general 0 500
tnird-order rational approximation will be the _ 1
subject of a future report. 400
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Fig. 3, Power reflection coefficient, Ir(k)12, 45, 45.
vs free-space wave number, k:
(a) Second-order Butterworth approxima-

t ion.
(b) Third-order Butterworth approxima-

tion,
(c) General second-order approxima-

tion.

Fig. 5, Complex k-plane with region of allow-
able pole positions of r(k) for the

4 -second order approximation indicated
by the shaded area.

3

2 -

Fig. 4, Reduced electron density profile, N(x),
va vertical distance, x:
(a) Second-order ButterwortL Wpproxima-

tion,
(b) T•hird-irder Butterworth approxima-

tion,
(c) General secoad-order approximation.
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ANTENNA APERTURE EFFECTS ON
MEASUREMENTS OF PROPAGATION THROUGH TURBULENCE

Dennis L. Knepp
Calspan Corporation

Buffalo, New York 14221

ABSTRACT effect on intensity scintillations in the optics
regime (Tatarskii [3]), Fried [4], Homstad, et al

The first Born approximation is applied to [5]) and also the related effect of optical beam
propagation of a spherical wave through a layer wave propagation to an infinitestimal receiver
of random irregularities to an aperture antenna. (Lee and Harp r6], Ishimaru [7)). The increased
The effect of the receiving aperture on measure- use of the ionospheric channel for microwave
ments of the variance of in-phase, phase- satellite communications as well as the require-
quadrature components of the received signal, merits for more precise measurements of fluctua-
and the variances of their spatial derivatives tion phenomena due to propagation through
is determined. In the weak scattering limit, random media prompts this work to consider the
these quantities ire related to the scintilla- effects of the antenna aperture upon such
tion index, mean-5quare phase fluctuations, measurements.
mean-square angle-of-arrival fluctuations, and
fading rates. Physical situations corresponding The present paper considers the generic
to the generic problem considered here include problem (Fig. 1) of a spherical wave from a
satellite communication through ionospheric transmitter incident normally upon a turbulent
fluctuations, solar wind observations, objerva- layer below whbch an aperture receiver is
tions through irregularities caused by insta- located. Wheelon's basic work in the micro-
bilities in barium release clouds, etc. wave regime is extended to obtain the antenna

aperture effect for variances of the in-phase,
Numerical rerults are presented which show phase-quadrature components of the random part

the apelture effect for irregularities with of the received signal, and the variances of
power law spectra of the form S(K) a (1 4 their spatial derivatives. In the weak scatter-
K2Lo 2)-N/2 for values of the spectral iidex N ing limit, these quantities may be related to
ranging from 3 to 5 and for many ratios of the the scintillation index, mean-square phase
three lengths, turbulent outer scale Lo, fluctuitions, mean-square angle-of-arrival
aperture radius, and Fresnel length. These fluctuations, fading rates and other quantities
res'l;Its are presented in consnient form for of physical interest. Physical situations
estimating the aperture effect in many cases of corresponding to the generic problem include
interest. Apeiture effects (aperture smoothing) satellite communications through ionospheric
generally dominate the behavior of the spatial irregularities, solar wind observations, layers
derivatives, while a near-field effect is shown of irregularities formed by instabilities in
which causes enhancement of the variance of the barium release clouds, and nuclear burst4-n-phase fluctuations over the value predicted produced electrqas which either are carried with
ignoring the receiving aperture. It is sug- the ambient turbulent atmosphere or are turbu-
gested that this effect may be useful to explain lent due to explosion processes. Results for
some aspects of observed gigahertz scintillation, irregularities with power law spectra of the

form S(K) a (I + K2 Lo2)-N/2 where N is the
INTRODUCTION spectral index and Lo is the outer scale are

presented which are sufficiently general in
-It appears that the effect of the receiving length scales and spectral indices to provide

aperture on -adio wave measurements has been estimates of the aperture effect for many cases
largely ignored since the work of Wheelon [1,2] of physical interest. Such results are useful
in the late fifties in which the well known for choosing antenna size and/or frequency for
aperture smoothing effect was obtained for the a particular application, interpreting observa-
measurement of phase fluctuations by a finite tions of fluctuations to account for the effect
circular aperture. Since then, various investi- of the receiving antenna, and predicting the
gators have studied the aperture smoothing effects of the turbulent medium upon a particular
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communication, radar, or observing system. E(-Zr A eikIZr + k2A S dV'An(ir)

The power law irregularity spectrum co:.- ]•r + Z 27 v
sidered here is of interest for propagation
through the ionosphere and in the solar wind.Rufenach [8] notes that the ionospheric scintill- ikjP, Ltl, - eikli,+k^Zr 1 ,2
ation spectra determined from remote sensing e r I ,C-z /LRuench[8 nts ha te onsheicscntll kI'- ____-.^ f(x',y')e (3)
correspond to power laws with spectral indices I-rkZtI I-r+kZrI
ranging from 4 to 5. Dyson, et al. [9) have t r
shown in situ measurements for F region scin-
tillation spectra with spectra indices ranging where E(-Zr) represents the signal received by an
from less than 4 to 4.5. In situ measurements antenna with a receiving pattern defined by
of the ion-charge flux of the solar wind by f(x,y) in the manner of Wheelon (14]. The intro-
Unti, et al. [10] are interpreted to imply power- duction of the antenna pattern in this manner
law spectra for proton fluctuations with spectral and the subsequent integration over the spatial
indices from 3.1 to 4.2. This work is also valid extent of the illuminated turbulent irregular-
for the inertial subrange of the well known ities is a basic difference in this formulation
Kolmogorov spectrum (N - 11/3) for index of from the work of Tatarskii which involves an
refraction variations caused by temperature averaging over the receivinf aperture (lens)
fluctuations. face. The Gaussian exp (-z 2/L 2 ) defines the

layer thickness and cuts off the integration in
The use of the outer scale here is equiva- the z direction. To simplify notation equation

lent to the definition of Matheson and Little (3) is written as
[11] where Lo is defined as the scale size beyond E = E (!+A) (4)
which the power spectrum is flat. Such a spec-
trum is presented in Fig. 2 of Rufenach (8]. The quantities calculated are the variance of
Another possible definition of Lo (not used hexe) in-phase fluctuations <(RoA) 2>, the variance of
is the largest blob size for which the irregular- quadrature-phase fluctuations <(ImA) 2 > and their
ities rewain homogeneous (Lawrence and Strohbehn spatial derivatives perpendicuilar to the line of
[12]). It is recognized that the spectrum turn- The wea
over from a power law to a flat behavior with sight <(Re-A)2>, and <(Im9)2>. The weak
wavenumber i. not always observed; such a case scattering relationship between these quantities
is considered by Rino (13] under the assumption and the scintillation index m, thL variance of
of an infinite outer scale, phase fluctuations <At 2 >, and the variance of

angle-of-arrival fluctuations <AG2> is established
FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM in the Appendix. The fading rate in communications

problems is related to the correlation time for
Consider the problem of a spherical wave moving irregularities which under Taylor's hypo-

originating from a transmitter located at Zt, thesis is determined from the two derivatives
incident normally upon a layer of turbulence, above (Evans [15]).
and which propagates to an aperture antenna at
-Zr as depicted in Figure 1. The turbulent For convenience, a Gausnian antenna pattern
layer of thickness L is .entered at the origin is assumed f(x,y) - exp [-(x +y2)/X 2] wherc, to
of the X-Y-Z coordinate system and its index of establish the correspondence to a circular
refraction is given as an average value of unity aperture, X is later set equal to 0.85 XZr/P
plus a small ranom component, so that the half-power point of the Gaussian

ni'r) -1 + An(i) beam coincides with that of the circular aper-
(1) ture of radius P [16]. Since most of the power

All expressioos to .e derived here depend upon is concentrated within the half-power points,All xprssi,• t ,edervedheredepnd pon this Gaussian beam assumption. should lead to
the space correlaticn of the irregularities given rersenative resul tin sod te fr
by representative results. In addition the far-
bye. ,zone approximations

S.... (2) <K'-kZtlH Zt-z' + (x' 2+y'2)/2Zt (5)81T

2 '+kZrI Zr+z'+(x' 2+y' 2)/2Z (6)
where S(R) is the spectrum and <An2 > the variance r
of index ot refraction fluctuations, are made to simplify the spatial integrations.

Assuming that Zt>>Zr, these approximations are
The incident spherical wave is given by valid wherever

A ikli-kZtI X2L <<i and L3  << 1 (7)

Ii.-iztI r r
with suppressed time behavior e'~it (wkc). since X and L are the maximum values of x'(or y')
Neglecting depolarization, the solution to the and z' respectively.
scalar wave equation is given in the first Born
approximation by Using eqns. (2), (3), (5) and (6) with the
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Caussian .nteana beam, taking derivatives as which follow it is assumed of the form
necessary, and performing the spatial integra- (+K2L 2)-N/2 which is unity for K <Loand
tions onm obta.ins l w hih

0 behaves asr !'N fo

<(ReA) 2 > <62> LZ a 2 L
( 

as K2N2 
2 d>K S(R)

O(l+ ) _ Two factors appear in these integrals to
(8) .reflect the modification due to the antenna beam.

"2 " 2 2 2 Fcos2 First, the exponential cut-off exp [.½K2X2 /(l+
x.•xp f'L- K'- K2 2) • |I 2)] eliminates wavenumbers above K,= aTX/XZ-

Lsin2fl al/p; this is aperture-swoothing effect which
m. nimizes the importance of small-szale irregu-

[< R A 2>1 2>2 4 larities (Wheelon I1], Tatarskii [3)). Due to
ax <An2>l C1 i 3K K2 S(R) the higher power K1 in the integrals for the
(II& 2>~ 7 7=-M,(K)LA) 2> < tm 2>

L<(im-.) 2X (1i'Q _ x derivatives <(Re-)2> and <(tm•) > this
ax IDXD F j(9) exponential cut-off is required for convergencex ep -IL K2 -)X K2 (10 )][(icsa+ in'jwith spcrlindices Ns:4. Frthis raothe

xzP 13 (az'nB- coso)2 derivative terms show a much greater dependence
-on tho aperture smoothing e2fect as was noted

by Wheelon [1] for angl,5-of-arrival fluctuations
where 1/Z .I/Zt2÷ /Zr aend ly Valley [17] for angular jitter measured

-1 ik X2/Z )y a ruonopulse antenna. Note that even if the
-tn'la - kX4il 2/(8Z[1+2 true irregularity spectrum contained an inner

K 4 * K§. scale, if thq inner scale Is sm~llei than p/¶
it is irrelevant. Second. the tan-la term is

in the following, it is asstumed that Z > ,Zr e mcdificetion to the famil'ar Fresnel filtering
so that Z-Z, which c•i. corr'si~or.s to problems- function sin2 (K XZ/41t) (Tatarskii[3]) and can
such as transmissio, from a synchronous satellite
through the ionospner3 to a ground station or provide an additional contribution to the in-
from a radio star through the solar wind to a phase varinnce <(Re&) 2>and to the derivative
radio telescope, Further simplification results term <'" •L.2
from the assumption that the Iayei thickness is te m ) at scale sizes of the order

greater than the outer scale; for I.>Lo the Kz of the outer scale when Lo>(XZ) /2. For a
integral may be approximated point receiver (a p -), cos2O becomes the

usual Fresnel filter which has .ts first

i , 2 K2) 10 maximum at the point K, . Tr2 / (Z)dz $Z~x (- L2fi (Ky, i)
Ly (isBefore discussing the general results, it

is useful to investigate the beam wave modi-

By changing to cylindrical K-coordinates and fication to the Fresnel filter term since this

performing the azimuthal integration one obtains apparently has not been investigated before.

one-dimensional integral expressions for the four To do so, the integrand of <(Re&) 2> is plotted

quantities of interest in Fig. 2 as a function of KI(XZ)1/ 2 for
spectral index N - 4. The function(RA > 2dw<n-L22 2ta2-2 1k4K 28Z ÷2)

(IA2] 2 <Xn2 >Lo 2  dK1 K1 S(KI) KI(l+KILo0 ) tan K1i(8Z(l+a )A

L.(Im)>J " •2 (1+52) 0 is shown for various values of the ratio of

2cos28 (11) aperture radius to Fresnel size'p/(XZ)l/2
2X 2 2 Cn which is related to a as noted previously.x exp JXK/+ sin2• (The exponential cutoff is unimportant for

this case). The curve marked 'point receiver'
shows the integrand for the limit a -l"

"R & 2 " - and represents the usual Fresnel filtering
a 2i ian 2> effect of eliminating contributions at scales

L) A> - J dKI KI S(KI) other than the Fresnel size. Note that the

D(Xm) J 2)(l+02)3  tan-la modification has the effect of increasing

(2 the integrand at scale sizes near the outer

2 2 cos in) 2 1 (12) scale size until for p/(XZ) 1/ 2? 0.25, this
X exp [-.Sx K /(,•+a) I 2 contribution actually dominates. For higher

- Bvalues of spectral index the more repidly
decreasing spectrum for K1 > l/Lo causes the

These are the general results which are studied aperture modification effect to become even
numerically in this paper. more pronounced since the spectrum near the

Fresnel si e is weighted less. Of course,
Note the irregularity spectrum S(KI) is as p/(AZ) 1/ 2 approaches unity the turbulence

arbitrary to this point but in the calculations lies in the near field of the antenna and
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more detailed calculations than those The additional factor of K2 plays an
reported here are required. important role in making small scale sizes

RESULTS important in the evaluation of the integrals

<(Re) 2 >x and <(Im•--) >. The term acosa dominates
These integrals are evaluated numerically in the filter factor in the integrand of <(Re3-) 2>

the form I(N,Lo/(XZ)1/2, p/(XZ)1/2) where the -a
spectral index N ranges from 3 to 5, the ratio and the tan- a term plays the same role as it
of the outer scale to the Fresnel length ranges did for <(ReA) 2 > causing the aperture effect to
from 10-3 to 10+3/2, and the equivalent radius p be more pronounced for higher spectral indices,
of the circular aperture is chosen so that the However, the factor of K2 in the integrand
half-power point of the aperture coincides with I
that of the Gaussian beam. The range of values enahnces the contribution of small scale sizes
of p is limited by the Fraunhofer far-zone to lessen the effect as can be seen by comparing
condition Z>p 2 /X which is required because of the curves for N - 5, Lo/(xZ)I/2 = 103/2 on
the initial Gaussian antenna pattern assumption. Figs. 3 and S. For values of spectral index
As a check of the numerical results, the integral N:4, the exponential aperture cutoff is required
<(ReA) 2 > with no exponential cutoff was evaluated for convergence and thus contributions from small
analytically for spectral index N = 4. scale sizes dominate the integral. Thus the

antenna aperture effect or beam effect is.
The results shown in Figs. 3 and 4 for the important for all values of spectral index.

in-phase and quadrature-phase fluctuations
<(ReA) 2 > and <(ImA) 2 > were obtained by dividing As Lo approaches (XZ)l/ 2 the effect of the
the respective integral by the value lim arctangent is diminished, and for N a 5,

pto Lo/(xZ)I/ 2 - 1, the ordinary Fresnel filter comes

I(N,Lo/(CZ)I/2,p/(XZ)1/2) which is the measure- into play and there is littler aperture effect.
ment obtained by a point receiver. For the Again small values of N show a dramatic beam

derivatives <(Re) and ,(ImL) > the results wave dependence.
DX Dx

shown in Figures 5 and 6 were normalized by the For large values of spectral index, the
quantity I(N,Lo/(AZ)I/ 2 ,.Ol) since these integrals behavior of < DImA)2> is similar to <(IM2)2>
do not converge for a point receiver for N54. A 2

horizontal line at unity on Figs. 3-6 thus since the sin 2 factor yields unity, and the
corresponds to no antenna aperture effect for antenna aperture is unimportant. For Nc4 once
a particular spectral index and outer scale size, again the exponential cutoff is required, and

the beam wave effects are evident in Fig. 6. As
In order to understand the results in simple Lo approaches (XZ)l/ 2 , the behavior is similar to

physical terms consider the following length-scale < LRAe 2>
regimes: :ex Case I: L0>(XZ) /2>P> 

Case II: (XZ)1/2>L0>P

In this case the spectrum cutoff occurs In this case, the spectral cutoff lies
prior to the reciprocal Presnel length and scale between the Fresnel length and the exponential
sizes of the order of Lo play an important role. beam wave cutoff. For the integrals <(ReA) 2 >

and <(Im&)2 > scale sizes near the Fresnel size
The tan-lc term can dominate the Fresnel dominate the integrals and the beam effect is

filter of <(ReA) 2 > as shown in Fig, 2; thus there negligible for all spectral indices as can be
is an important antenna aperture effect. Since seen in Figs. 3 and 4 for Lo/(XZ)l/ 2 <l.
larger values of N cause a faster spectrum fall-
off, thus making large scale sizes relatively The additional factor of K2 in the integrals
more important, the beam effect is more pro- < A 2 a a 2 e ie al
nounced with increasing spectral index. This te -x} • and <(Impx) causes scale sizes smaller
behavior is shown in Fig. 3 where the effect of than the Fresnel size to dominate the integrals;
N ranging from 3 to S is dramatic for Lo/(XZ)l/ 2 - the beam wave is important for all spectral
103/2. As the parameter Lo/(XZ)l/ 2 approaches indices with lower spectral indices again showing
unity contributions near the Fresnel size bFgin more dependence upon the beam wave than higher
to dominate and the aperture effect begins to spectral indices.
decrease with all values of spectral index. Case III: ( 1z)1/2>p>L0

Since the factor sin2 [tan-la - kX4K2/
(8Z(l + 0 2))] in <(ImA) 2 > is constant at unity
there is no aperture effect for any value of In this case the exponential beau-wave
spectral index. This behavior is shown in cutoff, which occurs prior to the spectrum cutoff
Fig. 4 for N a 4 and Lo/(XZ)1/2 . 103/2. For K1 a l/Lo, dominates the behavior of the integrand
Lo/(XZ)l/ 2 >l, the curves for all spectral index to cause the antenna aperture effect to be
values are very close to this curve and are not important for all four integrals with the spectral
depicted here. index playing a minor role.
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<(ReA) 2> and <(ImA) 2> are approximately equal CONCLUSION
for this ,lwit and, as can be seen in Figs. 3 and This paper has considered the problem of
4, the oef% t of spectral index is relatively spherical wave propagation through a layer of
minor for Lo/(XZ)l/ 2 

= 10-3/2. turbulent irregularities to an aperture antenna.
The numerical results presented here for power

As in cases I and II, the additional K12 in law irregularity spectra can be used to estimate
the integrand means <(Re-p)> and <(Imd-)"> depend the aperture effects on measurements of scintil-an 2> lation index, mean-square phase fluctuations,
on the beam wave cut-off more than <(ReA) > and mean-square angle-of-arrival fluctuations, and
<(ImA)2> as can be seen by comparing the curves fading rates for spectral indices N in the range
for L!/(AZ)1/2 * 10-3/2, N - 4 on Figs. 3-6. As from 3 to 5.
Lo becomes much less than p, the effect of differ-
ent spectral indices becomes minor as is shown for The effect of the aperture modification to
<(Re'-) 2> for L /(XZ) /2 - 3- N 3 3,5. the usual Fresnel filter term has been detaileda0 and results presented which predict measurements

APPLICATIONS of scintillation index which increase with
aperture size for Lo>(AZ)I/2. It is suggested

Inclusion of the aperture effect in cases that this behavior may be useful to explain
where the outer scale is much larger than the some aspects of gigahertz scintillation.
Fresnel length provides an additional contribu-
tion to the scintillation index m2 --4<(ReA) 2 > ACKNOWLEDONENT
which causes scale sizes of the order of the
outer scale size to become important for largo The author is grateful to Dr. G.C. Valley
antennas, Fig. 3 which shows the normalized for suggesting this problem, for his constant
integral <(ReA) 2 > illustrates this effect for advice, and many useful suggestions.
the physical example of a 6 GHz signal radiated
by a satellite beacon which propagates through APPENDIX
the F-region of the ionosphere to a 30m diameter
antenna. As suggested by the observations of The scintillation index m is given by
Dyson, et al. [9], the irregularity power
spectrum is assumed to follow a power law with 2 L <I - <J>)2>
spectral indax N " 4, and outer scale Lo - 7 km. mA-1)
The altitude of the turbulent layer center is <I>2
assumed to be 300 km. The dashed line of Fig, 3
indicates that the effect of the antenna for where I is the intensity as received by the
p/(XZ)/2 . .12 is to produce a scintillation antenna located at the point (0,O,-Z ). Expanding
index /T times that predicted ignoring the and ignoring third and higher order ferms in 6
aperturo effect, The wavelength dependence of one obtains
the scintillation index m can be shown to change
from m a f-l.5 for frequencies less than 1 Glz to m2 

= 4<(ReA) 2> (A-2)
m a f-1 near 6 GHz. It is suggested that this
effect may explain some aspects of the observed Phase fluctuations may be handled in a
increased scintillations at gigahertz frequencies similar manner as by Tatarskii [3]. Rewriting[18,19). Since the inequality of equation (7) is equation (4)
not satisfied for reasonab)n estimtes of the
thickness L of the turbulent layer, say 50-100 km, E m E (1 + A) - A ei'o + A O'lo - A.
this example is not completely rigorous. The 0 0  1
basic difficulty here is that the antenna is in
the near field of the turbulent blobs while the then In B - in E + In (1 + A)
turbulence is in the far field of the antenna, .
A complete solution of this problem requires a • in E + A - in A + iO + A (A-4)
near zone formulation, or equivalently, inclusion 0 0 0
of additional terms in the expansion of equa-
tions (5) and (6). Since in E - in A + 4 7A in Ao ÷ i+0o +A

Second, consider the 1 km diameter Arecibo taking the imaginary part of the above equation
receiver observing a radio star at 100 Miz yields
through the same ionospheric layer as above.
In this case, Lo/(XZ)l/2_l0,p/(AZ)l/2 . .5 which "o E AO - Im A (A-5)
places the turbulent layer on the Fraunhofer
boundary of the aperture, and the inequality (7) Thus the variance of the phase fluctuations is
is approximately satisfi!J. As shown in
Figure 3, the ertimate of scintillation index m given by
including aperture effects is approximately three <A42> <(ImA) 2> (A-6)
times the value measured by a point receiver.
Smaller apertures p<lO0m show no beam wave effect
at this frequency.
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Angle-of-arrival fluctuations are determined irregularities," J. Geophys. Research,
from the fluctuations in the normal to the wave- Vol. 79, pp. 1497-1502, April 1974.
front at the receiving antenna (Tatarskii[3]) 10. T.W.J. Unti, M. Neugebauer, and B.E. Goldstein,

"Direct measurements of solar-wind fluctua-

2 1 2 tions between 0.0048 and 13.3 Hz," Astrophys.
<•8 -2 <(" J., Vol. 180, pp. 591-598, March 1973.k 3x x-y=O 11. D.N. Matheson and L.T. Little, "Radio

(A-7) scintillations due to plasma irregularities
S2 2] with power law spectra: the interplanetary
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OBSERVATIONS OF H.F. SCATTER FROM F-REGION IRREGULARITIES

D.W. CORNELIUS, K.H. JOYNER, P.L. DYSON and E.C. BUTCHER
LA TROBE UNIVERSITY,

BUNDOORA, AUSTRALIA, 3083

ABSTRACT electron density contours have been
suggested (Bowman, 1960; King, 1970). A

This paper reports observations major problem in deciding on the correct
which clearly show that at mid-latitudes spread F mechanism is the difficulty of
scattering by F-region irregularities conducting experiments at H.F.
can be an important propagation mode at frequencies which uniquely distinguish
H.F.. Rate of change of phase path between reflection and scattering. In
(Doppler Shift) measurements of CW this paper observations from several
signals on 4.5 and 7.5 MHz were ionosondes and a H.F. Doppler sounder
recorded over a nearly vertical system (Watts and Davies, 1960) operated
incidence path (transmitter and over a near vertical incidence path are
receiver separated by 40km) and an presented. The results clearly show
ionosonde was operated nearby. Signals ihat scattering is responsible for
from the CW transmitters were received signals received by the Doppler system
via the ionosphere even when the after the F-region critical frequencies
F-region critical frequency was less have dropped below the equivalent
than 4.5 MHz so that the ionosphere vertical frequency used in the Doppler
could not reflect either 4.5 or 7.5 MHz experiment. Spread F is sometimes
signals in the normal way. The Doppler present when the scattering occurs so
records showed that at these times an that irregularities with dimensions
unusually large number of signals with a ' V/2 can be present in the ionosphere
wide range of Doppler shifts were being when spread F occurs. However it is not
received. The characteristics of the possible to determine whether these
signals indicates that they are due to irregularities are in fact responsible
scattering by F-region irregularities for the spread F or whether the spread F
nearly overhead rather than large off- is produced by reflections from larger
angle F-region reflections or irregularities which happen to be
reflections from spora.ic E. This present in the ionosphere simultaneously.
scattering phenomena has been observed
on frequencies above the critical The time rate of change of phase
frequency when there was no spread F on path of two CW standard transmissions on
the ionograms but it is also observed on 7.5 and 4.5 MHz, was measured. The
frequencies less than the critical receiving station at La Trobe University
frequency when spread F is present. (near Melbourne) was 40km from the

transmitters so that reflection from the
INTRODUCTION F-region occurred at nearly vertical

incidence and the equivalent vertical
Scattering of VHF radio waves by frequencies differed from the trans-

ionospheric irregularities has been mitted frequencies by less than 1%. One
observed in both the equatorial (Cohen receiver (without A.G.C.) was used to
and Bowlos, 1961; Calvert and Cohen, present the phase changes as instant-
1961) and polar regions (Owren, 1963; aneous frequency shifts (Doppler shift)
Frihagen, 1972). At H.F. frequencies using the method described by Davies
scattering has also been observed at and Baker (1966). Both the 7.5 and 4.5
high latitudes (Bates, 1960). MHz signals were analyzed in this way.
Consequently it has been suggested that A second receiving system (with A.G.C.)
scattering is the mechanism which measured the continuous change in phase
produces spread F (Calvert and Cohen, path length of the 4.5 MHz transmission
1961; Cohen and Bowles, 1961) although (ordinary mode and extraordinary mode
alternative mechanisms involving separately). The phase of the 100 KHz
reflection from distortions in the output of the receiver was compared with
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the phase of the local stable oscillator about 10 seconds. In the case of the
and the beats were counted and sampled morning record, many signals of short
digitally each minute. This system also duration were received until 0725 LT
provided signal amplitude data by when the number of received signals
monitoring the A.G.C. voltage on chart, decreased drastically and a steady
A vortical incidence C-4 ionosonde was continuous signal (other than the
located at Beveridge, some 30km from the ground wave) began to be received. The
receiving station, and provided routine times of transition agree well with the
ionospheric data, Ionosonde observations times when fxI moved through 7.5 M4Iz
at Hobart and Canberra were also used. for the local ionosonde station as shown

in Fig. 1(a) so that the signals
OBSERVATION AND INTERPRETATION received on 7.5 MHz from 2044 to 0725 LT

did not result from normal F-region
over a period of several months it reflections. During this period, the

has been noted that whenever the F- short duration of the individual signals
region critical frequency dropped below indicates that there were frequent dis-
the equivalent vertical frequency of the continuous changes occurring in the
CW transmissions, considerable signal propagation paths. Thus it is not
strengths were still received via surprising that the signal strength
ionospheric paths. An example is given fluctuates rapidly during this time.
in Fig. l(a) which shows critical These features suggest that while fxI
frequencies for the local station and was below 7.5 MHz, the signals received
for Canberra and Hobart for the night of on 7.5 M.Hz were the result of coherent
the 2nd and 3rd of October, 1973. It is scattering from irregularities in the
apparent that during the night there F-region. This deduction is further
were periods when the critical supported by the 4.5 MHz record (Fig. 3)
frequencies and f xI fell below both 7.5 which shows that a normal ionospheric
and 4.5 M~z so that neither 7.5 or 4.5 reflection still occurred at this
MHz could propagate over the experi- frequency when scattering began and
mental path by simple ionospheric ended on 7.5 MHz. This also indicates
reflection. However during these times that the scattering irregularities were
appreciable signals were still received, initially formed at or above the F.
Fig. 1(b) is a plot of the variation in peak.
mean signal strength of the 4.5 MHz
extraordinary echo for the whole night The above interpretation in terms
and it is apparent that the mean signal of scattering is strengthened by the
strength was always above a few micro- observations shown in Fig. 4. These
volts even after fxI had fallen below were made when fxI was 6.4 MHz (see
4.5 MHz. Signal strength recordings on Fig. 1(a)) and as would be expected the
7.5 MHz show similar results in that an 4.5 MHz Doppler record indicates a
appreciable signal was still received normal ionospheric reflection whereas
after fxI fell below 7.5 MHz. Fig. 2 the 7.5 NHz indicates that many signals
shows parts of the actual signal were- being ieceived ,simultaneously. The
strength record (4.5 MHz, extraordinary) variation with time of the 4.5 MHz
before and after f xI fell through 4.5 Doppler record is indicative of an
MHz. In the earlier part of the record F-region travelling ionospheric
when fxI > 4.5 MHz, the signal strength disturbance (T.I.D.) (e.g. Georges,
was high and only slowly varying, 1968). The 7.5 MHz Doppler record shows
however, the later part of the record a similar overall variatiop even though
shows that when fxI 4 4.5 MHz the signal at any instant there is a large
strength was rapidly fluctuating and had variation in the Doppler shifts of the
a lower mean value. This is further many signals received. In fact the
indication that different propagation overall variations in the Doppler shifts
modes occurred during the two periods, on the two frequencies have the same

period and are in phase, (note that in
The 4.5 and 7.5 MHz Doppler Fig. 4, positive Doppler shifts are

records for the times when fxI was near measured downwards on 7.5 M~z whereas on
7.5 MHz in the evening and the following 4.5 MHz they are measured upwards).
morning are shown in Fig. 3. At the Hence both the 4.5 MHz and 7.5 MHz
beginning of the evening record a number signals must have arrived at similar
of signals were received on 7.5 MHz zenith angles and it may be shown that
including a strong continuous signal for the example given in Fig. 4, the
(normal F region mode) which was present zenith angles are less than about 120
until approximately 2044 LT. Thereafter (Cornelius et. al., 1975). Thus if the
the number of signals received at any signals at 7.5 MHz propagated via the
instant increased but, except for the Fregion, they must have been scattered
ground wave at zero Doppler shift, the because with an fxi of 6.4 MHz, the
duration of individual signals was only ionosphere could not support a normal
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reflection on 7.5 MHz at these small the F-region as opposed to other
zenith angles. possible propagation modes has not been

discussed in detail. The reasons for
So far in our interpretation we this appear to be that either the CW

have only considered purely F-region transmitters were of relatively small
phenomena primarily because of the powers or very oblique propagation paths
frequencies involved. Further support were used making interpretation
for an F-region propagation mode is difficult (Cornelius et. al., 1975).
given by Fig. l(c) where we see that on
the night presented, relatively large In order for scattering to occur,
phase path variations typical of the irregularities with sizes equal to half
F-region occurred throughout the night. the radio frequency wavelength must
The ground wave was present at times at exist in the F-region. It follows that
zero Doppler shift (see Fig. 3), however, the observations of scattering at 4.5
at no time during this night could the and 7.5 MHz reported here imply
reception of 4.5 MHz be explained in irregularities of sizes of 30 and 20
terms of ground wave propagation alone metres. Coherent scattering at 50 MHz
because, as Fig. 1(c) shows, variations is often observed by the Jicamarca Radar
in phase height occurred throughout the so that irregularities as small as
whole night. Another alternative 3 metres often occur at the equator
explanation might be that the signals, (Farley et. al., 1970). Satellite
rather than being scattered from the measurements (Dyson et. al., 1974) have
F-region, were in fact reflected by shown that generally at all latitudes,
sporadic E. Sporadic E was visible on irregularities in the F region have
the local ionograms from time to time sizes extending down at least 70m (the
during the night of October 2-3, 1973, resolution of the satellite experiment).
but foEs did not go above 4.5 MHz. This Thus, these observations of mid-latitude
does not definitely exclude reflections irregularities as small as 20 metres in
from partially reflecting sporadic E size are not inconsistent with other
bacause the CW Doppler system is much observations.
more sensitive than the Beveridge
ionosonde (Cornelius et. al., 1975). The Doppler shift of each returned
Thus it is possible that the Doppler signal is the sum of the phase path
system could have detected echoes from changes due to the time rate of change
weakly reflecting sporadic E which did of refractive index along the ray path
not produce echoes on the ionograms. and motion of the reflecting surface in
However there are reasons for excluding the ray direction (e.g. Bennett, 1968).
this explanation. Apart from the If the time changes of the medium are
F-region characteristics of the due purely to ionospheric motions such
phenomenon already discussed (i.e. that the refractive index contours all
T.I.D. periods, conmmncement often have the same velocity, the Doppler
coinciding with fxI dropping below the shift is simply related to the velocity
CW Doppler frequency), when partially of the reflecting surface (Dyson, 1975).
reflecting sporadic E is observed by However, when small scale irregularities
the ionosonde, the Doppler records which can cause scattering are present
change in character when foEs become it is likely that ionospheric motions
greater than the CW Doppler frequency. will not be uniform and also that
An example is shown in Fig. 5. Between other processes such as ionization loss
0015 and 0030 LT on 6 May, 1974 foEs might produce changes in refractive
increased from 3.2 MHz to 4.8 MHz. At index along the ray path. It is there-
0026 LT on the 4.5 MHz Doppler record, fore unlikely that the spread in Doppler
there is a distinct de-rease in the shifts observed during scattering is
number of signals recL-ved and this is simply due to the scattering centres
undoubtedly the result of foes rising having different velocities.
above 4.5 MHz. The decrease in the
number of signals received is to be Nevertheless, the observation
expected if prior to 0026 LT signals presented in Fig. 4 shows that when a
were being received by scattering from T.I.D. moves through the ionosphere, the
the F-region, because the onset of Doppler record for a frequency at which
partially reflecting sporadic E would scattering occurs exhibits the effects
tend to decrease the strength of any of the T.I.D.'s motion. Thus the
F-region signals. scatterars move with the background

ionosphere during the passage of a
DISCUSSION T.I.D..

Although similar CW Doppler Spread F wug not observed at the
observations have been made before by times of the Doppler records presented
others (Baker et. al., 1968; Toman, in this paper but this may be a
1970) the evidence for scattering via consequence of the Doppler sounder being
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an order of magnitude more sensitive Davies, K. (1969), "Ionospheric Radio
than the ionosonde. When spread F is Waves", Blaisdell.
present on Beveridge ionograms the Dyson, P.L., McClure, J.P. and Hanson,
scattering effects on the Doppler
records are observed at frequencies W.B., (1974), J. Geophys. Res. 79,

less than fxI. Thus it appears that the 1497.

scattering is related to spread F and Dyson, P.L. (1975), J. Atmos. Terr.
the significance of this is being Phys. (Accepted for publication).
currently investigated. Consequently
the results of this paper should not be Farley, D.T., Balaley, B.B.,

interpreted as excluding reflections Woodman, R.F. and McClure, J.P.

from large scale "ripples" in the (1970), J. Geophys. Res. 75, 7199.

ionosphere as the cause of spread F as Frihagen, J. (1972), Agard Conference
suggested by Bowman (1960). Rather they Proceedings, No. 97.
should be taken as evidence that Georges, T.M. (1967), ESSA Technical
irregularities of ^- 20-30 metres in size Report, IER 57-ITSA 54.
occur in mid-latitude ionosohere and are
present when spread F occurs, Georges, T.M. (1968), J. Atmos. Terr.
irrespective of whether they are the Phys. 30, 735.
cause of spread F appearing on King, G.A.M. (1970), J. Atmos. Terr.
ionograms. Phys. 32 209.
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MHz extraordinary mode received at La Trobe for the night 2-8 October, 1978. (c) Phase
height changov on 4.5 MHz extraordinary mode received at La Trobe on the night 2-8 Oct-
ober, 1973.
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COMPARISON OF SIMULTANEOUS IONOSPHERIC
MEASUREMENTS DURING AURORAL CONDITIONS*

Glenn D. Falcon

ABSTRACT

Various ground-based techniques were operated near Fairbanks, Alaska to monitor
Ionospheric irregularities during auroral disturbances; these included a partial reflection
sounder, the Chatanika incoherent scatter radar, a VLF multifrequency sounder, and an
ionosonde. The values of electron density in the lower Ionosphere determined by the
partial reflection sounder during quiet and eurorally disturbed conditions are presented,
and compared with simultaneous measurements of the other techniques listed above.

*Paper unavailable as of printing.
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RAY TRACING THROUGH REALISTIC IONOSPHERE GRAVITY WAVE MODELS

A COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL DATA FROM SEVERAL DIFFERENT TECHNIQUES.

E.A. ESSEX
Division of Theoretical and Space Physics,

La Trobe University,
Bundoora, Vic. 3083, Australia.

ABSTRACT frequency doppler, group and phase paths
at oblique incidence, vertical incidence

Model ionospheres using ionograms, total electron content
experimentally measured parameters are measurements using the Faraday rotation
constructed from a realistic medium of the plane of polarization of a signal
scale ionospheric gravity wave model, from a VHF beacon, and the refraction of
The ray tiacing technique is then a signal from a VHF beacon on a
employed to simulate the results of the geostationary satellite.
original experimental measurements from
the model ionospheres. The technique Before the ray tracing studies can
is found to be limited by the gravity be performed a suitable ionospheric
wave model which uses only one gravity model of TIDs is required. This is
wave period in the construction of the provided by the medium scale TID model
ionospheric model whereas realistic as described by Francis (1973).
ionospheres contain in general a Experimentally measured TID parameters
spectrum of medium scale gravity waves, were inserted in the model and a time

varying ionospheric model generated for
1. INTRODUCTION the ray tracing program.

Travelling ionospheric 2. SIMULATION METHOD
disturbances (TIDs) have been observed
by a large number of workers using many (a) Travelling Ionospheric Disturbance
different techniques since the Model
pioneering work of Munro (1958).
However it was not until the theoretical The Francis (1973) TID model was
work of Hines (1960) and Hooke (1968) used to simulate a realistic ionosphere.
that the nature of these disturbances This model differs from previous models
was interpreted successfully as wave by including dissipation (viscosity and
like fluctuations of the electron thermal conductivity) and by using a
density induced by gravity waves in the realistic sound speed profile throughout
neutral atmosphere. There are two major the thermosphere. The model assumes
classes of TIDs, large scale and medium that the wave dependence on the time t
scale. (Georges, 1968). The large and horizontal co-ordinate x is a
scale waves are generally associated sinusoidal function of wt - kxx. It
with magnetic storms whereas the medium derives the vertical profile by
scale waves occur much more frequently, solving the coupled Navier-Stokes and
their sources being uncertain, electron continuity equations. The

basic inputs to the model are the wave-
Many techniques have been used in length, period, amplitude and azimuth

the past and are being used to detect of propagation of the neutral gravity
the presence of these TIDS. Depending wave underlying the TID which is to be
on the technique and tbe ionospheric modelled. The ambient ionosphere,
parameter measured, various properties specified by an a Chapman profile
of the TIDs can be determined. The (unless otherwise indicated) is used to
intent of this paper is to report the comptte the electron density as a
results of a simulation of the results function of space and time for the TID
of some of these techniques using ray perturbed ionosphere.
tracing techniques. The experimental
techniques to be simulated include high
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(b) Ray Tracing Program measured by a 10 km long baseline
interferometer at Sagamore Hill

The three dimensional ray tracing (geographic co-ordinates 420361N,
computer program developed by Jones 70 0 48'W). See Fig. 1.
(1968) was used in this work. Previous
ray tracing simulation of HF radio The experimental results were
measurements of ionospheric disturbances subjected to a spectrum analysis to
have been made by Detert (1968). He determine the gravity wave periods
used a two dimensional Snell's Law present. The spaced ionosonde
digital computer ray tracing program to measurements yielded information on the
simulate the effects of large phase velocity and direction of the TIDs
travelling ionospheric disturbances on from the real iso-height contours
oblique incidence high frequency radio deduced from the ionograms, as well as
transmissions. He calculated the phase the critical frequency of the
and group paths, the received elevation ionosphere.
angle of arrival and the Doppler shift
variations produced by the passage of Fig. 2 is a comparison of results
representative disturbance models for three heights from one of the
through the transmission paths. ionosonde stations. There is an obvious

movement of power to the longer periods
The Jones ray tracing program has as the height increases.

been used by Georges (1969) in an
attempt to simulate Doppler results Fig. 3 is a comparison of the
from a model of ionospheric results from the different experiments.
disturbances. However the electron Peaks below the largest peak are
density contours were constructed by scaled according to 0-3, 3-6 and 6-9 db.
introducing a wavelike model
irregularity into the profile. The The only two parameters to be used
results presented in this paper use a in the TID simulation model which were
realistic gravity wave model of the not measured directly were the scale
neutral atmosphere with coupling to the height H and the velocity amplitude of
ionized medium, the neutral atmosphere gravity wave.

(c) Experimental Data 3. Results

The aim of the ray tracing was to (a) Oblique Incidence Group and Phase
simulate experimentally measured Path Simulation
ionospheric data using a realistic
ionospheric TID model. To this end data Ray tracing using the three
from several experiments operating on dimensional program as developed by
two winter days in 1,969 when TIDs were Jones consumes a large amount of
present were selected. The dates and computer time. An excellent summary of
times were 13 January 1969 15-19UT and the possible options of the ray tracing
15 November 1969 16-20UT. The program and their relative accuracies
experimental details and results are and computer time has been given by
described in another paper by Essex Hammer (1971).
(1974). Briefly the experimental
results to be used here were obtained Initially it was intended to
from high frequency Doppler observations simulate vertical incidence ionograms
on 7.335 MHz at oblique incidence from using the TID model with the ray tracing
the transmitter at Ottawa (geographic program. This would require a large
co-ordinates 45018'N, 75 0 20'W) to a amount of computer time to generate the
receiver at Bedford (geographic ionograms as the TID moved through the
co-ordinates 42027130"N, 71 20'W), three ionosphere. The ray tracing would be
spaced vertical incidence ionosondes at required to be performed on a
Hanover (geographic co-ordinates continuous range of closely spaced
45 0 4113p"N, 72 0 11'18"W), Highgate frequencies up to the critical
Springs (geographic co-ordinates frequency as well as on a range of
45 0 00:47"N, 73 05111"W) and Errol azimuthal and elevation angles around
(g~ographic co-ordinates 44 0 47'30"N, the vertical to determine which rays
71 07'30"W) total electron content returned to the receiver. This process
measurements at Sagamore Hill from the would have to be repeated on various
geostationary satellite ATS-3, the four phases of the TID as it moved through
hundred and twenty kilometer the ionosphere. Some preliminary work
subionospheric point being 380421N, was performed generating the ionograms.
29 0 70'W on January 13 1969, and It was found that the cusps appeared
38 0 36'N, 67 0 12'W on November 15 1969, and moved through the frequency range of
geographic co-ordinates, and the the ionogram as the TID passed overhead.
refraction of the VHF beacon as As well the critical frequency varied
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with the period of the TID inserted in electron density N, by
the model ionosphere. These results are
well known and it was decided to devote n kN
more time to oblique incidence f2I
propagation of high frequency radio
waves through TID models, an increase in electron density produces

a decrease in the refractive index and
As mentioned in the last section, hence a decrease in the total integral

one of the unknown parameters to be of n along the ray path, i.e. in phase
inserted into the TID model was the path. Similarly a decrease in N
amplitude of the neutral atmosphere produces an increase in n and an
gravity wave velocity. Initially a increase in the phase path l.cngth. On
value of around 10 metres per second was the other hand, the group refractive
used. It was found that larger values index is given by ng = • (neglecting the
of this parameter were required to geomagnetic field and collisions).
produce ionospheric perturbations Hence the group and phase paths should
consistent with those experimentally be out of phase. The ray tracing
observed. Values of the order of results can be explained in terms of a
50 metres per second were used. These lowering of the reflection height and
are of the same order as the daytime also of the elevation of the ray and a
neutral wind velocity as determined consequent decrease in the total
from experimental observations by integral of the group refractive index
Roble et. al. (1974). and vice versa.

For the oblique incidence ray The doppler shifts are consistent
tracing, t'ie TID perturbed model was with the experimentally measiured values
generated to cover the ionosphere which are generally less than 1 Hz for
between the latitude and longitude of daytime measurements on 7.335 MHz over
the transmitter and the receiver up to the 474 Km path.
the peak of the F region. The initial
ionosphere was generated for zero phase It is emphasized that the ray
of the TID model at around the mid- tracing results reported above were
point of the ray path. Subsequent carried out in one azimuthal direction
ionospheres were generated at one, two only. Ray tracing carried out at
or four minute intervals as the TID different azimuthal directions at
moved through the ionosphere with the obliquo incidence through the TID model
velocity and direction as determined by ionosphere as well as for different
the three spaced .ionosonde network. velocities and directions of the TID

would not necessarily yield the same
Fig. 4 shows the results of the result. Obviously the velocity of the

ray tracing for the group and phase TID will affect the doppler frequency
paths through the TID perturbed shift but not necessarily the maximum
ionospheres. Also shown is the deviations of the group and phase paths.
reflection height. The receiver
location was specified to .01 degrees (b) Total Electron Content Simulation
of latitude and longitude in order to
locate the receiver to an accuracy of The TID model for the total
less than 1 kilometer in ground range. electron content simulation was

generated by perturbing an undisturbed
The variation in the azimuthal ionosphere consisting of an a Chapman

and elevation angle is also indicated layer below the peak of the electron
in Fig. 5. The doppler frequency shift density and a variable scale height
calculated from the phase path P by Chapman model above the peak up to a

fdt is shown in Fig. 6. height of 1090 kilometres. TheF dt "variable scale height profile h. was

The parameters used were as calculated from the equation
follows: fF 2 = 9.5 MHz, hmF 2 = 290 Km,
H = 50 Km, horizontal velocity = h - 203.447
i73 ms-, azimuth (0 geomagnetic) = 180, 2.186 x 102
period = 26 rins.

as given by Damon and Hartranft (1970)
The most interesting result is the where h is the height. The ionosphere

phase relation between the group and between the receiver and the 1090
phase paths. There is a slight positive kilometre stb-ionospheric point along
shift in phase for the phase path from the ray path to the satellite was
being in phase with the group path. calculated.
Since the phase refractive index n is
related to the square root of the The ray tracing program was used
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to obtain the electron density in steps the ray to reach the geostationary
along the ray path on 137 MHz. From satellite position would consume a huge
this the total electron content of the amount of computer time. The difference
ionosphere up to a height of 1090 in the phase paths for the two spatially
kilometres was calculated, separated receivers is shown in Fig. 8.

The shorter period TID shows a larger
The parameters used in generating variation in group and phase paths, than

the ionosphere were as follows: does the larger period TID. The
foF2 = 10.5 MHz, hmF2 = 290 Km, H =50 Km, difference in the group and phase paths
horizontal velocity = 280 ms- , azimuth also exhibits this behaviour. This is
(o geomagnetic) = 172, period = 26 mins. probably due to the larger horizontal

gradients when the shorter periods are
Fig. 7 shows the results of the present than when longer periods are

total electron content calculation, present (Elkins, 1972).
The total numbers of electrons in the
equivalent vertical column as the TID The phase path differences
moves through the ionosphere shows the correspond to variations in the angle of
same sinusoidal variation as the period arrival of the order of tenths of a
inserted into the TID model. The peak milliradian, 3maller than the
electron density along the ray path for experimentally observed values of the
the period of 26 minutes shows a peak order of milliradians. This probably
earlier than the peak electron content. results from the method used to
This is probably caused by the tilt on determine the phase path difference.
ths TID wavefront, the small wavelength
of the TID and the fact that more than As well a comparison was made with
half of the electrons measured in the the integrated total electron content of
total electron content variation are the ionosphere as calculated in the
above the peak. On the other hand for previous section. For the shorter period
a longer period wave of 72 minutes, the TID, the total electron content peak was
peak electron density along the ray path delayed for about 9 minutes i.e. 1250 of
leads the peak in electron content by phase from the peak of the phase
about four minutes. The wavelength of difference whereas for the longer period
the TID is much greater in this case and TID it was delayed by about 809 of
the ray path traverses the one TID phase. These results are not
oscillation for most of the path length inconsistent with the simple theory
around the peak. which predicts a quadrature relation

between the two methods of measuring
The variation in the peak electron TIDs (see Elkins, 1972; Webster and

density along the ray path for the 26 Lyon, 1974).
minute period TID is 15%, whereas the
total electron content variation is only 4. DISCUSSION
3%. However for the 72 minute period,
the variation in the peak electron Ionospheric data has been
density along the ray path reaches 58% simulated using a realistic TID model
and the total electron content variation together with ray tracing techniques.
is around 7%. These values are In general the model is able to
consistent with the percentage variation reproduce results characteristic of
in the peak electron density and the the data from various ionospheric
total electron content as measured experimental techniques.
experimentally for these periods

The simulation of group and phase
(c) Angle of Refraction Simulation paths on one hop oblique incidence paths

through TIDs would provide insight into
The TID model ionospheres calcu- the properties of TIDs measured

lated in the previous section were used experimentally. Only one direction of
with the ray tracing program to determine the ray path was considered in this
the group and phase paths of the rays at paper. Further studies should be
137 MHz up to a height of 1090 kilo- carried out using various directions of
metres at the azimuthal and elevation the TIDs as well as a range of ray
angle used in the previous section. A directions through the ionosphere. Of
similar ray tracing was performed from a particular interest would be the
point 0.1 degrees of latitude and zero measurement of the group paths.
degreer of longitudinal from the
previous point. The same azimuthal and The total electron content and
elevation angle were used in both cases, refraction simulation. indicate that
This procedure was adopted as the these tecbniques provide a good measure
accuracy required in ray tracing to a of the g. rity waves present in the
point at the tnp of the ionosphere with ionosphere at the azimuthal and
the rquired azimuth and elevation for elevation angles considered. Obviously
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the magnitude of the gravity wave Essex, E.A. (1974) Comparison of
perturbations measured will depend on ionospheric gravity wave periods as
the geometry used (see Davis, 1973). measured by different experimental

techniques. Submitted for
A simple calculation of the publication.

gradient in the slant electron content Francis, S.H. (1973) Theory and models
along the two paths in the refraction of atmospheric acoustic-gravity waves
calculation shows this to be of the
order of 1011 electrons per M3 . This and travelling ionospheric
is not inconsistent with the results disturbances. Bell Laboratories -
of Elkins (1972) and Bramley (1974). Western Electric, Lincoln Laboratory

Further experimental and theoretical (MIT), Joint Radar Propagation Study,

studies are being carried out on the 52pp, Whippany, N.J.
relation between the total electron Gaorges, T.M. (1968) H.F. doppler
content and the refraction effects of studies of travelling ionospheric
the ionospheric TIDs at VHF. disturbances. J. Atmos. Terr. Phys.,

30(5), 735-746.
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Some Problems in Constructing Phenomenological Models of
Ionospheric Electron Density

Y. T. Chiu
Space Physics Laboratory

The Aerospace Corporation
El Segundo, Calif.

ABSTRACT

A global representation of the large scale dynamical interaction between the ionosphere
variations of ionospheric electron density and the neutral atmosphere, such as the more
with the annual, diurnal and solar activity complete physical synoptic models (Nisbet,
cycles is described. The phenomenological 1971). Nevertheless, the simplicity of the
model, requiring minimal computer storage model has some applicational advantages in a
space, is constructed from monthly-averaged number of dynamical calculations such as the
hourly ionospheric sounding data from some global effects of Joule heating in the therm-
50 stations during the epoch 1957-1970, as osphere (Ching and Chiu, 1973b), electro-
provided by World Data Center (A). The static field mapping in the atmosphere (Chiu,
model, describing noon-time F2 layer critical 1974), ion drag in thermospheric modelling
frequencies to better than 2 Mhz average max- (Creekmore etal., 1974), and space com-
imurn error and to better than 0.5 Mhz root munication studies. In the area of radio
mean squared error, is particularly suitable wave propagation studies, the application of
for applications in space communication and the model is also a stringent test of its ac-
ionosphere-atmosphere coupling studies. curacy in deoc,.iqi the highly variable F2
Magnetic dip angle and north-south asym- layer which contributes the major part of the
metry effects are incorporated in the model, total electron content in the ray path. The
We show that a "secular" variation of the primary purpowe of the present paper is to
ionospheric density exists in the epoch 1960- consider an improved modelling of the F2
1971. The basis of comparison with data is layer variations while preserving the require-
broadened to include the 1958-1968 chron- ment of simplicity of the original model (Ching
ologies of 18 stations in addition to the orig- and Chiu, 1973a; hereafter referred to as
inal samplings of 50 stations. "Paper I").

I. INTRODUCTION The difficulty of modelling the F2 layer
is clearly indicated by comparing the model
variations with solar activity, annual time

Recently we have attempted to construct and local time for a large sampling of stations
a phenomenological model of global lono- and for the complete span of years for which
spheric electron density by organizing samp- data is available. It is found that the error in
lings of monthly-averaged hourly ionospheric the original modelling of the F2 critical fre-
sounding data from some 50 stations in the quency for some low-latitude and southern
epoch 1957-1970 (Ching and Chiu, 1973a). hemispheric stations may be as large as 4 or
The main purpose of such a construction is 5 Mhz when the critical frequency is of the
to provide a simple and easily accessible order of 10 Mhz. Thus, for space comnnuni-
representation of the temporal, synoptic and cation applications, it would be desirable to
solar activity-related variations of the elec- reduce the maximum error and the root mean
tron density, which is frequently required as squared error until no systematic trend can
a subsidiary input in a number of dynamical be found. Using the monthly averaged noon-
calculations of upper atmospheric interest, time F2 critical frequency as the key quantity
For such a purpose, we have attempted to for comparison with ionosoade data, we report
avoid smaller scale variations included in on improvements in the original modelling of
more sophisticated phenomenological models the F2 layer by including the dependences of
(Jones and Steward, 1970). Further, in order the F2 critical frequency on magnetic dip
to satisfy the requirement of minimal corn- angle, magnetic longitude and hemispheric
puter storage, the model is purely phenom- asymmetry. The basis of comparison with
enological and does not take into account the data is broadened to include the 1958- 1968 g
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chronologies of noontime FZ critical freq- well known that the ionosphere responds to
uencies of 18 stations in addition to the orig- individual geomagnetic storms with a time
inal samplings of 50 stations. Some new scale of several days (Evans, 1973; Goodman,
characteristic features of the F2 height var- 1968; Maeda and Sato, 1959): however, the
iations (Yonezawa, 1973; Petelski, 1972) are large modelling errors at mid-latitude stations
incorporated in the model. Further, without during the months of March, April and May
the -use of the model, we investigate the 1967 indicate that the monthly averaged iono-
"secular" (in the sense of longer term than sphere responds to unusual increases of the K
annual) variations of the ionosphere over 23 index which are not reflected correspondinglyp
stations by comparing the noontime F2 critical in the Zurich smoothed sunspot number.
frequencies of the period July 1960-March
1961 with the period July 1970-March 1971 111. COMPARISON WITH DATA
when the Zurich sunspot numbers were al-
most exactly matched month by month. The The modelling of the local time structure
results indicate a global change of the iono- of the FZ-layer critical frequency has been
sphere during the ten intervening years al- compared fairly extensively in Paper I with
though whether this change is truly secular or ionospheric sounding data published by World
periodic with period longer than one year can- Data Center (A). Since the local time struc-
not be ascertained. ture of the present model is the same as the

original model, we shall focus our efforts on
II. STRUCTURE OF THE MODEL an extensive comparison of the chronologies

of noon-time FZ-layer critical frequencies.
The complete structure of the model can Such a comparison between model and data

be found in the Appendix, which is organized not only complements that of Paper I but also
in exactly the same form as in Paper I so that serves as a stringent test of the synoptic,
users of the original model may easily modify annual time and solar activity related factors
their programs to accommodate new modifi- of the model. In Figures 1-5, the modelled
cations introduced here. chronologies of noon-time FZ-layer critical

frequencies of 18 stations arL compared with
Briefly, the basic premise of the model data. The particular arrangement of stations

is that the average electron density at any is chosen to emphasize certain points to be
given space-time and solar condition is the discussed below. The inputs to the model are
sum of contributions from each of the three the 1958-1968 chronology of the Zurich smooth-
layers whose electron density is the product od sunspot number and the magnetic coordinat-
of a global amplitude constant, a vertical pro- es of the 18 stations. For convenient refer-
file function and a layer peak density function. ence, the magnetic coordinates of the stations
The profile functions, Zi, are of standard are listed in Table 1.
Chapman forms while the layer peak density
functions V., contain the greater part of the a. Northern magnetic mid-latitude sta-
space-time variation of ionospheric layers. tions: In Figure 1 we show the comparison
In order to economize the organization of data, between the modelled noontime F2 critical
certain combined space-time variables were frequencies and data for a series of stations
introduced in Paper I and are retained here. lying as close to magnetic latitude X = 51 0 N
Since the organization of the model for the E as possible. Inspection of the data and model
and Fl layers are completely unchanged, we for Slough, Lindau and Moscow indicates the
shall not discuss these portions of the model effectiveness of the magnetic latitude as an
any further. The modelling of the FZ layer Is organizational parameter for the northern
somewhat modified as compared to Paper I. magnetic mid-latitude region since virtually no
The independent variables governing the F2 differences were discernible over a span of
layer parameters consist of the altitude, an- some 40 in magnetic longitude. When Yakutsk
nu l1 time, local time, magnetic latitude and and Boulder are included in the series, the
the Zurich smoothed sunspot number as in above conclusion is not significantly modified.
Paper I. In addition, the present model re- The maximum modelling errors of all five
quires the introduction of the magnetic long- chronologies occur in March, April and May
itude and the magnetic dip angle which allow of 1967 when the K index increased substan-
us to reduce the error in modelling the South tially without corrRsponding increases in the
Atlantic and Magnetic Equatorial regions. Zurich sunspot number. Thus, the m
Although the new modifications rectify some averaged ionosphere shows a response to the
major shortcomings of the original model, at shorter duration geomagnetic disturbances,
least two major improvements need be intro- although there is presently not yet enough data
duced. First, an efficient modelling of the F2 on such geomagnetic responses to justify a
layer affected by the "0600 UT Effect" at high synoptic modelling effort.
Southern latitudes (Eccles et al., 1973) must
be introduced. This effort is presently under- b. Effects of north-south asymmetry in
way. Second, from comparing the model with lower magnetic mid-latitudes: In Figure 2, we
observations, it is evident that the Zurich compare the modelled chronologies of noon-
smoothed sunspot number cannot be the only time F2 critical frequency with the data for a
independent indicator of the monthly averaged number of stations at magnetic latitudes some-
ionospheric response to solar activity. It is what lower than those of Figure 1. The FZ
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layer of these lower magnetic latitude regions magnetic activity is a high and mid-latitude
reflects a stronger semi-annual variation phenomenon for both hemispheres. For short
superposed on the winter anomaly. The term ionospheric responses to geomagnetic
apparent asymmetry between Rome and Akita activity is a high and mid-latitude phenomenon
on the one hand and Canberra on the other, is for both hemispheres. For short term iono-
mainly due to the interference between the spheric responsea to geomagnetic activity, this
winter anomaly and the semi-annual variation. is clearly the case (Evans, 1973; Titheridge
A study of the residuals of the original model and Andrews, 1967); however, our results
reveals that unusually large semi-annual var- seem to show that such short term effects
iations of the noontime FZ critical frequency persist at least at the level of monthly averag-
seem to associate with stations whose mag- es.
netic dip angles are near ± 400, irrespective
of magnetic latitude and magnetic longitude. IV. "SECULAR" VARIATIONS
This behavior can be noticed in Figures 2, 3
and 4. The anomalous behavior of the Port From the previous section we observe that
Stanley noontime F2 critical frequency is pri- the phenomenological model approximates the
marily due to this "dip angle" effect which is chronologies of the noontime FZ critical freq-
more prevalent during high solar activity. uency with an average maximum error of

about 2 Mhz and an average root mean squared
c. The "Dip Angle Effect": In Figure 3 error well below 0. 5 Mhz. The question then

we compare the modelled chronologies of arises as to how much of the residual error is
noontime FZ critical freqvuency with the data due to hidden variations or due to variations
for a number of stations at low magnetic lat- not yet describable with the assumed set of
itudes where cases 0 of the magnetic dip angles independent variables. In order to study this
being close to ± 40 are more likely to be question, we focus our attention on the two
encountered. Although large semi-annual nine-month periods, July 1960-March 1961
variations were not evidenced in 1958 and and July 1970-March 1971, when the Zurich
1959 at Tananarive in the Malagasy Republic, smoothed sunspot numbers were almost
the prevalence of the anomalous semi-annual identically matched month by month as is
term is quite apparent for stations such as shown in Table 2. Further, as an indication
Poart Stanley, Maui, Rarotonga and Port of the close match of month by month solar
Moresby. The original model of Paper I for activity response during these periods, we
Port Moresby, for example, does not contain indicate with crosses on Figure 6 (c) the
the 'ýdip angle" effect and its root mean square percentage deviation of the solar activity
error is nearly 1 Mhz higher than the present function a expected from the model, i. e.
model. A similar result can also be seen in
the modelling of the Port Stanley chronology Aa•/a s z • a(1970-71) +cr(960-61 o

of FZ critical frequency shown on Figure z. a(1970-71) a(1960- 1 monthly.
Since the FZ critical frequency is directly

d. Magnetic equatorial regions: In Fig- proportional to the square root of 'he solar
ure 5, we compared the modelled chronolgies activity function a, we expect, from Figuive
of noontime F2 critical frequency for three 6(c), that the monthly matched noontime FZ
equatorial stations with data. The anoma- critical frequency deviation for each station
lously high values for Kinshasa is the result between the above two periods should not dif-
of the "dip angle" effect discussed in the fer by more than 2% at the maximum and
previous paragraph and of the longitudinal should be less than 1% except for the first and
variation which maximizes at the magnetic last months of the comparis6n periods. Thus,
equator and is proportional to the second the observed monthly matched noontime FZ
magnetic zonal harmonic. The improvement critical frequency deviation between these
in the root mean squared error of the present periods for each station, i.e.
model relative to the original model of Paper
I for Kinshasa is somewhat over I Mhz. AV3 i V 3 (1970 - 71) - V3 (1960 - 61)1monthly,

e. Higher Southern magnetic latitudes: is an indicator of ionospheric variations which
Although the local time structure of some are "secular" in the sense of having a time
high southern latitude F2 layers are affected scale longer than one year. Further, since
by the "0600 UT effect", the general level of the existence of random fluctuations cannot
the ionosphere at these latitudea, as indicated be excluded, the significance of 6V 0' 0 can
by the noontime F2 critical frequency, is only be considered significant only "f a def-
fairly well incorpozated in the model. In inite global pattern can be discerned; For
Figure 5, we show a comparison of the model- these reasons, we have evaluated the obser-
led chronologies of the noontime -'Z critical ved monthly matched noontime F2 critical
frequency for Campbell Island and Kerguelen frequency differences between the above
Island with data. As is the case with north- periods, AV , for 23 stations. The stations
ern magnetic mid-latitude stations of Figures are: Churclill, Canada; Kiruna, Sweden;
1 and 2, the period of March, April and May St. Johns, New Foundland; Slough, England;
1967 also shows an anomalously large model- Moscow, Russia; Freiburg, Germany; Akita,
ling error in Figure 5. Therefore, it is Japan; Mexico City, Mexico; White Sands,
likely that the response to short term geo- New Mixico; Boulder, Colorado; Rome, Italy;
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Ahmedabad, India; Huancayo, Peru; Singapore, 1958-1968 chronologies of the noontime FZ
Malaysia; Maui, Hawaii; Kodaikanal, India; critical frequency for 18 stations which com-
Townsville, Australia; Christchurch, New plements the local time samplings of some 50
Zealand; Mawson, Antarctica; Rarotonga, stations from which the original model was
Oceania; Canberra, Australia; Campbell Island, constructed.
New Zeland. These stations are divided into
four latitudinal groups with approximately equ- c. The model independent comparison of
al number of stations in each group. The ave- the noontime FZ critical frequency, for 23
rage values of the obs.!rved AV for each group stations during two nine month periods in 1960-
are shown on Figures 5(a`a7- (d)3while the 61 and 1970-71, when the Zurich smoothed sun-
average values for the four groups are shown spot numbers were almost identically matched
on Figure 5(e). From the similar patterns of month by month, reveals that the 1960-61 F2
tV 3 variation with annual time shown in each layer is globally different from that of the
group in Figures (a) - (e), it is clear that, 1970-7] FZ layer. Since both periods are in
with all independent variables being "equal", the declining phase of the solar cycle, it is
as much as possible, the 1970- 1971 FZ layer likely that this "secular" effect is not solar
differs from that of 1960-61. The FZ critical cycle related.
frequency difference, which cannot be model-
led unless data from several solar cycles are d. The anomalous large modelling errors
available, is of order of 1 Mhz. This accounts at high and middle magnetic latitudes during the
for approximately half of the residual mnaximum months of March, a. ril and May 1967 suggests
modelling error if one compares chronologies that the monthly averaged F2 layer shows a
of ten years or longer, response to short term geomagnetic activity

which is not reflected in the Zurich smoothed
The existence of "secular" or long-period sunspot number.

variations of ionospheric density is of some
dynamical interest. Since the lifetime of FZ e. It is likely that the effects described in
region ions is short compared to ten years, it c. and d. above are sufficient to account for the
is likely that the systematic difference between major part of the 2 Mhz average maximum mod-
the 1970-71 and the 1960-6] ionospheres re- elling error for the noontime FZ layer critical
flects a systematic difference in the neutral frequency. Reduction of the maximum error
atmospheres. However, there is as yet no will not substantially reduce the root mean
mechanism by which the residence time of squared error of 0. 5 Mhz, however.
thermospheric energy can be as long as 10
years. Since both of the nine month periods ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
are in the declining phase of the solar cycles,
the possibility that the "secular" effect is The generous cooperation of World Data
dependent on the solar cycle phase can be Center (A), Boulder, Colorado in providing
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MODELING THE TOPSIDE OF THE F REGION

Richard S. Allen

Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratory
Bedford, Ma. 01731

INTRODUCTION
Clarke and Hammond 1965, Wright 1962,

The electron density of the upper indicate that the mean noon and mean
ionosphere is often modeled by empiri- midnight values of Qc vary with season
cal profiles which decrease monotoni- and solar cycle in the same sense as
cally with height. The calculated the mean value of hmax (Fig 1). Con..
values of electron density are criti- tinuity of the basic physical condi-
cally dependent on the initial choice tions across the hmax boundary suggest
of a thickness parameter for the inter- a similar relation for thickness in the
val just above the peak of the F2 re- region just above hmax.
gion. Since there are so few field ob-
servations it is common practice to Experimental profiles of the region
equate the thickness of the top avid the above hmax are scarce and scattered,
bottom of the F2 region and then to re- Available for this study were the
fer to climatological sources, such as archive profiles obtained from Evans
those given by Barghausen et al (1969) which were produced by reduction of the
or CC.I.R. (1970) to obtain an estimate incoherent scatter profiles from the
of a topside thickness parameter. Un- Millstone Hill radar. About 1S1 days
fortunately few climatological descrip- edited to 3488 profiles spanned the
tions of the thickness of the lower period July 1968 through December 1971.
ionosphere are based on detailed elec-
tron density profiles. A parabola was fitted to the top

and bottom of the individual profiles.
In this paper another approach is Let us define Qt as the parabolic quar-

suggested: to obtain an estimate of ter thickness for the topside segment
tle height of the maximum of the P2 re- between hmax and a higher height where
gion and then to use it to specify a the electron density equalled 0.75 of
thickness parameter for the topside. the density at the P2 peak. Similarly
Tiies implies using some model relation- define Qc for the bottomside segment
s)?ip such as the one presented below, between hmax and the hetght where the

density equalled 0.75 or to the height
As a pilot study a simple specifi- of 200 km if that occurred first.

cation model has been constructed from
profiles of the F region 11968-1971) The behavior of Qt vs hmax is il-
kindly furnished by John Evans of lustrated in figure 2 for three time
Lincoln Laboratory. Results indicate samples; day, night and a transition
that the topside thickness parameter period delimited by plus and minus two
can be estimated to within about 15 hours about ground sunrise and ground
percent assuming that the height of the sunset. All samples from the 1S1 days
P region is known, of observation are included. Count is

given in each cell where size is 2 km
DEVELOPMENT OF A SIMPLIFIED MODEL in quarter thickness by S km in hmax.

First define Qc (Piggott and Rawer The agreement of the variation of

1972) as the quarter thickness of a quarter thickness with 1.max in Pigs 1
parabola fit to the underside of the F2 and 2 suggests that an empirical model
region and define hmax as the height of deried from the limited sample of in-
the F2 maximum. Electron density pro- coherent scatter data might be useful
files resulting from the reduction of over the wider latitude and time range
bottonside vertical incidence ionograms of the data of Fig 1, If the data is
such as those reported by Becker 1972, considered in small blocks delimited by
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both time and season then a linear Te- seem proper to model the prominent
lation such as features found before sunrise in winter

and just after sunrise in summer since
Qt " k(hmax - 145.) (km) Eq. 1 they may well be local effects.

is a simple engineering approximation. TEST
The choice of 145 km as reference #oint
is arbitrary but consistent with both To make a non parametric test of
Fig 1 and 2. the usefulness of the specification

technique define a central value and a
To develop an empirical model measure of the variability about that

around such a relationship all the data value for each of the samples of figure
were pooled and then mean k of equation 2. For instance the median value and
1 was determined for cells of size the spread between 5 and 9S percentile
month by hour. Results are contoured points for the day sample are
in Fig 3.

Qc(median) 57 km
By inspection the diurnal and P9 5 -PS * 89 - 39 a SO km

seasonal variation of k are not separ-
able so that the seasonal mean or the Assume that some unspecified external
diurnal mean of the total sample are of source of climatology can specify that
no direct assistance in modeling the central value without bias. The speci-
parameter. Becker (1966) has already fication technique suggested here dupli-
shown a dependence of Qc on the mean cates the prediction of the central
solar flux (,) and the noon solar value but using an accurately specified
zenith angle (X) hmax, reduces the uncertainty by about

30 percent for the day and transition
Qc 4 cos X samples. For instance the spread be-

tween 5 and 95 percentile points for the
Unfortunately the number of data points day sample (Fig 6a) becomes
per month pnr year of this seL is small
so in this paper 0 is assumed constant. P95 - P 5 M 35 km

With this insight a trial model Note that while the central value of the
discontinuous at sunrise (SR) and sur- night sample (Fig 6b) has been spoci-
set (SS) was constructed such that tha fied the technique has not changed the
value of k in equation 1 was uncertainty.

0.34 SS < t < SR The technique should be verified
k05 Eq C with an independent source of data.

0.25(1 + cos x) SR < t < 5S

where t is local time. The difference DISCUSSION
between modeled k and the observed mean
k is contoured in figure 4. Back- Hmax is easily obtained from
ground errors are generally less than either climatology or a local measure-
10 percent while worst errors are about ment, a thickness parameter is not.
25 percent in summer and about 20 per- The useful correlation displayed be-
cent in winter. tween the two parameters over day,

season, solar cycle and latitude recom-
If empirical terms are added for mends the use of a simple specification

the systematic variations in the tran- technique such as the one presented
sition periods near sunrise and sunset above. There are indications in both
then a relation such as figures 3. and 2 that a second order re-
k 0.045 + 0.090 cos X lation in hmax would be more exact, but

4 4 unnecessary at this stage. In fact, to
(I + (t-SS-I)4) (1 + (t-SR-0.7) first order, equation 2 is sufficient

1.3 2.3 since the additional terms of equation
3 are about the 10 percent level.+{01.34 SS < t < SR

0.25(l + coaX) SR < t < SS Eq 5 While this technique may be of
immediate application in modeling the

can model mean k with residual errors upper ionosphere for various engineering
as shown in figure S. applications, the significance of the

basic physics contained in equation 1 is
Since it is proposed that this far from clear. The absence of appreci-

simple model be applied to other sta- able diurnal or snasonal variation of
tions at higher and lower latitudes as the thickness of che lower E region is
suggested by figure 1 then it does not generally accepted, but note that the
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-choice of 145 km as the null height of REFERENCES
equation 1 was arbitrary and would be

changed if a second irder relation were Barghausen, A.F.. J.W. Finney, L.L.
substituted. Sti'll it seems to be con- Proctor, and L.D. Schultz, Predict-
sistent with many observations that ing Long-Term Operational Parareters
suggest the stability of atmoskheric of High-Frequency Sky-Wave Tele-
parameters in the vicinity of suv 120 communications Systems, ESSA
km. Technical Report ERL 110-ITS-78,

(1969).
Previous analyses for various

models of the upper atmosphere suggest Becker, W., The Seasonal Anomoly of the
that the thickness parameter would vary F Region at Mid Latitudes and Its
with the temperature of the electrons Interpretation, Electron Density
and ions and inversely with the force Profiles in Ionosphere and Exos here,
of gravity and the mean molecular mass. 219-297--Oon rihagen, Editor,
The variation of the force of gravity North Holland Publishing Company,
with height is a very small portion of Amsterdam (1969).
the variation suigested by figure 2;
direct observations by satellite probes Becker, W., The Standard Profile of the
suggest that at the heights of interest, Mid Latitude F Region of the Iono-
between 200 and 500, the mean molecular sphere as Deduced from Bottomside
mass is very nearly that of 0+, there- and Topside Tonograms, ý

2
ce

fore the variation of the thickness of Research XII, 1241-1252, AM-ademie
either the upper or lower region is an Fierl-in (1972).
expression of the effective ion-electron
temperature. Prom this it ii concluded CCIR Report No. 252-2, Documents of The
that either the thickness or the height XIIth Plenary Assembly, New Delhi
of the F region is a macroparametric (ITV, Geneva) (1970).
measure of the temperature. Clarke, C. and E. Hammond, J. Atmos. Terr.

The change of thickness parameter LtZ!., 27, 551-557, (196M).
with the day to day change of solar or
geophysical activity is considered a Piggott, W.R., and K. Rawer, Report VAG-
promising separate study. 23, URSI Handbook of Ionogram Inter-

pretation and Reduction, 2nd Edition,
Nov. 1972.

Wright, J.W., J. Rsch. Nat Bureau Stan-
dards, 66D, 217Cf
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DERIVATION OF TOTAL ELECTRON CONTENT

FOR

REAL TIME GLOBAL APPLICATIONS

Thomas W. Flattery
Allan C. Ramsay

Air Force Global Weather Central
Offutt Air Force Base Nebraska

INTRODUCTION H K
Knowledge of the total electron Q(X,0,T) - E t {u cos 2T

content (TEC) of the ionosphere as a j h-0 2Jk
function of time and space is of
importance for optimum utilization of a + u sin jT}G (C,O) (1)
number of Department of Defense commun- 2j-l,k k
ication and surveillance systems. One
technique for the determination of TEC Here (X,O,T) is the field being
(Damon and Hartranft, 1970) is based on represented, the u are expansion
the climatological values of foF2 and J
M3000 described by Jones, Graham, and coefficients,. is thegeographic longi-
Leftin (1969) of the NOAA Institute for tude, X is the geographic latitude, T is
Telecomnunication Sciences (ITS). These universal time, and the G (X,O) are a
values have proven to be remarkably k
accurate for specifying the median or set of functions constructed by Jones,
undisturbed state of the ionosphere, Graham, and Leftin (1969) to give a best
but are of course incapable of account- fit to observed data with which they
ing for the spatial and tomporalchanges worked.
associated with disturbances in the The object of the analysis proced-
near-earth environment. The purpose of ure described below is to modify the
this paper is to describe a method u such that 0 approximates its
whereby real-time observations of iono- jk
spheric parameters can be incorporated climatological configura'tioii in data-
to provide a more realistic description sparse areasr but appioaches the
of TEC distributions, observed values in those regions where

observations are available. Let us
assume that we have e7aluated (1) at an

foF2, M3000 ANALYSIS evenly distributed set of points in
The teuhnique is based on a pro- epare and time, The result c&. be

cedure developed to perforxi global expressed ýn matrin form as-
meteorological analyses (Flattery,1971). Au (2)
it is spectral in nature -- that is,
the analysis i. accor,,plished by modif- where Q is a vector whose ith componen*
ications of t1ir values of the coeffic- is the value of Q(X,O) at thc ith point,
ients of a aqries of functions which u is a vector whose Zth componerit is the
represent the field, rather than by the ,th coefficient of the right-hand side
more typical method of assigning values of (i) after double expansion, amd A is
at the nod~s of a grid covering the a matrix whose elements A are the
region of interest. There are several ,•,
advantage.3 to this technique, not the functions corresponding to u evaluated
least of which is the fact that the ITS
climatological fields are normally at t'e ith point. We define the vectors
expressed in spectral foim: u' with the desired coefficients as

components and R' which is identical to
0 except for those points at which data
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have been observed. We assume that the not well-suited to the analysis tech-
network of points has been chosen to be nique because they are highly linearly
sufficiently fine that a point exists in dependent. The optimum functions from
the vicinity of every observation, a numerical viewpoint should be ortho-
These vectors satisfy the relation: gonal, in which case the matrix ATA

could be made diagonal. At present,
Au' = W' + r (3) because of the nature of the G (X,o),

where r is a residual vector. Subtract- ATA is almost singular, and the analysis
ing (2) from (3) gives: can become unstable with some data

distributions. A version of the program
AAu = 60 + r (4) which replaces the G (XP,) with surface

spherical harmonics 1s now under devel-
where Au -- u' - u and MI -5 Q' -0. opment, and should eliminate any

We wish to minimize the length of numerical instabilities. This version
r. A familiar resllt which is derived will also permit ATA to be treated as a
in texts on numerical analysis leads to: diagonal matrix, reducing the computat-

tion required, and permitting an increase
u 1 A T in the resolution of the analysis.

Au = (ATA) -lAT (5) Routine evaluation of the automated
analysis technique has been accomplished

for the desired solution Au. Equation on a daily basis only since October 1974.
(5) Js not difficult to solve in this The root-mean-square (RMS) errors shown
case because of the characteristics of below represent the relative capabilities

of the ITS ionosphere and the automated
ATA and AN. Although ATA is a matrix of analysis to specify the day-to-day
dimension 21H + X + 2, it is not a variability of the F region:
function of data distribution and need
be calculated only once. Thp components RMS Error in the
of AQ are all, zero except for those Specification of:
points at which observations are avail-
able. This greatly simplifies the cal- FoF2(MHz) M3000
culation of AtlAS, and purmits (5) to be
Nolved with only a moderate amount of
computation. ITS 1.37 0.30

Because we have assumed a very
large number ol points at which a kuto analysis 0.60 0.19
climatological value is correct, Lhe
solution vector will not represent a
field which aggraes well with th- obs- These errors were determined from obs-
erved data. It is therefore necessary eivations from the stations listed in
to iterate the above procedure. In the Table 1; they represent errors over the
second and subsequent iterations the entire three-month period from October
previous result is assumed to be correct, through December 1974. The relationship
That is, in the above derivation, 12) .5.s between the ITS orror and the analysis
replaced by error is remarkcaly constant on a

day-t.o-*day basis. ITS errors have
A(u +8u) . (6) iangod from 1.06 to 1.69 MHH, and the

automated analysis er.rors have ranged
Thiw is eqniva.lent to assuming that the from 0.50 to 0.93 MHHz; on aay given day,
values o ý 1ie field being analyzed are the a,ltomated analyais foF2 error is
given at uriobse.ved pointa by the usually vory close to one-half the ITS
solution from tho previous iteration, error.
rather than by clilmatology.

As described above, the technique The errors quoted above are, ot
produces gradual convergence until 6u course, vali.d at specific observing
becomes negligible. In practice, the looaticns. As the point to be specif-
convergence rate can be increased by ied becomgs more distant from an obs-
over-correcti•ng (mu.Ltlpl'ing 6-u by a ervation point, the expected error will
scala) >1 before adding.it tr. the approach the ITS error. Rush (1972) has
previous solution vector). Sotisfctory astimatee effective decorreJ.ation
convergence is achieved in from six to distances for the F2 relion: in general,
twelve iterations. Oeviations from median ionospheric

Whi3e the above describes the pro-, conditions (identifiable in hourly obs-
cedure as currently employ~d at the Air ervations) are spatially coherent to
Force Global Weather Central, experi-, distances of about 1500 km in longitude
nmnts are underway to improve its and about 750 km in latitude. We find
performiance. The functions G (X,O)are that the ITS functions produce signif-

ft icant effects at approximately these
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distances from data points. The • ..

validity of the foF2 and M3000 specif-
icat4on away from observation points is ...
of concern because of the global nature . .. ,
of the Air Weather Service support ,
requirements. (Note that operational .. • ": .
procedures described in this paper as , ,"Uglobal" are, in reality, limited to .: 0 .. *'

Northern Hemisphere applications.) " "

TO AUOATDAALSS

I .. . " I. C 4

1 ....

IONOSONDE LOCATIONS CONTRIBUTING ACLC ' ,••. ,•
TOUTOMATE"DAN"L"S"S: "C *"' i"i

#Alma Ata Manila A L CL : ,A .
Bangkok #Moscow L C , .. A . , C
#BouIder *Narssarssuak 9, a cc.... "

College #Nurmijarvi . .. . .L .,L .L,
Cyprus Patrick AFB ,,,, , L€A , * ,
Dourbes #Qanaq " '1 ',, , L ', C ,'I

Fort Churchill Resolute Bay ""* '" .. ,
#Godhavn #Saint Johns iLL. , V ,

Goose Bay #Slough , ,
#Irkutsk #Sodankyla , , , . .L
#Keawakapuu Taipei ,. • .
#Kiruna Tromso SA"A

#KokQbunji Vandenberg AFB F G., '
#Lindau #Wallops Island ,"

FIGURE 1. SAMPLE DISPLAY OF COMPUTER
POLARIMETER (TEC) LOCATIONS: OUTPUT: foF2 OVER NORTHERN

HEMISPHERE, 1900UT, JAN 75Athens, Greece

Goose AB, Labrador
Osan AB, Korea
Patrick AFB, Florida
Ramey AFB, Puerto Rico 2c shows the automated analysis at the
Sagamore Hill Massachusetts same time of day of 05 JAN 75. A minor

geomagnetic disturbance began on 4 JAN;
the estimated A sub p for 05 JAN was 27.

TABLE 1. Ionospheric Data Sources The ionosphere on 05 JAN was experienc-
ing significant deviations from the
expected "median" conditions which were

Automated ionospheric analyses are net rather well on 02 January. Note
made at the Air Force Global Weather particularly the change in the 8-MHz
Central four times daily. Each foF2 contour line from 02 to 05 January.
analysis uses the most recent 24 hours Diurnal foF2 curves for three vertical-
of vertical-incidence ionosonde reports incidence ionosondes are shown in
from the network of stations listed in Figure 3; the graphs provide a compari-
Table 1. In general, some 200 to 250 son between observed values, ITS values,
hourly observations are available for and those values specified by the
each 24-hour period being analyzed. automated analyses on those days.
A computer display of Northern-hemi-
sphere foF2 values is shown in Figure 1.
The foF2 contours are shown in relation
to North America in Figures 2a, b, and TOTAL ELECTRON CONTENT
c. Figure 2a shows the "monthly
median" ITS specification of the foF2 The capability to specify foF2 and
field as adjusted for solar activity; M3000 provides the foundation for a
this figure would be valid for 1900UT global electron-density-profile and
in early January 1975. Figure 2b shows TEC model. The current electron density
the automated ionospheric analysis at model used operationally by the Air
1900UT on a geomagnetically quiet day Weather Service is based on a concept
(estimated A sub p - 04): 02 Jan 75. We initially employed by Damon and
feel that the agreement between the ITS Hartranft (1970). The characteristics of
field and the analyzed field is the present model derive primarily from
excellent, and is indicative of the development efforts at the Air Force
value of the ITS specification. Figure Global Weather Central over the period
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FIGURE 2a. ISOPLETHS OF foF2 FIGURE 2c. ISOPLETHS OF foF2
ITS AUTOMATED ANALYSIS
VALID 1900UT, 02 & 05 JAN 75 VALID 1900UT, 05 JAN 75

10.0- 02 JAN 08 JAN
VALLOfP$ t

5l.0 .-J

6.

N MANILA
Ii.

5.0 *. ,• '.. : " ..

00 06 12 00 06 2 1FIGURE 2b. ISOPLETHS OF foF2 FIGURE 3. ITS, OBSERVED, AND ANALYZED
AUTOMATED ANALYSIS foF2 AT MANILA, WALLOPS IS,
VALID 1900UT, 02 JAN 75 AND PATRICK AFB

02 AND 05 JAN 75
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1972 through ]974 (Bussey and Ramsay,
1974). The mptin features of the Air
Weather Service model are: E LAYER:

a. The vertical distribution of
electron density is obtained by summing foE = 0.9{(180+1.44R)COS X}0 X<90
three Chapman layers (representing the
E, Fl, and F2 layers). Figure 4 - 0.7 for 1350 > x > 900
illustrates the construction of a
typical profile. The basic character- - 0.3 for x >1350
istics of the individual Chapman layers
are given in Table 2. hmax 120 km

a - 0.5

H = 15.58 km

900
F1 LAYER:

0 foFl = 1.26 foE + 0.5

700 hmax = (hmaxE + hmaxF 2 )/ 2

a = 1.0
400 H = 45.75Znbmax - 203.45 km

F2LAYR

500
F2 LAYER:

400 "'foF2 from automated analysis
"or direct observation

,F1 LAYE 1490 - 176 - 20(QZn( Q-'±-2)
300 hmax M3 000Q1

------ ---------------

-O ' "- ... where Q = 0.834foF2

E2 LAYER (Kelso, 1964)

a -'..0
6.0

LOG N hax = 45.75tnh - 203.45, h<ha
FWGK 4 ELECTRON DENSITY w, ALTnUCE max ax

A WS ELE¢T"-'DNSr"Y MODEL- k.t( 4 5.75Znhmax - 203.45),

when h>h a ; factors k and Z
are give f•n Table 3 and 4.

b. Below the F2 peak, the final
electron-density values are not allowed PROFILE Ne = NoE + NeFI - NeF2
to decrease with altitude. Where the For each layer,
sum of the thzee Chapman layers
decreases with altitude, the model Ne(h) NmAxeXp a(l-Z-exp(--Z))
indicates a constant value until the
electron density begins to increase. where Z (h -

c. Scale heights for the E, Fl, Ne = electron density at height h
and bottomside F2 layers are taken as Nmax - electron density at peak
constant throughout those layers. Scale of Chapman layer, hmax
heights for the topside F2 region H - scale height
increase with altitude as in the original R = mean sunspot number
Damon-Hartranft model. The variable X = solar zenith angle
topside scale heights provide a closer
approximation to observed topside TABLE 2. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE AIR
electron-density profiles than does ube WEATHER SERVICE ELECTRON
of a constant scale height above the DENSITY / TEC MODEL
F2 peak (Figure 5).
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heights to match TEC observations. The
o"•istability of the Air Weather Service
S model is its prime asset, because
iC becomes possible to produce TEC

800 H.45.75 h- 203.45 values and electron-density profiles
matched to actual observations if such
observations are available.

S600

900 k-LO

SCALE HEIGHT (KMI)

FIGUREI 5 SCALE HEIGHT vs. ALTITUDE
(TIOPSUE F2 LAYER) GO 60

kLo \TEC:

d. Total Electron Content is 300 1.0 22.9 0obtained by summing the electron content
in five-kilometer slabs from 95 to 1000 13 27.,a 104

kilometers. 1-600Alo

e. The model is driven primarily
by three characteriwni; Jarameters of
thu F2 region: 300

(i) NmaxF2. defined by values
from the automated ionospheric analysi3 200"
or from direct observations;

(2) h 1,F2: defined by a 100
modified Shimaz•f equation (see Table
2) and values of M3000 from the auto-
mated analysis., ITS, or direct LOG NE
observationr FIOiIE 6 ELECTRON DENSITY v. ALTITUDE SHOWING

EFFECT OF TOPSIDE SCALE-Hr. FACTOR, ik
(3) Topside scale height, H:

basic topside scale height values are
illustrated in Figure 5. The topside
scale height values are adjusted by a SCALE HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT
set of empirical scale-height factors
which account for seasonal, local time, The scale-height factor, k, shown
and latitudinal variations in the in Table 3, was derived from an analysis
topside F2 region. The scale-height of TEC observations at the Air Force
factors are given in Tables 3 and 4. Cambridge Research Laboratories'
Typical effects of changes in the Sagamore Hill Observatory from 1968
topside scale height factors are shown through 1972. The scale height factors
in Figure 6. were chosen to minimize the difference

Once the peak electron density and between the modeled TEC and the
altitude of the peak are specified, the observed (monthly median) TEC values.
topside scale height may be changed as The "k" factors account for seasonal
desired to yi.eld a wiae range of TEC and local time variations in F2 topside
values. For operational appliý;ations, structure; no solar-cycle dependence
we require that the model produce could be found. The use of the factor,
values of TEC that can be verified on k, reduced the RMS error in spenifica-
an hour-by-hour basis. While recognizing tion of the durnal curves of monthly
the limitations in tOe absolute accuracy median TEC from 2.8 X 1016 electrons per
of TEC measurements m•ade by the Faraday square-meter column to 1.2 X 1016e/m2

rotation technique, we have elected to over the period studied. The diurnal
use such data to validate the model and variation in specification error is
to guide the AFGWC ionospheric fore- shown in Figure 7a; Figure 7b shows the
casters in adjusting topsida scale mean diurnal TEC curves to which the
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RMS specification error relates. Note
that these error estimates represent the EVALUATION
only available evaluation of the TEC
model itself, separate from errors in The final test of the model's value
foF2 specification; the RMS errors is its ability to specify TEC on a
shown in Figure 7 were obtained using day-to-day, hour-to-hour basis.Observed
"perfect" knowledge of foF2 for the and specified TEC at each of the five
monthly median TEC observations, operational observing locations are

20 shown in Figure 8 for two days in early
5 0January 1975; 01 January was a geomag-0 t ,

, "- netically quiet, well-behaved day --
04 January was the date on which a minor

A geomagnetic disturbance began, ancl
"typical" TEC curves for the first day
of a geomagnetic disturbance were seen.

Figure 9 shows mean TEC behavior
00 04 06 12 2t for five observing locations during the

LOCAL TIME most recent evaluation period (19 DEC 74
through 06 JAN 75). RMS errors for

FIURE T. RUS ERROR I SPCFYIN TEC day and night TEC specification over
4 that period are given in Table 5. The

specificatioi. errors are due partly to
the error in foF2 specification, but30 primarily to F2 topside characteristics
that vary significantly from those

estimated by the median scale-height
factors, k and . The "non-standaid"

z0 behavior of tho F2 region can be seen in
Figure 8; nute the difference between
the accuracy of the model on the geumag-
netically quiet day (01 JAN), and on the

10 day of the disturbance onset (04 JAN).
When geomagnetically diseurbed days
(A sub p of 25 or greater) are removed
from the verification sample, tha RMS

CS, • 20 • significantly decreased as shown inI ,A TIME Table S.

The effective topside scale height 1 JM 044

is also expected to vary with latitude,
longitude, and geomagnetic activity. To 0.
date, it has been necessary to ignore
longitudinal and geomagnetic-activity 0
variations because of a lack of data.
The latitudinal variation in the scale -

height has been estimated from a small 16
collection of real-time TEC observations.
Approximately four months of operational
data from Goose Bay, Sagamore Hill,
Patrick AFB, and Ramey AFB (Puerto - T M9'wT A.I

Rico) were compared to modeled TEC
values to determine the latitudinal
scale-height factor, t, given in
Table 4. We recognize that this factor
provides at best a gross approximation ,
to the latitudinal variation in topside
structure; even in its present state of 1
development, it serves to reduce the3 ./.. ,
RMS error in specifying TEC at locations 0
where observations are available. 0I/

10
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On a global basis, the expected
accuracy of the TEC model may be estim-
ated from the known errors in foF2

0 S specification. The RMS errors in foF2
specification presented above are
approximately equivalent to ±10% for the
automated analysis and to ±20% for the
ITS specification. (ITS errors must be

0 considered, because at locations morethan about 1500-2000 km distant in
SAGAMORE longitude or about 750-1000 km in

10 HLL latitude, the "analysis" fields return
to ITS values.) Assuming that TEC is

E proportional to the square of foF2, it
1 can be shown that the percent error in
t 0 - TEC is proportional to twice the percent

error in foF2. We may then expect about
a 120% error in TEC from the error or

PATRICK APB uncertainty in foF2 from the automated
1O analysis; the ITS uncertainty in foF2

specification woulP )ield approximately
±40% error in TEC There are, of course,
other factors which contribute to the

0 Lerrors in TEC: primarily M3000 errors,
and the inability to reproduce the

RAMEY Af structure of the topside F-region
|0 through climatological scale-height

factors. The various errors may often
be compensating. In summary, we expect
that the combined foF2/M3000/TEC model

01 * * ,should be capable of specifying TEC at
any point in the Northern Hemisphere
with a root-mean-square error of about

ATHE ±20% near ionosonde sites to something
10. •over 40% in data-sparse areas. On aworld-wide basis, then, we may assume

a tate-of-the-art TEC specification

accuracy of ±30%. observed daytime RMS
I I a06 2 percent errors at the five operational

TEC observing sites ranged from 13% to

FIG. 9 MEAN OBERVD TEC 1 32% over the 19DEC 74 through 06 JAN 75
evaluation period. Suitable adjustments

RMS TEC ERROR (1016e/m2) of the topside scale-height factor by an
experienced ionospheric analyst can
reduce the error to less than 10% on a
case-by-case basis where detailed

ATHENS 3.74 (2.42) 2.84 (2.84) post-analyses are required.
REFERENCES
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DECIMETER MODELING OF IONOSPHERIC COLUTMNAR

ELECTRON CONTENT AT S-BAND FREQUENCIES*

K. W. Yip, F. B. Winn, M. S. Reid, C. T. Stelzried

Jet Propulsion Laboratory
California Institute of Technology

Pasadena, California

INTRODUCTION
ANTENNA

This paper presents a simple einrirical mo- SYSTEM

del which has been developed for the evaluation
of the ionospheric total electron content along
any ray path. It is n mapping model which re-
quires as input Faraday rotation data acquired SWITCHING

from a geostationary satellite. This model is ROTATING
developed primarily for ionospheric calibrations CIRCUITS
in day time space probe tracking.

The discussion on this model is divided in-
to five parts: A ES
A) The hardware system for the acquisition of AND

A)MIXERS
Faraday rotation data 

I

B) The procassing of the Faraday rotation data
C, The maprig of these data to the desired ray

path RCIEn) The validity of this mapping model AN
E The significance.Qf the total electron con- .RS

tent (TEC) calibrations provided by this mo-
del as demonstrated during the Mariner-
Venus-Mercury (MVM'73) mission in 1973.

A. INSTRUMEtATION MOR FARADAY MEI AND REF;EE

ROTATION DATA ACQUISITION

Two independent polarimeters are used to AMPLITUODE POLARIZATION
determine ionospheric columnar electron content.
Both polarimeters are located at the National Figure I
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
Goldstone Venus tracking station in California. Simplified Functional Block

The polarimeters measure the Faraday rotation of Diagram of Polarimeters

a signal from one of the Applications Technology
Satellite (ATS) series, from which the iono- For the Ald± polarimeter the antenna system
spheric electron content is calculated, is a pair of geometrically orthogonal, linearly

polarized antennas, which are sequentially sam-
One polarimeter is manufactured by the Aldi pled by solid-state electronic switching cir-

Corporation, the other by Teledyne Micronetics. cuits driven by an audio frequency reference,
Although they have similar functional block dia. For the Teledyne polarimeter the antenna system
grams they are, nevertheless, independent de- is a crossed-Yagi array. This array feeds a 900
signs using different circuits. Figure 1 shows hybrid to provide right and left circularly po-
k simplified functional block diagram of both larized outputs, one of which is passed through
polarimeters.

"* This paper presents the results of one phase of research carried out at the Jet Propulsion Labor-
atory, California Institute of Technology, under Contract No. NAS 7-100, sponsored by the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration.
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an electronic phase shifter which provides li-.
near phase shift versus applied voltage through
a range of 3600. A second 900 hybrid is used AID

for the recombination of the signals. These / ANTEWN
circuits therefore form an electronically rota-
ted antenna system, also driven by an audio f're-
quency -'eference signal.

Radio Frequency (RF) amplifiers and mixers
are followed by receiver and filter chains as
shown in the block diagram. The polarization ,ENkNL
output is taken from the phase meter and theamplitude output from the receiver/filter chain.

Both polarimeters are packaged into rack
mounted panels and feed a common automatic data
acquisition system which provide punched paper
tape output and analog strip-chart recordings.
Figure 2 shows a photograph of the rack housing
both polarimeters and the data system. Figure p
3 shows a photograph of both antenna systems.

'•~ .• .'" T F • . S.'.. . "/P

TELEDYNE A, .
RECORDER -.-

SOLAL I MCTR Figure 3

, . LPOLARIMTR Faraday Polarization Measurement71 ..... Antenna System at DSS 13

An error as •lysis shows resolution and sta-
Ibility arc sUfficint and that polarization and

11 ~amplitude linearity errors areý acceptbable. The"
.. . latter are introduced by antenna unbalance, non-

linearity (departure from square law) in the de-
tector and by mismatch in the input impendance
of the amplifier. These factors are all small
and stable in time.

AUTOMATIC
DATAK ACQUISITION B. FARADAY ROTATION DATI',, , SYSTEM

The amount of Faraday rotation in radians
is given by

~~~~~~ 01080 r = . - / I I o se e . c X,, (s) da W•

w,• •-J here R - 2.97 x 10 -2 in MKS units

f - frequency of radio wave in Hz
= angle between ionospheric station's

zenith and station-geostationary
IR1 ALDI satellite ray path

-- • ECOWR i H 1 coag = tangential component of the magne-
tic field along the ray path, ar.p-
turns/m

N(s) - electron density distribution along

Figure 2 ray path S in electrons/m3

Faraday Rotation Data Acquisition System For the reduction of Faraday rotation data, a
dipole magnetic field for the earth is assumed.
Eq. (1) is then approximated by
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oft - jIIHJ~ cosO> see of N(s) Idsa0 -=
?ref 6.10

where the subscript "ref" indicates that 11H _ 1

cosell is computed for a reference point along U 6

the path through ths ionosphere. The altitudeto
of this reference point has been takten to be
350 Im above the earth. It has beea shown W i-
(Ref. 1) that uncertainties involved in this o t

choice are less than 2%.

For input to the model, these "slant" TEC _______

are converted to 4enith TEC at the ionospheric C0 12 24 (r06

reference point (Appendix A). The ionosplihAc LOCAL TIME (hr)

reference point is defined as the point where a. At .qulnox during sunspot nininunt, 1943-44.

the ray path in question intersects the ioaos-
phere at an altitude of 350 km. Ionospheric 600

conditions at this point are used to typify
conditions along the entire ray path.

C. MAPPING OF ZENITH TEC

The mapping procedure of the model
consists of two parts: (1) the space-time
mapping and (2) the elevation angle mapping.

I. Space-Time Mapping

This trantilation is based on tbh' assump- 0 12 24

tion that, at the same local time, two stations LOCAL TIME (he)

have identical zenith TEC values if the b. At equinox during sunpot uinun, 1947.

difference in geomagnetic latitudes is notN
considered.h *U ,5.

This spac'-Gime translation depends on the _ 6.'

longitudinal di Lference of the two ionospheric I
referencu points -- this is the time transla- ,0

tion that must be applied to one data set toas~~~, to ooo 1 .....
convert it to the other time system ( Tr 30

Magnetic Latitude Adjustment

As one asconds in altitude into the ioct-
sphere one reaches a point where the electron
density is the maximum. In part, the value of 00 12 24 06

this maximum depends on the geomagnetic latLi- LOCAL TIME (hr)

tude. Thus, in addition to the time transla- c. At summer sol.ti. during .sunpot mini,.u, 1943-44.

tion of the TEC data, it must also be corrected N 1for geomagnetic latitude difference. However,• .0

this correction is very complicated since it not 0 (D
only depends on the magnetic latitudes but also
the time of the year and the level of solar ac- P -
tivities (Reference 2). Fortunately, in our .

application of *the ionospheric model to spaceup 6-12
probe tracking*, a geostationary satellite can
usually be found such that the ionospheric re- 3OP I.t'

ference points under consideration are usually
quite close (<+ 100) in geomagnetic latitudes. o I
This is con:enient since examinations of the
contour plots of maximum electron density as a _'"_ _"_

function of geomagnetic latitude and local time 00 12 24 06

(Figure 4) show that the contours for mid-let- LOCAL TIME (Ie)

itudes usually do not change much during the day A. At surnther solstice during sunspot maxirnurn, 1947.

time for small geomagnetic latitude variations. Figure 4 P-4 t.)
A simple approximation w(hich depends only on the Contours of NmF2 (electron concentrations

at the F2 peak) in electrons/cm3

j *I• All t.aciing stations in tha NASA/JPL Deep Space Net are located at mid-latitudes.
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geomagnett latitude hnu been developed for this D. VALIDITY OF MAPPING MODEL
limited3 application (Ref. 3), viz.,

There are four ways* to verify the perfor-
S- 210 l (2) mance of the Faraday "Mapping" model.

IT -210 1) "Mapped" Faraday Compared to

where •m and q are the magnetic latitudes of "Mapped" Faraday

the ionospheric reference points of the desired First, Faraday polarization data (acquired
ray path and the Faraday rotation measurement from different Applied Technology Satellites and
ray path. at different ground stations) are "mapped" to a

common ray path. This yields redundant measure-
2. Elevation Angle Mapping ments of the TEU.

Based on Fermat's principle and a Chapman Six days of zenith TEC for the NASA/JPL
model ionosphere, these data are then mapped by Deep Space Station 13 (DSS 13) located at Gold-
the multiplication of the factor R(Y), which is stone, California are shown in Figure 6.
the ratio of a ray trace solution (Ref. 4) at an
eleva'.'on angle y to that at y = 9O0. In this
normalization the dependence on the Chapman
parameter Nmax drops out of the ratio. It has 3.5
been shown (Ref. 5, that uncertainties Involved zr ..0- ATS-I30
in this elevation mapping technique for not too 0 ATS-5
large solar zenith angles (,: 1500) is less than Z 2.5
10% even at elevation angles as low ag lop. 0 2.0
The major contribution of this error comes from
-the uncertainty in the value of Hmax (altitude. _ ,

abo6ve earth where the peak electron density Z-- .0
occurs). (gu 

-

For computational ease, the expression o
used to approximate the ratio of the ray trace 0.25
solutions (Figure 5), is 01-0 4 N°I_

R()[R+ J - R cos " 2 0 12 24 0 12 24 0 12 24c 2 0 12 24 0 12 24 0 12 24

(3) (GMT)
+ ( +h .)

2  R n2 cos2 V 3'~' 12 13 14 Is 16 17
+ (R e + hl) -L7 /e o }l(h 2 - hl) 'UC 1974' ' '

MA/RCH 1974

where Re = radius of the earth and for the
Chapman parameter values of H (3cale height) =
39 lim, 11'mnx= 300 lun, hl and h2 take on values Figure 6
of 215 km and 454t km respectively. Comparison of Different ATS Data Sets

There are two zenith TEC profiles: one was de-
4( ) FOR A HOMOGENEOUS IONOSPHERE rived from the Faraday rotation data acquired

• WITH 1I 215 km AND h2 - 454 km from ATS-l and the other was derived from data
-~3 _____

-R() FOR A CHAPMAN IONOSPHERE acquired from ATS-5. The angular separation of
WITHhk. 300km the two satellites, as seen from DSS 13, is 50

- ----- -2 at the reference points. This amounts to a li-
near separation of - 550 km. The standard devia-
tion of the differences is <15+cm with the max-
imum difference being 50 cm. Now, it is recog-
nized that due to the proximity of the 2 ATS ray

0 10 20 30 40 60 70 80 90 paths that this comparison is primarily a con-
ELEVATION ANGLE, deg sistency check.

Figure 7 shows the comparison of 5 days of
zenith TEC derived from ATS-1 observations atFigure 5 DSS 13 and at the Stanford Radiosc~ence Labors-

Comparison of the Elevation Angle Adjust- tory. In this mapping, the angular separation
ment Ratio for a Homogeneous and a Chapman of the ionospheric reference points is -40 er-

Ionosphere cept that now, there is a 2.50 difference in

I) Napped" Faraday data comparisons
) "Mapped" Faraday comparison to S/X dual frequency data

"•) "Mapped" Faraday compared to differenced range minus integrated doppler (Reference 8)
L) Compare S-band Doppler data unmodelled structures to Faraday calibrations (Reference 7)

+ At 2.295 GHz, 1017 electrons/M 2 of TEC is equivalent to a path change of 0.76 meter.
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geomagnetic latitudes. The linear separation of be obtained by mapping the fine structure variations
the 2 ray paths in the ionosphere is - 47O km. from the DSS 13-ATS-1 line-of-sight. The short term
The two electron content profiles reveal a <20 variations (Figure 8) of the Faraday and S/X
cm standard deviation with the maximum dlIffer- data do not correlate and the maximum difference
ence being -40 cm. is - 0.2 meters. From the differences pictured

in Figure 8, it can be deduced that the locali-
zed, short term, iomgspheric variations ere

3.s 10 1 ,-0.25 m/hr (-3 x 10 electrons/b 2 /hr) . Thia isSOLDSTONE)asonable.
3.0 - STANFORD

Q 2.5

0 e

p2.0 f60 _ _

-51.5 4
- r 0 ELEVATION
Z 20

1,0
• J _ _ _ _ _t__ _ _ _...

S 0.5 - 2.0 , , ! • i I r "S_

0 12 24 0 12 24 0 12 24

0 12 24 0 12 24

how (OMT) -0.5

8 9 10 12 13

JULY 1971

Figure 7 - Consparieon of Different Polarization Data Sets 54 DUAL

2) SIX Dual Frequency Doppler and Mapped FaradaygP e b n-. .., ,
Charged-Particle Calibrations.
A second approach to ascertaining the accuracy of FARADAY

mapped Faraday calibrations is to compare them to a dif- 20 2 2 2324

ferent, independent calibutm. on, 21 , 0 22 23 24 25

-noe such independeni r.'sta type is SIX dual frequency
Doppler charged partichl adlbrations. The phase velocities
of S-band radio sigmale (-- 2300 MHz) are (11/3)2 more Figure 8 - Faraday vs S/X Data, Day 349, 1973
advanced than are X-band radio signals (- 8100 MHz) by SIX Dual Doppler and "'MMped" Faraday
electron content dynamics. If SIX dual frequency Doppler comparisons: Dey 36, 19T3
datt o re simultaneously received, the line-of-sight electron
content change per unit time is symbolically The seven hour's ot SIX Doppler data for day

Ap, - k(APv -1 awx) 364 (December 30, 1973) is similarly compared
Ij Awith the Faraday rotation date and plotted in

Thus, the integmied SIX dispersive Doppler data yeJid col- Figure 9. Again, the agreement of the gross
lectively the TIC o," the ionosphere and of the space plasma trends is good. In this pass, however, the
along the tracking Qttion-deep space probe ray path. If agreement of the S/X and Faraday data at the be-
the TEC contribution of the space plasma is insignificant, ginning and the end of the pass is only at the
an independent measurement of the ionospheric TEC is 0.2 - 0.3 meter level. Although the elevation
available. Many comparisons of the TEC's given by the angle of the spacecraft is quite high (-40o) in
mapping model and the SIX data hvea been Lade, and the the beginning of the pass, the separation of the
fast three are presented in the following. DSS 14 - MVM'73 and D)SS 13 - ATS-1 lines-of-

sight !,a more than five degrees (-r90 kin). As
can be seen from the above disoussions (DI) lo-

w Da cal irregularities of this magnitude are ex--
Com~sriasons. Dy c).: ipected on this linear scale. Towards the end of

A comparlson of the Faraday rotation and SIX the pass the elevation angle to the spacecraft
evaluatonis of Ohe electron content history over the dropped to less than 300. Calculations show
pass reveals the long term trends to match (Figure 8). that the solar zenith ongle (X) on this day be-
The maximum disagreement is -0.15 m at 23h 51m. comes larger than 900 at UT =25 hours. Thus,
This is 10% of the total correction at that time. this discrepancy can be partly due to the inad-
However It is also apparent that fine structure varia- equacy of the Chapman ionospheric model for
tions along the DSS 14-MVM'73 line-of-sIght can not X >850 (Reference 6).
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60 -T-, 7). Dut it would serve little purpose to -,o
into that here.

z I
L0 L0 I 1FJ T 1 1_1

2,5 * 1 T T T TI T-r-- ,
SELEVATION

22.5 1

DAY 3DAY 002
22.

S/X DUAL DOPPLER
AND FARADAY DATA 2.0

S/x
. 1,5

' FARADAY ,;. S/X

SFARADAY
E
€. 1.5

'3
1.0

0.5 L I 1.0

18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32
GMT, h

l,'l.gure 9

Faraday vs SIX Data, Day 364, 1973 0.5 1 9 3 Ias 2/ 29 31I? 9 21 23 2 9 3
GMT, h

si1X Dual Doppler and "Mapped" Faraday Figu'e £0
Comparisons: Day 003, 4 r vt• ' • ~Faraday va S/X Dntn, Day n03, kll

The S/X Doppler date acquired on day 003
(3 January 1974) compares even better with the E. THE 8IGNIFICANCE OF "MAPPED" FARADAY
Faraday measurements (Figure 10). This stems CALIBRiATION TO DEEP SPACE PROD NAVIGATION
from the dats tahen only at the higher elevation
angles as shown in Figure 10. The maximum dif- Radiometric Doppler used to track space
ference between the mapped Faraday and the S/X probes are influenced by charged-particle
measurements is -0.05 meters. dynamics of the earth's ionosphere and of the

apace plasma. When we restrict our attention
Thua, the maximum disa-reement, under most to the time period just before the Mercury

conditions, is but 0.3 m for the comparison fly-by of the Mariner 10 spacecraft (1arch 29,
ritth these first three S/X dual frequency Dop- 1974), the effect of the charged particle

pler data sets. Part of this difference might dynamics on the recursive least squares
be due to space plasma dynamics which the dual adjustment of the spacecraft state when Doppler
Doppler is sensitive to. This, however cannot is reduced producede 110 km change in the
be very much due to the close earth proximity estimated position of the probe at Mercury
of the spacecraft at this time. encounter. This is a 60% improvement in the

encounter position estimated (Ref. 8). The

In as much as the S/X dual frequency Dor- statistics were improved by 28% with the
pler data is the most accurate data type avail- application of the ionospheric calibrations.
able for ascertaining the TEC along the station-
spaceprobe ray path*, its comparison with the ST2A
model has been presented here in detail. Com-
parisons with the other data types (3 and 4 in A simple empirical model has been
footnote of P. 4) have been carried out (Refa. developed for the evaluation of the ionospheric

* It has sub-centimeter resolution -R Reference 7.

: ~350
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total electron content along ray paths at 0 = v vector from the center )f the
mid-latitudes during the day-time. It is a cortlh to the station: I RJ R
mapping model which requires as input Faraday
rotation data acquired. from a geostationary 0 nd 's station longitude and latitude
satellite. TEC calibrations accurate to - 3
S17 cm (1a) for any ray paths are obtainable a and 6 =probe':- tope)cntric hour ongle
from the model. and declination

Such accAracies result from restricted use X nnd p 0 = longitude and latitude of the
of the model; P subiunospherc point:

1) Northern hemisphere only .t sin(X.-U)coU6+Rf sin X. cosý 1
2 Maximum geomagnetic latitude differences XI • .( -- , co - G a
between ionosphere reference points of e S e sXaC
observed and computed TEC ' 5•. Fine scale
sthrucgt''es and irregul•rities olong the ray G 1. 11 (p sin 6 + Rsin 0
path are not accotuted, but. their amplitudes L
have been observed to be usually less than 0.1 The elevation angle *Y is computed from a
s (Jy). and 6 by the spheriecl trigonom:etry L'Celotion-

ships :

APPENDIX A sillY = sin sin 6 ± coo cos 6 Cos a

The ionosphere reference point is
computed as follows (see Fig. Al):

S~ NORTH

IONOSPIIERE POLErcoax 8 coso 13 REFERENCE POINT

Gin Y"" LOCAL

r L [s-•.ns -o~ J A•

a MEAIDIAN

0o8(ka - ~)cos8 1[ I ~ GRENWICHN X M EU IDIAN
p ,"p (X5  =) cosP K 0

sin6 Y 1

"[cosax cosop

R - I sixp cosop Figure Al

Is ina J Calculation of Ionospheric Peferenco Point

where REFERENCES

Sa vector from the center of the earth to .L. von Roos, 0. 11., Yip, K. W., "Determination
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(JPL internnl document 5 .
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IONOSPHERIC MODELS USED IN IONOGRAM INVERSION TECHNIQUES

R. 0. ConkriBht
Environmental Data Service, NOAA

Boulder, Colorado 80302

lonograms are the analog record of The "unseen" echoes are treated by
vertical incidence radio soundings of our model in two s'eps. First, we
the ionosphere (see, for example, apply a model of ,te integrated ion-
M. Phillips, 1974). They are a repre- ization up to 90 km, a height below
sentation of the virtual height of which ionogram echoes are hardly ever
echoes from the ionospheric layers over observed. Second, we apply a model for
a range of HF frequencies. They can be the E layer in the large number of
converted to electron density profiles cases, particularly at night, when this
in real height by inversion techniques: is not observed.
the basic scheme used by the NOAA
groups (formerly Central Radio Propa- The portion of the model which
gation Laboratory of the National treats below 90 km is due to Smith

Bureau of Standards) is described by (1974) and in effect takes account of

A. Paul et al., (1967). the diurnal variation of D-region ion-
ization by a simple relationship in-

Because the coverage of ionospheric volving the cosine of the sun's zenith
monitoring by ionosondes is worldwide, angle by day and a linear relaxation in
and essentially continuous, the data the late afternoon and evening which

are particularly useful in checking matches radio propagation experience
F-region models. Thus, there have (Figure 1). This is applied as a
been some sizable projects for mass- model point on the virtual height-
producing profiles of electron density, frequency curve where the inversion
N(h), from ionograms from the world calculation is started.
network. Much of these data are in the
World Data Centers. The validity of The model of the E-layer critical
the F-region data depends on the use of frequency as a function of time of day,
models of the ionization at lower season and location on the earth is
heights where the inherent insensitiv- taken from the empirical E-layer
ity of ionosondes limit the information climatology used for ionospheric radio
that is available. This paper discusses propagation predictions (Roberts and
the modelling for the underlying ion- Rosich, 1971). It is close to zenith
ization -- the "unseen" echoes of the angle dependence by day, with night-
ionogram -- and the reliability of a time values from limited observations
large data bnse where these models were and radio propagation experience. The
used. height profiles at the E-layer maximum

is assumed to be roughly parabolic; for
The main limitation of all proce- consistent computing purposes the

dures for deriving N(h) profiles from virtual height of the E-layer cusp on
ionograms is the lack of echoes at the the ionogram is taken as 400 km
lower frequencies which would refer to (Figure 2).
the lower heights, due to the limited
sensitivity of the usuai monitoring The details of these model assump-
ionosonde. Thus, it is common to have tions for the D- and E-region ioniza-
no echoes below a probing frequency of tion are not as important as the
1,5 MHz or a virtual height of 110 km. consistency with which they are uced in
But the echo retardation at lower derivation of the N(h) profiles which
heights importantly affects the calcu- apply mainly to the F-region. The
lated profile of the F-region electron models described were used by NOAA's
density and the F-region models and Space Environment Laboratory in pro-
morphology based on ionogram data. ducing a very large N(h) data base by
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offer sunset stolr Zenith a~te digitizing system developed by NOAA/SEL,
a simpler manual digitizing system wasfigure i. Model of diurnal variation developed and iS being used for routine

of the plasma frequency at 90 km. ionogram reduction work at Boulder by
NOAA/EDS. This system involves an

kmn 400 electronic datrix board and a hand-held
400 h. cursor connected to o programmable

ft dcalculater. This system eliminates

Soo -most of the errors encountered by thefully automated systemi when the
io foperator is an expert at ionogrrm in-

h' 2 t pa torpretatron.
10.. Mel In conclusion. NOAA/EDS is prepared

400- to produce, upon requesta N(h) profiles
Sconsistently incorporating the models

foE just described. Eiahur automated or
0-- 1 ,,. 1 - manual techniques will be used to

86% 93% 98% -+1 MHZ process the ionograme, depending upon
Probi Freuency the volume.

Ficire 2. Modpl h'(f) near E-layer
critical frequency. REFERENCES

nearly automatic techniques (th Lmefald
at al., 1974). In assessing the M Liandeman Phillips, "Ground-Based
qu8lity of these 18,000 profiles for Vertical-ncidence Ionograms,"

15 stations for selected period* in IEEE Transa:tions on Antenn~as a~nd1964, we indirectly obtain a measure of Propalutioe.•. AP-22, No. 6,
the 2onsistency of model application by Novdmber 1974f

automatic techniques (Figure 3). The
maximum effect of erratic application At Paul, He Howe, D. McKrnnis, J. Wrightd
of the model can be judged by the "Ionospheric Electron-Density Profiles
shott-itorm variability of F-rigion with Continuous Gradients and Under-
parameitrs taken from the N(h) profiles lying Ionization Correction. " Radio
which also includes natural variability Science 2 (1ow Ser.es), No. 10,

and scaline and computational errors. Howe, 1 .

On several dozen days studied, this
variability was commonly less than N. Smith, "Lower Ionosphere Morphology
5 percent for the F-region maximum and the Start of the N(h) Reduction
electron density, while for the electron Program," (in preparation).
density at a fixed height of 200 km the
measured variability was somewhat more. W. Roberts and R. Rosich, "Ionospheric
These are maximum errors due to Predictions," Telecommunications
application of the models for underlying Research and Engineering Report,
ionixatioa and are small for most 13 September 1971.
purposes. ThQ modelling error is in-
cluded in the threa-grade quality G. Lerfold, J. Wohlmut, R. Jurgens, and
assessment which will be attached to G. Cose "A Semi-Automated System for
the detailed SEL profile data when it the True Height Analysis of Film
is archived in the World Data Center lonograms, Part 1. Overall Descrip-
rnd mlad available to the scientific tioa," NOAA Technical MemoSanduim,

community. ERL _SEL 2j7, October 1973.
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SOLAR CYCLE VARIATIONS OF THE TOTAL ELECTRON

CONTENT AT LOW LATITUDE

yinn-Nian Huaing
Telsoaoinicatien Laboratories, M.O. C.

•mung-!A P. 0. Box 71, Taiwan, Rep. .f China

I. Introduction Table I
Modified month Ordinary calendar date

The Faraday rotition methed of datermining January 7 JanuAry-4 February
ionospheric electron content from the telemetry February 5 February-5 Marcb
signals of earth satellitne has been discuNsed March 6 Maroh-5 April
by Garriett et al. (1970.. At the early stag,% April 6 April-6 May
of study, several workara have used low altitu.e May 7 )a-6 June
satellites signals to study about the diurnal, June 7 June-7 July
seasonal enrd solar cycle variations ef the total July 8 July-7 August
electron content. (e.g. Roes, 1966; Yeh and Fla- August 8 August-7 September
hcr'ty, 1966; RAi arnd Hook, 1967). Howevertbere September 8 September-8 October
was a serious difficaulty in distinguishing among October 9 October-7 November
diurnal, seasonal and solar cycle variations. November 8 Novembe•-6 December
This ambiguity was removed when the geostaticn- December 7 December-6 January
ary satellite signal became available. Studies
of diurnal and seasonal variations of total apparent seasonal variations of I at different
electron content by use of the geostationary hours are very clear and will be discussed in
saatollite signals have been done by some workers Sac. IV. To eliminate the seasonal vuriation,
(e.g. Titheridge, 1966; Yuan and Roelofs, 1966 12 month running average of I, 7, was calculated
and 1967; Qerriott et K1., 1970). However, very and shown in the same figure. For comparison,
few workers have studied the solar cycle varia- the 12 month running average of monthly mean
ticna of the total electron content. The objec- w4nspot nuabar, W, for each month is also shown
tive o0 the present, study is to usA the total at the top of tho figure. It ic very clear that
electron content data obtained at the University the positive correlation exists between ' and It
of %wai' to investigate the solar cycle varia- at each hour. However, '.h T curves becci.se hori-
tions ol' .i total electron content at low lati- zontal at aarlivr time than the a curve does.
tude. This shows a saturat5 jn effect of I variation

near th,, sunspot me Lnum. TI•. 4ependence of f
Continuous measuxementas of the electron on I can be seen mort clearly in Figure 2. The

ontent using 4noo- III and ATS I beacon aig- increase of T becomes saturated when I "a&ches
nals nLwv been carried out at the University of the value of about 109. The rate of increase
Hauaii koeographic Iccation: 210 18%N* 157 0491W; of Y differs at different hours= The correLa-
geomagnetic location: 21.0oN: 266.201 since Uion coefficiint between I and R and the slope
October 1964 (Alen and Roelofr, '1966 - 1971). of the xegressiun line for each hour were cal-
The wnr.nly mean hzu,!ly values of electron con- culated and shown by a full line and a dashed
tei:t have bsen calziated by Yuan and Roelof* lirw reapoctively in Figure 3. The correlation(1966, 1967) vin-ie October 1964. The monthly coefficients are larger thaii 0.85 with the beat

msan hourl7 -values from January 1965 to Decem- correlations appearing at day hours; and tU
ber 1970 were used for the present utudy. Th worst ones around the hours of munise. The
months iere defined according to Table 1 instead rate of increasa of I starts to increase at sun-
of the ordinary calendar months in oreer to pro- rise; reachea its maxidsun at 14 hr; and then
duce symmetry with rspeot to the inclination of deoreasas ti- its minimsm at je-sunrise.the earth's ax:Le to the euu.

The dotted line in Figure 3 shows the
II. Solar Cycle iVa&m ýon_ %ty Monthly Mean diurnal variation of the correlation coefficient

Hourly Values at Different Hours, between monthly mean hourly value of electron
content, I, and the monthy mean sunspot number,

Figure i shows thi variations of the monthly R. The correlations are much poor as compared
njan hourly valusa of totel electron content, I, with those between 1 and !, especially at hours
at 00, 06, 08, 10, 14, 17, 20 and 23 hours. The before tA sunrise.
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Fig5 1 Variations of I, I and 1 at different hours.

III. &,1er C'cle V aria tion of th e H arm oni a o i i IV . .Sol ar Cycle V ariati~on of th e A ppare t S a-

Do nants of th e M ont~hly Mean Diurn al Varia- sonal Variat ion .•t Different Hours

The apparent seasonal variation of the else-

The harmonic components of the monthly mean tron conrtent at different hours oan be seen in

diurnal variation have been calculated for each Figure 1.* For ei'ch hour, the amplitude of the

month and are shown in Figure 4,. I,.,I. , I2, and seasonal variation inoreases with the increase

I• rep reeent t he daily mea val ,-, • he at,,t of " ; and th e sha pe o f t he seso n v aration

a~d 3rd harmonic componente of the monthly mean charges as 1 increases. Near the sunrise hours

diurnal variation. The components larger than (e.g. 6 hr curve), the seasonal. variation shows

the 4th hormoni c are so sm l that they are not ono maximum and one minimum in sum,• ar and winter,

shown in the figiure. 10, 11, 12 and I•show the respectively. However, from 6 to 8 hr, the pat-

12 month r un in average sof I , I1 I• md I .t arn of seasonal variation changes gradually to

It should be noted that the val• '-e'of • and have two w~ i m and two mini ma , respe ctively , In

are so close that Iris plotted , 1. a ifferelnt equinoxes and solstices. At low solar activity

scale as shown at t•a right aide of th• figure. of 19b5 and 1966, this pattern of seasonal vari-

The variation of 1• is e1.so sho wn at the top of a tion persists until 17 hr" when it changes back

Sthe figure , It is ve r• ,ear that the positive to the one max i mim end cn•e m ninimu patte rn. How-

Scorrelation exists between each smoothed haenic ever, at high solar activity, the two maxima and

coompo nont and the smoothed sunspot n~u mber. The two minima p attern persists until 23 hr.

saturation 
effect is also clear for 'A and 11*

-=This effect can be seen more clearly •n Figure The gradual development of the winter ano-

m5 which gives the variation of each isoothed maly, with electron content greater in winter

Sharmonic co•.ponent with ]1. The saturation takes than in sum mer, has been demonstrated by Walker

plhce wbe' R reaches at the value of about 100. (1971) by using peak electron •ontent at Hong

Kong. Walker and Ting (1972) have reported that

Theval e o, I nd 1  r ver y close ad the winter anoo ealy be coo e e vi dent at high soa

change in a similar •attern. The rates o• in- activity of 1967/8 and was apparently absent

Icrease of T and !1 are m'oh steeper as corm- during low solar activity period. However, the

pared to th•N ,f -^ and!T. I^ and I, keep present study has revailed that, at daytime from

almost cons t&4tval~ es 2  4 • 10 to 16 hr, the winter anomaly was almost deve-

loped at the low solar activity of 1965.
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z "Fig. 3 Diurnal variations of the correlation
. 0. . 2 0h ooeffioient between Y and K (full line);" •.0 the slope of the regression line (dashed

line); and the correlation coefficient
j "prove,8h between I and R (dotted line).

_j2 .0  2.'"... 3 h 4L.. between I and . Once the validity has been... ."r .(1) can be used to obtain 3nm's at

."R-, representing miniral- solar activity, a.
0at R=100, representing maximum solar activity.1.0- " """' h !j The seasonal variation constructed by using

. h these I Is does not include the effect of the
. .solar ahivty and can be used to represent the

I , 0 , 1 120 real seasonal variation.

0 20 40 60 0 00 10 Figure 6 shows the contour chart of the
SUNSPOT NUMBER,R correlation coefficient between I and M. From

this figure, it can be seen that,nor summer and
Fig. 2 Variation of 1 with R at different hours vCrnal equinoctial months, high positive correl-

ation exists throughout the whole day. Whereas,
V. Real Seansonal Variations of the Total Elsec- for winter and autumnal equinoctial months, the

tron Content at the Maximum arid Minimum Solar correlation is high only in daytime; at night,
Activities the positive correlation becomes low and even

negative around the sunrise hours.
It should be remarked that the apparer. sua-

sonal variation discussed in Sec. IV includes The coefficient B in Eq. (1) represents
the effect of the solar activity. This is the the rate of increase o•zI per unit increase
reason we have defined it as the apparent sea- of r. The contour chart 8f B is given in Fig.
sonal variation to distinguish from the real sea- 7. From this, it can be observed that B attains
sonal variation discussed below. In order to its maximum value around 14 hr. which is the
obtain the real seasonal variation, we first as- t•ie for. the occurrence of the diurnal peak of
sums that the monthly mea&. hourly valxie at n hr. the olectron dont4rit as will be sho0n later.
In m month denoted by I , and the corresponding B attains its minimum value around the sunrise
value of !r are linearly Mlated as given by the hou... Seasonally, B has two minima in summer
following equat.on. and December with the latter having larger value;

and two maxima in February and Novmber. Here,
I Anm + B_ (1) it is worthy of notice that the winter anomaly
n- : appears for the seasonal variation of B; and

where Anm and B, are constants to be determhind two seasonal maxima of B do not appear exactly
by the standard method of regression analysia. in the equinoctial months bat in early and late
The vml-Jdity of the assumption of Eq(1) can be winter months.
teated by determining the correlation coefficient
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fig- 4 gorietiona of the harmonic components of
the monthly mean diurnal variation. / A....

Figure 8 and 9 ahow, respectively, the con-
tour charts for I at rinimum solar activity of

R=O and maximm aAar activity of RHIO0 obtained 0)
using Sq. (1). From these figures, it is clear ...... .9
that the winter anoaly i1 not present in sun- s
spot minimum period but present and well deve-
loped in the day and evening hours of sunspot A "
maximua period. In the daytime and evening I-
hours of maxiwa solar activity, there are two o
seasonal maxima appenring, respectively, in
March and October with the former slightly
larger than the latter; and in the nighttime, M-
thb•r is only one muxinu1 appearing in summer.
In the sunspot minimum period, there is only on@ A

seakonal maxdia a~pearing in miinr; however,
it is clear that another penk in going to deve- ,
lop in March. Throughout the whole period stu-
died in the present paper, the seasonal peak F A .
appeared iu vernal equinoz is always slightly "
larger than that appeared in autumal equinox; C 04 08 12 16 20 0

and the diurnal maxinal appears at about 14 hr.
LOCAL TIME

Fig. 6 Contour chart oi the correlation coef-
ficient between X and T.
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Fig. 7 Contour chart of the rate of increase of Fig. 9 Contour chart for I at ma.ximm solar
I with respect to 1. activity of ?IOO.

VI. §oa 42le Variation of the Seasonal Vari-
aton ;f the H•aronic gam tone

UNIT:10'/M 2  The seasonal variations of the different
j harmonic components of the monthly mean diurnal

variation are shown in Figure 4. It is interest-
O ing to note that the winter anomaly in present

for the first harmonic component, I , throighout
N 0the half solar cycle. For the second harmonic

0 component, I, the winter anomaly exists only at
low solar o ivity; at higher molar activitythe

S maximum and minimum values appear in summer and
winter, respectively. The third hamonias, I ,

A 0 has two maxima in solstices and two minimum In

X equinoxes. As for the mean value, I , the sea-
0.5 0., 1. 2.0 3.0 25 1.51. sonal variation pattern varies as thS solar acti-

i vity inoreases. At low solar activity, the pat-
tern has a maximum in smamer and a minimum in

M winterl however, as the molar activity increases,
the pattern changes gradually to have two minima

A 30 in solstices and two maxima in eju.iroxas. The
M C vernal maximum is larger than aut'2mnal maximum;

and except for the winter in between 1967 and
F 1968, the winter mini-mu values are always smal-

ler than the summer omes.

J 04 08 12 16 20 0 VII. Golusio

LOCAL TIME The following conolusion can be d.ra•n from
the present study:

Fig. 8 Contour chart for I at minimum solar (1) The 12 monthruning average value of total
activity of RAO. electron eontent, I, at each hour nas been found

to have the best linear coroelation with the 12
month running average value of sunspot number,1.
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(2) The correlation coefficient is larger than Rai, D.B. and J.L. Hook, Total electron content
0.85 throught the whole day with a flat maximum and its variations in the auroral-zone ionos-
appearing at daytime and a minimum appearing at phere during winter, J. Geophys. Rea., 72,
the pre-sunrise hours. The slope of the regres- 5319 1967.
sion line varies with respect to time with max- Ross, W.J., Measurement of electron content at
i m at 14 hr. and minimum at pre-sunrise hours, the magnetic equator, J. Geophys. Res., 71,

(3) The oozrelation coefficient between monthly 3671, 1966.
mean hourly value of total electron content, !, T*ut-hridge , 3.E., Nighttime c-.nge in the olco-
and monthly mean sunspot number, R is found to tron aontent of the ionosphere, J. Geophys.
be much s aller than that between f nd 'R. Res., 73, 2985, 1968.

• 4) The value of I starts to satu. e at !-100 Walker, G.O., Electron content and tops.de plasma
5) The shape as well as the amplitude of the t-mperature studies at low latitudes during a

apparent seasonal variations of I at each hour period from sunspot mininin to sunspot maximm,
varies as 7 increases; the variations are di!- J. Atmos. Turr. Phys., 33, 1041, 1971.
ferent at different hours. Walker, G.O. and S.D. Ting, Electron content and

(6) By constructing the real seasonal varia- other related measurements for a low latitude
tions of I at 60 and R-100, it is found that station obtained at sunspot maximum using a
the winter anomaly is not present in sunspot geostationary satellite, J. Atmos. Terr. Phys.,
minimum but present and well developed in the 34, 2B3, 1972.
day and evening hours of sunspot maximum period. Yeh, K.C. and 3.J. Flaherty, Ionospheric elec-

(7) The diurnal variation of I can be well re- tron conteut at temperate latitudes during the
presented by the sum of its diurnal moan and declining phase of the sunspot cytalz, J. Goo-
first three harmonic components. The solar cycle phys. Res., 71, 4557, 1966.
variations of these harmonic components and their Yuen, P.C. aid T.H. Roelofa, Diurnal variation
seasonal variations are different for diff'erent of the ionsopheric tctal electron content, J.
harmonic components. Saturation effects are Geophys. Res., 71, 841, 1966.
also found for the c imponents of 10 and I Yuen, P.C. and T.H. RoElofs, Seasonal variations1 in icaospheria total electron content, J3 Atmos.
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THE CONSTRUCTION AND USE OF STORM-TIME CORRECTIONS
FOR IONOSPHERIC F-REGION PARAMETERS

Michael Mendillo and Michael J. Buonsanto
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Boston, Mass. 02215

and

John A. Klobuchar
Ionospheric Physics Laboratory
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ABSTRACT

An Atlas of mid-latitude storm Finally, the sh-pe of the daytime F-
effects in the F-region parameters total region electron density profile has been
electr'on content (TEC), peak density parameterized with respect to Kp and
(Nmax) and equivalent slab thickness (T) season, and these results will also be
has been used to construct average pat- presented.
terns for storm-induced perturbations
as a function of local time and season. Fifty years have passed since the
These average patterns can serve as pioneering radio experiments of Appleton
predictive schemes for storm-time cor- and Barnett began to reveal the details
rections to existing NTr, Nmax and T of the ionospheric structure. Since
models used in various propagation that time, radio, rocket and satellite
systems. The possibility of such an techniques have been employed to great-
approach is assessed by examining the ly increase our knowledge of the spatial
standard deviations of the average storm and temporal behavior of the ionospheric
patterns (OSD) and comparing the results plasma. To a large extent, much of the
with the inherent ionospheric variabil- basic structure (and the physical pro-
ity as determined by the standard devi- cesses which govern that structure) are
ations of monthly mean conditioni (0NINI) understo'od. Attempts to model the ion-
The analysis shows that GSD is approx- osphore have been made from purely
imately 50% larger than 0 14H when aver- statistical (or empirical) approaches
aged over all times and seasons; how- to very sophisticated theoretical

treatments. In a very real sense, theseever, significant variations from this models work in that they can predict the
overall trend occur when local time and
season are examined separately, The gross or average behavior of the ion-osphere as a function oi space and time.
actual magnitudes of the corrections The crux of the problem is whether or
are generally less than their respective not the predicted values are close
standard deviations, implying that the enough to the p ctual behavior, and that

large variability found during magnet- of coursQ is a function of the specific
ically disturbed times is difficult to u'se for which the ionospheric informa-
deal with from purely a predictive tion is needed, which in turn changes
approach. The use of theise average pat- from user to user.
terns nevertheless provides an improve-
ment over 4 complete neglect of the If one can predict the average be.-
possible consequoncez of magnetic havior of an F-region parameter (i.e.,
activity. A further improvement in the the monthly mean behavior of TEC Dr
ability to correct for storm effects is Nmax to within acceptable errors in
offered by mpnkng a measurement of absolute value), then tho uncertainties
either foF2 or NT and relating one to left to account for are (1) the normal
the other by a slab thickness model day-to-day fluctuations about the mean
(itself a function of magnetic activity), and (2) the often drastic departuresan (td
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Im

from monthly mean conditions induced by is, no storms were chosen for analysis
geomagnetic activity. For the purpose of which occurred within two days of each
this study, we call the day-to-day fluc- other.
tuations the "inherent variability" and
describe it by the standard deviation The 62-month set of F-region data
of the monthly mean behavior (0MM) presented in the Atlas is a highly 've-
determined from actual measurements. liable and comprehensive data base for
The physical processes behind oMM are storm studies. These data were used to

subtle in that they arise from the day- define average storm patterns for TEC,
to-day fluctuations in atmospheric con- Nmax and T as a function of local time

stituents (e.g., the O/N 2 ratio), from (see Mendillo (1971) and Mendillo and

gusts or abatements in the neutral winds, Klobuchar (1974a) for a discussion of
or from quiet-time changes in electro- the procedures. employed to obtain the
dynamic effects. Specification of these average local time disturbance (SD)

types of perturbations in advance seems patterns). Figure 1 gives the SD(ATEC,
to be beyond present-day capabilities, ANmax' AT) results for all 75 storms

taken together. These curves present
Experience suggests that the fluc- the average perturbations (in percent)

tuations due to magnetic storm effects at hourly intervals, as reckoned from
quite often exceed the day-to-day var- the mean of the seven days prior to the
iability and thus these large but ins- storm. The points marked by asterisks
frequent departures should be the first early on the SDI patterns refer to aver-
to examine (the assumption being that %ge values obtained from less than half
the more drastic an effect is, the of the number of storms available.
easier it becomes to describe it, and These curves give the overall average
hopefully to model it). Since 1929, effects to be expected for a storm which
numerous workers have tried to describe meets the above selectivity requirements
the ionospheric perturbations which and which commences from a few hours
accompany geomagnetic storms. Various before sunrise to a few hours before
degrees of success and frustration have sunset (on day I). For storms beginning
beea reported, the net result being that after sunset, further complications
to date no general agreement is possible arise due to the "no-positive-phase" or
concerning either the global/temporal the "delayed-positive-pha2e" response
morphology or the physical processes possibilities (Mendillo, 1973).
most important during storms. There is,
of course, the realization that no one Curves similar to those in Figure 1
s0ngle mechanism is responsible for all have been produced for each season
facets of ionospheric storms, and thus (Mendil.lo and Klobuchar, 1974b), The
the theoretical questions center on the possibility then arises of using these
correct blend of the many possible con- curves (or tabulated values) as distur-
tributing factors. bance correction terms (in %) to exist-

ing ionospheric models which predict the
Our attempts at Boston University average behavior in the absence of mag-

and AFCRL have centered on the philoso- netic activity. To assess the potential
phy of narrowing down the problew a" usefulness of this approach, we exam-
much as poasible in the hope of avoiding ined the reliability of the SD patterns
extraneous variables. 'toward this end, by forming the standard deviations of
the AFCRL Atlas of mid-latitude F-region the derived correction terms. For oxam-
storm effects was compiled (Mendillo and ple, for SD (ATEC(%)) at a particular
Klobuchar, 1974a). In the Atlas, the time there is a OSD associated with it.
stotm-induced changes in the ionospheric Figure 2 contains a summary oý the eSD
Ne(h) profile are described by studying variations for the ATEC(%), ANmax (%)
its integral (TEC), its peak density and AT (%) curves shown in Figure i
(Nmar) And its equivalent slab thickness (only days 1 and 2 are examined wher the
(T-MC/NmAX) for a total of 75 events major ionospheric tffects occur). One
during the years 1967 to 1972. A sever- can see from Figure 2 that for TEC and
ity criterion was used to select the Nmax, the OSD patterns are similar, with
events, naaely that the storm was classl- A Nmax showing somewhat more variability
lied as moderately severe at Fredericks- at night. The GSD(T) values are gener-
burg (Kg26), or A _30 for at least one ally smaller th-n thoc- fcr TEC and

day of the storm period (equivalent to Nmaj. especially during the dtytime
all day). Storms with either sod- hours when the storm effects in perceort

den storm commencements (SSC's) or grad- yield tho largest cor-rections in terms
url storm commencements (GSC's) werk of absolute values,. By comparing Fig-
taken. An additional constraint used ures 1 and 2, it becomes obvious that
was that the storm periods examined the CSD values are generally larger than
should be "reasonably isolated", that the SD correction terms, pointing out
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once agai'l Lhe difficulty encountered in Spring and Fall, it was found that
trying. to modtl storm effects. For ex- the SD(ATEC, A Nmax,AT) patterns dif-
ample, the Ti'C "dusk effect" increases fered significantly, although their
so often "¢o'11d during the first day of standard deviations did not.
a stcrm is characterized here by ATEC =

34% t 34% at 1800 LT. This seemingly It thus seemed appropriate to pro-
dubious statement is meaningful in that pare a correction scheme for each param-
it points out that a TEC enhancement of eter and its standard deviation using
some sort is strongly expected, just its four rather than three seasons. The
actual magnitude is uncertain. Similar- results of this analysis appear in sum-
ly, during the daytime period on the mary form in Table 1. The actual hour-
second day, ANmax-- 2 1 % ± 35% at 1200 LT ly variations and their standard devia-
points out that a peak density depletion tions over four days of a storm period
is most likely, though not certain, are available upon request. It should

also be noted that average deviations
Per average storm pattern values in Nmax. can be converted to foF 2 varia-

close to zero, tha major disturbance tions via
effects arc seen as an increased varia-
bility, i.e., large OSD values. As a

way quantitatively seeing this enhanced Nmax(%)
variability, consider Figures 3 and 4. AfF2(%) _ + 1 - X 100
For each of the 62 nonths covered by the 0 10
Atlas, tVie monthly mean TEC, Nmax and T

behaviors were determined as well as
their respective standard deviations whe-e the corresponding standard devia-
(OM), The average of all the values tion can be taken as approximately 1/2
is denoted VM and is plotted for each of the aSD(Nmax) value.
parameter versus local time in Figure 3.
Generally, the inherent TEC and Nmax The use of the average patterns
variabilities are comparable, and both appearing in Table I -'ould add an im-

are large•r than the inherent slab thick- provement (tho';gh a crude one) to any

ness variability (especially during the model prediction of these F-region pa-
afternoon hours). Figure 4 is a plot rameters which does not take magnctic
of the ratio of the storm-time varlabil- activity into account. Since the slab
ity to the inherent variability / thickness parameter is not a directly

for each parameter. Cleairly, 050 is on measurable quantity but rather the ratio

the aerage SOarareer learl, for •TECo of two experimentally determined quan-
the average 0% larger than "for Ttitles, the question arises of whether a
and N while for T, the ratio is even measurement of TEC or Nmax could be re-

further enhanced on the seconad day. It lated to the other via a model for T
should be recalled that for T, however, capable of being undated with storm-
CS and 6M wert smallor than their TEC tiihe corrections. Klobuchar and Allen
an Nmax countcrp.ýrtK (see Figurt3 2 (I170) have produced a first-order slab
and 3). thickness model and a mrnre comprehensive

one will be available shortly (Klobuchar
While Figuris 1 through 4 do.non- and Hlajeb-Hosseinieh, private communica-

stratA the be).avior of the SD patteroi), tion). A measure of foF2 (and therefore
thf-tr standard deviations,, and their

r standarddeviations, td th he thvaribi , max) givez a TEC value (or vice versa)
rti.•tionship to the inherent variability, with an uncertainty equal to that of the
the fact thatslab hickness model (te)); note
magnetic activity in different ways

during different seasons means that the from Figure 3 that this uncertainty rep-

above analysis must artually be perform- resents a 50% improvement over the var-
ed on a seasonal basis. With 75 events iability a&socia*ed with the TEC and

availaoti, a diviion into three season5 Nmax monthly means. Now, a value of T

(Sun,me-. Wirter, Equinox a Spring + Fall) updated for magnetic activity effects
yields comparable sample sizes for each (i.e., TUTmode +AT) has an uncertainty
season. In performing the seasonal anal- assoc ated witi it of OSD(T) which is

ysis, it was found that not only do the larger than aMM(1T), though approximately

SD patterns vary with season, but so do equal to the inherent variability of
their standard deviations. This is evi- either TEC or Nm x (see Figures 2 and 3).
dent in Figure 5 where the USD for the Thus, consider the case where a TEC or

SD(ATbC) patterns arn presented. One Nmax modal which has an uncertainty
can zee that summor storms clearly have equal to that of the standard deviation
less variability associated with them of th'e monthly mean (oMm) is deemed
than do Winter or Equinox events. When adequate. During a storm, when SD cor-
a check of the Equinox patterns was car- rections to the TEC or Nmax model arc
"ried o'it by a further division into available (but with an uncertainty
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OSD>-l.SaMM, and therefore unacceptable), REFERENCES
the present analysis suggests that only
a measurement and a slab thickness modelwill maintain the degree of accuracy Klobuchar, J.A. and R.S. Allen, A first-

order prediction model of total
originally desired, since OSD(T)l (IMM electron content group path delay
(TEC or Nmax). for a midlatitude ionosphere, Tech.

Report AFCRL-70-0403, AFCRL,
As a final point, incoherent scat- Bedford Mass., 1970.

ter data from Millstone Hill have re-
cently bean used to investigate the var- Mendillo, M., Ionospheric total elec-
iation in the shape of the daytime mid- tron content behavior during geo-
latitude Ne(h) profile associated with magnetic storms, Nature, 234, 23,
changes in geomagnetic activity 1971.
(Papagiannis et al., 1975). The anal-
ysis performed was to deduce the depen- Mendillo, M., A study of the relation-
dence of the following parameters upon ship betwean geomagnetic storms and
the 3-hr geomagnetic index Kp: hmax, ionospheric disturbances at mid-
(hA-hmax) and (hmax-hB) , which are the latitudes, Pltnet. Space Sci., 21,
distances above (A) and below (B) hmax 349, 1973.
where the electron density falls to 0.7
Nmax, the ratio N(10 0 0km)/Nmax, and Mendillo, M. and J.A. Klobuchar, An Atlas
finally a scale height HIII for an expo- of the Midlatitude F-region Response
nential profile between the electron to Geomagnetic Storms, AFCRL Tech.
densities observed at 500 and 1000 km. Report #0065, L.G. Hanscom AFB,
Daytime data from the years 1968 to 1971 Bedford, Mass. 01730, 1974a.
during the period 1000 to 1600 LT were
averaged separately for Summer, Winter Mendillo, M. and J.A. Klobuchar, Season-
and Spring-Fall conditions. The indi- al Effect in Ionospheric Storms,
vidual results are given in Table 2, paper presented at the COSPAR/URSI
together, with their iospactivo cox-rola- Symposiin on Satex1ile Beacon stud-
tion coefficients (r), where r-O do- ies of the Ionosphere structure and
scribes a complete lack of a linear ATS-6 Data, 25-29 November, 1974,
correlation and rTl a perfect linear Moscow, USSR, 1974b.
relationship. The entries in Table 2
point out that the daytime hmax values Papogiannis, M.D., Hiajeb-Hosseinieh,
tend to be higher on magnetically dis- and M, Mendillo, Changes in the
turbed days for all seasons, though the Ionospheric Profile and thu Faraday

correlation coefficients are far from Factor M with Ks Planet. Space So.
impressive. Table 2 also shows that (in press, 1975y,
the overall thickness of the F-region
is strongly enhanced during Summer
disturbances but only marginally so
during Winter, a feature consistent
with the slab thickness variations
summarized in Table 1. It should be
emphasized that while the shape of the
Ne(h) profile can be related in an
approximate way to a geomagnetic index,
this is not possible for thu Nmax or
TEC data which undergo both positive
and negative phases (Mendillo, 1973).
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TABLE i(a). BU/AFCRL TEC STORM MODEL

Season Summer Season = Fall

Local Time AfEZ Stand. Dev. Local Time AT-"• Stand. Dev.Period C%) MSD (%) Period (%) 0 SD (%)

Day 1 10 - 1500 10 25 Day 1 12 -. 2000 35 35
16 - 2200 2S 30 21 - UlO0 5 45
23 - 0500 -10 35

Day 2 06 - 1800 -25 15 Day 2 02 - 0600 -20 30
19 - 2200 -20 25 07 - 1800 -10 30
23 - 0500 -30 30 19 - 0600 -40 25

Season - Winter Season Spring

Local Time ATEiC Stand. Dev. Local Time ATEC Stand. Dov.
Period (%) 0SD (0) Period (%) OSD (%)

Day 1 10 - 1500 25 30 Day 1 10 - 1400 -10 30
16 - 1800 45 50 15 - 2000 15 40
19 - 0100 10 45 21 - 0600 -2S 35

Day 2 02 - 0800 0 40 Day 2 07 - 2000 -20 30
09 - 1800 10 35 21 - 0500 -25 20
19 - 0700 -20 30

Summer - May, June, July and August Fall = September and October

Winter - November, December, Spring = March and April

January and February
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TABLE 1(b). BU/AFCRL N STORM MODEL
max

Season - Summer Season F 1all

Local Time ANa Stand. Dev. Local Time AN Stand. te,.
Period m%) aSD (%) Period x aSD (%)

Day 1 10 - 1700 5 30 Day 1 10 - 1400 20 25
18 - 2200 20 30 15 - 2100 30 30
23 - 0400 - 5 30 22 - 0100 10 30

Day 2 05 - 1800 -40 20 Day 2 02 - 0600 -20 25
19 - 0900 -25 30 07 - 1800 -20 40

19 - 0600 -30 15
Day 3 10 - 2000 -10 30

Season - Winter Season = Spring

Local Time AN Stand. Dev. Local Time AN Stand. Dev.
Period aSD (%) Period Sa() SD(%) 05D C%)

Day 1 10 - 1500 10 30 Day 1 10 - 1600 -10 25
16 - 1900 40 45 17 - 2000 25 35
20 - 0500 30 65 21 - 0600 -15 25

Day 2 06 - 2100 0 35 Day 2 07 - 2400 -25 30
22 - 0600 -15 45 01 - 0600 -30 20

Summer - May, June, July and August Fall = September and October

Winter - November, December, Spring - March and April

January and February
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TABLE 1(c). BU/AFCRL T STORM MODEL

Season " Summer Season = Fall

Local Time E-T Stand. Dev. Local Time Stand. Dev.
Period (%) CSD (%) Period a%) OSD (%)

Day 1 09 - 1900 15 20 Day 1 09 - 1900 10 1s
20 - 0400 5 20 20 - 0400 0 30

Day 2 05 - 1900 25 20 Day 2 05 - 1200 35 40
20 - 0600 0 20 13 - 1800 10 20

19 - 0600 0 25
Day 3 07 - 1900 10 15

Season u Winter Season = Spring

Local Time ZAT Stand. Dev. Local Time Stand. Dev.
Period (%) aSD C%) Period (O) 0 SD (%)

Day 1 10 - 1700 15 25 Day 1 10 - 1800 20 10
18 - 0600 -15 25 19 - 0500 - 5 20

Day 2 07 - 1000 15 30 Day 2 06 - 1800 20 30
11 - 1700 5 20 19 - 0600 0 15
18 - 0300 0 30

Summer - May, June, July and August Fall - September and October

Winter November, December. Spring - March and April

January and February
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TABLE 2.

PARAMETER SUMMER WINTER SPRING - FALL

(r) Cr) Cr)

hmax (kin) 280 + 9Kp .6 265 + SKp .4 290 + 4Kp .3

hmax hB (kin) 60 + 3Kp .4 40 + 2Kp .3 50 + 3Kp .5

hA - himax (kin) 65 + llKp .6 50 + 4Kp .5 60 * 7Kp .7

H (kin) 200 + 3Kp .2 190 - 2Kp .2 175 + 7Kp .6

N(1000 km) (20 + 6Kp') .5 (8 + lKp) .3 (9 SKP) .6
N '1000 100o0'(0

max
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Figure 1.. Average local tim~e disturbance variations (SD, in tneccent)
for the three ionospheric param~eters total electron content,
peak density and equivalent slab thickness.
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Figure 2. The standard deviations of the SD-patterns presented in Figure 1.
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Figure 3. The inherent variability of the F-region as given by the average
of all the standard deviations of the monthly mean behavior for
the 62-month period examined (see text).
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Figure 4. The ratio of the disturbance variability (aSD) to the average inherent
variability (•M) over two days of a storm period.
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Figure 5. An example of the influence of season upon the standard deviations
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SEASONAL AND DIURNAL VARIATIONS IN THE TOTAL ELECTRON CONTENT

OF THE IONOSPHERE AT INVARIANT LATITUDE S4 DEGREES

Gerald S. Hawkins
National Research Council

John A. Klobuchav
Air Fcrce Carbridge Research Laboratory

Bedford, Ma. 01731

INTRODUCTION errors in navigational signals from
satellites. Irregularities in the

The ionosphere, extending to a F-layer over the equator and polar re-
height of approximately 500 miles, is gions cause severe scintillation and
produced primarily by the pheto-loniza- fading of trans-ionospheric radio-
tion of oxygen atoms and oxygen and beacon and commanication signals from
nitrogen moleculcs by solar radiation geostationary satellites,
in the eitreme ultra-violet (EUV),
16S-911 A. It is therefore controlled One of the most comprehensive
in its essential features b/ solar indicators of ionospheric behavior is
activity and declination, and by ther- tha Faraday rotation of the plane of
2al, kinematic and chemical conditions polarization of a trans-ionospheric
above the earth's surface, Secondary radio wnve. The incremental rotation
sources of ionization in..lude soft dil radians in traversing an interval
x-rays fro•a the sun, precipitation of dh m through a plasm6 with electron
energetic 'articles from the solar wiaid den3ity in units of number m-•, and
and plasmas.sphere, and the entry of magnetic field strength B gammas is
aeteoroid particlet from interplanetary given by the expression
space. Two broad over-lapping concen-
trations of electrons are formed; (a) dil a k(l/fa) B cose secX N dh (1)
the E-layer at a height of approxi-
mately 100 km by soft x-ray ionization where 6 is the zenith angle of the ray,
of N2 , and (b) the F-layer at about X is the angle between roy and field
300 km by EUV acting on 0. ionization, line and f is the frequency in Hertz.
of course, extends in decreasing amounts The total rotation, Q, found by in-
up into the plasmasphere to heights of tegrating Eq. (l) gives the total
SO00 km and beyond. vertical electron content

The salient features of the dawn TEC * f N dh - fl/k[ (2)
build-up, nocturnal decay, and persis-
tent ionization layers in the dark where :, the average masnetic factor is
polar and auroral regions are therefore defined as
understood at the basic level. The pro-
duction, maintenance and loss of elec- -B cos_ sec_ N dh
trons within the ionosphera is, however, ( - C3)
a complicated process and is not cur- f N dh
rently predictable or describable in I
detail form theoretical principles. Numerical tntegration shows that in
The behavior pattern can be described practice an upper bound of approximately
better through statistical studies 1000 km should be set on the integrals.
based on an understanding of the under- Above that height no more than 15 per-
lying solar and geophysical influences. cen% of the total rotation will occur,
In many applications this behavior pat- and in general the residual angle which
tern is of critical importance. The may be written 0.. - nlO00, is comparable
ionosphore reflects, refracts and ab- to the accuracy of measurement of 1.
sorbs radio waves, and produces signif- Thus the amount of ionization that re-
icant delays in radar-ranging and mains in the line integral form is ap-
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proximately 20 percent of the totra, ano to the ATS-3 ray path. 2' 5 The ambiguity
measurement of i effectively gives only nw was resolved by comparing the ob-
tho electron content of the lower 1000 serve values of 11 with the electron
ka, excluding the exosphere, upper density computed from an ionosonde
plasmasphere and beyond. It is, how- profile. The peak value of density was
ever, a reliable and accurate measure obtained from the foP2 critical fro-
of the total electron content of the queucy at Wallops Island, ;irginia, in
ionospneve, the region that is the the pre-dawn hours when the density,
prime cause of radio propagation anoma- and hence the nw ambiguity, was at its
lies. Numerical integration1 shows that lowest. An average value of layer
the magnetic factor involves only slow- thickness was assumed. Later, inde-
ly varying terms and may be replaced by pendent checks on the choice of n were
the value pertaining to the height of made by comparing TEC at various hours
420 ka. during the day with values obtained

from a nearby Thomson-scatter radar, 4

The plane of polarization of a and with absolute TEC values found from
trans-ionospheric signal may be deter- the satellite BE-2 at a height of ap-
mined on a continuous basis by elec- proximately 1000 km. In the intervals
tronic means, and the changes recorded between these calibrations it was as-
automatically. The computed TEC can be sumed that * remained constant and that
analysed as an indicator of the reac- the switches in the equipment kept
tion of the ionosphere to diurnal and track of changes in the integer n.
seasonal changes in solar radiation,
solar and magnetospheric disturbances Values of D were measured at 15-
and particle precipitation. It is a min intervals to give approximately
direct meaaure of the quantity of ions 200,000 data points. These were con-
and of the group path delay produced verted to observed TEC, OTE;, using
in trans-ionospheric radio signals. Eq. (2), and were stored as a 5-dimen-

4n"kl array
DATA

OTEC(Y,M,D,H,MN), (5)
Th, data in this paper was ob-

tained at the AFCRL station at Sagamore where the function subscripts denote
Hill, Massachusetts, 700.82 W, 420.63 N, year, month, day, hour (UT) and the
invariant latitude 570, The cw signals particular 15-min interval. In the
at 136 MHz from the geostationary satel- present analysis the data bank was
lite ATS-3 were monitored over the condensed to 50,000 values by averaging
period 1967 to 1973. Figure 1 shows each 4-valued element centered on hour
the ground projection of the ray path H, UT. The observed mean hourly values
in May 1973. This is a typical repre- were thus reduced to the array
sentation of the geometry - throughout
the period of observations the angle of OTEC(Y,M,D,H). (6)
elevation was close to 410, the sub-
ionospheric longitude between 680 and ANALYSIS
720 W. The reduced TEC values apply to
the vertical point of intersection of Monthly Mean Diurnal Variations
the ray and the 420 km layer. The co-ordinates of this column were 700.5 W, There is a typical daily variation38o.6 N, invaraant latitude 540. of TEC values caused by solar radiation

and this diurnal curve changes slowly
The receiving antenna was a crossed with aonth and season. Occasionally

yagi operated as an electronically ro- under geomagnetically disturbed condi-
tated goniometer with continuous re- tions there are significant and pro-
cording of the received ilative polar- longed depa:tures from the normal curve,
ization angle. There was ,on ambiguity but these conditons will not be con-
of nw, and a reference phte angle *, sidered in the present analysis. The
so that 0 was given in terms of the study concerns itself with cyclical
measured angle 0(obs) by the relation behavior and long-term values. An

average total electron content was com-
11 a (obs) + nw * (4) puted as a function of year, month and

hour as follows
The reference phase depended only on the
orientat±,'., of the satellite antenna DI
which was #..vnstant to better than 100 TEC(Y,M,H) .1 Z OTEC(Y,M,D.H) (7)
throughout the period. It was deter- nDul
mined by comparing the ATS-3 signal
with a radar signal reflected from the where D' is the number of days in the
qtoon at a tise when the moon was close month, and n is the number of elements
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in the summation. The monthly' mean integer represents the hour after to
diurnal values were found by the sunma- and A2 1 a TEC(1) - TEC(2), thez the
tion gradient of the rising portion is given

in terms of first and second differences
Y' as

TEC(M,H) 1 . E TEC(Y,M,H) I8)
n Y-1 MR A2 1 - 7 ((A 4 3 - A3 2 " * (A32 - A2 1 ))

where Y' is the number of years in the . - A4 3  (10)
samplL, which for most of the calendar

months was six. Monthly diurnal and
mean monthly diurnal TEC values are A similar expression exists for the
given in Table 1 and plotted in Figure gradient MF of the felling portion of
2. The units are electrons m 2, x 1015. the curve, and the appropriate con-

stants were derived by aasuming that
It is clear from Figure 2 that the the two lineA passed through the pnlnt

variations do not show a progressive TEC(O). This extrapolation is i'luc-
change ai a function of month number. trated in Figure 3 for the mean values
There is a seasonal anomaly with ap- for the month of January. Solution of
parent enhancement in February, March, Eq. '9) for this munth gives to - 11.55,
October, and November. Seasonal or 11 hr 33 min UT. The value for
changes will be discussed in a later January and other months through the
section. The broad features of :rear are given in Teble 2.
ionospheric activity are

A detailed study of TEC at sunrise
over HawaiiS showed that the commence-

a. A decay during the hours of ment of ionization was insidious,
darkness, prolonged and linear in sum- beginning almost imperceptably some 30
mer months, more abrupt in winter with or 40 min before ground sunrise. The
a low-level steady component in the value to defined in this analysis is a
latter part of the night, good practical measure of TEC-rise, the

b.. An abrupt rise at dawn at ap- time at which the F-layer, that is, the
proximately 0900 UT, and major portion of the ionosphere, is

C. A daytime maximum in the p.m. effectively "turned on". As F. Smith5

hours with a growth and decay that has pointed out, the ionosphere as a
approximates to a sinusoid in winter wholo behavej as though it were giving
and a saw-tooth in summer. an inertial response to " step-function

stimulus. The many complicated pro-
These features have been recog- duction and loss mechanisms do not

nized for many years and were pre- achieve equilibrium as in the classical
viously inferred from the electron Chapman theory and so, particularly in
height profiles obtained with ground, the summer months, the total icnization
satellite and airborne ionosondes. The increases abruptly and thereafter
dawn riSe 5 in particular, was studied grows more slowly to a saturation level.
in detail and the rate of increase of
TEC shown to be in accord with solar It is of interest to determine the
EUV flux and thg predictions of the geometrical significance of the instant
Chapman theory. of TEC-rise, to. Let HUV, Figure 4,

be the height of the layer in the upper
It is of interest to determine the atmosphere where total absorption of

instant of "TEC-rise", to from the Sag- ionizing radiation takes place, then
amore Hill data because it shows as a the angle of dip 8 at hiight h is
well-defined point on the curves, ser- R+HUV
ving as an anchor point, or observa- cos e - - (11)
tionally defined origin for the time R+h
coordinate. An extrapolation was ap-
plied to find the gradient MR, and con- and the zenith angle of the sun X is
stant CR, of the rising portion of the
curve after time t A similar equa- x - 900 + 8 + 2r (12)
tion was obtained Kor the falling por-
tion in the nighttime hours. Thus to where r is the deviation in the ray due
was given by the simultaneous solution to atmospheric refraction down to a
of the equations height HUV. The time of sunrise t(h)

at a height h is thereforeTEC - t(MR) * CR

. TEC - t(MF) + CF (9) t(h) - ST - HA/15 + X/15 (13)

Writing TEC as a vector array where the where X is the sub-ionosphere longitude
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(west) in degrees, ST is the Greenwich at the sub-ionospheric point on the
trensit of the sun ia hours UT, and HA earth's surface. This occurs from 16
is the hour angle of the sun at sunrise, to 40 min before ground sunrise depend-
This angle is obtained from spherical ing on latitude. In the ephemeris,
trigonometry sunrise is taken as that instant when

the upper limb is tangent to the astro-
(cos )- sin 0 sin 6) nomical hor!.zon. TEC-rise may readily

cos HA Cos - Cos (14) be found from the ephemeris - if astro-
nomical twilight occurs T min before
ephemeris sunrise, then TEC-rise is

where 0 is geographic latitude and 6 is 0.77T after astronomical twilight and
solar declination. A value HUV=400 km 0.23T before ephemeris sunrise.
was assumed and time of sunrise com-
puted for various heights at X-70'.0 Monthly Mean TEC
for the mid-date of each month. The
values are given in Table 2. It uan be The electron content was averaged
seen that the instant of TEC-rise coin- over a period of 24 hrs for each calen-
cides most closely with an effective dar month
height of between 420 and 425 km. The
mean difference iE C.02 hr, or approx- D1 24
imately one min. 'fEC(Y,M) iE E TEC2YMDH)()

n Da1 M=l
In interpreting Table 2 it must be

noted that a height of 400 km was as- This value, included in Tuble 1, elim-
sumed for the absorbing layer. Thus inates the diurnal variation and is a
the time comparison is not a direct function )f solar flux and the seasonal
measure of the height of the region of anomaly. Following the analysis of
ionization - more correctly it is a da Rosa et al, 7 monthly mean values
measure of the thickness of the respon- wore correlated with radio measures of
sive layer at sunrise, 25 km. But the solar flux, S. For each calendar month
close agreement between mean TEC-rise M it was found that a linear relation-
and t(42S) shows the preciseness of the ship existed of the form
dependence of the total ionosphere to
the geometrical position of the sun. TEC(YM" - S(Y,M) x G(M) + C(M) (16)
It must also be noted that a mean lon- " (
gitude of 70".0 W was assumed whereas The slope G and intercept C were calcu-
the sub-ionospheric point drifted over lated using a least mean square solu-
the six years of observation from 68" ted ung alease meainsq are sto72". One would therefore anticipate tion, and values are given in Table 3
to spea o uld t ore anherentte for three selected solar fluxes as
a spread o.,f * 10 min to be inherent in measured aI. the Sagamore Hill Radio
the data. The geometry as seen from Observatory. 8  All Valoesof flux are
the responsive layer in the ionosphere in unic; of 10-22 w um" Hz' 1 The root-
is shown In Figure 5. The angle of dipof the sun at TEC-rise is 4".6 whare~s mean-squaro difference between observed
visible sunrise occurs some 1Sh lawer. TEC and the line of best fit was lessfor solar flux measured at 2.7 Gtz than
There must be a layer transparent to flux at 606 MHz or 15.4 GHz. Also the
visible light but absorbent to UV - eluo at 6e6 whe a 15.4 running
a "cloud layer" extending up to a error was least when a 5-month running
height HUV. One would expect this mean flux was u.ed centered on the

layer to bi associated with ion pro- partict-lar month. These linear fits

duction. Possibly it is the level for 2.7 GHz are shown in Figure 6.

corresponding to the peak production It is not clear physically why the
rate in the classical Chapman profile. best fit is found with smoothed soiar

Prediction of this instant of UV- flux centered on the date. Admittedly

sunrise on a TEC curve at any geograph- the improvement in rms .rror between

ical location is a matter of pure ising the particular month and a pre-

spherical asiiamnoay. It occurs when vioun month for the centev of the run-

the zenith anglo of the sun at the ning mean is small, but it does at
first sight imply the !llogical situ-

ionospheric layer is 9 o.6. This value ation of a reaction of the ionosphere
does not depend Appreciably on the as- to future conditio.is. More reasonably
sumed value of HUV. Ft 500 k1A the angle one should conclude that TEC is itself
would be 94g.6 and at 100 kor , 94n . a marginally significant indicator of
For a ground bAe~l observer one must fUCure solar activity. It is suipeis-
include tion afects eo atmospheric ing to find that the 2.7 GHz flux is a
refraction. heC-rtse cosresponds to better indicator of TEC variations than
the instant when the sun's center 1. ~.Oems ne htatog

appears to be 4'.2 below the sea level 15.4 GHz. One must infer that although

(astronomical) horiion for an observer the ten cm radiation is not directly
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low -

responsible for the oxygen and nitrogen NTECMAX - 1.76 - 0.0148 6 (19)

ionization it is in some uay connected
with the cause of the variations in EUV and
output. NTECIIN - 0.35 + 0.0034 6 (20)

Da Rosa et a1 7 regarded the slope

in the linear correlations of Eq. (16) This simple relationship must not be

as a sensitivity factor that specified taken to indicate a direct solar influ-

the response of the ionosphere to solar ence. The time of maxima do not bear a

radiation as a function of season. The constant relationship to local noon -

present results for latitude 39" are the maxir- are almost at the time of

similar to those at latitude 34' sunset ii. ehe summer months - and the

(Stanford) and 2n' (Hawaii) as shown in highest maxima occur in the low-sun

Figure 7. There is a pronounced in- winter months. Clearly the growth and

crease in sensitivity near the equinoxes content of the ionosphere is controlled

- February, March, October and November. by effects other than photo-ionization

The slope and intercept curves are sim- yet these subsidiary effects must be

ilar at 390 and 34*, and the changes directly related to the apparent posi-

are greater at the latitude of Hawaii. tion of the sun. The physical signifi-

But it is not considered that the re- cance of the diurnal curves will be

sults permit a quantitative inter- discussed in a later section.

comparison. Nor is the reason for these
variations fully understood. It is PREDICTION OF TOTAL ELECTRON CONTENT

sufficient to note that there is an
important relationship between flux and The analysis has shown that the

TEC with a correlation coefficient high- mean value of TEC is primarily a func-
er than 0.9 for all months, and there tion of five-month smoothed solar flux

is evidence for a repetitive seasonal at 2.7 GHz, whereas the diurnal vari-

anomaly from latitude 20' to 396N. ations are primarily a function of month,
that is, solar declination. Thus the

Normalized Diurnal Values variables have been separated and the
electron content of the ionosphere may

The effects of the seasonal anomaly be predicted in terms of month number M,

and variations in solar flux were re- and H the hour UT. Writing this value

moved by deriving normalized values, as PTEC,
NTEC, as a function of year, month and
hour as follows PTEC(M) a S.G(M) + C(M) (21)

NTEC(Y,M,H) - TEC(Y,M,H)/TEC(Y,M) (17) and

It will be noted that the mean value of PTEC(M,H) - PTEC(M) X NTEC(M,H) (22)

NTEC is 1.0. The array of normalized
TEC as given in Table 4 appeared not to The constants C, G and NTEC are given in

exhibit any trend from year to year. the form of an array in Table 7. Table

Anitual mean were therefore taken 8 gives the predictive constants for a
full diurnal curve at bimonthly and four

y1 -hourly intervals. The ultimate reli-

NTECIMH) E NTEC(Y,M,H) (18) ability of the predicted mean value de-
T• , l pends on the correct estimation of fu-

ture solar flux, S. Currently the World

These values are gi,.an in Table 5 Data Center A, Boulder, Colorado, issue

and are plotted in Figure 8. forecasts of 12-month smoothed values of

It can be seen that the removal of sunspot numbers from which S can be

variations due to solar flux and the derived.

seasonal anomaly hau introduced a sew-
blance of order into the monthly diurnal For calibration purposes, particu-

curve; which now show a sequential larly for resolving the ambiguity ni,

change as a function of month number. it is'of interest to have the values

Also the variations clearly exhibit the predicted for the low point on the curve

underlying dependence on the position at the hour before dawn. This value may

of the sun. Maximum and minimum values be derived from Eqs. (21) and (22) by

of NTEC are given in Table 6 and plotted substituting the values NTECMIN from

in Figure 9 whOre it can be seen thut Table 6.

the maxima vary in antiphase with solar
declination 6 nd the minimum vary in An example of the use of these TEC
phase with 6. he curves fitted to the prediction equations is shown in Figure

data points in Figure 9 &re 10 where the month of December 1971 has
been selected. Thi2 is considered to be
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a representative example of the order of when averaged over long periods of time
accuracy of the method. Errors under behaves in a simple, repetitive and pre-
normal ionospheric conditions can be dictable manner. It is hoped that this
expected to be comparable to the rms apparent simplification will lead ulti-
errors in the least mea.i-square fi, of nately to an improvement in the theo-
Table 3, which, for dupendence on 2.7 retical understanding. It must be borne
GHz flux is less than two units in TEC. in mind though that these results are
For comparison the electron content is representative of a mid-latitude station
given as derived ,rom an integration and the conditions at equatorial and
of the Bent model of the vertical pro- polar stations might be significantly
file up to a height of 1050 km with the different.
solar flux averaged over a period of 12
months. It can be seen that the array The peak values of normalized TEC
prediction is somewhat bettor than the (NTECMAX) show a negative correlation
Bent model, but the present analysis is with solar declination. Instead of in-
restricted to the vicinity of 70'W, creasing between the winter and summer
40*N, whbreas the Bent model is global ronths as one might expect on the basis
in scope. Nor can either model, with- of production alone, the values do the
out further research, take account of reverse. Furthermore, ther is notice-
sudden changes, such as TID'S, magnetic able flattening of the summer daytime
storms and substorms. curves. Clearly a loss mechanism takes

over and more than compensates for the
DISCUSSION increased photoproduction. The pre-

dominant loss mechanism is the neutral-
The results obtained at Sagamore ization of 0+ by collision with molec-

Hill agree with the measurements of ular oxygen and nitrogen. The first
da Rosa7 and Ramsey, 1 0 and the seasonal stage is an ion-atom interchange
analysis is an extention of their work.
Since almost a full solar cycle has been 0+ + N2 - NO+ + N
covered by the combined observations the
data can be taken as providing a compre- and (23)
hensive phenomenological survey of con-
ditions in mid-latitudes in the north 0+ + 02 O + 0.
and western hemisphere. 2 2

Total electron content is a mea- This is followed by the fast-reacting
sure of a line integral through the E, dissociative recombinations
F-1 and V-2 regions under conditions of
varying solar illumination and particle NO+ + e - N + 0
precipitation. There are spatial and (24)
time variations in atmospheric density, 0o+ + e" - 0 + 0
composition and motion, and the line 2

integral is made up of complicated
components. The major contribution to The F-layer temperature increases with

TEC comes from the P-2 region at a solar declination for a latitude >

height of 300 to 400 km, yet the ioniza- 230.5 N, ai there is no phase lag
tion is not produced predominantly in (Jacchia). Thus the inverse correla-

that layer. Rocket measurements and tion of TEC with 6 can be explained on
ionospheric theory show that the maximum the basis of solar heating of the upper
production rate is at a lower level, atmosphere, a lifting of the heavy mo-
near 200 km, and that the F-layer con- lecular species 02 and N2 and electron
centration is due partly to upward loss due to molecular-induced recombin-
Qmbipolar diffusion and vertical wind ation. This loss is more than suffio
components, and partly to the lack of cient to over-ride the enhancement due
an efficient recombination process. to the summer increase of solar illum-
The complexities are such that no ade- ination. In the absence of this in-
quate theory has been developed to creased loss one might expect the summer
account for the quantitative spatial and TEC to be 100 percent greater than the
temporal changes. It is surprising winter values, and 300 percent greater
therefore, in view of these complexities, than the actual summer values. The
to find such smooth and sequentially F-layer, responsible for the major
changing curves in the observational contribution to TEC, may be regarded as
data. On the one hand it indicates that a condition of absence of atmosphere -
the equipment used to set up the datn when the layer of heavy molecules rises,
bank was adequately calibrated and the F-layer disappears. It would seem

Sconsistently operated over the period of that a further study o? TEC variation,
six years of this study. On the other exposing possible geomagnetic influences,

Shand it shows that, despite the internal would permit a theoretical prediction of
complexities, the ionosphere as a whole
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global foF2 and slab thickness values on particle-produced component towards the

the basis of the geophysical input paw equator as shown by the Hawaii curve.
rameters. There is certiinly a dominant Finally it must be pointed out that the

dependence on solar declination and seasonal anomaly in TEC also follows the
station latitude that has been separated semi-annual density variation
out from TEC and atmospheric density (Jacchia).11 It is suggested that these
data. This solar control, of course, variations take place without any major
will be expected to be reduced in high temperature change. One proposed mech-
latitude regions where particle pre- anism is thermally driven, horizontal
cipitation becomes important. convection. However, if the TEC anomaly

and semi-annual density variation are
The minimum value NTECMIN is pro- related it is difficult to reconcile the

portional to sin 6, but the correlation physics of the process - one would ex-
is poor. NTECMIN is a quantity physi- pect an increase in 02 and N2 and hence
cally different from NTECMAX. It is the a decrease in ionization.
lowest level reached by the nighttime
decay process and occurs usually just The monthly mean values of TEC are
before sunrise. In the summer months smoothly varying and are related to
the decay continues almost linearly solar flux, showing a good correlation
throughout the night and presumably the with the five-month running mean of 2.7
TEC would continue to drop if sunrise GHz radiation. This correlation permits
did not occur. NTECMIN is therefore a prediction of mean monthly TEC values
that level where the decay has been through the solar cycle. It must be
arbitrarily arrested by sunrise. During remembered however, that there are
the winter months the decay is rapid and severe changes from day to day, partic-
TEC drops to a somewhat stable level. ularly under disturbed magnetospheric
Presumably the loss process is by non- conditions, and deviations of TEC from
solar production mechanisms such as ion- the mean can amount to 50 percent or
ization by precipitating particles and more in a matter of minutes. The ques-
by wind and other transportations. The tion of shorter-term relationships has
slight winter nighttime increase before been discussed by da Rosa et al. 7
dawn is not at presont understood. It These workers found evidence for a
may be connected with that component of correlation between the daily value of
polar ionization that spreads to the 2.8 GHz solar flux and a seven-day
latitude of Sagamore Hill from the running mean of TEC. A diagram of TEC
auroral oval. In view of these compli- vs S showed a loop reminiscent of an
cations NTECMTN would not be expected elliptical Lissajous figure under the
to correlate with solar declination in action of sinusoidal forcing function.
any simple way. The weak dependence as The width of the ellipse indicated a
shown in Figure 9 may therefore not be lag of TEC of approximately three days
physically significant. It is inter- following the flux variations. The
esting to note that NTECMAX and NTECMIN short-term correlations were, as to be
define the upper and lower bounds of expected, much less than those for
normalized TEC - at all times it is monthly means. Although the data bank
between the two envelopes of Figure 9. from Sagamore Hill is thought to be

adequate for an investigation of short-
Concerning the seasonal anomaly as term correlations, the analysis has rot

shown in Tabla 3 and Figures 6 and 7, been carried out on the present report.
is interesting to speculate as to its The question has been left for a later
cause. From the foregoing results and investigation when a copprehensive
discussion it would appear that, excep- study of residuals will be made.
ting the winter nights, the normalized
values depend only on the sun and the REFERENCES
space geometry. The seasonal anomaly,
enhancement in spring and fall, might 1. Klobuchar, J.A. and Mendillo, M.
be due to a particle-produced component. (1973) Total Electron Content from
In support of this suggestion one must the Faraday Effect, AGARD Report
note that auroral activity, which is AG-166, NATO, p7.
clearly associated with particle flux,
has a similar seasonal dependence with 2. Klobuchar, J.A. (1969) Polarizatitn
enhanced activity at the equinoxes. angle of VHF telemetry transmit-
The normalized curves in Figure 8 would ters on ATS-3, ATS Technical Data
therefore represent the ionosphere as Report, Goddard Space Flight
caused by solar radiation, and the Center, Greenbelt, Maryland,
curves in Figure 7 would correspond to 10 July.
the additional component from particle
precipitation. It is difficult, how- 3. Klobuchar, J.A., In press.
ever, to explain the increase of a
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LIMITATIONS of MAPPING TECHNIQUES to PREDICTING

TOTAL ELECTRON CONTENT at a DISTANT POINT

Charles M. Rush

Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories
Bedford, MA

INTRODUCTION

Observations of Total Electron this is certainly not the case, this
Content (TEC) are made at discrete assumption is valid for the points
points on the globe. Operational that are to be illustrated here.
requirements however usually dictate
a knowledge of the TEC in regions nor- SPATIAL EXTENSION of TEC
mally inaccessible to routine obser-
vation. This has led to the develop- A median or climatological esti-
ment of models of TEC whereby obser- mate of the TEC can be obtained by
vations of total electron content and using the numerical coefficients for
selected ionospheric parameters such foF2 and M(3000)F2 given by Barghausen
as foF2, the critical frequency of et al (1969), which form part of the
the F2 region and hmF2, the height of ITS-78 propagation prediction program.
the maximum electron density in the In the vicinity of vertical incidence
F2 region, are combined to produce ionosondes, observed values of foF2
values of TEC that are valid for en- and M(3000)F2 can be used to generate
tire regions. The purpose of this TEC values that reflect the daily and
paper is to discuss the limitations hourly variability of the ionosphere.
in extrapolating observations of TEC To obtain values of TEC that are
to regions where data are normally valid for a time-scale that is less
lacking. than a median representation at loca-

tions removed from ionosondes, it is
In order to accomplish this study, necessary to adopt some form of in-

use was made of a model of the total terpolation and extrapolation scheme.
electron content that depended upon The scheme chosen here is based on
routinely available ionospheric pa- the application of synoptic mapping
rameters combined with specific func- techniques.
tional forms that rerresent the ver-
tical structure of the electron den- The actual scheme employed is in
sity profile. The vertical structure many instances analogous to that devel-
of the electron density profile from oped by Cressman (1959) for use in
the base of the ionosphere (taken to meteorological mapping for data-
be 90 km) up to hmF2 follows closely sparse areac. The global distribution
that of Bradley and Dudeney (1973) of foF2 (and hmF2 derived from M(3000)
and the topside profile follows that F2) is first assumed to be given by
given by Bent et al (1971). Values the montbly median representation
of foF2 needed to determine the TEC given by Barghausen et al (1969).
are taken from observations and hmF2 This distribution provides a first-
is deduced from t'&e M(3000)F2 obser- guess value of foF2 at every observa-
vations in accord with the relation- tion point and at every grid point.
ship given by Bradley and Dudeney The grid comprises a rectangular mesh
(1973). It is assumed that at loca- that divides the globe into rectangu-
tions where foF2 and M(3000)F2 obser- lar areas. The mathematical formula-
vations are available, the model tions involved in the mapping proce-
yields TEC results that are 100 per- dure have been discussed in detail by
cent accurate. The accuracy of the Edwards et al (1975) and need not be
TEC at locations removed from obser- described here. Suffice it to say
vation locations then is entirely that for each observation of foF2, a
dependent upon the accuracies of foF2 deviation denoted as Di is computed
and hmF2 at remote regions. Although between each observed value, OBSi,
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and the corresponding first-guess val- using deviations from one set to pre-
ue FGj at the observing location. dict deviations in the second data en-
Thus semble. A 50 percent improvement above

climatology, for example, requires
Di =FGi - OBSi ()that the correlation coefficient be at

least 0.87. With reference to Figure
By considering each grid point in 1, it is seen that such improvement

succession, a correction CX,y is ap- will only be obtained if the observa-
plied to each grid point that extends tion location is within 500 to 1000
the influence of the individual Dij's km of the area where the improvement
over the entire grid. This correction is desired. Unless there exists a
factor can be written as relatively dense network of observa-

C D (2) tions, spread rather homogeneously
(2) over the globe, updating a climatolog-

where W is a weighting factor. It is ical estimate of TEC will not be
the form of W that provides the basis globe.iefr eti reso h

for extending and extrapolating the goe
influence of observations from point ACCURACY of SPATIALLY EXTENDING TEC
locations so as to be valid for areas MDL
or regions surrounding the observation MDL
location. In a simplistic manner, W
can be thought of as the radius of the To illustrate the limitations in-
sphere of influence in the ionosphere herent in inferring values of TEC at
of an observation at a point location, remote locations, Figure 2 shows a
In actual fact, different values of W regional map of TEC evaluated from the
are used to extrapolate the influence base of the ionosphere up to 1000 km
of an observation in the north-south for the region between 200 and 800
and east-west directions. north geographic latitude and 150 W to

The ormof he wighingfactrs ere750 E geographic longitude. The fig-
The ormof he wighingfactrs ereure on the left shows contours of TEC

determindd from a cross-correlation x 10-16 el/in2 based on the monthly
analysis of foF2 (and M(3000)F2) obser- median values of foF2 and hmF2 valid
vations. This analysis yielded corre- for January 1966 while the figure on
lation coefficients for different sta- the right displays contours of TEC x
tion-pairs which were then plotted as 10-16 sl/m2 deduced by using actual
a function of the distance between observations of foF2 and M(3000)F2
stations. A large number of mid-lati- observed on 15 January 1966 at 10 mid-
tude stations were used in the analy- latitude locations within the region
sis enabling the weighting factor to 200-800 north latitude and 00 to 5 50
be determined as a function of station east longitude. It can be seen that
separation spanning the range of 200 the actual observations indicate the
to 5000 km. The weighting factors are total electron content within this
dependent upon local tine and season region is down by about a factor of 2
and generally display a decrease in compared to the median.
value with increasing station separa-
tion. Figure 3 provides an indication

of the accuracy of the TEC values for
In Figure 1 are shown smoothed longitudes that are east of the sta-

values of the correlation coefficients tions used for deducing the total
for the time period surrounding mid- electron content for 15 January at
day for summer, winter and equinox con- 1200 GMT. A reference point of 600 E
ditions, plotted as a function of sta- was chosen in order to effect the coin-
tion separation. It is seen that the parison. Ionosonde data from stations
coefficients for the east-west direc- located to the east of 600 E were used
tion fall off less rapidly than for the to compute the 'actual' TEC which was
north-south direction. Also, the co- then compared against that given by
efficients tend to be higher during the model values of TEC deduced by
equinox than for any othe~r season of spatially extending observations of
the year. The values of the coeffi- foF2 and hinF2 recorded west of 550
cients themselves can be used to pro- longitude. it is readily apparent
vide an indication of the amount of that for locations increasingly re-
improvement above climatology that a moved from the region where data are
remote observation provides in updating available, the average error associ-
a median field of TEC values. It can
be shown (Gautier and zacharisen creases, Shown for comparison on the
(1965)) that the cross correlation co- figure are the average errors associ-
efficient between two sets of data is ated with assuming TEC values based on
directly proportional to the percentageimedian conitions oe the entire
improvement that can be obtaitned by
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region six hours to the east of 600 and mapping procedures yield about a factor
the average errors in the TEC at the of 4 improvement on the average comn-
locations where data are available (de- pared to the first-guess or median rep-
noted as 'Mapped Values'). Within the resentation. The curves indicated as
region where data are available for up- prediction are the rms errors resulting
dating and mapping, the accuracy of the from rotating the previous hours' analy-
TEC values at locations removed from sis westward by 150 of geographic longi-
observing locations is comparable to tude along lines of constant magnetic
that at the observing locations. At latitude.
locations between 4 to 5 hours outside
of thei region where data are available, In order to test the validity and
the accuracy of the TEC values ap- value of spatially extending point ob-
proaches that associated with a median servations however, it is necessary to
representation. compare the values generated in the

mapping procedure against data that were
Comparisons for other days and not used in the generation of the maps.

times show the same general behavior. The next -three portions of Figures 5
In Figure 4, the results of a compari- and 6 show the ring differences that re-
son between observed and inferred TEC sult when comparing mapped values with
values for 1200 hours GMT on 15 June observations that were not used in the
1966, are shown. Although the magni- mapping procedure, for stations grouped
tude of the average errors are about in the polar region (north of 550 mag-
one-half those seen for 15 January, the netic latitude), the mid-latitude iono-
same general trends noted for Figure 3 sphere (between 250and 550 magnetic)
are seen in the present figure. At and stations located under the equator-
locations greater than 3 hours removed ial ionosphere (0 to 250 magnetic). In
from the region of data availability, each of the three regions approximately
agreement between observation and a 10 to 14 stations were used to verify
median model is as good as that in the mapped values for each time. It is
which updating and spatial extension obvious from the figures that the rms
of observations are employed, differences are higher for the verifying

stations than for the observation loca-
The effect of spatially extending tions, and in some instances, the use

point observations to improve a median of spatially extending point observa-
TEC model can be further illustratped tions on a daily basis yields results
from the results shown in the next-two that are no better than those obtained
figures. Figures 5 and 6 show the'root by adopting the monthly median repre-
mean square differences or 'errors' be- sentation for the daily data. This is
tween observed values of foF2 and val- particularly the case for the equator-
ues obtained as the result of spat~ally ial ionosphere. It is also seen that
extending actual observations . ShoWn for local summer conditions (18 June)
are results for two days 24 January and the results obtained at the verifying
18 June, 1958. Data for 1958 were stations in the polar and mid-latitude
chosen for illustration because during regions are rather close to those ob-
that time period observations of iono- tained at the stations used in the gen-
spheric parameters are available for eration of the maps while for winter no
the most numerous locations on the such agreement is observed. The reason
globe. The top portion of both figures for this behavior is felt to be due to
show the rms differences evaluated at the fact that during local summer, the
23 locations whose data were used to gradients in the ionosphere tend to be
generate global maps of foF2. These 23 less severe than at other times of the
locations were taken to be representa- year leading to an ionospheric struc-
tive of the stations whose data are ture that is smoothly varying over larg-
available to the Air Force Air Weather er distances. The effects of steep
Service in timel fashion. The curves gradients in ionospheric structure
labeled 'analysis' give the rms differ- characteristic of the equatorial iono-
ence between the actual observation and sphere could also be responsible for
the final mapped results at the obser- the small improvement seen in spatially
vation locations for 24 hours of Green- extending observations to that region.
wich Mean Time. the number in paren-
thesis is the rms difference averaged CON~CLUSIONS
over the entire 24 hours. Shown also
in the top portion of both figures is Although some of the results which
the rms difference that results simply have been quoted above are no doubt de-
from assuming the monthly median value pendent upon the form of the TEC model
(denoted ITS) for each location and and the mapping procedures which have
hour to be representative of the daily been adopted in this study, similar
observations. It is seen that at the investigations employing various TEC
observation locations the updating and models and spatial extension techniques



permit the following general statements
to be noted. In regions surrounding LO.
locations where data are available, ac- E-WES
curate values of the total electron 0.T !-ST

content can be iznferred. These regions
vary from 500 to 2000 km removed from -
the observing location, depending upon
season and local time. At further dis-
tances, the errors associated with irn- a _
ferred TEC values approach those re-
sulting from assuming a climatological 0 1 1 1
model. In these regions, monthly med- 1 a 3 4
ian or climatological values of TEC are #JO
the only values that can be justified NOATh-SOUTH
in terms of accuracy and cost-effec- ao
tiveness. Finally, the effects ofgradients in the ionospheric structure

in the region between an observation 4and where a TEC value is to be inferred,
critically influences the applicability
of spatially extending observations.
Values on one side of sunrise and sun- 0.0 I ! • l
set transitions afford little improve- 90 9000 3000 4000 5000
ment compared to climatology when ex- 5SWION SEPARATION (kol
tended through and to the other side of Figure 1: Smoothed Correlation Coef-
such transitions. The same limitations ficients as a function of
are present when extrapolating obser- station separation for the
vations into regions of the equatorial time period surrounding
anomaly and into the polar ionosphere, mid-day.
particularly in the region of the polar JANUARY KIIvAN U* 11m JAmiAd-day.,6
trough. --- _ .
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MEASUREMENT OF THE IONOSPHERE TOTAL ELECTRON CONTENT AND
LOWER LAYERS INHOMOGENEITIES USING CHIRP SIGNALS*

Said E. El-Khamy
Department of Electrical Engineering

Faculty of Engineering
Alexandria University

Alexandria, Egypt

ABSTRACT

The dispersion of frequency modulated signals propagating through or reflected from
the ionosphere has motivated this new technique for ionosphere diagnostics. It has been
recently shown 1 '2 ' 3 that special optimum signals, when incident upon the ionosphere,
result in compressed received signals (with maximized amplitude and shorter duration).
Such optimum signals have been synthesized for both cases of transionospheric trans-
mission 4 ,5 and ionospheric reflection 6 ,7. It has been shown that in both casst, the
optimum signals can be approximated by linearly frequency modulated (Chirp) signals
with rectangular or Gaussian envelopes. The instantaneous frequency is an increasing
function of time in the transionospheric transmision case and is a decreasing function of
time in the reflection case, The sweep rte of the optimum chirp signal is a function of
the total electron content, Nt, in the transmission case. When the lower layer of the iono-
sphere can be modeled by a linear electron density profile with rate, 0, i.e., n(z) - Pz, the
optimum sweep rate in this cae will be a function of (.

The diagnosis technique proposed here is to send chirp signals with variable sweep
rate, m, and the same center frequency, and experimentally determine the optimum sweep
rate mop, which result in maximum compression of the received signals. Once mop is
known, the total electron content can be determined from the transionospheric measure-
ments as, Nt - kl/mop. From the reflection measurements, the inhomogeneity parameter,
P, is determined as, P - k2mop. The constants k1 and k 2 depend on the used center fre-
quencies of the chirp signals. It has been shown analytically that the compression ratio
varies sharply with the used sweep rate, m, and is peaked at the optimum sweep rate, mop.
Thus It is easy to distinguish the compression peak and consequently the optimum sweep
rate. Therefore this diagnosis method should allow for accurate measurements of the total
elLctron content and the Inhomogeneity parameters of the lower layers of the ionosphere.
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IONOSPHERIC EFFECTS IN NAVSTAR GPS

C. K. Cretcher
The Aerospace Corporation

El Segundo, California

ABSTRACT Agency. The system concept evolved from
USAF and Navy studies initiated in the nid-

The NAVSTAR Global Positioning System 1960s. Current program plans call for the
is a satellite-based navigation system that will deployment of six satellites in 1977 to permit
provide extremely accurate three-dimensional demonstration and evaluation tests over the
position fixes and timing inforrnation to users continental United States. The system will then
anywhere on or near the earth. User position- be expanded through deployment of additional
ing requires the determination of times of tran- satellites into an operational 24-satellite system.
sit for satellite-generated signals to reach the
user. The errors arising from the delay of a This paper reviews the mechanism by which
signal traversing the ionosphere are unaccept- ionospheric signal delays enter into the user
ably large. Sophisticated, high accuracy users navigation process and the resulting impact on
will make use of the two synchronous L-band user performance. Discussions of both model-
signals transmitted by the satellites to calibrate ing and dual-frequlency receiver calibration of
the ionospheric delay. Less sophisticated users ionospheric delays are presented.
will apply modeling algorithms to elinmnate
sizable portions of the delay. 2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

This paper discusses the nature of the The overall OPS configuration is depicted
errors due to dual-frequency calibration or in Figure i and consists of three primary seg-
ionospheric modeling and the impact of system ments: User System Segment, Space System
electronic and geometric design on resulting Segment, and Control System Segment. The
user performance. A number of studies have functions of each of these segments are outlined
demonstrated the feasibility of ionospheric de- below, followed by a description of the basic
lay modeling. The nature of the modeling prob- signal structure.
lem and the conclusions of these studies are
presented, as well as the operational impli-
cations of the modes of ionospheric error re- - ----uo
duction in terms of various user equipments
and scenarios.

1. INTRODUCTION

The NAVSTAR Global Positioning System
(GPS) is a satellite-based navigation system
that will provide extremely accurate three-
dimensional position fixes and timing informa-
tion to properly equipped users anywhere on or
near the earth. The system will be available
continuously regardless of weather conditions,
and will find extensive utilization in improved
weapons delivery accuracies, range instru- STATO
inentation, etc. Furthermore, it will provide g
an ultimate savings in the number mnd cost of .... 5':ý
navigation and position fixing systems currently
employed or projected.

MA3TER .i!i

NAVSTAR GPS is a Joint Service Program CONTROL
managed by the USAF with deputies from the
Navy, Army, Marines, and Defense Mapping Fig. 1. OPS Concept
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User System Segment

In the GPS, the user receiver measures ORBITAL CONFIOLRATiO.N
pseudo-rangex< and pseudo-range rate using
th . navigation signal from each of four satel- 6 12..nour PERIOD
lites. Each signal carries ephemeris data and 0 CIRCULAR ORBITS
system timing information for that satellite. * 630 INCLINATION
This allows the user receiver to convert the
pseudo-range and pseudo-range rate to user 0 EIGHT SATELLITES
three-dimensional position and velocity and PER PLANE
system time.

systm tme.SPACECRAFT CONFIGURATION
A receiver is defined to include the tard-

ware necessary to determine position and veloc- * 900 lb (typical)
ity of the user in earth-centered coordinates. * 450 watts (typical)
As such, it must accomplish both the traditional
receiver functions and the computational func-
tions. Two basic configurations will be utilized. e 1200 MHz
One is a continuous four-channel receiver that * 1600 MHz
measures four pseudo-ranges simultaneously
and will be the basis for the present analysis. 0 ONE WAY TRACKING
The other is a sequential receiver that mea- 6 10"1 3 CLOCK STABILITY
sures pseudo-ranges sequentially in time.

Space System Segment

The current baseline orbital configuration
for the fully operational GPS employs 24 satel-
lites in 63l nclined, circular, 12-hour orbits
to transmit navigation signals. Continuous
three-dimensional global coverage will be pro-
vided by placing eight satellites, equally
spaced, in each of three orbit planes 120 apart
in inertial space, as depicted in Figure 2.

Each satellite will generate and transmit
two signals at a given L-band frequency; a pre-
cision protected navigation signal and a clear
navigation signal. Satellite ephemerides, at-
mospheric propagation correction data, and
satellita clock drift information, all of which
are periodically updated by the master ground
station, will be superimposed on both signals.
The ranging signal and data modulation are
generated from onboard oscillators and shift Fig. 2. GPS Space Segment
registers. The satellites will also transmit a
separate L-band navigation signal to permit the
determination of the ionospheric signal delay spacecraft motion; solar pressure parameters;
correction by tracking stations and users. the location, clock drifts, and electronic de-

lay characteristics of the ground stations; and
Control System Segment other observable system influences.

Widely separated monitor stations will An upload station (ULS) located in the conti-
passively track all satellites in view and accu.- nental United States will transmit the satellite
mulate ranging data derived fro.m the navigation ephemerides, clock drifts, and propagation
signals. This information is prccessed at a delay data to the satellites at least once per day.
master control station (MCS) by a filtering al- The ground stations may also be involved in
gorithm to provide a best estimate of satellite gathering data to be used in ionospheric and
position, velocity, and clock drift relative to tropospheric delay modeling.
system time. Atmospheric propagation delay
corrections must be applied to the ranging data. Signal Structure

An off-line orbit determination process The basic navigation signal consists of a
also derives progressively refined information s•eq-Zre of binary digits b:.-hase modulated
defining the gravitational field influencing the owri. th r-wrrier (,-I. ' C.kIz) at an approximately

1 -I•la rate. This modulation, which is pro-
duced by luear shift registers, appears to be

*TMeasured transit time of the signal multiplied a ra.ndom rquence, and is therefore termed

by the speed of light. a pseudo-random noise (PRN) sequence.
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Ephemerides, satellite clock drifts, signal
code state data, and propagation delay model-
ing coefficients are repeatedly modulated onto SATELLITE I
the PRN signal at -50 bits/eec. The PRN
sequences are unique to each satellite and they
are mutually orthogonal, permitting the use of
a common carrier frequency. The code-
generating sequence will be periodically
changed and it will be of a variety that makes
it virtually impossible to determine the algo-
rithm for generating the sequence without a
key, thus making the signal secure. A clear
(unprotected) signal will be transmitted at the USER
samse carrier frequency which will serve the
civil community and some military users, and
will also provide a rapid acquisition capa..lity
for all users.

3. NAVIGATION ALGEBRA EARTH

The technique for achieving the desired
system accuracies calls for making transit
time measurements of RF signals encoded as
PRN modulation on an L-band carrier. A Fig. 3. Satellite/User Geometry
precision timing system carefully synchronized
between satellite transmitters must be used.
Users with precision clocks could then pas- The parameter ri has been termed a pseed-J,
eively range to the satellites and determine range since it does not conform to JXuc.icdean
their own position as the calculated intersec- distance because of the additional t:ri'n b.
tion of at least three spheres centered at the Given four independent pseudo-r-lsw, ore c.n.a
transmitters. To avoid requiring all users to solve for the user position and time. When
be equipped with precision clocks, enough more than four pseudo-ranges are available
satellites will be deployed so that all users and/or noise is introduced into the measure-
have available at least four satellites simul- ments, the determination of x becomes a
taneously. Then synchronized time is not process of optimal estimration.
required because the simultaneous reception
of four signals produces three independent An iterative solution for user position can
range differences that may be used to calcu- be defined as follows, where matrix notation is
late the intersection of three hyperboloids of employed for convenience (matrices denoted
revolution. by capital letters).-

The range differencing solution is pri- x xzn x3)T
marily conceptual, since it is just one possible X r f user coordinates in areference coordinate
method of determining user position and clock frame
bias (a total of four unknowns) from the four
range measurements. The basic equation and
relating ranges and transit times is termed a
pseudo-range equation, which in an error- T
free system is given by (see Figure 3) S Asitelli e coordi-ti

the reference coordi-

i= 1[(i x).(o - x)]i/Z + b (M) nate frame

The four simultaneous pseudo-range measure-
where ments are then given by

r= time delay multiplied by the speed m [(S- X)T(S - X)]i/Z + b - bi + P
of light measured from satellite I m S +

x = vector from earth center to user (I - 1, 2, 3,4)
position

=i x vector from earth center to satellite
i where Pi i.s the noise and bi the satellite clock

phase bias in measurement I.
b = user clock phase bias (multiplied

by the speed of light).
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Let the direction cosine of the Lih I T[B(cov 6S)B T
measurement vector along the jth coordinate coy 6Y = (GTRiG)[ v
be defined by

A T 1/2+ cov P]-iGJ'

S{ij ..S - Xj)/[(Si - X)T(Si - X)] 1 / 2 (3) (6o(6)

Then, defining the geometric matrices where Eq. (6) defines the matrix R.

r I 0 0 0 The GDOP (Geometric Dilution of Preci-
sion) is calculated by setting the total range

=r 0B r, 0 0 measurement error covayiance matrix R (con-
SZ Bsisting of satellite position error and measure-

(4x4) (4Xi6) ment error) equal to the identity matrix,

3 0 0 r3 0 resulting in

o o O 4  coy 6Y = (GTG)" 1 (7)

where The GDOP factor is then defined as the square
root of the projection of coy 6Y onto the user

rl = (¥i t , • 3, 1) coordinate of interest.

If variances rr and correlations p are
0= (0,0,0,0) assumed for R, the result is

the user state and the measurement matrices coy 6X = 2 - T 0 p)(GTG)upi
G upper left-hand 3X3

=4 , b] T  
(8)(iX4) [xi"xg"3

M = (m 1 ,m 2 ,m 3 ,M cov o-b = + ( - )(GTG)-] (9)
(OX4)

the augmented satellite state matrix Thus, the corresponding standard deviation in
the user coordinate is obtained by multiplying

S (ST bi bST , bT b T )bT the GDOP factor by r(i - p) /2. For the

(X6) 1 '2 3 3'$4 '4 clock bias this GDOP multiplier is only valid
for uncorrelated errors (p = 0). If, in fact,

and the noise matrix quantities 0 r and p can be found that produce
user coordinate variances closely approximat-

T ing the variances produced by error source
P pyp4) modeling, then the quantity Qr(0 - p)i/2 ig

(iX4) termed the User Fqutvalent Ranging Error
(UERE). Under these conditions, system/user

permits the following matrix equation to be geometry ia cbaracterized by GDOP factors
written in place of Eq. (2): and pseudo-ranging errors by UERE.

GY = BS - M + P (4) Figure 4 shows the cumulative probability
distribution function for the GDOP factor along

The minimum variance estimate of Y, assurn- the vertical axis and the GDOP factor for
ing no statistical a priori information, is then radial error in the horizontal plane for GPS.

Since in fact satellite position error projec-
tions and atmospheric refraction modeling

G (BS - M) (5) errors are geometry dependent, the GDOP/

UERE concept is only an apprrxmation. GDOP
Since G and B are functions of system geeme- considerations result in ideal satellite loca-
try, and therefore 1, a-. iterative solution for tions consisting of one directly overhead and
Y is indicated. However sufficiently accu- three equally spaced ne*ar the horizon, Since

rate initial estimates of Y will generally be tropospheric and ionospheric effects become

available and only a few iterations, at most, larger near the horizon, this is not truly opti-
wil be required. emal for minimizing user error. However,

The covariance matrix for the error 6Y atmospheric errors are only a portion of the
inthe etiarte of atrirom Eq. (h) errtotal pseudo-ranging error and GDOP is still a

in• the estimate of Y from Eq. (5) I's reasonable figure of merit, particularly on a
statistical basis.
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The specific major errcr sources and their 4. IONOSPHERIC SIGNAL DELAY
contributions in terms of UERE are whown in
Table i for both single- and dual-frequency A transionospheric RF signal experiences
.'eceiver users. It is currently anticipated that an excess delay over the free space propaga-
all users demanding high accuracies will use tion time between a satellite and subiono-
dual-frequency calibration. A less sophisti- spheric receiver. This excess time delay is
cated model will be available for users not proportional to the number of free electrons
requiring precise ionospheric delay calibration, encountered along the signal path. For fre-

quencies above 00 MHz, the delay is essen-
Table t. Error Budget tially inversely proportional to the square of

the frequency. (This frequency dependence is
CONTRIBUTION, ft (1a) the basis for using dual-frequency measure-

SOURCE SINGLE DUAL ments to calibrate the ionospheric delay.) The
FREQUENCY FREQUENCY integrated number of electrons encountered per

unit area is commonly refer'ed to as the total
EPHEMERIS 5 5 electron content (TEC). For GPS, TEC is
SATELLITE CLOCK measured in units of nanoseconds of signal
& ELECTRONICS 3 3 delay at 1. 6 GHz.

TROPOSPHERE MODEL 5 5 Several types of ionospheric disturbances
occur that modeling cannot be expected to pre-

IONOSPHERE MODEL 16 " dict (currently): severe disturbances, travel-
RECEIVER NOISE 5 9 ing disturbances, and scintillations. Although

the magnitude of delays during severe distur-.
MULTIPATH 4 6 bances due to magnetic storms may not be

-- •predictable by a single-frequency user, such
R53 19 12 storms occur only a very small percentage of

the time. Furthermore, their occurrence is
often predictable hours to days in advance and,
at !.east, the resulting TECs have always been
bounded. Traveling disturbances are low-

For the system accuracy results shown in magnitude, low-frequency, isolated distur-
Figure 5, the satellite position errors and sig- bances that occur infrequently. Scintillations
nal propagation errors are modeled in terms are high-frequency, aoise-like amplitude and
of variances and correlations to provide the phase fluctuations on received signals arising
required covariance mati-x. The following from irregularities in the electron density dis-
sections discuss the errors contributed by the tributions of the ionosphere.
ionosphere.
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5. TOTAL ELECTRON CONTENT MODELS The goal of the next four studies,
performed between 1970 and 1972, was to

To provide TEC predictions for users in determine the predictability of the vertical
the field, it is necessar7 to relate (model) TEC of the ionosphere in the maid-latitude
TEC to currently measured and predicted Western Hemisphere by evaluating derived
parameters, time of day and season, geo- models against NASA Faraday rotation data.
graphic location, and satellite-user geometr7. These data were available for a number of sta-

tions and time periods, including a solar cycle
Typical and most common of the currently maximum and minimum.

measured and predicted ionospheric parame-
ters is the critical frequency foFZ. This is Stanford University used the Faraday rota-
the lowest radio fAequency that can normally tion data to synthesize a TEC model over ref-
penetrate the FZ layer of the ionosphere, which erence stations where large quantities of data
is the dominant layer. (The maximum elec- exist and to determine geographical extrapola-
tron density in the ionosphere can be expressed tion functions for other stations (Ref. 2). A
directly as a function of foF 2 .) commonly predicted solar activity index is

required as input. Values predicted by this
Between 1969 and 1972, a series of studies process were compared to converted Faraday

was undertaken to demonstratj the feasibility rotation measurements, with overall residuals
of modeling the ionospheric delay to accura- at the various evaluation stations lying between
cies commensurate with GPS requirements 2.7 and 6.8 nsec.
using generally available ionospheric parame-
ter inputs. Real-time or near-real-time up- The University of Illinois ionospheric
date effects were investigated but were not model consisted of a weighted sum of near-
considered necessary inputs, real-time measurements and measurement

residuals at other observation locations to pre-
Five different studies were undertaken dict the value at the evaluation stations (Ref. 3).

either at USAF request or under USAF con- When measurement residuals are used, the
tract. The evaluations of the models developed predicted value and weighting coefficients
in these studies were made using Faraday require prior accumulation of data over the
rotation data taken over (at most) mid-latitude geographic region of interest to determine
North America and Hawaii. TEC is essen- estimates of residual statistics and running
tially proportional to the Faraday rotation monthly means. Both approaches produced
anglo, which is the polarization rotation of the rms residuals of i. 2 to 13 nsec.
radio wave. Two errors are inherent in this
technique. perhaps the highest 10 percent of The Applied Physics Laboratory at Johns
the electrons in the upper ionosphere do not Hopkins University derived a predictive model
contribute measurably to the rotation angle, based on assumed electron density altitude
and the constant of proportionality is not known profiles constructed from independent analyti-
precisely. cal and empirical studies and requiring com-

monly available predicted ionospheric parame-
In all of the studies, TEC was converted ters as input (Ref. 4). The resulting evaluation

to the vertical TEC above the ground station by rms residuals range from 1. 5 to 12 nsec.
an obliquity factor, which is a function of ele-
vation angle and mean. ionospheric height. The The Bent ionospheric model waa developed
latter was assumed constant, which does not for NASA and is based on a large cecunvulation
induce significant errors for the domain of worldwide bottomside and topsld^ ionosphere
considered, soundings taken during the 1960s (Ref. 5). An

ionospheric electron density altitude profile
A preliminary TEC model was developed was established from these data that requires

by Kobuchar and Allen at the Air Force two commonly available ionospheric paramne-
Cambridge Research Laboratories (Ref. 1). ters. (This model construction and that of
The model was constructed from Faraday APL are completely independent of the evalua-
rotation data, taken at the Sagamore Hill Radio tion data. ) The DBA Systems evaluation of
Observatory near the solar cycl.e maximum, this model (by Dr. Bent) produced overall rms
and analytically predicted TEC as a function of residuals between 2. 6 and 8. 8 nsec, depending
measured or predicted values of foF 2 . The on the evaluation station.
model, applicable only near the time and loca-
tion of the data gathering, served to demon- ThC accuracies resulting from these
strate the feasibility of analytic ionospheric models (without real time updates) are sumn-na-
delay modeling with a relatively simple ana- rized in Figure 6. The evaluation conditions
lytic function depending only on foFZ. When correspond to various combinations of obser-
this model, which was essentially a smoothing vatior, stations and measurement intervals.
of the original data, was used to predict TEC, These studies served to validate the concept of
overall rms errors of I to 4 nsec were ionospheric modeling In the North America and
encountered. Hawaii domain.
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S- STANFORD UNIVERSITY apart. The equations determining the calibra-
tion accuracy a-e derived below.I - UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS

A- APPLIED PHYSICS LAB - The pseudo-range equation provides
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY

B- DBA SYSTEMS mi = p + d + (K/f ) + ni

7- v/1-ere

C 6 in = measured pseudo-range in channel i

p = true pseudo-range (including user
B A A clock bias)1z '4 A B

4 B A _ A A A A d = pseudo-range uncertainties indepen-

a* S SsA A S dei.t of frequency and receiver noise

_J I S I I S K = parameter proportional to total

electron content along the measure-
rnent path

Oat U t t f f f t --t fi = signal .requency in channel i

EVALUATION CONDITION n. = receiver noise in channel i1

Fig. 6. Results of Modeling Studies Ignoring d and assuming measurements are

made in two channels permits K to be elimi-
"•ie difficulties with the modeling approach nated algebraically to obtain

lur calibrating the ionospheric delay are:

(i) A large amount of data must be trans- P = (m n) + F[(mi - n1 ) - (mz " nz)]

ferred to the satellite and to the user (10)
to provide a sufficiently accurate
model; where

(2) The model cannot acconunodate
ionospheric disturbances without near- F = f /(f 1 - f2 )
real-time update data--an operation
inconsistent with current systemoperations; The second term in Eq. (10) comes from the

solution for K, whereas the first term would

(3) Model errors will also depend strongly occur even if K were known precisely (and a
on time of day, geographic location, single-channel measurement used).
and satellite elevation angle. Since the user does not .uiow ni (by defini-

The 6ual-frequency calibration t-achnique, diL- tion), thp estimate of p will be
cussed in the next vection, is not subject to
these difficuities. p = mi + F(m.- m2 ) (1i)

For users requiring less than full system The error &p in the user estimate is then
accuracy and using lesaf sophisticated equip-
ment, a simplified model approach will be
satisfactory. A few hundred bits of trans- 6p = - p = ni + F(nI - n2 ) (IZ)
mitted data should be sufficient to describe a
model that eliminates 50 to 60 percent o0 the Note that these two terms will be correlated.
l.norpheric delay. Development of such a
model io currently under way by GPS contrac- If ni and nZ have equal standard deviations
tors and AFCRL. of 9n and a correlation factor p, the standaid

deviation in pseudo-range error is
6. DUAL-FREQUENCY RECEIVERS

Since the inverse frequency squared delay[ ii, ? 1law is sufficiently accurate for L-band signals + 2 z (2 n
(in GPS applications), two L-band frequencies [-n -
can be used to calibrate the ionospheric delay
in GPS. These frequencies must be trans-
mitted coherently and must be sufficiently far

4
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The first term in brackets represents the con- Table Z. User Equipment Classes
tribution due to single-channel measurement and Applications
error. The second term arises from the
ionospheric calibration process alone. The IMMUNITY
relative contributions of these two sources are TO
indicated in Figure 7, using the current values DYNAMICS MAGNETIC USER
for the two transmitted frequencies in GPS of JAMMING
L i. 575 GHz andL i. Z30 GHz.

A HIGH MEDIUM HIGH PHOTORECON
The sensitivity of the delay calibration to

the selection of the secondary frequency LZ is
shown in Figure 7. For the selected frequen- B HIGH HIGH MEDIUM HELICOPER

ties this figure shows that the total receiver
measurement error is approximately three C (Low cost) MEDIUM (ImmLunity to SEARCH AND
times the single-channel measurement error natural EMI) RESCUE
(assumed uncorrelated between channels).

1 0 HIGH LOW HIGH LAND

12 I VEHICLE

0I E MEDIUM LOW HIGH MAN
PRIMARY FREQUENCY -1.575 OH: BACKPACK1z 0

W-
I HIGH LOW MEDIUM SUBMARINE
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OBSERVED IONOSPHERIC EFFECTS IN AN EXPERIMENTAL SATELLITE RANGING SYSTEM

by

Roy E. Anderson
General Electric Company

Corporate Research and Development
Schenectady, New York

INTRODUCTION

The VHF transponders of NASA's periods each hour for 24 hours. The
ATS-1 and ATS-3 satellites have been measurements were used to determine the
useful for collecting data on all the satellite orbit, then the satellite
factors that affect position fixing ac- position, and finally the ionospheric
curacy and communications reliability of group delay as a function of time to
satellite systems for aeronautical and each of the distant transponders.
maritime use. VHF is especially good
for measuring the effects of the iono- Results of the position fixing ex-
sphere because the effects are large periments support previous estimates
enough to be separated from other that an operational system with VHF
measurement variables, and the VHF re- links to the mobile craft can provide
sults can be extrapolated to h-band and position fix accuracy of 1 nautical
higher frequencies by the l/f• relation- mile, la, over large regions of the
ship. The L-band transponders of ATS-5 earth, and that 0.1 nautical mile ac-
and ATS-6 provide a means to compare curacy is a reasonable expectation for
VHF and L-band experimental results, an L-band system. The operational tests
Availability of the VHF satellite trans- and the group delay measurements confirm
ponders has a further advantage because that ionospheric propagation delay is a
a variety of equipment suitable for major tactor limiting accuracy at VHF.
mobile experiments is readily available
at modest cost. Experimenters can con- DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTS
centrate on techniques and measurements
without significant RF component pro- General Electric's Radio Optical
blems. Observatory, Figure 1, served as the

principal earth station for the ex-
The General Electric Company, with periments. In addition to its Radio-

the cooperation and support of the Optical Observatory, General Electric
National Aeronautics and Space Adminis- has had fixed, automatic satellite
tration, has performed many experiments ranging transponders at all of the lo-
since 1968 with the ATS-3 and ATS-1 cations marked by the solid triangles
satellites at VHF and ATS-5 at L-band to in Figure 2, ships on the dotted line
measure factors affecting ranging and routes, and on aircraft flying the solid
position fixing accuracy. One recent line routes. The experiments have been
series of tests included all the ele- conducted with ATS-1 and ATS-3 at VHF.
ments of a complete operational system. Experiments have also been conducted
The satellites were located in real with ATS-5 at L-band. L-band as well as
time by trilateration to a widespread VHF transponders are at the locations
network of fixed transponders, and a marked with an L.
ship in regular service was located by
ranging through the satellites, its For the VHF tests described in this
position computed ashore and sent paper, tone-code interrogation signals
through the satellite to the ship. The were transmitted to ATS-3 in geo-
ship then transmitted to shore a posi- stationary orbit 19,300 nautical miles
tion that it had determined on board by above the equator at approximately 700
other means. In other tests, range West longitude or through ATS-1 above
measurements were made through a satel- approximately 1500 West longitude. The up-
lite in rapid succession to each trans- link frequency was centered at 149.22
ponder of the network for ten minute MHz. The signals were relayed by a
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of the initial interrogation and the
response from the user craft as relayed
back through the satellfte(s). Thesignals went to phase matcher-correla-
tots like those in the distant trans-
ponder. The outputs of the correlators

yielded elapsed times for the signal to
go from the Observatory to the inter-
rogating satellite, to the user craft
and back through the satellite(s).
Proper subtractions, including the
known internal time delays of the in-

../1 dividual equipments, yielded range from
the Observatory to the interrogating
satellite, and from the satellite(s)
to the transponder. Instrumental pre-
cision of single measurements was
limited by the time interval counter to
0.1 microsecond, representing a re-

Figure 1 General Electric Radio.- solution of 4 9 .2 feet for the two-way
Optical Observatory ranging. Ranging precision through the

satellites was limited to approximately
100 feet, l, by noise o) the received

satellite in the 100 kHz passband cen- signals. Averaging a nuiiuer of meas-
tered at 135.6 MHz to all of the trans- urements improves precision by the
ponders within its line-of-sight. All square root of the number of measure-
of the transponders matched the phase ments averaged. Accuracy was limited
of their own data clocks to the data by the calibration of internal time
clock in the "tone" portion of the delay of the equipments to approxi-
tone-code signal. The one transponder mately 1 microsecond, or 4 9 2 feet. Re-
that was addressed by the code portion cent addition of an internal time delay
of the signal responded by transmitting calibration device to some transponders
the tone-code signal after a known, has shown that internal time delay can
fixed time delay. If the transponder be virtually eliminated as a factor
were aboard a vehicle that was to be that limits accuracy.
located, its single response was trans-
mitted to two satellites. The Ob- The tone-code ranging technique
servatory received the satellite relay is compatible with digital or analog

/L

I ; Figure 2 Communications Coverage of ATS-J and ATS-3
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communications and provides good rang- Observatory near Schenectady once each
ing accuracy with narrow bandwidth two seconds. The interrogation rate
signals. could be increased to several per

second for an operational system. Each
transponder resronds only to its own

The VHF data reported in this individual address. The digital ad-
paper were taken with a modulating tone dress code could accommodate many
of approximately 2.4 kHz, and a signal thousands of ships in addition to the
integration time of 120 milliseconds, ESSO Bahamas.
the L-band data with a tone of approxi-
mately 9.8 kHz, and a signal inte- Single lines of position could be
gration time of 27 milliseconds. Fur- determined by ranging from one or the
ther details of the tone-code technique other satellite throughout the corm-
are reported in References 1 and 2. municateolcoerag hin the solimunication coverage within the solid

lines in Figure 2, and position fixes
MARITIME POSITION FIXING EQUIPMENT by range measurements from both satel-

lites could be provided in the area en-

A communications and position fix- closed by the dashed lines.

ing experiment was conducted with a com-
mercial tanker, the ESSO Bahamas, in All of the range measurements were

routine service betwegn Venezuela and recorded on punched tape and simul-
U.S. east coast portsD. Voice, teletype, taneously inserted into computers at

facsimile, and slow scan television Schenectady. The locations of the

communication were provided for an hour satellites determined during a ten
each working day and some evening hours minute period were interpolated to de-

between the ship and the home office of termine the positions of the satellites
the EXXON Corporation in New York City at the time of each interrogation and
via the ATS-3 satellite and the GE response from the ship. The locations
Radio-Optical Observatory. Position of the satellites and the range meas-

fixing by ranging was also provided. urements from the satellite to the ship
The tests were conducted between July were then used in the General Electric
1973 and February 1974. During the last POSFIX program to compute the ship's
two months, the complete integrated position,
navigation-surveillance system was op-
erated. It included the following A typical computer printout of
steps: ship's position fixes is shown in

Table 1. It will be noted that a ship
"o Locating ATS-3 and ATS-I by fix was measured and computed every two

trilateration in real time by seconds except when a miscorrelation
range measurements to fixed occurred or there was a loss of signal.
transponders. ATS-3 range meas- In this instance, all the transponders,
urements were to Shannon or including the ship were interrogated
Reykjavik, Daytona, and Scheriec- for five minutes, the ship only for one
tady. ATS-1 measurements were minute, then all transponders were
to Daytona, SchenecLady, arid again interrogated. Satellite posi-
Melbourne. tions were interpolated to the second

of time at which an interrogation to
"o Ranging from two satellites to the ship was made.

the ship. A single ranging
interrogation from Schenectady All of the fixes of Table 1 are
through ATS-3 initiated a single plotted in Figure 3. Each fix is com-
automatic response from the ship pletely independent of the others. The
that was relayed by ATS-3 and first and last fixes of the sequence
ATS-l to Schenectady. are identified with the time they were

made. The precision lo shown by the
"o Computation of the satellite and "scatter" of the fixes. In this

ship positions. typical example they can all be en-
closed within a circle of 0.5 nmi

"o Transmission by teletype of the radius.
ship position through ATS-3 to
the ship. The averages of the latitude and

longitude of the first ten fixes is
The sequence of interrogating the shown by the small +. The average fix

remote transponders and the ship could was transmitted to the ship by teletype
be accomplished 'in any order. A rang- through the satellite. Then the ship
ing interrogation code was transmitted transmitted its 16:00:00 GMT and
from the General Electric Radio-Optical 16:15:00 GMT radar fixes through the
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TAKING TVIE AVERAGE OF THE FIRST 10 LINES OF DATA'FOR 12/21/73 THE POE°ITION OF
THE SHIP AT 16:1j6:12 IS AS FOLLMI8:

12 40,63 NORTH
70 52.32 WEST

S-HIP RADAR 16:00:00 12 43 00 -70 52 00
P 12/21/73 16%06:03 ESSO 12 40 42 -70 52 17
P 12/21/73 16:06:05 ESSO 12 4n 33 -70 52 11
P 12/21/73 16:06:07 ESSO 12 40 22 -70 52 36
P 12/21/73 16:06:09 ESSO 12 40 37 -70 52 20
P 12/21/73 16:06:11 ES,9O 12 40 34 -70 52 14
P 12/21/73 Ib:06:13 rSSO 12 40 16 -70 52 23
P 12/21/73 16:06:15 ESSO 12 40 45 -70 52 14
P 12/21/73 16:06:17 ESSO 12 41 01 -70 52 32
P 12/21/73 16:06:25 ESSO 12 40 38 -70 52 02
P 12/21/73 16i06:27 ESSO 12 40 21 -70 52 20
P' 12/21/73 16:06:29 ESSO 12 40 55 -70 52 24
P 12/21/73 16:06:31 ESSO 12 40 44 -70 52 0/
P 12/21/73 16:06:33 ESSO 12 40 36 -70 52 07
P 12/21/73 16:06:35 ESSO 12 40 45 -70 52 18
P 12/21/73 16:06:37 ESSO 12 40 57 -70 52 10
P 12/21/73 16:06:39 EFSO 12 40 I1 -70 52 32
P 12/21/73 16:06:43 FSSO 12 40 51 -70 52 12
P 12/21/73 16:06:45 ESSO 12 40 41 -70 52 24
P 12/21/73 1t6:06:49 E890 12 40 04 -70 52 21
P 12/21/73 16:06:53 LSSO 12 40 54 -,.1 52 12
P 12/21/73 16:06:,W5 EASO 12 40 43 ,70 52 02
P 12:/21/73 16:06:57 BSSO 12 40 22 -70 52 05
S111P RkDAR 16:15:00 12 40 00 -70 50.12
SHIP RADAR 16:30:00 12 36 00 -70 48.30

Table 1. Sample From a Typical Computer Printout

satellite to Schenectady, and they are 12'43 SSdIP'S RDAR-IOOOUGT
plotted in Figure 3. Interpolated be-
tween the two radar fixes is the esti-
mate of the ship's position as de-
termined from the radar fixes during 1.4' -

the one minute period of thA satellite \IWIPS TRACK- 1606.. GMT
fixes. The difference between the
average of the satellite fixes and the
radar-derived track is 1.5 nmi.

3 ":,?.16 0603 4NI'
The same type of comparison was AVERAGE FIRST TEN ON COMPTER

made for a number of days, over the re- PRINTOUTAND TOLD TO SHIP

gion extending rrom Pniladelphla Uu . , 16 04 M
Ar'uba and Amnuay. Table 2 lists satel- 12'4d' A SHIP'S RADAR- 161 M

lite and independently derived posi-tions for 27 days between December 7
and January 30. They include latitudes
frvom 38°N to 12°N , and longitudes from v
6beW to 780W. The satellite fixes ar4 Im - I

compared with radar-derived fixes, 91 F? •

visual fixes, loran, dead reckoning, and WEST LONGITUDE
sun line. The radar fixes are estimated Figure 3 Position Fixes-Satellite Derived
to be accurate to + 0.25 nmi. Loran has and Ship's Radar Determined Fixes
an average accuracy of approximately 2
miles in the region of that fix. No from the table are plotted with ref-
estimate is made for the accuraoy of the erenoe to the independently derived fix.
sun line or dead. reckoning fixes. The For Pxample, the fix of file 662, taken
magnitudes of the differences between on 12/27/73, is 1.1 minute east and 0.45
the satellite derived positions and the minute north of the radar derived fix.
independently derived positions are in- One minute of longitude at 24 0 N latitude
cluded in Table 2. is less than 1 nmi, The magnitude of

the disagreement is 1.1 nmi. The nota-
The data of Table 2 are plotted in tion by each satellite fix in Figure 4

Figure 4. The independently derived is the type of independently derived
', jpositions are taken as the reference for fix by xhieh it is compared. There is

the plot. The satellite derived. fixes an average disagr'eement of 1.26 nmii be.
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Type of
File Satellite Independently Independently
No. Date Time Derived Position Derived Position Dift. Derived Position

(GMT) (nmi.)

647 12/07/73 16:30:12 38 34.64°N 74 47.95°W 38 36.16'N 74 49.25°W 1.83
650 12/10/73 16:10:34 19 12.85°N 68 14.15°W 19 09.18'N 68 14.94°W 3.75 Sun
651 12/11/73 16:29:44 12 35.350N 70 11.540W 12 34,080N 70 10.980 W 1.38 Radar
654 12/14/73 16:17:16 13 00.83°N 71 08.35°W 13 01.240N 71 06.30%W 2.0 D.R. for 1/2 hr.

after radar
657 12/19/73 16:23:12 22 41.93°N 78 28.32°W 22 42.61 N 78 27.96°W 0.75 Radar
659 12/20/73 16:36:10 18 21.57'N 74 33.12%W 18 21.73°N 74 33.12°W 0.16 Radar
6(0 12/21/73 16:06:12 12 40.63°N 70 52.32°W 12 41.55N 70 51.28°W 1.4 Radar
661 12/26/73 16:14:45 17 42.350 N 74 10.94°W 17 43.44N 74 08. 970 W 2.2 Radar662 12/27/73 16:09:35 23 58.97°N 74 50.20°W 23 58.52°N 74 51031W 1.1 Radar

663 12/28/73 16:06:19 29 52.740N 78 05.62°W 29 49.26 N 78 06.26 W 3.5 Loran
665 01/03/74 12 26.78cN 69 55.84°W 12 25.050 N 69 54.080 W 1.64 At Sea Buoy
666 01/04/74 12 26.40 N Latcom Same
668 01/08/74 16:57:18 15 15.770 N 72 15 15.42°N 72 17,55W 0.35 DR.
669 01/09/74 16:12:53 20 30.730N Latcom 20 30.46N 74 23.30'W 0.27 Radar
670 01/10/74 16:07:34 24 27.41'N 79 36.79%W 24 26.02'N 79 36.76°W 1.39 Loran
672 01/14/74 16:15:01 14 10.75°N 71 49.39°W 14 07.00%N 71 46.00°W 4.99 D.R.
673 01/15/74 11 45.93WN 11 44.80N 70 13.10°W 1.13 Sea Buoy
674 01/16/74 16:07:01 15 21.25 N 72 44 05°W 15 20.64N 72 45.94W 1.92 D.R.
675 ('1/17/71 1:06:37 20 44.92°N 74 49.68°W 20 44.32 N 74 49.54W 0.70 Radar
676 01/18/74 16:07:12 24 46.280N 79 43.22%W 24 44.92%N 79 44.48'W 1.78 D.R.677 01/21174 16:30:00 21 18,60%N 75 53.49°W 21 18,70%N 75 54.00°W 0.49 Radar

679 01/23/74 Anchor 11 44.44N Latcom 11 45 00°0N 70 15.300W 0.56- Visual
680 01/24/74 Anchor 11 44.71°N Latcom It 45.00 °N 70 15.30°W 0.29 Visual
681 0 1/ 25/74 11 41.46°% Latcoi 1. 44.80%N 70 13.10°W 3.34 Sea Buoy
682 01123/74 16:29i28 21 03.07° 74 10.90°W 21 03:55°N 74 10.18°W 0.83 Radar + Recon.

16:08t12 20 57.14 CN Latcom 20 57.38°N 74 09,33°0W
683 01/29/74 16:40:37 27 04.89°0N 76 32.69W 27 06.03%N 76 35:37°W 2.64 Loran
684 (11/30!74 Anchor 32 38.15°N 79 36,27°W 32 37,30°N 79 36.80°W 0.96 Visual

Ship wae in part and could not tr~nemit on days representated by missing file numbers. Communications
messages were sent to the ship, but it could not respond.

Table 2. Satellite and Independently Derived Fixes

7 December 1973 thru 30 January 1974

tween the satellite-derived fixes and Thousands of position fixes were
the radar and visual fixes. When the made during the seven and one half month
directions ?s well as the magnitudes of period of the experiment. The complete
the differencus are taken into account, system including the real time location
there is a bias in the distagreement be- of the satellites was operational only
tween the satellite and radar/visual during the last two months. Prior to
fixes of approximately 0.26 nmui. in a that time, satellite reference locations
wenterly direction. were taken from NASA acquisition tables.

When only ATS-3 was available, sin-- Many f.xes or latitude determina-
gle range measurementc from the satel- tions vere made on each day of operations.
lite were used to determine the latitude For the day-to-duy cump.iuouri that fol-
of the ship. The Ueneral Electric low, tho single position for each day
LATCOM computer program determined the 'that was transmitted to the ship is taken
latitude at which the line of posiiron as the one position for' that day. Usually
crosspd the longitude determined aboard the position sent to the ship was thethe ship. The latitudes determinations avrg ofprxiteyenndiul

are ncldedin Fgur 4.average of approximately ten individual.
are Xnluded in Figure 4.positions.

The radar and visual fixes are prob-
ably more accurate than the satellite- An upper bound car, be set on the
derived positions, but the satellite- effect of ionosphc"1c propagation delay,
derived positions are probably more ac- on the accuracy of rhe shin position
curate than the Loran, sun line, and measurements, but i,.s precise value below
dead reckoning fixes. The following the bouni cannot be defined accurately be-
examination of factors affecting ac- couse it cannot be separated with confi-
curacy consider only tha satellite fixes dense from other ^actors. Estimation
and latitude determinations that are of the ionospheric e fect is accomplished
compared with visual and radar fixen. in the following a$-eps:
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-4 •The route of the ESSO Bahamas took
4e72d. the ship to the edge of the coverage for

,LORAN two-satellite position fixes where the

elevation angle to the ATS-I satellite
was near zero degrees. At the same loca-
tion tha ship was near the sub-satellite
pcint, almost directly under ATS-3. It-29 was thus possible to test the satellite

e 65 VISUAL AUTsystem when there was a large geometrical
#45INAAR AN dilution of precision (DOP) for the-473 VISUJAL

-43VISUL • range measurement from ATS-3, but no
*470RADAR !4,,,. dilution for ATS--I. An error in range

-D.R. 0"a RADAR measurement from a satellite to a ship is
4M,69UAD A exaggerated by GDOP when the ship is near&$"•4VISUAL

UMARADRAS 2 AU;RAOADA, the sub-satellite point. Near Aruba, the66•4 RAAR~ .... 0,M VISUAL

,S6 VR•-SUAL O GDOP factor was as large as 4.5 for the
""OAR - ATS-3 satellite, so that a line of posi-

404 RADAR 643 LORAN' a tion determined from ATS-3 was displaced
'94 RAOAR " by a distance as much as 4.5 times greater

than the range measurement error. The
I 2TLM 0 GDOP factor was two or larger throughoutI------2N i the route from Florida to Venezuela.

INMI. C I0' NI
DISTAMCSSCALu Table 3 presents the estimated dif-

4 Vferences between satellite and radar/
-RI ViUii. visual position determinations when GDOP

is considered as a factor. GDOP is a
S2 W geometrical effect, the secant cf the

WLNT EAST elevation angle to the satellite. It canLONGITUDE DFFERENCE-MINTES be estimated with confidence. For the
EACH SATELLITE FIX IS AVERAGE OFALLFIXES MADE IN PERIOD IDENTIFIED mY FILE
NUMBERAANO I LABIELED WITH THETYPE OF CAPTAINS FIX USED FOR COMPARISON. ESSO Bahamas, GDOP is almost entirely due
THE SHORT OASHED LINES ARE LATITUDE DETERMINATIONS UADK WHEN ONLY ATS-3 to ATS-3 because ATS-1 was nearly zero in
WAS AVAILABLE. A-POSITION STATED BY SHIP. elevation angle, therefore it is valid to

Figure 4 Satellite Fixes Referenced to include the latitude determinations as

Fixes by Other Means well as fixes In considering GDOP.

Figure 5 plots the magnitudes of the
o Separating geometrical dilution satellite and radar/visual position dif-

of precision (ODOP) from each ferences as a function of latitude, and
latitude determination and posi- also shows the limits of GDOP. The two
tion fix error. Error is defined GDOP curves are for the smallest and
as the magrnitude of the differ- largest south declination of ATS-3 at the
ence between the satellite and time ranging measurements were made. The
radar/visual position determina- larger spread of the position differences
tion. *at low latitudes ic attributed to 0DOP.
teen0 CWith GDOP removed, the average magnitudeo Calculating the average of the

errors after ODOP is removed.
0It is necessary to remove the 0DOP • POSITION FIXES

factor in order to search for ionospheric - LATITUDE DETERMINATIONS lux
effects because 1)DOP was large in the ex- d 4 FROM ATS-3 8
each day that the ship was under way. " >

SATELULTE AT 3.45°"
The average error after GDOP is re- P S AT 60.-

moved is an upper bound because it assumes CM- S AT '
other contributing factors are zero. The
other factors are in fact significantly -U 2
large so that the effect of the ionosphere - *-

was surely smaller than the upper bound. _
The other variables, including the effect . _ I - 2 3
of noise fluctuations on the ranging *E_"Q

signals, transponder internal time delay . -

variations, and errors in the ship's in- 1 _ I - 1 1 I I .0 0
dependent position references, are ignored 10 15 20 25 30 35 40
in this evaluation to insure a conserva- NORTH LATITUDE
tive result in the estimate of the
ionospheric effect. Figure 5 Position Differences vs. Latitude
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Measured Position
Position Difference if

Fix or ATS-3 Elevation Difference GDOP Factor
File Latitude Latitude of Satellite GDOP , GDOP Removed Magnetic
Number Only Degrees Dearees Factor Naut. miles Naut, miles Index, An

651 F -0.6 77 4.5 1.38 0.62 8
654 F -0.5 75 3.9 2.0 2.0 6
657 F -0.9 62 2.1 0,75 0.46 13
659 L -1.3 68 2.7 0.16 0.06 29
660 F -0.9 75 3.9 1.4 1.05 34
661 F -1.4 68 2.7 2,2 1.92 4
662 F -1.4 73 2.0 1.1 1.00 6
665 F -1.9 73 3.4 1.64 1.U9 it
666 L -2.0 74 3.6 0.0 0.0 13
669 L -2.2 75 2.2 0.27 0.12 7
673 L -2.6 75 3.9 1.13 0.29 15
675 F -2.6 63 2.2 0.7 0.30 16
677 F -3.1 61 2.1 0.49 0.48 16
679 L -3.0 73 3.4 0.56 0.17 4
680 L -3.1 74 3.6 0.29 0.08 4
681 L -3.1 74 3.6 3.34 0,93 50
682 (1608) L -3.2 61 2.1 0.83 0.40 18
682 (1629) L -3.4 61 2.1 0.24 0.11 18
684 F -3.3 49 1.5 0.96 0.72 21

Table 3. Position Differences Corrected for (leomotric
Dilution of Precision

difference for the position fixes is 0.96 ized diurnal variation in range is pre-
nautical mile, 5800 feet, and for the sented in Figure 7.
latitude determinations, 0. 2 4 nautical
mile, 1460 feet. The differences for the Range measurement error for each
latitude determinations are smaller be- transponder to ATS-3 is determined from
cause the ship's longitude determination Figures 6 and 7 for 1600 GMT.
was used in the latitude determination and
because GDOP does not affect the line of 7000
position determined from ATS-1.

The averages are not to be confused * 6000
with the 0.28 nmi bias error stated pre-
viously. The 0.28 nmi bias error takes
into account direction as well as magni- o00o
tude and is a calibration of overall
system accuracy. The 0.96 fix and 0.24
latitude averages are magnitude errors 4000
reflecting day.-to-day variations in the \142 MHz/sacond..Day
measurements. E 000-

The position determinations were made '
at nearly the same hour, 1600 GMT, each
day. They were affected by the day-to-day • 2000.
variations in ionosp.heric propagation de-
lay but not by the diurnal pattern of Night
electron content change. 1000

A comparison can be made between the 0
latitude measurement variability and an 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70
estimate based on a model of the iono- ELEVATION ANGLE- Oegrm
sphere , Ionospheric range error as a
function of elevation angle for daytime Figure 6 Range Error Due to Ionosphere,
maximum and night time minimum electron Day and Night, Versus Elevation
content is presented in Figure 6. Normal- Angle
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"0• error was southward, File 681 Figure 4.
0.W The satellite was located by ranging from
o.9 locations north of the satellite. In-
0.76 creased electron content, increased group

-0.5 -delay, would increase apparent range and
"0.4 result in a calculation of satellite
0.3 position south of its tv,•e I,,,.h,.on. If
0.2 the range measurement from satellite to
0.1 ship were affected less than the measure-

0o 1 2 3 4 1 6 7 8 5 10 I2 5 4 1$ 16 1 8 19 2021 22 2324 ments from reference transponders to
HOURS satellite, the latitude determination

would be south of the true ship position.
Figure 7 Diurnal Variation in Range Due The relationship of fix error and magnet-,.

to Ionosphere (Normalized) ic index is not clear. The largest fix
errors occurred when the index was low.
The errors files 654 and 661, are seen

Shannon 5200 feet in Figure 4 to be shifted to the west,
ReykJavik 5200 and thus due to an error in the range
Daytona 2000 measurement from ATS-l. The cause of
Schenectady 2700 the errors has not been identified, but
Ship (Intermediate 1900 they are not likely to be related to

position) ionospheric effects.

Although no firm data are at hand, IONOSPHERIC CORRELATION DISTANCE AND
it is reasonable to assume a day-to-day SCINTILLATION EFFECTS
average variability of 10% in the range
measurements when no magnetic disturbances The ESSO Bahamas position deterrni-
are present. Variability is defined here nations were made in and near the Cavib-
as the day-to-day change in the measure- bean Sea. They were affected by ionu-
ments at a specified time and location spheere effects far removed from the
relative to the total range error as pre- Caribbean because range measurements to
dicted from the model. The assumed vari- locate the satellites were made from
abilities were projected to determine the locations such as heykjavik and Melbourne.
north-south and earth center average
ervoi's in satellite position. The satel- Previous experiments have yielded
lite position average errors were projected data on correlation distances in the
to determine their effect on lines of ionosphere and on range measurements
position. The average ionosphere error when amplitude scintillation is present.
in range measurement from the satelliteto the ship was then combined with the Figure 9, from Reference 1, is a 214 hour

record of the difference between measured
satellite position average errors to and computed propagation times from the
determine the effect of the ionosphere ATS-3 satellite to Schenectady, and
day-to-day variability on the average Gander, Newfoundland, which are separated
line of position error for the ship. The by approximately 900 nautical miles.
value thus estimated from the model for The differences between the measured and
the ionosphere variability contribution computed times are directly related to
to ship latitude was 1200 feet. The
assumption of 10% ionosphere propagation
delay variability ib not well supported
by data, the calculations of its e'fect 3 • POSITION FIXES
on the latitude determination was not
rigorous, but the calculated value of 1200 -LATITUDE DETERMINATIONS
feet is in reasonable a reement with the '
experimentril value of l460 feet. As
noted above, significant factors other . 2 .
than the ionosphere contributed to the
experimental value. oax:

Table 3 includes the magnetic index, W
A for each day. Apois a daily index z I
ef"magnetic activity on a linear scale.
The extreme range of the scale is 0 to -- '"
400. Figure 8 is a plot of position -.

error, with GDOP removed, as a function -0-

of' A. There appears to be a general 0 0 "
treng of increased error in the latitude 0 10 20 30 40 50
determinations with increasing magnetic MAGNETIC INDEX Ap
index. The largest error by far occurred
on the day when the index was 50. The Figuze 8 Position Error Vs. Magnetic

.. Index
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uncompensated range error due to the changed from its average level of -98
presence of the ionosphere in the ray dbm to extremes of approximately -93
paths from the satellite to the trans- dbm and -121 dbm. The amplitude scin-
ponders. The Schenectady and Gander tillation had no effect on the range
diurnal curves are well correlated if measurements larger than the equipment
they are shifted in time to correct for time delay change with siglal amplitude.
the one hour difference in time.

Similar diurnal measurements were
Sunrise and sunset at 80 and 600 made to Reykjavik, Shannon, and Seattle

kilometers along the ray paths in the on the same day the data of Figure 9
ionosphere are marked in Figure 9. were taken, and on several other days at

other seasons and in other years 1.
A period of severe scintillation is When corrections are made for differences

noted in Figure 9. During a two hour in time of day and differences in length
period the signal amplitude at Schenectady of day due to latitude and seasonal dif-

24 H4OUR RANGING TEST
GANDER - ATS-3 - OBSERVATORY

,i. • * *" Diurnal Variations In Difference,
Actual Time Delay and Computed
Slant Range

SCHENECTADY
//ARG(AVERAGED VALUES)

/1 GANDER
ii (AVERAGED VALUES)

scintillation

80 600 KM 600 ._80 KM

.%f;I Ga t&-(•,l~~ Sunrise Gander

,,I It A_-II I

I g
March 13.1970 ;.MaSch 14, l0

Figure 9 24-Hour Ranging Test:Gander -ATS-3 Observatory
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ferences, the correlations between trans- ship was obscured in This experiment by
ponders separated by more than 1000 miles other factors. The latitude determina-
suggest that the results obtained in the tion error was largest on the day with
ESSO Bahamas experiment are not unique highest magnetic index.
to the region of the Caribbean Sea.

The result of the complete system
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION experiment together with the much

larger body of data collected in other
A complete maritime ranging and VHF ranging and position fixing experi-

position fixing system was evaluated in ?nts indicates that an operational
conjunction with routine shipping opera- position fixing system could provide
tions. The complete system operated at better than 1 nmi., 1 sigma accuracy
VHF and included real time location of when the ionosphere is not disturbed.
two satellites by ranging from a wide-
spread network of automatic reference Position fix errors exceeding 1 nmi.,
transponders, and location of the ship la, may be experienced in a VHF opera-
by range measurements from the two tional system on days when the magnetic
satellites to the ship. A total of ten index is high. The errors may be reduced
satellite derived position fixes and by tracking the satellites in higher
nine latitude determinations made at frequency bands, using VHF only for
approximately 1600 GMT on separate days ranging from the satellites to the vehicles,
over a two-month period were compared and by providing fixed reference trans-
with radar and visual fixes. The dif- ponders to measure the effects of the
ferences between the satellite and magnetic disturbances.
radar/visual fixes were examined to
determine an upper bound to the influence
of the ionosphere on ship positioning
accuracy at VHF. 1. "Final Report on Phases 1 and 2 VHF

Ranging and Position Fixing Experi-
The largest errors, defined as ment Using ATS Satellites," May 1971,

difference between satellite and USA.
radar/visual positions, were 2.2 nmi.
for the fixes and 3.34 nmi. for the 2. "Final Report on Phase 3 ATS Ranging
latitude determinations. The average and Position Fixing Experiment,"
error for the fixes was 1.26 nmi., and Dec. 1972. Prepared for National
0.76 nmi. for the latitude determina- Aeronautics and Space Administration,
tions. GSFC, NSA, Contract NAS5-J1634.

When the effect of geometrical 3. LaRosa, R; Anderson, R. E.;
dilution of precision (GDOP) was re- Hoffman, H. "An Experiment With
moved, the largest fix error was 1.92 Maritime Satellite Multimode
nmi., the largest latitude determina- Communications and Position
tion error was 0.93. Without GDOP the Fixing," Radio Technical Commission
average fix error was 0.96 nmi., 5800 for Marine Services Assembly
feet, and average latitude determina- Meeting, St. Petersburg, Fla.,
tion error was 0.24, 1460 feet. The April 1, 2, 3, 1974.
averages without GDOP are an upper
bound for the effect of the ionosphere 4. Millman, 0. H. "A Survey of Tropo-
in the experiment. Other factors con- spheric, Ionospheric, and Extra
tributed to the errors, so that the Terrestrial Effects on Radio Propa-
effect of the ionosphere must be sig- gation Between Earth and Space
nificantly smaller than the averages. Vehicles," General Electric Report

TISR66EMHI presented at NATO-AGARD
A calculation, based on a model of Symposium on "Propagation Factors

the ionosphere and assuming a 10% average in Space Communications" Rome, Italy,
day-to-day variation in electron con- Sept. 21-25, 1965.
tent, suggests an expected average vari-
ability in latitude determination of 5. Lynn, J. J.; Schmid, P. E.; Anderson,
1200 feet for the conditions of experi- R. E. "A New Method for Satellite
ment. Orbit Determination Using aý. Opera-

tional Worldwide Transponder Net-
Position errors appear to increase work." Goddard Space Flight Center

with magnetic index, but the relation- report X-591-74-2. January 1974.
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ON THE DETERMIN'ATION OF MID-LA.TITUDE IONOSPHERIC TIMAE DELAY FROM fOFZ

John A. Kiobuchar
Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories

Bedford, MA 01731

Gerald S. Hawkins
National Research Council

INTRODUCTION the satellite detection radars are located in
this region and the most btringent naviga-

Radio wavesa which pass through the tion accuracy requirements occur in this
earth's ionosphere travel more slowly than region. Fortunately, not only is the iono-
in free space due to group retardation along sphere well studied in the northern mid-
the ray path which is proportional to the latitudes, it is more predictable than polar
total number of free electrons encountered. and equatorial regions. Thus, it is not un-
Ranging systems such as satellite detection reasonable to use a model of ionospheric
radars or satellite navigation systems will time delay, instead of real time two fre-
have their accuracy affected by this iono- quency dispersion measurements, to cor-
spheric group path delay. Under conditions rect for ranging errors. The use of such a
of high electron density, such as are en- model can be expected to reduce the iono-
countered during solar maximum and mid- spheric delay by 50 to 70 percent over the
day periods, the degradation of ranging non-corrected case, on an r. -n-. s. basis.
oystemn accuracy can be significant. At If corrections for 70 to 90 percent of the
VHF, ionospheric range errors of greater ionospheric time delay are required, a real
than one mile are possible. Satellite de- time measure must be made of the time de-
tection radars operating at UHF can have lay itself or of a parameter closely related
range errors of several hundred meter.; to time delay. If a correction for 99 per-
and, at L band, advanced. satellite precise cent of the ionosphere is required for suc-
navigation system range errors can exceed cessful operation of a ranging system, the
200 feet during the worst ionospheric con- system had better be redesigned for a higher
ditions. operating frequency, as a 99 percent cor-

rection for ionospheric time delay is un-
Fortunately, the ionosphere is a dis- realistic even for a practical two frequency

persive medium; and, a two frequency ranging system. The aim of: this paper is to
ranging system can sometimes be used to describe a means of utilizing measurements
correct for the ionospheric time delay. A of the parameter fOFZ, readily available
two frequency ranging system must use from ionosondes, to correct for more than
frequency spacing chosen far enough apart 75 percent of the daytime time delay for
to have a significant difference in the meas- systems operating in the northern mid-
ured time delay at the two frequencies. latitude region.
This bandwidth or extra receiving frequency
limitation may be impractical for some sys- DATA BASE:
tems, or users; and, in these cases, in-
direct means may be required to correct For over forty years ionospheric
for the time delay due to the earth'. sounders, called ionosondes, have been
ionosphere, used to make regular measurements of the

bottomside of the ionosphere in the northern
Most of the highest accuracy require- mid-latitudes. Because of long distance

ments of ranging systems occur in the high frequency communication requirements
northern mid-latitude region, as many of the most often measured and reported para-

A meter of the ionosphere has been f0FZ 'the
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critical frequency of the FZ region. f0FZ is in the direction of the geostationary satellite
proportional to the electron density at the ATS-3 which is positioned along the Hamilton
maximum of the FZ region, called Nmax. A meridian. The latitude of the mean sub-
second parameter which has been measured ionospheric point looking from Hamilton
for many years is MUF-FZ, the maximum coincided to within 1 degree with the latitude
useable frequency of the FZ region, which of Wallops Island. TEC data were taken at
has been shown to be closely related to the the same local mean time, rather than at
height of the maximum density of the FZ the same standard time to correct for the
region. The ionospheric Total Electron Con- five degree longitude difference between the
tent (TEC), proportional to time delay, has two locations. A plot of the mean diurnal
been much less routinely measured and variation of 'T , averaged over the period
studied, except at a few locations where a November 1967 through December 1973 is
significant amount of data exist. Much of the shown separately for each month in figures
ionospheric time delay-TEC data which do 1A and LB. Note the regular seasonal
exist were taken by means of the Faraday change in daytime and the lack of any such
effect which measures the electron content- regular nighttime behavior.
time delay up to a height of from -000 to
4000 kilometers. Above this height range it In order to separate diurnal and mean

is estimated that the earth's ionosphere- solar flux changes, Z4 hour averages for
exosphere contains at most an additional each month were formed and plotted sepa-
10-20 percent electrons, at least during the rately against the 10.7 cm radio solar flux.
important daytime period when time delays The five month running mean solar flux
due to the ionosphere are greatest. centered on the month in question was used

as the mean solar flux. Results are shown

Using the available TEC data from a in figure 2 plotted separately for each of the
northein mid-latitude station located at 12 months, along with the least squares
Hamilton, Massachusetts we have formed best linear fit through the points.
the ratio of TEC divided by Nmax which is
called equivalent slab thickness. Nmax The model consists of the two coeffi-
values were obtained from f0FZ meacure- cients of the linear fit with 10. 7 'cm solar
ments made at Wallops Island, Virginia and flux and the Z4 hourly values of the monthly
kindly supplied to us by the World Data normalized mean curve. The coefficients of
Center A at Boulder, Colorado. This slab the FI0. 7 dependence are tabulated sepa-
thickness ratio of two experimentally meas- rately for each month in Table 1. The 24
ured quantities is a first order scale height hourly values of normalized slab thickness
or thickness parameter cf the FZ ionospheric are also given in Table 1 as an array called
region. Our interest in the slab thicknesi C(h, M). A model value of '" is then
parameter here is in its use as a meanu of determined by:
relating the more well measured and studied r
parameter fOFZ to the required time delay T (h, M, F10. 7)=• L(month)*F1O. 7+B(M)J

correction for ranging systems in the north- C G(h,M)
ern mid-latitude region. Thus, if a value of
i0FZ is known, the time delay can be obtained MODEL ERRORS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR
from the following: IMPROVEMENTS

= 1.67 x 10"6 " (f°F2)2  (seconds) How well does the T model outlined
fj above describe the actual data which were

where f0FZ is in MegaHertz; 'r comes used to construct the model? For the im-
from the slab thicknese model and is express- portant daytime period, when absolute time
ed in units ot kilometers; and, fo is the delay errors due to the ionosphere are
ranging system operating frequency In Mega- greatest, the normalized model shows over-
Hertz. all r m. s. errors less than 5 percent against

the original data. The nighttime errors are

MODEL CONSTRUCTION: approximately 10 percent. Figure 3 shows
the overall model r. m.s. error in percent

Monthly mean values of equivalent slab vers(is local time for over six years of data.
thickness, "r , for each hour were obtained During some seasons the model fit at night-
from hourly values of equivalent vertical time is relatively poor, particularly during
TEC from Hamilton, Massachusetts looking winter nighttime. Fortunately, in the
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northern mid-latitudes, for which this modei mid-latitude stations pairs become available
is applicable, the time delay is at its annual the geographic dependence of this parameter
minimum during the winter nighttime period; will be determined. The use of the present
thus, large percentage errors in the model monthly mean 'T mode8l, with a near-real-
can be tolerated during those times. fiahe value of fOF2 should result in TEC-

time delay values which are in error by
The model described is a monthly meau approximately 10 to Z0 percent over the

model, to be used with actual values of CONUS region during the daytime periods.
fOFZ to determine ionospheric time delay.
The model can be impxoved by making use REFERENCE
o& the ionosond• MUF factor if it is also
scaled from the ionosonde record. Yeh et al Yeh, K. C. , B. J. Flaherty, and B. J.
(197Z), have shown a good correlation betveen Bolfing, "A Study of the Dependence of the
"I and MUF, on a day Lo day basis. Also, Maximum Usable Frequency on the Electron

the latitudinal and longitidinal variations of Content," Proc. of IEEE, Vol. 60, No. 9,
'r in the mid-latitudes are, at present, September 1972, pp. 1099-1100.

largely unknown; as data from other

Table 1
Solar flux and houly coefficients of slab thickneps model.

A•r.QI M07-LATITUPE SLAB THTCKNESt POOR1 C-I[
0
FICINTS

ri n.7
C'8FrF LOCAL HOU-

'0. N F ' 1 0 . S . ' 0 8 12 81 12 11 14 IL, J6 17 18 18 .0 21 22 21

-. 1. 4ol 1.1 1.8 t.Ol.. "'S 1.00 1,01 .a 8 .8. .13 ," . 82 . 0 3 ,00 ,95 01o ,93 .99 ,48 1.00 .98 1.12 1.24 1.32 1.2

2 .25q z2b. 1.12 1*.9 1,'' ,'." 1.07 *1.. t_ , .'2 .76 .31 .87 .qt .96 .98 1.00 1.00 1.00 *o o .99 1.02 .0Z ..,11 1.11 1.1

1 .184 ?7e. 1.1? 1.77 1.'3A 1.'2 L..)4 1.P4 1.' d .0. .b 9 .1 -90 -Qt .8'. 1.91 1.0I 0,13 ia4 I. C.71 .99 1.83 1.02 1.03 1. 03 1.0
I .1'- 703 42 ,q .1vq no .91 .98 53 " * 0 1 .00 1. 0 1.12 1.08 1.0? 1.47 10,0 1.07 1.07 1.01 06 .98 1.90 .98 .9

S .7 9 2Va. .8' Pi0 .PA ai .,9, irg trl 1.02 J,r7 1.28 0.12 1.0 1.12 1.09 j.08 1. 09 1.07 1.07 1.02 99 .893 .91 .89 .a

6 .•.21 168. .7 .i.' V 0U3 .17 .92 1.'8 1.r6 1.ýF 1,"7 ..1I. J.15 I.10 1.12 1J.1' . .1 1.1 1.13 1.07 1.'I .,1? .9 0 .8 .81 .8

7 .8.,1 186 .85 ý' P5 . , 8 .9n 1.09 ,1-0' 00•0 1-0' 1 N 1.06 1.10 1.12 1.13 1., 0.1'. 1.13 1.10 1.05 .8 . .09 .8065 .8

8 7 09. . )1 1 F9 t1g .89 . 98 .88 , $6 .89 . 9. .99 i.o( 1. A 1.11 1.12 1 .. 1.17 1.tO 1.16 1.11 .88 . 9Z .90 *91 .9

8 07' 147. 1.0 ."3 . 03 ,87 .08 .1q ." ,'3 .P1 . -- .ft 1. 4 1i.o 1.15 1.76 1,76 1.08 1.,6 1.-2 1.71 1.03 1.04 1.03 1.3

10 .328 097. 1. 1,7? :... .10 1.8' 1.08 ,1. , .80 .15 .93 .j?7 .9 . 99 .88 .97 .ob ..8 1.001 .12 1.13 1.16 1.12 1..

I1 .08 10r. 1.30 l,1i I ,.. I . ,'?. 1",' 1. 8 1.12 .'4 .71 .76 .81 ,85 .88 .8A .89 .98 .79 .95 1.06 1.07 0.10 1.23 1. 4 1.1

12 .17' 199. 1.2 1,.1. 1,P7 1.' ,� .. 1 10, i0t .,A 7 .71 .73 .8 .81 081 .88 .89 .41 .90 ,98 1.0r 1.00 1. 23 1.28 1.3? 1.2

II
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Figure 1A
Mean monthly &ab thickneus values averaged over the November 1967 to December 1973 period plotted meparately for

each month, vwus local time.
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PREDICTION TECHNIQUES FOR THE EFFECT OF THE IONOSPHERE ON RANGING FROM SATELLITES

M. M. Feen, V. L. Pisacane and M. Sturmanis
The Johns Hopkins University

Applied Physics Laboratory
8621 Georgia Avenue

Silver Spring, Maryland 20910

Abstract satellites. This paper is directed toward de-
fining and then evaluating prediction algorithms

In studies of the effect of the ionosphere which can be utilized to estimate the ionospher-
on satellite ranging signals, use is made of ic contribution to the single frequency measured
both theoretical and empirical models of the satellite range. Fundamental to the approach
ionoophere. This paper documents one such adoped is the explicit prediction of the elec-
study using an empirical ionospheric model. tron density distribution of a world-wide basis.

Three distinct algorithms were defined und For a more detailed discussion of the study and

evaluated. Inherent to each algorithm was the the results, the reader is referred to 131.
explicit prediction of the electron density Although motivated by a particular satel-
distribution on a world-wide basis. one algo- lite navigation system, the techniqueo develop-
rithm was aimed at long-term predictions while ed here have applications to other satellite
the other two warn dedicated to real-time opera- navigation systems.
tion. Faraday rotation data accumulated over
several years and ut several widely teparated II. evaluation Data
North American sites, Arecibo and Honolulu,
formed the basis of the evaluation. The per- The experimental data used in the study
centage error in the estimates of the iono- were Faraday rotation observations obtained
sphere-induced time delay (or range) over the from VHF (nominally 137 MHz) transmissions from
geographic region defined by the data base was near-synchronous satellites. The data were pro-
42 percent for the long-term predictions and vided by the Air 7orce Cambridge Research Lab.
27 and 28 percent for the real-time predictions. oratories, Stanford Electronics Laboratories,

in general, the results indicate an ability University of Hawaii, and the University of

to make estimates of the ionospheric contribu- Illinois. From this data it is possible to
tion to the measured range which would be useful infer an "experimental" vertical ionospheric
to some classes of navigators. Further improve- group time delay, Tp , . The r e data ob-
mnts in ionospheric modeling would expand the tained in this mannrwere used Yor updating
user base. and evaluation of the prediction algorithms.

In [3] theoretical expressions for converting
1. Introduction the experimental Faraday rotation data to the

equivalent Tv data at the reference frequency
bmeans of of 1600 AHz ar: given. The approximations inRecent studies of navigation by thseepesinsaesicusdooete wt

satellites have emphasized the passive approach those expressions are discussed together with

in which there is no active radio participation tionu of the data base in providing a true
by the navigator. The Air Force currently has
under development the Navstar Global Position- global evaluation of the algorithms.
ing System, a hyperbolic satellite navigation In orler to simulate the application of
system, which would be :apable of near-simul- the preodction techniquet in a navigation sys-
taneous and near-instantaneous determination of ten, the Faraday rotation data provided for the
position and velocity [11, [2]. The system will study was suboetted into five evaluation condi-
have the capability for single or dual frequency tions with a data rato of one data point per
navigation. In the single frequency mode, the 20 minute interval. The five evaluation condi-
navigation information is to be the measurement tions are described in Table 1, which also lists
of the tim, of receipt of a single frequency the ground station-satellite pairs fron which
(nominally 1600 141z) signal from each of four the data were obtained. In an evaluation

This work was supported by the Department of the Navy uuder Navy Contract N00017-72-C-4401 and by
the Department of the Air Force under UPAP Contract MIPR FY 7616-70-00325.
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TABLE 1
EVALUATION CONDITIONS

EVALUATION CONDITION 1 2 4 5

DAYS 1 THRU 91 1 THRU 94 1 THRU 31, I THRU 31, , THRU 31,
C) THRI 120, 92 THRU 1.1, 91 THRU 120,

182 THRU 212 183 THRU 213, 132 THRU 212,
275 THRU 3)6 274 THRU .%04

YEAR 1968 1968 1965 1968 1"9

OBSERVATION ARECIBO-ATS3 ARECIBO.ATS3 STAN FORD.SYNCOM3 STANFORD.ATSt POM:NTONATS1
STATION(S) HONOLULU-ATS3 HONOLULU.ATS1 SAG#*.MORE HILL.ATS3

SAGAMORE HILL-ATS3 HONOLULU.ATS1

EVALUATION SAGAMORE HILL.ATS3 STANFORD.ATS1 HONOLULU-SYNCOM3 SAGAMORE HILL. STANFORD.ATSI
STATION(SI STANFORD-ATS3 STANFORD-ATS3 ATS3 STANFORD-ATS3

URBANA.ATS3 URBANA.ATS3 HONOLULU.ATSI CLARK LAKE.ATS1
FORT COLLINS-ATSI
U RBANA.ATS3
ROSMIAN.ATS3
ARECIBOATS3
COLDOAY.ATS1

condition, tht stations listed as "observation lite ranging errors and minimizing computation-
stations" correspond to the system ground at&- al complexity, we opted for a model ionosphere
tionc whose data are to be used in the updating using as a basis the prediction models of
process. The statione listed as "evaluation global ionospheric characteristics developed
stations" correspond to navigators. Their data by the National oceanic and Atmospheric Admin-
are to be used for comparison with th estimates istration (NOAA) (formally ITS/EGSA). The
and thus form the basis of the evaluations of NOAA estimatos of interest in this study are
the algorithms, given as functions of the geographic locatiot.,

universal time, solar index R1 2  (12-month
111. Gencral Approach to th, Prediction rutning average of the smoothed Zurich sunspot

Algorithms number), and possibly the month. The basis
of these estimates was the fi£t.tng of world-

Since the early years of ionosphere re- wide experimental data obtained over daily,
search, theoretical models, starting with the smasonal and solar cycles [4], [5], [6]. For
well-known Chapman model, have been developed example, the data base for the critical fre-
to attempt to understand the mechanism- in- quency of the F2 layer, known as foF2, which
volved. More complex theoretical models con- dofines the maximum electron density, was
sist of solving simultaneously the time-depen- obtained from a world-wide network of stations
dent coupled chemical, dynamical nnd thermo- over a span of severa). years. The data were

dynamical partial-differential equations for a reasonably well distributed geographically
multi-constituent ionosphere in a multiconsti- including ach areos as Europe, Africa, North
tuent neutral atmosphere. Their solutions are and South Amaricu, Asia, Australia, the
hindsred by many uncertainties such as in the Pacific, Russia and Heinland Mhina.
temporal and spatial distribution of the con-
stituents, neutral gas temperatures, ion and Predl.ctions of Lhe ionospheric character-
electron velocities, neutral wind velocities, istics which are available from NOAA are:
production and loss mechanism , electric field 1. critical frequency of the F2 laypr,
intensity, geomagnetic field intensity and in fcF2
the boundary conditions. The theoretical
models are ideally suited to studying the basic 2. m•axinxm usable frequency factor,
mechanisms at work in the ionosphere. I,1(3000)F2

Paralleling the development of theoretical 3. maximum usable frequency. HUP(O)F2
ionospheric models has beead the development of 4. maximum usable frequency over 4000 km,
what are known as "model ionospheres" which MUF(4000)F2
are dedicated toward providing representative 5. critical frequency of the E layer,
characteristics for given conditions and loea- fr
tions. Though they draw heavily on theoreti-
cal modeling, model ionospheres are usually 6. height to semithickness ratio of F2
empirical in nature. rt.3ion, hrm?2/ymF2

7. semimonthly revision factors to cor-
The choice of using either a theoretical seciothe revison t o

ionosphere or a model ionosphere depends on

such factors as the ionospheric characteristics The predictions are in use by several conmuni..
of interest, computational complexity and the tie*. For example, they are currently used in
geographic region of interest. In the interest the estimation of high-frequency telecomnuica-
of obtaining a global representation of satest- tion parameters which are published regularly
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by th. 0'fico ot Tqr Chief of Naval Opcrottions r w position vector to a point on
,or uve by the pee':. G(t)

do a differential element of arc along
6e8.TAra alternative ipproachns exist in G(t) m

develorini the n na ttodnogy of the prediction
eolorithmw 07 ]. The b~jip of approach adopted
In chAs tudy is the explicit prediction of the 5ooo . . ..- ...
alei tron density distribution as a function of
spnce ann tium., Onc. this has been achieved, 3000
it is s.rsightCArward to cumputo the ionospheric
noatr1bution to tho meazured range as a function 2000\
of tt.•e and the actual ?*,'vgraphic location of
poterytial navlgatio;, for each satellite, via (2)

Uperationr7 1y, Lho ionospheric corrections -
could be compottel at a central computing fec- 700- (3)
il•-. It ix sliown in [31 that up to typical Noo
aircrafL altitUAes che ionospheric correction - - -..-

L *s iesenb1.,;ive ou oavigstor'x height, so that r (4)

the correctiun for evch satellite can be ex- 300 J),..
presaed as a function of the navigator's geo- 16)
frsýýr locaticn and time. This function, which 200-
wtkl !7e refxrred to as th6c toncspheric correc-
tion function, could then be supplied to each (10)
va'1fator along with the ephemerides via the 1o0 -

actellites. To give an izttuitive appreciation -
o this approach, it is instructive to consider 70

a hypothetical ionosphere in which the electron so-
density distribution in sucii $-bat there are no 107 10  1010 1011 1012
horizontal Bradlaui a. In this case, the con-
tuurv of constanL correction would be concentric
circles abcut the subsatallite point in which Fig. 1 Eleven Parameter Vertical Electron Density Profile [8]
the magnitudes associated with the contours
increases with distance from the subsatellite
point. To assist in characterizing the electron

IV. Description of the Three Algorithms density distribution, a vertical electron den-
Utilizod in the Study sity profile is utilized. The model adopted is

that defined in [81 and depicted in Fig, 1. It

A. Algorithm I is characterized by eleven parameters each of
which can be a function of geographic location,

In this algorithm, the ionospheric group time, solar activity, etc. The validity of the
time delay is obtained via ray-tracing based model has been established by the realization
on a priori estimates of the electron density of Vood agreement between virtual height compu-
distributton. This establishes a basis for tations obtained using the model and experiment-
comparison of both short-term and real-time ally determined values [8]. Of the eleven para-
predictions and indicates a measure of the ex- meters that are required to define the vertical
tent to which either is needed, electron density, in this algorithm, four are

The ionospheric group time delay is given obtained through the predictions available from
th firstooheric o1 te dNOAA. of these four, three define the F2 regionto first order £31 as which is dominant in the determination of the

2 - integrated electron content along the propaga-
13(Gt) 4 x 10 f N (ý,t) ds (4.1) tion path. The eleven parameters are deter-

f#f . (t) mined for Algorithm I in the following manner:

(1) Density at 5000 km - an analytical
where function of the month of the year

and the gyrofrequency [9]
T(G,t) i ionospheric group time delay oftheganingsigalbeteensatl-(2) Density at 1000 km - an analytical

the ranging aignal between matel- function of magnetic dip and solar
lite and navigator along the geo- zenith angle [101
metric path G(t) at time t ,no

F2 region

f w carrier frequency, Hz (3) Maximum electron density - obtain-
ed as a function of geographic
location, universal time, month and

N6,t) w electron density at r and t , solar index from predictions of
alectrons/m3  foF2 available from NOAA [61
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(4) Height of the maximum- obtained be achieved by processing a large amount of
as a function of geographic loca- Faraday rotation data obtained over several
tion, universal time, month and years. Preliminary estimates for the cost of
solar index from predictions of processing even only a minimum definitive sub-
M(3000)F2 available from NOAA (11] set of the data indicated that the computation-

(5) Semithickness - obtained as a fun- &l complexities had to be minimized. Conse-

tion of geographic location, uni- quently, in order to perform a meaningful eval-

vernal time, month and solar index uation of the algorithm, a leas sophisticated

from predictions of hmF2/ymF2 approach had to be adoptad.

available from NOAA [111 The a priori predictions of Algorithm I, as

Fl region described in the previous section, constitute
(6) Maximum electron density - obtain- in themselves a rather sophisticated model.

The predicted electron density distribution has
ed as a function of solar index considerable geographical and temporal struc-
and solar zenith angle from an ture. Because of this, it was concluded that
empirical formula f12] rather than attempt to model the electron den-

(7) Height of maximum - obtained as a sity distribution itself it would be more exped-
function of solar zenith angle itious to model the differences between the
from an empirical formula [12] actual electron density distribution and the

estimates obtained from the a priori predic-
(8) Somithicknese - constant at 50 km tions of Algorithm I. The basis for this ap-

E region proach is the anticipation that the a priori
estimates will adeqately reflect the main

(9) Maximum electron density - obtain- structure and that a correcttoGL which is slowly
ed as t function of geographic varying in both space and time would be ado-
location, universal time, month quate, The adjunct model developed for the
and solar index from predictions electron density distribution is distinguished
of foE available from NOAA [111 by being an analytic model consisting of dis-

(10) Height of maximum - constant at tinct daytime and nighttime functions.
130 km The daytime model was obtained from a first

(11) Semithickness - constant at 20 km order perturbation solution to the continuity
equation in which the production is given by

In addition to the long-term predictions, the Chapman function, the loss mechanism as-
NOAA also provides semimonthly revision factors sumad to be a linear function of the electron
[13]. These factors apply only to the F-layer density and in which transport phenomena are
critical frequency and can be used to provide neglected. The nightime model that was utiliz-
corrections to the long-term estimates of the ed represents a solution to the continuity
F-layer maximum electron density. They are equation which consists of a linear loss mocha-
prepared by rather subjective methods of com- nism and no production mechanism. The effects
parison of the long-term predictions of the of diffusion along the geomagnetic field lines
MUF(3000)F2 with experimentally datermined were obtained from a simplified model based on
values of MUF(3000)F2 from a set of ionosonde the experimental results of Rastogi, (14].
stations. The comparisons are based on experi- Vhe model so obtained is a function of geo..
mental data obtained two to eight weeks prior graphic location, magnetic dip and local time
to the half-month of application. and is linear in its parameters.

The parameters of the model are obtained
B. Algorithm 11 by fitting to the Algorithm I residuals at the

The development of Algorithm II was devoted observation stations. The fitted values of
to the capability of effecting a real-time the parameters were then used to predict cor-
ionospheric correction. The most desirable rections to the a priori (Algorithm I) esti-
approach would have been to utilize one of the mates at the evaluation stations.
several rather sophisticated theoretical iono- The length of the fitting span was chosen
spheric models that are available. With such to be consistent with our attempt to track the
a model as a basis, the philosophy of the up- daily variations expected in %he residuals and
dating scheme would be rather straightforward, thus was taken as 24 solar hours. The suit-*
It would be possible to determine some of the able prediction span (that is, the time span
more uncertain model parametero as a function over which the fitted parameters are used to
of time l "fitting" the model to whatever update) for purposes of amking the model roe-
experimental ionospheric data is availableg ponsive to the ionospheric fluctuations and
Prediction of the parameters and integration not requiring an intolerable amount of computer
of the system of nonlinear time-dependent par- cost, was found to be 3 hours. The time be-
tial differential equations would then result tween the end of the fitting span and the be-
in the determination of the electron density ginning of the prediction span was taken to be
distribution at any time in tha future. 1/2 hour. In an operational system this time

The evaluation of the performance of any of lag would correspond to the time required for
the algorithms developed in thin study was to a central ground facility to gather data from
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the system ground stations, perform the compu- TV 0. 9 f,tR) - C NnxýootR
tations and coniniuucate the necessary informa-"± 0.,it)
tion to the satellitesý .fw (X±,eip,th) dh (4.2)

C. Algorithm III

To further explore the potential of a real- whe2 2
time ionospheric correction, an alternative a 1.34 x 10 /f , rational-
approach to Algorithm 11 was constrt'.tsd. In ized mks units where f is
Algorithm 11 the basis of the correction was the carrier frequency of
the development of a theoretical ionospheric the ranging signal in Hz
model. In contrast, the basis of Algorithm III Xi "ionospheric geographic
is the utilization of an empirically developed latitude"1l of the obser-
model ionosphere. At any geographic location, vation station (in fit-
the vertical electron density profile is taken ting) or the evaluation
to be tbat utilized in Algorithm I and depicted station (in predicting)
in Fig. 1. As discussed above, four of the
eleven parameters used to defitie the profile 1090 w iiopher .1 geographic
for any specific geographic position are func- lonegitude"~ of the obser-
tions of the predicted solar index. Most sign- vation station (in fit-
ificant are the three parameters defining the ting) or the evaluation
F2 region, which contributes overwhelmingly to station (in predicting)
the total group time delay, and for which world- tauiesltm
wide a priori estimates are available from NOAA. Uuiesltm

Theme estimates are funct~ions of geoo,raphic R N effective value Of R1
location, time, suason, and solar index. N MAX0.±paiotR) n maximum electron density

The solar index used in the NOMA pvedictions of the V2-layer
represent the 12-month running average of the w(X±ieistrh) a normalized electron den-
sm~oothed Zurich sunspot number, R 2 deter-
mined from Optical observations o 1thle sun and city profile

centered on the month of interest. In a real- Strictly speaking, the normalized vertical pro--
time application, since the appropriate solar file, W , should be a function of Rt . The in-,
index would not be available until six months dependence of R is introduced as a simplifi-'
later, an estimated Rt must be utilized. cain o the value of J.x W0.,9tjt,h)dh
B~ecause of this, i t beigmas appropriate to caia !btoiie to et-fr~ h fs ao

change this interpretation so that the Ralgtooritami.Ted dvaclue fof th &(X uitdh dh

simply represents a number, or paramster, 1Aloisthmn 1.ve 'M.n aueo 'ilith
on which the electron density distribution isisteagvnR
dependent. Given ionospheric data for soma
interval of time, then, it would be poosibla ,. *e 0. (43)
to determine an effective it1. (designated by jw12)t(4.3)
R) such that the modeled electron density dis- . Li1-- max (Xi751i#tR 12)
tributiou beat represents the observed data.
By using this Rt , or a value predictad from a
sequence of such numbers, a real-titw. predic- Bo th 1, v .iveilt,R 12 ) and N 0. G±,\Vit~ 1'2)
tion of the electron density distribution c'anaraaibefomteAgitmIects
be obtained. tavialfrmtl loiamIeuts

Inherent te this approach are t~he spatial From (4.2) and (4.3) the fitt~.ng fonction
end time correlations which have been deter- is given &V
mined experimental'ly and reside in the sets of
coefficients which forn the basis o2 the NOAA TXPit,12
predietions. one concern in this Approach is T 0. 1 1oit,R) R- 6ifit, )2
thut tho NOJM maodel iotiwsphere represant month- Iax i' i 1''2'
ly median valueta and the same correlwtiots moy
not exist for ths instantaneous electron den- N 0.e ,R (4)
sity dirtribution. Aver~ging data oqer a x i '
veriod of onsk to neveral dayk should help to
minimize any ýifficulty resulting from this where Rt is the fitting paramae'r..
inconsistency.

ILue to the budgetary ct~oigtraints of tile 1,
study, a simplificatiou was introducafd in the Otis point on tho. position vector from an ob-
implarwntation of the algorithm. The simpll- server to a satellite, at which the electron
fication ir based onl tha fact that the major deinsity is a maximum is herein denoted as the
contribution to the vertical ionospheric time "ionospheiric point" arnd Its projection on the
delay, T comse for the F2-layer of the ground is defined in terms of tha "ionospheric
ionogpherl. It is then paoteble to vrit& geographic latitude" and "Lonospheriu ýeogrsph-
that ic longitude."
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The fitting function (4.4) was then least TABLE 3
squares fit to the experimental rv values,
Tv at the observation stations. The fitted SUMMARY OF RMS VALUES OVER EVALUATION

value of R thus obtained when used in (4.4) CONDITIONS FOR EVALUATION STATIONS

at the evaluation stations gives the updated

prediction at the evaluation station. 6 V Ins)
(btv/rvol

To provide a meaningful estimate of R 
(6STATION E .C. r eIns) A lp, I A lp. II AIg. Ill NO .*

it was felt that the fitting span should be

at least 24 solar hours. As in Algorithm f1, STANFORD- 1 15.06 5.41 4.63 3.24 5776

this was taken as the span length sc as tn make ATS1 (0.36) (0.31) (0.22)

the model responsive to daily variations. STANFORD- 1 15.35 572 4.81 3.61 5782

Longer fitting spans would make the model more ATS3 (0.37) (0.31) (0.24)

sluggish in its response. URBANA- 1 15.67 6.87 4.07 4,00 5110
ATS3 (0.44) (0.26) (0.26)

A prediction span of 3 hours, as in Algo- SAGAMORE 1 15.41 7.20 4.71 4.65 5391

rithm II, was found to be suitable. Shorter HILL-ATS3 (0.47) (0.31) (0.30)

spans showed no improvement in results. The STANFORD-- 2 15,23 5,80 4.01 3.14 5978

time between the and of the fitting span and ATSI (0.36) (0.26) (0.21)

the beginning of the prediction time was, as in STANFORD- 2 15.48 5.73 4,13 3.53 5980

Algorithm II, taken as 1/2 hour. ATS3 (0.37) (0,27) (0.23)

URBANA.- 2 15,67 6,87 3.38 3.85 5168
V. Evaluation Results ATS3 (0.44) (0.22) (0.25)

The basis of the evaluation of each asgo- HONOLULU- 3 9.92 3.37 3.14 3,16 4164

rithm was the difference in nanoseconds, refer- SYNCOM3 (0.34) (0.32) (0.32)

eanced to 1600 1iz, of the vertical group time SAGAMORE 4 13,35 5.7 4.23 3.99 5960

delays ai predicted by each algorithm and in- HILL-ATS3 (0.45) (0.32) (0.30)

ferrad from FAraday data. This difference ia HONOLULU- 4 25.77 10.13 6.68 8.72 6963

termed the r'esidual and is denoted by Tv,.. ATS1 (0.39) (0.26) (0.34)

All the data furnished was asaumad to be of STANFORD- 5 14,33 6.11 3.48 3.52 8301

equal quality and weight. This w~is consistent ATS1 (0.43) (0,24) (0,25)

STANFORD- 5 17.61 7,59 4.37 4.99 1898

TABLE 2 ATS3 (0.43) (0,25) (0.28)

SUMMARY OF RMS VALUES OVER CLARK LAKE- 5 19.71 8.50 3.81 4.19 3928

EVALUATION CONDITIONS FOR OUSCRVATION STATIONS AA'S1 (0,44) (0.20) (0.22)

COLD BAY- 6 11,58 6.55 3.83 3.75 5636

5 -. (ns1 ATS1 (0.48) (0.33) (0,32)

(6 V/7ve) FORT COLLINS- 5 14.38 7.19 3,88 4.17 6276

ATSI (0,50) (0,27) (0.27)

STATION EC. rvu Ins) Alg. I AIU. II A7Z , I1! NO,' ('ROANA- 5 14,57 7.20 3.65 4.71 8522

ATS3 (0,49) (0.25) (0.32)

ARE•lS4- 1 19.35 813. 4 .53 4.89 51UO ROSMAN- 5 13.27 5.75 3.36 4.12 5652

ATS3 (0.42) (0.23) (0.26) ATS3 (0.43) (0,351 (0.31)

HONOLULU.- 1 28.13 11.73 7.81 10.70 50.32 ARECIBO--- 5 16.38 6.56 5.44 4.70 1894

A'ITýI (0.42) (0.28) (0.30) ATF.'i (0.43) (0,35) (0.31)

SAGAMORE 2 15.30 7.11 4.01 4.47 560?
HILL--ATS3 (0.47) (0.28) (C.29)

ARECIBO- 2 19.46 1.14 4.17 4.73 6204 ALL ALL 15.63 8.0, 4.27 4.38 97369

ATS3 (Q.42) (0.21) (0.24) (0,42) (0.271 (0.28)

HONOI.ULU.. 2 21.34 11,81 7.79 107/3 571O

ATS1 10.42) (0.27) (0.38) 'NUMBER OF RESIDUALS USED IN COMPUTATION

STANFORD.- 3 6.62 1,47 1.32 1.43 4401 OFRMS

SYNCOM 3 (0.26) (0.23) (0.25)

STANFORD- 4 14.06 4.79 2.50 3.11 8305 with the dcaioe tv lnterpret the teoults of the

'ATS1 (U,34) (0.18% (0.22) evaLaction In a gý.Aal context.

S.NGAMOIPE 6 12.99 6.18 4,01 4.57 8532 Tables ? and 3 suwromiz, the reoul'. f.or

HIL.L-ATS3 (0.48) (0.31) .035) the evaluation and obsawvatioh staticons raeipc-

SUM Q NTON- 6 13.90 7.70 6,10 5.06 7582 tivay with th• measwee of success jiven by

,TS1 (0.65) (0.37) (0.1)0 67 /T . The former tabLe indhcates tho abil-

I.1O!.jlILU-. 6 24.41 9.78 531b 7.08 8236 t6V oIa station or group of Otat1otis to eXtra-

ATS1 10.40) (0,22) (0,31) ,olate in tJ.4 ouly. Tt is clear from the

tAbles that tba overall prediction capability

ALL ALL 19.53 8.29 5,00 6.43 62492 of Algoritlm I, as expected, is exceeded by

(0.42) (026) (0.33) Algorithm. 1 and XII, which at* ;omparable.

Summarized over all evaluation stations and

INUMB0 UP RESIDUALS USED IN COWMPIJTATION over all evaluatirn conditiona, the rms value

OF RMS of vertical ionospheric aroup delay (,r) is
ye
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15.68 ns. The rma of the residuals for Al1o- 60
rithms I, II, and III, are 6.60 ns, 4.27 no, EVALUATION CONDITION 4

and 4.38 ns, respectively. A measure of the JANUARY 1968

percentage error in the estimates can be obtain- HONOLULU -OATS 1

ed from 5T /T ; this gives 42 percent for NUMBER OF POINTS 1388
V *e SYMBOL ITEM MONTHLY RMS

the long-term redictions of Algorithm I and (his)
27 and 28 percent for the real-time predictions I
of Algorithm II and III respectively. 240- Tv 25.53

0 a 6,, ALG. I 10.84 0
SA 6,r ALG. II 6.31

06, ALG. III 10.28 $030-
60 - z

EVALUATION CONDITION 4 ]
JANUARY 1968 wu

STANFORD -ATS1 0 20 *04so- z
NUMBER OF POINTS 1142 Z

SYMBOL ITEM MONTHLY rms z ~
N rins) 0

401- TV 1".,
0 6rv ALG. I 5.11 • • •
A 67, ALG, 11 2,36 6 I

a , L ,11 2.30 .1 . ... .1

E 30- 0 4 8 12 16 20 24
a UNIVERSAL rIME (hours)z
0 (ca

00 2U - Fig. 2 Vertical Time Delay and Residuals - Hourly RMS
Over Month

10-I0* • 9 4 o*te etia tm dly• ve'.n h

** * Given in Fig. 2 are the hourly rms values
la ;.~ '~*~ of the vertical tire delays, r , and of the

0, residuals for each of the thrce algorithms for
0 4 8 12 16 20 74 one month of evaluation condition 4. For this

UNIVERSAL TIME (hours) evaluation condition, Stanford is the observa-

(a) tion station while Sagamore Hill and Honolulu
are the evaluation stations. The similarity in
the behavior of the ionosphere for the two cta-
tions In the continental United States becomes
even more apparent when the 3.4 hour differ-

60 ence in local sun time is introduced. The
EVALUATION CONDITION 4 behavior of the ionosphere at Honoluli, as given

JANUi 1Y 1968 in Fig. 2(c) is distinctly different. As anti-
SAGAMORLHILL-ATS3 cipated, the residuals at Honolulu are larger

60- NUMBER OF POINTS 1220 than the residuals at Sagamore Hill. Fig. 2(b).

SYMBOL ITEM MONTHLY RMSS(no) Given in Vig. 3 are cumulative frequency
40 1distributions for the total vertical time delay

2 40- 4 Tv 15.60 and the residuals over the four months of evalu-
0 

64, ALG.I "1.90 ation condition 4. Again, similarities can be
A 8TV ALG. II 4.50 observed betweenr the results for Stanford and

v30 a 6,, ALG. III 3.97 Sagamore Hill, Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), with the
z Honolulu results, Fig. 3(c), appearing distinct-

8 , ly different.
W4

20 The extreme values of the vertical time de-
lay (T. ) and the residual (6T ) observed in
the study occurred at Hawaii in evaluation con-

10• : *1 ditions I and 2. The values were 86 no in
T ,-4na for 8Tr for Algorithm 1, -50 ns

f•or 6 y for Algori'hm II, and -43 no for
or•v for Algorithm III.

0 4 a 12 16 20 24 The above figures represent the prediction
UNIVERSAL TIME (hours) ability on an individual range measurement.

The quantity of interest in a hyperbolic navi-

(b) gation system is the uncorrelated error in the
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! I

I I( gg 99.99 " ' , ' '

96 >- 95r
go-0 09 go-

LU 70~ -VS7 -ALG.I 70 .- ",

50 so /--ALG. 11 0 / -- ALG. I

"L 30ALG.0 ..... ALG. 11 II
W /.W, / ....... ALG. III

10 / EVALUATION CONDITION 4 - 10 /./ EVALUATION CONDITION 4
< 5/: STANFORD -ATS1I HONOLULU -ATS 1

n/ I JANUARY, APRIL, JULY, /,JANUARY,APRIL,JULY,

/" OCTOBER 1968 OC/.OBER 168
o -0NUMBER OF POINTS 6305 0.1 NUMBER OF POINTS 5963
0,1 o l 0.01 , I, ' , OF POIN 9

-60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 80-60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 80NA O E N D (a 16 0 M z6ANOSECONSDt 1600 MHz)
NANOSECONDS 1st 1600 MHz)

1REFERENCE F REQUENCY 1600M.Hz

REFERENCE FREQUENCY 1600 MHz REF ERCE NCY OF
PERCENTAGE OF

PERCENTAGE OF RMS POINTS BETWEEN
RMS POINTS BETWEEN Ins)
Ins) ±3(ns) ±9(ns) ±'1Bin,)+27(n,) 13.7 s) t. ( 8 i77ns) ±27(ns0

T* 25.77 8.02 27.23 52.44 70.60
TVs 14.06 0.24 44.82 77.30 96.88 8; ALG. I 10.13 42.87 77.02 90.78 986.71
87v ALG. I 4.79 52.79 92.87 99.92 100,00 •. ALG. II 6.68 51.44 87.08 96.73 99.43
6,r ALG. II 2.59 81,39 99.08 100.00 100.00 V ALG. III 8.72 1 38.12 80.40 94.21 97.99
8,, ALG. III 3.11 71.42 98.62 100.00 100.00 1

(c)(a)
Fig. 3 Vertical Time Delay and Residuals - Cumulative

Frequency Distribution

99.9g T -1 predictions of the simultaneous observations of

499.9 I different satellites by a navigator. This data
a. was not available so that this degree of cor-
199 relation of the prediction residuals could not
A 95  be studied. Consequently, the results of the

S90 study represent a worst case situation (i.e.,

LU 7 Te one in which the prediction residuals are inter-
.. 70--ALGI preted as being totally uncorrelated).
LU 5 -- AL-

30 ......... ALG. III VI. Conclusions

> to EVALUATION CONDITION 4 Three algorithms have been proposed for
S SAGAMOREHILL-ATS3 - prediction of the daytime and nighttime iono-

2D 1- JANUARY, APRIL, JULY, spheric electron density distribution. Algo-
OCTOBER 1968 rithm I constitutes an a priori prediction

0.1-- NUMBER OF POINTS 5960 while Algorithms 11 and III constitute real-

0,01 •_L.I .L r I .1 1 1 1 time predictions. Evaluations of the algorithms
-60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 80 have been performed utilizing Faraday rotatiou

NANOSECONDS (at',,600 MHz) data from several widely separated North
American sites, Arecibo and Honolulu, as the

REFERENCE FREQUENCY 160I0MHz basis of the real-time predictions as well as

PERCENTAGE OF the basis of the evaluation. Since the study
RMS . POINTS BETWEEN was performed in the context of effecting cor-

rections for a satellite navigation system, the
(ns) ±3(ns) ±9(ns) ±18(ns) ±27(nm) results are given in terms of the ionospheric

"TVy 13.35 1.78 37.99 81.49 98.54 induced vertical time delay which is directly8;v ALG, I 5.97 40.00 87.98 99.58 99.92 proportional to the columnar electron content.

S•vALG II 4.23 67.50 95.96 99.97 100.00 The percentage error in the estimates of iono-
IIvALG. 1J 3.99 65.34 96.16 99.80 100.00 sphere-induced time delay, over the geographic

region defined by the data base, for the three
algorithms was 42, 27, and 28 percent, respec-

(b) tively.
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The development and evaluation of the al- Hopkins University Applied Physics Lab-
gorithms was Uirected to their use in an opera- oratory Technical Report TG-1197, August
tional world-wide satellite navigation system. 1972.
Consequently, care was taken to ensure (a)
that the informational content of the algorithms [41 W. B. Jones and R. M. Gallet, "The repre-

reflected the operational environment in which sentation of diurnal and geographic varia-

they would be used and (b) that the evaluation tions of ionospheric data by numerical

reflected world-wide performance. To satisfy methods," Telecommunications Journal,
(a), no ionospheric information or data obtained vol. 29, no. 5, pp. 129-149, 1962.

during or subsequent to the evaluation period
wae utilized in either development or evaluation [5] W. B. Jones, R. P. Graham and M. Leftin,
of the algorithms, excepting that data obtained "Advances in ionospheric mapping by numer-

at the observation stations, of which knowledge ical methods," U. S. Dept. of Comm./ESSA
was assumed only up to a half-hour prior to Report ERL 107-ITS 75, May 1969.
updating. To satisfy (b), given the limited [6] W. B. Jones and D. L. Obitts, "Global re-
geographic extent of the data base, it was felt presentation of annual and solar cycle
to be inappropriate to use geographic weighting variation of foF2 monthly median 1954-
procedures on observation station data. For 1958," U. S. Dept. of Com-. - Office of
example, it was clear that the Hawaiian data Telecommunicetions ITS Research Report 3,
was of a different character than data from the October 1970.
other sites in the data base. If the Hawaiian
data, in those situations in which Hawaii was [71 J. A. Klobuchar and R. S. Allen, "Total
an observation station, were deweighted rela- electron content models," Air Force Survey
tive to the other observation stations, the in Geophysics No. 257 AFCRL-TR-73-0099.
apparent performance of the algorithms would be pp. 13-17, February 1, 1973.
improved. A subsidiary study showed that such [8] G. W. Hayden and D. L. Lucas, "Predicting
deweighting of the Hawaiian data would provide ionospheric electron density profiles,"
an additional reduction in the residuals of
about 10 percent. However, as indicated, the Radio Scienco, vol. 3, no. 1, pp. 111-119,
use of such a procedure, in light of the lmita- 1968.
tions of the data base, would not provide a true [91 R. L. Smith, "Properties of the outer iono-
evaluation of the real-time algorithms in a sphere deduced from nose whistlers,"
world-wide context. Thus, in order to avoid Journal of Geophvsical R&search., vol. 66,
obtaining overly optimistic results for world- no. 11, pp. 3709-3716, 1961.
wide interpretation, data from all observation [10] S. ý!ý.,ndra and S. Ragaswamy, "Geomagnetic
stations were weighted equally, and solar control of ionization at 1000

In general, the results indicate an ability kmi," Journal of Atmospheric and Terrestri-

to make predictions of the ionospheric range al Physics, vol. 29, no. 3, pp. 259-265,

error which would be useful to some classes of 1967.

navigators. Further improvements in ionospheric [111 A. F. Barghausen, J. W. Finney, L. L.
modeling would expand the user base. However, P'octor, and L. D. Schultz, "Predicting
at the present state-of-the-art of ionospheric long-term operational parameters of high-
predictions utilizing empirical models, as frequency sky-wave telecommunication sys-
evidenced by this and related studies, [7], a tems," U. S. Dept. of Comm./ESSA Technical
dual frequency system would appear to be advis- Report ERL ll0-ITS-78, May 1969.
able for users requiring high precision navi-
gation fixes at all times. [121 G. E. Hill, S. M. Bennett, C. J. Mazzola,

M. A. Sheg and D. A. Sherman, "Natural
communications study phase I - Feasibi-
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A SIMULATOR FOR EVALUATING THE ACCURACY OF VARIOUS TECHNIQUES
FOR ELECTRON CONTENT DETERMINATION OM SATELLITE TRANSMISSIONS

George H. Millman
General Electric Company
Syracuse, New York 13201

Introduction Working Group 4, Analysis of the Geomagnetic Field
(1969), is used to specify the magnetic potential

When radio waves emanating from earth's satel- function. This function in turn is employed in the
lites traverse the ionosphere, they undergo both a computation .of the magnetic field intensity (H), the
rotation of the plane of polarization, i. e., Faraday inclination angle (I), and the declination angle (D).
effect, and a Doppler frequency shift. Analytical The magnetic field intensity and the propagation
techniques have evolved which utilize the two phen- angle (0) which is a function of I and D (Millman,
omena for the otudy of the electron content in the 1969), are evaluated at equal increments of height
ionosphere, along the different propagation paths to the orbiting

satellite.
In this paper, an evaluation is made of the ac-

curacy of several of the analytical approaches which The electron density profiles generated by the
make use of the Faraday and Doppler phenomena for Penn State Mark I Ionospheric Model (Nisbet, 1970)
determining the ionospheric electron coident. This are used as the reference ionosphere. However, the
is accomplished by means of a simulator-computer simulator can also accept as an input any spatial
program; a logic block' diagram is shown in Figure 1 distribution of electron density. The required inputs
(Millman, 1974), to the model are geographic coordinates, day num-

LATITUDE
LONGITUDE

ORBITAL ELEMENTS MRAY PATH. FARADAY
LA r'ITUDE EELECTRON DENSITY POLARIZATION

LONGITUDE GENERATION N ANLALTTUDE DE r T

GENERATOR "

LONGITUDE IONOSPTI.MOEL Moor GENERATION N, IFT

DAY NUMBER
TlRWE OF DAY
SOL.AR ACTIVITY

Figure 1. Logic Block Diagram of Faraday-Doppler Simulator

ia the satellite-orbit generator, the azimuth ber, time of day and solar activity. i.e., 10.7 cm
angle (A), elevation angle (E), altitude (h), range (R) solar flux intensity. The output of the model is in
and radial velocity of the satellite (R) as observed as the form of hourly values of the olectron density
a function of time at a gW-ound-receiving station are profile [Ne(h)], between 120- and 1250-km altitude.
computed. The calculations are based on Kepler's The spatial distribution of electron density is attained
equations of motion, i.e., a two-body orbit, assum- by generating vertical profllcs at three locations
lug a rotating-spherical earth which is void of an at- north of the satellite-observing site and three loca-
mosphere. The required inputs to the program are tions south of the site, each separated by 10' geo-
the geographical coordinates and altitude of the graphic latitude. The data for the six additional
ground station and the satellite-orbital parameters locations yield latitudinal-electron density coverage
which consist of the three orientation elements, in- and information on the existence of north-south elec-
clination angle, argument of perigee and longitude of tron density gradients. Since the hourly values of
ascending node and the three dimensional elements, the electron density profiles can be converted directly
semimajor axis, eccentricity and time of ascending to 15* longitudinal values, the east-west gradients
node. are also available.

The earth's magnetic field is represented by a In the ray path - electron density generator,
series of spherical harmonics. In this analysis, the the electron densities along the different ray paths,
set of 80 spherical harmonic coefficents for Epoch [Nekr)] , are determined by linear interpolation
1965 derivod by the International Association of within the vertical distribution - electron density
Geomagnetism and Aeronomy (IAGA) Commission 2 grid.
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In the Faraday rotation module, the first-order biguous in that ge :L (n7r A 2) where n is a posi-
term of the polarization rotation angle (i) is calcu- tive integer and All is the acute polarization angle
lated at even height increments along the- ray path. which would normally be indicated in a satellite-
The output data also consist of the ge._ietric mag- amplitude measurement.
netic factor (M), the magnetic functiou (I1 cos 0), the Single frequency method. It is possible, however,
integrated electron density in a vertical column (Nt) that, or ransmissions in the VHF and UHF range,
and along an oblique (slant) path (Nr). the polarization rotation could be less than (7r/2)

radians. This could occur under certain conditions;
The differential phase between the two coherent that is, when observations are made during the

transmitted satellite frequencies (A 4)) is calculated nighttime or at certain azimuth-elevation angle ori-
along the path to the satellite. In addition, the Dop- entations toward the polar ionosphere (in the case of
pler frequency shift (fd) experienced by the two fre- a polar orbiting satellite) where near perpendicular-
quencies is also determined. In both derivations, ity with the earth's magnetic field could be attained.
the first-order refractive index term is only used. Assuming that the angular rotation is initially less

The output data from the Faraday rotation and than (7r/2) radians, then, when (r/2) radian rotation
differential phase-Doppler shift mode.les which in does occur, the integrated electron density, i. e.,
reality can be considered to be a ground-satellite vertical or slant electron content, can be derived
receiving system are processed in the analysis pro- from Equation (2) utilizing a single transmission fre-

gram. The analytioal techniques for Ionospheric quency since, for any ray path, the parameter M or
electron content determination that are evaluated are H cos 0 can be readily specified.

the Faraday single frequency method, differential Differential polarization rotation angle method. The
polarization rotation angle method, polarization ro- ambiguity problem can be avoided by the measure-
tation rate method, Doppler frequency shift method, ment of the change in the polarization angle at two
Doppler frequency slope method, ionosonde method different times, tj and t2 , on the satellite orbit pass.
and the hybrid Faraday rotation-differential Doppler This scheme which is often referred to as the dif-
method. The electron contents deduced by the anal- ferential Faraday polarization rotation angle method
ytical techniques are compared with the true- requires that the integrated electron densities along
reference values obtained by integration of the ray the two different ray paths be identical. This as-
paths - electron densities in the Faraday rotation sumption implies that no horizontal gradients of
module. electron content exist within the time interval. Thus,

Theoretical Considerations it can be shown from Equation (2) that the electron

Faraday Rotation content can be obtained from

The amount of angular rotation (in radians) ex- 2  F1 2 (42
perienced by a linearly polarized wave traversing a Nt i11 M1 (K)
one-way path in the ionosphere can be represented LiI 2by the frnction h It is noted that the slant electron content, i. e.,

K 5 along the raX path, can be derived by merely re-
S2 = I f H cos 0 f(h) Ne dh (1) placing the M factoL ~ the corresponding mean

f2  0J magnetic function H cos 0.0

where K1 is a constant equal to 2. 362 x 104 cgs Polarization rotation rate meibod. Another method

units, f is the transmission frequency in Hz, H is in which can be used to determine Nt is one which in-

Gauss, f(h) is the secant of angle between 6he ray volvos the time rate of change of the polarization

path and the zenith, Ne. ts in electrons/em, dh is rotation angle. Differentiating Equation (2) with

the height diffe.-itial in cm, he is the satellite alti- respect to time and assuming a horizontally strati-

tude and 0 is the angle between the direction of the fled ionosphere, i. e., Nt = 0, there results

earth's magnetic lines of force and the direction of f2  a
propagation. Nt = 1 T (5'

The angular rotation can be written in the form 1 Mwhere the dot signifies the time derivative. The
T1 K1  electron content can therefore be deter.Ined since

S z V N t N 'oo 0 Nr (2) 9 can be experimentally measured and N theoreti-
cally predicted.

where M is the mean value of the geometric mag-
netic factor, M = H cos 0 f(h) and where Differential Phase and Doppler Freuency Shift

h h The differential phase or dispersive phase
f rmethod can be considered to be a modified form of

Nr = Ne f(h) dh zf) f Ne dh the Doppler frequency technique. The differential

0 0 phase between two harmonically-related coherent
sinaals transmitted from a satellite and detected on

F(h-) Nt (3) the ground is given by

In general, for radio waves emitted from satel- K2 (b 2 
-a)

lites and observed on the ground, the experimen- A 4 = - r N (6)
tally-measured total angular rotation, Re, Is am-
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where K2 is a constant equal to 8. 440 x 10-3 ogs h 2
units, and a and b are constants related to the satel-
af = bf 2 . It is noted that differentia phase between

the two frequencies is obtained from a = a b+1  2 0
where 1 and ý are the total phase shifts encoun- f, -1
tered by-he rado waves traversing a space-to-earth
propagation path. 2 1 f 29)

Equation (6), which is derived on the assump- where a, and q2 are the Doppler slopes at the in-
tion that the two transmitted signals travel along the flection points for the frequencies fl and f2 , respec-
same ray path, can also be written in terms 7the tively. The criterion for applying the Doppler slope
vertical electron content by merely replacing Nr by method has been discussed by Arendt (1966).
?r5 Nt as given by Equation (3).

Ionosonde method. The tonosonde method which was
The absolute phase of a satellite signal received auggested by Evans and Holt (1973) for the calibra-

on the ground cannot be measured. Thus, from the tion of the differential phase records utilizes the con-
differential phase, Equation (6), the relative electron cept that the electron density distribution in the lono-
content along the paths from the satellite to a ground sphere can be represented by the Chapman model of
terminal throughout the satellite pass can only be the form
inferred. Once the integrated electron density is
known for one point on the satellite trajectory, it is N (h-h
then possible to convert the relative electron content e 1 m
scale into an absolute measurement. e = 1 Ha

Doppler frequency shift method. An absolute meas- r (h - hm)
ure of the electron content can be determined from exp (10)
the Doppler frequency shifts of the coherent trans- He (
missions from a satellite. According to Allpert
(1958), for a satellite moving in a circular orbit and
assuming that the ionosphere is nonrefractive and where H. i•, the scale height ot the neutral particles
fixed in configuration, both in time and space, the (atomic oxygen) and Nm is the electron density at the
ionospheric electron content in a vert~cal column can level of maximum ionization, hm.
be evaluated from

h The maximum electron density of the layer is

hf 1
2  f2 obtained by the use of a vertical incidence iono-

fs Nsf ( f spheric sounder and is related Wo the ordinary wavo -

e K"3  ( d2 - fd1 f1 '/ critical frequeacy of the F-layer, foF2, by0 ir m
1 Nm =-T* (foF2)2 = 1. 241 x 10-8 (foF2))

f- f (7) e (11)
fd2 dl /2 where Nm Is in electrons/cmr3, me is the electron

where K3 is a constant equal to 4.03 x 107 cgs units, mass, e is the electron chrrge and foF2 is in Hz.

and fdl and fd2 are the Doppler frequency shifts of Ihe scale height of the layer (in km) is defined
the satellite emitted frequencies, fl and f2 , respec- in terms of
tively. This expression is valid for satellites loca-
ted at high elevation angles with respect to the ground rh9) 7rj
receiving station. Hs = 63.15 + 6.29 sin [ 12 j

The Doppler frequency shift of satellite signals 1(D - 60) T
travel sing the ionosphere can be expressed by + 17.66 sin L 183 J (12)

K4 d R
fd L- 4 R + f Nedr (8) where h is tle local time in hours and D is the day of

the year. This analytical model was derived by
0 Klobuchar and Allen (1970) from total electron con-

tent data deduced fron' Faraday rotation measure-
where K4 equals 1.343 x 10-3 cgs units. ments of radio wave transmissions from the ATS-3

Doppler frEquency slope method. A modification of geoutationary satellite.

Alperts ex for calculating the Integrated From incoherent scatter observations made at
electron2 density is the Doppler slope method des- the Millstone Hill rr.dar facility, Evrns and Holt
cribed by Arendt et al. (1965). According to Arendt (1973) have concluded that hm (in km) can be repre-
et al. (1965), when the satellite is at the point of sented by the function
closest approach, the columnar electron content can
be represented by hm 280+40cos L+1  = (13)
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When the three parameters, NmI Hs and hm are both ray paths, the altitude of the maximum electron
available, it is then possible to ip*fgirate Equation density is located at approximately 270 km. The in-
(10) to obtain the integrated ele . a density in a teresting disclosure is the wide separation in the
vertical column to the satellite altitude. Assuming mean field height of M, 252 km, and H cos 0, 613 km.
no horizontal gradients of electron density, the elec-
tron content in an oblique path can then be computed _ __

from Equation (3).

Faraday Rotation - Differential Doppler _W

The combination of the Faraday rotation and dif- E AZIMUTHI O 3.°
ferential Doppler technique to determine the lono- ELEVATION g.°
spheric electron content was originally suggested by -
Burgess (1962). The mathematical formulation of t.
this method which does not require an assumption on t; __RIA ECTO CONTENT

horizontal gradients or restricting the satellite to a
circular orbit, i. e., no vertical velocity component,
can be derived by differentiating Equations (2) and 24 SLANT ELECTRON CONTENT

(6) with respect to time. Hence, combining the two 24J
expressions and assuming a differential Doppler fre-
quency shift of zero, the slant electron content can
be solved from .14 .10 .2 0 2 6 10

f] ý2 6RROR (%

N K (14) Figure 2. Error in Determining the Vertical and

1 H cos 0 Slant Electron Content in the Direction
of Ambiguous Faraday Rotation of 7r/2

Discussion Radians at 400 MHz by the Single Fre-
quency Method

For this analysis, it is assumed that the 150-
and 400-MHz transmissions from the TRANSIT sat-
ellite, Object No. 1970-067A, are recorded at the I
General Electric Radio-Optical Observa t ory located "
at 42. 8S°N latitude and 74. 07'W longitude near 4W ____ -- - I--
Schenectady, New York, The satellite which is in a
polar orbit with an inclination of approximately 90°,

apogee of 1219 km and perigee of 956 km attains a 4W....

maximum elevation angle of 71. 8° with respect to the
receiving station in its orbital pass of June 3, 1974 VERTICAL ELECTRON CONTENT,,-

at approximately 1800 h GMT. It is also assumed--- 320.........----- - - .-
that the satellite radiates linear polarization and is -- AZIMUTH-260

traveling in a circular orbit. ELEVATION - ".bP

240---- LANT ELECTRONCOTN

Figure 2 depicts for the single frequency method 24CO0
h

f

the error in determining the vertical and the slant
electron content in the direction of ambiguous
Faraday rotation of (7/2) radians at 400 1.Hz. The 0 2 0 10 14

peak of the maximum ionization is at an altitude of ERRORW (

approximately 280 km in this direction. It is seen
that zero error '-dats for the vertical electron con- Figure 3. Error in Determining the Vertical and
tent when the iv 'f the M factor at an altitude of Slant Electron Content in the Direction
354 km is useL fc the slant electron content, of Ambiguous Faraday Rotation of ir/4
the altitude for toI ios a, value is increased to Radians at 400 MHz by the Single Fre-
380 km. quency Method

In determining the effect of the magnotic field As shown in Figurc 5, the altitude for computing
orientation on the electrou content .. error estima- M and H cos 0 to attain zero percent error for the
tion, the electron contents were computed in the Faraday rotation rate method appears to be a fuac-
direction of (7r/4) radian - ambiguous angular rota- tion of the propagation direction, or in other words,
tion. It is apparent from Figure 3 that, for both the the orientation and intensity of the magnetic field. It
vertical and slant electron content, zero error is is seen that the mean field height for the slant elec-
obtained when M and H cos 0 are evaluated at 360 tron content is on the order of 300- to 400-km above
km altitude which is 90 km above the maximum ion- that for the vertical electron content.
ization level.

The hybrid method calculations shown in Figure
The Faraday rotation angle method results 6 reveal that 100% accuracy is achieved when 454 and

presented in Figure 4 are based on a polarIzation 602 km are selected as the mean field heights for the
angle difference of (7r/2) radians at 150 MHz. Along vertical end slant electron content, respectively.
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The electron content prediction accuracy attained
by employing the Doppler phenomena Is summarized

700 in Table 1. Of the three analytical techniques inves-
. . . . tigated, the ionosonde method seems to be the more

accurate.
w`-- . SLANT ELECTRON CONTENT

ERROR IN IONOSPHERIC ELECTRON CONTENT
ESTIMATION UTILIZING DISPERSIVE

40 - PHASE-DOPPLER TECHNIQUE

Error
VERTICAL ELECTRON CONTENT Analytical Method (%)

20e 1-1-F

100Doppler Frequency Shift 28.8 -114.4
•24 .-20 16 -12 .8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24

ERROR . Doppler Frequency Slope 29.4

lonosonde 11.1

Figure 4. Error in Determining the Vertical and
Slant Electron Content at 150 MHz by R(Ierences
the Differential Polarization Rotation
Angle Method Al'pert, Y. L., "A Method for Studying the Ionosphere

by Means of an Artificial Earth Satellite", Uspekhi
~........ . Fizicheskikh Nauk, Vol. 64, pp 3-14, ,January-

~ ~~1 ~ ii 1 -T~1 April 1958.
•.. Arendt, P. R. , A. Papayoanou and Hl. Sotcher,

"Determination of the Ionospheric Electron Content

Utilizing Satellite Signals", Proc. IEEE, Vol. 53,
pp 26ý-277, March 1965.

wo
S.j.Burgess, B., "Ionospheric Studies Using Satellite

--- Radio Transmissions", in Electron Density Profiles

A in the Ionosphere and Exosphere, NATO Advanced

300 3 Institute Conference Proceedings, Vol. 2, pp 224-
227, Pergamon Press, Loidon, 1962.

-- VERTICAL. ELECTRON CONTENT Evans, J. V. and J, M. Holt, "The Combined Use of
1 - S4 Satellite Differential Doppler and Ground-Based

•24 20 .16 .12 .8 4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 Measurements for Ionospheric Studies", !FEE Trans.
ERROR W Antennas Propagat,, Vol. AP-21, pp 685-692,

Figure 5. Error in Determining the Vertical and September 1973.

Slant Electron Content at 150 MHz by IAGA Commission 2 Working Group 4, Analysis of
the Polarization Rotation Rate Method the Geomagnetic Field, "International Geomagnetic

Reference Field 1965. 0", J. Geophys. Res.,
- r --- _ Vol. 74, pp 4407-4408, August 15, 1969.
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Cambridge Research Laboratories, Air Force Sur-1I7JT. 1 veys in Geophysics No. 222, AFCRL-70-0403,

0 - - CAL ELECTRON CONTENT July 1970.
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ON THE EFFECT OF GFICUND REFLECTIONS ON FARADAY ROTATION
MEASUkEMENTS OF IONOSPHERIC STRUCTURE.

J. Jones and A.R. Webster
Department of Physics & Centre for Radio Science
University of Western Ontario, London, Canada.

INTRODUCTION

One of the assumptions which is often POLAR

made in the analysis of Faraday rota- PAY TO SATELgTE

tion measurements, namely that the
measured angle of rotation is essen- Z
tially that of the wave from the source
after it has passed through the ion-
osphere, is examined in this paper.
Particulat dttention is given to the
effect of ground reflections which, in ATREFL9CT

the past have often been ignored for a

two most important have been 1) they
have been considered negligible whenhighly directive antenna systems are

used and 2) the calculations involved
are usually regarded as being very From Figure 1, we see that if thetedious. In the remainder of this antenna is directed towards the

paper we show that ground reflections satellite which is at an elevation of
are usually too large to be ignored and 0 the reflected ray will approach thethat the probl em can be effi ciently antenna trom an angle of 2 0 awvay from
dealt with in terms of matrix opera- the main axis and the question is
tors, which, far from being tedious really: is the antenna sufficientlyhave an elegance which is very appeal- directive that the gain at an angle of
ing. 2 0 off axis is negligible? We have

made calculations for a variety ofThe resul t= described in this paper model 7-el ement Yagi arrays and find

refer to a system similar to that used that at 800 from the main beam the
at the University of Western Ontario power gain if typically 10 dbs down so(Webster and Lyon, 1974) for the that the magnitude of trie reflected ray

observation of transmissions frrm ATS-3 could be as much as 30% of that of the
which is at an elevation of about 400 main ray. At worst, this could causeat London, Ontario (430 N, 810 W). The the measured polarization angle to be
entenna system for this installation about 200 in error. Whether or not
which was a 7-element crossed Yagi this worst case is realized dependsarray with a beam width of about 400 upon the nature of the ground and tho

was c6nsidered to be probably repre- phase differences introduced into the
sentative of the sort of array which reflected rays.A is often used in this application.

THEORY

As we have already remarked, the Er!problem can be treated efficiently in ii L 1yEy I

terms of matrix operators because of
the linear nature of electromagnetic After reflection from a surface the
radiation. We can represent any com-
pletely polarized wave such as is wave is altered such that the modified
transmitted by a satellite by a vector vector is given by I' - RI, where
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o H o The main ray can be represented as
RI II = I 11 where I is a unit matrix.

rv The sum of the main and reflected

rays is given by H t = L ii where

if the plane defined by the y-z axes is L = I + g(20) h(O' C R.

normal to the reflecting surface and The outputs from the crossed ortho-
r h and r are the "horizontal" and gonal antenna system are proportional
"vertical" reflection coefficients to the two components of HIt, The
respectively, polarization angle of the wave may be

Since the reflected ray is not normal measured in several ways and the

to the incident ray which we have taken following procedure may be regarded as

to be coincident with the main axis of typical. A quarter-wave section is
the antenna array, we must resolve I placed in the vertical antenna outputinto the plane normal to the incident and the two signals are then summed.
ray. The resolved vector H", is given It is easily shown that the phase of
ry. Th" rsv v r II ws gthe composite signal relative to that
by If" * C If' where of the horizontal signal is equal to

l lo 0 the polarization angle. We have
C o cos2o duplicated this procedure numerically

and have compared the apparent polar-
ization angle with that of the incident

We must also include the effect of signal I1. The results of these calcu-
the extra path difference traversed by lations are presented in the following
the reflected ray and the fact that the section.
reflected ray approaches the antenna
obliquely. Since both components uf II"
are affected equally in this respect
we represent these factors by scalar
coefficients h(O) and g(20) where

h(O) - exp - l(2khsinO)

and g(20) is the voltage gain of the
antenna at an off-axis angle of 20.

NUMERICAL RESULTS

As miht be expected, the numerical
computations predict no error in the
measured polarization angle when the O

incident wave is polarized either .... PooR
perpendicular ("horizontally") or - 000
parallel ("vertical") to the plane of GROUND

incidence, and the greatest error -- --- OCL4

occurs when the anglc, of polarization 
GROUND

is midway between tf'ase two positions.

For an antenna placed at two wave-
lengths above the ground we have cal- i. I A , • . , ,.
culated the maximum error in the mea-
sured polarization angle as a function
of the angle of elevation (assuming
the antenna always to be directed at
the satellite) for several representa-
tive grounds. The results of these
calculations are shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2
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The ground parameters are taken from
Jordan and Balmain (1968) and are as
fol lows:
i) poor ground e = 7

a = 10 mho m-i .."0 ""G ROUND

ii) good ground e = 15 GOOD•GROUND

"12 x[10- - - -- - - - - - EXCELLMN

a 12 x lO 3 mho m' I GROUNO

iii) excellent ground

6= 30...........................

a = 30 x 10 3 mho m"1  '" " T('•, '

Next we have fixed the angle of
elevation first at 200 and then at 400
and varied the antenna height.
Figures 3 and 4 show how the error
varies with height.

Figure 4

S• ...... GROEULND

GROUND

Figure 3

DISCUSSION

The curves presented in Figure 2 can c8 use polarization errors as great
show that the error introduced by the as 10 but it is also possible to
ground reflection can be quite con- remove the error completely. It is
siderable especially at angles of interesting to note that these "no-
elevation close to the Brewster angle. error" heights are substantially inde-
Although the error varies with the pendent of the ground parameters, thus
nature of the ground, at 137 MHz the the system, once adjusted, should
variation is not very great, being remain calibrated under most weather
about 10% between the high and low conditions (except of course for snow).
conductivity grounds. This is The same sort of behaviour is also
primarily because at this frequency seen at 200 elevation but in this case
the imaginary part of the dielectric the error can be as great as 400. With
constant is relatively small and the such large variations the fixing of the
ground behaves very much like a perfect antenna height would be quite critical
dielectric, It is also evident that with the height having to be set to
only for elevations of 600 and greater better than 1/50 th of a wavelength,
is the error very small'- at 400 the i.e. to about 1 cm or so. Since the
error is about 80 and certainly cantiot electron density in the F-region has
be neglected. a very strong diurnal component, it is

possible that the apparent periodic
By varying the phase of the reflected perturbations of the overall fairly

ray through an adjustment of the rapid rotation of the polarization
antenna height, the error can be made angle will be most evident at dawn and
either positive or negative and this is dusk. We have examined our records for
shown in Figure 4. At 400 elevation this effect and find that it is
an unfortunate choice of antenna height regularly observed.,
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In Figure 5 we show a plot of "ramp"
period, which is the time required for
the polarization angle to rotate
through 1800, against the period cf the
suspected spurious TID. As can be seen
the two quantities are strongly cor-
related as would be the case if they
were generated by ground reflections. I
Similar fluctuations are also observed
with angle of arrival measurements 2t
i.e. periodic angle of arrival
fluctuations wnich are correlated with
the angle of polarization, and can be
explained in terms of this model.
However the limited space available X
prevents us from discussing this • I
aspect further.

In conclusion we wish to mention
several methods which can be used to
reduce the effect of ground reflections:
i) placing the antenna at one of the
"no-error" heights, ii) designing the 2 3
antenna system such that the gain in N

the direction of the reflected ray is
negligible. To be sure that the error
is less than 10, the gain must be at Figure 5
least 30 dbs down in the direction of
the reflected ray. iii) Alternatively
we can use a ground plane with an
antenna whose polar diagram is
accurately known and make the appro-
priate corrections to the measured
values of the polarizations angles.
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A PULSED PLASMA PROBE TECHNIQUE FOR SIMULTANEOUS IN-SITU
MEASUREAENTS OF DENSITY, TEMPERATURE, DENSITY

FLUCTUATION POWER SPECTRA AND AMBIENT ELECTRIC FIELDS

Edwird P. Szuszczewicz
and

Julian C. Holmes
E. 0. HulUurt Center for Space Research

Nava,. Research Laboratory
Washington, D. C. 20375

A S TILA C T

We have developed a pulseo• 0i;be technique for improved
reliability and expanded versatility in Langmuir probe
measurements. This technique is capable of high spatial
and temporal resolution and as such is particularly well suited
for experimental investigations of ionospheric irregularities.
As an improved diagnostic tool it eliminates the distortions
that can result in the determinations of electron densities,
energy distribution functions and ambient electric fields when
probe surface conditions change within the measurement period.
Under fluctuating plasma conditions, the technique can determine
the aforementioned parameters and simultaneously measure the
density fluctuation power spectrum. We have employed this
technique on a scientific payload launched on an Aerobee 150
rocket (NC3.256) irom White Sands Missile Range on 29 June 1974
at 2031 MST (30 June 1974, 0331 GMT). The payload reached an
apogee of 229.5 kit, and on up-- and downlegs passed through
blanketing sporadic E layers. We describe the details of the
diagnostic procedure and present the first in situ measurements
of electron temperature in a sporadic E layer as carried out by
our new technique.

INTRODUCTION The motivation for development of
the p1 technique was provided on the

The pulsed plasma probe (ref(cro(d one hand by the need for high resolu-
to as e ) is a Langmuir probe with ? tion in situ measurements of iono-
specialized electronic procedure for spheric irregularities and inhomoge-
generating current-voltagt charac- neties and on the other hand by the
teristics in a way which results in questioned integrity of Langmuir probe
improved reliability and expanded measurements in rocket and satellite
versatility in laboratory and iono- applications. In ionospheric and
spheric plasma studies2 . As an laboratory studies, there is evidence
improved diagnostic tool the V tech- that varying probe surface conditions
nique eliminates the errors that can may cause the discrepancy between the
result in the determinations of elec- temperatures measured by radar back-
tron densities, energy distr'u t)tiioyA scatter and the conventional Langmuira3-10~functions and ambient electric TI4el.s probe . It is widely known that
when probe surface conditions change changing probe surface conditions can
within the measurement period •. Th.l result in measured values of electron
capability extends into the doriain if temperature which substantially exceed
fluctuating plasma conditions where that actually present within the
the P0 technique additionally provides ambient plasma. It is also generally
a simultaneous measurement of the accepted in the probe vs backscatter
density fluctuation power spectrum and controversy that, if in fact the probe
demonstrates itself as an important i in error, its measurements of T
diagnostic device for in situ investi- are too high, at times by aq much as
gations of irregular ionospheric 120%.
structures.
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V. CONTINUOUS SWEEP MODULATED SWEEP

FIGURE 1

Continuous and pulsed modes of probe operation, Figure la represents the
conventional approach while Figure lb shows the putlso-modulated sweop utilized

in the P3 technique.

The potential problems of surface modes of Langmuir probe operation.
contamination and associated distor- Figure la depicts a linear sawtooth
tion of measurement are most acute in voltage which represents the conven-
rocket applications since short flights tional approach to Langmuir probe
do not permit sufficient time for operation. (There are variations of
surface desorption and resulting probe this, but basically some form of con-
cleanup. However, satellite users are tinuous voltage sweep is applied
not free from such difficulties as between maximum voltage excursions
evidenced by implications of the probe V and V .) Figure lb shows thepulse-
vs backscatter controversy and the m~dulateA sweep utilized in the Ir
fact thpt the Langmuir probes on the technique. This mode employs a modu-
Atmospheric Explorer series employ two lated sweep of pulses which follows a
now features, a surfaci of highly sawtooth envelope. Between pulses, the
orienLed tungsten crystals and •1heat- sweep returns to a constant baseline
ing element for thermal cleanup . voltage V I A sequence of four pulses
These two features have been added in generatesYour distinct I-V data points
an attempt to improve the accuracy of for the probe's current-voltage charac-
their measurement procedure. teristic. The fifth pulse is blanked

out so that the current I collected
The point should be clear: sur- by the probe during the i~terpulse

face contamination is a genuine source period can be monitored and used as a
of difficulty not only for conventional measure of variations in the probe-
Langmuir probes but for any device plasma system. These variations might
which has an active electrode in con- include changes in the probe's surface
tact with a plasma. We've addressed
this problem with our ? technique, and
our studies have already established
its ability to circumvent the associ-
ated distortions in plasma measurements.
The details of these efforts avail-
able to the interested reader . This -* - i i
paper demonstrates how our efforts to
solve the contamination problem has I I I
also resulted in a technique to measure I CURRENT SMNO I I
electron temperature, density and ITV

ambient electric fields under fluctua- .; I JL
ting plasma conditions. This capabil-
ity comes with confidence that the
integrity of the results are not con- FIGURE 2
promised by surface layering phenomena. Expanded Lime scale of two consecutive pulses in

the pulse-modulated mode ol Figure lb. Relative

THE TECHNIQUE to the swoop pulse is shown the sampling interval

Figure 1 shows two electronic for probe current.
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Sands, Now eoxico at 2031 hvm LT on 29 Juno 1074. INoto toe shifted abscissa

a010la for up- a1111 duwn1nK portilon of the flight.

condition, plasma oscillations, or achieve a steady state condition. Thus
rapid variations in plasma density as circuit transients are eliminated from
seen by a rocket or satellite passing possible distortions of the current
through an irregularity or inhomogenous signal. With T much less than T and
ionospheric structure, the time constag of a contaminatign

surface layer2'6, the pulse procedure
The pulse sequencing procedure is maintains the probe surface condition

such that the probe rests at its base- and associatep voltage drop at a con-
line potential V for a period which stant level ' . Therefore, any
is much longer tRan the pulse width, fluctuations in I provide a direct
Figure 2 is an expanded time scale measure of variations in ambient plasma
showing two successive pulses with conditions. Density fluctuations 6N
pulse and baseline durations identified can then be uniquely unfolded from tfe
as T and T., respectively. The resulting current-voltage characteris-
Figupe shows that the probe curvent is tic, and electron temperature and den-
always sampled during a subinterval sity determined by standard analyses
within a sweep pulse, with the sub- procedures .
interval position Tr and sampling dura-
tion T adjusted so •hat the plasma may The baseline current metisuremunt
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FIGURE 4

Expanded view-of sweep voltage and probe currents as the
payload traversod the Ea layer on tho upleg portion of
the flight,

I enables the I technique to measure theoretical models.
t~e power spectra P (k) of plasma
fluctuations. Thesg spectra give the The power spectrum measurement
frequency distribution of energy in a capabilities of the V technique are
plasma irregularity and provide an identified with the I sa.mpling
important test parameter for the frequency, which in t~e flight describ-
physical mecbnm ms driving the ed in the next section was set at
irregularity" - . Similarly, these 100/sec. This parameter can readily
spectra test the correlation between be extended to observe higher fre-
measured ionospheric irregularities quency components in ionospheric
and an observed scintillation1 e, Thuu, irregularities.
the simultaneous in situ measurements
of the power spectra of ionospheric APPLICATION TO SPORADIC-E
irregularitiez and their associated
electron densities, temperatures and A pulsed plasma probe was part of
electric fields provide an important the scientific payload launched on an
means for classifying observed Aerobee 150 rocket (NC3.256) from
irregularities and evaluating relevant White Sands Missile Range on 29 June

Al(
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o-.,__- voltage as the payload traversed the
E layer on the upleg portion of
flight. Shown as a function of alti-
tude are jhe net ion and electron
currents' collectod by the probe.

/The baseline current values of I are
also shown and represcnt samples of
relative density taken every 9.75 msec
as the probe moved through the layer
at 1.44 km/sec. Because plasma
density is a rapidly changing function
of altitude Z within the E -layer, the
currents Ie and I are dependent upon
the local plasma density N• and the

applied probe voltage V (also shown in
Fig. 4). With I providing a measure-

o.- 20,0. ,1 100.20 A ment of variations in N , an I (V)
i. p characteristic was unfoLded fr8m the
I f" -°I (V,N ) data and the ambient electron

t~mper~ture determined from
6[ln(Ie)1/6V in the retarding-field
region of the probe characteristic'.
Local absolute value of N (Z) are then
also determinable from th8 I () curve
by standard Langmuir probe aHalyses

procedures applied to the current
collected at the plasma potential and
within the electron saturation portion
of the I (V) curve". Probe currents

I and asso8 iated plasma densities were
, o. 'oLo0 ,.i.) normalized to the value of I at
S.... ... I .... I-I106.26 km and the resulting Remilog-

1.0 .6 2,.0 3.3 3.0 arithmic plot of electron current for
FIGURE 5 Te determination is shown in Fig. 5.

Somilognrithmic plot of the electron rotzuxding A standard retarding-field analysis of
field and saturation portions of the I-V charac- this curve resulted in a measured

toristic. This plot has boon unfolded from the electron temperature of 260PK. We
voltageic Tisi dplo t c shown believe this to be the first successful
voltage nnd density dopendoint Ourrents shown l1 in situ measurement of electron
the provious fi.ure, The resulting oloctron t0m- temperature in an E layer and perhaps
porature, 260 K, corresponds to tho ambient the lowest value ever reported by a
value at 106.26 kin. probe technique at E- region altitudes.

These results attest to the capabil-
ities of the e technique to circumvent
the difriculties associated with sur-

1974 at 2031 MST (30 June 1974, 0331 face contamination and to measure
GMT). The payload reached an apogee plasma parameters under time-varying
of 229.5 km and on up- and downlegs conditions.
passed through blanketing sporadic-E
layers. Figure 3 shows the profiles ON THE MEASUREMENT OF ELECTRIC FIELDS
of relative electron density (Note the
shifted abscissa scales for up- and If more than one pulsed plasma
downlegsl) indicated by the probe probe is utilized, measurements of the
current collected at the maximum ambient electric field can be made
positive sweep pulse voltage V *. On simply by dividing the differences in
this flight the circuit parameters plasma potential Vo, as measured by
(See Figs. 1 and 2) were any pair of identical probes, by their

7 - 378 msec,, separation in space. The measured
(v . - (-2.378v, + 3.019v), field component is then along the line
( ) - (I02gs, 1851Ms), joining a given pair of probes. Using
(TD o ip (44ps, 50•sec), this technique, only two pairs of
tV t0 V. probes, perpendicular to each other in

With t~is arrangement in the 5-pulse separate planes, are needed to
format, the baseline current I was completely determine the ambient
sampled every 9.75 msec while R electric field vector. This has
complete I-V characteristic was considerable advantage over the
generated in 378 maee. Fig. 4 is an technique of the floating double probe
expanded view of probe currents and which requires three p-irs of colinear
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rohes to complete the same measurement 2. Szuszczewicz, L. F. and J. C.
Holmes, "An improved Langmuir probe

technique," Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 18,
Because the floating potential Vf 1277 (1973).

of a probe immersed in a plasma is
uniquely coupled to the plasma poten- 3. Szuszczewicz, L. P. and J. C.
tial through the ambient plasma para- Holmes, "An approach to a hysteresis-
meters and the probe's size and free Langmuir probe," Trans. Am.

geometry25 , the ambient electric fiela Geophys. U. 55, 377 (1974).
E can also be measured by direct
observatior of the floating potential 4. Wehner. G. and G. Medicus, "Re-
V of each probe. Using the experimen- liability of probe measurements," J.
t4lly observed values of V in place Appl. Pnys. 23, 1035 (1952).
of Vo in the procedure outlined in tiie
preceding paragraph then results in a 5. Hiroa, K. and K. Oyama, "A critical
determination of the ambient electric study on the reliability of electron
field, temperature measurements with a Lang-

muir probe," J. Geom. Geoelectr. 24,
It is important to note that the 415 (1972).

floating potential approach to deter-
mine E must assume identical plasma 6. Benson, R. F., "Simultaneous in
conditions at each probe location since situ electron temperature comparison
the important difference (V - Vo) can of Alouette 2 probe and plasma reso-
only be considered unique fbr a unique nance data," J. Geophys. Res. 78,
set (R /PA Ti/Te ,m/M.,I where R IH 6755 (1973)
is the ra~io of pr'be radius to p6 1

electron Debye length, T and T are 7. Hanson, W. B.; L. H. Brace, P. L.
the respective ion and electron tem- Dyson, and J. P. McC]ure, "Conflicting
peratures, and m /Mi is the electron- electron temperature measurements in
to-Ion mass ratiS. To employ this the upper F region," J. Geophys. Res.
assumption nay lead to error since an 74, 400 (1969).
ambient electric field can be a result-
or cause of gradients in either S. McClure, J. P., W. B. Hanson, A. F.
density, temperature, ion composition Nagy, R. J. Cicerone, L. H. Brace, M.
or combinations of all three. It is Baron, P. Bauer, H. C. Carlson, J. V.
therefore scientifically sound to make Evans, G. N. Taylor and 9. F. Woodman,
an electrit, field measurement using "Comparison of T and T' from 000-6 and
separately the observations of V and various incohereRt scatier radars,"
V0 as outlined above. This is fAlly J. Geophys. Res. 78, 197 (1.973).
within the capability of our e tech-
nique. 9. Sayors, J., "In situ probes for

ionospheric investigations," JATP 32,

Finally, it should be emphasized 663 (1970).
'hat the measurement of ambient elec-
tric Ields by any probe technique is 10. Lturgos, D. J., "An evaluation of
extrcmely sensitive to symmetry of the ionospheric probe performance - I.
measur'ng system and the conditions on EvidIence of co.itamination and cleanup
the probe surfaces. We have found in of probe surfac~es," Planet. Space Sci.
laboratory3 ard ionosnheric applica- 21, 1029 (1973).
tions" that conventional single or
double< probe techniques can have 11. Brace, L. H., R. G. Theis and A.
variable floating potential offsets Dalgarno, "The cylindrical electro-
fro! tens of millivolts to one or two static probes for Atmospheric Explorer-
volta "s a result of charging on the C, -D and -E," Radio Science 8, 341
probe's contaminated surfaces. This (1973).
effect can clearly compromise the
electric field measurements. The P3  12. Chen, F. F., "Electrical probes,"
technique has beer. demonstrated to be in Plasma Diagnostic Techniques, edited
free of this perturbation and con- by R. H. HKddlestone and S. L. Leonard
sequently yields a greatly improved (Academic, New York, 1965), p. 113.
measurement integrity. 13. Prakash, S., S. P. Gupta, and B.
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APPLICATION OF EL.FCTRIC FIELD AND FAST LANGMUIR PROBES
FOR THE IN SITU OBSEP"ATION OF ELECTROSTATIC WAVES AND

IRREGULARITIES

Michael C. Kelley
School of Electrical Engineering

Cornell University
Ithaca, New York 14850

and

C.W. Carlson and F.S. Mozer
Space Science Laboratory

atid
Physics Department

University of California
Berkeley, California 94720

ABSTRACT phase velocites comparable to the ther-
mal and drift velocity of the plasma
constituents.

Recent developments in electric
field and fast langmuir probe measure- INTRODUCTION
ment have allowed more detailed in situ
study of electrostatic waves and irregu- Most theories for irregular struc-
larities. The techniques will be des- tures in the earth's ionosphere propose
cribed briefly as will the rationale for that the generation mechanisms are
making simultaneous measurements of electrostatic instabilities. In some
vector wave electric fields (6ý) and cases such explanations have been remark-
plasma density fluctuations (6n/n) as a ably successful in explaining the
function of frequency. These two quanti- characteristics of in situ and ground
ties are related in electrostatic waves based radar observatTnWisf the pheno-
and irregularities much as JE and 69 are menon. This is particularly true in the
related in an electromagnetic wave since equatorial E region where rocket and

r'adar measurements are in good agreem{Ient
with generation of the irregularities

where o 6n/n for most waves in a via two mechanisms; the two stream
collisionless plasma. Simultaneous .ea- instability which draws energy from the
surement of SE and dn/n thus yield k as differential drift between E region ions
a function of frequency and hence the and electrons, and the gradient drift
real part of the dispersion relation, instability in which energy is drawn
The direction of k can also be obtnined. from the zero order gradient in electron
Since electromagnetic waves have no 6n/n density. A review of the present ideas
cofiponontj these two types of wave can concerning the equatorial E region has
be distinguished by ý.omparison of the been made by Farley (1970).
two measurements. Electrostatic waves
may also exhibit fluctuations in te.nrpe- The purpose of this paper is to
rature and a technique to make high time discuss some new techniques and some
resolution electron temperature measure- variations on old methods developed to
ments is also discussed. Knowledge of make in situ measurements of ionospheric
such waves is of essential importance to irregularities. Recent results using
the study of ionospheric 'irregularities some of these techniques are reviewed
since in a low s plasma such waves have elsewhere in this volume (Kelley and

Mozer, 1975).
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Electrostatic instabilitie, result also be required to determine k(w). We
in fluctuations of the plasma density, are concerned primari:Y with low fre-
electric field and, in some cases, of quency (w < wpi) waves aid hence do not
the plasma temperature. Since the elec- discuss detection of electron plasma
tric field is a vector quantity, its waves (
measurement contains more information pe
than does measurement of the other
quantities. In fact since 6E = -fo - ELECTRIC FIELD MEASUREMENTS
-ik* , measurement of 6E can yield the
direction of the propagation vector for A block diagram of a vector ac and
the wave. This is illustrated in Figure dc electric field experiment is present-
1 where the dc and ac electric field ed in Figure 2. Such detectors have been

described in detail elsewhere and only

S' ->
_ _,, .,, ,

Fig. I Raw data displaying the polariza-
to of the ac signal anu its relation
to the dc electric field observed using
the same antenna.

Fi2 Block diagram of a dc/ac electric
TieTd detector.

signals due to waves in the auroral
electrojet (Kelley and Mozer, 1973) are a few points of relevance to electro-
plotted. The sine wave modulation of the static wave measurements will be made
dc field is due to the spin of the here (Storey, 1963; Fahleson, 1967). For
rocket in the ambient field. The ac he stury 16 Fahie 1967) For
signal is modulated at twice the spin the study of electrostatic waves the
rate since the wave frequency is much doppler shift of the signal of interest

rfust be taken into account since thegreater than the~spin frequency. Such a phase velocity (Vp) of even the fastest

measurement of 6E thus yields the
direction of W with an ambiguity 1800. of such waves is comparable to the
In this case (Kelley and Mozer, 1973; velocity of the spacecraft (CV). Many
1975) 7 was shown to be parallel to the waves of interest have very small pI.ase
E region current. velocities in the plasma rest frame

Simultaneous measurement of 6E and (irregularities) and the doppler shifted

6n/n can also be used to determine the frequency w = u.1 + k. (Vp-VS) reduces to

wave phase velocity in low frequency (F.Vp-Vs). Thus if the wavelength regime
collisionless cases where the electron of interest is known, the required fre-
distribution is determined by flow along quency response of the combined instru-
field lines to satisfy the Boltzmann
relation, 6n/n - e#/kT.(Kelley and ment and telemetry link can be easily

Hazer, 1972), since: defined. This is particularly true for
low altitude satellites since, even inthe aurural zone where the 2lasma velo-

nn6"_ ,e- k (1) cities can exceed a kmi/s, Vp - VSJ
dn/n T-e differs from IV by at most 20%. As an

example a satellite (VS - 7 km/s)
This ratio measured as a function of A designed to study 3 meter waves in con-

important, which can be true in the F as junction with the Jicamarca radar faci-
well as the E rwgion (Hudson, 1974) lity (50 MHz) must have a frequency
fluctuations in electron temperature may response in excess of 2400 hz.
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Frequency response is not suffi-
cient to insure detection of an electro-
static wave by an electric field
detector. This is true for two reasons.
First, for an effective antenna separa-
tion vector 9 the voltage response (V)
of an electric antenna to ai el ectro-
static wave of wave number k is given by J

V = E0 .j s iIn k J/2 / K - /2 ( 2)
0

Thus the response falls off steeply fo r
k Z d-1. Even more critical is the c .

physical size of the probe, since the 1 c

probe averages out wavelengths shorter
than the probe dimensions. This effect
is particularly devastating for long
cylindrical probes. If, for example, a i 3Bokdarmfaplsaen
20 meter long baseline ac electric field LiA Bokdarmo lsadn
experiment is flown, the whole wavelength sltyfluctuation detector.
regime below 50 m would be seriously
affe'.ted. Unfortunately, for dc electric
field and transverse electromagnetic
wave exper.iments, the signal to noise potential through the plasma potential.
ratio is proportional to d. Hence the The potential VB is referenced to a
requirementc of these detectors often second electrode (Gi) in contact with
make good electrostatic wave measure- the medium. This technique of referenc-
ments impossible with the same elec- ing the probe potential to the plasma
trodes, and dedicated short booms are rather than the spacecraft removes all
necessary, possibility for spurious effects due to

PLASMA DENSITY FLUCTUATION MEASURE- vol tage changes of the spacecraft skin
MENTSin response to other plasma probes, to
MENTSchanges in solar illumination, or to

For electrostatic waves with changes in plasma particle collection.
th usipuraiycodto Such effects in a conventional systemth qus netalt cnito lead to changes in the probe current

requires that ion and electron plasma which might mistakenly be interpreted
density fluctuations be nearly equal, as irregularities or waves in the
Thus measurements of either quantity medium.
can, in principle, be used to study
such waves. Two factors make electron The detector operates as follows.
measurements more versatile however. The bias voltage, which has a nominal
First, since vehicle velocities are value of +10 volts, causes a negative
comparable or greater than the ion current of absolute magnitude I to flow
thermal speed, the ram velocity is an into the preamplifier circuit. An out-
important factor in ion collection, and put proportional to the logarithm of
unless the collection aperture is fixed this current (N ) goes to, a relatively
with respect to VS 0 its response will low data rate tilemetry channel.

depend upon orientation. Second detect- Adsuso fteitrrtto
o r frequency response and signal to Adsuso fteitrrtto
noise ratios improve with the greater of this output is given later. In
current collection capability due to addition to being routed to the PCM
high electron mobility, encoder, this signal, which is pro-

portional to ln(I), is tc coupled to a
A block diagram of an electron circuit which gives further amplifica-

detector I's given in Figure 3. The probe tion to the time varying components of
is aspherical or cylindrical electrode ln(I) at frequencies above some Value
made of either vitreous carbon or of *o The resulting signal is propor-
aluminum coated with a colloidal tional to the relative variation 61/1
suspension of graphite, both of which of the collected current and is routed
have uniform surf ace properties. The to a dedicated analog telemetry channel
probe is biased (V) pstively to for transmission to ground, along with
collect electr o ns Bdursing most of its ac electric and magnetic channels, and
ooeration, although for diagnostic to a bank of filters whose Outputs Are
purposes it is necessary to sweep the transmitted via PCM telemetry. That
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this output is proportional to 61/I can 1972]. 1H will be small except fo'- very
be seen as follows. Consider a signal unusual circumstances in which very high
Io + 6I(t) where 61(t) corresponds to fuxusua 2ircm stanc es en i n re gi gh

the time varying component of I at flux (>101cm s) is present in regions
frequencies above e Then of very low density (n ý, 10-cm 3 ). Such

times, if encountered, can be identified
ln(I) = ln[I 0 + I(t)] l ln[lo(l+ I/Io)]= via particle detectors flown on the

vehicle and analyzed separately.

1nl o +ln(1+ I(t)/Io) (3) Taking the leading term then, we

can calculate the ratio 61'1. Note that
Since we have ac cc led the slow we will assume that there are no

time variations out of the signal oscillating temperature variations in
(lnI ), the only time varying term is the electrostatic waves we are studying.
the ?econd one. Expanding this expression This approximation is valid in a colli-

sionless plasma [Stix, 1962]. We have
n 10 T0.t. T 61 . 1(61)2 • •sI(, ... (4) a(II/an)vB 6n + (DI/DV)v 6VI n( + d B B

Thus the out-ut is proportioral to 61/I
to within better than 10%, even for 0
signals as high as 6l/I0 .2. n + I(I) 6V(6)n- (. D I V B 6 V)

It will now be shown that 61/I is
equal to 6n/n, which as discussed above Thus 6J/I = Si/n over the full dynamic
is the prime quantity of interest in the range of the nstrument (5 decades)
study of electrostatic waves. The rang e d the corr e nt f o focus -current to a positively biased probe is provided the correction term from focus-
given by: ing is small. This term is of concernfor two reasons. First, electrostatic

F 11/2 waves have potential variations in

neA T F(V) + neA addition to Wn/n, and second, potentiel

2 m . . + variations may occur at the vehicle spin
4 e 4 rate due to the electric field in the

vehicle rest frame. Note that for the
2]1/2 Kdetector described here, which utilizes

[8KT a reference ground (Gi), spurious
I- + U exp(-eV B/KTi ) + vehicle2 potential changes which contami-

LWi nate the response of conventional
detectors do not affect the current
collection. The corrcction term is not

Iph(hv > VO + WF) + 1H (5) expected to be large since, at the
voltage VB, the detector is well into

where n is the plasma density, A is the the electron saturation regime where
spherical probe surface drea, T and 61/6V is small. Experimental data

e(i) obtained on a sounding rocket which
me(i) are the electron (ion) temperature bears 'his out is presented in Figure 4.

and mass, F(VB) is the focusing function Here the quantity I(fi--) a is plotted as

for electrons at potential VV, US is the a function of plasma Jensity for a

satellite velocity, WF is the probe work 3.2 cm diameter sphere positively biased
function, Ip(hv > + WF) is the f'lx to +3 volts with respect to plasma

phh VB potential. The probe was swept
of emitted photoelectrons with energy periodically to determine T., plasma
greater than the bias voltage plus the potential, o(9I/aV) and F(V), which is
work function of the probe, and IH is the I

current to the probe due to ener•atic also plotted. The coefficient of 6Vi• decreases with decreasing density and
particles and secondaries, In the iono hence we thd eaing density val
sphere and lower magnetosphere for VB. hence.we can use the high densits p value

10 volts, all terms can be dropped (2x(o 4) for estimates of its importance
except the first. The ion term is in equation (6). For the usual low
negligible since both the flux and frequency (w << wpe) electrostatic wave

exponential terms are small. The photo- in which the electron density obeys the
emission flux can exceed the electron Boltzmann relation, the magnitude of the
flux at flow densities, but for wave potential (60) is given by
VB + WF - 15 volts almost all photo.- 6ý a (KTe/e)6n/n. Taking KTe/e -1 00 my,

electrons return to the surface [Soop, deviations in 61/I from dn/n are less
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than 2%. Since VB is swept periodically, diameter of b cm. The frequency response
.(al/av) is measured i flight, and, is thus seen to be adeqate over the
- V full range of plasma density of interest
along witR measurements of kTe/e during in the ionosphere. This size probe
the sweep can be used to identify requiresya vehicle skin size in excess
possible times when the correction term of 1.5 ,n- for return current.
is of importance. If the vehicle isspinning, a 6V will exist between the Shot noise will limit the sensiti-
probe and G1 dueito the potential vity of the detector. Tunaley [19701 has
difference Vp x B,t where Vp is the pointed out that if photoelectrons are

e dP returned to the probe, they only
differential velocity between the plasma contribute to the shot noise for fre-
and the satellite, B is the earth's quencies near the photoelectron plasma
magnetic field, and d the vector separa- frequency, which is well above the fre-
tion between the probe and GI. In order quencies of interest. The mean square
to avoid saturation of the siqnal due to shot current per hertz is thus given by
this modulation, we need only require the formula
that V. x ý., < 1 volt, which is easy to 2

accomplish even -or the typical 400 mV/mi = 2el (7)

where e is the electron charge. For a
Ný:A JAVELIN 863 NOVEMIEN le 1973 NAiA.,,IA/(L • spherical electrode of radius 2.5 cm in

Ia plasma of density cm and tempera-
,ture 10000K, which is the worst case

exnected, 61/I - -6 hertz-1/2 TnusIV .over the full measurement bandwidth

_ 2,..(20 kHz), the worst case 6I/, is only

S..2x10 4 , which allows a good signal-to-
noise ratio for the expectcd waves.

S•' '-The N output is not as easy to

interpret, since spatial variations in
plasma density, temperature, and focus-

0 - 0 IO -HC ins function all contribute to its
PLASMA DN:Iy Xon value. It should be pointed out that no

absolute measurement of plasma density
F. Focusing factor and correction or temperature is intended with this
t due to finite ope of the electron instrument. HIowever, since the tempera-
saturation regime (if a rocket-borne ture enters as the square ront it isdetector. pos-ible to lrake a reasonable meastire-

ment of the relative plasma density
fluctuations by comparing the changes

fields in the reference frame of a lo'-i
altitude polar orbiting satellite. ------------ •

The frequency response of the
detectnr is dependent upon tetotal
current coflected. In princivai this
current and hence the frequency re.sponsecan be mede arbi~rari;ly iarge by in-

creasing the cullecting area. However, ,ol - ,
twn factors act to limi" the probe L
size,-namely the desire to measure at
short wavelengths and the requirement ,
that the electron current be matched by lb Ot,,,•,,fi-oP.,

a positive current to the vehicle. A .o,
factor which works to alleviate this
problem is that'the upper limit of
frequencies a.cessible to electrostatic . L .
wave. in which both ions and electrons 10 2 to ,o 10 ,
participate is the ion pldsma fre- P .....d .t Jy[C',

* quency, which decreases with density. response as a funrtion
This frequý.ncy is plotted in Figure F Frequency ron a s 5 cdimtirOT plsia dertsity ,for a• 5 cm diameter
alongq ,nith the measured 3 db point of
S a particular p;-eamplifier for a probe sphe-ical collector along with the oxygo

pefand hydrogen plasma frequencies.
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in Ne to the average value over a given of 0 volts and which can be programmed
ne or varied by ground command, and 6V is a

distance along the satellite trajectory. 10 millivolt peak to peak square wave at
This is the usual technique used to
measure the long wavelength spectrum of a frequency (v 2 ) of many kilohertz. The
plasma waves and irregularities Dyson collected by the inner electrode,et alam 1974; Kelley et ala, 1974 which is held at a potential of +10 volts

y et will also oscillate at that frequency

When the electron temperature with an amplitude which as discussed be-
hen the eectrn tmeatur Tanlow yields the electron temperature. The

fluctuates, 61/1 - an/n + 6Te/T and electrodes are carbon or carbon coatedmeasurements such as those described in since it has been shown that moreaccurate temperature measurements can bethe next section must be used to made with such uniform surfaces as are
separate the two effects. possible with these materials (Berthe-

ELECTRON TEMPERATURE FLUCTUA- tier, private communication).
TION MEASUREMENTS The inner electrode is biased

Fluctuations in the electron positive with respect to the mesh so
temperature have been predicted to be that ions are not collected by that

associated with the electrostatic in- probe. Photoelectrons are also returned
stabilities in the equatorial F region to the center conductor and the current
(Hudson, 1974) ard in the high latitude to the probe is thus given by

ionosphere as well (Hudson, private
communication), A block diagram of an = Ie exp(-eV/KTe)
instrument designed to detect such where I is the elee.tron saturation
fluctuations is presented in Figure 6. e

current, Te is tha electron temperature,

V is the mesh potential. A voltage pro-
portional to the log of this current is
thence ac coupled to another stage of

________--___amplification, This output will hence
oscillate with an amplitude which is
inversly proportional to the electron
temperature as can be seen as follows:

-InI =- l leexp(-eV/KTe) lInle -eV/KTe

Vo(' 0 ) - 0(V 2 -V1)/fe EQ 6V/T (8)

The final output is averaged over several
periods of the signal and then transmit-

,, 0,,o45,1 ted. A data rate of 100 hertz will allow
, measurements of the relative change in

"electron temperature every 70 meters
along a satellite trajectory with a
relative accuracy which varies wit0 the

F 1 6 3lock diagram of an electron temperature but which is the order of a
"Ptperature fluctuation detector, few tenths of a percent V can be

varied or slowly swept occasionally to
verify that the operating point is on
the exponential portion of the probe

A 95% transparent mesh surrounds a curve.
cylindrical or spherical vitreous carbon
electrode. The mesh is painted with a A bias voltage of 0 volts is suit-
colloidal suspension of carbon and is able for satellites since, due to the
biased at the'potential Vf + V B i 6V , fact that VS > Vi (the ion thermal

where Vf is the local floating potentia'i speed), the floating potintial of G1 is
defined by a third electrode in contact already nn the expciential part of the
with the medium similar to the Gi characteristic. For a rocket experiment
electrode discussed above, V is the V8 should be a few tenths of a volt.
bias voltage which has the nominal value

I I 1
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THE MORPHOLOGY OF SMALL SCALE THERMAL IONIZATION IRREGULARITIES

AT HIGH LATITUDES DEDUCED FROM ISIS-I SATELLITE MEASUREMENTS

M. Ahmed
Regis College

Weston, MA 02193

R.C. Sagalyn and M. Smiddy
Air Force Carabridge Research Laboratories

L.G. Hanscom AFB, MA 01731

Small scale thermal ion density irregularities were measured
with the spherical electrostatic analyzer aboard the polar
orbiting ISIS-I satellite. Thirty-five hundred orbits of data
obtained during the first year of operation (1969) over the
altitude range 575 to 3525 km have been examined to determine
their spatial extent as a function of season and local time.
The equ~itorward boundary of the small scale irregularity zone
at high latitudes exhibits hemispherical assymmetry, being on
the average 50 closer to the pole in the southern hemisphere
than in the north. A large diurnal variation of trIn, boundary
location is found, magnitude 15°, in each season. Tbe location
of the equatorwards edge is sensitive to changes in magnetic
activity and reaches its maximum value of 720 in the northern
hemisphere and 760 in the south near local noon u~ider quiescent
conditions. A maximum seasonal variation of 4 C is found in the
location of the boundary at any given local time. The small
scale irregularities are consistently found to extend acrosE
the pole, there is no upper boundary. The size of these
irregularities typically ranges from 0.5 to 140 km. The very
good agreement found between the location of the edge of the
small scale irregularity zone and the scintillation boundary
derived by Aarons and his co-workers strongly suggests tbat
small ocale irregularities are a pr-inciple cause of scintil-
lations at UHF.

Introduction reported on direct measurements of the
properties of the irregularities

K.rowledge of the spatial and tempo- utilizing results from about 150 orbits
ral characteristics of small-scale of data from the Lar:gmuir probe instru-
charged particle itregularities has ment flown on Alouette 2, McClure and
been obtained primarily from ground- Hanson (1973) have examined F region
based measurements of spread F irregularities using iresults of the
(Shimazaki, 3959, 19627 Singleton, retarding potential analyzer on OGO 6.
1960, 1960) and radio scintillations
(Aarons et al., 1969; Aarons and Allen, Several theories have been
1971). However, it is difficult to ptoposed for the production of the
obtain a global description of the irregularities (Herman, 1966; Frihagen,
irregularities from ground-based 3.969, 1971), but not ore has been
measurements alone. Dyson (1969) founi to be satisfactory. There is a
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need for a more complete global morpho- in latitude with amplitudes 20% or
logical description of these irregula- more of the mean background level as
rities that through refractive index deduced from examination of the
changes cause spread F, radio scintil- processed data plots, an example of
lations, etc. which is shown in Figure 1.

In this report the local time and
seasonal characteristics of the high-
latitude ionization irregularity re--- .

gions in the northern and southern .
hemispheres are described and a
comparison of essentially simultaneous - I
measurements of the irregularity i °L_
boundaries in the northern and southern I ,2.iG 1.21.09 1.21.12 1.2115 1.2110 1.21.21

hemispheres is given. The relationship
of the equatorial edge of the irregula- ,--- - --
rity boundary to the mid-latitude
trough, the auroral zone, and the _'I

plasmapauue boundary is also examine-d.

The Experiment 1.22.27 .22.30 .2233 .22.36 .22.39 1.22.42
UNIVERSAL TIME ( hr .mn .sec I

The thermal char,4ed particle data
used in this st-.&" -.- re obtained with
a spherical electrostatic analyzer
aboard the ISIS-I satellite. The Fig. 1. Typical examples of small-
sensor, moun:ed on a 96-cm boom, con- scale ionization irregularities, orbit
sists of three concentric spherical '6, February 6, 1969. Invariant lati-
electrodes with radii of 1.90, 2.54, tude, 740-790; altitude, 850-950 km;
and 3.18 cm, respectively. The opera- LT, 2145-2150.
tion of the probe is based on the mo-
tion of charged particles in a central The smallest measurable scale size,
force field (Sagalyn et al., 1963; 150 m, is determiiied by the telemetry
Sagalyn and Smiddy, 1967; Smiddy and data sampling rate; no upper limit is
Stuart, 1969; Whitteker et al., 1972). set by the measurement. The mid-lati-
The sensitivity range of the instru- tude trough was the largest irregula-
ment is 10-106 ions cm-3; in sunlight, rity included in this study. The
however, photoelectron currents in- scale size is highly variable with
crease the lower s nsitivity limit to dimensions ranging typically from 0.5
about 700 ions cm- . On ISIS-I, ion to 140 km. The maximum amplitude of
densities were sampled 60 times per the irregularities is usually located
second, corresponding to a spatial within the auroral oval, the region of
resolution of 150 m. Over 3500 orbits maximum soft particle precipitation.
of data acquired during the first year Representative examples of small-scale
of satellite operation, l'ebruary 1969 irregularities are shown in Figure 1.
to February 1970, were examined. Typical boundary identifications are
ISIS-I was launched into a polar orbit noted at point B oi Figures 2c and 2d.
with an apogee of 3526 km, a perigee The electron or ion trough, a regular
of 525 km, and an inclination of 88.51 feature of the nighttime ionosphere,
on January 30, 1969. The results in is frequeatly found at the equatorward
this report are based on the ion e4ge of the irregularity region. In
density mode of operation. this study the trough ranging from 100

to 1500 km in latitudinal extent is
Method and Definitions considered as part oZ the irregularity

zone. Vxamples of typical troughs are
The equatorial boundary of the shown in Figures 2a, 2b, and 2c. The

irregularity region is taken to be high-latitude boundary of the irregu-
the latitude of onset of persistent larity zone is defined as the latitude
small-scale ionization irregularities where small-scale irregularities of
extending over at least a few degrees amplitude 20% or more above background
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are no longer observed, calculating the frequency of occurrence
1080 860 690 613 585 639 ALTI(km) as a function of invariant latitude,
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Fig. 2. Examples of thermal ion ,0f[ 16 ,4.

troughs T in Figures 2a, 2b, and 2c. ,165 ;490 ,..

Equatorial ionization irregularity
boundaries E in Figures 2c and 2d. Fig. 3. Illustration of variation of

irregularity amplitude with altitude
Although the electrostatic probe from top side sounder and spherical

results were obtained in the top side electrostatic analyzer.
ionosphere, extensive comparisons with
simultaneous top side sounder measure- The data were seperated into two levels
ments on board ISIS-I show that down of magnetic activity: Kp g 3 and Kp k
to the minimum scale size that can be 3+. Northern and southern hemisphere
observed with the sounder, approximate- data were analyzed separately. The
ly 18 k)n, the irregularities map along number of orbits for which boundary
magnetic field lines down to the peak data were available for each time
of the F region. This is illustrated interval in the northern hemisphere
in the results of orbit 54 shown in varied between 68 and 186 for Kp i 3
Figure 3. The electron density is and between 22 and 70 for Kp k 3+.
given at the satellite and at discrete There were on the average 85 orbits of
levels down to the F region ionization data for each 3-hour period for Kp i
maximum. These results may thus be 3. Approximately the same number of
considered to represent ionospheric orbits of data were available for the
characteristics throughout the F region. scuthern neuisphere study. The fre-
The variation of the amplitude of the quency of occurrence results as a
irregularities with altitude is found function of local time for Kp c 3 are
to be strongly dependent on season; the shown in Figures 4a and 4b for the
largest amplitude variation with alti- northern and southern hemispheres,
tude is observed at mid-latitudes to respectively. It is seen that the fre-
high latitudes on winter nights. A quenc.y of occurrence distributions vary
study of the structure and power with local time, with a minimum stand-
spectra of the irregularities will be ard deviation found within 3 hours of
presented in a separate raport at this local noon. Near noon the location of
meeting, the boundary can be p, edicted to within

50.

Diurnal Variation of
Equatorial Boundary This result corroborates informa-

tion gained from studies of precipita-
The diurnal variation of the loca- ting particles, namely, that near local

tion of the equatorial boundary of the noon the primary cause of ionization
irregularity region was determined by inhomogeneities is the entrance of
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relatively low-energy particles into
the magnetospheric cleft region. At
other local times, additional influen- 70 ---
ces including bulk plasma motions are
known to be operating. -
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Fig . 5 . Latitude variation of mean
location of equatorial boundary of

- 0 irregularity zone with local time.
(a) Northern hemisphere and (b) south-

60 2 -0h'. 19-21%16 0-5115 NS,.' ern hemisphere, ISIS-I, 1969.
S44 A large diurnal variation, ai,.litude

approximately 150, is found iio the
,NVAIIANT LATITUDE 01s) mean location of the equatoriai bound-

ary of the irregularity zone, with a

Fig. 4. Frequency of occurrence maximum around noon and minimum near

distributionL of equatorial boundary midnight (Figs. 5a and 5b).

of the ionization irregularity zone as
a function of invariant latitude and The boundary of the irregularity

local time for Kp i 3. (a) Northern zone is found to be an oval, concentric
hemisphere and (b) southern hemisphere, with the magnetic pole in both the

ISIS-I, 1969. northern and the southern hemisphere.
As is seen in the polar diagram of
Figure 6, the mean location of the

80 , irregularityboundary is consistently
found uo be closer to the pole in the
southern hemisphere. In any given lo-
cal time sector the boundary is 30-90

70 -..-- 4 cluser to the pole in the south than in
P the north; the average difference is

4.80 for Kpsi3. The standard deviations

W of the means of the fiequency of occur-
60 •-4 rence distributions, are of the order

t_ 60 Kp S 3 of 0.50. The cbserved differences are
thus statistically significant. These

I-results also imply that the night side
z thermal ion and electron trough, the

2 70 I precipitation zone, and the auroral
oval are approximately 50 closer to

Z _- the magnetic pole in the south than in

the north. This is consistant with the
60- IGY results of Feldstein and Solomatina

p 3(1961) and Bond and Jacka (1963).i Kp 2: 3+

S,,-- -.-

0 4 8 12 16 20 24
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12 approximately 12 hours apart. Thus in

each hemisphe c there are results for
i/9 two different local time sectors. North-

ern and southern hemisphere results wereS, *• analyzed separately.

-60' In order to describe accurately/ 4/ * ~the seasonal variation of the mean loca-18• •" "•"16 tion of the irregularity boundary it is
S- necessary to normalize first all results

70\0 8/ ••7 to a given local time because of the
60 'elarge diurnal variation of the boundary

50, .location. All morning and daytime re-
\7 1, sults were normalized to local noon and

2 / all evening and night results to local
21• /3 midnight by using the results summar-

"/ ized in Figure 5. The seasonal varia-
L I 0 h tion of the mean location of the equa-

LOCAL TIME:0 hrs torial. boundary at noon and midnight

- NORTHERN HEMISPHERE for each hemisphere is shown in Figure
--- SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE 7. The standard deviation of the mean

Fig. 6. Comparison of irregularity of the distributions varied between
boundary location in the northern (so- 0.35 and 0.85 with an average value of
lid lines) and southern (dashed lines) 0.61. The observed seasonal variations
hemispheres. Invariant latitude versus are thus statistically significant. The
local time. most striking aspect of these results is

that the seasonal variation of the mean
North-South Differences location of the boundrary is small. In

the northern hemisphere at local noon
The implication of the present the total seasonal variation iw 4o; at

results is that there exist in nature midnight a maximum seascnal change of
physical conditions that produce north- 60 is found. Further, as might be
ern and southern hemisphere assymetries. expected from the changing position of
These could arise from external sources, i:he sun, in the northern hemisphere the
for example, the tilt of the earth's boundary is closest to the pole in June
axis of rotation relative to the solar and farthest from the pole in December.
wind direction. E.G. Stassinopoulos
(private communication, 1973) in his
recent development of magnetic field
models that include external sources
has found north-south asymmetries in
the terrestrial magnetic field consis- NORTHERN MIDNIQHT
tent with the results of the mapping JUN E

SEPT -SEPTK

of top side ionizatiloa, irregularities 'U"E -- JUE• _ ----
under discussion. It may be physical-C DECly significant that the SIS-I study CH MARCHL
indicated that these asymmetries are 60 70O SOUTHERN 50 080

reduced during solar geomagnetic dis-
tu rb an c e p e r io d s . JUNE J_-'__ ] JUNEP----

SEPT HFSEPI
Seasonal variation DEC DEC

MARCH MARCHU
50 60 TO 80 50 60 ro 8

The frequency of occurrence of INVRIANI LATIIUDE DEGHEES)

equatorward and poleward boundaries
of the irregularity regions was eval-
uated as a function of invariant lati-
tude ior the months of March, June, 7ig. 7. Seascnal variation of the
September, and December 1969. In each mean location of the equatorial bounda-
hemisphere the satellite traverses the ry ul the irregularity zone atl noon and
irregularity zone at two local timev midnight for Kp 2 3.
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In March and September the boundaries larity zone were found; the inbomogenei-
lie at or between these limits. The ties extend across the pole. This re-
amplitude of the seasonal variation is sult is found in each season and for all
40 in the southern hemisphere. The local times. These results are consis-
relative position of the boundary in tent with scintillation measurements of
June and December is reversed from that Titheridge and Stuart (1968) and Stuart
found in the northern hemisphere; and Titheridge (1969) at high latitudes.
the equatorial boundary is closer to However, this is the first statistical
the magnetic pole in December than in study of the irregularities across the
June. The differences in the two poles at all longitudes and local times.
hemispheres result from the variation
in the position of the sun relative to
the equatorial plane with time of year.

;040 MS * 604 46 727 464 401 AL (W
*I of $ 71 6n 74 56 4190. W

Poleward Boundaries ~ •W,..,T

The method of analysis for the
identification of the poleward bounda- ,
ry of the irregularity zone was identi-
cal to that carried out for the equa- 9|
torial boundary. The number of orbits oa, .Gs M? 06 4a,6 • in? I Ion

examined in each season and the local 020. 60 670 70 60 60
time of the measurements are listed in 1?i04" 3 of 46 67 To 760

Table I. The maximum invariant lati- 1 64

tude of the satellite varied from orbit ho,• ,i
to orbit between 830 and 900. If the 0
irregularity zone extended up to the , o,•v \o
maximum latitude reached by the satel- a"
lite on any given orbit, that orbit was -ls ,,3 let? oo,100 it" it UT
considered to have no upper boundary.

Fig. 8. Examples of thermal plasma
Table I. Seasons, Local Times, and irregularities across the polar cap;

Number of Orbits Examined for Poleward crossed circles and M.P. denote the
Boundary Study location of the magnetic pole, and the

arrow denotes satellite trajectory.

Month Local Time No. of Orbits Discussion

Comparison with other irregulari-
March 0060-1000 94 ty measurements. It is of considerable

M7006-1000 94 interest to compare the present results
1700-2000 81 with irregularity measurements obtained

June 1000-1300 66 by other techniques. Although some
0000-0300 56 differences might be expected due to

varying criteria, instrument sensitivi-
September 0400-0700 19 ties, ranges, and different data base,

the behavior in response to spatial,

December 1100-1500 63 temporal, and geophysical variations
2000-2400 48 because of their common origin in

high- latitude precipitation and motions
should be similar. Related measure-

Examples of high-latitude passes ments include scintillations, thermal
where the satellite passed to within a charged particle trough, spread F,
few degrees of the magnetic pole are other in situ electrostatic probe re-
shown in Figure 8. A total of 295 sults, soft particle fluxes, and auro-
orbits were examined in the noifthern ral optical emissions.
hemisphere and 169 orbits in the south-
ern hemisphere during the months of Ionospheric scintillations, which

* March, June, September, and December. consist of amplitude fluctuations and
I No poleward boundar3ir for the irregu- fading of electromagnetic signals re-

t 1.
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ceived at the ground due to radio in the mean scintillation index on the
sources located in or above the iono- day side at about 700 and at night at
sphere, have been studied extensively 600. This is consistent with the satel-
by many workers including Aarons (1973), lite results reported here for the
Aarons et al. (1969), Titheridge and southern hemisphere if one averages all
Stuart (1968), Stuart and Titheridge Kp and considers equivalent local time
(1969), Stuart (1972), Preddy (1969), sectors.
and Frihagen (1969, 1971). Since
scintillations are assumed to be pro- The 'abrupt' scintillation
duced by small scale irregularities ii, boundary reported by Stuart (1972)
the ionosphere (Rufenach, 1974), the based on measurements from mid-latitude
irregularity boundaries described in stations in the southern hemisphere is
this report should be closely correla- a rare phenomenon, being observed on
ted with statistically derived scintil- only 8% of 9000 satellite transits
lation boundaries. The mean location examined. It may represent either the
of the statistical boundary derived low-latitude tail of the frequency dis-
from the in situ satellite probe mea- tributions reported here or a special
surements for Kp e 3 in the northern phenomenon such as traveling ionospher-
hemisphere is compared in Figure 9 ic disturbances. The abrupt boundary
with the scintillation boundary of morphology does not appear to fit well
Aarons (1973) for Kp = 0, 1 in the into the global irregularity morphology
same hemisphere. The equatorial scin- reported here.
tillation boundary is defined as the
latitude at which the mean scintilla- Dyson (1969) investig&ted ioni-
tion index at 40 MHz is 50%. The re- zation irregularities over the size
sults are in surprisingly good agree- range 0.2-3 km utilizing direct. measure-
ment considering the different crite- ments from the cylindrical Langmuir
ria used to define the boundaries as probe flown on Alouette 2. The mean
well as the different Kp ranges in- location of the equatorial boundary
cluded in these studies. The agree- obtained from the examination of 110
ment is excellent at night and in the orbits of data in the Kp range 0-3 is
early morning between 2100 and 0600 LT. compared in Figure 9 with the bounda-
The maximum difference of 70 occurs at ries observed in the present study.
1700 LT. The comparison supports the Northern and southern hemisphere data
assumption that scintillations are were combined in the Dyson work. There
caused by small-scale ionization irreg- is large scatter in the latter data,
ularities in the ionosphere. The re- and results are available primarily
sults further suggest that the direct for the night side. The ISIS-I meas-
measurement of the ionospheric irregu- urements cover a wider irregularity
larities can be utilized to predict size range 150 m to 600 km. Neverthe-
the location of high-latitude scintil- less, the results from these studies as
lation regions. This would be especial- shown in Figure 9 are in good agreement.
ly useful on the day side, where sta-
tistical information on scintillations Dyson and Winningham (1974)
is limited. have examined the relation between the

equatorial edge of the severe top side
Preddy (1969) has reported on the spread F zone (STIZ) and the first

variation of radio satellite scintilla- appearance of : 300 eV electron pre-
tions with geomagnetic latitude from cipitation in the local time range
shipboard stations over the latitude 0800-1400 hours. Comparison of simul-
range 200-80 based on amplitude rec- taneous ISIS-I measurements of edge of
ords of 40 MHz signals from the BEB the severe spread F zone and of the
satellite in the southern hemisphere. :300 eV electron boundaries show
The data were divided into two groups, excellent agreement. The spread F
daytime from 0700 to 1530 hours and information was obtained from the ISIS
nighttime from 1930 to 0400 hours. I top side sounder. A study is being
No attempt was made to separate the carried out by Winningham (private
data into different magnetic intensity communication, 1973) on the relation
levels. There is a large scatter of between the :300 eV electron precipi-
the data points with a sharp increase tation boundary and simultaneous mea-
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surements of the small-scale ionization boundary (Aarons, 1973) in situ Langmuir
irregularities obtained on ISIS-I. probe irregularities (Dyson, 1969),
comparison of results obtained on 193 electron trough (Muldrew, 1965), ind
orbits shows the two equatorial bounda- small-scale irregularity boundary based
ry measurements to be in very good on spherical electrostatic analyzer data
agreement. These results provide strong from ISIS-1.
evidence that severe top side spread F
and small-scale ionization irregulari- Summary
ties at high latitudes are the conse-
quence of soft election precipitation. The principal results of this study
The results of the statistical study of high-latitude irregularities may be
discussed in this report also stggest summarized as follows: The irregularity
that the equatorial STIZ boundary and scale size ranges typically between 0.5
the soft particle precipitation bounda- and 140 km. The characteristics of the
ry should we approximately 40 closer irregularity distributions are found to
to the pole in the southern hemisphere be similar over the altitude range 525--
than in the northern hemisphere for 3526 km. The variLtion of the amplitude
the same geophysical conditions, of the irregularities with altitude is

found to be dependent on season; ampli-
Relation to other high-latitude tude changes with altitude are greatest

phenomena. Since the mid-latitude at mid to high latitudes on winter
thermal charged particle trough, fre- nights. The maximum amplitude of the
quently the night side termination of irregularities is usually locaced with-
the irregularity zone, was included as in the auroral oval. The magnitude of
an irregularity in the present study, the diurnal variation of the mean loca-
the statistically determined boundary tion of the equatorial boundary of the
on the night side should show a good high-latitude irregularity zone is
correlation with trough locations re- approximately 150 for all levels of mag-
ported by other workers. The results netic activity. The frequency of occur-
of Muldrew (Jelly and Petrie, 1969) rence distributions for the location of
giving the local time variation of the boundary also vary with local time.
the location of the mid-latitude elec- A minimum standard deviation of 50 is
tron trough in the northern hemisphere observed near local noon. A seasonal
based on data of 3 months from the top variation of 40 is found in the location
side sounder on Alouette 1 are compared of the boundary. Similar diurnal and
in Figure 9 with the ISIS I spherical seasonal characteristics are observed in
electrostatic analyzer (SEA) results the northern and southern hemispheres.
for Kp : 3. The results are shown to However, the equatorial boundary is
be in excellent agreement. consistently found to be closer to the

magnetic pole in the south than in the
12 north. The average difference through-

out a 24-hour period is 4.80 for Kp ! 3.
The difference is a miniunum near local

A •m' noon. In both hemispheres the irregula-
rities are always found to extend across
the pole. This result strongly suggests
the persistence of plasma motions,
convection and turbulence, across the
poles.
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ABSTRACT

Thermal plasma density measuremznts obtained using the
spherical electrostatic analyzer probe carried by the polar
orbiting satellite ISIS-I, have -.qn spectrally analyzed to
provide quantitative results on the amplitude and scale size
distribution of the plasma irregularities in the high lati-
tude topside ionosphere. The range of scale sizes examined,
150 meters to over 100 km under normal conditions, is more than
an order of magnitude greater than that available from ground
based measurements.

Data in the altitude range 574 to 3523 km and from the
period February 1969 to April 1972 have been analyzed.
Irregularities in the high latitude region from 400 invariant
latitude "p to the invariant L-pole have been studied. In
over 90% of the cases examined, the power spectra are found
to fit a power law of the form P = Pof-• where the index
varies within the range 1,5 to 2.5.

The power spectral density was integrated over the scale
size range 1 to 10 km in order to quantitatively analyze
latitudinal variations of the irregularity amplitude. While
the boundaries of the high latitude irregularity zone on
particular orbits examined using this technique are in
agreement with earlier morphological studies, it is also
evident i ,at the amplitude of the irregu.arities within the
high latiLutde irregularity region itself shows irregular
enhancements above a generally raised amplitude level.

Comparison of simultaneous measurements of power spectra
at the satellite with ground based scintillation measurements
has shown that small scale irregularities exist in over 90%
of the cases where a scintillation index of 50 or greater is
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reported. No relation has been found between the spectra]
index 5 and the value of the scintillation index.

INTRODUCTION

Knowledge of the small scale ioni- tion theory it io then possible to de-
zation irregularity structure and power duce the irregularity electron density
spectra, is important both for the spectrum, which is the fundamental
understanding of the mechanisms by ionospheric characteristic which the
which irregularities are formed and in-situ measurements observe direcUly.
dissipated and for the prediction of Rufenach (1971) has pointed out limi-
the effect of the ionosphere on elec- tations and difficulties cf this method.
tromagnetic waves passing through it. The height of the irregularities is

usually assumed and not measured,
Progress has been made in meas- although the use of spaced receivers

uring the properties of the bottomside (Paul et al., 1970) may remove this
ionospheric irregularities, both in the restriction. More important is the
equatorial and auroral regions. This fp.ct that the Fresnel oscillations are
paper devotes itself to the analysis of smeared by the thickness of the irregu-
irregularities in the topside high lat- larity layer, and random and drift mo-
itude ionosphere, where the properties tions further complicate the interpret-
are less well known. Sagalyn et al. ation. Normally the irregularity power
(1974) have reported on the morphology density spectrum can only be deduced
of the irregularities in the high lat- over a limited scale size range, often
itude tops~de ionosphere. The present less than one order of magnitude. The
discussionlaims at complementing that t'cintillations are severely attenuated
study by an analysis of the irregulari- for irregularity sizes larger than
ty amplitude and scale size distribu- about twice the Fresnel radius, and
tion. hence the upper scale size limit is

frequency dependent. The limited scale
There have been few in-situ meas- size range is a serious disadvantage

urements of irregularities using pi.obes for reliably fitting of the observa-
carried by satellites and rockets com- tions to a particular production rnecha-
pared with indirect ground based meas- nism.
urements. Total electron content,
scintillations, radio wave scattering Recently Dyson et al. (1974) re-
and spread F traces on ionograms have ported results of "'n-situ" measure-
been the principle indirect methods ments of small scale positive ion
used for irregularity studies. Aarons irregularities over the altitude range
(1971) in discussing the global mor- 400 to 1000 km from the OGO-6 retarding
phology of ionospheric scintillations potential analyzer. Over the scale
states that there is a high latitude size range 70 meters to 7 km, the fre-
region of scintillations whose equato- quency spectra was xkost cummonly found
rial boundary reaches approximately to obey a power law with a spectral
570 invariant latitude near midnight. index of about 1.9.
The high latitude scintillation region
has also been studied in the northern The present paper reports the re-
hemisphere by Frihagen (1971) and in sults of a detailed study of over 200
the southern hemisphere by Titheridge orbits of data to obtain the power
et al. (1968) and by Briggs (1964). spectral density of high latitude top-

side ionosphere irregularities. The
Scintillation measurements have data examined were selected from a data

been primarily used to monitor the base of over 10,000 ISIS-I satellite
temporal and morphological behavior of orbits. In addition, the integrated
total electron content fluctuations in power spectral density have been eval-
the ionosphere. Elkins and Papagiannis uated to give a quantitativ2 measure of
(1969), Rufenach (1971) and Chivers the latitudinal variation of the ampli-
(1971) have examined the power spectra tude of the irregularities. These in-
of the scintillations. Using diffrac- situ measurements of the level of the
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power spectral density and the spectral may be treated as a univariate time
shape over a wide scale size range, series. The time interval, 6, between
combined with the morphology of occur- successive measurements is a constant
rence, a-e probably the most signifi- and in the case of the ISIS-I SEA,
cant parameters characterizing the 8 = 1/60 second.
irregularities both from the point of
view of understanding the physics of First the deviation An(l) of the
their formation and for assessing their ."th measurement is calculated,
influence on electromagnetic propaga-
tion. NAn (1 i n (1) (1)
OBSERVATIONS N

The ISIS-I satellite, launched on The autocorrelation function, O(L),
30 January 1969 has an elliptical orbit for a lag, L, is readily calculated,
(perigee 574 kin, apogee 3523 kin) with
an inclination of 88.4 degrees. The 1 N-L
spherical electrostatic analyzer (SEA) N An(i) j n(.I+L)
is an ion probe similar to that de- p(L) N I (2)
scribel earlier by Sagalyn et al. N 2
(1963). A brief description of the N
present probe hab been given by NIal
Whitteker et al. (1972). TNwo hundred
orbits of data obtained over the pe- This autocor.elation function is itself
riod January 1969 to April 1972 have of intrinsic value in examining the
been studied. Real time and tape re- physical behaviour of the data, and can
corded data have been analyzed. The often be used to trace the cause of
tape recorded data has been paiticu- anomalous featurej in a power spectrum.
larly useful for studies of the high The calculation of the aurocorrelation
latitude south polar regions where function is therefore considered quite
there are few real time data acquisi- a worthwhile intermeiiate step.
tion stations.

The power spectrtw,, $ (f) of the
The probe operates in three modes, positive iun density irregularity dis-

an ion density sampling mode, a temp- tribution is obtained by Fourier trans-
erature measurement mode and a coarse for.ning the weighted autocorrelhtion
energy spectrum analysis mode. -he function,
first mode, the ion density snmpling
mode, samples at a rate of 60 samples M- 1 -i2nfL8
per second and is the mode used for S(f) =8E W(L) p(L)e (3)
the present analysis. The lower limit L=-(M-l)
of sensitivity is approximately 10
ions/cm- 3 and the instrument is capa- in the range -'/ .c • f < 1/21.
ble of measuring ion dei..ities of 106
ions/cm3 , which is in excess of the It i.s more convenient for calcula-
ion densities normally encountered. tion purposes to rewrite equation (3),
When the SEA is sunlit a piotocurrent since $(f) is an even function of f, avý
flows which is of the same magnitude
as that produced by a positive ion S(f• = 28 P(O)
deniity of approximately 2 x 103
ions/cm-3, I:ence when the SEA is sun- M-1
lit only deaqitiep higher than 2 x 103 + 48 rj p(L)W(L)CoS(2irfL6) (4)
ions/cm- 3 are readily resolved. This L=l
limitation is sometimes apparent near
apogee on the. dayside of the ear-th. in the range 0 g f t 1/28.

POWER SŽ•.TRAL. ANALYSIS From equation (2), p(O) = 1. Thc
weighting function, W(L) and the maxi-

Each sautple ccntainina ': indivi- mum number of lags, (M-l), over which
dual positive ion denzity measuruments the sum in equation (4) is computed,
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determine the confidence limits and
the frequency resolution of the re- normally dependent upon the length of
sultant power spectrum. The general the data sample analyzed. In the pre-
approach is derived from that of sent work the largest sample lengths
Blackman and Tukey, and the weighting considered have been 400 km.
function which has been satisfactorily
employed in the iilajority of our compu- RESULTS
tations is that sometimes referred to
as the Tukey lag window, (Jenkins and An example of the ion density meas-
Watts, 1968) ured on orbit 3092, November 1, 1969, is

shown in Fig. 1. Five sections of data
1/2 j1+COS (1TL/M) L•M of 55 seconds duration are labelled A to

W(L) = (5) E. Each section of data contains 3,300
0 L>M separate ion density measurements. The

example is a fairly typical one of an
Normally for N = 3300 we have varied M early winter low magnetic activity pe-
in the range 150 t M ! 750. riod on the dayside near local noon.

Sections of data A & B are from the
It is convenient to plot S(f) on a upper mid latitudes while C-E are from

logarithmic scale, so that a given the higher latitude region of the day-
interval on this logarithmic S(f) scale side cleft (Heikkila and Winningham,
corresponds to a constant power ratio. 1971). The equatorial boundary of this
Although S(f) is initially calculated region of generally enhanced plasma
as a function of frequency, f, it is density and fine scale structure occurs,
more relevant for the present geophysi- in this example, at approximately 760

cal studies, to display the spectral invariant latitude, which is in accord-
power of the irregularities as a func- ance with the low Kp value.
tion of scale size, k. The velocity
Vs of the satellite is known and hence The eye can detect a small regular
x, is readily obtained, modulation of the ion density in the

samples A and B of Fig. 1. This modula--
V= V /f (6) Jion is caused by the spinning motion of

the satellite. In samples C, D and E
This conversion is included in the larger amplitude and irregular varia-
computhtin conversutione is s. i in t tions in the ion density are evident to

computation on a routine basis. It is teee nFg ,adi h te

assumed that the time series is sta-

tionary, that is, that the observed summary plots of the ion density data,
irregularities are spatial rather than it should be noted that only one twen-
temporal, when sampled at the satellite tieth of the recorded data points are
velocity of approximately 7 km/secl displayed. A greater display density

does not increase the information which

A logarithmic scale is chosen for may be gained by visual inspection.

the frequency or scale size axis also, However, the input to the numerical

and plots may be generazed over four power spectral analysis utilizes every

decades from 0.1 to 1000 km. The range recorded data point.

over which the power spectrum is physi- Using the approach described in
cally significant is approximately section 3, the power spectrum of the0.2 km to 100 km. The lower limit of Scin3 h oe pcrmo h
0.2 km corresponds to the Nyquist fre- irregularities of data samples A through

0.1/2orh u 3- HE of Fig. 1, were calculated and the
quency cut off, = 1result is shown in Fig. 2. The 95%
This frequency, for the lowest value of and 80% confidence intervals are shown.
Vs of the ISIS I orbit corresponds to
X , 200 meters. Hence the lower limit Analysis shows that the power
of the measurable scale size is set by spectrum ceases to increase wite in-
the satellite velocity and the instru- creasing X, for a value XT, where 100
mental samppr-i rate. There is no km' X T • 1000 km. This result is true
exact upper si on the scale sizes for the majority of the power spectra we
measurable,have examined, and in general we esti-
data sample analyzed is a matter of
choice. The lag window cnosen is mate that XTI the outer scale size is
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approximately 100 km. Exceptions occur high latitude irregularity region is
on those occasions when data samples found to extend vertically at least
include a major geophysical feature such 3000 km.
as the main trough or the whole of a
very pronounced dayside cleft enhance- INTEGRATED SPECTRAL POWER
ment. Some increase in spectral power
with increasing X is then observed up Because of the importance of the
to the bandwidth limited zero-frequency amplitude variation of the power spec-
cut-off. These cases are not regarded tral density with position, the spectral
as random ionospheric irregularities, power results were also integrated on
The cut-off at X = 0.2 km is clearly the computer over the scale size range 1
seen in the results, to 10 km. The results for a morning

pass, orbit 2335, in the northern hemi-
An approximately straight line is sphere is shown in Fig. 3. The positive

evident for the spectral power behavior ion density variation over the invariant
between 100 km and 1 km scale sizes im- latitude range 280 to the pole are shown
plying that the relationship between in the upper curve of the figure. The
spectral power and frequency is of the data was taken during a moderately dis-
form, turbed magnetic period with kp = 4 with

kp varying between 0 and 1 during the
P P f- (7) previous 24 hours. In the lower curve

o of Fig. 3, the irregularity amplitude
is shown. It is seen that the integra-

Equation (7) is found to fit over 90% ted spectral power starts to increase at
of the spectra which we have examined 580, gradually increases, reaching a
and which are appreciably above the maximum at 75r invariant latitude in the
noise level of the system, precipitation zone. The consequences of

particle precipitation are first clearly
There is an order of magnitude detected in the ion density data at 680.

difference in absolute power level The results poleward of the precipita-
between spectra, sample E, from within tion zone are representative of meas-
the high latitude irregularity zone at urements in the polar cap. They show
840 and sample A at 600 which is equa- reduced but significant irregularity
toward of the irregularity zone. The amplitude in this region.
95% confidence interval, shows that
the order of magnitude power level The power spectra of the density
difference is unquestionably real. irregularities at the high latitude
Since these are spectra of relatively positions A and B and at invariant lati-
small amplitude fluctuationE, the tude 410, data C, of Fig. 3 are shown in
difference in power level below 2 km Fig. 4. The power spectra of position
scale size is decreased, due to the B at 73 in the precipitation zone and
power spectral density approaching the position A in the polar cap show two
noise level. Power spectra C, D and E distinct straight line slopes. Curve B,
are all very similar being taken near for example, exhibits one straight line
or in the dayside cleft region and wi- between scale sizes of 100 to 7 km with
thin the high latitude, a second evident between 7 and 0.2 km.

Deviations from a single straight line
The average values and standard have been observed on less than 10% of

deviation of P based on 100 orbiLs of the power spectra evaluated. These re-
data in the dayside cleft, polar cap, sults indicate that at times more than
and nightside precipitation zone, are one irregularity production and diasipa-
given in Table I. These results over tion mechanism is operating. The re-
a large scale size range, are in sults at midlatitude, data C, show
agreement with the results of Dyson greatly reduced spectral power, typical
et al. (1974) and Rufenach (1972). of most mid latitude results.
Satellite passes at various heights
between 574 and 3523 km over a given The irregularity amplitude for a
geographical region show no systematic transpolar pass in the southern hemi-
variation of the power spectra or sphere, orbit 1705, under disturbed
spectral index with altitude. The magnetic conditions, kp = 5, is shown
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in Fig. 5. The insert in Fig. 5 gives a relation existed between them. The
the location of the satellite during scintillation data was provided by
pass 1705 in magnetic local time coordi- Jules Aarons and includes ground based
nates, measurements at Huancayo, Peru, Hamilton

Mass. and Narssarssuaq, Greenland. one
The thermal ion density data hundred thirty jeven mhz signals trans-

shows that the satellite passes through mitted from the ATS series satellites
the auroral precipitation zone on the were used in the calculation of the
dayside between 70 and 75 degrees. The scintillation index. Data was compared
decreasing ion density with increasing when the ISIS-I satellite was below
latitude in this region is due to the 2000 km altitude and within a 50 lati-
rapid decrease in charge density with tude and longitude region traversed by
increasing altitude. The satellite the satellite signal on its passage to
passed through perigee at 570. The the ground receiver.
irregularity amplitude over the polar
cap is seen to be comparable to values Irregularities of amplitude greater
obtained in the dayside precipitation than 20% were found to be present on
zone. over 90% of the cases where the scintil-

lation index was greater than 50. As
As the satellite traverses the would be expected from the results of

nightside auroral zone between 72 and the study of the high latitude irregu-
57 degrees invariant latitude, soft larity morphology (Sagalyn et al., 1974)
particle precipitation causes an in- the best correlation was found with re-
crease in ion density. The lower curve sults from Narssarssuag located at
of Fig. 5 shows maximum integrated geographic latitude 61 N, longitude
spectral power in this region. The 450 at night. This station is usually
equatorial wall of the trough is about within the high latitude irregularity
10 degrees wide and an increase of zone at night. High amplitude scintil-
irregularity amplitude above the mid- lations and small scale topside irregu-
latitude values is readily observed larities are much less frequently ob-
across this boundary, although it is served at Hamilton, latitude 430 N, or
significantly reduced relative to the at Huancayo, latitude 120 S.
values measured in the precipitation
zone. On the nightside, the irregula- The spectral index deduced from
rity amplitude is clearly found to de- these satellite results and the simul-
crease at the equatorial edge of the taneously measured scintillation index
trough around 47 degrees. The results at Narssarssuaq are compared in Table
of Fig. 5 illustrate a general feature 2. No correlation is found between the
of the data, that is, that the maximum magnitude of the spectral and scintil-
integrated spectral power is usually lation indices. Consistent with the
found in the auroral zone on the night- results discussed earlier, the spectral
side. index is found to vary between 1.5 and

2.5 with an average "alue of about 2.0
The power spectral density vs. while the scintillation index varies

frequency plots for the data obtained between 33 and 99.
at positions A, B, and C of Fig. 5 are
illustrated in Fig. 6. The spectra at An example of a specific compari-
60 and 71 degrees on the dayside show ion is illustrated in Fig. 7. On
considerably lower amplitudes than the orbit 65 the satellite intercepted the
spectra at 72 degrees on the nightside. path of the signal at point B, inva-
The spectral index for the power riant latitude 650. A scintillation
spectra at positions A, B, and C are iidex of 33 was measured 100 north of
1.6, 1.4, and 1.5 resp~ctively. the irregularity boundary. The spec-

tral density was evaluated at points
COMPARISON WITH SCINTILLATION MEAS- A and B of fig. 7. The results are
UREMENTS shown in fig. 8. It is seen that the

power spectral density versus frequency
Three months of simultaneous is nearly the same for positions A and

satellite ion probe and scintillation B, with a spectral index of 2.1 and 1.9
data were examined to ascertain whether respectively. Thus, the power spectral
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results are not found to be unique to or irregularity amplituad with height
the measurement point. They are repre- over the altitude range 57 to 3523 km.
sentative of the irregularity spectra in Thus any interpretation of -cintilla-
the high latitude disturbance region,the tions must take into accoun. the fact
maximum spectral power being measured in that the small scale i~regultrity region
the vicinity of the maximum flux of low extends vertically at least 3000 km.
energy electrons and protons.

The variation with latitude of the
DISCUSSION integrated density over the scale size

1 to 10 kin, shows a raised amplitude le-
Cole (1971) and others have shown vel throughout the high latitude irregu-

that the presence of electrostatic larity zone. However, maximum irregula-
fields, the heating and ionizing ef- rity amplitude is consistently found to
fects of low energy electron and proton be located in the vicinity of maximum
precipitation, neutral winds in the E soft particle flux. When the scintilla-
region can all supply the driving force tion index is greater than 50, topside
necessary to produce large scale iono- small scale irregularities are found on
spheric irregularities of the order of over 90% of the cases examined. There
10 to 150 km in length. High latitude is found no correlation between spec-
electrostatic fields have been measured tral index and scintillation index.
by Kelley and Mozer (1972). Precipita-
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TABLE I

AVERAGE VALUES OF THE SPECTRAL INDE(

The Stan~dard Deviation is ±0.1

MAGNETIC NIGHTS IDE
ACTIVITY DAYSIDE CLEFT AURORAL ZONE POLAR CAP

Kp > 3 2.1 2.0 2.05

Kp 1 3 1.8 1.8 1.9

TABLE II

COMPARISON OF SIMULTANEOUS MEASUREMENTS

OF SCINTILLATXON INDEX AND SPECTRAL INDEX

L .T. ALTITUDE A' NGE
(hr/mint (km) ORBIT 5.1.

2153 775 76 1.32 99

2159 735 65 2.05 33

1006 2000 93 2.35 60

0941 1675 160 1.99 43

1824 1250 635 1.54 73

0812 1365 6C9 1.94 99

1809 1420 680 2.74 49

0535 749 820 1,98 86

1715 2050 825 2.35 88

0517 925 876 1.61 63
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MAG. L.T. 13/43 13/30 13/14 12/50 12/13 11/9 9/23 7/14

McILWAIN L 2.90 4.0C 6.02 9.84 18.17 38.79 83.10 90.14
ALTITUDE (km) 1237 1374 1517 1663 1810 1957 2103 2245

INV LAT 54.0 60.1 65.8 71.4 76.4 80.8 83.7 84.0

_11 1I I I _

N HEMISPHERE KW-O+ NOVI 1969 ISiS I ORBIT 3092_
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o i Ii

SI 'I
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A B C D E

2
'o __ __,_ I I

23/40 23/42 23/44 23/46 23/48 23/50 23/52 23/54

UNIVERSAL TIME (hrs/mln)
Figure 1 - ISIS-I spherical electrostatic analyzer ion density measurement on the dayside

of the northern hemisphere during magnetically quiet conditions, orbit 3092.
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ISIS I ORBIT 2335 NORTHERN HEMISPHERE
AUGUST 26 1969 UT, 12 hri. ALTITUDE- 590 TOI0OOkm
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Figue 3 -- Ion density and integrated spcta power versu invariant latitude, for
moderately dkturbed magnetic conditions in the summer northern hemisphere.
Inset gives approximat location of satellite in magnetic local time, for orbit 2334.•,
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Figure 5 - Ion denaty and integrated spocul power versus invariant latitude, for disfturbed
magnetic conditions in the winter southern hemisphere. Inmet gives approximate location of
Satellite in magnetic local time, for orbit 1705.
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Figure 7 - Ion density and integrated spctr. power versus invariant latitude
for ISIS-1 orbit 56, Altitude 6S0-870 kin, MLT 22-28 has. The location of the
grouiJ based SI measurement is Indicated.
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Figure 8 - Power spectra of data samples A and B of orbit 65,
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INTEGRATED STUDIES ON INHOMQGENEITIES IN THE
EQUATORIAL IONOSPHERE USING DIFFERENT TECHNIQUES

by

C.A. Reddy, C.V. Devasia,
B.V. Krishna Murthy and

K.S.V. Subba Rio

Physics and Applied Mathematics Division
Vikram Sarabhal Space Centre

Trivandrum-695022
INDIA

Abstract

Different experimental techn.ques are being used and answers to some of the important questions. In this paper,
developed at the equatorial station of Trivandrum (Magnetic a brief presentation is made on the capabilities of such
dip - 0.6 0S) for studies on ionoipheric irregularities and experiments, the complementary nature of such experiments
their effects on HF, VHF, and UHF radiowaves. The most and some relevant results so far obtained with those experi-
pertinent of the experiments are: a VHF Backscatter Radar ments.
(55 MHz), a phase recording system for HF waves, a HF
Doppler Radar and the recording system for ATS-6 radio EXPERIMENTS
transmissions on 40, 140, 360, ,And 860 MHz. Using the
various techniques, integrated utudies on ionospheric irregu- The relevant experiments which are in operation or
larities are being conducted and further studies are planned, scheduled for operation in 1975 are shown below:
The capabilities and the complementary nature of these
techniques are discussed along with some of the results i) VPF Backscatter Radar at 55 MHz.
obtained at Trivandrum. ii) Ionospheric phase path recording (2-5 MHz.)

iii) Topside and Bottomslde Ionograms.
INTRODUCTION iv) HF Doppler Radar (2-10 MHz.)

v) Phase and Amplitude Recording of ATS-6 BeaconIt is now known that VHF and even UHF signals used Transmissions on 40, 140, 360 MHz and their
for satellite-to-ground communication are susceptible to side bands.
considerable fading in a narrow latitudinal rknge of about
± Socentered at the magnetic equator. 'ltls fading is caused vi) Amplitude Recording of 860 MHz signals from
by a variety of ionization irregularities in the E and F-regions ATS-6.
of the equatorial ionosphere, The plasma irregularities in
the equatorial electrojet as well as the spread F irregularities The first three of the above are in operation. Both the
are elongated along the geomagnetic field lines; this rharac- amplitude and the Doppler frequency spectrmn of the
teristic makes them act like a diffraction screen for radio backscattered signal are recorded. At present this radar is
signals passing through them. Consequently, large variations being used mainly for studies on equatorial electrojet irregu-
of the signal intensity both in space and time are produced larities. The phase path recording system provides good
(because of the motions asociatod with the pluma irregular- information on rapid and small changes of the phase height
ities). and also on the movement of the ionization irregularities.

This is indeed a very sensitivw technique for studying the
In spite of the broad understanding we have regarding structure and movement of small scale irregularities. The

the nature and effects of the equatorial irregularities, many topside and bottornside Jonograms provide information on
importunt questions still remain unanswered about the ori- the strength and time variations of spread F, Esq and
gin, structure and the effects of these ionization irregular- blanketing Es irregularities in addition to the information
ities. At the scientlfically advantageous location of Thumba on the height structure of electron density.
near Trivandrum, which is elose to the magnetic equator
(Geog. Lat. 8.50 N, Geog. Long. 76.90 E, magnetic dip - The last three experiments will be operational in June
0.68), a number of coordinated experiments are being 1975 when the ATS-6 satellite is expected to be moved to
conducted and planned in an attempt to find satisfactory 350 E longitude making it possible to record the beacon

transmissions and TV signals (860 MHz) at Trivandrum.
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This provides an excellent opportunity for studying the simultaneous observation with different techniques are
effects of equatorial ionization irregularities on the VHF invaluable. The sudden signal enhancements of the
and UHF signals under different ionospheric conditions. backscatter signals in the evening hours were observed for
Combining the results of the ATS-6 experiment and the quite sometime in the past, while a separate study on the
simultaneous observations with the other techniques, it is blanketing sporadic E traces in ionogram was also being
possible to obtain a more precise understanding of the carried out. Thcn we decided to examine the behaviour of
origin and the effects of the equatorial ionospheric inhomo- the backscattey signals during the presence of blanketing Es
geneities. traces in ionograms. Immediately we realized that the

sudden enhacements of VHF backscatter signals were invari-
In the next section, some observational results are ably associated with the blanketing sporadic E layers in the

presented to illustrate how simultaneous observations with electrojet region. In retrospect, this assocation appears to
different techniques provide an immense advantage in inter- be quite logical because the steep gradients of the blanketing
pretation. type sporadic E layers can cause the generation of strong

gradient instabilities in the plasma. This observation has
RESULTS many other implications which are being investigated up-

Electrojet Irregularities: At the equatorial electrojet arately. In the present context the pertinent question is:
latitudes, the geomagnetic field is known to decrease how ATS-6 signals of various frequencies respond to such
sometimes rather abruptly by tens of gamma even on changes in the electrojet irregularities. If such severe and
magnetically quiet days. This is accompanied by a large sudden variations of scattered signal are observed at 55 MHz,
decrease in the strength of the backscatter radar signal and similar variations on a reduced scale can be expected on the
a decrease in the velocity of the irregularities as indicated 140 MHz signals (and, to a smaller extent, even on 360 MHz
by the Doppler frequency changes. A typical case of such signals) transmitted from ATS-6.
a decrease is shown in Fig. 1 for May 23, 1974, which is
a moderately disturbed day.
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Figure 1

10 000

The decrease occurs at mid-day when the strength of OAY OF Tilt YEAR

the irregularities is large and it lasts only 30-40 minutes. Figure 2
This rapid variation in the strength of the Irregularities
provides an excellent n'eans for studying the effects of
these irregularities on the propagation of VHF and UHF Spread F Irregularitis: We ar using at precent only
signals (40, 140, 860, 860 MHz) from the ATS satellte. a ground-based ionosonde and the phase path recording
Interferometric methods are proposed to be used for technique for obsemtions on spread F TIgulmrities. (Top-
isolating the effect of a limited portion of the electrojet. side ionograis are being recorded, but not analysed as yet).

Ionosonde gives the heights, the frequency ranges, and the
Fig. 2 shows the reverse situation of a sudden large time variations of spread F occurrence. On a fltar scale,

* increase of backacatter signal from er level. This occurs the movements of spread F i TegularItIes at a particular
during the evening hours of 1600-1900 hr.. on May 27, height are observed by the phase path technique.

• • 1974. This ob•ervation provides a good example of how
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Typical records of phase height variations in the absence of interpreting the ionospheric effects on the VHF and UHF
spread F and in the presence of spread F are shown in Fig. 3. radio transmissions from the ATS-6 satellite.

Two remarkable features of phase height variations
during spread F conditions need to be pointed out: (a) the
movements of different spread F patches are different but
systematic (Fig. 3C); (b) the phase height variations often
show a large random componAnt (Fig. 3D). The above
features can be interpreted as variations in the velocities
either with height or with horizontal separation of the
irregularity locations. Multiple frequency observations are
planned to resolve this ambiguity. In addition, VHF radar
observations (at 55 MHz) are also planned with increased
system gain so that the height variation of spread F irregu-
larity intensity - at least at one VHF frequency - ii ob-
tained. The information provided by topside ionograms
recorded at Trivandrum will also be used in interpreting the
spread F irregularities and their effects on signals from ATS-
6.

PHASE HEIGHT VAWATION OF F. A,•LON UNDER SPREAD•FcoNoITIONS

SPREAD. F

Or-.• . _• fi . -- IM W - XA0
()FtULLY DEVELOPED

SPAIAD.F

" 60 60,scs

Figure 3

Spread F being a phenomenon of night hourm, when
electrojet irregularities are extremely weak or absent, the
effects of the two kinds of plama inhomogeneities in the
E and F-regions of the equatorial ionosphere on the ATS-6
beacon tranmissIro•s can be studied separately.

CONCLUSION

Integrated studies on the plasma inhomogeneities in
the equatorial ionosphere using a variety of techniques are
proving valuable in understanding the genesis and the perti-
nust chuaristics of the inhomogeneities. Such simulta.
neous observatons are expected to be extremely valuable in
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IONOSPHERIC REFRACTION ERRORS IN POSITION FIXING USING SATELLITES

by

A.B. Ghosh and Y.V. Somayajulu,
Space Research Section, Radio Science Division,

National Physical Laboratory, New Delhi-110012, India

INTRODUCTION

Satellite supported navigation systems use the radio work and a great wealth of bottomnide data exists on a
beacons to measure the range and elevation angle for global basis for several solar cycles. Since most of the
position fixing. However, it is well known that the measured transit satellites orbit at an altitude of about 1000 km
range and elevation angles using radio transmissions, differ there is need to build the topside profile upto at least 1000
from the true values due to the refraction effects of the kin.
intervening troposphere and ionosphere. With increasing
demand on the accuracy of position fixing, it is necessary The measurements of total electron content, the avail-
to develop methods to correct for these refraction effects abiity of the topside electron density profiles from Alouette
in order to obtain the true range and elevation angles, topside ionograms and the local electron density at say,
Considerable effort is being put in to develop such methods, 1000 km from probes on satellites have provided measures
though mostly for midlatitudes. Such methods essentially to construct fairly accurate topside electron density profiles
invo!ve three-dimensional tracing of the ray path from the as a function of latitude, longitude and local time. Two
receiver to the satellite requiring a tropospheric and iono- efforts in this direction will be mentioned since these
spheric Inputs. In order to compute the ionospheric refrac- form the basis for the method developed here. Somayajulu
tion errors one needs to have the electron density distribu- et al (1965) have proposed a method for generating eleciron
tion along the ray path. The electron density distribution density profiles up to say, 1000 km making use of bottom-
along the ray path is not readily available and has to be side data and the total electron content, measured at the
computed from vertical electron density profiles over a ground.
range of latitudes and longitudes, since the ray path is a
slant path from the receiver to the satellite. In the low Recently Bent et al (1971) described a method of
latitude - and equatorial regions, the electron density pro- building an ionospheric model profile upto 1000 km using
files have a strong latitudinal dependence particularly during the topside and bottomaide profiles covering almost one
the day, while the longitude effects can be represented solar cycle. This model profile can be predicted for a
fairly accurately by local time effects. This paper is mainly particular time, location and solar activity.
concerned with development of a method for building
electron dersity profiles for low latitude region particularly The present technique is essentially based on these
for the Indiait subcontinent. The main requirement for methods but incorporates certain improvements to obtain
satellite navigation would be that the methods to correct better accuracy for the topside profile. The method
for refraction effects should be fast, using on board mini- involves the following steps:
computers so that the true range and elevation angle values (I) The maximum electron density NmF2 at the F2-region
could be recovered in a matter of minutes. The primary maximum is given by
ionospheric inputs could then be either real time data,
such as foF2, the F2-reglon critical frequency, h'F the min- NmF2 (el/m 3 ) - 1.24 X 10-2 (foF2) 2 ... (1)
imum F-region virtual height and/or the total electron con-
tent. If real time data are not readily available, the pre- foF2 is in Hz. If real time values of foF2 are not available,
dicted foF2, hmF2 or M(3000)F2 factor and the electron the foF2 values can be taken from the contours of foF2
content could be used. In a practical situation the inputs published in "Ionospheric data" providing the latitudinal
may be a combination of real time data and predicted and longitudinal dependence.
values. The problem then is one of generating a family of
electron density profiles at, say, 50 le.titude intervals and (il) If realtime values of h'F, i.e. the minimum F-region
with local time dependence to represent longitude effects. virtual height are available these values can be used to

locate the peak of the F2-layer. If these are not avail-
METHODS OF BUILDING able, then predicted values of M(3000)F2 are obtained from

ELECTRON DENSITY PROFILES the "Ionospheric data" to obtain hmF2 using the Appleton-

Several methods have been developed to generate Beynon formula.

electron density models using foF2 and hmF2 values. The hImF2 - 1346.92 - 526.40 M + 59.825 M2 
. - (2)

construction of the bottomside profile can be made quite
accurate because a substantial effort has been put in to such
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where 10 -- - TECHNIQUE OF PROFILE BUILDING

M = M(3000)F2 factor- M oUF(32 FY

The M-factor is itself derived using h'F from the am

ionograms. N= 0.7

(i-i) It is shown by Seddon (1963) that the F2 layer can
be represented by an a-Chapman layer from the F2-peak 600

down to one scale height below and to 1.5 scale heights
above the peak. The a-Chapman layer is represented by (k.) Chop-

N - Nmax exp .(1---e z)] . . . (3) who..

Where z - and Hm is the scale height at the F2- 400

layer peak. HM W hN. (

The parameter Hm is a function of the local time, I------I-- ------------------

latitude and solar activity. From an analysis of past data zoo
from several ionospheric stations the value of Hm for a
given set of conditions can be predicted. 100

Using equation (3) the profile is extended upto a
height of 1.5 Hm above hmF2 and down to a height of o.7Nm
1.0 Hm below hmF2, N

(iv) The bottomalde electron content upto hmF2 is obtained Figure 1

by using the relation
Nb - 1,31 HmNmF2 (4) RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

where l-n is the scale height at hmF2. Using the technique described in the previous section,

electron density profiles have been built up to 1000 kra(v) The value of electron conent upto a height of 1.5 (3) altitudes. The profiles have been built for the locations of
above hmF2 Is then obtained by integrating equation (3). [Delhi, Ahmedabad, Calcutta & Kodaikanal covering a large

(vi) Above the height (hm+l.5Hm), the electron density is latitude range to determine the accuracy of topside profiles.
assumed to fall off exponentially as These are compared with the available topside profiles from

N - No e-kh (5) the Alouette I & Alouette II satellites.

where h is height measured from the height of (hm+1.5Hm) Figure (2) shows the results for Delhi. Profiles were
and No is the electron density at this height (No - 0.7 Nm). computed for daytime summer tod winter seasons for both

solar maximum and minimum conditions, wherever avail-
The major ionic constituent in the topside is 0+ upto able the Alouette topside profiles were used for matching in

1000 km during the day for solar maximum conditions, addition to the electron content values. It may be seen
However, at night the light ions become important and that with just two-exponent decay model as used in this
there is a transition from 0+ to lighter ions as the major technique, quite good agreement is achieved between the
ionic constituents below 1000 km. During solar minimum model profiles and the observed Alouette topside profiles.
conditions even during day time the 0+ to lighter ion tran-
sition occurs below 1000 km. Further the plasma temper. Figure (3) shows a comparison of the model profiles
ature is also height dependent. In order to take into with Alouette profiles for the location of Kodaikanal which
account these effects it is considered necessary to build up is a low latitude atation. Here again the agreement is found
the topaide profilea using two decay exponents Ki and Ku. to be quite good.
It is assumed that during solar minimum daytime the tran-
sition occurs at a height of 750 kin and at night for all Figure (4) shows the model electron density profiles
conditions at a height of 500 km. Thus the profile is built for summer daytime and solar minimum conditions
built from hm+1.5 Hm to the transition height uisng an for the four stations Delhi, Ahmedabad, Calcutta &
exponent KI and above this height upto 1000 km using Ku. Kodaikanal, covering a geomagnetic latitude range from

20ON to about ION.
The value of the exponents KI and Ku are so chosen

that the electron content obtained from the model profile These values of Kl and Ku determined to give the
matches the average electron content data appropriate for 'best' match are summarized in tables I & II. It may be
the location. A further constraint used is that the electron seen that for the latitude range of ION to 14 0 N the K
density at 1000 km from the model profile should also values for solar minimum summer daytime conditions are
match the average value of N at 1000 krn observed by more or less similar while the values are substantially
satellite probes. Fig. 1 illustrates the details of this tech- higher for Delhi which corresponds to about 200N. The
nique. solar activity dependence of K values for Delhi region may

be noted from the table II.
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COMPARISON OF SOLAR MINIMUM E.LECYRON OENUTY lROFIL.ES
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ELECTRON UENSIrY PROFILES, KOOAIKAt4AL REGION

SOLAR MAX. SLIMMER CAY TIME FTH.OLITh1AL DT SiSOLA .- ^ a .... LAL~o•.TE fl DATA.5$tl

SOLAR MI'N SUMMER DAY Tli'r [THEORETICAL * S3 1S
LAL.OUTTE I DATA-S211 Table 1

K VALUES FOR SOLAR
M!NIMUM SUMMER DAYTIME

Station Geomagnetc Latitude Ml (cCr-) Ku (cr-1)]

1004 Delhi 190 11' N 6.124 X Wo-8  8.4 X 1-8
Ahmedabad 149 01'N 3.41 X 10-8 2.1 X i0--8

I Calcutta 12 15'N 3.48 X 10-8 1.7 X ia-3

Soo Kodallanal 00 44' N 3.85 ).lX 1- 1,79 X 10--8

700 \ \,\

Table 2
ti GOOK VALUES FOR DELHI REGION

S o •(GEOMAGNETIC LATITUDE - 190 11'N)

500s Solar Activity - KE (cm- 1 ) Ku (cra-l)
o Max. Summer Daytime 4.2 X O-8 2.1 X( 1O-

4CW Solar Max. Winter Dsytlme 4.1 X 10-8 2.8 X 10-8i

300 Solar Min. Summer Daytime 3.'-, X 10o-8 1.79 X 10o 8

Solar Min. Whiter Daytime 3.68 X 10- 8  1.5 X 10-8

It is considered that the technique described in the
*0 paper enables one to build electron density profiles when

the ionospheric parameters such as foF2, h'F, and electron

content are available as inputs. The more detailed work isvJ , •o* in progreu.
N ( e/a )ll ,.,l

Figure £
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EVALUATION OF IONOSPHERIC ERRORS IN 10.0 AA DELHIREGION, SOLAR MINIMUM WINTER DAY TIME
RANGE AND ELEVATION ANGLE H-EIGHT OF SATELLITE - 1000 Km

Using the profiles built as described above, the range B 20 0MHz F - 850 MHz
and elevation angle errors at various frequencies (20 MHz- 'C 140 MHz - ANGULAR
5 GHz) and for different zenith Pngles (100-800) using the u)AB 0 *360MH& ERROR
three-dimentional ray tracing program developed based on a w 1.0-
modified version of Jones' Ray tracing program have been a:
computed. Some samnple calculations for Delhi rf~gion are W
shown in figures (5) & (6).

0

DELHI REGION.* SOLAR MINIMUM WIN.TER DAY TIME (

A *20 MHz E~ - 50 'dlii O 0.

Ngk4INT Of SATELLITE 8 40 MHz F - 1.4 6Hz 0
- 1000KmS C 140 MHz G: 4.5GHm

lOON. 0 *360MKz R RANGOE

RA 0.01 A

0 0-001 I

600 20 40 60 s0

APPARENT ELEVATION ANGLE (DEGREES)
Figure 6
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A PRELIMINARY EVALUATION OF SCINTILLATIONS OVER INDIA FOR ATS - 6 EMISSIONS

P.K. Pafficha, and B.M. Reddy,
Radio Science Division,

National Physical Laboratory,
New-Delhi

N.V.G. Sarma
Radio Astronomy Centrq

Ootacamund

INTRODUCTION

The ATS-6 satellite Is expected to be shifted to 350E
Longitude in mid 1975, primarily for the SITE program in I AYS-F

India. In addition, the satellite will have several beacon O o4

frequencies for ionospheric studies. A number of groups in

India have drawn plan1 for participating in the beacon pro- o04
gram with varying degree of involvement. To make some
model calculations, we have particularly chosen the station
Ooty (geographic lat. 11,40N, longitude: 76.7*E and geo- 07 07

magnetic latitude: 2.2YN) because in addition to being well ,om
within the equatorial scintillation belt, it i also the seat of *' 04

the Radio Astronomy Centre of India. The Ooty Radio
Telescope (327 MHz) along with its accesmory dishes provide
a unique opportunity for studying irregularity sizes by inter-

forometer technique. The computer program developed at' I

the Stanford Remarch Institute (Beaujardlere and McNiel, 04 1I4OUM o0.4
1971) based on a model by Fremouw and Rino (1971) was
used to compute the scintillation index at a few frequencies 03- o0.3

for the expected elevation of the ATS-6 satellite.
02 04

RESULTS MOMMA
With Ooty as the receiving station, the frequen•ds 0 0.1

used were 40 MHz, 140 MHz, and 360 MHz. The fractional
rms fluctuation of re.elved amplitude (82) was computed for -o 24
all the three frequencies with varying local time, season and LOCAL TIME

solar epoch. The local time variation of the scintillation
index (82) for a December day and for a sunspot number of Fig. 1 -. Local time variation of the scintillation index (32)
20 is shown in Fig. 1. As expected, the scintillations ar for a December day and for a Sunspot numbet of 20 at Ooty

essentially restricted to the nocturnal hours. Fig. 2 shows as computed from Fremouw-Rino model for tranamnisions

the seaonal variations again for a sunspot number of 20 from the ATS-6 satellite over 85WE longitude.

which is expected to prevail during 1975-76. Ibis Is charac-
terized by maxima at the equinoxes and minima at the
solistices. Fig, 3 shows the sunspot number variation of 82
wherein the apparently dominating control of solar activity
is only too obvious.
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50 0 It should be remembered that the model of Fremouw
4 .and Rino was meant to give an over-all picture of global

morphology and the accuracy for any geographical region
o00 essentially depends upon the statistical significance of the

observational data fed into the model from that particular
00o region. The only equatorial data fed into the model was from

Accra, Ghana (geo.mag. Lat.: 9,4*). It is very significant to
4_ note that the data comprsed of only one frequency (136 MHz)

~ and for a particular solar epoch (sunspot numberft100), This

40 . means that in the equatorial region, the model has practically
no input for variations with latitude, solar cycle and with

to 20.. frequency, In spite of Elkins' results (Elkins, 1969), such a
steep dependence on solar activity at the equator is rather

096 A ý surprising, while at mid latitudes the scintillation index is
almost independent of solar activity. It is also possible that

4 27.5.974 the frequency dependence in the equatorial belt may be

NnERTCAL) entirely different, For example, if the irrogularittea are
Analler and if their slant distance are larger then the scin-

zIo •AP ,14 tillation indexS2ccX(spectral index is unity). This will make
Z the scintillations even at higher frequencies considerably

Slarge. One reason for suspecting the adequacy of the model

i Is that, at Ooty even during low solar activity, the Jono-
'2 spheric scintillations at 827 MHz were observed to be rather

55 large while the computed values are negligibly low.

2 A sample record of the Radio source 0155-10 at 327
MHz obtained at the Radio Astronomy Centre, Ootacamund

0 9 on November 11, 1974, is shown in Fig. 4. The large scin-
17 I 1tillation. even though the sunspot number was around 20-

TIME IN HOURS(SWYE) 25 are obvious from the figure. These actually observed

Fig. 2 - Seasonal variations of the scintillation index (02) aV scintillations were compared with the scintillation indices
computed from the Fremouw-Rino model for the ATS-6 expected from the Fremouw and Rino model for that par-
transmissions received at Ooty. The origin coincides with the tlcular location, solar epoch and season and this comparison
beginning of the calendar year. !a shown in Fig. 5. Again, the scintillation index shown is

the fractional r.m.s. fluctuation in amplitude known a S2
(82 - 0.52S4). It may also be noted that to make the corn-

AT- ~ parison meaningful the scintillation indices observed were
QooY reduced to a constant zenith angle of 500. A check was

4oMa 0200 L also made with several Indian Ionospheric and Solar and
1.0 Geophysical Stations to see if " particular day was marked

with any unusual Ionospheric or Geomagnetic phenomena
and no such phentomena were reported. It may also be
mentioned in this connection, that though occasions of such
large scintillation# are rather infrequent during the low solar

0.8- epoch, they are definitely not very rare either. Howover,

140MH& scintillations of moderate strength are rather frequent and
,1 o.- are not compatible with the Fremouw and Rino model

discussed above. The order of magnitude discrepancy
£ between the observ'A and expected scintillation indices are

oa- obvious from Fig. 6.

-i In view of the SITE program (860 MHz) using the ATS-
6 satellite, we have computed the expected scintillation indices
again using the above mentioned program. The capitals of
the stater for which the SITE is intended and the vespective
82 values are shown in Fig. 6. It may be seen that at all
stations, the scintillations are Insignificant. Of cowse the
main reason for the low indices is the low solar activity

O5 expected during 1975-76. But again, for reasons mentioned
above, the low values can not be viewed with complacence;
under conditions of strong scattering, the spectral index
will be unity or even lesser and the computations extrapo-

so 75 po lated from lower frequency observations will be misleading.
SiN SPOT NUMIBR

Fig 8 - The Sunspot number variations of 82 for the ATS-6
transmissions for a local time of 0200 hours at Ooty. A Do-
cember day woo chosen for computation4.
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ATS-F-SITE CINDIA

P A MAXIMUM SCINTILLATION INDEX AT 860M-Iz
FOR 1975-76 j SUNSPOT NO.20

- SATON GEOG. LATITUDE ELEVATION SCINT.
(DEGREES) ANGLE INDEX

________ ______(DEGREES) _ _ _

BAN GALORE 1. 9200
(KARNATAKA) 1. 9200

H. YDERABAD 17.3 37.2 0.04
I(ANDHRA PRADESH)I

Fig. 4 -A. sample record of radio source A'155-10 received
on 327 MHz at the Radio Astronomy Centre, Ooty on No- BHU VANES WAR 2.32. 0
vember 11th 1974, showing the large ionospheric scintil- (ORISSA)2032874
lations. BHOPAL23037010

(MADHYA PRADESH) 0370.0

PAT NA 25.65 27.7 0.00
OOTYOVII'74] (BIHAR)

go18 6101 DELHI 28.66 33.5 0.00

II _ _ _ _ _

.oo .~ Fig. 6 - Scintillation indices expected from Fremouw-Rino
model at 800 MHz for the SITE progrmme of the ATS-6

satellite, The places indicated are the capitals of six states
where SITE programme is expected to be received. The ae
vation angle of the satellite for each of these stations is also

7 1 shown.

0.I . . -
£00 moo A preliminary computation using the Stanford Research

0.0 1 Institute program for scintillation indioes for ATS-6 emissions21a 00 20o4 yields rather low values for the period 1975-76. Thlese are
INDIAN STANDARD TIME especially low compared with the scintillations encountered

Fig. 6 - Comparison of the scintillation indices expected in radio star observations. The low latitude data that went
from the Fremouw-Rino model with those actually observed as input to the SRI program is only for one location, for
at Ooty on 327 MHz. one year, for just one frequency at a moderately high sunspot

number. Because of this inadequate input, it is cautioned
that extrapolation to higher frequencies, lower latitudes
and lower sunspot numbers maty be misleading. This high-
lights the great need for undertak~ing intensive obiservational
programs on scintillations in the equatorial belt.
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